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PREFACE

H

.

obtain
,

FOUND it extremely difficult to
in any
thing like a convenient manner , information on the
various matters connected with fire engines , fire brigades ,
&c., there not being any treatise or work specially devoted
to the subject , the Author has felt that a work to supply this
deficiency, if made tolerably complete , could hardly fail to
be of use, now that the subject of volunteer and paid fire
brigades , and fire engines, is attracting a considerable amount
of attention .
AYING

For several years past the Author has made the subject
of steam fire engines, their construction , management , and
requirements , his peculiar study . He has also been in the
habit of attending various trials of them , private as well as
public , and of seeing them at work at fires—making his own
notes and observations thereon , taking the measurements
himself personally , or assisting in so doing , and carefully
noting particulars and results whilst on the spot.
This course having been followed on all occasions, and
nearly always having had his notes verified by numerous
engineering friends present at the time , the Author can
give them to the public with full confidence in their being
reliable and correct ; and , not being interested in the results
as affecting any individual maker , with perfect freedom from
any attempt or inducement to mislead .

PEEFACE .

IV

The Author would here acknowledge with many thanks
the invaluable assistance he has received in all particulars
relating to manual engines from his friend Mr. William
Baddeley , C.E ., to whose valuable notes and records , and
great and varied information , he is much indebted ; and also
the politeness with which his requests for the use of the
drawings of the different engines and appliances illustrated
in this work have been responded to by the various makers .
In conclusion , the Author would suggest to all individuals
whose avocation or position enable them to make observa¬
tions or collect information on the important subject of this
work , the desirability of their contributing the same to the
general stock of information , as by so doing they will be as¬
sisting to furnish a collection of facts which must be service¬
able in future investigations . With this view, he invites
contributions of reliable information on any matter apper¬
taining to the subject , to be used , if found suitable , should
a second edition of the work be called for.
C. F . T. Y.

7 I)ukb Street , Adelphi , London :

April 1866.
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FIRES , EIRE ENGINES , AND
FIRE BRIGADES .
CHAPTER I .
FIRES.
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f

Fire , like the rest of the elements , when properly used and con¬
trolled , is an excellent servant and assistant to man ; but when it
obtains the mastery , it is, as we find from past and continued
experience , a most terrible and ruthless tyrant , destructive alike
to life and property , and perfectly indiscriminate in its ravages .
The palace and the hovel, the prince and the peasant , the old
and the young , are equally open to its destructive influence, and it
becomes the bounden duty of all to do their best to prevent its
doing mischief, and confine its powers within those bounds in
which it is found to act most beneficially for man .
Carelessness and wilfulness are the two best allies by whose
influence it so frequently exceeds its bounds , and against these it
is impossible always to guard ; consequently , from the earliest
ages, we find provision made for restitution or punishment accord¬
ing to the origin of the fire, and in the case of wilfulness it was
punished by death .
From a death by fire or burning we all instinctively shrink , and
with reason, for a more fearful or terrific finish to one’s existence
cannot well be imagined ; therefore , as when once a fire breaks out
it is impossible to foretell the extent of its ravages, or the loss of
life that may ensue, it is proper that the punishment for arson
should be made most severe, and also that for culpable carelessness,
the effects being the same, though the motives may differ.
A large fire, especially amongst much inflammable material , is
an awful and magnificent sight , and one usually as ruinous and
fatal in its results as it is extensive and magnificent in appear¬
ance. In a few hours the labours of a lifetime , or even of a
it
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generation , disappear , leaving in their place a shapeless useless
mass of ruins , and the owners or dependents homeless or ruined ,
and frequently to commence again those labours and exertions that
possibly another year or so would have rendered unnecessary .
The scene which a large London fire presents is one that , once
seen, can never be forgotten . A writer on this subject in the
‘ Quarterly Keview ’ for Dec. 1854 speaks of ‘ the shouts of the
crowd as it opens to let the engines rush through it ; the foaming
head of water springing out of the ground , and spreading over the
road until it becomes a broad mirror reflecting the glowing blaze ;
the black snake -like coils of the leathern hose rising and falling
like things of life, whilst a hundred arms work at the pump , their
central heart ; the applause that rings out clear above the roaring
flame as the adventurous band throw the first hissing jet ; cheer
following cheer as stream after stream shoots against the burning
mass, now flying into the socket-holes of fire set in the black face
of the house front , now dashing with a loud skirr against the
window frame and wall, and falling off in broken showers. A still
more imposing yet dreadful sight is often exhibited in the confla¬
grations of those vast piles of buildings in the City filled with
inflammable merchandise . Here the most powerful engines seem
reduced to mere squirts , and the efforts of the adventurous brigade men are confined to keeping the mischief within its own bounds .’
The great Tooley Street fire, the late fire at Gresham Street , the
Pimlico wheelworks, the Dockhead fires, and others , are ample
proofs of the truth of the latter part of these remarks .
Fires can never be entirely prevented , the causes of their origin
being so numerous and varied ; but this is no reason why every or
any precaution should be neglected , or carelessness in using fire
encouraged . After everything has been done that scientific and
practical knowledge shows to be the means of diminishing the
liability and extent of fires, there are still those unconquerable
difficulties of carelessness and wilfulness to contend against , and it
is difficult to devise a mode by which the ill effects of them may
be neutralised .
Carelessness, when reproved and shown the right way of proceed¬
ing , if persisted in, becomes wilfulness , and should therefore be
severely punished . In fact, in olden times this was the course
adopted ; and if it was considered needful then , experience shows
us that it is far more needful now ; especially since gas, lucifers,
and other contrivances of modern times have enlarged the field on
which they can act. Heading in bed is a fruitful source of fires,
and with the knowledge we have, and the instances of its pernicious
effects continually occurring , it cannot be called other than wilful ;
it certainly is not carelessness. The recklessness with which can¬
dles, lucifers , gas, the inflammable oils, and other easily kindled
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materials are used and treated in every-day life, can scarcely be
called carelessness now that the danger arising from their improper
treatment is known ; and too much caution cannot be taken in their
use to prevent mischief .
Were it always the case that the results of carelessness and wil¬
fulness affected the causes of it only, there would not be so much
to fear ; but as it is rarely the case that they stop here, it becomes
all the more important to guard against them . In some cases, such
for instance as the absurd practice of inflating the dresses of the
female sex by crinoline and other contrivances , in spite of the
danger so constantly and appallingly manifested , it is seldom that
the effects extend beyond the offender when the dress becomes
ignited ; but it may be taken as an established fact that in all
others the effects spread , unless promptly checked, to a very serious
extent , and frequently to one beyond control .
It is to be regretted that wire spark -protectors , which also serve
to keep the dresses of females, and linen drying or airing before
the fire, from becoming ignited , and sparks and particles of burn¬
ing fuel from coming into the room, are not more extensively
employed. These are now made of an ornamental character , can
be quickly and easily placed or removed, have considerable strength
when placed in position, and are to be had at such a reasonable
rate that no house should be unprovided with one for each fire¬
place in use.
The fires stated to have been caused by sparks in the year 1864,
in London , are 131 in number ; those caused by airing linen or
drying clothes 22 ; and the numerous fatal and other cases of
persons ’ clothing coming in contact with the fire, of which the
newspapers have frequent reports , are not recorded .
It is very difficult always to account exactly for, or find the
exact cause of, every fire, so many circumstances and causes com¬
bining to originate them ; but it is to be feared that a great pro¬
portion are from causes which might have been easily prevented ,
had there been the disposition in one case, or the care in the
other . The report of the London Fire Engine Establishment
for 1864 gives the total of fires of this description as, ‘ unknown ,
474 ,’ or a proportion of between ^ and ^ of the total of the fires
occurring in London alone in twelve months .
Experience , unfortunately , teaches us that those cases where the
greatest precaution should be taken to guard against the outbreak
of fire, and means provided to check or extinguish it at its out¬
break , are too often those in which the fewest are taken ; and it
must be said that where all that common sense teaches us should
be done for this purpose , is done, such will be found to be the
exception, not the rule .
It is too much the custom to remark that ‘we have never yet
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had a fire,’ and therefore neglect to provide against the chance of
its occurring . Such a policy as this cannot be too severely con¬
demned , for it is too often the case that the ill effects of the neglect
alluded to, when a fire does occur, extend to others who are fre¬
quently ill able to bear its ruinous effects ; but did they alone
experience its ravages to whose neglect the fire is due, it would,
as a rule , be admitted that they justly deserved it, for neglecting
to provide against the evil day. The old proverb about the
pitcher and the well should be occasionally called to mind by all
who ‘ have never had a fire.’
Chimneys were, and still are, a fruitful source of fires, both from
being allowed to become so foul as to ignite , and also from being
so improperly placed that the wood work of the building comes
in dangerous proximity to the interior of the flue. As a rule ,
but little attention is paid to the joints of the brick -work inside
the flue, to keep them close, and form a smooth, even interior , so
as to prevent the lodgment of soot. The use of earthenware tubes ,
or pipes, of the size of the flue required , built into the brick -work,
instead of forming the flue of brick only, has been tried with good
results ; and by glazing the interior but little soot is deposited ,
and the joints at each length can be made quite tight . This plan
is deserving of extended adoption , and its advantages are too
apparent to require lengthened comment .
A chimney properly constructed , and with no joists , beams, or
wood-work in its vicinity , may catch fire without giving much
cause for alarm to the inhabitants of the house to which it belongs ;
but when it throws out the burning soot in large flakes, to be
lodged promiscuously on everything in its neighbourhood , it then
becomes a serious matter , seeing that mischief may be caused where
least expected ; and thus this danger is added to the almost intoler¬
able nuisance caused by the smell of the burning soot, and the two
form anything but a pleasant state of affairs to all in its immediate
vicinity . The report of the London Fire Engine Establishment
for 1864 sets down the number of fires caused by, or attributable
to, faulty chimneys or flues as 135 ; and those caused by faulty
hearths at 10.
The use of wrought -iron pipes or tubes for conveying gas
throughout *a building , is much to be preferred to that of the soft
metal in such general use. It has frequently happened that when
a place has taken fire, the melting of these tubes lias allowed the
gas to escape, which, taking fire, has added in no small degree to
the mischief . No doubt , if it could be always managed , that
when a place takes fire the gas could be shut off at a point not
likely to be reached by the flames, and always easily got at , then
it would matter but little what material is employed for the pur¬
pose ; but as it is a rare case when this can be done, it is desirable
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that every reasonable precaution should be used to decrease the
damage caused by fire.
It would be a very great and important convenience in case of
fire, if the service pipes from the gas-mains were all fitted with
stop cocks, placed somewhere in the streets so as to be easily
accessible to the firemen, by means of which they could shut off the
gas from the meter , and thus do away with the damage caused by
the melting of the gas pipes allowing the gas to escape, when it
happens that the fire has cut off access to the meter . Something of
the kind is done in the City, and there can be no doubt of the
benefits to be derived from such an arrangement , as each engine
or policeman might be provided with a proper key for the purpose ,
and the remedial measures could be taken without delay.
As respects safety, the claims of gas to public confidence are
indisputable . No sparks can by any possibility be diffused by a
gas light . The odour so peculiar to coal gas is often urged as an
objection to its use. Its presence in an unburnt state is thereby
infallibly indicated , and thus fair warning is given that something
is wrong. A stronger ground of objection would exist if it were
entirely deprived of that odour. When gas escapes, open the door
and window of the apartment , search for the leak immediately —
but not ivith a lighted candle —and the escape may be easily de¬
tected , and as easily rectified .
It is a condition accidental , not necessary, to the use of gas, that
it occasionally escapes when it is not required . In that respect it
resembles water, beer, wine, and other liquids , for whose convey¬
ance and management pipes and stop cocks are requisite . It is
perfectly easy to use gas in every apartment of a house without its
occasioning the least inconvenience . Let there be ordinary care—
just as much as is exercised in performing the commonest of house¬
hold duties —and nothing more will be necessary.
The number of fires attributed to gas in London in 1864 is set
down at 102.
The custom of raking the fire out of the grate on to the hearth ,
which is so prevalent in the southern part of the kingdom , is a
very fruitful cause of fires, and one that should be strictly for¬
bidden . A moment ’s reflection will show the absurdity of this
proceeding , if it be called to mind that a place is provided , viz.
the grate , into which the material used to make a fire is put ,
because it is the safest place to have it, and because it is constructed
specially for the purpose , so as to avoid danger from the burn¬
ing coals.
It has been said that in the coal districts of England , where it
is not the custom to rake the fire on to the hearth , fires traceable
to this cause are exceedingly rare . No doubt the imperfect
manner in which hearths are ordinarily kept renders the liability
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to fire much greater , for it is a rare thing to see a hearthstone
without crevices around it, or holes made by mice close by ; these
little gentry finding the neighbourhood of the hearth a good place
to get a living . These holes and crevices become depositories for
dust , bits of thread , paper , "and other inflammable materials ,
which gather by degrees, and form a nice little point from which
a fire may start . At last some unlucky spark drops in , the
ignited matter slowly smoulders into a larger body of fire, and at
last breaks out when least expected, with a vigour and rapidity
which too often insure a complete and speedy destruction of the
building and its contents , and not unfrequently endangers or
destroys life itself.
The general and extended employment of gas, both in shops
and private houses of late years, has been said to have caused an
increase in the -number and extent of fires. To the want of care
and judgment in fitting and placing the burners , any fires from
this cause must be attributed , and not to any occult character in
the gas itself. How frequently does one see in some shops, in little
back rooms, nay, even in offices and warehouses, the gas burners
placed in dangerous proximity to woodwork ; sometimes right
under a beam , or close up to the lath and plaster ceiling, or right
against the wainscot ? In some of these cases a sheet of tinned
iron may be seen nailed or otherwise attached against or to the
inflammable material , with the intention of intercepting the heat
from the burner , and so preventing its taking fire, it being for¬
gotten that metal is a good conductor of heat !
Then , again , how frequently are stoves placed on a sheet of
iron , which sheet of iron is placed on the bare wood floor, with no
non -conducting material between them , to hinder the heat from
passing into the woodwork. If this course of procedure does not
actually cause fires it certainly increases the risk of them . It is
well known that wood exposed for a considerable time to a con¬
stant heat undergoes a change which renders it peculiarly liable
to take fire, under what may almost be termed unlikely circum¬
stances ; and it is, moreover , said it causes it to ignite by spon¬
taneous combustion .
The chemical action known as spontaneous combustion is a
frequent cause of fires, and great care should be taken in storing
all materials likely to become the means of causing fire by this
peculiarity . There can be no doubt that many fires, whose origin
it has been difficult to ascertain , have arisen from this cause ; and
it is known that greasy or oily cotton , sawdust, &c., if left long
enough undisturbed , undergo a change , and finally ignite , setting
fire to whatever inflammable material may be in their immediate
neighbourhood .
Spontaneous combustion is the power of ignition inherent in
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The putrefaction of vegetables

is known to occasion the development of so much heat as some¬

times to cause their ignition , which the following instances will
prove. It is well known, and has been satisfactorily proved, that
ignition from chemical action will take place amongst such mate¬
rials as hemp , jute , cotton , flax, &c., when they are stowed in a
damp state, or left in a state of grease or oily dirt , or allowed to
remain in a heap for a sufficient time . In the cElements of
Chemistry ’ it is said by Andrew Fyfe ‘that the fixed or unctuous
oils absorb oxygen ; linseed oil, for instance , when spread on paper ,
has been found to imbibe not less than twelve times its weight of
it . Under certain circumstances the absorption goes on so rapidly
that the heat generated is sufficient to cause combustion ; when,
for instance , tow or cloth is soaked in oil and heaped together , its
temperature very soon rises, and it at last takes tire . Hence the
necessity of being cautious in throwing aside tow or other matters
which have been used for cleaning the oily parts of machinery , as
instances have occurred of fires being occasioned in this way.’
Many instances of spontaneous combustion had occurred from
this cause, and in particular it had become so common in the
Itussian arsenals, that a series of experiments were instituted to
ascertain , as far as possible, the particulars under which they
occurred . The results showed that if hemp , flax, linen cloth, &c.
be steeped in linseed oil, if it lie in a heap , and be somewhat
pressed together and confined, its temperature rises, a smoke issues
from it, and it at length takes fire. The same thing happens with
mixtures of oil and fine charcoal, as lamp -black wrapped up in linen ,
for in one experiment a mixture of this kind became warm in about
sixteen hours , and emitted steam ; in two hours more it emitted
smoke, and immediately took fire. In another experiment the
combustion happened in nine hours, but only succeeded where
drying oils were used.
Spontaneous ignition has been observed to take place in the
cotton wipings, or waste employed for wiping off the oil, &c. from
the machinery ; and there is little doubt but that many fires, for
which no apparent cause could be assigned , have thus arisen .
Mr . Oldham , of the Bank of Ireland , has stated that he knew of
three fires caused by greasy rags lying together . On one occasion
he was awakened by an alarm of fire, which he found had arisen
from that cause. From experiments he had made he was perfectly
satisfied that all such matters would ignite spontaneously at various
periods after they had been used , in some cases so long as twelve
months .
No pains should be spared to prevent mischief arising from
this cause, and all waste vegetable matters , of any and every de¬
scription , should be removed to such place as would prevent any
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danger ensuing if they should become spontaneously ignited . All
tow, hemp , jute , cotton -waste, bass-matting , and other vegetable
matter , ought always to be kept as free from grease or oil, and the
influence of damp or moisture , as possible ; and there is no reason
to fear any dangerous results from their being on the premises , if,
knowing their peculiarities , reasonable precautions are taken to
prevent their being exposed to those contingencies which produce
the effects desired to be guarded against .
In 1858 a quantity of asphalted felt, which was stored in a
builder ’s yard at Camberwell , became ignited spontaneously , but
fortunately without doing much damage ; and in a few weeks after
it ignited again .
There have been many well authenticated cases of serious fires
arising from this cause ; and it would seem that they are rather
on the increase than otherwise . One great reason for this is the
increasing tendency to store large masses of material together in
a lump , instead of separating them as much as possible ; conse¬
quently it is difficult, nay, almost impossible, to have that easy
means of inspection from time to time throughout the whole mass,
which is the only means of detecting and preventing the progress
and outbreak of this silent and insidious destroyer .
Count Morozzo has written at considerable length on sponta¬
neous combustion ; and in the Memoirs of the Academy of Sciences
at Turin , and also in the Memoires de l’Academie de Paris , 1760,
and in the third volume of the ‘ Repertory of Arts ’ some inte¬
resting facts on this subject will be found .
In 1864 the fires stated to have been caused by spontaneous
combustion in London are set down as 15.
The Report published each year by the London Fire Engine
Establishment does not distinguish between ‘ totally destroyed ’
and ‘seriously damaged ,’ but lumps them both together , and
divides the particulars of the fires for each year thus :—‘ Totally
destroyed or considerably damaged ,’ and ‘ slightly damaged ; ’
whereby its utility as a means of deducing reliable and valuable
statistics of the three classes into which fires should be divided,
may be said to be completely destroyed .
On reading over the excellent and thoroughly practical report of
the ‘ Bataillon de Sapeurs -Pompiers de la Ville de Paris ,’with which
the author has been favoured , he finds fires classified thus :—‘Totally
destroyed ,’ ‘seriously damaged ,’and ‘slightly damaged .’ This report
also appends to the particulars of each fire the mode in which it
was extinguished , whether by engines , by buckets , or by the persons
in the locality where the fire broke out . It also mentions the
number of engines brought to each fire, the number worked, and
also whence they were brought , and gives the number of lives
jeopardised or saved, buildings destroyed , and distance of nearest
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station from the seat of the fire. Such a report as this is a most
valuable document ; and the system on which it is got up, and the
way in which it treats the subject , should be taken as a model by
all brigades who desire to give reliable and useful information on
such an important subject . These are points in which the Report
of the London Fire Engine Establishment is sadly deficient , no
mention being made of any of the above particulars . It is one
that should be immediately rectified . A great improvement
would be made if the amount of property destroyed by each con¬
flagration , and other particulars , were appended .
It is worthy of remark that up to the present time the tendency
of fires is to become more numerous , of far greater extent than
formerly , and to cause far heavier losses ; whilst the means of
controlling them does not increase in proportion , although steam
fire engines are used at nearly every one. One great reason for
this may be the tendency to construct large buildings , which are
not sufficiently subdivided to render it easy to attack the fire as it
were in detail , and in spite of the Building Act this course seems
to be persisted in , especially in the case of the large buildings
called Manchester warehouses. Mr . Yulliamy , architect to the
Metropolitan Board of Works, and who it is said has the means of
obtaining correct information on the subject , states that in London
the ‘total loss,’ or fires in which everything is totally destroyed ,
amount to rather over 14 per cent, of all the fires during the year .
In the year 1840, the London fires were recorded as 681. In
1844 they were 762. In 1848 they were 805. In 1852 they
increased to 923. In 1856 they reached 957. In 1860 they
amounted to 1056 ; and in 1864 they had increased in the greatest
ratio , amounting to 1487 ; showing that in less than twenty -five
years they had more than doubled in number .
Of the total of 768 fires which occurred in Paris in 1864, the
number from unknown causes is set down as 111 ; those from
lucifer and chemical matches as 28 ; those from children playing
with matches 16 ; those from sparks from candles, lamps , &c., 64 ;
and those from paper or matches partly extinguished as 25 ; the
remainder arising from a variety of other causes, most of them of
the usual character .
Numerous attempts have been made from time to time to
devise some method by which a fire, on its earliest breaking out,
shall announce itself , and thereby give timely warning of its
occurrence ; but though many ingenious contrivances have been and
are devised, the author is not aware of any that can be looked on
as sufficiently reliable or simple to merit their adoption , nor does
lie know of any plan in use for this purpose .
A fire-alarm apparatus , intended to announce the occurrence of
fire in any room in a building in which it was placed, is said to
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have been invented by Sir William Congreve. It consisted of a
glass tube about one inch in diameter and six inches in length ,
with a bulb of two inches in diameter at each end, suspended just
a trifle below the centre of gravity ; to the frame was fastened a
tube with quicksilver , which, when the apparatus was set ready for
action , was in a horizontal position . On a fire breaking out and
the temperature becoming raised, the alcohol contained in the
glass expanded until it tilted over the tube , and the quicksilver
with which it was weighted gave it sufficient impetus , in turning ,
to cause it to release a small catch which held in check a spring
always kept wound up , so that , on the spring being released and
allowed to run down, it set in motion a small bell, giving notice
of what had occurred .
Fires are continually said to occur by ‘ accident ,’ or are as they
are termed ‘ accidental : ’ it has been said that ninety -nine fires
out of every hundred are preventible , and may be divided into
two kinds —those which are wilful, and those which arise from
carelessness. These latter there can be no question might with a
little care and prudence be enormously diminished , if not alto¬
gether prevented , whilst the others are of course more difficult to
deal with, though the law is very severe when it takes its course.
These, so long as there is thought to be sufficient inducement to
compensate for the risk run , will always occur ; but it is highly
probable that by maintaining the practice of setting on foot a strict
investigation into the causes of all fires a considerable damper
may be put on fires of this sort.
The gradual increase , during the present century , of heavy and
serious fires both in London and throughout the country , shows
most strongly the importance of having the cause or origin of each
carefully and strictly investigated . In London it is to be hoped
that , under the new system , which is to come into operation on the
1st of January next , the desirability of this will be seen, and that
there will be a radical change for the better ; for it may be taken
as a certainty that , when the public come to pay for attendance at
fires and the maintenance of the fire extinguishing machinery , they
will require to know the causes of such fires as those at Southwark
Street , Grresham Street , &c., with the expectation of finding that
such data may be obtained as will enable the now gradually increasing number to be diminished or averted altogether .
When a room in a ‘ rookery ’ catches or gets set on fire, and its
inmate or inmates suffocated or burnt ; when some luckless female ,
who, in spite of the constant and fearful warning of the extreme
danger and folly of wearing the preposterous crinoline , persists
with characteristic obstinacy in distending her apparel , gets in
contact with the fire (too often totally unprotected ), and , as a
necessary and almost unfailing consequence, pays the penalty of
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her life, then comes the coroner’s inquest with its ‘ useful ’
investigation , and almost stereotyped verdict of ‘accidental death
hut as to any practical benefit resulting to the public at large from
the often protracted enquiry in reducing these ‘ accidents ’ or
preventing them altogether , their constant recurrence shows un¬
mistakably that none is derived from it.
When a large fire, such as the terrible conflagration at Tooley
Street , the great fire at Gresham Street , and the numerous others
of late , breaks out , and a whole neighbourhood is jeopardised or
destroyed , not the slightest attempt seems to be made to investigate
the cause, nor is any really practical benefit obtained from the
warning ; but up go the so-called ‘ fireproof ’ buildings in their
place, and in a few years the result is a yet more disastrous con¬
flagration , a greater destruction of property , a still greater loss of
confidence, and an increased general feeling of insecurity .
When a railway ‘ accident ,’ involving the loss of a life or two
and a moderate destruction of property , occurs, an officer, duly
appointed by Government for this purpose , inspects the scene of
the disaster , and endeavours to find out the cause or causes ; the
avowed intention being , from the particulars embodied in his report ,
to devise and carry out some means for preventing their recurrence ,
or at least of reducing , as far as human foresight and precaution
can do so, any liability to it .
No one will for a moment say that this is not a most judicious
and proper course to be taken ; and it is believed that such a
system, properly devised and carried out for the purpose of finding
and diminishing the causes of fires, if nowhere else, at least in
London , could not fail to be attended with most beneficial results .
It is most important , however, that those charged with this duty
should be fully conversant with the subject both theoretically and
practically , otherwise hut little advantage would arise from it ; for
however reasonable any ‘theory ’ may be, unless a large amount of
practice be joined to it , errors already in existence would be per¬
petuated or others originated , and the result Avould be a muddle
anything but satisfactory or desirable .
Whilst these pages were passing through the press, Mr . L. M.
Becker , so well known in London as the energetic and able
lieutenant of the late Lambeth Fire Brigade , addressed the fol¬
lowing letter on this subject to several of the London papers ,
and it appeared in the ‘ Builder ,’ ‘ Building News,’ ‘ Insurance
liecord ,’ ‘ Builder ’s Weekly Iieporter ,’ &c.
‘ Metropolitan
Fire Brigade
Bill .
‘ (To the Editor of the “ Insurance Record.”)
‘ Sir ,— On reading
the clauses of the above bill , published

in

your edition of the 14th inst ., I perceive no provision is made for
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inquests to enquire into the causes of fires. I believe that the
corporation of the city of London has powers to institute inquests ,
when property to any large extent has been destroyed by fire (irre¬
spective of any loss of life). If similar powers were given to the
Metropolitan Board of Works, very valuable scientific information
would be obtained , which would eventually reduce the theories of
causes of fire to facts .
‘ The number of “ unknown ” causes returned by the officers of
the brigades is very large , nearly all of which could be accounted
for, if a practical and scientific person was empowered to enquire
into them . The advantages of such a department to the fire in¬
surance companies is apparent , and the knowledge that certain
stowages, &c. cause large fires, that certain buildings are only
suited to certain purposes, &c., would reduce the frequency
and extent of fires. Whatever experience may be gained by the
present limited enquiries made by the fire brigades , it is not cir¬
culated among those who would gladly guard against a repetition
of like dangers , and thus the willing are left in a state of igno¬
rance . The construction of buildings , the proximity of hazardous
businesses, the situations , the probable amount of destruction that
would be caused by fire, &c. &c., should be enquired into by a
department under the new bill , and I would suggest that the
Metropolitan Board of Works should have power to publicly enquire
into all fires that destroy property (insured or not ) to the extent
of 1,000^. and upwards , and into any other case that they might
think would conduce to the public benefit .
‘ Such fires as those of Gresham Street and New Southwark
Street , in which goods were deposited in so-called “ fireproof ’
buildings , with solid masonry , lofty floors, iron girders , extra thick
party walls, &c., do not seem to teach architects and builders any
lesson. Leviathan buildings are frequently constructed upon those
principles that builders and others persist are “ fireproof.” All
buildings are fireproof so long as goods are not stored therein ; but
experience has taught the fire companies that these fireproof (?)
buildings burn more furiously and rapidly , and destroy more of
their contents (even those considered incombustible ), than ordinary
buildings that are not considered fireproof, and from the massive
and weighty materials used in their construction they have in
every case caused the entire building , from cellar to roof, to be so
destroyed as to necessitate rebuilding .
‘ It is from such experiences that many evils might be avoided,
and large fires reduced to a minimum . I would urge upon the
fire insurance companies and the Metropolitan Board of Works
the desirability of conjointly appointing a gentleman practically
used to the devastation of fires, to survey the dangers of the
present buildings and watch the construction of future ones, and
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I believe such supervision would be of incalculable advantage to
both bodies. It has often occurred that the injudicious placing of
a door or window during construction has frustrated the efforts of
the fire brigades , and made the insurance companies and the public
suffer by thousands of pounds losses.
£I am, Sir, yours respectfully ,
‘ Lewis
‘ Peckham, July 21, 1865.’

M . Becker

,

‘Fire Risk Surveyor and Assessor.

It is said that the holding of inquests in the City hy the coroner
to investigate the causes of fires has been discontinued in conse¬
quence of the refusal to pay the fees of the coroner.
The late Mr. Braidwood has aptly remarked that ‘it is really
astonishing to find that , with daily examples before their eyes,
people should persist ( whether insured or not seems to make little
difference) in practices which there is a hundred chances to one
may involve both themselves and the neighbourhood in one com¬
mon ruin . Of this sort are the practices of going under a bed
with a lighted candle, and placing a screen full of clothes too near
the fire. It may suit such people well enough to say, “ Let the
house burn , my property is insured ; ” but do such persons ever
consider, that when fire has consumed their property , or rather
what is not theirs , but the property of the individual office by
whom it is insured ,—do they ever consider that the fire will not
stop at their bidding , and that it may be beyond the power of any
human being to say “ Thus far shalt thou come and no farther ?” ’
It has been truly said that ‘the loss from fire may be
covered by insurance , and the proprietor may get his building
replaced at no direct cost to himself ; but the losses resulting in¬
directly from other causes, such as the suspension of the business,
the loss of his books, and the general confusion into which his
affairs are thrown , are frequently more serious than the loss of the
building itself ; while in the case of manufactories and similar
buildings , the evil, as regards the workmen , is of still greater
magnitude , as they are often deprived for a considerable time of
the opportunity of earning the means of subsistence , and thus
frequently become a burthen upon the public .’
Such an argument as this , that because a place is insured it may
burn , is a most disgraceful one ; and it is pretty certain that in
the ordinary run of cases where one is insured for just the value
and no more , the experience of a burn out will show that insur¬
ance does not always make it ‘ of no difference,’ and that whether
insured or not it will be far more profitable to keep clear of fire
altogether . Of course, where insured far beyond the value, then it
is found that it may make ‘ no difference.’
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The following points are well worth notice , and should be care¬
fully borne in mind and acted on, as they will be sure to diminish
the class called ‘ accidental .’
Never leave lucifers , vesuvians, or any other of the numerous
descriptions of chemical matches , in such positions that they can
be readily got at by children , or fall on the floor and be trodden
on. During the year 1864 it is said that 48 fires in London alone
were caused either by children playing with them , or else their
becoming accidentally ignited . Children should be strictly pre¬
vented from playing with fire, and severely punished if caught so
offending. It is far better that they should undergo the incon¬
venience of a little wholesome chastisement , than either set the
house on fire, disfigure themselves for life, or be burnt to death ,
from the want of being severely punished for disobedience.
Never leave a candle burning at your bedside on a table when
you go to bed, and avoid reading in bed—this is a most fruitful
cause of loss of life and property .
If a light is required in a bedroom let it be a rush , wax, or
floating light , placed in a basin on the floor, at a considerable
distance from curtains or drapery of any kind —on the hearth is
the best place.
If a piece of paper is used to light a candle with , see that it is
properly extinguished before leaving it, as it will sometimes burst
out on fire after having been , as supposed, trampled out.
Never blow out gas lights , always turn them off, and shut off
the main gas cock at the meter . If there be an escape of gas, so
that the smell of it is very apparent , directly open the doors and
windows to allow its escape, and entrance of fresh air ; and above
all things avoid coming any way near with a light of any descrip¬
tion . As soon as you can, shut off the gas at the meter .
All chimneys should be thoroughly swept at least once in three
months ; but once every month is far better and safer. Soot will
accumulate quickly , and much quicker with some sorts of coal than
with others . Many a house has been burnt down by the chimney
catching on fire.
If a chimney catches fire, the readiest means of extinguishing it
will be found in applying a wet table -cloth , cover, or blanket to
the whole front of the grate , from the mantel -piece down to the
floor, and holding or pinning it close into or against the jambs ;
then if the bottom be lifted up sufficiently high to enable water
enough to be thrown on the fire, to create a good cloud of steam
to ascend the chimney , the fire will be either extinguished or
very much reduced ; and if a pistol be then fired up the
chimney it will fetch down the soot in a very short time , and thus
prevent any serious damage arising from this by no means pleasant
occurrence . Some people throw salt on the fire instead of water ,
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and others are fond of using brimstone ; but the cold
water cure ,
followed by the application of gunpowder , as above prescribed ,
will
hardly fail to be found effectual.
The hurry and excitement arising on the sudden
of a
fire, and the almost universal deficiency of presenceoutbreak
of mind and
judgment caused thereby , are no small additions to, and
increasers
of, this terrible and often fatal calamity . The
under
which these visitations occur are so varied ,circumstances
and in each case
affording a circumstance of a different description , that no
special
rules can be provided for each, but those laid down in the
followingdivisions of Inmates and Bystanders , which have been well
and considered by one who possesses almost the greatest digested
experience
on this subject —Mr. William Baddeley , C.E.— will,
there is every
reason to believe, prove most useful .
For Inmates .
1. Every person should be well acquainted with
the
modes of escape, both above and below, which are offeredvarious
by the
dwelling in which he resides. If a trap -door leads to the
roof,
a
step ladder should be permanently affixed thereto , or it
will be
sure to be out of the way when wanted . If no public
are kept in the vicinity , a domestic fire escape should befire escapes
provided .
2. If a fire breaks out at night , .it is better for the
to stop to dress themselves , but wrap themselves in inmates not
blankets or
counterpanes , &c., and instantly avail themselves of the best means
of escape that is open to them , carefully shuttikg
all doors
AFTER THEM
.
3. As smoke and heated air always ascend, an escape
may fre¬
quently be effected without inconvenience by crawling on
the
hands and knees when it would be impossible to avoid
suffocation
in an upright position . If the smoke is very dense,
a worsted
stocking or a piece of flannel held over the mouth and nostrils
is a
great protection to the lungs .
4. If escape by the street door, by an attic window, or
by a trap¬
door in the roof is impracticable , the principal should
see that
every member of his household is present , and the
party should
make their way to a front room, where they will most
iikely be
accessible by ladders or otherwise.
5. When a party is thus collected in a front room, the
very last
thing to be thought of is jumping from the window. If no
external
assistance in the way of ladders , &c., is brought , a rope , or sheets
and
blankets tied together , will afford the means of descent .
Bedding
or carpeting thrown out of window may be usefully
applied by the
persons below for the reception of the inmates .
6. All other means failing , and descent from the
window being
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the last and only alternative , get on the window sill and drop, do
not jump . A carpet , blanket , or even a policeman ’s coat, held
breast high , will, in most cases, prevent injurious effects from the
fall .
For Bystanders .
1. On the very first alarm of fire, send immediate notice to the
nearest fire escape and fire engine stations . Pending their arrival ,
see if any trustworthy ladders can be obtained in the vicinity .
2. Two courageous men should ascend through the adjoining
houses, and see what can be done to rescue the inmates either by
the attic windows, by the trap -door, or by making a hole through
the roof.
3. If two ropes are at hand , the ends being lowered from the
upper part of the two adjoining houses, and then united , they may
be drawn up to any window at which persons may be placed , and
thence lowered into the street , or the lower window of the next
house.
4. If the house is a detached one, a ball or stone tied to a small
string and thrown over the house will enable the inmates to draw
up a rope, which, fastened to a bed-post or the bars of a fire-grate ,
will afford a ready means of descending in safety.
Hints to Agriculturists .
The following hints , precautions , and rules may be found useful
to agriculturists , especially since the pastime of rick -firing seems
to be again coming into vogue , of which such numerous and serious
examples have occurred in the North during the past year .
1. Forbid your men to use lucifer matches , smoke, or light
pipes or cigars, destroy wasps’ nests , or fire off guns in or near the
rick -yard ; or to throw hot cinders into or against any wooden
out -buildings on the farm ; on pain of instant dismissal .
2. Place your ricks in a single line, and as far distant from each
other as you conveniently can.
3. Place hay-ricks and corn-stacks alternately ; the hay-rick
will check the progress of the fire.
4. Keep the rick -yard , and especially the spaces between the
stacks and ricks , clear of all loose straw, and in all respects in a
neat and clean state . The loose straw is more frequently the
means of firing than the stack itself.
5. Have a pond close to the rick -yard , although there may be
but a bad supply of water .
6. When a steam threshing machine is to be used, place it on
the lee side of the stack or barn , so that the wind may blow the
sparks away from the stacks. Let the engine be placed as far
from the machine as the length of the strap will allow. Have the
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loose straw continually cleared away from the engine ; see that two

or three pails of water are kept
and that the pan itself is kept
desirable that the ash-pan of the
be kept constantly an inch or two

constantly close to the ash-pan ,
constantly full of water . It is
engine be made so that it may
deep in water .

1low to act when a Fire has broken out in a Rick -yarcl .
1. Do not wait for the engines , nor for the assistance of the
labourers from a distance . Depend entirely upon the immediate
and energetic exertions of yourself and your own men .
2. Do not allow the rick or stack on fire to be disturbed . Let it
burn itself out, but let every exertion be made to press it compactly
together , and , as far as is practicable , prevent any lighted particles
flying about .
3. Get together all your blankets , carpets , sacks, rugs , and other
similar articles , soak them thoroughly in water , and place them
over and against the adjoining ricks and stacks towards which the
wind blows.
4. Having thus covered the sides of the ricks adjoining that on
fire, devote all your attention to the latter . Press it together by
every available means. If water is at hand , throw upon it as much
as possible.
5. If engines arrive let water be thrown upon the blankets , &c.,
covering the adjoining stacks, and then upon the stack on fire.
6. Among the numerous hands who flock to assist upon these
occasions, many do mischief by their want of knowledge, and
especially by opening the fired stack and scattering the embers .
In order to obviate this evil, place your best man in command
over the stack on fire, desire him to make it his sole duty to
prevent it being disturbed , and to keep it pressed and watered .
7. Place other men , in whose steadiness you have confidence, to
watch the adjoining ricks, to keep the coverings over them , and to
extinguish any embers flying from the stack on fire. In order to
effect this, it is most desirable that there should be ladders at hand
to enable one or two of the labourers to mount upon each stack .
8. If the ricks are separated from each other , and there is no
danger of the fire extending to a second, it is of course desirable to
save as much of the one on fire as may be possible. That , however,
is not unfrequently accomplished by keeping the rick compactly
together rather than by opening it,
9. Send for all the neighbours ’ blankets and tarpaulins . These are
invaluable ; they are near at hand , and can be immediately applied .
10. Should a fire break out in the homestead , or near the stables
and cattle sheds, it is to be particularly noted that , in order to
remove the horses easily and surely , their heads must be covered
c
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or their eyes bandaged , otherwise it will be found almost impossible
to remove them .
If there be time , put on their harness , place a damp or wet
cloth , sack, smock-frock, or even a pocket -handkerchief over their
nose and mouth , and by keeping their eyes covered they can be
led quietly out, and removed to a place of safety. Numerous
instances are on record of the perfect success of this plan where it
has been tried ; and hundreds of instances are known of the total
failure to save horses, in cases of fire, where this plan has not been
followed.

CHAPTER II .
REMARKABLE

CONFLAGRATIONS .

A correct record of the numerous extensive conflagrations from
the time of the ancients , with their causes, the value of the pro¬
perty destroyed , and the number of lives sacrificed, could such be
obtained , would present a most appalling and astonishing total ,
and one the calm study of which would doubtless scarcely fail to
make all both wiser and more careful in their dealings with this
useful though terrible and destructive element . It is but seldom,
however, that the lesson taught by a large conflagration has any
durable result , for after the ‘ nine days’ wonder ’ and talk on the
matter have passed away the occurrence is forgotten , things drop
into the old groove, and all goes on as before, until at length the
•recurrence of perhaps a more serious one causes a little more
wonder and a little more talk ; but as to any real advantage or
improvement being made from the experience so expensively
gained , it will be rarely indeed that such are found .
It is hoped, however, that placing a few of them on record , and
in order, before the readers of this work, may lead to some reflec¬
tion on the subject , and cause that attention to be given to so
serious a matter as preventing the origin , or at least the spreading ,
of fires which its importance deserves. It should he borne in mind
that we are one and all equally interested in the practice and main¬
tenance of every precaution to prevent fires, and in doing our
utmost to extinguish them when broken out. The list of fires
given for London takes all from 30,000/. damage upwards .
The following list comprises some of the great conflagrations
which are recorded to have taken place at various times in different
countries and places ; and in the record of the London fires, which
only however shows those where the damage has been heavy, it will
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be seen that they increase both in number and in the damage
done.
A. d . 64 .

The

emperor Nero.
a . d . 7 98 .
A. d . 982 .

city of Eome

was burnt

to the

London was nearly destroyed
by fire .
A large conflagration
occurred , which
portion of the city.

ground

by the

destroyed

the

greater
In the year 1086, during the reign of William I ., all the churches
and houses from the east gate to the west gate were destroyed by
fire.
In the year 1137 the city of York and many of the churches
were totally destroyed by fire.
In the year 1212, during the reign of King John , the greater
portion of the city of London was destroyed by a fire which extended
from the north to the south of it , and was much aggravated by
the want of men and means to extinguish it .
In the year 1505 the town of Norwich was nearly consumed by
a great conflagration .
In 1598 a conflagration at Tiverton , in Devonshire , destroyed
33 lives, over 400 houses, a great number of horses, and property
to the value of 150,000?.
In 1612, in a second conflagration , 600 houses were burnt in a
few hours. The church of St . Peter ’s, the schools, and almshouses,
together with about 30 dwellings, were all that remained , and the
loss of property amounted to over 200,000 ?.
In 1613 the town of Dorchester was nearly destroyed by a
tremendous conflagration, which burnt 300 houses and the two
churches of Holy Trinity and All Saints , the loss being estimated
at 200,000?. In 1662 a second conflagration inflicted serious
damage, but no particulars can be found.
In 1614 the town of Stratford -upon- Avon was burnt .
In 1644 the town of Beaminster was destroyed by a conflagra¬
tion which, in two hours, burnt down 144 houses, and many barns
and stables. In 1684 it was burnt down a second time ; and a
third fire in 1781 destroyed over one-third of the town.
In 1666 the dreadful conflagration known as the Great Fire of
London occurred, in which in four days alone 13,200 houses, 400
streets , and 89 churches , including the fine cathedral of St. Paul ’s,
the Eoyal Exchange , and many other large buildings , were utterly
destroyed, and upwards of 430 acres of ground laid bare , the ruins
extending from the Tower t.o the Temple , and from the river up to
Holborn bridge .
In 1675 the town of Northampton was almost totally destroyed
by fire.
In 1727 a conflagration destroyed the town of Gravesend .
In 1728 the city of Copenhagen was nearly destroyed by fire ;
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1,650 houses, 77 streets , 5 churches , the university , and 4 colleges
being burnt to the ground .
Constantinople suffered so terribly from fires during the last cen¬
tury that the following list to the commencement of the present
century is worth recording .
In 1729 a great conflagration destroyed above 12,000 houses
and 7,000 of the inhabitants . In 1745 another lasted for five
days. In 1749 50 another destroyed 12,000 houses, and at the
end of the latter year nearly 10,000 more. In 1751, 4,000 houses
were burnt . In 1756, 500 houses were burnt ; and in the July of
the same year 15,000 houses and 100 of the inhabitants were
destroyed . During the years 1761- 5- 7- 9 and 1771 great havoc
was made by fire. In the year 1778, 2,000 houses were burnt . In
Feb . 1782, 600 houses were destroyed ; in June of the same year
7,000 more ; and in August following no less than 10,000 houses,
50 mosques, and 100 cornmills , &c., were destroyed . In 1784,
10,000 houses were burnt . Between March and July , 1791, it is
said that 32,000 houses were burnt . In 1792, 7,000 houses were
burnt , and a similar number again in 1795. In the year 1799 the
suburbs of Pera had 1,300 houses and many magnificent buildings
totally destroyed .
In 1736 Moscow had 2,000 houses destroyed by fire, and in
1752 another destroyed 18,000 houses.
In the same year the city of St . Petersburg had 2,000 houses
destroyed by fire, and in 1780 another fire consumed 11,000
houses ; in 1796 another large fire entirely destroyed a large
magazine of naval stores and 100 vessels. In 1837 the Winter
Palace was entirely consumed .
In 1738 a conflagration at Wellingborough , Northamptonshire ,
destroyed 800 houses.
In 1743 a conflagration in the town of Crediton , Devonshire ,
destroyed 450 houses. In 1769 it was nearly destroyed a second time .
In 1744 the magazines, &c., at Brest were totally destroyed ,
causing a loss in stores, &c., of several millions sterling . In 1784
another fire destroyed the stores, inflicting damage equal to one
million sterling .
In 1751 a conflagration at Stockholm destroyed 1,000 houses.
In 1752 the town of Pierre , in the island of Martinique , had 700
houses burnt .
In 1760 a fire broke out in Portsmouth dockyard which destroyed
property to the amount of 400 ,000?. ; in 1770 another fire caused
the loss of 100,000?. ; and in 1796 another fire did serious damage .
In the same year the city of Boston, U.S., was damaged to the
extent of 100,000?. by a large conflagration . In 1794 another
caused damage to the extent of 200,000?.
In 1762 a conflagration at Munich destroyed 200 houses.
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In 1763 Archangel , in Russia , was destroyed by fire ; in 1777,
200 houses were burnt ; and in 1793 the cathedral and other public
buildings were destroyed , making altogether 3,000 houses.
In 1778 the city of New Orleans suffered severely from fire,
almost seven-eighths of it being destroyed .
In the same year Charleston , S. Carolina, had property destroyed
to the amount of 100,000/. ; and in 1796 another conflagration
destroyed 300 houses.
In 1782 the town of Kingston , in Jamaica , had damage done to
the amount of 500,000/ . by a large fire.
In 1784 Rokitzan , in Bohemia , was totally destroyed by fire,
with a loss of one and a half million .
In 1787 the town of Ruppen , in Brandenburg , was nearly de¬
stroyed , 600 houses being burnt .
In 1790 Carlscrona bad 1,087 houses, 2 churches , all the ware¬
houses, and the merchants ’ dwellings, except two, totally destroyed .
In 1794 the Royal Palace at Copenhagen was burnt with all
its valuable contents , causing damage to the extent of four and a
half millions sterling , and the loss of above 100 lives. In 1795
a conflagration of forty -eight hours ’duration destroyed the arsenal ,
the admiralty , 50 streets , and 1,563 houses.
In 1795 a great fire at Montego Bay, in Jamaica , caused damage
to the extent of 400,000/.
In the same year a conflagration destroyed one fourth of the
city of Copenhagen.
In 1796 two conflagrations, causing enormous damage , occurred
at Barbadoes.
In the same year a conflagration at Smyrna destroyed 4,000
shops, two large mosques, two public baths , and all the magazines
and provisions to the value of 10,000,000 crowns.
In 1797 a fire at Scutari , near Constantinople , a town containing
3,000 houses, totally destroyed it.
In 1799 the vast storehouses at 'Manilla , in the East Indies , were
totally consumed.
In 1801 a conflagration at Brody, in Galicia, destroyed 1,500
houses.
In 1802 a most destructive fire occurred in Liverpool , destroying
property to the amount of over 1,000 ,000/ . sterling ; in 1833
another fire caused a loss of 300,000/ . ; and in 1842 another con¬
flagration caused a loss of over half a million sterling .
In the same year the storehouses at the Arsenal at Woolwich
were burnt , inflicting a loss equal to 200,000/. ; in 1805 another
great fire occurred ; in 1813 a gunpowder explosion caused great
damage ; the hemp store was burned down the same year ; and
in the year following there was another explosion of gunpowder .
In 1803 a large conflagration at Madras destroyed 1,000 houses.
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In the same year a conflagration at Posen , in Hungary , de¬
stroyed 283 houses.
In 1805 a terrible conflagration at the Island of St. Thomas
destroyed 900 warehouses, or stores, inflicting damage to the
amount of 6,000,000 ?. sterling .
In 1808 Spanish Town, in the Isle of Trinidad , was totally
destroyed by Are.
In 1815 a fire broke out in Quebec, which destroyed property to
the value of upwards of 260,000?., and the public stores, ware¬
houses, &c. ; in 1845 a fire destroyed 1,650 houses ; and another
fire of an extensive character occurred one month after , which
destroyed 1,365 houses.
In 1826 a conflagration at Constantinople destroyed 6,000 houses.
In 1835 the city of New York experienced the disastrous effects
of a very extensive conflagration , which destroyed 674 warehouses,
public buildings , and stores, causing 1,000 mercantile firms to
lose their places of business . The fire laid bare an area of 52
acres of the most business part of the city, and destroyed property
to the amount of over 20,000,000 dollars, or over 4,000,000?.
sterling !
In the year 1840 a tremendous conflagration in the dockyard at
Devonport destroyed the Talavera of 74 guns , Imogene frigate of
28 guns , stores, the naval museum , and a great quantity of valuable
naval relics, the loss being estimated at 200,000?.
In 1842 a terrible conflagration , which raged for three days,
broke out in Hamburg , destroying churches , public buildings ,
2,000 houses, and an incalculable amount of property .
In 1846 a conflagration occurred at St. John ’s, Newfoundland ,
which nearly destroyed the whole town, and caused damage to the
extent of one million sterling .
In 1852 a large fire at Montreal , in Canada , destroyed 2,000
houses, and property to the amount of 1,000,000?. sterling .
In 1854 a terrible fire broke out at Gateshead , which extended
to some bonded warehouses, causing a terrific explosion, the effects
of which were felt at the distance of twenty miles ; the fire ex¬
tended to Newcastle , and about fifty lives were lost, and many
people were seriously injured ; the value of the property destroyed
was estimated at about one million .
In 1864 a tremendous conflagration occurred at Demerara , which
caused an enormous destruction of property .
In the same year a terrible conflagration , involving the loss of
many lives and the destruction of a great amount of property ,
occurred in Philadelphia , through the ignition of a lot of petroleum ,
arising from the want of proper storage for this dangerous material .
In 1865 a large fire occurred at Quebec, which burnt down
100 houses and left 500 families homeless, destroying a street
nearly half a mile in length .
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In the same year two terrible fires occurred at Manilla and the
villages adjoining , which destroyed above 6,000 houses and huts ,
several persons losing their lives.
In the same year the town of Carlstad , in Sweden, fell a prey
to the flames, everything but the bishop ’s residence, the hospital ,
and the jail being consumed, even the cathedral being totally
destroyed . By this calamity about 5,000 persons were left without
a home, though fortunately but few lives were lost.
In the same year a terrific conflagration broke out at Constanti¬
nople, by which 2,800 houses, public buildings , and places dedicated
to public worship were destroyed . Over 22,000 people were left
homeless, and the loss of life could not be ascertained . The fire
originated in a small two-story building , and thence spread in all
directions , whole streets , squares, mosques, and government
buildings being all blazing away at the same time . The loss of
property was enormous.
Since the Great Fire of 1666, there have been numerous con¬
flagrations in London , the most noticeable of which are—
The great fire in Cornhill ward, a . d. 1676, which began in
Change Alley, burned 200 houses, and was considered the most
terrible since the Great Fire .
Another occurred in 1783 in Aldersgate Street , burning 40
houses, and destroying property to the amount of 100,000k
In the year 1794 a great fire occurred at Wapping , burning 630
houses, and an East India warehouse, containing 35,000 bags of
saltpetre —the loss was 1,000,000k
In 1799, in the King ’s Bench, 50 dwelling -houses were burnt .
In 1800 three West India warehouses , near the Customs, were
burnt , the loss amounting to 300,000k
In 1811 half of Bury Street , St . Mary Axe, was burned down.
In 1814 the Custom House , with the public records , and many
adjoining warehouses, were burned down.
In 1820 a fire occurred at Kotherhithe , involving a loss of
80,000k
In 1821 a fire broke out at Mile End , inflicting a loss of
200,000k
In 1822 another occurred at Smithfield , with a loss of 100,000k
In 1832 a portion of the Custom House was destroyed , inflicting
a loss of over 400,000k
In 1834 the two Houses of Parliament were totally destroyed .
In 1838 the Boyal Exchange and many houses were entirely
consumed.
In 1841 the great fire occurred in the Tower, destroying the
armoury , 280,000 stand of arms, and many valuable and interest¬
ing relics.
I *i 1851 a fire broke out in Duke Street , London Bridge , de¬
stroying property to the value of 60,000k
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In the same year a fire occurred in a large hop warehouse at the
foot of London Bridge , which burned four warehouses, and inflicted
a loss of 150,000?.
In 1853 the Gfutta Percha Company’s works in the City Eoad
were destroyed . Loss, 100,000 ?.
In the same year a fire destroyed machinery , &c., at the well
known works of Messrs. Scott Bussell & Co., to the amount of
100 ,000 ?.

Soon' after this , in the same year , another fire destroyed the
premises of Messrs. Townsend & Co., in Bread Street , the loss being
80,000 ?.
In the year 1854 a tremendous conflagration occurred on the
premises of Messrs. Broadwood, the extensive and well known
pianoforte makers , in the Horseferry Eoad , Westminster , which
caused damage to the extent of more than 100,000?.
In the year 1855 the railway works at New Cross were burnt
down, causing the loss of 54,000 ?.
In the same year the premises of Messrs. Eoutledge & Co., con¬
sisting of saw-mills and wood-yard, situated near Blackfriars Eoad ,
were destroyed with the loss of one life, Mr . Jackson , the son-inlaw of the late Mr. Braidwood, and a damage equal to 150,000 ?.
In the same year the Etna , steam floating battery , building by
Messrs. Scott Eussell & Co., at Millwall , for the British Govern¬
ment , was burnt , just as completed for launching . Cause of the
fire unknown . Damage , 60,000 ?.
In the year 1861 the terrible conflagration at the Cotton and Depot
wharves, Tooley Street , broke out , which extended to several other
wharves and warehouses, and continued burning for fifteen days.
The lamented Mr. Braidwood, the well known and intrepid super¬
intendent of the London Fire Engine Establishment , lost his life
by the falling of some of the buildings ; and the loss of property
by this disastrous occurrence was estimated at more than one million
and a half of money ! This is considered to be the most serious
fire since the Great Fire of 1666, and the cost to the insurance
companies, for extra labour in assisting to restrain the progress of
the flames, amounted to 1, 100?.
Two weeks after Messrs. Davis’ jute stores were destroyed by a
large fire ; and another destroyed the premises of Messrs. Bulmer
at the Commercial Docks.
In the same year the sugar house of Messrs. Harrison , in Upper
East Smithfield , was destroyed , inflicting a loss of 30,000?.
In the same year the premises of Messrs. Knight & Son, tallow
chandlers , in Paternoster Eow, were destroyed , with a loss of
60,000 ?., having been destroyed twice before within ten years.
In the same year the premises of Messrs. Batten & Co., Lower
Thames Street , were burnt , causing a loss of 30,000?.
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In the same year the premises of Messrs. Holland & Sons,
cabinet makers , Pimlico , were burnt . Loss, 60,000 ?.
In the year 1862 the premises of Messrs. Charles Price & Co.,
turpentine and resin manufacturers , were burnt to the ground ,
causing a loss of 40,000 ?.
In the same year the Abbey Mills, at West Ham , employed in
the india -rubber business, were totally destroyed .
In the same year the premises of Messrs. Goatley & Chorley, in
the Westminster Eoad , were destroyed , causing a loss of 84,000?.
In 1863 the Portland Bazaar was burnt to the ground , causing
a loss estimated at near 70,000?.
In the same year the cooperage of Messrs. Bristow, at Dockhead,
was burnt to the ground , causing a loss of 40,000?.
In the same year a large conflagration in Gray’s Inn Lane caused
a 'loss of 50,000?.
In the year 1864 the patent wheel works at Pimlico were almost
totally destroyed , causing a loss of 180,000 ?.
In the same year Saville House, Leicester Square , was totally
destroyed, the surrounding property being seriously damaged , and
the loss was estimated at between 30,000?. and 40,000?.
In the same year a most disastrous conflagration occurred in a
large ‘fireproof ’ building in Gresham Street , used as a carpet
warehouse. The building and contents were destroyed , and the
loss amounted to 180,000?.
In the present year the premises of Mr . G. Jennings in Stangate ,
Lambeth , were destroyed, and the loss amounted to 30,000?.
Soon after this a large fire broke out in New Southwark Street ,
near London Bridge , in a large block of new buildings just erected ,
which were used as warehouses. The whole of the buildings had
their contents totally destroyed , and were completely gutted , in¬
flicting a loss of over 50,000?. At this fire three of the steam
fire engines, belonging to the Brigade , broke down, and could not
work ; the only engine left being a small volunteer steamer by
another maker , which was not finished, and had not been used
before, but was brought from the maker ’s shops and started at
once, working splendidly and doing good service throughout the
whole night .
London Theatres .
The London theatres have been frequently destroyed by fire,
and the following is a record of their names and the date of their
destruction :—
Drury Lane .— In 1671 it was burnt to the ground , and rebuilt
by Sir Christopher Wren .
In 1809 it was again destroyed by fire.
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Covent Garden .—In 1808 it was entirely destroyed , and was
rebuilt by Smirke , and burnt down a second time in 1855.
Italian Opera House .—This building was burnt down in 1788.
Lyceum or English Opera House . —Burnt down in 1830, with
several bouses.
Olympic .—Burnt down in 1849.
Astley 's.—Burnt down with several houses in 1794 ; again in
1803 , with 40 houses ; and a third time in 1841.
Surrey .—Burnt to the ground in 1805, and again in 1865.

CHAPTER III .
FIRE BRIGADES.
History

relates

that

fires

and

conflagrations

were

constantly

occurring in most of the cities and towns of the world, and that at
various periods some have been more or less severely injured , and
others all but totally destroyed . The necessity of providing some
means for checking the ravages of fire seems to have been apparent
to the ancients , and acted on by them at a very remote period ; for
history states men were regularly trained to the business of extin¬
guishing fires, as well as to that of setting places on fire ; which
latter was the business of some of the soldiers, and one of the war
tactics of the period .
In ancient Borne bodies of firemen , called matricularii , whose
profession and business it was to extinguish fires, were in existence
in the time of Pliny , and firemen were to be found in most of the
provincial towns. The rivalries of the various companies of these
ancient firemen continually caused disturbances and rows, just as
was the case in London prior to 1830, and in some of the cities of
America at the present day. Pliny the Younger , who lived 'in the
first century after Christ, and was governor of Bithynia , was ordered
by the Emperor Trajan ‘to provide such machines as are of service
in extinguishing fires, enjoining the owners of houses to assist in
preventing the mischief from spreading , and , if it should be
necessary , to call in the aid of the populace .’
Pliny relates that the town of Nicomedia , in the state of which
he was governor , was nearly destroyed by fire, ‘ owing to the
violence of the wind, and partly to the indolence of the people,
who, it appears , stood fixed and idle spectators of this terrible
calamity . The truth is, the city was not furnished with either
engines , buckets , or any single instrument proper to extinguish
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fires, which I have now, however, ordered to he provided .’ During
the reign of Augustus , fires were so frfequent in Rome that he
established a fire watch to diminish their prevalence . At this
period most of the gentry and wealthy inhabitants had night
watchmen in their houses to guard against the danger of fire.
Alfred the Great ordered the inhabitants of Oxford to cover up
their fires every night at the ringing of the bell at curfew. The
instrument used for this purpose was made of iron or copper, in
shape something like a Dutch oven without the bottom , and the
ashes being raked into a heap against the back of the hearth , the
open side of the ‘ couvre feu ’ being placed against the heap , would
safely enclose them , and prevent danger from sparks.
In the year 1068 William I . introduced the curfew bell through¬
out the kingdom , which wTas rung at eight o’clock at night in every
town, when all fires and lights had to be extinguished , under a
severe penalty . In the first year of Henry I ., A. d. 1100, the cur¬
few was abolished, but a bell is still rung at eight o’clock in the
evening in many towns in England .
The wise men of the ‘ dark ages,’ as they are termed , saw an
improved mode of extinguishing fires, and an efficient substitute
for water, firemen, and fire engines , in church bells ! which they
consecrated with most imposing ceremonies, washing them inside
and out with holy water , anointing them with holy oil, &c. &c.
On other occasions the covering of the altar , images, or the relics
of some pretended saint , were paraded about by the priests as the
most practical mode of putting out the fire—interesting examples
of the sweet simplicity of the good old times !
In the first year of Richard I., A. d. 1189, the wardmotes of the
city of London arranged the following rules for preventing loss of
life and destruction of property by fire :—
‘ Item .—That all persons who dwell in great houses within the
ward have a ladder or two ready and prepared to succour their
neighbours in case misadventure should occur from fire.
‘ Item .—That all persons who occupy such houses have in sum¬
mer time , and especially between the feast of Pentecost and the
feast of St . Bartholomew (Aug. 24), before their doors a barrel
full of water for quenching such fire, if it be not a house which
has a fountain of its own.
‘ Item .—That ten reputable men of the ward, with ten aldermen ,
provide a strong crook of iron with a wooden handle , together
with two chains and two strong cords, and that the beadle have a
good horn and loudly sounding . Of persons wandering by night
it is forbidden that any persons shall be so daring as to be found
wandering about the streets of the city after the curfew rung out
at St. Martin ’s-le-Grand , and St . Laurance , upon pain of being
arrested .’
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In 1268 a night watch for the city of London was first
appointed .
In 1285, the thirteenth year of Edward I., an Act was passed
against incendiaries , and night watchmen were ordered to be
appointed in every town and city.
In 1429 another Act declared ‘ If any threaten by casting bills
to burn a house if money be not laid in a certain place , and do
after burn the house, such burning shall be adjudged high treason .’
In 1472 a night bellman was employed in Exeter to alarm the
inhabitants in case of fire ; and in 1558 leathern buckets , ladders ,
and crooks were ordered to be provided for the same city ; but no
application of the pump seems to have been then thought of.
Eellmen were first appointed in London in 1556. They had to
ring their bells at night , and call out , ‘ Take care of your fire and
candle , be charitable to the poor, and pray for the dead.’
The punishment of death was awarded to all who wilfully fired
buildings from the very earliest period . In ancient Rome, where
this crime was very common, those found guilty of it were burnt
to death , in a similar manner to the prisoners in the time of the
Inquisition . They were enveloped in the tunica molesta , a gar¬
ment made of paper , flax, or tow, and smeared over with pitch ,
bitumen , or wax ; so that , when brought to the place of execution
and the fire lighted , there was no chance of their escaping . From
this , no doubt , was copied the dress worn by those unfortunates
who wrere doomed to suffer in those detestable ‘autos da fe ’ of the
continental Inquisitions , which a loving and merciful religion so
largely patronised , and were so ably carried out by Christian
ministers , whose anxiety for the safety of the souls of their
victims led them to torture their bodies as the readiest mode of
securing it .
In ancient times whoever caused an accidental fire w^as punished
in proportion to the amount of negligence w'hich gave rise to it ;
and was also compelled to repair to the extent of his means the
damage caused thereby . Moses established a similar law, possibly
a counterpart of a law of this kind in force amongst the Egyp¬
tians .
In the thirty -seventh year of Henry VIII ., A. D. 1546, an Act was
passed inflicting the ‘pains of death ’ on all found guilty of cer¬
tain crimes, amongst which were ‘ secret burning of frames of
timber prepared and made by the owners thereof ready to be set
up and edified for houses ; burning of w'ains and carts loaden with
coals or other goods ; burning of heaps of wood, cut, felled, and
prepared for making coals ; cutting off the ears of the king ’s sub¬
jects, and divers other like kinds of miserable offences.’ From
this it seems that some of the ‘ amusements ’ of the ‘ good old
times ’ were of a rather peculiar character , and of a nature cal-
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culated to leave a lasting impression on at least one of the parties
interested .
On a consolidation of the laws by statute 7 & 8 Geo. IV., 1827,
the punishment of death was continued for this crime.
In statute 1 Vic., 1837, it was enacted , ‘ If any house be fired,
and persons be therein , or if any vessel be fired with a view to
murder or plunder ,-it shall be death .’
The other modes of prevention of fires were the establishment
of watchmen, whose business it was to arrest thieves and incen¬
diaries, and give the alarm in case of fire.
It does not appear that there was any efficient organisation in
existence for controlling or extinguishing fires in England until
comparatively recent times , and a long period seems to have
elapsed before anything at all calculated to do this was attempted .
The terrible conflagration known as the ‘ Great Fire of London ’
seems to have given a start to the subject of providing means for
the more ready extinguishing , or at least controlling , of fires ;
and, accordingly , various plans were adopted for this purpose .
Acts of Parliament were passed, and also Acts of Common Coun¬
cil, in 1667, to enable these to be carried into effect ; and one of
the latter passed in that year ‘ for preventing and suppressing of
fires for the future ’ enacts that the city of London shall be
divided into four districts , and ‘ each thereof was to be provided
with eight hundred leather buckets , fifty ladders of different sizes,
from twelve to forty-two feet in length , two brazen hand squirts to
each parish , four-and-twenty pickaxe sledges, and forty shod
shovels.
‘ 2. That each of the twelve companies provide themselves with
an engine, thirty buckets , three ladders , six pickaxe sledges, and
two hand squirts, to be ready upon all occasions. And the
inferior companies such a number of small engines and buckets
as should be allotted them by the lord mayor and court of aldermen .
‘ 3. That the aldermen passed the office of shrievalty do provide
their several houses with four -and -twenty buckets and one hand
squirt each ; and those who have not served that office, twelve
buckets and one hand squirt each.
‘4. And for the effectual supplying the engines and squirts with
water, pumps were to be placed in all the wells, and fireplugs in
the several mainpipes belonging to the New River and Thames
waterworks .’
In the sixth year of Queen Anne , 1708, it was enacted that
‘ each parish shall keep a large engine and an hand engine , and a
leathern pipe and socket of the same size as the plug or fire cock
(of the water mains), that the socket may be put into the pipe to con¬
vey the water clear to the engine ,’ under a penalty of ten pounds.
In the case of a fire, the first person who arrived with a parish
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engine to extinguish the fire, was entitled to 30s. reward , the
second 20s., and the third 10s., provided the engines were in good
order , 4with a socket, or hose, or leather pipe .’ The next year the
owners or keepers of 4other large engines ’ (not parish engines )
were entitled to the same reward , upon arriving with them and
assisting in extinguishing a fire.
In . the same year it was enacted ‘That every servant , by whose
negligence or carelessness a fire should be occasioned, should
forfeit one hundred pounds , or in default , be imprisoned and kept
to hard labour during eighteen months .’ In the case of setting
fire to a house wilfully, it was made a capital offence, punishable
by death .
In the year 1791 a fire watch, as it was termed , was established
in London .
However and whenever an accidental fire may occur, it is certain
that in nearly every case there is a variation in the circumstances ,
and thus it may be considered impossible to give such definite and
fixed rules as shall be applicable in every individual instance . In
nearly every fire occurring in a dwelling-house whilst the in¬
habitants are within and awake, there can be no reason to doubt ,
that if a simple and ready means of suppressing the fire at its first
start were at hand , and used directly , most of the disastrous con¬
flagrations , large and small, which are of daily occurrence , would
not be heard of ; but here it may be asked in how many lodgingrooms, or even houses, are any such appliances to be found ? and
what facilities are given in the generality of either old or new build¬
ings for the use of them ? If the records of the various volunteer
and paid brigades be inspected , the remark will continually be found,
4extinguished with hand pumps ;’ by which it will be seen that ,
even after the time required to give the alarm and fetch the
engine has elapsed, the fire has often been put out by a squirt and
a bucket or two of water. As a rule , it will be found that too much
is trusted to other people and too little to ourselves to subdue any
fire that may arise, and we neglect to provide ourselves with those
ready and simple means which, when brought into use by the fire¬
men at a later period , are found to be efficient ; and thereby run
the risk of destruction , not only of the lives and property of those
in whose premises the fire may break out, but also those of numer¬
ous others in the neighbourhood . A pailful of water applied on
the discovery of the fire at its early stage would nearly always
conquer it ; but if not done at once, tons will be required to do
what might have been done by pounds . Could any arrangement
insure the application of water to a fire of the usual description
within five minutes of its commencement , the progress of twothirds of them would be effectually resisted ; for a little water, even
a pint , at that moment is everything .
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In the great fire that occurred at Barclay ’s Brewery, where all
except the malt lofts was destroyed , Mr. John Braithwaite was
instrumental in saving some 60,000 ?-. worth of malt by such means.
The beams on one side of the malt lofts had caught fire ; he went
across one of the beams with two pint pots, carrying a gallon of
water under his arm , and by applying it on the burning part he
extinguished the fire in the beams , and the malt was saved. This
shows the importance of having means at hand for attacking a fire
at the earliest moment ; and there can be no reason why every
room in a house should not have a small pail , can, or jug of water
kept constantly filled, and a small hand pump also, so that , in the
event of a fire breaking out, the means of attacking it would be
ready at the shortest notice, and the fire extinguished at once, or
kept in check until the arrival of more powerful means than those
in the possession of the inmates . This plan would be of particular
benefit in the case of houses let out in rooms, where , if each lodger
had such a provision ready in case of fire, there is not the least doubt
but that a fire in such a place would hardly be heard of.
It is generally admitted that the means in existence in most of
the towns throughout Great Britain for the ready and efficient
extinguishing of fires are most inadequate , that is to say, in either
quantity or quality . So far as having plenty of persons ready an 1
willing to lend a hand on the breaking out of a fire, and use their
utmost exertions to save life and property , there is no want ; but
when it comes to the question of well trained hands , provided with
efficient appliances for this purpose , capable of doing a proper
amount of good in the shortest time , the answer is, there are none,
or very few, of either !
It has been said that the public ought to look to the fire offices
as providers of the means required for this purpose , but a moment ’s
reflection would show the inutility and unreasonableness of such
a course by the public , inasmuch as it is not their business to do
anything , except where they have taken risks and require some
means to protect themselves from any great or serious loss. It has
been proposed that the fire offices should send engines and appli¬
ances of their own to each town where they have risks , and that
the inhabitants should establish volunteer brigades to work them .
This does not appear to be a reasonable proposal ; for why should
companies, established solely as a commercial speculation and to
make as much money as they can, be led to expect that people
should be found to work for nothing , and assist in putting money
in their pockets without being paid for so doing ? It is very true
that the uninsured public might get the benefit of the brigade
should they ever be under the necessity of requiring it , but this
would not be the state of things that ought to exist . It is in no
way desirable that any volunteer brigade should be under the
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thumb of any insurance office, or expected to work for them
without being compensated ; but what the insurance companies
might do, with credit and advantage to themselves , would be to
present to a town (whether they held risks in it or not ) a proper
engine and appliances to be used at all fires in the town and neigh¬
bourhood , on condition that a volunteer brigade be established to
work it, who would be paid by any office who held risks at which
they worked, in case of fire, for the expenses incident in attending
it ; and require that the engine and appliances should be always
kept in the highest state of efficiency, and always ready for work at
a moment ’s notice. If any company, following this course, took a
town with no insurances in any office, then they might reasonably
expect to obtain such insurances as the inhabitants were disposed
to effect ; whilst if there were other offices already holding some
risk in the place, they might expect a share of the future insur¬
ances to be effected ; and under any circumstances it could not fail
to prove a most efficient advertisement for the office. This would
go a long way to redeem the shortcomings of insurance offices
generally , who of late years seem to have lost the liberal spirit of
meeting those holding claims against them , and which course,
sooner or later , must prove disadvantageous to the present system
of carrying on the business.
The protection of London from the ravages of fire, by means of
engines required by law to be kept by the various parishes for this
purpose , has long been of a most ridiculously inefficient character ,
and in consequence of this the various insurance companies, to pro¬
tect themselves , formed their establishment for this purpose ; but
the annual increase in the expenditure to keep it going became so
great that they informed the public and the Government of their
intention to withdraw it , unless some means were taken to assist
them in maintaining it .
By the Act 14 Geo. III ., c. 78, it was enacted that the city of
London should provide 218 engines and 327 ladders for its pro¬
tection ; and there were to be 70 engines and 195 ladders for the
protection of the remainder of the metropolis .
In the Act 3 & 4 Will. IV ., c. 90, s. 44, called the ‘ Lighting and
Watching Act,’ which extends to England and Wales, there is a
provision to enable the inspectors appointed under that Act to pro¬
vide and keep up two fire engines ; and it is found that certain of
the parishes in the metropolitan district , without the bills of
mortality , avail themselves of this provision. By the 75th clause
of this Act, every parish is obliged to keep one large engine and
one small , called a hand engine, a leathern pipe md a certain
number of ladders .
In some parishes efficient fire establishments are maintained and
charged on the parochial rates , especially in the case of Hackney ,
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where a very efficient brigade, with five engines and five stations ,
is maintained at an expense of about 500L per annum ,
which is
about ^cl. in the pound on the rating of the parish .

The arrangements generally made by the parishes in the older
part of London , under the Act 14 Greo. III ., cap. 78, are not only
entirely useless, but in many instances produce injurious results ,
as the system under that Act frequently confers a reward for
the
first useless parochial engine , whereas the efficient engine , which
may be on the spot a few minutes later , derives no pecuniary
advantage .
Sometimes a parish engine may be seen running express to a fire,
at the rate of about a mile and a half an hour , pulled and pushed
by half a dozen worn-out old fellows from the workhouse, and in
such an efficient state when brought to the fire that it cannot be
put to work ! This has actually happened .
In another instance a woman was found to be ‘ manager ’ of two
parish engines. Her husband , it seems, had been sexton and parish
engineer , and when he died the parish authorities , not knowing
what to do with the widow, appointed her as engineer .
Lest this should be thought imaginary , the following copy of a
letter sent by her to the late superintendent of the London Fire
Engine Establishment , when she found the engines getting out of
order , will show it to be a fact :
‘ E . A. Smith respect to Mr . Braidwood, and will feel obliged if
he will permit one of his men to look at the engines belonging to
St. Michael Royal and St. Martin Yin try for her . The church
having undergone a thorough repair and they are very dirty .
‘ I remain your humble Servant ,
‘ E . A. Smith .
‘ Sej>t. 16, 1843.’

A writer in the ‘ Quarterly Review ’ for Dec. 1854 relates that
Mrs. Smith ‘ might be seen at conflagrations, hurrying about in her
pattens , directing the firemen of the engine.’ In continuation he
observes, ‘ We question, indeed , if at the present moment any of
the parish engines are much better officered than in the days of
widow Smith , except Hackney , Whitechapel , Islington , and perhaps
two or three others .’
Dickens , in his admirable sketches, gives a capital hit at the
way in which parish engines are taken to a fire and managed when
there . ‘ We never saw a parish engine at a regular fire but once.
It came up in gallant style —three miles and a half an hour at
least ; there was a plentiful supply of water , and it was first upon
the spot. Bang went the pumps , the people cheered , the beadle
perspired profusely, but it was unfortunately discovered, just as
they were going to put the fire out, that nobody understood the
D
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process by which the engine was filled with water , and that eighteen
boys and a man had exhausted themselves in pumping for twenty
minutes without producing the slightest effect.’
Mr. Baddeley , writing in 1838, remarked that ‘ scarcely a week
passes in the metropolis without the rehearsal of some such
absurdity , and it has been my lot to witness many scenes of this
description , even more abominably ridiculous than that which has
been so graphically depicted by Boz.’
He also, in the same letter , states that ‘ in one short street
(Lombard Street , City ) there are nine fire engines , and in the turn¬
ings out of it eight more, making in all seventeen within a few
square yards ; while there are many spots of at least three times the
extent , and containing ten times the amount of property , without a
single engine for their protection . Notwithstanding the proximity
of the above engines to the Royal Exchange at the late fire, one of
the smallest only was brought out, and that one, as a matter of
course, was not worked !’
At the disastrous conflagration at the Tower of London in 1841,
when such a large amount of property and valuable relics was
destroyed , the whole of the engines and fire extinguishing appa¬
ratus belonging to the Government were found to be in a most
wretched condition , and, in the words of the committee of inquiry
held upon the subject , ‘the arrangements in case of fire are im¬
perfect .’
The engines maintained by, or rather belonging to, the different
parishes about London , had so little classification or uniformity in
the fittings with which they were supplied , that on many occasions,
when several engines had been called together at a fire, it had
been found that the screw-threads in one engine ’s fittings were of a
totally different character to those in another of a similar size and
power ; and at one fire, in consequence of one engine being disabled
from the bursting of the hose, and the fittings supplied to the other
not being applicable to it, and the suction pipe of this other engine
not being in working order, it was proposed to interchange the
hose ; but this being impossible , the fire was left without a check,
to extend its ravages just as it pleased.
As to the ‘maintenance ,’ in an efficient condition and workingorder , of the engines and appliances for controlling fires by the va¬
rious parishes who possess them throughout the United Kingdom , it
is to be feared that those really as they ought to be would be found
exceedingly few indeed ; and until they get into the hands of some
parties properly imbued with the volunteer spirit , who will keep
everything in working order and ready for use at a moment ’s
notice , there can be little hope of seeing the provisions for control¬
ling and extinguishing fires in the condition they ought to be.
At a late fire in the neighbourhood of London , an engine which
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was always ‘supposed ’ and reported to be ready to run out at a
moment ’s notice, was taken to a fire, and when put in place to get
to work, was found to have no hose in the hose-box ! Consequently
it could not be got to work ! This, out of many instances of a
similar character , and some of quite recent occurrence , will be
sufficient to show that , under a proper system of volunteering , a
different spirit would pervade the whole, and these detestable and
disgraceful occurrences be thereby avoided.
As a general rule , and with very few exceptions, it will be found
that the parish engines and fire appliances throughout the United
Kingdom , no less than in London , are in a deplorable state of
inefficiency, as much from decay or deterioration from lying by
as from inability to employ them when out , it being rarely the
case that anyone knows anything about putting the engines, &c.,
in working order. How often will it not be found that the ladders ,
&c., are rotten and unsafe , fire escapes used as convenient roosting places by poultry , in a terrible state of dirt , dilapidation , dis¬
arrangement , and filth , and "with the engines stowed away in some
almost inaccessible corner , that when wanted keys are not to be
found, hose are deficient, engines under —or more probably out of
—repair , and, in fact, the most indisputable evidence given of the
truth of these remarks ! Some time since the author was in a large
town, not a hundred miles from London , in which everything is
‘supposed ’ to be in 4a high state of efficiency,’ where he found
nearly such a state of things as is above alluded to. On asking for
the party in charge of the fire appliances , he was found in a ‘public ’
close by, in a state betokening a close attention and application to
the study of another ‘ics ’ than ‘ hydraulics ; ’ and , whilst showing
the appliances and the place where they were kept , was most
impressive in his information of what was ‘ going to be done ;’ but ,
taking things as they were, an involuntary shudder arose at the
thoughts of what would happen if a fire then broke out, it being
very dry and a strong wind blowing.
On another occasion a fire occurred , and this , too, not six months
ago, in a town not seven miles from London , and the parish engine
was run out , but no water could be thrown ! At last a friend of
the author was passing by, and, stopping to see what the matter
was, found that the delivery hose had been screwed on to the
suction, and the suction had taken the place of the deliver}', the
necessary consequence of which enlightened proceeding was that
the water could not be drawn in by the engine , and therefore none
could be thrown on the fire, which accordingly went ahead at its
leisure . Numberless instances of a similar character to those just
quoted might be given, but tliey would occupy too much room,
and be, moreover , a simple repetition . These cases may be taken
as ample proof of the necessity of a radical change in the present
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‘ system ’ of letting things take their chance, and as showing that
the volunteer principle would inaugurate a change for the better ;
for under their management there would be that efficient state of
things and proper esprit du corps so eminently calculated to stand
in good stead in the hour of need .
The author is indebted to the kindness of a friend , who has long
devoted his time and talents to the furthering of the system of
Volunteer Firemen , for the following notes on the ‘Bridewell
Brigade ,’ as it would now be called ; and he states that his father
has often related to him the smart and efficient manner in which
they controlled and extinguished fires, frequently under his own
observation :—
‘ At the commencement of the present century , when the City
of London was inhabited , merchant princes being found among its
residents , and suburbs of any consequence being almost unknown ,
the inhabitants of London depended for protection from the ravages
of fire upon the parish engines provided by the Building Act, and
those of the principal insurance companies.
‘ In addition to these , however, there was a little fire brigade of
great celebrity at that time , which was a volunteer corps, and was
known as the “ Bridewell Boys.” They consisted of young men
whose exuberance of animal spirits had led them into peccadilloes
for which a short residence in Bridewell was thought to be a whole¬
some remedy . They were for the most part lads who had been
unruly as apprentices , or had been adding to the number of the
king ’s subjects in an irregular manner , or in some other way
violating the rules of decorum . None had been guilty of felony,
and very few even of petty larceny . As prisoners they were allowed
great latitude , and in case of fire a certain number were permitted
to go out with the Bridewell fire engine .
‘ Clustering like bees to the tow-ropes, they started off with a
hallooing and shouting which was sufficient warning to clear a way
before them , while the cheering of the populace encouraged them
upon their errand of mercy. Arrived at the scene of danger , they
went to work with a will and an energy found only in volunteers ,
and contrasting strikingly with the not less zealous, but more
methodical proceedings of their rivals . But the “ Bridewell Boys ”
have grown up into men and disappeared from the scene, and even
Bridewell itself is now no more .’
From the Report of the Select Committee of the House of Com¬
mons on Fires in the Metropolis , published in 1862, are gathered
some very interesting particulars relating to the efficiency of the
parish engines in London , and also on various points relating to
fires generally .
Sir Richard Mayne says the parish engines ‘ are mostly at
churches and workhouses, under the charge of beadles or private
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persons, who are paid a trifling sum by the parochial authorities .
. At great fires they are quite inefficient, and at trifling fires they
are not wanted . There are ninety -eight parishes in the city of
London , which are bound by the old law to keep two engines in each
parish ; if they do it, it is no doubt done in an ineffectual manner .’
In the year 1859 there were thirty salaries paid to engineers for
keeping the engines of the London parishes : that is to say, there
were thirty engineers paid by thirty parishes ; some were engine
men, some engine women, others engine children , as the case
might be ; they are called parochial engineers , but in a great
many cases they are parochial old women or schoolboys who
happen to run up with their little engines.
Of the engines for which engine -keepers and small rents are
paid , one is said to be bricked up behind a blacksmith ’s shop ;
and if a fire happened , part of a wall of the house would have to
be pulled down to get the engine out ; and a man is paid for
looking at it occasionally ! possibly with the intention of seeing
that it does not run away of its own accord !
He also remarked that ‘more than half of the parishes in and
about London did not keep any engine . There are some which
keep more than one, and in the case of a great many of those
which have engines the engines are wholly ineffective, and I
believe that in no parish is any provision made for the working of
an engine, or for the skilful application of an engine .’ He also
stated that he had heard of cases in which the parish engine had
been refused permission to run out to a fire ‘ because it was not in
the parish !’
He stated further that in 104 parishes within the operation of
the Act of 14 Geo. III ., no engines were kept ; in 106 parishes
engines are kept ; altogether 147 engines.
The parishes of Hackney , Marylebone , Islington , and others,
altogether make up 16 efficient engines, and 10 good and efficient
' men to superintend them .
Another witness, Mr. F . Nash , says, ‘ I do not think that the
parish engines are of any use whatever , or very trifling indeed . I
saw that at the Tooley Street fire. The parish engine is more like a
squirt , and the hose was spilling water out long before it got to
the nozzle. My opinion of the parish engines is that they ought
to be knocked on the head . I think that they are more frequently
hurried to a fire for the purpose of the reward to the first engine
that arrives, without any reference to their usefulness .’
Mr. T. Walker says, ‘ Having resided in Tooley Street for thirty
years and more, I have been an eye-witness of those terrible con¬
flagrations which we have had, and I have seen the effect of
engines and water upon them . With that experience , I feel that
the parochial engines are perfectly worthless, and that the brigade
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engines are also insufficient in size and power to cope with any
fire of the descriptions we have had, when that fire has got any¬
thing like headway .’
It was admitted by every witness examined by the select com¬
mittee on fires, that the present scale of the staff, engines, and
stations is totally inadequate for the general protection of London
and its immediate vicinity from the danger of fire. This is
admitted even by the managers of the London Fire Engine
Establishment ; but as they consider it efficient for the protection
of that part of London where the largest amount of insured
property is located, they have no desire or intention to add to
their expense by placing stations in situations where , if a fire
occurs, it is not likely to cause such comparative injury to the
offices as if it occurred in the waterside warehouses or near the
city.
The Lord Mayor of London in 1862 (W. Cubitt ) was ‘ of
opinion that there ought to be a fire extinguishing force at least
four times as large as that which now exists.’
The superintendent of the Manchester Fire Brigade said that if
the Manchester system was carried out in London they ‘ would
want a permanent force, and a very much increased force ; we
have 80 men and 13 engines in Manchester and Salford com¬
bined : if London had a pro rata amount , ,she would require 500
men , and something like 70 or 80 engines .’

CHAPTER IY .
MEANS FOR SUBDUING FIRES.

From

the earliest

ages water has been looked on as the great

means provided by nature to act as the antagonist to fire, and its
use for extinguishing it is as ancient . Throwing water from
buckets and other vessels on burning buildings , to extinguish the
fire, is most ancient , but improvements in the method of applying
and thereby rendering it more efficient are the only beneficial
increase its powers of overcoming fire have received at the hands
of either ancients or moderns .
Attempts have, it is true , been made at various times to increase
the efficiency of water when used in extinguishing fire, by mixing or
dissolving some chemical substance or other with it ; but however
well such a proceeding may have turned out when tried on a small
scale as an experiment , say for example in the laboratory of a
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chemist, a few moments ’ reflection would show that it would he
both costly and inadmissible in practice .
The employment of material which would render whatever it
was applied to incombustible , dates from a very remote period .
Archelaus, a general of Mithridates , during one of the wars with
the Romans , caused the wooden towers used in battle to be
washed over with a solution of alum ; by which means all the
attempts of his opponents to set the wood on fire were rendered
abortive . The use of alum to render clothing , woodwork, &c.,
fireproof, is usually esteemed a modern invention , and frequently
quoted as an example of modern scientific and chemical progress.
The idea of extinguishing fires ‘ chemically ’ seems to have gained
strength of late years, for from time to time accounts are found of
some contrivance for using ‘ammonia ,’ ‘ carbonic acid gas,’ &c.,
or else patents obtained for its application , or that of some peculiar
combination of ‘chemicals.’ There can be no doubt that in theory
the extinguishing of fire by some such arrangement or mode of
treatment is perfectly correct , and that pretty little experiments
in the laboratory of the chemist give most satisfactory results and
ample proofs of all that can be advanced in its favour ; but practice
at a real fire, that stern ‘ experimentum cruris ’ which overthrows
so many pretty theories , soon dissipates the fond ideas of those who
have devoted their time and money to introducing it ; and gives
still stronger proof of the inapplicability of such plans to the
present circumstances of fire?, buildings , &c., as could not fail to
be seen by them had they attended a thorough fire, and paid
attention to all the circumstances connected therewith .
In 1734, a M. Fuches , a German physician , invented balls com¬
posed of certain ingredients , which when thrown into a fire burst
with violence, and instantly quenched the fire.
In 1761, one Zachary Greyl employed a process of a similar
character , using alum , sal ammoniac , and other saline matters
mixed with water.
During this same year a Dr. Godfrey erected a house at Marylebone, and got up a public exhibition to show off these ingre¬
dients, which he did with great success. He used gunpowder as
the means of exploding and scattering the material amongst the
flames and burning matter , and effectually extinguished them .
In 1792, numerous public experiments were made in Stockholm
by a M. Yon Aken, using a composition of sulphate of iron,
sulphate of alumina , red oxide of iron , and clay, in which he is
stated , with the assistance of two men and forty measures of this
preparation , to have subdued an artificial fire that would have
required twenty men and 1,500 of the same measures of simple
water. In the same year M. Nil Mosheim made many public
exhibitions in order to prove that combustible materials might be
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made perfectly incombustible; and Mr. W. Knox of Gottenburg
also directed bis attention to this purpose.
The experiments of Van Aken, just alluded to, were published
in 1794, and Dr. Van Marum tried a series of experiments from
them, but found, from other experiments that he had made, that
using plain water in the same manner, he could always extinguish
a fire more quickly than by the ‘ mixture ’ described by Van Aken.
He remarks in a letter to M. Berthollet, that he found a ‘very
inconsiderable quantity of water, if judiciously directed, would
extinguish a very violent fire.’ He relates that he succeeded in
extinguishing a fire in two casks covered with pitch, the heads of
which had been taken out, and when fully ignited, with only four
ounces of water.
He also states, as the result of his experiments, that to extinguish
a violent fire with a small quantity of water, the water must be
thrown on that part where the fire is strongest, so that the quantity
of steam produced, which suppresses the flame, may be the greatest
possible; that the water be continued to be thrown on the neigh¬
bouring inflamed part as soon as the fire has ceased in that in
which the operation was begun, and that all the burning parts be
visited in this way as quickly as possible. In operations of this
kind, particular attention must be paid to throwing the water in
such a way that the entire surface of the burning part shall be
wetted and extinguished, and that in sucha way that an extinguished
part shall never be left between two others which are in flames, and
no more water must be thrown on the burning part than is needful
to wet the surface.
In 1797 he prepared a building of dry wood, 24 feet in length,
23 feet in width, and 14 feet in height, with two doors on one side
and two windows on the other. The inside of the building was
thickly coated with pitch, and covered with twisted straw, wood
shavings, and cotton soaked in turpentine. He states that ‘very
soon after lighting it, the flames, being rendered more brisk by the
wind, were everywhere so violent that it was considered by my
assistants as impossible to extinguish them. I succeeded, however,
after the method above directed, in little more than four minutes,
and with five buckets of water, a part of which was wasted by the
negligence of my assistants.’ The experiment was repeated in the
same month, and the fire extinguished in three minutes with less
than five gallons of water.
A similar experiment was repeated, with equal success, by the
Doctor at Gotha, in 1798, in the presence of the Duke and Duchess
of Gotha, in which we are assured that the fire was extinguished
with three buckets of water, in three minutes, with the aid of a
small portable pump. M. Von Zach, the celebrated astronomer,
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published an account of this , which may be seen in a German
periodical , ‘Reich’s Anreiger ,’ No. 119, for August 1798.
In 1792, numerous London architects formed an association for
the purpose of investigating the causes of the numerous fires,
amongst whom were Bonomi, Carr, Dance, Jupp , Revett , Soane, &c.,
and they came to the conclusion that good party walls were the
best means of confining fires to one house, and that therefore other
practicable and not expensive means might be devised by which a
fire might be confined to one room in a house.
Every fire, however large , must evidently have originated from
a small beginning , and could doubtless have been prevented from
assuming large and destructive proportions were the means of
checking its incipient mischief easily and quickly obtainable .
Fires continually become destructive from delays in bringing the
engines to the spot, from want of water when they have got there ,
or delay in getting the engines to work.
In 1797, Sir Samuel Bentbam proposed placing tanks on tops
of buildings , connected with pipes laid all over the premises , to be
protected , and throughout the various floors, with provisions at
various points for the attachment of hose and branch pipes ; so
that in case of a fire breaking out, the pressure in the tank would
furnish an immediate and powerful jet at whatever point it might
be needed. This plan is largely adopted at the present dajn In
the workshops of the London and South Western Railway at Nine
Elms , cast -iron pipes perforated with small holes in the direction
required are laid along the roofs on the inside , and so arranged
that each shop or portion supplied with these pipes can be put in
connection with the water supply , and on turning a cock the pres¬
sure of the water drives it through the tubes , and out at the
various holes, deluging the whole area with which they are in
connection , and most effectually drowning out any fire that may
have broken out . The various jets or streams of water cross and
recross all over the area on which they fall, effectually covering
every square inch of surface with a torrent of water , and flooding
it throughout in such a manner as cannot fail to extinguish a fire
if it broke out, and the apparatus was in working order.
In 1812, Sir William Congreve obtained a patent for improve¬
ments affording security against fire, which consisted in arranging
water -pipes in buildings , so that , by turning a cock, all or any
portion of the building will be deluged with water .
The late Captain Manby was so struck with the want of means
for readily attacking fires at the moment of discovery, from the
numbers of instances be had witnessed , that in 1816 he invented
a portable apparatus to be carried in hand carts , each of which was
to carry six of his machines . These machines consisted of a
strong copper vessel, of a cylindrical form, two feet in length , and
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eight inches in diameter , capable of holding four gallons ; a tube
of the same metal , one quarter of an inch in diameter , curved so
that its end is carried to the side of the vessel, with a stop cock
and jet pipe , the vent of which is one-eighth of an inch in diameter
at its top, reaches to within half an inch of the bottom , and is to
be screwed so closely into the neck of the vessel as to preclude the
possibility of the escape of air.
Three gallons of water , holding in solution any ingredients best
adapted to extinguish fire (pearlash dissolved in water is good), are
to be put into the vessel, and then the room remaining for the
fourth gallon to be filled closely with condensed air ; to effect
which the jet pipe is to be unscrewed , the condensing syringe fixed
in its place, and the air to be pumped in to the utmost power of
the strength of the vessel to contain it ; the stop cock is then to be
closed, the condensing syringe taken off, and the jet pipe replaced .
On turning back the stop cock, the condensed air reacts on the
water , and casts it to a height proportioned to the degree of con¬
densation . That this machine may be more easily carried where
access is difficult, it is put into a leathern case with a strap , and
slung over the shoulders of the bearer , being thus easily conveyed,
and capable of being directed with the utmost precision to the
point requiring water .
It was proposed to have a regular fireman , with one or more of
these carts filled with machines , stationed at each watch-house,
ready to be run out on the alarm of fire ; the fireman using the
machines , and , as fast as emptied , receiving another from the
watchman ; by which means , if not entirely extinguished , the flames
could be kept in check until the arrival of the engines .
In the early part of the year 1816 he tried several experiments
in London with his apparatus , which were perfectly successful ;
and he received high commendations from those who had seen them
used. The apparatus , and the proposals for establishing a fire
system with them , were brought under the notice of the insurance
offices, but with as successful a result as attended the offer of
Mr . Braithwaite ’s steam fire engine —probably for the same reasons.
There can be no doubt that the arrangement proposed by Capt.
Manby is a practical one, and one calculated to be of great utility
and advantage to those adopting it.. It possesses the great advan¬
tage of being always ready charged for use , and not being de¬
pendent on a bucket of water to work from, as is the case with the
hand pump , whereby the loss of time and uncertainty occasioned
by hunting up buckets , water , hand pumps , &c., is totally done
away with , it being only necessary to take up the vessel, run with
it to the spot, and turn on the water , all of which might be done
with the greatest benefit before either the hand pump was charged
or the water obtained for it to work with .
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It is not a little surprising that , in all the great anxiety mani¬
fested for starting companies during the last few years, and which
includes almost all possible and impossible schemes, new as well as
old, no enterprising individual has tried his hand at so legiti¬
mate and obviously useful a plan or system as this would enable
him to carry out . By adopting the plan of renting the apparatus ,
in a similar manner to that in which the gas companies rent their
meters , and by maintaining a staff of men to inspect each vessel or
machine at given periods , there can be no doubt that a highly
beneficial as well as lucrative business might be carried on, with
what does not always happen , namely , great benefit to the public ,
as well as the private family. There is no doubt but that , by
properly arranging the mode in which the undertaking should be
carried out, these machines would be found to be the real fire
annihilators , and become patronised accordingly .
This plan has been lately revived by some Frenchman , who
proposes in addition the employment of ammonia or some material
mixed with the water, which on reaching the fire shall cause a gas
to be generated and assist the water in extinguishing it —an
addition which in practice will be found to add in no way to the
acknowledged and self-evident efficiency of Capt. Manby ’s contriv¬
ance ; the water , if properly directed and employed soon enough ,
being perfectly able to do this without any extraneous assistance .
In the newspaper description , where it is introduced as the
invention of the Frenchman , it is described as having ‘ ejected the
water with marvellous force and effect ; ’ and it is further announced
that ‘ this invention will be a welcome guest by all who cherish
those most dear to them , and is so portable and constructed that
not only a useful but an ornamental addition may be introduced
into the dining or drawing -room.’ In the wind-up it states that
‘ one of the severest calamities to which individuals or communities
are subject may now be averted by the use of this grand and simple
invention !’—to which should be added , as brought out by Capt.
Manby in the year 1816.
In 1820, Mr . Michael Bough proposed to furnish every house
with a wheeled machine , each of them to contain ten gallons.
These were always to be kept full of water after sunset , ready for
any emergency that might arise.
In 1828, a Mr. E . W. Dickinson proposed to use salt in the water
thrown by the engines for extinguishing fires, and suggested that
a reservoir of brine might be kept ready at the waterworks !
In the fourth volume of the ‘ Builder ,’ 1846, it is said in Meyler ’s
Bath paper that ‘it is the opinion of an eminent professor that one
pound of pearlash mixed with a gallon of water (being previously
dissolved in hot water before being mixed with the cold) and thrown
upon a fire, will instantly extinguish it , if of ever so combustible a
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nature . Water -carts containing this mixture have for a considerable
time past been employed at Liverpool to accompany the fire brigade
when ordered out ; also at Plymouth and Devonport .’
According to Dr. Clanny, ‘ five ounces of muriate of ammonia , in
one gallon of water, will instantly extinguish a large fire.’ This
is quoted by Mr. Wyatt Papworth in his ‘Notes on Spontaneous
Combustion ,’ published in 1855.
The dress used for entering cellars on fire or buildings full of
dense smoke, which now forms a portion of the equipment of the
‘ Corps of Sapeurs Pompiers ’ of Paris , was invented by an English¬
man , one Charles Anthony Deane, who, in 1823, patented his
smoke and diving apparatus , which was constantly used by the
London firemen with most satisfactory results ; and by his arrange¬
ment of pumping in a fresh supply of air, they could remain for
any time in the most smoky atmosphere without the least trouble ,
provided they were not incommoded by the heat , against the effects
of which they bad nothing provided . His patent drawings show
the close helmet , flexible air -tubes and pump , admitting the air
over the glasses in front of the helmet to remove the moisture from
the condensed breath , and the general arrangements which have
since been applied to and found so useful in diving operations .
About the year 1824, one John Koberts , a miner , invented a
‘ smoke respirator ’ or hood, by means of which a fireman could
enter a burning building or room, however full of smoke it might
be, without any danger from the smoke. He brought it under the
notice of the Society of Arts , who awarded him fifty guineas and a
medal . The Manchester Guardian Office gave him a similar §um,
and King George IV. presented him with a hundred guineas . Its
complete efficiency was most satisfactorily demonstrated on nume¬
rous occasions.
In 1861, Mi'. E . Bradbrooke invented his smoke and noxious
vapour respirator , by means of which a person could enter a build¬
ing, however dense the smoke or vapour might be, without injury .
Many experiments were made to test the efficiency of this invention ,
some of them under the observation of the author , and all were
attended with most satisfactory results .
On one occasion an iron fireproof oven, about the size of an
ordinary room, had a large charcoal fire made up in it , which for
some time was well fed with paraffin oil, gas tar , turpentine , assafcetida, and wet straw, the result being a terribly smoky and noxious
atmosphere . Several men wearing the respirator entered this
£pandemonium ,’where they remained for over thirteen minutes , but
the only inconvenience they experienced was from the excessive heat .
A large quantity of corrosive sublimate was next put on the fire ; but
no inconvenience was felt , every one being able to breathe freely .
The Eoyal Society for the Protection of Life from Eire has
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equipped the conductors of their escapes with them , and they are

also used by several fire brigades and foreign governments .

Among the numerous contrivances of late years for the extin¬
guishing of fires, which have from time to time appeared before the
public, was one known as Phillip ’s Patent Fire Annihilator , which
made some noise in the world at the period of its introduction .
This is a portable machine for the immediate production of
steam, and carbonic acid and other gases : which, being directed
upon the burning matter , i§ designed to check the progress of the
flames more speedily than the usual application of water . It is of
a cylindrical form and slightly conical ; it varies in size from 16 ins.
by 8 ins. to 24 ins. by 12 ins. It is charged with a composition of
powdered charcoal, nitrate of potass, and gypsum , in the following
proportions :—charcoal 20, potass 60, gypsum 5. These materials
are boiled together in water , and then dried in a stove at the tem¬
perature of 100°. The whole is moulded into the form of a brick ,
down the axis of which penetrates a hollow cavity for the reception
of a bottle , containing a mixture of chlorate of potassa and sugar,
surmounted by a globule of sulphuric acid. The charge so pre¬
pared is placed in a cylindrical vessel, perforated in many places,
which is itself placed within another cylindrical vessel, also per¬
forated for the passage of the gases ; both these are contained
within a double cylindrical receiver , the lower part of which con¬
tains a quantity of water . The apparatus is closed by two covers,
in the outer of which is an opening for the escape of the vapour .
In the centre of the cover is placed a spike for the purpose of
breaking the glass bottle deposited in the cavity of the charge .
The spike being forced down, breaks this bottle , and the sulphuric
acid falling on the mixture of chlorate of potassa and sugar causes
instantaneous combustion , and, spreading over the charge , causes a
second ignition at once to take place. The gases thus formed pass
through the perforations , and by heating the air in the water
chamber , and causing it to expand , forces the water up a tubular
passage into the space between and around the cylindrical vessels
placed each within each, and , being thus converted into vapour ,
mixes with the gases and escapes by the discharge tube . The dis¬
charge forms a dense cloud, which continues until the charge is
consumed and the water quite exhausted .
This machine is said to have given satisfactory results in experi¬
ments , and on some other occasions, where the circumstances have
been favourable to its employment . It is a curious fact that on one
or two occasions the places in which it was manufactured have caught
fire, where it is worthy of note that none of the machines were fit
for use, and the engines have been called to extinguish it ; but in
spite of all its assumed advantages , it has fallen into disuse, and
little or nothing is now heard of it .
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A writer in the third volume of ‘ Temple Bar ,’ speaking of the
‘ Annihilator ,' says that it ‘ is excellent when brought to bear on
conflagrations under certain circumstances . To he efficient, the
draught should be none or inconsiderable , otherwise the smothering
gases are wafted away.’ It may be asked on how many occasions, in
cases of actual fire, the conditions named in the latter part of these
remarks could he found sufficiently favourable for this purpose ?
In the Society of Arts ’ Journal for May 12, 1865, the followingdescription is given of a respiratory apparatus , introduced to the
notice of the society a few days before :— ‘Mods. Galibert , of Paris ,
has invented an apparatus for affording a supply of atmospheric air
to the lungs of persons working under water , or in places filled
with noxious gases or smoke. The nose of the person is closed by
a pince nez, and a piece of bone or ivory, pierced with two holes,
and shaped to some extent like the mouth , is inserted between the
lips ; adapted to each of these holes is a strong indiarubber tube ,
capable of resisting pressure ; these are fixed to the waist of the
person , and then connected either with the outer air , if this can be
arranged , or, if not , with an air reservoir made of the entire skin
of an animal , which may he carried on the back like a knapsack ,
and which contains a supply of air sufficient for a quarter or half
an hour . The person using the apparatus should first apply the
tongue to one hole, and take a long inspiration , and then to the
other hole during expiration .
‘ The apparatus with an air reservoir is intended to be employed
by persons having occasion to remain some little time in wells,
mines , drains , or in the midst of smoke. In some cases spectacles
specially calculated to protect the eyes are added . When used
under water no air reservoir is employed, hut the tubes are made
to communicate with the air . The inventor recommends its use for
the purposes already referred to, as well as in cases where a total
immersion of the body for some time in a bath is found desirable .’
In 1864-5 Mr. Stewart Harrison brought out his plan of extin¬
guishing fires without human aid, or in other words, of making
the fire extinguish itself . He adopted the principle of a water
supply over or throughout the whole of the rooms of a building ,
as described by Sir Samuel Bentham , and proposes to place 4"
pipes of wrought iron throughout each house to be protected ,
extending from the bottom to the top , and to carry other 2" pipes
of similar material from this pipe along the ceiling of each room,
at distances of about 6 feet apart , or more if desired. At the
same distances along the pipes, dividing the whole area of the
room into squares of 6 feet, or 36 feet superficial , are placed
valves connected with the pipe , and fastened in by fusible metal
solder, which keep the water shut off until the metal is melted .
The pipes being charged and the valves shut , all remains so until
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a fire breaks out, when the flame or products of combustion
rising to the ceiling, as all hot or heated air will do, heats one or
other of the valves exposed to the greatest heat , and the small brass
ring at the bottom of the boxwood stem of the valve having
attained a temperature of 212° or thereabouts , which is that of
boiling water, the heat of flame being 2000° or more, causes the
annular wedge of fusible metal , which keeps the inner or smaller
plug sustaining the valve against the pressure of the water in
place, to melt , and the small plug instantly drops, being forced out
by the water .
The valve being thus opened, the water pours directly on to the
burning material beneath , and keeps on doing so until it is shut
off by those in charge, effectually extinguishing any active or
incipient fire in its immediate neighbourhood , and rendering its
extension impossible. The rose-like form of the valve distributes
the water just as the rose of a garden engine or watering -pot, in
a stronger or lighter shower, according to the size of the perfora¬
tions, cooling down all that is heated or beginning to fire, and
quickly putting out that already ignited .
An arrangement is also adopted by which the flow of water , on
the plug dropping , is made to depress a piston in the water pipe,
which piston releases an alarum on the premises , and at the same
time makes a connection with an ordinary galvanic battery , com¬
pletes the circuit , and so rings an alarm bell at any distance , con¬
tinuing to ring both bells till the water supply be turned off. The
ringing of the bell at the burning premises , and (by connection )
at the private residence of the owner or elsewhere, is therefore an
alarm of fire ; but it also indicates that the fire is in course of
extinguishment , and that human aid is needed solely to prevent
unnecessary damage to goods or waste of water after subduing the
fire ; and it clearly must be productive of less damage , that the
water should simply flow from one or two valves till the arrival of
some one to turn it off, than that the fire should rage till the
arrival of the firemen— an event entirely dependent on locality and
many other fortuitous circumstances , while even a quarter of an
hour ’s delay frequently destroys the whole of the premises.
If the floors of a warehouse were like the deck of a ship,
caulked and water-tight , and provided with gutters to carry off the
water , the damage in every case could be but trivial .
Where the constant supply from the water -mains cannot *be
obtained , it would be necessary to have a cistern of proportionate
size on the top of the building ; but as there would be no waste of
water except at the time of a fire, and then only about the
10,000tli part of the quantity now required , it is not likely that
in towns there would be any difficulty raised by the water com¬
panies as to laying on the supply .
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For ships and steam -vessels, modifications must be made in the
plan . A cistern as large as convenient would be placed on the
highest attainable point in connection with the pipes and valves
distributed on the ceilings of the various decks. On the occur¬
rence of a fire, the water moving in the pipes would ring the
alarum , when the ship ’s engines would be immediately connected
with the system of pipes , and the whole of the water (prevented
from going back into the cistern by a check valve) would be
poured , as iu the other cases, on the exact seat of the fire .
In buildings such as cathedrals , churches, libraries , halls , mu¬
seums, &c., there would be no more difficulty in carrying the pipes
through than that experienced now in laying on the gas-pipes ; the
valves themselves could have affixed to the inner and moveable
plugs ornaments that would effectually conceal them .
Fro. 1.

Fig . 2.
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Fig . 1, on the preceding page , is a section through the water pipes, valve, &c., with the annular wedge of fusible metal which
keeps the plug in its place, the water not being in the rose, but
the apparatus ready for action .
Fig . 2 is a similar section, but with the apparatus in full action .
A fire is supposed to have broken out under it, and the heat having
melted the fusible wedge, the plug has dropped out, as seen in the
engraving , and thus set the apparatus in action . The plug is
shown at Fig . 3.
Fig . 4 shows a joist against which the pipe for the water is
fastened , and the ceiling underneath by which the pipe is hidden ,
whilst the valve is concealed from view by the ornament as shown.
This plan is suitable for churches , libraries , &c.
Fig . 4.

Fig . 5, on the following page, is a plan of the arrangement
the water-pipes and valves within or on the ceiling of a build¬
ing or warehouse. As will be seen, a 4" pipe comes into the floor
or ceiling, which tapers to 3" at the further end, from which at
every 6 feet distance pipes 2" diameter are led off to within 3
feet of the wall opposite to them on which the pipe bringing in
the water is fixed, while at every 6 feet along these 2" pipes the
valves and plugs are fixed.
Fig . 6 is a vertical section of a warehouse with floors 10 feet
high , in which a fire is supposed to have broken out at one end of
it and set two of the valves in action, from which a good idea of
its principles and advantages may be obtained .
The experiments the author has seen tried with it have been of
a most satisfactory character , and if properly applied and rightly
proportioned to the work it has to perform , it is difficult to find a
reason why it should fail or be unworthy of extended adoption , it
being remembered that - the real proof of its utility or otherwise
can only be obtained under the actual circumstances of a real
fire.
of
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The great advantage attained by the system introduced by Mr.
Harrison is, that although the water may be laid on in pipes
throughout the whole premises so as to protect each floor, it is
rendered unnecessary to deluge the whole of each when it is
required to extinguish the outbreak of fire that may originate in
one corner or part of the floor, as must be done by the turning of
the cock which lets the water on to the system of pipes when his
valve is not employed .
Every town and village of any size should possess at least a fire
engine, buckets , and proper appliances ready for use when wanted ■
and also one or two parties who could take the lead in managing
them , and seeing them maintained in working order . It is no use
to say that because a fire has never happened , one shall not
occur ; and it certainly is not a very wise step to wait until a fire
takes place and a large amount of property is destroyed , as well as
life jeopardised , before the necessity of providing some means of
checking it is shown to be apparent . During the past year, as well
as long prior , there has been no want of cases to prove what might
have been done had there been an engine and appliances at hand .
No doubt in many instances it may be said, ‘ But where is the water
to come from ?’ The answer is, that no place should be allowed to
remain unprovided for in this respect ; for even without an engine ,
what could be done if there was no water ? and
it is a most dis¬
graceful state of things for any town or village to be suffered to
remain without some easily available provision
this purpose .
It is a rare case where means cannot be found tofor
maintain one or
two ponds or reservoirs in such proximity to a village, or even a
single farmhouse , as to be of great utility in the event of a fire
occurring , and from which an engine might be supplied , or the
water removed in buckets in the absence of an engine , as it is more
frequently that the want of a provision of this sort is felt than the
want of an engine where there is such a pond or reservoir .
The desirability and importance of a copious and readily available
system of water supply in all cities and towns cannot be too highly
estimated or be too carefully and efficiently carried out . As a rule ,
it will be found that in most places the system of water supply has
been gradually developed, and started at first with too little regard
to future requirements , or the probable increase in buildings or
manufacturing operations .
Taking London as an example, it will be found that this is the
case in a very eminent degree ; for in some parts of it there is
generally a good supply , whilst in others it is scarce or not readily
obtained , which may easily be seen on reading the almost daily
reports of the various fires so constantly occurring . In some
accounts it will be found that the premises were destroyed because
sufficient water could not be obtained ; in others, that after some
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time had elapsed, water was obtained , and the engines were set to
work ; and in another case that there was an abundant supply .
The reason of this is very evident ; for the arrangements for sup¬
plying the water have been gradually developed , and were started
in the first case on a very insufficient basis.
It has been calculated that , to provide a proper supply on the
system , and as efficient as that lately carried out at Glasgow, would
require an outlay of at least 3,000,000 1. ; and however it may he
objected that the cost is too great to be encountered , and the
difficulties too serious for the ready carrying out such a plan , but
which it is most important should be done, it must he borne in
mind that each day adds to the expense and the difficulties assumed
to be already in existence ; whilst the increasing extension of the
metropolis , and the increasing number of fires, call loudly for, and
render more unanswerably evident , the desirability and importance
of a large and efficient supply , and one capable of meeting future
as well as present requirements .
No doubt , when first commenced , there could have been no idea
that the metropolis would have attained such an enormous and
rapid development , but the experience of the past twenty - five years
has shown to anyone giving the least attention to the subject that
sooner or later a re -arrangement of the water supply must be carried
out . Therefore , the only questions that could have occupied much
deliberation would be, the right time to commence , the mode in
which it should be carried out to give the best results , and the way
in which the means required for this purpose should be obtained .
In many cities and towns in Great Britain the water pressure in
the mains is sufficient to throw a powerful stream or jet to a very
considerable elevation by attaching a hose of the required length ,
fitted with a branch -pipe and nozzle to the hydrant which is put
in connection with the water-main . This generally renders the
employment of an engine unnecessary , and in no small degree
conduces to the economy obtained in extinguishing fires where this
plan can he followed.
Under these circumstances , the hose-reel takes the place of the
fire engine, and the rapidity with which water can be thrown on a
fire is very great , added to which the process is so simple that a
mistake can scarcely be made. For example , the hose-reel contain¬
ing the hose is run to the nearest hydrant , the coupling at the end
connected to it, and the reel run towards the fire. The hose is
thus laid without twists or kinks , and when enough has been run
out it is disconnected at the nearest coupling from that which
remains on the reel, the branch -pipe attached , the water turned on,
and away it goes.
It has been estimated , by parties supposed to he conversant with
the subject , that arranging the water service of London , so as to
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have it constantly at high pressure , and readily available by
attaching hose and branch pipes to the hydrants , would cost
72,000?. per square mile ; and taking the area requiring protection
at 40 square miles, an outlay of about 3,000,000?. would he
required , and the cost of keeping it in repair , management , &c.,
would be from 40,000?. to 50,000?. per annum .
It is an indisputable and well-known fact that the quicker a fire
can be discovered and taken in hand , the more easily it can be
extinguished , the less severe the damage or loss will be, and the
less the amount of water that will be wasted. To secure these
three desirable ends , no reasonable amount of trouble or expense
should be spared ; and, in fact, in a matter of such vital importance
to the community at large, it is a serious question if expense should
be considered at all.
In the large cities of America this is considered so desirable that
there has been devised and carried out a most perfect , efficient, and
simple telegraph arrangement , by which the loss of time incurred
in running a mile or so to the nearest station is done away with by
the placing of telegraph boxes in the various streets in different
parts of the city, communicating with a central telegraph station ,
at which night and day operators are on duty , whose sole business
it is to receive notice of fire alarms from these boxes, and despatch
them to the engine stations in the districts in which the fires have
broken out.
The city is divided into a given number of districts , and each
district is provided with such a number of stations , at each of
which is a telegraph box, as may be considered sufficient to ensure
the most speedy and immediate alarm of fire being forwarded to
the central office. In practice it is usually found that an alarm of
fire from a station in a district can be received at the central station
and sent to the engine station for the district in one minute from
the alarm being given at the box or station .
A key for each box is placed in the custody of a person who
resides close to it , possibly a shopkeeper , and each policeman is
also provided with one ; therefore if any person sees a fire break out ,
all he has to do is to run to the nearest signal box and give the
alarm to the person holding the key, get the key and send on the
alarm himself, or else tell the first policeman he sees, who will
send on the alarm .
A heavy fine is imposed on anyone found interfering with the
boxes except for the purpose of giving an alarm ; and any police¬
man who may see or know of a fire breaking out and does not
immediately give the alarm , is likewise subjected to a heavy
penalty .
Such a system as this is what is required in the large towns
and cities of Great Britain , and in London especially ; for past
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and present experience have shown in the case of theTooley Street ,
the Gresham Street , and the dozens of other serious conflagrations ,
how important it is to have the earliest possible notice of a fire,
and that the least possible amount of time may elapse before it be
taken in hand . In the majority of cases a hand pump , or even
a less powerful means , would have prevented the loss of hundreds
of thousands of pounds ; and even at a later period of the fire, the
saving of ten minutes would have made all the difference.
Against the cost of carrying out an efficient telegraphic arrange¬
ment for the purpose of fire alarms , and which should be entirely
independent of the other telegraph arrangements , must be set the
loss caused by each fire, or, as they are now becoming , conflagra¬
tions ; and it will be found that if only one of them were prevented
by its means, the saving thereby obtained would be far more than
enough to pay for it and its maintenance for years together .
By the present system, or rather the want of it , followed by the
London Fire Engine Establishment , no means exist of knowing
whether , on an alarm of fire being given at several stations at
once, the engines of a given station , for which those of another
have been called, and which have to pass this station on their way
to the fire, have gone out, have come back , or are returning ; nor
can the public know from a reasonable distance whether the
engines are in the station or not . The present so-called telegraphic
arrangement provides no assistance for this purpose ; and in order
to provide a simple and easy mode of getting over this difficulty ,
Mr. L. M. Becker has proposed that a large signal -lamp should be
placed at each engine station , sufficiently elevated to be readily
seen and distinguished ; and when this lamp shows a white light ,
it will be known that the engine or engines are in the station , and
that the engine going out need not pass the station , or if a fire
has broken out , that the call can be given there ; when a red light
is shown, it will be known that the men and engines are all out,
and that the engine can go on if desired , or go back to keep ready
for any other fire, or that the call must be given at another station ;
if they are returned or returning from a fire, a green light would
be shown. By day the signals are to be given by coloured balls
or cones.
There can be no doubt that this arrangement , if properly carried
out , would greatly simplify and assist the remedial measures pro¬
vided in case of fires ; but the author is convinced that no partial
measures should be tolerated in matters of such vital importance ,
and that it is more economical and preferable , from every point of
view, that a proper and efficient system of fire alarms , which would
secure all that could be desired , should at once and for all be
carried out . The experience of every day shows the desirability
of this, and it is to be hoped that the Metropolitan Board of Works
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will not be deterred from placing all relating to the controlling of
fires on such a footing as wdll prevent the occurrence of the con¬
tinued disastrous fires, and the general feeling of insecurity from
increasing . It will be found that the public do not mind paying
for a thing , provided they feel that they get the value of their
money , which, after all, it is only right and proper should be the
case.
The systematising and simplifying of the present mode, in which
the position of each fire-plug , main cock, &c. for the supply of the
fire engines with water is notified , is very desirable . At present
a small patch of paint on a wall or a house, with the initial letters
and figures referring to the object in question , is all that can be
found ; and these are just as often obliterated or rendered undis tinguishable by a considerable coating of mud , from having been
used as a target by all the little dirty scamps of the neighbourhood ;
or if this is not the case, then they will be often found obscured by
some tree , creeper , or other undesirable object ; and in other cases
no provision to indicate them can be found.
To render the position and description of each plug or cock
quickly and readily distinguishable and intelligible to anyone ,
Mr . Becker has proposed to indicate their location by means of
the street lamps ; on the glass of each of which nearest to the plug
or cock he would paint , or otherwise place, a ball or round spot, or
other form, of red , blue , or green , with an arrow pointing in the
direction of it , and figures to denote the distance : a red ball in¬
dicates a main cock, a blue ball a fire-main , and a green ball a
service-main ; or to simplify these , M., F . M., and S. M., could be
used if preferred .
A fertile source of the cause of fires becoming serious and doing
a large amount of damage lies in the frequency of the turncocks
being late in attending at fires, and the firemen having in conse¬
quence to wait some time for sufficient water to enable the engines
to get to work. Many causes will prevent a turncock being exactly
in the place where he is wanted , at exactly the right moment , and
for many of them he cannot be blamed ; and it certainly does seem
strange that no reasonable precaution or system for diminishing
them should have been devised, especially the simple one of having
one or two of the firemen at each station sufficiently instructed in
the art and mystery of turncocks ’ duties to enable them , on arriving
at a fire, to obtain the water required .
It is not in any way proposed to take the duties out of the hands
of the various water companies, but only to assist them and benefit
the public , as they are already bound to do ; for such a plan would
certainly be to their advantage , by preventing the great waste of
water which constantly takes place when a fire is allowed to assume
such gigantic proportions as to require all the engines and water
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that can be obtained to keep it in check—extinguishing it, be it
remarked, being generally out of the question, as experience shows.
The proper study of fire extinguishing, its principles and require¬
ments, as a rule, has been entirely neglected in this country; and
it is a question if it has ever been thoroughly considered. The
fact that water will extinguish fire, and that an engine will throw
water, seems to be about all that is known or cared for on the
subject, and any scientific view of the question, or instructions to
enable it to be carried out properly, have met with but little
attention ; and, in fact, to take an engine to a fire, get plenty of
water, and pump away, might and main, is, so far as experience
shows, all that is done or required.
In France it will be found that fire extinguishing is made a
study, and each fireman is instructed in the system and duties
required of him, having to pass an examination on it to show that
he is properly acquainted with his duties; and to this is no doubt
owing the success with which fires are controlled by them, with
means, to the eyes of an Englishman, of anything but a sufficient
character. It has yet to be proved that such a plan and system
are inapplicable elsewhere, and it is most desirable and important
that, in arranging the new fire brigade, this should not be lost
sight of.
The passing of the bill which places the whole management of
the controlling and extinguishing of fires in the metropolis in the
hands of the Metropolitan Board of Works, has afforded an excellent
opportunity, and one which may never occur again, for arranging
and carrying out a really reliably and efficient system for this
purpose; and it is earnestly to be hoped that such means may be
taken and plans devised as will render the controlling of fires the
perfect and practical reality they ought to be, and also a credit to
the country and a pattern for all other places.
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CHAPTER V.
FIREPROOF STRUCTURES
.

The construction

of buildings

entirely fireproof and uninflammable

has long been a favourite idea, and one on which no small amount
of thought and money have been expended , but unfortunately with
anything but satisfactory results . So far as practice and experience
have hitherto taught us, no safety from the destructive ravages of fire
has been or can be obtained by the use of the most uninflammable
materials for building purposes, unless some other modes of em¬
ploying them be adopted than those hitherto used . Most of
the tremendous and disastrous conflagrations of late years have
either originated in or extended to these so-called ‘ fireproof ’
structures ; and as in these the most valuable goods and materials
have been stored, on account of the assumed security afforded
thereby , the losses have been correspondingly heavy.
In most of the large London fires which have occurred of late
years in these so-called ‘ fireproof ’ buildings , it has generally been
found that , when once the fire has got hold, it is a waste of power
to attempt to save the premises in which the fire broke out, and
the exertions of the men have consequently been found to be better
employed in preventing the fire from spreading to the adjoiningpremises ; for we read that at the great fire in Gresham Street ,
‘ finding it a forlorn hope to save the principal buildings in which
the fire was raging , the efforts of the firemen were at length directed
to protect the surrounding property .’
When these buildings , even those the most scientifically and ex¬
pensively constructed , are, when on fire, once allowed to ‘ get out
of hand ,’ as it may be termed , their destruction and that of their
contents is inevitable . The stones crack and crumble with the
intense heat ; the iron beams push or pull everything down ; the
brick arches fall to pieces ; concrete is nowhere : thus , in practice ,
it is found that in a very short period , unless the most lavish supply
of water and powerful and efficient means of throwing it on the
burning materials are quickly and readily available at the earliest
moment the fire is discovered, the whole mass becomes a huge
undistinguishable heap of burning and smoking ruins .
These 6fireproof ’ buildings , as at present constructed , are inva¬
riably found, in case of catching fire, to ‘ hold ’ the fire, and by this
means render their total destruction , and that of their contents , a
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dead certainty ; and they are to all intents and purposes most
effective ‘ blast furnaces,’ whenever they , or rather their contents ,
unfortunately become ignited , the result being, as before described ,
the complete demolition of the structure and the entire destruction
of the contents .
It is worthy of remark that floorcloth factories — the inflam¬
mable character of whose contents is well known—are required to
be built of wood, as it is considered far better for the entire build¬
ing and contents originally ignited to be destroyed , than by making
them ‘fireproof,’ and of a nature calculated to hold the fire, to run
thereby the risk of burning a whole neighbourhood .
The desirability and importance of fireproof construction , espe¬
cially from a commercial point of view, cannot for a moment be
denied ; but a great desideratum , also in the usual parlance , ‘from
a commercial point of view,’ is that it should be ‘ cheap,’ whilst,
practically , it should, in addition , be possessed of those of being
thoroughly efficient and easily applicable to buildings of all kinds .
It may be laid down as an axiom, that no one substance in
nature is absolutely incombustible . The variation or difference
will be found in the degree, greater or less, belonging to each sub¬
stance ; and also in the circumstances under which it is placed , or
the position in which it is situated in a building on fire. A mate¬
rial which under one condition will be little injured by fire, will
under another be totally destroyed . It therefore becomes a point
to be carefully considered as to which is the proper position for,
and the proper condition under which, each or all materials used
in the construction of buildings should be employed .
The mode in which a building is constructed should be dependent
on the nature of the materials employed , if they are decided on in
the first instance , the effect produced on these materials by fire, or
the water employed to extinguish the fire, if it or its contents
should at any time become ignited , and the substances to be stored
therein . If, on the other hand , a mode or plan of construction be
decided upon, then the materials employed , their position in the
building , and their plan of application , should be guided thereby .
Iron , as at present applied , is found to bend and twist in a
most extraordinary manner when exposed to the action of fire ; and
it matters but little whether it be wrought or cast, both being sub¬
ject to the same operation ; but cast iron has the additional dis¬
advantage of being liable to crack and break , when exposed in a
heated state to the influence of a stream of cold water . These
peculiarities will show that their position in a building should be
such as to render the mischief caused by them as small as possible,
and prevent the additional damage from their expansion , contrac¬
tion , and twisting , increasing the loss caused by the fire itself .
Stone is peculiarly liable to split and fly when exposed to heat ;
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and this is not decreased, when it is in a heated state , by the access
of cold water .
The more combustible the character of the goods to be stowed
in a building , the more incombustible should be its construction ,
and the more homogeneous the character of the material employed.
It is advisable to avoid the use of iron columns, whether cast or
wrought , as supports in such a building ; and if brick is used, then
it should be of the best quality , and put together in the most sub¬
stantial manner . Stone is objectionable , unless coated with some
nonconducting material , which should be thick enough to with¬
stand a great degree of heat , and adhesive enough not to scale off
when exposed to it. Experience has shown that stone and cast
iron , unless protected by some incombustible substance , are not fit
for fireproof buildings —the stone splitting , cracking , and crum¬
bling under the combined action of beat and water , and the iron
expanding , twisting , melting , or cracking under the same circum¬
stances .
Brickwork , unless of very substantial character , stands but
little chance when exposed to the intense heat met with in large
fires. The mortar crumbles out , the walls bulge and crack, and
the material at present called brick , and used as such in London ,
crumbles to dust , and , as it were, melts away, infallibly bringing
down the best part of the structure in which this stuff is employed,
and exposed to the action of the fire.
Iron , whether wrought or cast, constantly melts when forming
parts of buildings destroyed by large conflagrations . In cases of
sugar-houses and warehouses this frequently happens , and in all
instances where iron has not been thus destroyed it has suffered
materially .
In the great fire at Gateshead in 1854, the bonded warehouse
which was so totally destroyed was considered to be a double fire¬
proof structure , being lined throughout with iron sheeting , and
supported on metal pillars and floors. The brickwork parted from
the sheeting by the heat and crumbled away, and nothing remained
hut the red -hot skeleton or shell of the building . A similar
appearance was presented by the carcases of those buildings which
were burnt out in the late fire in Southwark Street .
It has been suggested that staircases , to be fireproof, or at least
safe under the ordinary circumstances of fire, should be constructed
of stone, slate, or wood laid on a framework of wrought iron ; but
past and present experience prove the total inapplicability of such
a combination of materials for the purpose , and the suggestion
shows but little practical knowledge of the subject .
A more desirable and important point to be properly carried
out, and one deserving of no small amount of serious considera¬
tion , is the providing of separate and proper storehouses for the
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dangerous and inflammable materials now daily introduced in
large quantities by the requirements of manufactures or trade . It
is a question which should be speedily ventilated , and some reliable
means adopted by which the necessity of storing in the thickly
inhabited parts of the metropolis of saltpetre , sulphur , petroleum ,
jute , and other equally dangerous substances , should be done
away with, and thus remove the fearful risk we hourly run of the
repetition of another Tooley Street conflagration , and that too of
a far more serious and destructive character .
Hogsheads upon hogsheads of the petroleum , now become such
an extensive article of trade , may be found stored in some of the
most thickly populated parts of the metropolis , in positions where
the ignition of but a small portion must involve the burning of a
whole neighbourhood , and the destruction or endangering of human
life to an extent frightful to contemplate . The great petroleum
fire at Philadelphia is a sample of what may be expected
here from this cause if things remain as they are. There can be
no reason why such materials , possessing an inflammable character ,
should not be required to be kept to themselves , in positions and in
buildings solely laid out for the purpose ; so that in case of their
igniting , the mischief might be confined to the building and
locality where the fire originated .
Oils, spirits , and liquid materials of an inflammable nature
would be best stored in tanks below the surface of the ground , by
which means they would be prevented from running about the
neighbourhood in a stream of fire, as has so often happened in the
great conflagrations in the metropolis during the past few years.
A light building erected over these tanks would be all that is needed,
and in case of catching fire they would be down in a few moments ,
there being no body of material to hold the fire, and conduce thereby
to lighting the whole neighbourhood . Some position should be
chosen where there are no buildings in close proximity , and it
should be forbidden by law to erect any within a certain distance ;
so that if it be impossible to prevent them taking fire, it should
be at least possible to prevent the mischief extending to other
buildings .
The storing in large masses of such materials as are liable to
spontaneous combustion should be forbidden , and the premises in
which they are stored so arranged as to prevent this entirely .
When a large bulk of such substances is stored up , it becomes an
impossibility to find out what is taking place in the midst of the
mass ; and when the result does show itself, or it is found out,
the chances are that the fire has got such a hold as to render the
destruction of the materials and premises a pretty certain conse¬
quence .
The interior arrangement of a building has a great and impor -
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tant influence on the results of a fire, both as regards the contents
of the building and the building itself . Where a building is so
arranged that no means are afforded for restraining the pro¬
gress or extension of the fire from one portion of the materials
or the building to another , the effects are most serious. In
dwelling -houses the placing and arranging the opening of the
staircase has a great influence on the extent of the fire ; and
its usual action is that of a chimney shaft on a close fire, viz. to
increase its strength by the rapid current of air which it causes
when it unfortunately catches alight . When this happens , the
unfortunate building and its contents may be looked on as doomed,
experience having given such ample proofs of this being the case.
In constructing warehouses, the floors might be divided by strong
partition walls into numerous rooms, closed by double iron doors ;
and the floors constructed in such a manner that the flooding of
any one room should not damage the contents of another ; then
an outlet might be arranged so that a certain height of water
would cause it to act of itself, and permit its escape, thus prevent¬
ing its accumulation to an inconvenient extent . Each floor
should have water laid on, and cocks and short lengths of hose
attached to each at convenient parts of each room ; and the in¬
vention of Mr . Stewart Harrison would no doubt be found of
great utility when applied to these pipes. It would be desirable
to provide an independent means of access to each room or divi¬
sion on every floor, in addition to those communicating from
one to the other , by which access could be gained to each room
without passing through another . The doors between each room
or division might be so arranged as to show in the head office, or
that of the watchman , whether they were closed or open ; and
thus a ready check would he provided against workmen leaving
them open at the close of their work, when their doing so would
be objectionable , and also show that those who have to see every¬
thing left right have done their duty .
It has been proposed to leave openings in the roofs of such
buildings , which could be opened to let out the heated air and
smoke in the event of the building or any part of its contents
catching fire ; but however pretty and reasonable such a plan may
sound in theory , there can be little doubt but that in practice it
would ensure and quickly carry out the complete destruction of
the building and its contents . Such suggestions as these are
entirely opposed to the principles which have been found so
frequently to diminish the destructive effects of fires, and so
assiduously practised and enforced by the late Mr. Braidwood,
namely , the prevention of the access of air or the creation of
a current or draught in a building or room which has become
ignited , and a little reflection on the subject can hardly fail to
show their absurdity .
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If it were possible so to construct a building that , on the breaking
out of a fire, it could be so hermetically closed to the atmospheric
air that its entrance could be prevented , there is no doubt that the
fire would go out of itself, inasmuch as the air required to support
the combustion would be quickly expended , and, from the product
not allowing fire to exist in it, the extinction would be a positive
certainty . This , however, being an impossibility under the present
system, it is no reason why as close an approximation as possible to
the principle above named should not be tried for ; for even if it
did not act so perfectly as to completely extinguish the fire, still the
absence of draughts and of the rapid access of fresh air would keep
the fire in hand sufficiently long to enable sufficient means to be
taken for extinguishing it .
In England but little attention has been paid to so designing
and erecting storehouses and other buildings that they should he
least liable to catch fire, or that , when on fire, it should do the
minimum of damage , until a comparatively recent period . It
would have been expected that the Great Fire of 1666 would have
directed the attention of those engaged in the designing and con¬
structing of buildings to this desirable point , but it seems that some
hundred years or more elapsed before attention was directed to it .
In the year 1776 a Mr. Hartley erected a fireproof model building
on Putney Common, in which several experiments were tried , some
of a very severe character , with, it is stated , most successful results ;
but the plan adopted by him did not meet with much patronage .
In 1778 Lord Mahon , afterwards Earl of Stanhope , described his
plan before the Koyal Society, which consisted in the use of a kind
of ‘pugging ’ over walls, partitions , and ceilings, so as to protect
the wood, &c., from the flames, and form a thick air-tight mass of
non-conducting material for the flame to act on.
One great cause of the rapidity with which a fire spreads in
modern built houses is the match -box style in which they are
nearly all constructed —lath -and-plaster partitions , slight floors and
joists , in fact a mass of kindling , which, on the application —it may
almost be said the sight— of fire, is in a blaze in a moment , and often
burnt out before any means can be taken to extinguish it .
The present system of construction adds in no small degree to
their liability to ignite , and ensures their total destruction when
ignited . The use of hollow wood partitions , lightly plastered ,
dividing one room from another ; hollow wooden floors; wood or
lath and plaster everywhere, cannot do otherwise than ensure a
good bonfire whenever it happens that such a building catches fire.
By means of these open hollow spaces the fire rapidly spreads from
one point to another , finding a hidden convenient passage, up or
through which it quickly passes, the current of air acting like the
draught of a chimney in a stove ; and the result is a rapid and
most effectual mode of thoroughly igniting a building .
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The Metropolitan Building Act, as it now stands, is far from
meeting the requirements necessary for obtaining and placing
buildings of the character now desirable , so as to be free from
liability to take fire, or to do the minimum of mischief when they
do ignite ; and a careful examination of the rules laid down on
various points of construction or arrangement will quickly show this
to be the case.
It will be found that a great deal of attention has been paid to
some of the minutice , and stringent rules laid down without much
discrimination in several instances ; but the great features and
principles which should be, as it were, the foundations of the Act ,
seem to have been neglected as unimportant , and overlooked alto¬
gether .
A writer on fires, in the third volume of ‘ Temple Bar,’ for
1861, has truly said : ‘We want a new Building Act, a classification
of goods according to their combustive specialities , and a Fire
Brigade educated in the philosophy of their art .’
In Paris , the floors, ceilings, partitions , staircases , &c., have all
the hollow places filled in with a concrete formed of rubble , stone,
and plaster of Paris , by which means each portion of the building
is made soundproof, and the spreading of the fire prevented . The
importance of making all the parts of a building usually left hollow,
air-tight , so as to prevent the formation of a current of air to feed
the fire, if unfortunately a house should become ignited , is too selfevident to need lengthened comment ; and the constant instances
of its efficiency, wherever it has been tried , must be taken as a
satisfactory proof of its importance .
Mr. William Hosking , in his excellent work, ‘ A Guide to the
Proper Regulation of Buildings in Towns,’ gives a full description
of the plan followed in Paris in forming partitions , floors, &c.,
recommends it for adoption here , and remarks that floors are
constructed in Nottingham in a similar manner , where the houses
are said never to be burnt , and are free from damp and vermin .
He also makes some excellent remarks on the use of iron in building construction , and the dangers resulting from its injudicious appli¬
cation .
In the year 1633 one Dekins Bull obtained a patent for buildings
of a fireproof nature , ‘ so that fire will not injure them ;’ but as
the early patents merely quote the legal phraseology of the grant ,
without any drawings or particulars of the mode in which the plan
proposed was to be carried out, there is no certainty as to what
means were used for the purpose .
In 1722 one D. Hartley obtained a patent for securing buildings
from fire.
In 1779 John Johnson obtained a patent of a similar character .
In the same year Dr. Edmund Cartwright patented the use of
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tiles , as an incombustible substitute for the materials used, to
render buildings less liable to fire.
In 1809 Sir William Congreve patented improvements affording
security against fire.
In the same year Charles Norton obtained a patent for a similar
piirpose .
In 1825 Benjamin Farrow obtained a patent for using cast-iron
joists as a means of rendering a building less liable to destruction
and injury by fire.
The principle of constructing fireproof buildings , as patented
and carried out by Dr. H . H . Fox, seeks ‘to render each floor, as
well as the roof of a building , completely fireproof, so that the
fire can neither be communicated from one storey to another , nor
be introduced into the building by burning away the roof ; to avoid
all lateral thrust or weakening effect upon the walls, and to dis¬
tribute the weight over them instead of concentrating it on certain
points ; to secure the building from the attacks of dry rot ; to give
increased solidity, firmness, and durability to the structure ; to
render the floors practically soundproof when finished with a
boarded surface ; and to combine these advantages with great sim¬
plicity and economy of construction , and with a less thickness of
floor than is usually required .
‘ These objects are accomplished by forming the floors of the
building of materials as imperishable as the walls themselves ; the
leading features of the system being the substitution of girders
and joists , either of wrought or cast iron, for those of timber , and
the employment of layers of incombustible materials , supported by
and consolidated with the joists ; the whole, when combined , form¬
ing a solid fireproof foundation , adapted to receive a finished
surface either of cement , gypsum , asphalte , tile , slate, stone, or
other material ; or upon which foundation the ordinary boarded
surface may be laid down upon light sleepers or bevelled fillets.’
The great object sought to be attained by this system , is to have
the building so constructed as to confine any fire that may break
out to the locality in which it orginates ; a subject of the utmost
importance in warehouses and buildings where much valuable
property is stored .
This plan was first successfully employed in the construction of
a large private lunatic asylum in Gloucestershire by the late Dr.
Henry Hawes Fox , who patented it .
Of late years many plans have been patented or brought forward,
either for making buildings fireproof or diminishing their liability
to catch fire, each more or less adapted to the purpose ; but as a
rule it will be found that few of them are generally employed .
The present inordinate desire to construct such lofty piles of
building as are seen to be springing up in all directions , in London
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especially, is, unfortunately , anything but conducive to safety from
fire, or a means of diminishing its fatal effects when it does break
out. The notion of a building being fireproof because noninflammable materials are employed in its construction , is a fatal
error, and one which, sooner or later , cannot fail to give unanswer¬
able proofs of how little security is afforded by them whilst used
on the present system .
When such a building catches fire, and the flames once get a
bold, the power of any fire engines now used, whether hand or
steam, will be found of little or no avail to conquer them ; and the
difficulty that will be found in projecting water with sufficient force
to do good on the top portions will prove that , unless far greater
attention be paid to the contingencies sure to arise and prevent its
being so exactly protected in case of fire as might be desired, or a
most careful and efficient system of water supply and fire extinguish¬
ing arrangements be carried out , which, it should be observed, ought
to be on a system entirely independent of any assistance from the
general system for serving the town, the total destruction of it and
its contents is an inevitable consequence.
There can be no doubt that if buildings were more carefully and
solidly constructed , there would be far fewer fires, especially in
dwelling houses ; the ‘ vices of construction ,’ as they are termed by
the French , being so great as to call for some more effective legisla¬
tion on the subject . The great rage for ‘ cheapness,’ as ‘ low price ’
is erroneously termed , leads to a flimsy and rattletrap style of
building , which more than anything conduces to make the results
of a fire more disastrous , and the destruction of the premises more
total . The slender walls, slight partitions , gingerbread floors and
roofs, and tire ill fitting doors and windows, are all of so slight a
character that they form a mass of material easy to kindle , and
when once kindled , sure to be quickly destroyed . If they escape
the ravages of fire, it is pretty certain that they will soon fall down
of themselves ; and it seems highly probable that in another fifty
years half of the ‘ villa ’ erections now so much in vogue in London
and elsewhere will be in this predicament ; and it is to be hoped
that posterity will profit by the opportunity then afforded to con¬
struct buildings of a more substantial and lasting character .

F
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CHAPTEB YI.
HISTORY OF MANUAL

FIRE

ENGINES .

To the ancients who lived some 2,000 years ago we are
indebted for the more important portions of the modern manual
fire engine , in fact for the manual engine itself ; and at a period
antecedent to this, there can be hardly a doubt that fire engines
of some kind were in use in most of the celebrated cities of
antiquity , such as Nineveh , Tyre, Babylon , and others . It is
difficult to believe that the engineers and mechanicians of those
cities, whose talents and skill are so well known, would have
omitted to provide some means of counteracting or extinguishing
fires, the fearful ravages of which were well known, and would be
of such great injury to their magnificent cities.
The fire engine or pump used in extinguishing fires, and by
means of which a stream of water could be thrown amongst the
flames through the power of several men , is of very ancient origin ,
for we find that its invention is attributed , and on sufficient
evidence, to an engineer of Alexandria , Ctesibius by name , who
flourished in the second century before the birth of Christ , during
the time of Ptolemy Philadelphus and Euergetes .
The following are the particulars of the engine of Ctesibius,
as described by Vitruvius , from which it will be seen that it was
almost similar to a modern manual engine . ‘ It remains now
to describe the machine of Ctesibius, which raises water very high .
This is made of brass ; at the bottom a pair of buckets (cylinders ) are
placed at a little distance , having pipes like the shape of a fork an¬
nexed , meeting in a basin in the middle ; at the upper holes of the
pipes within the basin are made valves, hinged with very exact
joints , which stopping the holes prevent the efflux of the water
that will be pressed into the basin by the air ; upon the basin a
cover, like an inverted funnel , is fitted , which is adjoined and
fastened to the basin by a collar, riveted through , that the
pressure of the water may not force it off ; and on the top of
it , a pipe called the tuba is affixed perpendicularly . The buckets
(cylinders ) have valves placed below the lower mouths of the pipes,
and fixed over holes that are in their bottoms ; then pistons turned
very smooth and anointed with oil, being inclosed in the buckets
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(cylinders ), are worked with bars and levers from above ; the
repeated motion of these up and down pressing the air that is
therein contained with the water , the holes being shut by the
valves, forces and extrudes the water through the mouths of
the pipes into the basin , from whence rising to the cover the air
presses it upwards through the pipe .’ The figures which accom¬
pany the above description of this and many other machines
described by Vitruvius in his work are lost, but there is quite
sufficient in the description to show that an air vessel, or chamber
within which the air was compressed, was used, and by this means
the water was forced in a regular stream to a considerable distance.
To Ctesibius therefore we owe the invention and application of the
air vessel to a forcing pump , by means of which the water could be
thrown in a continuous stream .
Vitruvius describes the cylinders and valves used in the pumps
or bellows of the Roman organs as being made of brass, the pistons
as being accurately turned , and ■covered or packed with strips of
unshorn sheepskins . An old medal of Valentinian ’s shows an
hydraulic organ with two men pumping , one being on one side
and one on the other . It is highly probable that these bellows or
pumps were just such as those above mentioned .
In Commandine ’s translation of the ‘ Spiritalia ’ of Hero of
Alexandria , published in 1583, drawings are shown of spherical
vessels containing water , with the discharge tubes descending
perpendicularly into them . Small pumps or syringes are adapted
to these vessels, so that air may be forced in to cause the ejection
of the water . Pliny , in his 19th book, speaks of water being
forced up ‘ by pumps and such like going with the strength of
wind enclosed.’
Curious as it may seem, the employment of an air vessel in
pumps is considered to be a very recent invention , and is given to
Leupold in the year 1720. However it may have happened , it is
tolerably certain that a great interval had elapsed from the time of
Ctesibius and Hero before they were brought into use again , either
in Europe or elsewhere ; and it seems that at least a hundred years
had passed after Vitruvius ’ book had been translated , published ,
and circulated , before its use was revived .
Hero , in his £Spiritalia ,’ illustrates and describes a double
cylinder fire engine with two brass force pumps connected to
one discharge pipe . The cylinders are secured to a base of
wood, and are partly immersed in water . In the text they are
described as turned or bored very smooth, and the pistons
accurately fitted to work in them . The piston rods are attached
by bolts to a double lever at equal distances from the centre
°r . fulcrum . This engine is shown without a carriage, but as
this was not necessary to show the principle of the machine , it is
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probably omitted . It will be seen in the text that Hero describes
a moveable tube fitted by a joint (gooseneck) to the perpendicular
one, by turning of which the stream of water can be thrown in
any direction , and refers to the sketch to prove it . A small air
vessel is shown with the bottom of the discharge pipe under
the water , and he expressly states that the water was forced out
‘ by means of compressed air .’ Fig . 7 is a representation of it .
Fig . 7. Hero ’s Engine , 2nd century

B.C.

Of Hero it may be said that he produced a practical engine ,
on which the moderns have scarcely improved : he used metallic
pistons ; spindle valves with guards to prevent their opening too
far ; the formation of the gooseneck by a sort of swivel joint
something like a union or coupling screw ; the application of an
air vessel ; two pumps forcing the water through one pipe , and
one lever to work both pumps —all these are features , some or all
of which have been revived and brought forward in later times as
great improvements or inventions .
It seems that besides engines for throwing water on fires,
they used sponges or mops attached to the ends of long poles,
and grapples and other instruments by means of which they could
go from one wall to another . On rebuilding the city of Home,
every citizen was required to keep in his house ‘ a machine for
extinguishing fire,’ though what the machines were we are not
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informed ; but as in those days there were buckets , mops, books,
and syringes, it seems reasonable to suppose that they were the
latter , for we find that the dimensions of these squirts when
employed for extinguishing fires were generally regulated by those
of the building in which they were to be used.
In speaking of fire machines , Pliny uses the term ‘ sipho ’
which by some is taken for pipes or water tubes ; but in a passage
from a fragment of a work of Apollodorus, the architect to the
Emperor Trajan , it is stated that when a fire occurs in the upper
part of a house, and the ‘ sipho ’ is not at hand , to take leather
bags and fill them with water , connect long pipes to them , and
then by compressing the bags the water will be thrown to certain
heights ; therefore it is fair to say from this description , that
whatever the ‘ sipho ’ may have been , it was evidently a fire
engine ; for if such a rude contrivance as that described was
applicable in its stead, it must be tolerably evident that the
‘sipho ’ was an efficient machine for the purpose .
Hesychius, the grammarian of Alexandria , and Isidorus of
Miletus , who flourished at the commencement of the seventh
century , show that the word ‘sipho '’ was applied to a fire engine ,
and the term was understood as meaning such in the fourth
century . It is also stated by the latter that such engines were
used in the East for the purpose of extinguishing fires, and they
were common in Constantinople for this purpose , where they were
known by the term ‘sipho .’’
The Latin term employed by him in describing the action of the
‘ sipho ’ is too plain to be mistaken ; it is ‘jciculandus ,’’ throwing
or casting the water —the same term as is applied to the hurling of
darts or javelins , and casting of stones, &c., by the ballista or
catapult , by the ancient writers .
Fire engines , their use and manufacture , seem to have been
altogether forgotten in the ‘ dark ages,’ and ‘ squirts ’ or portable
syringes appear to have been the only contrivances in use for
throwing water on fires, except buckets . The gross superstition
and thorough ignorance which held all Europe in its grasp not
only prevented the establishment of manufactories for better in¬
struments , but actually discouraged their use ; and instead , the
priests and others proposed trusting to the use of relics and the
tolling ot consecrated bells during fires as far more efficient than
any attempts at extinguishing them by water !
The syringe or squirt , although of most ancient origin , dating
from a period long antecedent to the time of Ctesibius , does not
seem to have come into general use in Europe till late , for it was
not until the close of the sixteenth century that ‘hand squirts ,’ as
they were termed , were introduced into London . Previous to that
time , watchmen , buckets , hooks and ladders only were in use.
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Fosbroke mentions ‘ that cutting away with axes and throwing
water from buckets are spoken of by Petronius and G-ervase of
Canterbury . The owners of houses or chimneys that took fire
were fined, and men were appointed to watch for fires and give
the alarm .’
It seems probable —notwithstanding these accounts , and that
the Romans employed these engines and maintained a force of
men or fire brigade to use them — that their use was not very
general , and there can be little doubt that they gradually fell into
desuetude until a comparatively recent period , when their con¬
struction was revived, but whether in Germany first is uncertain ,
and it is very difficult to ascertain when they were introduced into
that country , though it is highly probable that they were invented ,
if it may be so termed , without previous knowledge of what the
Romans had been doing in this direction .
So far as can be ascertained , tbe first time fire engines were
used in Paris was in the year 1699, and in this year one Dumourier
Duperrier obtained from the king an exclusive right to construct
‘pompes portatives ,’ as these machines were called. These engines
of Duperrier , as engraved and described in the 2nd ed. of Poliniere ’s
‘ Experiences de Physique ,’published in Paris in 1718, have an air
vessel with a working barrel or pump on each side, the pistons
being worked by a double lever, to which the ends of the piston
The cylinders were 4" di. x 16" stroke , and
rods were attached .
were placed in a copper pan of an oval shape and quite open, its
depth being equal to the height of the cylinders , these last being
bolted to a piece of plank which had a short piece of rope fastened
to each corner . The leather delivery hose was screwed to a copper
pipe at one end of the pan , which communicated with the lower
part of the air chamber .
Polinihre relates that the pumps being able only to draw
from the vessel, which being so small that numbers coidd not get
round it to pour in the water from their buckets , when it was
at work they used a canvas or sailcloth bag, coated or made
watertight with pitch or tar , which was connected by a flexible
tube of the same material to the lower part of the pan . The
bag had a conical form, the wide end being uppermost , and
was supported on a folding frame ; the water being poured into
it from the buckets of those around , found its way into the pan ,
whence it was thrown by the pumps on the place required . Ad¬
ditional lengths of pipe , arranged so as to be joined together
by screws, were kept in readiness to reach to the distances that
might be required .
It appears that he was also engaged to keep in repair and work¬
ing order seventeen of these engines , which had been purchased
by the city authorities ; that he had authority to employ and pay
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such workmen as might be required , and that he was paid a
certain salary for these duties .
Up to the year 1722 this number of engines was not increased ,
hut in this year the number was made up to thirty , and they were
located in different parts of the city, according as their services
were more likely to he required , and the salary or payments made
to the parties keeping them in repair amounted to 20,000 livres
yearly. It is said, also, that the city had a great many other engines
besides these, which belonged to the Hotel de Ville, but with these ,
however, Duperrier had nothing to do.
In the year 1634 or 1635 a work entitled ‘A Treatise on Art and
Nature ’ was published by a person named John Batt , containing
remarks on ‘ divers squirts and petty engins to be drawn wpon
wiieeles from place to place, for to quench her among buildings ; the
use whereof hath been found very commodious and profitable in
cities and great townes.’ From this it is evident that something
more powerful than the ‘ three handed ’ squirts was in use for the
purpose of throwing water on fires.
He shows seven descriptions of engines , with the pumps placed
in cisterns or tubs , which are mounted on wheels for convenience
of transport . Single pumps or cylinders are shown in five of the
number , the positions being perpendicular or horizontal ; and one
is shown in an inverted position , with a suction or feed pipe with
a valve at the end. An engine with two horizontal cylinders is
shown, the pistons being worked with an alternate motion by arms
or levers on a vertical shaft moved with a reciprocating rotary
movement by working a horizontal lever to and fro.
He also shows one of these fire engines as a kind of bellows
pump , consisting of two brass cylindrical vessels with the open ends
connected together by a leather bag , if the term may be used,
seeing that both ends were open ; a valve opening upwards beingprovided at the bottom of the lower vessel, and one, also opening
upwards , on the top of the upper one, to which the branch or jet
pipe was attached , and the lower vessel being immersed in water ,
by giving it an up and down movement , the water would be ejected
at each up stroke from the bag yielding and causing the water to
be compressed or forced out at the branch or jet pipe . He says
that these engines sometimes had two levers, being worked by
two men, ‘the lower brasse (vessel) being poysed with two sweeps.’
In the official report or account of the Great Fire of 1666, dated
Whitehall , September 8th of that year , it is remarked that ‘this
lamentable fire in a short time became too big to be managed by
any engines ,’ thus showing that some other sort of apparatus
besides the hand squirts must have been in use.
Evvbank says that the oldest sketch of a complete set of fire
extinguishing apparatus that he met with was in a cut showing
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the interior of a laboratory or smelting furnace, in the old work
‘ De Ee Metallica’ of Agricola, published in 1546. The cut shows
a syringe, a sledge hammer, two fire hooks or preventors, and three

leather buckets, conveniently arranged against a wall. The
syringe, Agricola states, was made of brass, and he calls it ‘ siphun culus orichalceus cujus usus est in incendiis .' It seems that
Beckmann, in his ‘History of Inventions,’ has overlooked this,
and most of the writers of the present day have done the same.
The engraving, fig. 8, shows the apparatus as described, copied by
the author from the edition of
Fie. 8. Fire Tools from Agricola .
1618.
In Rivius’ German transla¬
tion of Vitruvius, made in 1548,
where a sketch or engraving
shows the inside of the barber’s
shop of the father of Ctesibius,
a syringe of an exactly similar
form is shown.
Fire engines seem to have
been introduced into the city of
Augsburg about the year 1518,
for Van Stetten states that in
that year they were first men¬
tioned in the building accounts
of the city. They are there
called ‘instruments for fires,’
or ‘ water syringes,’ and are de¬
scribed as being used at fires.
From the names one would be
led to conclude that they were
a simple squirt, capable of being
used by one man, but we are told
that they went upon wheels; that
the metal parts were made by a
goldsmith at Friedburg, named
Anthony Blanter, and that in
1518 he became a citizen of
Augsburg; and that the wheels
and levers were constructed by a
wheelwright, therefore it is rea¬
sonable to suppose that they were tolerably large machines, and
capable of throwing a tolerable quantity of water.
It is related that when Maurice, who put up the water works at
London Bridge, had in 1582 completed his job, the mayor and
aldermen, after seeing them work, were not a little astonished to
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see the way in which he threw the water .

Stow says, ‘ and they
saw him throw the water over Saint Magnus ’ steeple , before
which time no such thing was known in England as this raising
of water .’
It is a curious fact that no attempt was made after this proof of

lL__!

what could be done to improve the old squirting engines or increase
the power of projection ; but nearly one hundred years elapsed
before any improvement was made, and then only by fresh engines
being introduced a second time from Germany .
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In an old book on surveying , by one Cyprian Lucar , printed in
1590 , be gives the following sketch and description of a portable
squirt or fire engine , which he thus describes :—‘ I set before your
eyes a type of squirt , which hath beene devised to cast much water
upon a burning house, wishing a like squirt and plenty of water
to be alwaies in a readinesse where fire may do harine ; for this
kind of squirt may be made to holde a hoggeshed of water , or if
you will, a greater quantitie thereof , and may be so placed on his
frame that with ease and small strength it shall be mounted ,
imbased or turned to any one side, right against any fixed marke ,
and made to squirt out the water upon that is to be quenched .’
Fig . 9 is a representation of it .
No account is given of the manner of working this machine ,
and it seems to have consisted of a hollow wooden cone, moveable
on a wooden frame , and open at the vertex , to which a long pipe
or even hose might be attached . The water seems to have been
put into this affair, when the piston was drawn back by means of
the funnel on the top of the side of the cone, and forced out
through the vertex by means of the handle shown at the back end.
One Greatorix is mentioned by Evelyn as having invented some¬
thing of this description in the year 1656, but no particulars are
recorded as to what it was, though it is most probable it related to
placing them on wheels or a sledge, and thus making them portable .
None of the earlier engines had either an air vessel or chamber
nor flexible hose, and were in fact single acting squirts or syringes
mounted on wheels, their powers and advantages being of a very
limited nature ; and it does not appear that they came generally
into use in this country until near the commencement of the
eighteenth century .
Decaus , in his ‘ Forcible Movements ,’ published in 1615 , de¬
scribes and illustrates a German engine of that period , which he
calls ‘ a rare and necessary engin , by which you may give greate
reliefe to houses that are on fire. This engin is much practiced
in Germany , and it hath been seen what great and ready help it
may bring ; for although the fire be 40 foot high , the said engin
shall there cast its water by help of four or five men lifting up
and putting down a long handle , in form of a lever , where the
handle of the pump is fastned . The said pump is easily under¬
stood : there are two suckers (valves) within it, one below to open
when the handle is lifted up , and to shut when it is put down,
and another to open to let out the water ; and at the end of the
said engin there is a man which holds the copper pipe , turning it
to and again to the place where the fire shall be.’
It seems highly probable that the angular connection between
the branch pipe and the delivery pipe of this engine would be of
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some flexible material rather than of such a shape in rigid metal .
The hydraulists of ancient times , or at least at that period , would
hardly have perpetrated such a monstrosity in the form shown,
and which is copied from the drawing , and it certainly could not
add to the facility for the man holding the ‘copper pipe ’ to turn
‘ it to and again

t

to the place where

the fire shall

be .’

Fig. 10. Decaus
’ Engine.

It will be seen in fig. 10 that the cistern in which the pump was
placed is fastened to a sledge, so as to he moved about as required .
Air vessels were not applied to these engines , and the water was
poured into the cistern , in which the pump was placed , from
buckets , by some of the persons employed in extinguishing the fire,
women frequently assisting in this part of the business. Most
probably engines of this description were in use in London at
the time of the Great Fire , and were those referred to in the official
report of the fire alluded to elsewhere.
In another old book, published in 1634, entitled ‘The Mysteries
of Nature and Art,’ by J . B., is the following description of a manual
engine :— ‘The description of an Engine to force Water up to a High
Place , very usefull for to quench Fire amongst Buildings .—Let
there be a brasse barrell provided , having two succurs at the bottom
of it ; let it also have a good large pipe going up on one side of it ,
with a succur nigh unto the top of it , and above the succur a
hollow round ball having a pipe at the top of it , to screw another
upon it to direct the water to any place. Then fit a forcer unto
the barrell , with a handle fastened unto the top . At the upper end
of the forcer drive a strong screw, and at the lower end a screwnut . At the bottom of the barrell fasten a screw, and at the
barre that goetli crosse the top of the barrell , let there be
another screw nut . Put them all in order, and fasten the whole
to a good strong frame , that it may be steddy , and it is done.
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When you use it, either place it in the water or over a kennel , and
drive the water up to it, and by moving the handle to and fro it
will cast the water with mighty force up to any place you may
direct .’ Fig . 11 is an engraving
Fig . 11. J . B.’s Engine , 1634.
of it.
In the year 1657 there was an
engine at Nuremburg , invented or
made there by one John Ilautsch ,
and drawn about by two horses,
which threw a stream of water one
inch in diameter to a height of
eighty feet when worked by
twenty -eight men ; it was mounted
on a sledge ten feet in length and
four feet wide, and the water
cistern was eight feet in length ,
four feet in height , and two feet in width . Casper Schott , the
Jesuit , was very much struck with it , and admired it exceedingly .
It is said that engravings of this engine were circulated about
Germany by Ilautsch , and that he offered to construct similar en¬
gines to order, at a moderate price , and instruct people in their use,
but he would not show Schott the internal arrangement . It seems
that the cylinders , or pump barrels , were in a horizontal position
instead of vertical , as in the usual arrangement at present ; but in
the old book published in 1634, entitled ‘ The Mysteries of Nature
and Art,’ a sketch is shown of a small fire engine having the
single acting cylinder in a vertical position , shown in fig. 11.
In his remarks on the engine of Ilautsch , Schott relates that
it is not a new invention , there being such in vise in other towns,
and that in the year 1617 he had seen a much smaller one in
Konigshofen , his native city. Similar and probably improved en¬
gines of this description were made by George Ilautsch , sou of
the John Hautsch before spoken of, as we find that the in¬
vention of this engine has been ascribed to him by Wagenseil and
others .
About the year 1633, engines of this description were introduced
into London , and three of them were used at a fire at London
Bridge . It was said of them that they ‘were such excellent things
that nothing that was ever devised could do so much good yet
none of these did prosper , for they were all brokenfi
om which
we should gather that they were very slightly and inefficiently con¬
structed .
In the year 1675 an account of these engines was published in
the 11th volume of the ‘ Philosophical Transactions ,’ which was as
follows:—‘ This engine is a chest of copper , pierced with many
holes above, and holds within it the body of a pump , whose
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sucker is raised and abased by two levers—these levers having
each of them two arms, and each arm being fitted to be laid
hold on by both hands of a man . Each lever is pierced in the
middle by a mortaise , in which an iron nail (bolt ), which passes
through the handle (rod ) of the sucker , turns when the sucker is
raised or lowered. Near the body of the pump there is a copper
pot, i (air vessel), joined to it by the tube G, and having another
tube , K n l , which in n may be turned every way. To make
this engine play, water is poured upon the chest, to enter in
at the holes that are in the cover thereof . The water is drawn
into the body of the pump at the hole F at the time when the
sucker is raised, and when the same is let down the valve of the
same hole shuts , and forces the water to pass through the hole
into the tube g, of which the valve being lifted up , the water
enters into the pot, and filling the bottom , it enters through the
hole into the tube ksl
in such a manner that when the
water is higher than the (orifice of the ) tube K, and the hole
of the tube G is shut by the valve, the air enclosed in the pot
hath no issue, and it comes to pass that when you continue to
make the water enter into the pot by the tube G, which is much
thicker (larger ) than the aperture of the end l , at which it must
issue, it must needs be that the surplus of the water that enters
into the pot, and exceeds that which at the same time issues through
the small end of the jet , compresses the air to find place in the
pot ; which makes that , whilst the sucker is raised again to make
Fig . 12. Hautsch 's Engine .

new water, to enter into the body of the pump , the air which has
been compressed in the pot drives the surplus of the water by the
force of its spring , meantime that a new compression of the sucker
makes new water to enter , and causes also a new compression of
the air. And thus the course of the water which issues by the
jet is always entertained in the same state .’ Fig . 12 is a represen¬
tation of this engine
.
O
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It does not appear that these engines were mounted on wheels,
hut they seem to have been provided with means of carrying them
about with staves, or poles, as was done with sedan chairs. The
direction of the jet of water could be changed as required by the
arrangement of a hall and socket kind of joint, as shown in the
engraving. This was no doubt a tolerably efficient engine, and
must have been found a great improvement on the intermittent
or spouting arrangement in use before it.
It seems that the chief apparatus used for extinguishing fires
at that period in London were leather buckets and brass squirts,
and these were considered valuable auxiliaries for this purpose for
some time after the Great Fire of 1666. The following sketch, fig.
13, is a copy of one of these hand squirts, five of which are still to
be seen, kept in a rack in the vestry room of St. Dionis Backchurch,
Fen church Street. It is drawn to the scale of 1^ inches to the
foot. These were made of brass, and had a capacity of about
Fig . 13.

Syringe

from

St . Dionis

Backchvrch

.

two quarts of water ; the hole in the nozzle for the passage of
the water was half an inch in diameter. The method of using
them was as follows: two men, one on each side of the squirt,
took hold of the handles shown in the cut with one hand, and
the nozzle with the other ; and a third took hold of the handle
at the end of the piston rod, drawing it up or out, whilst
the nozzle was held in the water contained in a hole or
vessel close by ; the hearers then held it up, pointing the nozzle
towards the burning premises, whilst No. 3, at the handle, forced
in the piston, driving the water out with a strength and velocity
proportionate to the power applied, the attention and care of the
bearers being directed to secure as much of the water as possible
reaching the burning materials.
In 1676 one Theodore Lattenhowers, of Holland, obtained a
patent for an engine ‘ with leather pipe for raising water for
drenching fires and other uses.’ In the subject matter of the
patent list the patent is given as belonging to Goodwin Wharton
and Bernard Strode.
Belidor, in his ‘ Architecture Hydraulique,’ published in the
year 1739, at p. 190 of vol. ii. states that M. Perrault, in his
‘ Commentary on Vitruvius,’ p. 318, speaks of a pump which was
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in the king 's library at Paris in his time , which ‘ threw water
to a
great height at fires, and that this machine possessed a
peculiar
feature which none of the others had (and a description of which
may be seen in the work “ Des Forces Mouvantes ,” by
Solomon
Decaus, published at Frankfort in 1615, and at Paris in 1623),
that with a single piston , by means of air , the water was forced
out
in a continuous stream , which is not internipted when the
piston
draws waterbut
he does not mention the date of its manufacture ,
or the name of the inventor . This engine had the air
vessel,
which is claimed to be invented by Leupold prior to the year 1720,
and was used by Ctesibius 150 years b.c.
In the ‘ Histoire de l’Academie ’ for the year 1725, p. 78, it
is
stated that when M. du Fay was at Strasbourg , M. Jacob
Leupold
had a pump which threw water in a continuous stream , using
only
one piston, and that he made a great mystery of it ; but that
M.
du Fay immediately stated the reason of it .
In 1712 Nicholas Lewis Maundrell and John Grey obtained
a
patent for making an engine for raising water in a new and sur¬
prising manner , of great use in extinguishing fires.
In 1721 Richard Newsham of London , pearl button
maker ,
obtained his first patent for ‘a new water engine for the quenching
and extinguishing fires.’ It is amusingly set forth in the
speci¬
fication and description of it, that it is an engine ‘ which by its
contrivance in working with more winches or cranks on the outside
than any water engine heretofore made (none having more
two cranks to work with ), a new contrived winch or crankthan
in
imitacon of a crane called a crane crank , acts with a double
mocon, and hath a new invented clack with
half wheels, also
a new fashioned worm which works without four
racks or ladders so
fixed that one forcer begins before the other hath left
and
causes a continued stream without intermission , andforcing,
with such
force that it throws out or empties one hundred and ten gallons
of
water in one minute ’s time , or a little more, and at a
greater
distance than any other water engine can ; and as it excells all other
water engines in the performance , so it likewise differs in the
in¬
vention and contrivances , and the peticoner conceives it may be
properly called a perpetual engine for quenching and extinguish¬
ing of fires : that he hath play ’d his said engine before
severall
great persons, and also before the directors of the Hand -andIIand
Insurance Office, who were extremely well satisfied with the per¬
formance thereof .’
In 1724 William Mason and Thomas Chamflower patented
a
machine , called a syphon or attracting engine , for raising water to
extinguish fires, in which they used segments and chains for work¬
ing the pistons , just as was done by Newsham in the year after .
In 1725 Richard Newsham patented liis well known fire
engine ,
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in which he described the use of segments and chains for working
the pistons . In his engines he employed a set of men to work at
the levers as usual , and a second set who stood on the engine above
the levers, holding on to a handrail , and stepping off and on to
the treadles or foot pieces as each lever was raised or depressed ,
their weight , in addition to the strength of the pumpers at the
levers, giving the engine great power, and certainly producing
greater results than any engine worked on the old plan . These
engines are termed by the Americans ‘ two deckers ,’ from the way
in which the men worked, one set above another .
In a book entitled ‘ Universal System of Water and Works ,’
written by Stephen Switzer and published in 1734, he gives
extracts from the two circulars of Fowke and Newsham , both rival
pump and fire engine makers of the same time . Of the first the
circular runs as follows :—
‘ Mr. Fowke, Nightingale Lane , Wapping , makes—
‘ 1. Constant

stream ’d engines

for extinguishing

fires , the larger

sizes play two streams at once, being the first and only of their
kind , and does the office of two engines , and so contrived as to be
drawn through , and , if occasion requires , worked in a passage three

feet wide, which no other can, and will feed themselves with a
sucking -pipe . Their movements are easy and natural , having a
perpendicular stroke , and are without either rack , wheel, chain or
crank , whereby the friction is lessened more than any others , and
consequently requires less strength , are more useful, and less
liable to disorder and decay, and much cheaper than any other ,
and therefore are by judicious persons esteemed preferable to all
others . By screwing a pipe they water gardens , dispersing the
particles of water for about fourteen yards square , like small rain .
The four larger sizes run on wheels, and the other two carried by
two men like a chair .’
In the extract from the second circular , it is stated that Newsham endeavours to counteract Fowke , which Fowke also does in
respect to him . In his circular of engines , he introduces them to
the public as follows :—
‘ Kichard Newsham, of Cloth Fair , London , engineer , makes the
most useful , substantial , and convenient engines for quenching
fires, which carries continual streams with great force. He hath
play ’d several of them before his majesty and the nobility at St.
James ’s with so general an approbation that the largest was at the
same time ordered for the use of that royal palace . The largest
engine will go through a passage about three feet wide in com¬
plete working order , without taking off or putting on anything ,
and may be worked with ten men in the said passage. One
man can quickly and with ease move the largest size about in
the compass it stands in , and is to be play ’d without rocking
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upon any uneven ground with hands and feet, or hands only,
which cannot be paralleled by any other sort whatsoever.
‘ There is conveniency for above twenty men to apply their full
strength , and yet reserve both ends of the cistern clear from incum¬
brance , that others at the same time may be pouring in water
which drains through large copper strainers . The staves that are
fixed through the leavers along the sides of the engine for the
men to work by, though very light , as alternate motion with quick
returns require ; yet will not spring and lose time the least : but
the staves of such engines as are wrought at the ends of the
cistern , will spring or break if they be of such length as is
necessary for a large engine when a considerable power is apply ’d;
and cannot be fast because they must at all times he taken out
before that engine can go through a passage. The playing two
streams at once do neither issue a greater quantity of water , nor is
it new, or so useful, there having been of the like sort at the steel
yard and other places thirty or forty years ; and the water being
divided the distance and pace are accordingly lessen’d thereby .
‘ Those who pretend to make the forcers work in the barrels with
a perpendicular stroke , without racks , wheels, chains, crank ,
pulley , or the like , by any kind of contrived leavers or circular
motion whatsoever , with less friction than if guided and worked
by wheel and chains (which of all methods is the best ) do only
discover their ignorance ; they may as reasonably argue that a
great weight can be dragg ’d upon a sledge with as little strength
as if drawn upon wheels.
‘ As to the treddles on which the men work with their feet, there
is no method so powerful with the like velocity and quickness, and
more natural and safe for the men . Great attempts have been
made to exceed, but none yet could equal this sort ; the fifth size
of which hath play ’d above the grasshopper upon the Boyal
Exchange , which is upwards of fifty-five yards high , and this in
the presence of many thousand spectators .
‘ Those with the suction feed themselves with water from a canal,
pond, well, &c., or out of their own cisterns , by the turn of a cock
without interrupting the stream . They are far less liable to dis¬
order , much more durable in all their parts , than any extant , and
play off large quantities of water to a great distance , either from
the engine or a leather pipe , or pipes of any length requir ’d ; (the
screws all fitting each other ). This the cumbersome squirting
engines, which take up four times more room, cannot perform ;
neither do they throw one fourth part of their water on the fire
at the like distances , but lose it by the way ; nor can they use
leather pipe with them to much advantage , whatever necessity there
may be for it . The five large sizes go upon wheels well box’d
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with brass fitted to strong iron axles, and the other is to be carried
like a chair .’
It will be seen that Newsham declares his engines had thrown
a stream ‘ upwards of 55 yards high ,’ or a height equal to 165
feet, ‘in the presence of many thousand spectators .’ Now this
enormous height may have been reached during the trial ; hut it
is thought it should have been said that to those standing near the
engine it seemed to throw to that height , it being well known that
the actual would be far less than the apparent , owing to the angle
at which the spectators on the ground would view the grasshopper
and the stream of water thrown by the engine .
These engines manufactured by Newsham were made in six
sizes, and the engine that threw this wonderful stream , viz. one
of the fifth size, was said to deliver 160 gallons per minute . It
seems that these were the first double acting engines with an air
vessel, and with levers at the sides, and treadles , ever made in
England ; and he secured his invention , which no doubt it was, by
patent in the year 1725. Fig . 14 is a representation of one of
them , but the author has been unable to find one of Fowkes’.
Fig . 14.

Newsham ’s Engine , 1725 .

The sector and chain for working the pumps , the application of
which to this is generally given to Newsham, were used by William
Mason and Thomas Chamflower, and are shown in the drawing
accompanying their patent , which was granted to them in the
year 1724.
It was remarked of Newsham, by a writer in the ‘London Maga¬
zine ’ for 1752, that in his engines he gave ‘ a nobler presen t to his
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country , than if he had added provinces to Great Britain .’
Desaguliers considered that no part of the engines could be
altered for the better , and the general feeling was greatly in favour
of them , they being purchased by the various parishes throughout
the kingdom , and he received numerous orders for them from all
parts of the world ; and it is worthy of note , that the first manual
engine used in New York was one of his, and that the first steam
fire engine made and used in America was also invented and made
by an Englishman , Mr. Paul R. Hodge, C.E .
The improvements introduced by Newsham were most impor¬
tant , converting a crude imperfect machine into one that was
really efficient and suitable for the purpose , and in which great
skill and engineering knowledge had been brought to bear ; and
from this engine the modern manual differs but little , and has
been but little improved . By substituting levers at the sides, in¬
stead of at the ends, he enabled greater power to be applied to
working it ; the use of bent axles enabled the engine to be kept
nearer to the ground , and enabled the men to work the levers
with ease and convenience, besides making the engine more port¬
able and handy . He applied an improved three way cock, and
arranged it so as to work by suction , or from the cistern , a plan
still followed by the makers of the present day ; and he arranged
the gooseneck, or swivel joint , for changing the direction of the
jet , by means of screws of a fine thread , so as to be a practical
and efficient job . Many of these engines are still in use, capable
Fig . 15. Engine of 17th century .

of doing good service, and present every appearance of still
greater durability .
The ordinary manual engine in use in England in the middle of
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the eighteenth century is represented in the engraving fig. 15,
hut this was soon superseded by the more convenient and efficient
engine of Newsham .
At page 88 of vol. ii. M. Belidor describes a fire pump made at
Strasbourg , mounted on wheels, to he drawn by men or horses ,
and capable of being worked by several men . The pumps , two in
number , were 4" diam . x 8" or 10" stroke , and were contained in
Fig . 16.

Strasbourg

Engine , 1739 .

the box or cistern forming the body of the engine ; and perforated
partitions to act as strainers were used, but it . seems that no air
vessel was provided . The engraving (fig. 16) is an illustration of it .
Fig . 17.

Ypres

Engine , 1739 .
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He next describes a somewhat similar engine , made at Ypres ,
but mounted on a sledge instead of wheels. This engine had been
most successfully used a number of times , and was looked on as
the best in the country . It was unprovided with an air vessel, hut
had a swivelling branch pipe , seven feet in length , capable of turn¬
ing in any direction . The pumps of this engine were worked by
a rowing motion , the men taking hold of the pins in the horizontal
bars and moving them backwards and forwards, a plan patented
within the last few years. Both of these have large descriptive
plates , containing plans and sections drawn to scale. Fig . 17 is
an engraving of it .
Now something more practical and efficient as a fire engine is
met with, which is, as he says, on a ‘different principle to the two
just described, such as are found in several towns in Holland .’ In
the plate and description the pump barrels , 4ij?" diam . x about
9" stroke , are placed one on each side of a large air vessel placed
in a square box, and on
-- Fig . 18. Dutch Engine , 1739 .
each side
of them is a per¬
forated partition or strainer .
At the bottom of this air
vessel is the outlet for the
delivery hose tobeattached ,
and the water comes in from
the pumps some few inches
aboveitorhigherup . Across
the top of the box, reaching
from one side to the other ,
is a bridge piece, forming a fulcrum for the pump handles to work
on. This was a very compact snug affair, measuring about
3' x 2' 6" x 2' 0", and appears to be so arranged as to allow of
being worked by four or six men , as will be seen by the engraving ,
fig. 18.
The modern manual fire engine , it is said, was introduced into
this country from Holland and Germany , somewhere about the
year 1688, having been used in those countries long before ; though
it is probable that it must have been earlier than this, for
in the year 1857 there was still in existence, and in working order,
in the village of Bethlehem , Pennsylvania , U.S., a manual engine
made in London in the year 1689, from which it would seem
reasonable to suppose the manufacture of these engines was a
recognised business in London at that time .
History relates that when King William III . landed in Torbay
in Devonshire, in 1688, a quantity of fire engines and implements
were brought from Holland ; and up to 1847 some of them were
to be found in several of the public buildings in London .
These fire engines were, however, very imperfect — at least to our
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modern notions ; for being a simple sucking and forcing pump , un¬
provided with an air vessel, the water, instead of being thrown in
an uninterrupted stream , was projected in spurts , only during the
forcing action of the pump , and during the sucking action was
entirely suspended ; and as they were unprovided with lengths of
flexible hose, they had to be brought close up to the fire, and by
this means their utility must have been sadly circumscribed .
It seems that the first person in modern times to employ the air
vessel in the fire engines made in Germany was Leupold , who
made and sold great numbers of these engines . He kept their
construction , however, a secret, but gave an account of the engine
in a small work consisting of four quarto sheets , published in 1720.
These engines as made by him only weighed sixteen pounds , occu¬
pied a very small space, bad one cylinder , and were contained in a
strong closed copper box well soldered up ; and a man could, by
their means, project a continuous stream of water to the height of
twenty or thirty feet.
Before the introduction of flexible delivery hose the engines
used at fires were frequently burnt , it being necessary to place them
close to the fire for them to be of any use. This was particularly
the case in the Great Fire of London , and also in 1731 at Bland ford in Dorsetshire , where a great part of the town was destroyed ,
and, in the words of an eye witness, ‘ the engines were soon burnt .’
It is said that Hautsch had adapted to his fire engines a flexible
pipe , but it would seem that it was simply a swivelling joint where
the branch joins the engine , by which means the stream could be
turned in any required direction . Belidor , in his ‘Architecture
Ilydraulique ,’ shows_this arrangement in the drawings of several
fire engines described in that work, and engines of this descrip¬
tion were the only ones used in France in his time ; and it does
not seem that any others were used in England up to 1760.
The invention of the leather hose, both for suction and delivery ,
which could be joined together to form a pipe of any length that may
be required , was a great improvement , and is due to two Dutch¬
men , both named Jan Van der Heide , who filled the office of
inspectors of fire extinguishing apparatus at Amsterdam . In the
year 1672 they first publicly tested it, with such successful results
that at a fire which occurred during the next year , the old engines
were used for the last time , and the new improved engines intro¬
duced as substitutes . In the year 1677 an exclusive privilege
was granted to them for the period of twenty -five years to
manufacture these engines .
During the year 1682 a sufficient number of their improved
engines had been made to enable them to be placed all over the
city , and the old ones were then entirely withdrawn from use.
By the year 1695 the city of Amsterdam alone possessed sixty of
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these engines, and it was arranged that whenever a fire occurred
in any district , the six engines nearest to the fire were immediately
to run to it ; and we find that in a few years more these engines
were in common use in all the towns in the Netherlands . The
suction hose used in these engines was made of leather , and the
end which entered the water had a piece of cork attached to it to
float it, the opening or suction hole being fitted with a grating or
brass plate full of small holes to act as a strainer and keep mud
or dirt from entering .
The plan invented by the Van der Heides for bringing the water
to the engines where not supplied by suction , consisted of a leather
hose attached to the engine , the other end of which was formed
into a bag kept distended by means of a frame , and by means of a
sufficient length of hose this bag could be brought close to the
reservoir and the water poured in from buckets .
They soon, however, improved upon this plan by the invention of
a pump called a ‘ snake pump ,’ attached to the hose, which, by
communicating with the water , kept the engine supplied at a
distance of a thousand feet, and did away with the use of buckets ,
their great waste of water in carrying , and the hard labour neces¬
sitated by their use.
The use of leather pipes or tubes for the conveyance of water is
of very ancient origin , for Pliny relates that the ancient inhabi¬
tants of the Island of Andros obtained fresh water from the springs
at the bottom of the sea by sinking a bell of lead over the spring ,
to the top of which bell a leather pipe or tube was attached , and
by means of which the fresh water was conveyed to the surface.
The employment of flexible hose strong enough to bear a good
pressure of water has in no small degree increased the facility and
effect with which fires can be combated by means of water forced
through it ; but , although this flexible hose had long been known
on the Continent , it was many years before it came into use in
England . This hose was, however, generally found to be very
defective, and it does not seem to have been used in this country
until after 1760.
Some sorts were made of canvas covered with a cement or paint
to make them watertight ; another sort was the seamless hose
woven in a tubular form by machine , such as has been introduced
at a very recent period as a new invention ; and the next sort was.
the leather , which is now so generally used with such satisfactory
results as to prove the truth of the old proverb , that ‘there is
nothing like leather .’ This last, when sewn, however, was very
difficult to keep watertight , but the employment of copper rivets ,
in the mode introduced into this country by Mr. Jacob Perkins in
1819, has completely overcome this difficulty. The leather delivery
hose made by the Van der Heides was sewn together at the seams,
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and made in lengths of fifty feet , with brass screws fitted to the
ends, so that any number of lengths could be quickly joined , as
occasion might require . There is not , however, any record found
of their having used suction hose, in the present acceptance of the
term , with the old engines then in use, though it is generally be¬
lieved that they are the inventors of suction hose, they having made
some new engines about 1675 which worked from hose of this kind .
The original mode of making this hose, by sewing the seams or
edges together , remained unchanged from 1672 to about the year
1807 or 1808, at which time Messrs. Sellers and Pennock , of Phila¬
delphia , substituted rivets for this purpose , and riveted leather
hose was used in America for many years before it was introduced
into this country . At the close of the year 1819, Mr. Jacob Per¬
kins ( who brought out the steam gun , and many useful and beauti¬
ful inventions in engraving ) introduced this improved manufacture
into England , together with an improved hose coupling , by means
of which the hose could be joined without twisting or diminishing
the waterway, for which he was awarded a silver medal by the
Society of Arts .
It was in the first quarter of the eighteenth century that the
manual engine began to have the attention of observant and prac¬
tical men given to its development and improvement , and the
results were of a most beneficial and satisfactory character . By
these improvements the engine was greatly increased in utility and
efficiency, and the great advantages and convenience to be gained
by the invention and application of the flexible hose were enabled
to be fully brought out .
A manual fire engine made by Neubert was tried in 1769 at
Hamburg , and when worked by eight men threw water to a height
of between 62 and 63 feet.
In 1774 John Blanch patented a pump or engine to act as a
common pump , and for extinguishing fires, which according to the
statement in the patent would ‘ force the water fifty yards high in
a constant stream .’
Lieut . Jekyll , K.N., also succeeded in converting a ship’s pump
into a fire engine , which when worked by seven men , threw a stream
of water 76 feet high and 108 feet horizontally . When three
pumps were set to work into one receiver , he found that the water
was thrown much higher , and with great force.
In the year 1792 Mr. Charles Simpkin (afterwards of the firm
of Hadley , Simpkin , and Lott ), London , patented an improvement
in fire engines , ‘ which consisted principally in the employment of
separate valve chambers for containing the valves, instead of
placing them within the cylinders and air vessels as was done
previously .’ These valves were made entirely of metal , instead of
leather , as was usual at that period , and were so placed as to hang
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perpendicularly over the openings , and close and open with the
least power and greatest ease. Their position also prevented any
dirt lodging on the seat, and greatly increased their freedom from
derangement .
These valves were so great an improvement , and were found to
add so much to the durability and efficiency of the manual engine,
that they have continued in constant use for manuals up to the
present day, and have also been applied to steam fire engines,
notwithstanding the advent of indiarubber and many other pro¬
posed substitutes , none of which, on trial , have been found to give
such satisfactory results , all points being taken into consideration .
In 1785 Joseph Bramah of Piccadilly , engine maker , obtained a
patent for a ‘hydrostatical machine upon a new construction ,’ in
which the ‘advantages principally arise from the piston ’s having
its motion round a centre , in a rotary direction , instead of recipro¬
cating in a straight cylinder , by which the fluid is kept in
constant motion . This said engine will in many instances be found
much superior to any such as reciprocate in a straight cylinder on
the common principle , especially for extinguishing engines and
various sorts of pumps .’
In 1793 Joseph Bramah patented ‘several improvements and
additions to a fire engine invented by me,’ which was that he
had patented in 1785. In this he arranged the engine as a large
cylindrical vessel, made of staves and hoops like a cask, but the
hoops had lugs or ears, with a bolt and nut by which they could be
tightened , and a manhole was provided for cleaning the inside if
required .
The engine was attached to one end of the cylinder or cistern ,
and the internal parts consisted of two wings or fans, in each of which
was a valve for the admission of the water through them , keyed
on to a horizontal central shaft, which worked through stuffing
boxes on each side of the box or case in which they were contained .
These wings worked watertight in the case, and by the provision
of inlet and outlet valves the water was drawn in and forced out
by the alternate semirotary motion of the piston caused by
working the levers as in an ordinary manual of the present day.
The whole was mounted on wheels, for easy removal from place
to place, and it could be worked from the water contained in the
cistern , which would hold five hogsheads, or else by suction in the
usual manner . This engine was closely copied by Barton , soonafter , who made a slight variation in the details , keeping to the
semirotary piston . Some of Bramah ’s engines are still in use in
London.
In the Transactions of the American Society of Arts for 1794
will be found the plan proposed by Mr. Benjamin Dearborn for
making a common lift pump throw water .
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In the year 1796 Mr . R. Buchanan , of Rothsay , arranged the
common pump so that it might be used as a fire engine .
Sir Samuel Bentham arranged a force pump in 1797, so as to
he worked like a capstan by thirty men, and he found that he
could obtain a good jet of 110 feet horizontally , and from 60 to
70 feet vertically . On many occasions, at Chatham and Sheerness ,
and other places where his fire extinguishing arrangements were
carried out, many serious fires were prevented by them .
In 1807 Mr. Hornblower , so well known in connection with
expansive steam engines , brought out a small portable fire engine ,
which stood on 14 inches square and 2 feet high , and could be
carried with ease from one part of a house to another . It was
intended to be kept full of water in some place handy for use.
Fire engines , as now made , are of two descriptions , hand or
manual , and steam , used on the land ; and floating engines worked
by either of the two powers, for service afloat, in docks or rivers,
and for fires near the waterside . These are arranged in wooden
or iron hulls propelled by steam or hand power, and also on board
ships for quenching or extinguishing fires that may occur in them .
The date at which floating fire engines were first employed on
the river Thames or elsewhere canuot now be ascertained ; hut
the author has seen in the books of the firm of Messrs. Shand ,
Mason, and Co. an entry of cost of repairing the floating fire engine
belonging to the London Assurance Corporation in the year 1793.
In consequence of this , a letter asking for information on the
subject was addressed to the secretary , but no reply has been
received. In the same books there is an entry of repairs done to
the floating engine belonging to the Sun in 1803, which it is said
was at least forty years old at that time .
In the year 1812 Mr . Tilley , predecessor of Messrs. Shand ,
Mason, and Co., constructed a floating engine worked by the
crank motion , for service in the London Docks ; and a second was
built by him in 1848. The floating fire engines on the Thames
were usually worked by a continuous rotary or crank movement ,
hut Mr . Braidwood having found that they were often liable to cause
accidents to the men working them , had the working gear changed
to levers similar to those used in the ordinary land manual .
The chief improvements in the manual engine , made since the
time of Newsham , consist in the substitution of metallic valves for
those of leather ; the disuse of treadles , sectors, and chains ; the
substitution of metal for wood in most of the parts of the carriage ;
increasing the length of the carriage and levers, so as to admit of
a greater number of men being employed ; arranging the levers so
as to fold up into a shorter length for travelling ; mounting them
on springs , and arranging them so as to he drawn by horses ; pro¬
viding places in the engine in which the various appliances and
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equipments necessary for use can be carried with it ; curving the
waterways, increasing the size of the passages, and diminishing
the resistance to the passage of the water, and the application of
the air vessel to the suction of the engine .
In 1820 a great improvement and convenience in using these
engines at fires was made by Mr. William Baddeley , C.E., who in¬
vented a portable canvas dam or cistern , supported by a wrought
iron framework , which on being placed with its opening over the
hole or plug, enabled a body of clean, pure water, as it issued
from the pipes, to be collected in it through a hole in the bottom ,
so that the suction hose of the engine could draw from it without
fear of drawing up stones and dirt , or the water could be taken
out in buckets . Prior to this , a ‘ tub ’ carried on the tail of the
engine was used, or it was the custom to break up the roadway or
street , and make a hole for the water to gather in, from which it
was drawn by the suction pipe —an expensive , clumsy job , one
involving some time to do, and likewise some time to replace .
So strong , however, was the prejudice of the fire people, who pre¬
ferred their old stick -in-the -mud ways to this simple and efficient
plan , that it was not until the year 1836 that it was adopted by
them as useful and efficient, it having required the lapse of no less
than sixteen years to make this manifest ; and in the year 1838
Mr. Baddeley received the silver medal of the Society of Arts for
this simple and excellent invention . This dam has been lately
improved and rendered capable of being folded into a smaller
compass, in 1863, by Mr. L. M. Becker , formerly lieutenant of the
late Lambeth Fire Brigade (where it was used under his superin¬
tendence with the well known steamer ‘ Torrent ’), and also by Mr.
William Roberts, of Mill wall, who in the year 1864 arranged the
framework , by means of rule joints in the middle of the length of
the four vertical standards or supports , so that they were kept open
by the weight or pressure of the water in the inside, and on
pushing them inwards the dam collapsed and the water escaped,
by which means the construction of the dam was much simplified.
These will be more fully described under the head of Appliances .
In the larger sized manual engines the levers or handles were .
originally in one length , and projected a considerable distance
before and behind the body of the engine ; but these were arranged
early in the present century by Messrs. Hadley and Simpkin , the
predecessors of Merryweather and Sons, so as to fold up and not
exceed, when closed, the length of the body of the engine ; a plan
which added not a little to its convenience, and enabled the length
of the body of the engine to be considerably reduced .
On referring to the old books of the firm, the author finds the
following :—‘ Sept, 21, 1811. Atlas . Taking off the turn over
handles ,’ &c. &c. and ‘ Sept. 29, 1813. The Globe. A new ring ,
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staple , chain , and double key to the joint handles , &c. &c. which
shows that they had made engines in this way at an early period of
the present century .
The application of springs to the manual engine , and fitting
them with the fire carriage to lock under the cistern , was first
carried out by the firm of Hadley and Simpkin , early in the
present century .
In the year 1827 a rotary manual fire engine , invented by
a Mr. John Milton Cooper, was tried against some of the ordinary
fire engines belonging to New York . It was worked by 16 men
with an 11" lever , and discharged through a 4" pipe more water
than three 8" cylinders with 9" stroke and 15" lever worked by
34 men , and as much water as four 6cylinders , by 9" stroke ,
worked by 36 men with 24" lever. This experiment was tried in
the Corporation yard at New York , in September 1827. When
tried at Boston against the New York and Hydraulion engines,
with a lever 11 inches long and 12 men to work it, it threw more
water than the two engines worked by 36 men , and with levers
24 inches long. This was tried in State Street , Boston, in the
same month and year as the former . In none of the accounts of
these trials are the number of revolutions per minute of the ro¬
tating piston given ; consequently , as a means of comparing the
results of the working of this engine against the others , these trials
are of little use.
In 1827 Mr. Wm . Baddeley was desired by the London
Assurance Company to inspect their floating fire engine to see
what improvement could be made in facilitating its navigation ,
and after going into the matter , he prepared designs of a plan
for propelling the boat by means of paddle wheels, worked by
the same handles or levers as were employed in working the
pumps , so arranged as to be thrown in or out of gear as required .
Mr . Baddeley communicated this to the ‘ Mechanic ’s Magazine ’ in
1834. This same plan was carried out in the floating engine built
by Merryweather for the Russian government in 1841.
The use of ‘beating springs ,’ or ‘ bumpers ’ as they are termed ,
to receive the bumps or blows of the levers of manual fire engines
when in use, was strongly recommended by Mr . Wm. Baddeley in
the year 1829. He stated that indiarubber answered well for
a short period , but soon went to pieces and was destroyed by the
force of the blows. After some consideration , he succeeded in
perfecting a very simple arrangement of springs for this purpose ,
which was found very beneficial in practice . Mr . Baddeley in
1834 wrote to the ‘ Mechanic ’s Magazine ,’ stating that ‘the ne
plus ultra of fire extinguishing machinery would be a steam
floating fire engine of about 30 horse power. The boat , an iron
one, should be built as sharp as possible, and not to draw above 10
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or 12 inches of water . The power of the steam engine should he
capable of being applied to the pumps or the paddles at pleasure .
To render such a machine as efficacious as possible, a small fire
should be continually burning , so as to keep the water at a
temperature of about 100° or 150°. The boat should be run
up and down the river occasionally, at least once a week, to
ensure the perfect working of the steam apparatus . Under such
a system the steam might be got up and the paddles started in ten
minutes after receiving an alarm of fire.’
In the year 1835 Mr . Merryweather (now of the firm of Merry weather and Sons) introduced some important improvements in
the form of the interior of the nozzles used in fire engines , by
means of which a more solid and powerful stream of water was
enabled to be thrown by an engine , and this form is that now
followed by most English makers .
In 1835 Mr. Tilley introduced a manual engine constructed
entirely of metal , not a particle of wood being employed in its
construction , the valves, pistons , &c., being entirely metallic . A
great advantage in this sort of engine was the complete accessi¬
bility of all its parts , none of them , as in the ordinary manual
engine , being boxed up from view ; and to get at the valves
the covers of the valve chambers were easily reached , and opened
in a few minutes . The engine was mounted on four cast iron
wheels, and altogether had a light businesslike appearance .
In 1837 Mr. Tilley made the waterways to the delivery hose in
a curved form, instead of proceeding at right angles from the
outlet from the air vessel, as in other engines, and applied it
to one of the floating fire engines on the river Thames.
In the same year a very compact arrangement for a stationary
fire engine was described by Mr. Wm. Baddeley , in which he
proposed it should be worked like a capstan by means of hand¬
spikes, and it could be bolted down to a ship’s deck, or fastened
wherever wanted . The engine , which had two 6" x 12" pumps ,
was very compact and sightly , and the pistons were worked by
cranks which were rotated through bevel gear . The £Mechanic’s
Magazine ’ for the above year contains illustrations and a descrip¬
tion of it.
In 1837 the London Fire Engine Establishment added a float¬
ing engine to their plant . It consisted of a hull 54' x 16' x 2' 5"
in which were placed three engines, each having two working
barrels 7 inches diameter , and a globular air vessel. The levers
were so arranged as to give a stroke of 8, 10, or 12 inches of the
pistons, as might be desired . The handles or levers were crossways of the boat, and when out of use were folded up , but when
in use opened out to 18 feet in length . All three engines worked
into one common main , 4 inches in diameter , from which each
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could be shut off separately at pleasure ; thus in case of a break¬
down of any one engine , the remainder would go on.
Three elbows, one opposite each engine , rose through the deck,
which when out of use were closed by screw caps ; to these one,
two, or more hose could be attached as wanted. The suction main
had a 5 inch waterway , the delivery hose being 3^ inches ; these
were kept joined and coiled on a hose reel in the stern of the boat .
With a regular complement of 90 men , and a 1^" nozzle, 3 tons of
water per minute were thrown to a height of upwards of 100 feet ;
with more men and a 1y nozzle, 4 tons per minute were thrown .
The speed of this float, propelled with oars, varied from 2 to 6
miles per hour, according to the strength and direction of the tide .
A small portable engine fastened in a wooden bucket , so
arranged as to be carried on the back of one man and worked
by him , or two, if needed, when placed on the ground , was
manufactured by Messrs. Bramah and Robinson , of London . This
was called the ‘ Swiss Portable Fire Engine ,’ and had a vibrating
piston , air vessel, &c., as in a large engine, and when worked by
two men threw 20 gallons of water per minute to a horizontal
distance of near 70 feet, or to a vertical height of 50 feet. An
engraving of this engine was given in the ‘ Mechanic ’s Magazine ’
for 1838, and the author wrote to the present representative of the
firm, seeking information respecting the date of its construction ,
but he has not been favoured with a reply .
In the year 1840 Mr . Merry weather constructed a floating
fire engine for the Russian government , to be stationed at
St. Petersburg . It consisted of an iron hull 60' long by 16' beam,
in which the engine, fitted with three working barrels 7-£" diameter
x 141" stroke , was placed . These pumps were worked by means of
four cranked handles 12 feet long with 18 inches radius , connected
to three 6" cranks by means of toothed gearing . Each pair "of
cranked handles was provided with a fly wheel 6 feet in diameter
to equalise the motion, and the handles were fixed at 90° relatively
to each other . The engine was placed in the middle of the hull ,
which had both ends alike to avoid the necessity of turning ,
and two paddle wheels were placed nearly amidships , on the
shaft of which bevelled wheels were fitted , capable of being put
in gear with the crank handles when the pumps were disconnected .
On the upper end of the air vessel was a revolving t piece carry¬
ing two nozzles, on which two lines of hose could be attached if
needed . When used with a 1£,/ jet a vertical height of 120 feet
was reached , and a horizontal distance of 136 feet .
This engine was constructed from designs prepared by Mr . Wm.
Baddeley , and could be worked by upwards of 50 men .
In the same year Mr . Tilley constructed a second floating fire
engine for the establishment , and in the next year one for Sunder¬
land and South Shields .
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In 1842 he received an order from the Admiralty to construct
seven of these engines for use at the different dockyards .
In the same year Mr . Merry weather constructed a manual engine
on railway wheels for the London and North Western Railway (then
known as the London and Birmingham ), which at that time was
the largest manual fire engine constructed for land service that
had been built . It had two gun metal pumps 9" x 10" stroke,
and a water cistern 13 feet in length , capable of holding 450
gallons of water . A hose reel was applied to the fore part of
the engine , which would carry 400 feet of hose. Spring buffers
were applied at each end of the engine, so arranged as to drop
down out of the way of the levers when the engine was at work.
When tried with a single 1±" nozzle, and worked by 42 men ,
the water was thrown in a good solid stream above 100 feet
in height ; and with a nozzle of lj " diameter , a greater height
was reached ; when tried wdth two f " nozzles very satisfactory
results were attained .
In 1845 a Mr . Farmer , of Birmingham , made a manual fire
engine, with a fan or wheel with four blades , which was made to
revolve rapidly in a circular box by the power of six men . When
tried , it was found to throw 80 gallons of water per minute to
a height of 40 feet ; and although it seemed to want power, it
was thought it might prove useful under certain circumstances ,
where its small size (4 feet long by 2 feet wide) would prove an
advantage .
In the same year Mr . White brought out a manual engine he had
patented in that year . Its novelty consisted in the arrangement of
a number of small pumps , each of which could be worked inde¬
pendently of the other , each being a small fire engine in itself ,
discharging their contents into a common receiver , or air vessel,
whence the water was thrown on the fire in the usual way. As
each man had to work his own pump , it could soon be seen
whether each did his duty ; and as the pumps were not depen¬
dent on one another , a break down of the engine was scarcely
possible.
When tried at the Salford Gas Works, at the end of that year ,
with 12 men, against a chimney 129 feet in height , in compe¬
tition with another engine manned with a similar number of men ,
it was found that for a short time it threw the water several feet
above the top of the chimney ; whilst the other engine could
not reach the top, nor did it when worked with 30 men .
They were both worked afterwards through 120 feet of hose with
a
nozzle, and the results showed that the patent engine still
maintained its superiority .
In 1847 Mr.William Baddeley brought out his farmer ’s fire engine ,
which was commended by the Jury of the Great Exhibition of 1851.
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In the same year Messrs. Deane, Dray and Deane , the agricul¬
tural implement makers , registered a farmer ’s fire engine , which
consisted of a metal tub or tank , to contain the water , mounted on
wheels, with shafts for a horse, and fitted with a force pump , &c.,
the plan of pump being exactly that of Perkins ’s, patented in
1820, namely , a concentric air vessel round the barrel of the pump ,
almost similar to that now used in the hand pump .
In 1848 Mr. Gossage brought out a fire engine, which consisted
of two force pumps with an air vessel between them , metal valves
and two deliveries , the whole enclosed in an oval casing. The
engine was very much like those of Fisher and Hearle — so much
so, indeed , that it has been said that it was copied from them
in a different material , which constituted the only difference.
In the Exhibition of 1851 Messrs. G. Perry and Brothers , of
Montreal , Canada, exhibited a manual engine to be worked by
forty men . In the experiments made by direction of the jury , no
other engine threw a column of water so high as this , or discharged
so great a body of water per man , or yielded so great an amount
of work per man , measured by the vis viva of the water passing
the nozzle. It was highly commended for the large proportion of
the sectional area of the suction pipe to that of the barrel , the large
dimensions of the valves, the application of an air chamber to
the suction pipe , and the general arrangement . A prize medal was
awarded this engine .
The fire engines exhibited by M. Letestu , of Paris , were a
fire engine without a carriage , to be drawn by ten men , and a
marine engine , to be worked also by ten men . The pistons used
in these engines consist each of a hollow case of brass, perforated ,
to the interior of which is applied a circular piece of leather , like
a filtering paper to a funnel , but having a section cut out instead
of being folded ; the radial edges of the leather overlap , and its
periphery projects beyond the edges of the cone, adapting itself to
the internal surface of the barrel . When this piston is to be used
for suction , it is fixed to the rod with the base downwards. In the
return stroke , the water passing through the perforations of the
brass cone finds a passage between the loose radial edges of the
leather , which it separates .
The valve in the air vessel is a simple disc of leather screwed
down at its centre on a perforated plate . These engines were
highly commended for the ingenious , simple , and economical
arrangement of the pistons , the large sectional area of the suction
and force pipes in comparison with the barrel . When tried by
Colonel Morin , at the Paris Exhibition in 1849, these pumps gave
a greater useful effect, in proportion to the power expended in
driving them , than any others in the dynamometrical experiments
for testing them ; but this useful effect, it is stated , did not amount
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to one half of the power expended . These engines were awarded
a prize medal .
At the Exhibition of 1851 Messrs. Shand and Mason exhibited
a manual engine , fitted with several of their improvements , such
as the improved suction cock, with enlarged water way, and the
delivery pipes from the air vessel curved instead of straight , so as
to lessen the friction of the water on its way to the hose.
An old engine , made by Hadley some eighty five years since,
and fitted with treadles , sectors, and chains , was examined by
the author , and was found to be fitted with a single delivery , the
pipe leading from the air vessel being curved , instead of made
with a right angle .
Mr. William Baddeley , C.E ., exhibited a portable farmer ’s fire
engine , which could also he used as an agricultural force pump .
This was commended for easy access to the valves, the application
of the jet spreader to the nozzle, and for simplicity and conve¬
nience of arrangement .
In 1854 Mr . William Baddeley , C.E ., introduced an inflated
airtight indiarubber ball into the air vessels of fire engines , with
the view of preventing the absorption of the air by the water, which
plan is found to give very satisfactory results in the air vessels of
steam fire engines .
In 1856 Messrs. Shand and Mason applied a suction air vessel to
one of the manual engines made by them , as had been done by
Perry of Canada in 1851.
In the same year Mr. William Eoberts , of Millwall , constructed
his manual engine the ‘ True Blue ,’ in which the body was entirely
of iron, and the handles were telescopic, so made as to permit of
its being worked by fifty two men if required , whilst it has been
worked with eight . The levers were so arranged as to be drawn
in and out , to give a greater length of leverage on the pumps ,
and to be, when closed, inside of both fore and hind wheels. By
this arrangement the power of a given number of men could be
increased when working the engine ; and by screwing on to the
end of the staves other pieces of wood, so as to allow more men to
work the levers, the power was still further increased . The pumps
were his patent double action ‘ Twin,’ with 6^" cylinders x lif '
stroke .
In 1859 a country pump maker , of the name of Blinkhorn ,
patented the pump known as De la Hire ’s, from having been
invented by that gentleman in the year 1686, which he employed
as a fire engine . Mr . William Baddeley , C.E ., had tried some
experiments with this identical 4Patent ,’ which will be found de¬
scribed in the ‘ Mech . Mag.,’ vol. xx., for 1833.
In the same year Messrs. James Shand and John Eowley
patented the plan of working hand fire engines by a rowing
H
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motion , precisely as was done in the Ypres engine in 1739, as
shown in fig. 17.
Fig . 19.

Roberts

's Small

Manual

Engine .

In the year 1860, Air. William Eoberts patented his portable
fire engine (fig. 19), which consisted of a vertical cylinder con¬
taining two buckets or pistons worked by a rocking shaft, and an
air vessel on the top , the whole mounted on a bed or plank , to
which an axle hooked at the ends is attached , so as to allow its
being readily connected to a hose reel mounted on wheels, and
thus make them both one for convenience of travelling .
The hose reel works freely on the axle between the wheels, and
suspending rods, one on each side of the frame , and one in front , are
provided , by means of which the engine can be attached to it ;
whilst at the front a box to carry the branch pipe , nozzles, spanners ,
and all other necessary tools is placed ; and the suction hose is
carried on the bed of the engine , at each side of the pump or on
each side of the tool box, and there is also room for the canvas dam .
By this plan an engine of great power is combined with extreme
portability and simplicity of construction without liability to de¬
rangement , and the interior is easily accessible. An engine with
12 feet of suction hose, 120 feet of delivery hose, and all the gear
complete , can readily be transported over ordinary roads by one
man , and the engine can be disconnected from the carriage in
eight seconds and connected again in twelve. When the engine is
disconnected from the carriage it becomes a portable pump for
ship ’s use, and can be used with a suction plate , to which it can be
connected in a few minutes , so as to avoid standard pumps and
thus give a clear deck .
Upon reaching a fire the front rod is withdrawn from its slot,
which allows the handle end of the frame to rise, and thereby
lower the pump on the ground , when the other two rods being
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unhooked the engine is left on the ground , and the reel is run
towards the fire ; when, the required length of hose being run out ,
it is disconnected from
the reel, and as the
branch , nozzles, &c. are
in the box they can be
easily got at , and the en¬
gine set to work in a few
moments . The delivery
hose is always kept at¬
tached to the outlet on the
pump . When arranged
to be drawn by a horse a
seat is fitted to the frame
to carry the driver and
three firemen, which seat
folds down on the frame
when not wanted . The
ordinary dimensions of
the engine are. 9 feet ex¬
treme length , 3 feet wide,
and 4 feet in height , the
total weight of ail com¬
plete 6 cwts. 1 qr. With
eight men it will throw
60 gallons of water per
’s
Engine
Gig
Roberts
Fig
20.
minute to a distance of
80 feet, and with ten men
to a distance of 103 feet.
The engraving (fig. 20)
shows this arrangement
termed the G-ig engine .
In 1865, Messrs.Merry weather and Sons manu¬
factured a small manual
engine fitted with springs
mounted on two wheels,
each 4 feet in diameter ,
arranged to be worked by
six men , and easily drawn
by one, the weight of the
whole being 4f cwts. It
had two pumps 4" and
9" stroke, and was fitted with a hose reel , and the valve arrange ment and passages were made as simple as possible.
h 2
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This engine (fig. 21) was designed and supplied to the London
Fire Engine Establishment in anticipation of this light class of
Fig . 21 . Mebbyweatiier

’s Small

Manual , 1865 .

engine being adopted by the enlarged fire brigade under the
Metropolitan Board of Works . The pumps and valve box are fixed
to the platform with the wrought iron working lever placed above ;
at each end of the platform is a foot or stay turning on a hinge ,
on which when the engine is at work the men place their feet , and
when travelling these are turned back . There is also a box at one
end, in which are carried the tools, a few buckets , hand pump , &c.,
and on the top is fixed a hose reel , thus forming a compact light
machine .
To set the engine to work, lower down the two feet or stays to
the position shown in the engraving , and place the suction hose,
which is always attached , into the dam, or place of water supply ,
and the men may commence pumping , as the hose and branch pipe ,
being always attached to the outlet of the engine , can be removed
at once to the required spot. These engines can be made without
springs , box, or hose reel to reduce the coil, or when required for
factory use.
The pumps , pistons, valves, seats, suction , and delivery mains
are of brass or gun metal , a copper air vessel being placed imme¬
diately over the two delivery valves and between the pumps , The
pump barrels and air vessel are recessed into the bed or valve box,
and have ears attached by means of which they can be readily re¬
moved, and this makes the valves easy of access. The total weight
of the engine, which is strongly made , with everything complete ,
as shown in the engraving , does not exceed 4f cwts., so that it can
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be readily run by one man . The full number of men to work this
engine is six, when it will throw 50 gals, per minute to a height of
90 feet, and at the same time it can be effectively worked by four.
In the same year Messrs. Shand , Mason, and Co. patented their
‘ curricle ’ manual engine , designed to meet the views entertained
by the promoters of the new scheme for entrusting the fire extin¬
guishing of the metropolis to the Metropolitan Board of Works,
who proposed placing them at intermediate stations . It consists of
a set of fire engine pumps of the usual or any other construction
fixed to the fore end of a box which contains the hose and imple¬
ments . The box is attached to a frame , the two front ends of
which project and form draught handles for the men, or shafts for
a horse. The end of the box to which the pumps are attached , is
made at such an angle that when the ends of the frame rest on
the ground , the pumps are in a proper position for working ; and
when the men or horses are attached for draught , the pumps are
inclined , and the weight thrown more on the axle ; but the more
evenly to balance , the whole of the box, with the fire engine at¬
tached , may be constructed to slide within limits in the frame, and
be adjusted by a screw or otherwise.
The whole machine is mounted on two high wheels, with a pair
of springs and an axle. The wheels may be of any convenient
height , this not being limited , as in ordinary lire engines , by the
working handles . The lever or levers to which the latter are
attached , is placed across the frame parallel with the axle, and the
men, when at work, stand on each side of the engine clear of the
wheels : the lever is made so as to be contracted in length when
not at work, so as not to project beyond the ends of the axle when
travelling , and the wooden handles may be kept in their places, or
removed to another part of the engine for the same purpose .
The engine is complete on two wheels, and carries , as in the ordi¬
nary brigade manual , the whole of the suction and delivery hose,
ladders and implements , in or upon it, and when constructed for
horse draught , the men and driver sit on the box. The box may
also be used at a fire as a reservoir from which the engine pumps ,
or a portable canvas cistern may be used for this purpose , the
latter being carried under the box and inside the frame .
Within the last forty years but few persons seem to have paid
much attention to the improvement of manual engines and their
appliances ; or at least, if they have, but few practical results have
followed, or are generally known . There is one person , however,
to whose indefatigable exertions , during a period of over forty years’
duration , the employers and workers of manual fire engines owe
not a little , and whose inventive skill and constant attention to
the details , both of manual engines and their appliances , have been
attended with most successful results . It may be said that many
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of the improvements are simple, or are so obvious that anyone
would have been able to produce a similar result if he had found
need of it ; and no doubt , at the present time , such contrivances
have a simple look, but the old tale of Columbus and the egg will
well apply to such remarks .
The gentleman alluded to is Mr . Wm. Baddeley , C.E ., of
London , and the following is a list chronologically arranged of
most of his inventions and contrivances connected with fire engines .
It has been thought desirable to put them on record here , with
the date of each appended ; for, from the great difficulty, labour ,
and loss of time experienced in the preparation of this work, from
the want of knowing where to look for the information required on
various points , there being no collected information relating thereto
in existence , it is felt that by this means much inconvenience may
be avoided in the future .

Chronological list of Mr. Baddeley's Inventions in connection
with Fire Apparatus .
1. Improved stopping board , for damming up water in street
gutters for trse of fire engines .
.
.
.
.
.
2. Iron gutters and sunk tanks , to supersede the necessity of
breaking up the street paving .
.
.
.
.
.
3. Portable cisterns to be attached to plugs, for the same pur¬
pose
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
(Adopted by the London Fire Engine Establishment in
1836 , and awarded a silver medal by the Society of Arts
in 1838 .)
4. Improved floating fire engine
.
.
.
.
.
.
(Adopted by the Emperor of Russia in 1840 .)
5. Improved fire engine for steam boats
.
.
.
.
.
C. Improved hose suspender
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
7. Beating springs for fire engines
.
.
.
.
.
.
(Adopted in floating fire engines by the London Fire Engine
Establishment in 1838 .)
8. Improved portable fire escape ladders .
.
.
.
.
9. Improved suction cocks for fire engines .
.
.
.
.
10. Horizontal double acting fire engine
.
.
.
.
.
(Since extensively adopted by various makers of steam
and manual fire engines.)
11. Improved suction pipe for waterside fires
.
.
.
.
12. Improved handle for street fire cocks .
.
.
.
.
13. Improved engine lamps, superseding the use of links
.
.
(Used by the London Fire Engine Establishment , &c.)
14. Improved three way stand pipe
.
.
.
.
.
.
15. Hose reel applied to fire engines .
.
.
.
.
.
(Used in Birmingham and London .)
16. Stationary , capstan worked fire engine .
17. Fan spreader tor fire engines
.

a .d.
1820
1820
1820

1827
1827
1829
1829
1832
1833
1833
1833
1836
1836
1837
1837
1837
1841
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18. Blow off cock for fire engines, for shifting hose, letting off water
in frosty weather , &c. .
.
.
.
.
.
.
19. Cabinet fire engine, designed for the Duke of Rutland ’s picture
gallery at Belvoir Castle
.
.
.
.
.
.
(Since extensively adopted .)
20. Portable fire engine (hand pump )
.
.
.
.
.
(Adopted by the London Eire Engine Establishment in
1848- 9.)
21. Farmer ’s fire engine
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
( Commended by the Jurors of the Great Exhibition , 1851.)
22. Improved valved suction strainer .
.
.
.
.
.
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1842
1844
1844
1847
18G2

CHAPTER YU .
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The

manual

engine

CONSTRUCTION , USE , AND MANAGEMENT .

has been but little

improved

of late years , and ,

as at present constructed in England , is made of various sizes and
powers by various makers , according to the duty required to be
performed by them ; but it will be found on the whole that the
difference in their construction is not very great .
For lire service in towns, the size known as the Brigade size is
generally employed, which has pumps 7" x 8" . Another handy
size has cylinders 6" x 8". The largest size manual ordinarily
made has pumps 9" in diameter , but as a rule they are found to
require too many men to get the work out of them , and are,
besides, very cumbersome. The Brigade size, as fixed on by the
late Mr . Braidwood, is that which is found to give the most satis¬
factory results in ordinary work ; and the size smaller , with 6"
pumps, is a very useful size for country towns and the ordinary
duties of country Brigades .
For many years there were no definite sizes of engines , or any
system on which sizes were defined, and the variety used in London
was very great . It was found , however, that an engine with two
pump barrels 7 inches in diameter , with a stroke of 8 inches , could
be made sufficiently strong at 17^ cwts., and, adding 4 cwts. for
hose and tools and five firemen and a driver , was quite as much as
could be managed by a pair of fast horses under a distance of six
miles.
A manual engine of modern construction consists of the cylinders
or pumps , air vessel, valves, suction and delivery pipes or tubes ,
and the levers, slings, and bearings for working the pumps ; the
body or cistern of the engine in which they are contained and
fastened , and gives stowage for the suction and delivery hose, Ac.,
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also forming the seats for the driver and firemen , and lockers for
containing the tools, &c., carried with the engine ; and lastly , the
wheels and springs for bearing the whole, and the shafts or pole
by which the whole is drawn by the horses.
The bottom of the body or cistern is generally formed of hard
oak, in order , as Mr . Braidwood remarks , ‘that the ironwork may
get a better hold, for which purpose oak is better adapted than any
other wood with which I am acquainted .’ This , however, would
not seem to be correct , it having been generally found that oak,
whenever it is exposed to damp or wet, quickly causes the de¬
struction of the iron nails or fastenings , owing to the acid contained
in it, which eats out the substance of the metal , as has been noticed
by the author to be a most frequent occurrence . For this reason
copper fastenings are almost always employed with this wood,
especially in ships ; and where iron fastenings are employed , teak
wood would seem to be far more useful and proper .
The sides of the cistern and other portions of its woodwork were
generally made of best Baltic fir, which, when well chosen and
sound, is nearly imperishable , and is, besides, lighter and more
easily worked than most other woods ; but it should be well
seasoned, and free from knots , shakes, and flaws. The manual
engines , as constructed by Messrs. Merryweather and Sons, are
made with Honduras mahogany , or walnut sides to the cisterns,
and oak ends and bottoms , or else of walnut wood altogether ,
these woods being found to give most excellent results . The
staves of the levers are generally made of either lancewood, ash, or
oak, the American oak being preferred .
In all the manual engines made by them , the pistons are worked
from the levers by means of slings, and guides are provided
to ensure the true working of the pistons in a correct vertical
line . Attached to the sides of the cistern are boxes or lockers for
containing the suction hose, branches , &c., and the other appliances
and requisites are stored under the firemen’s seats in the body of
the engine .
To the inner side of the lid of the box which forms the seat for the
firemen , and in which the hose, &c. are carried , are affixed so as to
be easily removed , a crow bar , saw, hatchet , &c. Under the seat
for the driver is a small box which is employed for stowing spare
nozzles, wrenches, &c.
On each side of the hose box hangs one length of scaling ladder
six feet long, any number of which can be easily and quickly
joined together to form a ladder of the required height . A pair
of lamps , which should have good reflectors , and be kept scrupu¬
lously clean, are attached by sockets on each side of the driver ’s
seat in the front of the engine .
An engine of this size generally goes out with six 40 feet lengths
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of leather delivery hose, two or more 6 feet lengths of suction, and
one long and one short branch pipe.
The engine is mounted on springs which are strongly attached
to the axles ; and the arms of these , as well as the wheels and tires ,
should be of the best or highest quality material , in order to stand
the knocking about they have to undergo when the engine is called
into active service. The wheels should be fitted with patent axles,
as making a better job and giving far less trouble .
The force pumps are single acting , of gun metal or brass , but
gun metal is best ; and the valves are all of gun metal , accurately
ground , fitted , and adjusted : these are placed in separate valve
chambers or boxes, which are made with moveable covers, in order
that they may be quickly and easily seen to, in case of obstruction ,
without the necessity of disturbing or interfering with any other
part of the engine . The pistons are made of two circular pieces
of brass or gun metal , with stout cupped leathers between them ,
screwed or bolted firmly together , so that the edges of the leather
only are in contact with the interior of the pump barrel . When
these leathers become loose and leaky through wear, it is some¬
times the custom to serve round between them and the metal of
the piston with spun yarn , hemp , canvas, or sheepskin , so as to
tighten them up, but this is such a slovenly and inefficient way of
doing it that it should never be encouraged , and as soon as the
leathers become leaky, take them out at once and replace them .
No ‘ makeshifts ,'' except under the most unavoidable circum¬
stances , should be allotved to exist for one moment in connection
with fire extinguishing machinery . The air vessel is of copper, of
a spheroidal form, screwed on the cross arm which is connected with
the delivery hose when the engine is at work, and also with a pipe ,
from which the water is forced by the pumps into it , whence it is
driven out by the pressure or spring of the air contained in the
air vessel, which equalises the flow of the water and causes it to
issue in a constant stream from the nozzle.
This cross arm has a screw thread cut on each end at each side
of the engine , so that one line of delivery hose can be attached to
either side of the engine , or both, if required ; and when no hose
is attached , each delivery is closed by means of a screw cap of gun
metal connected to the cross arm by a short piece of chain to pre¬
vent it being lost. At the tail end of the engine is another pipe
and screw cap called the suction main , by means of which the
suction hose can be connected to the engine when it is required to
work from a pond , canal, dam , &c.
Within the cistern there is an opening in the suction main ;
this is generally closed by a screw cap, which has to be removed
when the engine is worked with water poured into the cistern . In
some engines a three way cock is used instead of the screw cap.
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It is important that the valves, pomps , and pipes should be so
placed as to allow the water to drain thoroughly out of them when
the engine is done with, and thus prevent the water lodging , and
deteriorating the metal work or becoming frozen in cold weather .
The action of the engine is as follows:—When the suction pipe
is placed in the dam , or connected to the hydrant , in working the
handles up and down, the water flows or is drawn through the
suction pipe into the pump barrels , whence it is forced by the
pistons into the air vessel, compressing or squeezing the air into a
smaller compass, equal of course to the bulk of water forced in.
There being no escape for the water or air confined in the vessel,
except through the pipe connected with the delivery hose, it is
driven or forced by the spring ' of the confined air through the hose
to the branch or pipe held by the fireman , whence it is forcibly
impelled on the burning building with a force and range commen¬
surate with the pressure of the confined air.
If there were no air vessel, the water would not flow out in an
equable continuous stream , but would gush or spout out at inter¬
vals with every successive movement of the levers ; but by the
aid of the air vessel the stream is rendered continuous from the
elastic pressure of the air within the vessel, and the power and
force of the engine in projecting water is largely increased
thereby .
The cylinders or pump barrels of manual engines , and all the
bearings and bushes about the engine , should be made of good
hard gun metal ; which is more durable and less likely to sustain
damage than the brass, so liable to be employed unless specified
to the contrary . All the ironwork should be of the highest and
most reliable quality , and properly proportioned to its work ,
so as to prevent , as far as human foresight can go, any risk of a
break down. The woodwork should be thoroughly seasoned and
well put together with close and exact joints , to prevent the wet
or damp lodging in them and causing decay, or the destruction
of the fastenings . The paint and varnish should be of the highest
quality , and time should be given them to admit , of their becoming
thoroughly hard before using the engine , which will greatly add to
their durability and the ease with which they can be cleaned .
The following are the sizes, powers, and weights of Brigade
manual fire engines made by Messrs. Merryweather and Sons :—
No. 1 has pumps 9" x 8" stroke , and with 46 men to work it ,
will deliver 220 gallons of water per minute to a height
of 150 feet. The weight of the engine is 23 cwts.
No. 2 has pumps 8" x 8" stroke , and with 38 men to work it ,
will deliver 146 gallons of water per minute to a height
of 140 feet. The weight of the engine is 20 cwts.
No. 3 has pumps 7" x 8" stroke , and with 30 men to work it ,
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will deliver 136 gallons of water per minute to a height
of 130 feet. This is the size made for the London Fire
Engine Establishment ; and its weight is 18 cwts.
No. 4 has pumps 6| " x 8" stroke , and with 26 men to work it,
will deliver 115 gallons of water per minute to a height of
125 feet . The weight of the engine is 16 cwts.
No. 5 has pumps 6" x 8" stroke , and with 22 men to work it , will
deliver 100 gallons of water per minute to a height of 120
feet. The weight of the engine is 14-J cwts.
The fittings supplied with each manual engine by Messrs.
Merryweather and Sons consist of two 6 feet lengths of leather
suction with gun metal coupling screws ; a moveable copper
strainer with gun metal screw ; two copper branch pipes, one long
and one short ; four improved gun metal nozzles, and hose wrenches
and straps .
A set of spanners to fit all the nuts about the engine , and some
spare washers and split pins , should always be carried .
Sizes 4 and 5 are known as the ‘Paxton ,’ and took prizes at the
Exhibitions of 1851 and 1862. One of these has been supplied to
Her Majesty for use at Osborne, and another was lately made for
His Eoyal Highness the Prince of Wales for use at Sandringham .
These engines are found very convenient and useful in country and
volunteer brigades , being light and compact, and are extensively
employed in this country and the colonies.
There are nine sizes of factory, railway, or dock engines manu¬
factured by this firm, the smallest being worked by six men , and
the largest by forty six. These engines are made in wood, or with
copper cisterns , aud also entirely in metal . Fig . 22 is an engraving
of one of their ordinary Brigade engines as at present constructed .
The following are the classes, sizes, and powers of manual en¬
gines ordinarily made by Messrs. Shand , Mason, and Co., and the
material used in their construction
Wood.
IMPROVED LONDON BRIGADE EIRE ENGINE .

No. 1. This size with 16 men will throw 68 gals, per min. to a height of 100 feet.
2.
3.
4.
5.

I

>»
5}

22
30
36
46

„
„
„
„

„
„
„
„

100 „
131
„
m
218 „

„

„
„
„
„

120
130
140
150

COUNTRY BRIGADE FIRE ENGINE .

No. 1. This size with 16 men will throw 68 gals, per min. to a height of 100 feet.
„

2.

„

22

„

„

100

„

„

„

120

„ 3.

„

30 „

„

134 „

„

„

130 „

„

FACTORY FIRE ENGINE .

No. 1. This size with 16 men will throw 68 gals, per min. to a height of 100 feet.
120
„
100 „
?J
22 „
130
„
}J 134 „
)>
30 „
140
„
»
174 „
36 „
150
„
,,
218 „
46 „
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MANSION FIEE ENGINE .

No. 1. This size with 8 men will throw
„ 2.
„
12 „
„
„ 3.
„
16 „
„
„ 4.
„
22 „
„
„ 5.
„
30 „
„

44 gals, per min. to a height of 80 feet.
j,
00 „
55 „
„
100 „
68 „
100 „
„
130 „
134 „

„

120„

Metallic.
CLASS 1 .

No. 1. This size with 16 men will throw 68 gals, per min. to a height of 100 feet.
„
120 „
„ 2.
„
22
„
„
100
„
„
130 „
„ 3.
„
30 „
„
134 „
CLASS 2 .

No. 1. This size with 8 men will throw 44 gals, per min. to a height of 80 feet.
„
90 „
„ 2.
„
12 ,,
„
55 „
„
„
100 „
„ 3.
„
16 „
„
68 „
„ 4.
„
22 „
„
100 „
„
130 „
„ 5.
„
30 „
„
134 „

„

120„

CLASS 3 .

No. 1. This size with 6 men will throw 33 gals, per min. to a height of 70 feet.
class

4.

No. 1. This size with 16 men will throw 68 gals, per min. to a height of 100 feet.
„
120 „
„ 2.
„
22 „
„
100 „
„
„
130 „
„ 3.
,,
30 ,,
„
134 „
„

The town and country brigade engines have the levers at the sides
as usual , and are provided with seats for the firemen and arranged
to be drawn by horses : the town with pole or shafts , and the
country with shafts only.
The factory engines are not provided with folding levers as the
other two, but have them placed at the sides like the first two, and
are arranged to be drawn by hand , and have no seats for drivers or
firemen .
The mansion fire engines are very compact, and are provided
with folding levers placed at the sides, but not arranged with seats
for drivers , having the drag handle for band power.
The metallic engines (classes 1 and 2) have the levers at the
sides, but no provision for drivers . The levers of class 2 fold up ,
and their general appearance is very like the wooden ones.
The engine (class 3) is a small double cylinder in an oval cistern ,
fitted with two small levers, one on each side, and drawn by hand .
The engine (class 4) has the levers across the ends instead of
the sides, and is fitted with a drag handle . The pumps and air
vessel are placed in a large cistern .
All the above engines have metallic valves, and are arranged to
draw the water either from their cisterns , or by suction through the
suction pipe . They are all mounted on four wheels, with locking
fore carriage , and a drag handle when not heavy enough to require
horses .
An ordinary Brigade manual engine with 7" pumps , as made
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by Messrs. Shand, Mason, and Co. (fig. 23) weighs, with its pole,
sway bars, &c., but not including other appliances and fittings,
18 cwts. ; including fittings ready to run out, 25 cwts.
An ordinary manual for country Brigades, by the same makers,
weighs, without fittings, 16 cwts.

P

■H

A Brigade engine with 9" pumps, by the same makers, not
including fittings, weighs 22| cwts.
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The fittings supplied with each manual engine by Messrs. Shand,
Mason, and Co. consist of one branch pipe , two nozzles, one suc¬
tion strainer , two hose wrenches , and one screwdriver and handle .
In 1858 they constructed a manual engine with two 6" pumps ,
for the parish of Shoreditch , which, including pole, &c., but no
fittings , weighed 12 cwts. 3 qrs. ; with fittings complete , ready to
run out, 16 cwts. 3 qrs.
In some of the £cheap ’ engines by inferior makers , a great
many parts necessary to the durability and efficient and proper
working of them are frequently omitted , and some cheaper con¬
trivance substituted . This , provided it did no harm , would be
unobjectionable ; but when it affects the durability and efficiency
of an engine , is certainly reprehensible . An engine combining
good design, good proportions , good materials , and good workman¬
ship with power and efficiency, is far cheaper to purchase and
maintain , even if it cost twice as much , than a low priced ill con¬
trived affair.
Good design , good materials , and good workmanship cannot be
supplied for nothing ; nor can it be a reasonable idea to expect it .
But such, as a rule , is the perversity or shortsightedness of many
persons, that because it can be had at a ‘ low price ’ (or in vulgar
parlance £cheap ’), scarcely a thought is bestowed on the other and
most important requirements .
It is bad policy to go on the principle of £lowness of price ,’ and
flatter yourself with the idea that this constitutes cheapness.
Remember that the best is the cheapest in every sense of the word,
and that ‘ low price ’ means £low quality .’ How can it be expected
that goods or appliances requiring to be of a given character ,
made of given materials , by a class of men receiving given wages,
can be sold or made at a loss ? It is far better to run no risk in
matters of such vital importance as the means for preservation
of life and property , from loss and damage by fire, by having only
the best; than , by trying to save a few pounds , obtain only an
inferior make or quality , and learn the truth of these remarks by
dear bought experience .
A most important point to bear in mind , is that of keeping
the engines and appliances in the highest state of efficiency ;
otherwise, if unable to be set to work when brought to a fire,
it is quite as well not to have any engines at all. When an
engine comes home from a fire or drill , it ought to be im¬
mediately cleaned and overhauled , and put into thorough working
order, together with all its appliances and equipments , so as to be
in the highest state of efficiency when wanted . To do this properly
all the dirt , mud, and grease should be carefully washed off the
engine , wheels, handles , &c., and the cistern and other portions of
the interior thoroughly cleaned out . The pumps should be looked
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to , and the dirt which is sure to collect on the top of the pistons
cleaned off, and some clean oil poured in ; the hearings and slings
should be looked to and oiled, and all the nuts screwed up and
the split pins kept tight ; the wheels ought to be carefully seen to,
the boxes and tires examined to see that they are not loose, and
if not provided with an oil reservoir , should be well greased and
kept in good working order . The brasswork should be carefully
cleaned and seen to at least once a week, and any verdigris , dirt ,
or dust removed .
To set the Engine to Work.

On receiving a call for a fire the horses are immediately to be
fetched —unless the engine is run out by hand —and put to ; and
whilst this is doing, the men belonging to the Brigade are to
assemble in their uniform , helmets , hatchets , and accompany the
engine to the place where the fire requires their attention .
On arriving at the point where the fire is, take up a position
within a convenient distance , so as to command both the fire and
the water , whether it be a plug , a well or a pond, at the same
time keeping the engine so placed that no injury may happen to
it from falling walls or burning materials , as if these did not hurt
the engine, they would be sure to inconvenience the men working
it , which would by no means be desirable . Next take out the
horses and remove them to the nearest convenient place, and settle
the engine in the position it is to occupy whilst at work, locking
the fore carriage , to prevent its moving, by means of the pin sup¬
plied for this purpose , and when the suction hose is in place and
in the water , and the delivery hose screwed on, and the man at the
branch , the men at the levers may gradually begin pumping from
slow speed at first, up to the best they can do.
When an engine is to be worked from the dam, or by suction
from a pond or reservoir , take out the length of suction hose
necessary to reach from the engine to the water , and which will
allow the strainer to be kept well covered by the water , and having
first removed the cap, screw it on perfectly tight to the suction
pipe of the engine . Whilst this is being done, another fireman
should screw on the strainer , and if one length of the suction hose
is not enough , then another should be added ; but it is of the
greatest importance that they be well screwed up at the junctions ,
to prevent their drawing air . The hose wrench , or coupling
spanner , should always be used for this purpose , and if the engine
passes air at the nozzle, after it has been at work a few minutes ,
the couplings should be seen to again , as it is certain that there
must be a leak somewhere.
When the engine has to be worked with two separate streams
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of water, either by a breeching on one line of delivery hose, or by
two independent lines, one attached to each delivery screw of the
engine, care must be taken to use only those nozzles which are of
the smallest diameter . The reason of this will at once he appa¬
rent , if it be borne in mind that taking a given engine as calcu¬
lated to do good work with one nozzle of a given diameter and
area, it must follow, that to obtain similar proportionate results
with two nozzles, the united areas of both should just equal that
of the single one with which the engine is calculated to work.
As it may frequently happen that an engine will have to do
this , the following table , showing the diameter of the single nozzle,
and those of two, three , or four, to give equal areas, will, it is
thought , be found convenient , and the means of saving trouble :—■
will use 2 nozzles of §"

An engine to work with one
>>

?>
?>

)>
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55

55
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In practice , however, from the loss of power in using several
lines of hose with separate jets from each engine , caused by the
great friction of the water, it will be found better , when the num¬
ber of streams from an engine is increased , to use nozzles of rather
smaller diameter than those given as making an equal area to one
jet of given dimensions , as the water will not he projected with so
much force from the exact diameters given.
It may sometimes be convenient to work an engine from the
cistern instead of through the suction, and when this is to be done,
unscrew the cap which is inside the cistern , and fill up the cistern
with water. On starting the engine it will work just as well as with
the suction , in fact sometimes better ; hut care must be taken
to keep the cistern well filled, so as to prevent the pumps from
drawing air, by which means the engine will keep up a good full
stream and render efficient service.
In supplying an engine with water from a pond or stream where
there would be a difficulty in bringing the engine close enough
to use the suction hose, it will be best to hand the water in buckets
by means of a line of men passing them from one hand to another
up to the engine or dam where they are to be emptied , and then
sending them back by another line, whose duty would be to pass
them on to the water to be filled again ; and these operations can
be continued so long as water is required .
i
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In working with water drawn from a stream or pond, care
should be taken to clear away all weeds and loose rubbish for some
feet round where the strainer at the end of the suction is placed ,
so as to prevent them from being drawn into the engine ; and
placing the strainer in a wicker basket and putting them both
together into the water, will be found to decrease considerably this
risk , and also diminish the chance of gravel , &c., being drawn in
by the working of the engine . If the stream or part of the pond
where the suction is to be placed is too shallow to cover the
strainer with several inches of water, a hole should be made suffi¬
ciently large and deep to do this , and care should be taken to keep
the strainer well below the surface, or the air will be drawn up
with the water, and seriously impede the working of the engine by
diminishing its useful effect.
To lay out the hose, stand the coil on its edge and run it along
in the direction required , when it will unwind as fast as rolled
along , and by this means be perfectly free from twists or coils,
which are very objectionable and detract considerably from the
efficient working of an engine . In rolling up riveted leather
hose, the row of rivets should be kept on the ground , by which
means the rubbing of the leather will be considerably diminished ;
with canvas and indiarubber hose, it is desirable to reverse the
sides in coiling up , so as to give an equal amount of wear to each,
and begin at the end furthest from the engine , or stand cock ; if it
has been used with one, take care to keep the male screiv in the
centre of the coil by turning it in to commence with , and rolling
the coil so begun along the top of the length of hose as it lies on
the ground , by which means it becomes flattened , the water is
squeezed out , and a nice flat coil in the smallest compass is ob¬
tained , the female screw being on the outside ready to couple on
to an engine , stand cock, or other length of hose, without the least
delay.
Take care to avoid leading the delivery hose from the engine to
the point whence the fire is to be attacked , with bends or sharp
angles, or over heaps of stones or an uneven surface, if it can in
any way be avoided, as these all tend to diminish the delivery
of the water in a very great degree , and impede the working of
the engine . All bends or curves should be regular and even, so as
to permit the water to flow with as little resistance as possible ;
and it is very desirable that the hose be not allowed to rest on any
sharp edge, which by pressing in the side on which it rests seriously
diminishes the water passage, and is at the same time liable to
wear or cut the hose. When the branch is lashed to the standard ,
which enables it to be held steadily , be careful that it does not
form a sharp angle with the ground , but has a good curve, the
hose being off the ground for some distance from the standard ,
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and some distance lip before it touches it ; that is to say, there
should be at least a foot of the bottom of the standard below the
hose, and the hose should be at least that distance off the ground
before it touches the standard , so that there is an easy curve for
the water to flow in.
When the hose is used with a steamer , it is desirable to have some
two or three zigzag curves from the delivery outlet of the engine to
the branch , so as to kill the reaction of the water on the branch ,
which, with the power steam affords, could hardly be held by two
men if this precaution were not carefully observed. As a general
rule , it will be found best to use as little delivery hose between
the engine and branch as will enable the fire to be properly
attacked , in order that the power of the engine in delivering the
water with force may not be consumed in overcoming the friction
caused by the length , the uneven surface on which the hose often
has to be laid, and the bends, &c. almost inseparable from it when
in use ; at the same time that the so placing the engine as to
command a ready and plentiful supply of water is not neglected .
The Dutch appear to have been cognisant of the disadvantages
attendant on the employment of long lengths of hose between the
engine and the burning building ; for they used long lengths of
tanned canvas hose fitted with funnels to bring the -water from a
distance to the engines, and thus enable the engines to be placed
nearer the fire to be extinguished , and worked through a shorter
length of hose.
Mr. J . Simpson, C.E ., stated during the discussion on the paper
of the late Mr. Braidwood, ‘ On the means of rendering large
supplies of water available in cases of fire,’ read before the In¬
stitution of Civil Engineers in June 1844, that ‘ in the year 1817
he had examined some of the old Dutch fire engines and apparatus
in Cape Town, Cape of Good Hope , where the Dutch system of
fire apparatus remained in the same state as at the capture of that
colony in 1804. The workmanship of the pump barrels and valves
was excellent , and the style of construction would be creditable to
the shops of our best makers in the present day.’
To make up the engine when work or drill is over, the reverse
of the process for getting to work is followed, and will be found in
the chapter on ‘ Rules for Fire Brigades .’
If at any time anything checks the working of the engine , or
the valves do not act properly , take off the iron plates or covers of
the valve chambers which are situated on each side of the barrels
and fastened with screws, when the valves can be easily inspected ,
and anything wrong rectified ; after which the plates must be
screwed down perfectly tight , and the engine is ready for work ;
but if this is not properly and thoroughly done, the engine will
work badly, and its power be greatly diminished .
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In manual engines it is important to see, from time to time ,
that no leakage takes place from any of the joints of the valve
chambers , air vessel, or other parts ; and if any is found to exist,
the screws should be tightened , and all of the joints examined , so
that the defect may be remedied . An engine may be tested for
leaks by screwing on the caps of both delivery pipes as tightly as
possible, and working the levers steadily and slowly up and down
for some twenty or thirty strokes , or until a tolerable pressure ,
say forty or fifty pounds , be obtained in the air vessel, but no
water should be used for this test .
To do this readily , and as it should be done, it will be conve¬
nient and proper to have a spare cap to fit one of the delivery
outlets of the engine , in which a hole is drilled with a screw
thread cut in it ; into this hole a small brass or gun metal cock is
screwed, which cock is so arranged as to admit of one of Bourdon ’s
pressure gauges being screwed on to it . When the engine is to be
tested , this cap must be screwed tightly on, the pressure gauge
attached , and the cock opened, when the pressure will be indi¬
cated on moving the levers. The quicker the gauge reaches the
required pressure , and the longer it maintains it after the men
have stopped working, the tighter the engine is, and the better it
will work. If the engine has stood a long time without working ,
or has been worked a great deal, it will soon be found by this plan
whether it wants an overhaul . So soon as the test is finished, the
gauge may be unscrewed, and the cock being then opened, the air
will at once escape ; but the cap should never be unscrewed whilst
there remains any pressure in the engine .
The following instructions for the use and management of
Newsham’s engines , copied from those attached to an old one of
his make recently broken up , are considered worthy of a place here ,
as showing the uses to which the engines were applied besides that
of quenching fires ; from their quaintness , and also because the
first really efficient engines of modern times were made by him :—
‘If these following Directions he well observ'd none can he at a
Loss how to use and keep the engine in order .
When it is play ’d by suction , screw off the cap that hangs by a
chain , and screw the sucking -pipe in the same place, and turn the
handle above from the letter A to b. When it plays out of its
cistern , turn the handle to A again : let water be in the cistern
when it sucks.
Some men may work the engine with their .hands , and others
with their feet ; but take a full stroke from the top to the bottom .
When used to water gardens , fix the fan to the branch , and the
water will diffuse itself like gentle rain .
Grease the elbow screws with tallow, and do not screw them too
hard on, neither screw them off, but screw the branch off only
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because tbe leather pipe when used screws on to that place. Then
the branch is to be screw’d on to the other end of the pipe or pipes,
When the pipes are not likely to be
for the screws fit each other .
used for some time , let all the water drain out, and after they are
dry, liquor them with neats -foot oyl or the like, coil them up, and
hang them up in a dry place, and from rats , &c.
When the engine is hard to work, pull up the board which hath
E . Newsham on it , also at the bottom , lift up the little board by
its rings ; oil the insides of the barrels when the forcers are down,
the chains and both ends of the spindle or pevets with droppings of
sweet oil, which is much us’d to jacks ; and if the chains become
slack, take the fork key and screw up a square nut on the top of
the forcers, till they are tight .
When needful , take off the carriage wheels, grease the axils ;
when it hath play ’d dirty water , play clean water that the engine
may be cleansed ; also wash the outside and let it not stand in the
sun useless ; about once a month (if not play ’d) move the forcers
two or three times up and down, that the water may keep all its
leathern parts in order.
If the forcers wear loose in the barrels , or by playing foul water ,
become so hard to move, that oiling the barrels will not make
them move easily, then they may be taken out by screwing off each
forcer, the nut at top, and another at the bottom , which will
free both ends of the chains from the forcers : with the key like a
T unscrew two pins that hold the other chains in the iron wheel,
which will give liberty to nuts that holds down the spindle , lift
that out of its place and draw it back , then the forcers may be
taken oat , and put on new leather , in the same manner as the old
was fixed ; afterwards put the forcers into the barrels again , and
screw all together as before. Paint the inside of the cistern once
in two years to preserve it .’
It will frequently happen that long immunity from the ravages
of fire will cause a diminution in the attention bestowed on the
fire engines and appliances provided for its suppression ; and the }'
will consequently be certain to be out of order, or have some
portion of the appliances deranged when wanted ; and then as a
nnes at all
rule it will have been found far better to have no en<
O
efficient,
be
to
supposed
means
the
than to have placed reliance in
and when taken out found to be all but useless.
This state of things should never be suffered for a moment to
exist, and no pains should be spared to excite and keep up a lively
interest ' in having them always maintained in the most perfect
condition . An engine with its appliances , if stowed away and
little attended to, will deteriorate far more rapidly than when fre¬
quently used, and in no case should this be allowed. The engine
and all its equipments should be overhauled and used with water ,
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if only for half an hour , at least once a month ; by which means
all persons connected with the fire extinguishing arrangements will
have their memories refreshed on all points relating to their use
and management , and an interest and rivalry he excited amongst
those who are most likely to have to assist in their use in case of
fire, supposing there is no regular brigade of firemen attached to
the engine .
It must be remembered that it is had policy to wait until a fire
occurs, before a proper system of working is devised, or an attempt
made to instruct persons in the use of an engine and the proper
way of extinguishing fires ; but it is probable that in too many
instances this will be found the case, and unless steps be taken to
cause a change , dear bought experience , in the results of a large
fire, will soon give ample proof of the truth of this . The eases of
the numerous towns mentioned in the returns as totally unprovided
with fire engines , appliances , or men to work them , may be taken
as examples of the desirability and importance of being properly
prepared against the fearful calamity of fire.
The manual fire engine, as at present made , is generally calcu¬
lated by the makers to work at the maximum at 60 strokes per
minute , once up and once down again being called a stroke . The
late Mr . Braidwood found that manual engines, well manned , can
average 40 strokes per minute in continuous work, being two
thirds of the results calculated by the makers ; so that if the
engine be called a 150 gallon per minute , then in actual regular
working , under such circumstances , as at a fire, the real power
would not exceed 100 gallons per minute . He also found from
experiments he had made , that
diameter of nozzle, to l "
diameter of pump or cylinder , was the proportion not to be ex¬
ceeded for good working : thus a 7" diameter cylinder would have
a
nozzle to work through , though a f " nozzle would give a greater
distance . Should it be required to use two jets at once, it is then
needful to use two, each §" in diameter ; and sometimes these are
changed for two of
diameter .
He observed that the rate of working , under favourable circum¬
stances, of an ordinary 7" barrel engine, with a proportion of lever of
4£ to 1, is 40 strokes of each barrel per min ., with which it should
give 88 gallons per minute . He found that with a 40 feet length
of leather hose and a
nozzle, the pressure was 30 lbs. on the
square inch , or 10-4 lbs. per man , and that every additional 40
feet length increased the labour 2\ per cent .
A very absurd practice has obtained a firm hold with the
builders of fire engines ; namely , that of estimating their engines
as throwing so many gallons of water per minute to a height of so
many feet, which it will be found in actual regular work they
never do really perform . For instance , an engine is made and
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taken out for trial , manned with a lot of sturdy fellows, possibly
some of the Guards , and these by straining every nerve , and get¬

ting possibly sixty strokes or more for a space of halt a minute or
so, throw a few gallons of water to a very considerable height .
These results being obtained , the engine is forthwith set down as
an engine that throws so many gallons per minute so many feet
high ; but , it is entirely forgotten to state , under circumstances that
are never obtained when they are required to extinguish a fire.
Woe be to the unfortunate purchaser , who, estimating the power of
such an engine from these statements , provides himself with one,
as he thinks , calculated to meet his requirements . He will soon
find himself thoroughly undeceived the first time its services are
required for a reasonable spell of work. No doubt , under special
circumstances or conditions , with everything provided for the
purpose , great results may be obtained during a trial of two or
three minutes ’ duration ; but it certainly does seem a most unwise
proceeding to bring forward such results , and induce people to
believe that they are attained and attainable in regular work, and
under the ordinary conditions in which the services of engines are
required .
The proper way is to take the circumstances under which an
engine is actually worked at a fire as the index of its power, and
not the results attained by a ‘ spurt ’ of about a minute ’s duration .
It will be found that the average rate of working an ordinary
manual engine at a fire, with the general class of men who take
hold of the levers, will not exceed, if it ever equals , 40 strokes a
minute ; and from observation , and noting their work at numerous
fires during past years, the author does not think that more than
35 strokes per minute can be taken as the average rate of working .
The makers assume in their calculations that 60 strokes per
minute is the rate at which an engine is worked, and on this they
found their calculations ; but as an engine might at a ‘ spurt ’ be
worked at seventy, which the author is informed has actually been
done, it would seem just as reasonable to take this latter number
as the results to be attained —neither , it seems, being ever reached
in regular work. The rule to be observed in purchasing an engine ,
that is a manual , is to deduct at least one third of the results
quoted as the power of such engine , which course will be found in
practice to give just those results which the purchaser requires .
It will be found that no maker will guarantee a given engine to
produce in regular work at a fire—of, say, one hour ’s duration —
anything like the results published as the powers of the engine.
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It has been considered desirable to record the various results
attained in competitive and other trials , by the manual and steam
fire engines of various makers, in a separate form, and place them
under each head ; and great care has been taken , in doing so, to give
no particulars but those which are absolutely correct and reliable ;
and where not collected by the author personally , every effort has
been made to obtain them from reliable and disinterested sources
only, so as to avoid all error as far as can possibly be done.
It is much to be regretted that so little system and desire to
obtain thoroughly reliable and useful results should , as a rule ,
have been shown in most of the trials , more particularly as a little
foresight and careful attention to the subject would have rendered
this a comparatively easy task . The trials at the Paris Exhibition
seem to have had little reference to the desirability of ascertaining
the power or range of an engine in projecting the water , for it is
stated that the distances were obtained by pacing from the engine
to the point reached by the jet ; anything but an accurate way of
doing it, and one open to serious objections. No calculations based
on the velocity of the issuing water can give correct results of the
effective range to be attained by the jet at that velocity, so much
depending on the diameter , material , and length of hose, and a
proper and correct form of nozzle, for the efficient and proper de¬
livery of the water . This seems never to have entered into the
elements of any calculations made to ascertain how much is due to
the form of nozzle, either as loss or gain , in any trials that have been
made ; but the velocity of the water at the nozzle being obtained ,
it is thence assumed that the range of the water is that due to the
velocity , and no further trouble seems to have been taken to verify
the statement .
Some of the old writers , in giving the horse power of steam
engines for propelling boats at various speeds, fell into a similar
error , and assumed that if an engine of a given power could drive
a given ship at a given speed, then an engine of twice the power
would give twice the velocity.
In testing a manual engine at competitive trials , the use of hand
power to bring out the capabilities of an engine is not to be con¬
sidered a satisfactory mode ; because it is impossible to get an
equal set of men on each engine, as sizes and strengths vary so,
added to which is the great difficulty of getting them all to exert a
uniform power for more than a few seconds. Then again comes
the difficulty of making regular strokes over a given period ,
and so giving such a regular definite result during a certain time
as would enable such fair comparisons to be made . There can be
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no doubt that the proper and fairest test would be through the
means of a heavy weight descending through a given space, giving
the engine motion whilst so doing ; or, if not this , by some other
unvarying mode of applying power, as otherwise any varying test
is not one which can be considered to be calculated for giving either
reliable or useful data as to what any engine is capable of doing.
At the close of 1850, Mr. Braidwood tried two manual en¬
gines, each with 7" x 7-g" barrels , one made by Mr . Tilley and one
by Mr. Merryweather . The engines were each manned by the
same number of Fusilier Guardsmen , and each had 40 feet of
leather hose, with a nozzle
diameter . When working at the
rate of 156 strokes in three minutes , Tilley ’s engine delivered 288
gallons of water , and threw to a height of 117 feet . Merry weather’s
engine , making 118 strokes in three minutes , threw to a height of
130 feet, and delivered 297 gallons —being 99 gallons per minute
for Merryweather , and 96-9 gallons per minute for Tilley .
In November 1850, Mr. Braidwood tested two new manual
engines, built for the London Fire Engine Establishment , at the
old shot tower near Waterloo Bridge , which is stated to be 150
feet high . One of these engines was built by Messrs. Shand and
Mason, and the other by Mr. Merryweather . Each engine was
worked by twenty eight soldiers, and the pumps were 7" di. x 8"
stroke ; the nozzles used were J "di.
The branches were taken inside the tower, to be sheltered from
the wind, and the engine of Messrs. Shand & Co. threw its stream
to a vertical height of 124 feet, and that of Mr. Merryweather ,
which was also inside the building , to a height of 137 feet. This
last engine, when tried outside the building , threw a §" stream to
a height of 125 feet. These particulars are derived from the
notes taken by Mr. Braidwood.
The following is a list of the public competitive trials of manual
engines held in Europe up to the present time , with the prizes
competed for, the results and the awards, and the number of engines
competing :—
Great Exhibition of 1851 .
.
.
. Prize Medal .
Paris
„
1855
.
.
.
.
„
International Exhibition held in Hyde Park 1862
„
The results of the trials , and other particulars , are given in the
following pages.
The jury of ClassV., in the Great Exhibition of 1851, instituted
a series of trials of the manual engines exhibited in the building .
The engines were worked by some soldiers of the Grenadier Guards,
and the men were as near as possible of the same size and strength
for each engine. The whole efforts of the men in each trial were
given to the work, and it was so intense as to be continued with
difficulty for three or four minutes . The results are given in the
following table , with the names of the various makers , &c. :—
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ENGINES .

In the experiments tried for the greatest range of engines, the
following results were obtained :—
Men

Merryweathor’s large engine
Shand and Mason
Perry .

.

.

.

.

Merryweatlier 1
Shand & Mason /

Working together , each with a
nozzle of same diameter.

Letestu ’s marine engine
Merryweather’s small engine
j»
»

24
24
24
36
36
24
10
12
12

Nozzle
diam.
13'/

i ’'

1"
1"
i"

9J'
9 //
5"
6

Suction
pipe clear

137'
123'
129'
136'
147'
142'

4"
4" *
4" *
8" I
0" J
0"

119' 6"
119' 0"
109' 0"

Suction
buried in
gravel
oo

56' 0"

Suction

washed clear

86' 0"
104' 0"

116' 0"
102' 0"

* No experiment with sand, the suction pipe being accidentally left clear.

On the 18th of March , 1854, a trial was made at the old shot
tower in the Commercial Eoad , near Waterloo Bridge , to test the
capabilities of a manual engine, ‘ The London Pride ,’ built by
Messrs. Shand and Mason, about 1850, for the West of England
Fire Office, which had been doing constant duty at the London
fires since that period . The engine was worked by twenty eight
men , consisting of the West of England firemen and strangers , and
stood at an elevation of five feet above the water level.
A nozzle of ii " diameter was placed on the branch , which was
taken inside the building , and kept in a perpendicular position ,
being of course entirely screened from the wind ; and on setting
the engine to work, the water reached to the top of the dome in¬
side, a height of 140 feet above the level of the water, or about
133 feet height from the ground . A f '' nozzle being put on, a
height of 128 feet was reached . Two hose with branches and
nozzles were then tried outside the building , and the engine threw
the two streams to a height of 87 feet. Afterwards , a single
was tried outside the building , and
branch with a nozzle of
the engine threw the water nearly to the top of the flagstaff on
the tower —that is, to a height of 150 feet above the level of
supply . The notes of these trials were taken by Mr. W. Baddeley ,
C.E., from whence these are taken .
At the Paris Exhibition of 1855, twenty three manual fire
engines were exhibited . Many of these, if not all, were tested on
the banks of the Seine ; but , so far as can be ascertained , the
trials were not carried out in such a manner as to give those
really useful and valuable results which should always be aimed at
in undertakings of this description .
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Mr . Merryweather , of London , exhibited his engine , the ‘ Em¬
peror ,’ which had two 7" pumps , with metal valves in separate
valve chambers and spherical air vessels ; the suction pipe being
3 inches in diameter , and the delivery 24 inches. When worked
by twenty six men , it threw a f " jet upwards of 120 feet,
Mr . Perry , of Canada, exhibited an engine with two 6" pumps ,
a large suction , and an air vessel on it . Worked by thirty six men ,
it threw a §" jet to nearly the same distance as the engine of
Merryweather .
Messrs. Tylor and Son exhibited an engine of their make .
M. Lemoine , of Canada, exhibited an engine which worked well,
but had the disadvantage of requiring too many men to work it .
M. Carl Metz, of Heidelberg , exhibited an engine to be worked
by fourteen men , which had two pumps and an air vessel as usual :
with a 15 millimetre nozzle = bare $■
" , it threw a stream to a
height of 35 to 36 metres .
The engines of M. Eland gave much satisfaction , but the
metal suction pipe, with its right angle sharp turnings , was very
objectionable .
Several engines by German makers were tried , but their results
were of a very mediocre description . The chief characteristics of
these engines were their great leverage , slow motions , and con¬
tracted waterways.
The concluding experiments in pumping into one air vessel with
five of M. Letestu ’s small engines, by means of which a large jet
was thrown to a considerable distance , was very satisfactory .
When the engines were tried at the Conservatoire to obtain the
results of the power expended , it was found that the following
engines gave the following duty
Metz, of Heidelberg, with a 15 millimetre nozzle= bare §"
Letestu , Paris ,
,,
,,
,,
with the same nozzle, and worked at 43 strokes per min.
Perry , of Canada, at 20 strokes per min., 15 millimetre nozzle
Pland , of Paris ,
25
,,
„
„
Helpech, „
15
,,
„
„
when worked at 30 strokes per min. the duty fell to .
Perrin , with a 15 millimetre nozzle, gave .
.
.
.

. 54 per cent.
43*5 „
. 49
,,
. 54
„
. 54
„
. 70
„
. 47
„
. 35
,,

The ‘ Mechanic ’s Magazine ,’ No. 1680, for October 1855, in re¬
marking on these trials , says they were, ‘ if possible, worse managed
than those of the English Exhibition of 1851—the absurd and
ineffectual attempt to systematise the experiments on that occasion
being entirely omitted in Paris . Little account was taken , in the
French experiments , of the various elements upon which superiority
must necessarily depend . Even the distances to which the water
was projected were only ascertained by stepping ! The ex¬
posed and shelving bank of the river was but ill adapted for the
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trial , and a maliciously high wind blowing at the time , sadly
marred the fair proportions of the performance , the best engines
being necessarily the greatest sufferers. The engines were worked
by a party of Sapeurs Pompiers , who exerted themselves in a very
creditable manner .’
The following account of a trial of manual engines in America
is given here , as showing the way in which they are carried
out .
At the Fair of the American Institute , held in October 1855, a
trial was made of manual fire engines. By the regulations , sixty
men were allowed to the first class engines , fifty men to the second
class, and forty to the third class : only three fourths of each
number could find room at the levers at once. The nozzles used
for
were 1£" for the first class, l " for the second class, and
the third . When tried for height , they worked through 450 feet
of riveted leather hose, having couplings at every 50 feet of 3
inches bore ; when tried for horizontal distance , 150 feet was em¬
ployed, each engine using the same hose in turn .
For ascertaining the heights reached , a line of boards was put
up on the Latting Observatory , with figures painted at every two
feet ; and these boards were coated with rottenstone and size, so
that the points reached by the water could be clearly seen. The
supply of water was rather deficient , the head of water in the
Croton Reservoir being low at the time .
The following is a summary of the trials , the distances being
measured from the nozzle :—
Class .

First

Height , 110 feet ; distance, 206'
206' 10"
„
104 „
„

' Engine No. 8 of Brooklyn.
„
13
„

Second

Engine No. 8 of New York .
„
29
„
„
11
„

Third

Engine No, 28 of New York .
„
45
„

Class .

Height , 80 feet ; distance, 164' 6''
168' 4"
„
86 „
„
149' 3"
„
90 „
„
Class .

Height , 84 feet ; distance, 189' 6"
169' 6"
„
80 „
„

Two of the largest New York
‘ Exempt

, ’ were

not

entered

for

these

engines , No. 38 and the
trials

,

it

being

deemed

inexpedient to withdraw them from service during the Exhibi¬
tion . The latter of these two engines had two pumps , 10" by 10",
and was manned by 44 men ; with this number and a 1^" nozzle it
had thrown to a distance of 240 feet.
The following are the results of six trials with Roberts ’s ‘ True
Blue,’ at end of 1856, each of one minute ’s duration , the length of
suction being 12 feet, the lift 3^ feet, and the delivery hose 40
feet :—
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No. of
men
30

Time

i

„

>7

77

„

77

„

77

Pressure

No. of
strokes

Diam.
nozzle

Min.

Max.

66
66
68
62
56
52

24"

15

„

35

15
20
35
60

40
40
50
90

77

i
3
4

Mean

Quantity
actually
delivered

25

y)
27 -5
30
42 -5
75

196
192
200
174
140
113

In December 1861 some experiments were tried at Messrs.
John Penn and Son’s works at Greenwich , with a manual engine
which had two 7" pumps with an 8" stroke , and was made for
that firm by Messrs. Shand and Mason . The engine was worked by
thirty men, but they did not work more than two minutes at any of
the nine trials , the water being turned into the gauge box so soon
as the engine and hose were full. The engine was well worked, and
the strokes counted during one minute , for which time the en¬
gine was throwing the water into the gauge box. The results of
the nine trials were as follows:—
No. of
strokes

44
53
53
52
50
43
39
35
46

Diam.
of jet

Pressure in lbs. per square inch
Minimum Maximum

24 "

5

8

H
H

0

8
12
35
45
45
50
60
40

i

T
i
ii
&
7
8

9
15
20
35
40
35
20

Quantity in gallons

Mean

Actually
delivered

Due to
capacity

6-5
10-5
25
32 -5
40
45
47 '5
30

108 -5
111 -5
103 -5
98 -5
81
73
63 -5
91 -5

117 -66
117 -66
115 -44
111
95 -46
86 -53
77 -7
102 -12

Gain

Loss

9 -16
616
11 -94
12 -5
14-46
1353
14-04
10 -62

It will be seen that there was no gain during the working in
any of the nine trials ; the engine , in fact, not delivering the quan¬
tity due to the capacity of the pumps .
The length of suction hose was 12 feet, and the vertical lift 2\
feet. The length of the delivery hose was 40 feet.
In 1862 a manual engine constructed by Mr . W. Roberts , to be
drawn by one horse, which had a cylinder
x 6| " stroke , was
tried during three hours at the works at Mil wall. The engine
lifted the water through 12 feet of suction from a depth of 31 feet,
and the length of the delivery hose was 40 feet. The following
are the particulars of the tests , &c.
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No. of Diam.
of
strokes nozzle
51
50
50
48
47
45
48
45
48
43
45
45
47
41
41
41
40 -5

24"
2}

H
H
H
if
l
l

7,
7

I

1
5
9
9

10

Pre.ssure in 1bs. per
square iiich
Max.
Mean
Min.
7
7
6
8
5
5
7
10
12
10
15
20
• 25
40
40
50
50

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
15
20
20
23
42
50
60
60
70
70

8 -5
8-5
8
9
7'5
7-5
8-5
12 -5
16
15
19
31
37 '5
50
50
60
60

Gallons
actually
delivered

Due to
capacity

Gain

97 -5
95
94
86 -5
86 -5
78 -5
85
74 -5
80 -5
69 -5
73
67
71
59 -5
59 -5
57 '5
57

81 -09
79 -5
79 -5
76 -32
74 -73
71 -55
76 -32
71 -55
76 -32
68 -37
71 *55
71 -55
74 -73
65 -19
65 -19
65 -19
64 -39

15 -49
155
14-5
10-18
11-77
6-95
8-68
2-95
3-18
1-13
1-45
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Loss

4 -55
3-73
5-69
5-69
7 -69
739

It will be seen that up to a pressure of 20 lbs. on the square inch,
there was a gain in the quantity of water actually discharged , over
that theoretically obtainable from the cubic contents of the barrel .
On another occasion, soon after , the same pump was tried with
the cross head lengthened , all conditions as to lift , length of suction ,
and delivery being the same, but the men who worked the engine
had just finished a hard day’s work. The results are as follows :—■
No. of Diam.
of
strokes nozzle
50
48
45
45
44
42
40
44
38
38
50

21"
2*
1
1
3
3

9
9

91

*2

Pre ssure in 1bs. per
square in ch
Min.
Max.
Mean
8
7
10
12
25
25
40
50
50
50
5

10
10
18
18
45
35
60
70
70
68
5*8

9
8-5
14
15
35
35
50
60
60
59
5

Gallons
actually
delivered
96
93
80
80
71
69
62 -5
68
57
56
94

Due to
capacity

Gain

87 -5
84
78 -25
78 -25
77
73 -5
70
77
66 -5
66 -5
87 -5

8-5
9
1-75
1-75

Loss

6
4 -5
7-5
9
9-5
10 -5
6-5

In the eleventh trial the number of strokes was the same as at
the first, viz. 50, pumped very slowly to see how the results would
agree as to quantity , but they were found to be in favour of
quick working . Trial No. 8, using a f " di. nozzle, gave 44 gallons
more than were discharged by the larger engine of Messrs. Shand
and Mason, which was tried at Messrs. Penn ’s with a higher pres¬
sure ; the theoretical quantity for that engine being ^ gallon more
per stroke than for this .
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In the same year a hand engine , made by the same maker for
the Stockport Volunteer Fire Brigade , which had an 8" x 6§"
pump , was tried in a similar manner , and under precisely similar
conditions to the others , with the following results :—
No. of Diam.
of
strokes nozzle
41
46
39
39
42
38
36

2"
2
5

1
?
2

Pressure in lbs. per
square inch
Min.

Max.

5
6
20
20
27
30
30

15
20
28
28
40
65
60

Mean
10
12 -5
24
24
33 -5
47 -5
45

Gallons
actually
delivered

Due to
capacity

Gain

49 -5
55
43 -5
43
47
40
38

47 -15
52 -9
43 -85
43 -85
48 -3
431
41 -4

2-35
21

Loss

■35
•85
1-3
3-7
3-4

Another portable engine for ship ’s use, exactly similar in all
particulars , was tried under precisely similar conditions , in the
presence of some of the parties connected with the London Fire
Engine Establishment , and the following results were attained
No. of Diam.
of
strokes nozzle
36
38
45
44
52
52
43
36

3/'

l
2
2
2
2

5

!

2

Pressure in lbs. per
square inch.
Min.

Max.

Mean

Gallons
actually
delivered

Due to
capacity

15
25
5
5
5
5
15
30

25
30
15
10

20
27 -5
10
7-5
6 -25
6-25
25
42 -25

40
42
54
53
63 -75
63 -5
47 -75
37

41 -4
43 -7
52 -75
50 -6
59 -8
59 -8
49 -45
41 -4

7*
71
35
55

Gain

Loss

1-4
1-7
1-25
2 -4
3-95
3 -7
1-7
4 -4

This engine , complete , weighed
cwts.
In March 1862 a manual engine , constructed by the same
maker for the International Exhibition , which had a cylinder
8" x Gjy" , was tried just as all the others above noticed , and under
exactly similar circumstances , and gave the following results :—
No. of Diam.
of
strokes nozzle
54
56
56
54
41
40
36
39
34
36

2"
2

:i

G
6
J)
9_
1

!
2

Pressure in lbs. per
square inch.
Min.
Max.
Mean
7
7
7
7
25
25
25
25
30
35

10
10
10
10
45
40
40
41
50
60

8 -5
8 -5
8 -5
8-5
35
32 -5
32 -5
33
40
47 -5

Gallons
actually
delivered

Due to

69
71
70 -25
69 -25
45 -5
44 -5
40
43 -75
37
39

63 -72
66 -08
66 08
63 72
48 -35
47 -2
42 -48
4602
40 -12
42 -48

Gain

Loss

5-28
4-92
4-17
5 -53
2-85
2-7
2-48
2 -27
3-12
3 -48
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When tried with a §" nozzle, the pressure was found to be 75 lbs.
per square inch .
In 1862 the jury of Class VIII . in the International Exhibition
had a series of trials with the different manual engines exhibited ;
200 men of the Grenadier Guards worked the various engines.
The day was remarkably fine, there being a total absence of wind,
which made it peculiarly favourable for the purpose .
The following engines competed :— 1 Brigade size, 1 large size
with 9" x 8" pumps , and 1 military engine by Messrs. Shand and
Mason ; 1 Brigade size, 1 country do., and 1 highly decorated
Brigade size by Messrs. Merryweather and Son ; 1 large size double
action by Mr. Wm . Boberts ; 1 Brigade size by Mr . Win. Bose of
Manchester ; 1 Brigade size by Messrs. Blinkhorn and Co. ; 1 Bri¬
gade pattern by the Broughton Copper Co., Manchester ; and 1
patent engine by M. Letestu , a French maker .
The engine of Messrs. Shand and Mason, No. 1, was an ordinary
Brigade with two pumps 7" x 8", cubic contents = 615*74 inches,
or 2-22 gallons, and the stroke of the levers was 33^- inches. The
diameter of the suction hose was 2| - inches, and that of the delivery
2J inches . The engine threw a good vertical jet .
The engine of Messrs. Merryweather and Sons, No. 2, was one of
the ordinary Brigade pattern with two pumps 7" x 8" , cubic contents = 615*74 inches = 2*22 gallons, the stroke of the levers being
34 inches. The diameter of the suction hose was 3 inches, and
that of the delivery 9,\ inches . The engine threw a good vertical jet .
The engine of Mr. Bose, No. 3, was one of the Brigade pattern
with two pumps 7" x 8*1" inch, cubic contents = 623*44 inches =
2-25 gallons , and the stroke of the levers was 31J inches . The
diameter of the suction hose was 3 inches, and that of the delivery
2-L inches. Mr . Bose declined to proceed further with the trials .
The engine of Messrs. Merryweather and Sons, No. 4, was one of
the Brigade pattern , highly decorated for a testimonial , with two
pumps of 7" x 8", cubic contents = 615*74 inches = 2*22 gallons ,
the stroke of the levers being 34 inches . The diameter of the suc¬
tion hose was 3 inches, and the delivery hose 2i inches. The
engine threw a good vertical jet .
The engine of Messrs. Shand and Mason, No. 5, was one of the
military pattern with two pumps 6" x 8" , cubic contents = 452 *38
inches = 1*63 gallons, the stroke of the levers being 42A inches .
The diameter of the suction hose was 3 inches, and that of the
delivery hose 2-L inches. The engine threw a good vertical jet .
The engine of Messrs. Merryweather and Sons, No. 6, was a
country Brigade engine with two pumps 6" x 8*2", cubic contents
= 463 *69 inches = 1*67 gallons , with levers of 31 ‘ inches stroke .
The diameter of the suction hose was 2^ inches, and that of the
delivery hose 2\ inches. The engine threw a good vertical jet .
K
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The engine of Mr . William Roberts , No. 7, was a double action one,
with two pumps or cylinders 9-1- inches diameter , the stroke of the
double action pistons being 3-Jg- inches , cubic contents = 487 -31
inches = T76 gallons, the stroke of the levers being 38 inches .
The suction hose was 3 inches in diameter , and the delivery 23inches . The engine broke down.
The engine of Messrs. Blinkhorn and Co., No. 8, had two pumps
of 7" x 8", the pistons being double acting , with a cubic content of
615 -74 inches = 2-22 gallons, the stroke of the levers being 36
inches. The diameter of the suction hose was 3 inches, and that
of the delivery 2\ inches. This engine broke down.
The engine of Messrs. Shand and Mason, No. 9, had two pumps
9'’ x 8", cubic contents = 1017-87 inches = 3-68 gallons, the stroke
of the levers being 34A-inches. The suction hose was 3i inches in
diameter , and the delivery 2-1- inches . The engine threw a good
vertical jet .
The engine of the Broughton Copper Company, No. 10, had
two pumps 7" x8 ‘35", cubic contents = 642-68 inches = 2-32 gal¬
lons, the stroke of the levers being 31£ inches . The diameter of
the suction hose was 3| inches , and that of the delivery 2-i inches.
This engine threw a good vertical jet .
The engine of M. Letestu , No. 11, had two pumps 4-6" x 6-95",
cubic contents = 231 inches = -835 gallons , the stroke of the levers
being 30 inches . The suction hose was 3 inches in diameter , and
the delivery 2 inches . The engine threw a good vertical jet .
Trials of Manual Engines at Exhibition 1862.

Name of maker

Time

*3
43
o
M

M
B

S3
fc

P
4-1
r r
| S

o

t £-S
c

il
B® o
strokes Hi
Zl
nozzle
Number
>
Diameterp.£l
o

jMinutes
j Seconds

Mason , Brigade ’
pattern

No . 2.
Merryweather
and Son ,
Brigade
pattern

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

—
—
3

30
30
30
—

3
2
2
2
—

_
—
—
—
—

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

-

30
30
30
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

—
—
3
3
3
2
2
2
—

40
u
„

open
delivery

5

„

..
„
”

”
j.
u
80
40

%

Q

62
70
64
325
365
324
190
162
152

5

34

79

„

38
31
180
183
198
129
126
114
—

82
78
314
325
323
178
98
79
—

&
is
10.
open
delivery

r
w
u

,,
,,

80

LI

27
33
30
180
195
188
136
137
135

a

c
a
tM
o
8
Gain
Lossj Gain |3
Delivery
&
Percentages

1

o

—
3
2
74
68
93
112
142
148

1-03

—

—
—
—

•96
•97
•81
•84
•78
•63
■53
•50

•4
•3
•19
■16
•22
•37
•47
•50

4

1-05

—

•97
1-13
•78
•80
•73
•62
•35
•31

■3

•05
_
•13

•22
•20
•27
•38
•65
•69

_
_
_
_
_

2
—
—
—
—

2 _

_
86
81
117
108
181
174
—

_9
_
—
—
—

_

—

•03
_
—
—
—
_
_
_
—

28

'to
o
Is
p*■2

—

_
_
20
>> 30
20
30
20

28

_
_
20
20
40
40
60
60

—

_ _
.
20
30
20
30
20
25

„

distance

;
U Horizont
>

.
20
20
40
40
60
60
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Trials of Manual Engines at Exhibition 1862—continued.
Time

’C
<w
Name of maker

I
G
s

'S 5a
G
V G
SL l- l

2
3
4
5

—
—
—
3
3

30
30
—
—

1
2
3
4

2
2
2
—

—
—
—

o>
=

k

r

No . 3.
Rose , Slanches ter , Brigade
pattern

L
No . 4.
r
Merryweather
and Son , Testi - <
monial
l
'

i

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Military
pattern

1
1
2
3
3
—

'
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Merryweather
Country
Brigade
pattern

r

No . 7.
Win . Roberts , •
Double action
L

No . 9.
Shnnd and
Mason

1
1
2
3
3

30

_

—
—
—

_

40

r

No . 10.
r
Broughton Cop per Company .
Manchester ,
'
Brigade
pattern
l

r
No . 11.
Lctestu , Breveti -i
(French )

6 §

80

i"
l
u
A4
10

open
40
delivery

80
»

-

40

45

”

—
—
80

»

open
delivery

40

1

3

—

60

r

40

1"

1
2
3
4

3 _
3 —
— —
—

_
_
— _
3

L4

3
3

-

_
—
-

5

76
56
55
129
148
>> 151

80

»

,,
»
»

75

”
30
70
70

A"

3

_

120
115 _
145 _
— —

2 —

z
30
57
62

2
21

—
—
-

G
o

■94
•92
•90
■75
•66

•8
•10
•25
•34 —

•58
•59
•43
—

■42
•41
•57
—

1-06
1-04
•93
•86
•82

-

•06
— •04
•7 —
•14 —
•18 —

•98
1-02
1-23
•86
•77
•75

■2 —
— ■02
•23
•14 —
•23 —
*25

•6

G
Ol
a
4-<
©
J-l
0>
,©
G

~

distance
J>

28

_
_

Xi

if
,S

—
_
_
20
30

20
20
60
60
60

»

20
20
25
—

12

-

28

..

—
20 20
10 20
20
20
»
12
”
20
10

20
40
40

—
—
20
20
20

20
40
40

>
”

14
11

1*14
1-10

_

•14

20

_

—

•10

„

—

60 —

•73

•27

—

10

20

40

_
—

45

20
30

40
40

28

20
30

40
40

—
_

160 454 135
162 428 168

_
—

•77
•72

•23
•28

170 232 162
145 246 90

_
_

•70
•63

•30
•37

„

>>
5

>>

125
96
113
185
190
190

V
ft

109 6
110 —
4
_
188 14
200 33 —
190 43 —

99 160

5
5
„

168
167
112
—

57 114
60 117

5

„

_3

1
2

u

”

—
—

1
2
3

5

»
open
delivery
i"

-

..

”

r

—

130
127
116
—

5

63
w 65
124
143
” 143

,,

.9
03

&

31 65
4 —
6 _
33 68
7 _
30 60
167 282 94 —
192 287 145 —

5

7//
40

3
o

bn

Q
open
delivery

Percentages

Bh B «

s

1

1

8
* a © . •g |
m
| ,g •2 o

I

i

\

*3

1
2

r

No . 8.
Blinkhom and
Co.

s

ao

■■ “
5

„

— —

178 100 49
198 65 100

_

—

—

_
_
— —

•67
•39

•33
•61

_

—

>■ —
12

„
*■

20
30

40
40

The angles from the horizon at which the branches of each
engine were held varied from 18° to 56°, and the heights -&nd
distances relate to the distance of the branch from the targets into
which the water was thrown by each engine .
On the 26th of June , 1863, a series of trials , extending from
1 P.Jf. to 6 p.m. of that day, was carried out in the Police Yard at
K 2
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Manchester , in the presence of the Manchester Watch and Fire
Engine Committee , the chief constable and the superintendent of
the Fire Brigade of that town, with two manual engines, one made
by Messrs. Shand , Mason, and Co., of London , and the other by
Mr . William Rose, of Manchester .
The two engines were of equal size, and each was worked by 36
men ; and the following are the mean results of ten trials , for each
engine :—
Maker

Weight

Rose .
Shand & Co.

cwt. lbs.
23 56
23 14

Diam. oil uhc Strokes of
two beats
pump

7"
7"

8"
8"

632
67

Percentage

Gals.
del.

150
150

87 -4
98 -2

Delivery

Loss

65 -8
64 -8

34 -2
35-2

In this case it will be seen that the advantage was on the side
of the Manchester engine , which with fewer strokes and less waste

delivered a greater quantity of water . The nozzles used by each
engine were identical in diameter , and every exertion was made to
produce the fairest possible test , each engine being worked under
similar circumstances .
The following memoranda give the results of some experiments
tried on the mains and service pipes of the Southwark and
Yauxhall Water Company in January 1844.
During these experiments , the pressure at the waterworks at
Battersea was kept at 120 feet ; and every service pipe and other
outlet was kept shut .
ls £ Experiment .—Six standcocks , each with one length of
riveted leather hose 40 feet long and 21 inches in diameter , to
which a copper branch , between 4 and 5 feet in length , fitted with
nozzle, was attached , were placed in six plugs on a main
a
7 inches in diameter , in Union Street , Borough , and Gravel Lane ,
Southwark , at distances about 120 yards apart . The water was
brought to the main from the head at Battersea , by 4,250 yards of
iron pipes 20 inches in diameter , 550 yards of 15 inches in
diameter , and 500 yards of 9 inches in diameter .
1st.—One standcock was opened, which gave a jet of 50 feet in
height , and delivered 100 gallons per minute .
With four lengths of hose, the jet was 40 feet high , and the
delivery 92 gallons per minute . When the branch and jet were
taken off, with one length of hose the delivery was 260 gallons
per minute .
2nd .—The second standcock was then opened, and the jet from
the first was 45 feet high .
3rd .—The third standcock was opened, and the jet from the
first was 40 feet high .

f

*
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4th.—The fourth standcock being opened, the first gave a jet of
35 feet high .
5th.—The fifth being opened, the first gave a jet of 30 feet
high .
6th.—All the six being opened, the first gave a jet of 27 feet
high .
2nd Experiment .—Six standcocks were then put into plugs on
a main 9 inches in diameter , in Tooley Street , the extreme
distance being 450 yards, with hose and jets as in the first ex¬
periment . The water was brought from the head at Battersea by
4,250 yards of iron pipes of 20 inches in diameter , 1,000 yards of
15 inches in diameter , and 1,400 yards of 9 inches in diameter . The
weather was nearly the same, but this position was more sheltered
from the wind than those at which the first experiment was tried .
1st.—With one standcock open, a jet 60 feet in height was pro¬
duced , and 107 gallons per minute were delivered .
2nd .—The second standcock was then opened, and the difference
in the first jet was barely perceptible .
3rd .—The other two standcocks being opened, the first jet was
reduced to 45 feet in height , and the delivery to 92 gallons per
minute .
4th.—All the six standcocks being opened, the first jet was
further reduced to 40 feet high , and the delivery to 76 gallons
per minute .
3rd Experiment .— Two standcocks, with hose, &c., as in the first
experiment , were then put into a service pipe , 4 inches in diameter
and 200 yards long, in Tooley Street ; the service pipe was con¬
nected with 200 yards of main , 5 inches in diameter , branching
from the main of 9 inches diameter . The weather was the same
as the first, but the buildings were much higher , and the jets
more sheltered .
1st.—The standcock nearest the larger main was opened, and a
jet of 40 feet high was produced , delivering 82 gallons per
minute .
2nd .—Both standcocks being opened, the first gave a jet of 31
feet, and delivered 68 gallons per minute .
3rd .—The standcock furthest from the large main only being
opened , gave a jet of 34 feet, and delivered 74 gallons per minute .
4th.—Both standcocks being opened, the farther one gave a jet
of 23 feet, and delivered 58 gallons per minute .
The experiments made by the late Mr. Braidwood, on the friction
or loss of power caused by lengths of hose, are not sufficiently
numerous , nor were they conducted with sufficient care to afford
data upon which to found any practical conclusion. For this
reason they have not been noticed .
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CHAPTER IX.
HISTORY OF EUROPEAN
Amongst

all the

improvements

STEAM FIRE

, adaptations

ENGINES .

, and

mechanical

con¬

trivances of modern times, it is admitted that the Steam Engine is
the most important , and justly so, aiding as it does that great
agent of civilisation , the Printing Press , or, as it may be called,
the great civiliser of modern times .
To enumerate the many benefits the human race have derived
from the use of steam would be almost impossible, seeing that most
of the slavish toil endured by our forefathers in nearly the whole
of their occupations has been dispensed with by its application ,
and is succeeded by a comparatively light superintendence ; there¬
fore, having proved itself of such utility and economy in every
branch of manufacture to which it has been applied , we surely
cannot presume to say that the fire engine must be an excep¬
tion .
The signal success and satisfactory results which have attended
the working of all steam fire engines properly constructed , in
accordance with the correct principles required for such hydraulic
machines , place the matter beyond doubt , and leave little to
be desired ; but there is reason to believe that still more satisfactory
results will be attained , as experience from extended use, and under
varied circumstances , shows what modifications or improvements
are most likely to conduce to them , but little else being required
so long as the proper principle is adhered to.
The manufacture of steam fire engines in England , as a regular
branch of industry , is of very recent origin ; and, although to
England belongs the honour of having made the first steam fire
engine , so far back as 1829, when it was constructed by Messrs.
Braithwaite and Ericsson, in London , by whom four more were made
at a later period , all being eminently successful, yet so strong
were prejudice and other matters that , from 1832 to 1852, no more
were made in this country , nor was public attention directed to the
matter . After a lapse of twenty years, and about twelve years
after steam fire engines had been in use in the States , the London
Fire Engine Establishment altered one of the hand worked floating
engines on the Thames into a steam fire engine . Thus , after
opposing their use in every way, and doing all in their power to
throw cold water on progress in this direction , did they suddenly
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wake up to the manifest economy and advantages of steam worked
fire engines, and take the initiative in introducing them in England .
Having made this great effort, it required some considerable period
of repose before proceeding to further exertions in this direction ,
for we find that until 1860, a period of eight years, no more progress
was made in the way of encouraging their manufacture .
In consequence , however, of the patronage of the London Fire
Engine Establishment being confined exclusively to one firm, it has
been considered useless by other makers to enter a field so limited
in extent , so uncertain in duration , and so hopelessly pre -occupied
as that of making steam fire engines for the London Establishment .
Under this close monopoly all the advantages and improvements
that would have arisen from open competition have been lost ; and,
under this system of ‘ nursing ,’ the manufacture of steam fire
engines has been but a costly experiment , the results of which are
by no means satisfactory . However, so long as the cost is borne
by the insurance offices out of the profits of their business, however
lavish their expenditure , the public have no right to make any
objection . Let competition have fair play , and improvement
must be the necessary consequence ; and, luckily , we are enabled
to get this in foreign countries , and also, probably , in other cases
in our own, with great benefit to progress and improvement .
The late Mr . Braid wood was, from the beginning of his career
in London until within a short period of his untimely end, a most
strenuous and determined opponent of steam fire engines, ‘ because
they were expensive ’ and there ‘ was not sufficient water to supply
them ’ (vide his paper in the ‘ Journal of Society of Arts,’ May 23rd ,
1856). Therefore , although ‘ admitting their great efficiency,’ they
£were out of the question until a larger supply of water could be
obtained , and then his impression was, that when they came to have
an adequate supply for steam fire engines, a higher pressure could
be given , so that they could work from the main without requiring
the steam fire engine !’ However, after all this , when the con¬
struction of steam fire engines was revived in England by Messrs.
Shand , Mason, and Co., who made their first steamer towards the
close of 1858, and constructed one in 1860 which was hired by the
London Fire Engine Establishment , we find that this engine seems
to have been viewed with peculiar favour, for Mr . Braidwood wrote
of it : ‘ That at large fires, beyond the reach of the steam floating
engine , the land steam fire engine has been of great service. It is
not only the large quantity of water which it throws (!), but the
height and distance to which it is thrown , which makes it so valu¬
able. At the same time it can be worked as gently as an ordinary
engine .’
It is curious to find that the objection so persistently urged
against the use of steam fire engines from 1829 to 1856, viz. that
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they threw too much water , should in 1860-2 he esteemed one of
their chief advantages , and that , too, by their most strenuous
opponent 1 It is difficult to assign a reason for this , since fires
were as heavy in those days as at the present , and certainly as
likely to require ‘a large body of water ’ then as now. After this
we find Messrs. Shand , Mason, and Co. installed as ‘ sole steam fire
engine makers ’to the London Fire Engine Establishment ; at least
such is the case practically , as no other maker has been favoured
with an order to construct them a trial engine ; and when one was
offered on loan by another firm, it was declined . From this we
should infer that the ‘ Establishment ’ does not desire to find out
or employ the best engine , but to keep up and maintain a close
monopoly in steam fire engines with their favoured makers ,
regardless of the results of practical working or improvement ,
and by this course cannot be said or considered to do or have
done anything towards settling which is the best steam fire
engine .
Tt is very difficult to understand why such a course should be
persevered in ; and the only departure from it has been the em¬
ployment on hire of two engines by other makers, one of which is
constantly worked, and the other but seldom. A moment ’s con¬
sideration of the subject would show that the course to be taken
by disinterested parties , when several persons are claiming that
each makes the best of anything , is to take one or more of the
things made by them , and submit them to similar tests , carefully
noting the results ; and then from them to form a disinterested ,
impartial judgment as to which really is the best. By adopting
this course, a wholesome competition is excited, and progress and
improvement in the right direction encouraged , the public as well
as the parties interested being equally benefited .
To do this in a proper manner , however, it is most important
that it should be done by those acquainted with the subject , both
theoretically and practically ; or otherwise such matters become a
mere farce, of no benefit to anyone, and in every respect calculated
to produce most mischievous effects. Unfortunately , history shows
too many instances of this for examples to be wanting , and it is
greatly to be regretted that the warning they hold out is so little
regarded .
In America , where steam fire engines have been so generally
adopted with such acknowledged excellent results , they have been
made by the ablest mechanical engineers in the country ; but no
American maker of hand engines has, it is believed, tried his hand
at steamers . Here the case has been different , and if some of the
earlier attempts of some of the makers of hand engines , in adapt¬
ing their skill to a comparatively new class of construction , have
not been all they ought to be and might have been, it is satis -
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factory to know that others are more successful, and that rapid
improvement is being made ; and there is no doubt that the time
is not far distant when the principal reliance for extinguishing
fires will be upon steam fire engines.
The application of steam power to work a force pump , arranging
the engine , boiler , pumps , &c., on wheels, so as to be easily port¬
able, and thus enable it to be readily employed as a fire engine,
was first carried out in the year 1829 by Mr . John Braithwaite ,
C.E., of London . In this year he constructed at his works in the
New Eoad , in conjunction with Mr . Ericsson , an engine of 10 horse
power, with two horizontal cylinders and pumps ; each steam piston,
and that of the pump , being both attached to one rod. The waste
steam from the cylinders was conveyed through the tank contain¬
ing the feed water by means of two coiled pipes, thus giving the
feed water a good temperature previous to its being pumped into
the boiler . Fig . 24 is an engraving of the engine made from the
drawings under the superintendence of Mr . Braithwaite himself,
as were all the engravings of his engines .
Its weight complete was 45 cwts., and it threw from 30 to 40
tons of water per hour to a height of 90 feet, having thrown well
over a pole that height . During its 5 hours ’ working at the fire

*

at

the

Argyll

Booms

it

performed

, it

threw

well

over

the

dome

, and

consumed

'

a duty

i
S

for one whole month , which it did without the slightest hitch
throughout that period .
During the fire at the Argyll Booms, the cold was so severe that
the manual engines quickly became frozen and useless ; but the
steamer worked incessantly for five hours without a hitch , throw¬
ing its stream clean over the dome of the building .
The success attending the use of Mr. Braithwaite ’s steamers so
fully proved the importance and advantage of the system of working
fire engines by steam , that he was advised by some influential

3 bushels of coke.
This engine worked with the greatest success at the fire at the
Argyll Rooms, at Charles Street , Soho, at the burning of the
English Opera House, and Messrs. Barclay’s Brewery, besides many
others of less magnitude ; at all of which it rendered signal service
in preventing the fire from extending . For these gratuitous ser¬
vices, and the great outlay encountered by Mr. Braithwaite , he
received but little patronage and support from the general public ;
and from the insurance companies, who must have benefited to the
tune of some thousands of pounds by his exertions , he received the
magnificent testimonial presented to his men of—one soyekeign ! !
Immediately after the fire at Messrs. Barclay ’s Brewery the
engine was lent , for several weeks, to be employed in pumping
and starting the beer from the different vats in the establishment ,
well
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friends to prepare designs, drawings, and estimates for a floating
steam fire engine , which he did in the year 1835 ; and at the in¬
stigation of some of the directors of the insurance companies, laid
them before the committee of the London Fire Engine Establish¬
ment ; but after keeping them for some months , they were returned
to him , and the following is a copy of the letter sent by the super¬
intendent , which accompanied them :—
‘ 68 , Watling

Street , 14th

September

, 1835 .

‘ Sir,—I am directed by the committee for managing the London
Fire Engine Establishment to return you their best thanks for the
sight of the plans you have been kind enough to favour them with,
and to inform you that they do not deem it advisable to execute
them at present ; but should they do so at any future time , they
will be most happy to have your valuable assistance.
I have the honour to be, Sir,
Your obedient servant ,
(Signed )
Jas . Beaidwood , Supt .
— Braithwaite , Esq.’

This letter is still in the possession of John Braithwaite , Esq .,
C.E ., and was kindly lent by him , together with other particulars ,
for the use of the author in preparing this work.
It maybe here remarked , that when steam power was applied to
the floating fire engine of the London Fire Engine Establish¬
ment in the year 1852, Mr. Braithwaite was not consulted in the
matter , nor did they avail themselves of his ‘ valuable assistance.’
The engine of Mr. Braithwaite , although most successful in its
working and adaptability to the purpose for which it was designed ,
met with the usual opposition all really useful and important intro¬
ductions or improvements seem destined to encounter , and his
proposals for bringing them into general use in London met with
the most frivolous objections and the most determined hostility .
First , it was urged that to be good for anything it must constantly
have a fire alight or the steam kept up , as it would otherwise take
too long to bring it into operation ; then it was etoo powerful for
common use, too heavy for rapid travelling , and requiring larger
supplies of water than could be obtained in London streets ;’ and
that even if they could get water , it would not be desirable to use
them , as the quantity of water thrown by them might be ‘ inju¬
diciously applied ’ and cause mischief !
In short , the managers of the fire brigade declined to entertain
Mr . Braitlrwaite ’s proposals , and their servants perpetrated every
possible annoyance towards Mr . Braithwaite when they met him
with his engine at fires, which he for a long time attended gratui¬
tously , so that ultimately he withdrew in disgust from the new field
in which he had hoped to have both profitably and usefully employed
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his talents and resources. Up to this point, then, it must be
inferred that no want of steam fire engines had been felt.
The second steam fire engine constructed by Mr. Braithwaite
was completed in 1831, and was of 5 horse power. It had a steam
cylinder 7" x 18", with a pump of 6^" x 18", giving a proportion
of steam cylinder to pump of 1-16 to 1, and was almost a copy of
the first engine in arrangement.
When working with a steam pressure of 50 lbs. on the inch, and
making 40 strokes per minute, it threw 27 cubic feet of water per
minute, = 15 cwts., through a 1" nozzle, to a height of 109 feet,
and gave 5’6 horse power.
When working with 60 lbs. steam pressure, and making 35
strokes per minute, it threw 23'6 cubic feet of water per minute,
= 13 cwts. 19 lbs., through a §" nozzle, to a height of 108 feet.
This engine was worked in France at several towns with great
success, and was afterwards taken to Bussia with similar results.
The third engine (fig. 25) built by Mr. Braithwaite had two
cylinders, but three pumps, placed horizontally, and driven by
gearing from the crank shaft of the engine, so as to reduce the
speed of the pump pistons.
This engine was made for Liverpool, where it was constantly in
use for many years, having been employed in various operations,
where large quantities of water had to be pumped, besides its
legitimate work as a steam fire engine for extinguishing fire.
The fourth steam fire engine(fig. 26) was the ‘ Comet,’ of 15 horse
power, built in 1832 for the King of Prussia, and intended to be
exclusively employed in protecting the public buildings of Berlin.
Its boiler was similar to the others, and it had two horizontal cylin¬
ders, each 12" diameter x 14" stroke, making 18 strokes per minute,
and the two pumps were each 101" diameter x 14" stroke. The
engine was arranged to work with four sets of hose, together or
separately. The engine, boiler, pumps, &c. were mounted on a
framing of wood, carried on four of Jones’s patent iron wheels, and
the weight of the whole was 4 tons.
This engine was tried for two days at the Paddington Canal with
the following results. In from 13 to 20 minutes from lighting the
fire the engine was started with 70 lbs. steam, and with a single
nozzle of 1£" diameter, the water was thrown from 115 to 120 feet
vertically, the engine making 18 strokes per minute, and at this
rate the weight of water thrown amounted to 1 ton 7 cwt. and
13 lbs. per minute. At an angle of 45° to 50° the water was thrown
to a distance horizontally of 164 feet. With two nozzles of y
diameter, and four of f " diameter, there was nearly a similar result
to that obtained with the \ \ " nozzle. The engine was therefore
equal to at least 90 tons of water per hour at the average work¬
ing rate, whilst by running the engine faster than 18 strokes per
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minute a greater result would be obtained , as was done during the
second day’s trial , when 25 strokes was the speed worked at . The
consumption was about 3 bushels of coke per hour .
For his exertions in making and introducing steam fire engines,
and the special success which attended this one, Mr . Braithwaite
was made honorary member of the Berlin Institute .
.The fifth engine was an experimental one, on a new design, as
shown in the engraving (fig. 27 ), and built in the year 1833.
The floating steam fire engine designed by Mr . Braithwaite
in 1835, and , at the request of the directors , submitted to the
committee of the London Fire Engine Establishment , had an iron
hull 80' x 13' x 7'- 4" , and was designed to have a speed of 9 miles
an hour ; the same engine either driving the paddle wheels and
propelling the boat, or working the pumps .
It had two cylinders 16" x 22" , and two pumps 14" x 22".
When making 25 strokes per minute , with steam of 65 lbs. on the
inch , it was to throw 187-5 cubic feet of water per minute , through
a 1-J " nozzle, to a distance of over 100 feet, or nearly 5£ tons of
water per minute .
Provision was made for working with jets of different sizes from
and from 3 to 12 at a time , according to their size.
11" down to
In 1850 Mr. P . Clark, the assistant engineer of the West India
Docks, arranged one of Downton’s pumps in one of their tugs , so
that it could be driven by gearing from the engine , and the same
engine used in propelling the vessel. This was the first steam floating
fire engine on the Thames , and it threw 600 gallons of water per
minute , 20 feet higher than the highest warehouse in the docks,
and with a nozzle of 1^" diameter threw to a distance of from 160
to 180 feet.
During the Great Exhibition of 1851 Mr. Braidwood had one of
the donkey engines of Messrs. Penn and Son arranged as a fire engine
with air vessel, &c., by Messrs. Shand and Mason, which, when sup¬
plied with steam from the stationary boilers, gave excellent results ,
diameter .
usiDg a jet of
Until the year 1852 the two most powerful engines of the London
Fire Engine Establishment were the two floating engines worked
by hand , one stationed at Southwark Bridge , and the other or
lower float at Eotherhithe . The first had two pumps 9" in
diameter , with a variable stroke placed one on each side of the
boat , and required 80 men to work them , and the other 60.
In this year , however, it was determined to alter the upper
float so as to be worked by steam. The hand levers were removed,
boilers were put in, and a steam cylinder erected over each water
cylinder , the connecting rods having slotted cross heads ; in these
cross heads the cranks were placed , the cranks being opposite to
each other . On one - end of the shaft was a fly wheel having a
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ratchet on one side to get a lever to work to pinch it over the
centre occasionally.
The steam cylinders were double acting , and as the pumps were
single acting , the one cylinder upon its up stroke assisted the
other through the crank shaft. Whilst this was in progress it was
proposed to propel the float by her steam power instead of oars,
and for this purpose the water was carried aft by some arrange¬
ment so that the boat might he propelled on the ‘ reaction ’ prin¬
ciple ; but the result was so successful that the float hardly
obtained steerage way ! and the use of oars for propelling was
again resorted to.
So great , however, was found to be the saving in working caused
by the use of steam power for the floating fire engines , that two
years later they decided to build and fit up a boat expressly as
a floating steam fire engine . This, called the upper float, is about
130 feet long, built of iron, and cost 3,000/. It is fitted with two
horizontal cylinder engines 14" x 18" stroke , placed one on each
side of the hull , with double acting pumps 10" diameter . The
engines are called 80 horse power, and were intended to be so
designed that they might propel the float to whatever point it
might be required , and be readily disengaged from the pumps
when wanted for this purpose ; but it seems some mistake was
made in carrying out this plan , as only one can be thrown out of
gear at the same time with the propelling pump , consequently a
considerable amount of power is lost.
The pumps consist of two double acting horizontal brass cylin¬
ders 10" in diameter , worked by two direct acting steam cylinders ,
each 14" diameter x 18" stroke . Each pump with its steam
engine is mounted upon a strong iron frame , and placed one
on the larboard and the other on the starboard side of the hull ,
nearly amidships. Two tubular boilers are provided , one for each
cylinder . The power of the engines collectively is taken at
80 horse power, and they may be worked up to 100 horse power.
The air vessels are of copper, in form like a balloon, and of
great capacity. They are placed immediately over the pumps ,
and deliver the water into a 6" horizontal main , which connects
them together , and from which four 4" pipes rise through the
deck, terminating in screwed elbows for the attachment of the
leather . The main can readily be shut off from either engine ,
and each one of the service pipes can at any time be opened or
closed at pleasure . The leather hose, of which a very large quan¬
tity is provided , is 3^" in diameter , and wound upon two large
reels placed before and abaft the engines. The pump valves
consist of a large brass grating , upon which is placed a but¬
terfly valve of thick vulcanised indiarubber . A perforated guard
plate is placed above the valve to prevent its opening too far.
L
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The propeller is a centrifugal pump , placed behind the engines ,
to which motion is given by two large driving wheels ; which when
disconnected from the propeller act as flywheels to the engines, and
carry them over the dead points . The pump is 3' 2" in diameter
by !H // wide, and the outlets of the two propelling jets are 12"
each in diameter , arranged so as to be reduced if required .
"When tried at the measured mile in Long Reach the speed was
said to have been eight miles per hour . The estimated power or
duty of the pumps was 1,428 gallons per minute , but on trial
they were found to throw 1,938 gallons per minute through four
nozzles ot 1^" diameter , to a height of 116 feet, there being a
fresh breeze blowing at the time . Jt has been said that this
floating engine has thrown 2,000 gallons of water per minute ,
through four separate nozzles at the same time , to a distance of
180 feet.
A large centrifugal Appold pump , placed amidships , is the propel¬
ler used, but the result was anything but satisfactory , and still , after
having the outlets of the water brought above the water line , and
some other alterations which have been a decided improvement , the
boat is exceedingly slow for the power consumed. It seems a curi¬
ous ifl ea to construct a floating steam fire engine to be used in a
tidal
river , where the tide runs from 2-1 knots an hour upwards , and
she is j ust as likely to have to run against it as with it , with such
inefficient means of propulsion as to render her nearly useless in
point of rapid removal from one spot to another , one of the chief
advantages such a machine should possess ; yet such is the fact,
and as if further to diminish the utility of the lower one, propul¬
sion by oars is still adhered to. However, this float is capable of
working four 1jets
at the same time, and at the great fire in
Tooley Street it is said to have worked nearly 400 hours .
Since this period it has undergone further alterations , the exact
nature of which the author has been unable to ascertain , but on
the whole it appears without any substantial improvement .
Air. J . B. Perkes in his evidence before the Select Committee on
Fires in 1862, speaking of the lower or Eotlierhithe float, which was
stationed close to his premises , says : eThe management of that
float is very defective ; it is an unwieldy thing ; it frequently , I
may say generally , takes twenty minutes ' to get it away from its
moorings , when it might easily be done in two.’
A steam floating fire engine , especially as is the case in London ,
where there are miles of waterside premises to be protected , should
possess great speed, light draught , and be very quickly and easily
steered . The twin non fouling screws, invented by the late Mr .
Richard Roberts , C.E., the use of which has been attended
with such signal success in the case of the blockade runners ,
and also in some of the launches belonging to H.M.’s ships, would
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seem to be, above all others, peculiarly adapted for this purpose ,
and at any rate to be worth a trial .
In 1856 Messrs. Gr. Eennie and Son constructed a portable disc
engine and disc pump , mounted on wheels, for use in H.M.’s Dock¬
yard at Woolwich, either as a steam fire engine , or as a pump for
emptying the caissons. The engine had a cylinder 13" in diameter ;
and the pump was 9" in diameter . It is stated that when making
320 revolutions per minute with 45 lbs. steam , lifting the water
10 feet, and with a pressure of 62 lbs. in the discharge pipe, the
water was thrown through a 3" diameter hose, and a nozzle of {-§■"
diameter , to a total height of from 140 to 150 feet .
When officially tested , a height of 120 to 130 feet was obtained ;
the discharge being at the rate of 30 tons per hour , the pumps
making from 300 to 400 revolutions per minute . The dimen¬
sions of the engine were 6 feet long and 6 feet high ; the weight of
the whole being 2 tons . The boiler was internally fired, the fur¬
nace being in the internal tube ; and small return tubes on either
side, and over the top of the furnace, communicated with the
smoke box, which was of a horseshoe form, and placed over and
down each side of the furnace door.
In 1858 Messrs. Shand and Mason constructed their first land
steam fire engine on the patent of Mr. Shand, which was sent to
Russia. The engraving , fig. 28, is from the patent drawing, which
shows the general appearance of the engine . It is thus described in
the specification : ‘According to this invention , the steam cylinder
which actuates the pump is inverted , and situate over the air
vessel of the pump , which is made double acting , one barrel being
placed above the other , and a double throw crank is placed between
them ; one or both of the pistons or plungers of the pump is
fitted with a valve, and the piston rod of the steam cylinder is
connected directly with the piston of the upper pump barrel , which
latter serves as a guide to the piston rod of the steam cylinder.
A connecting rod from the upper pump piston connects it with the
crank , while a second connecting rod connects the piston of the
lower pump barrel with its throw of the crank . The slide valve
of the steam cylinder is worked from eccentrics on the crank shaft
outside the pumps , and the lower pump barrel is enclosed in a
suction air vessel, fitted with a separate valve if necessary. A fly
wheel on the crank shaft and a feed pump are placed near the
boiler. The whole is supported on a carriage consisting of a
suitable framing running on travelling wheels, and furnished with
springs and locking carriage . In the centre of the hind axle is
placed an upright boiler , the steam pump being situate vertically
between the front and hind axles, and behind the driver ’s seat.
Beneath the seat is placed the hose reel, or a box for containing
the hose and implements .’
b
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In 1859 one of Messrs. Shand and Mason’s steamers , with an
8^" cylinder x 6" stroke, was tried at Waterloo Bridge , and in
6 min . from lighting the fire was stated to have had 10 lbs. on the
nozzle the height
square inch , and in 10| min . 30 lbs. With a
reached was estimated to he 140', and the horizontal distance
161' . With a 1" nozzle the height was estimated at 120', and
the horizontal distance 150'. When tried at the Museum at South
Kensington , it was said that the steam pressure was 25 lbs. in 9 min.
from lighting the fire, and that with a y ' nozzle an estimated
height of 140' was reached , and with a 1" nozzle 130' vertically
and 168' horizontally . It made 218 strokes per minute .
In the year 1860 Mr . James Shekleton , engineer of Dundalk ,
constructed the first steam fire engine ever made in Ireland . It
weighed 22 cwts. and had a vertical tubular boiler with internal
circulating tubes , on the plan of Silsby, Mynderse and Co. of
America, dry smoke box, and an effective heating surface of 40
square feet ; the water space round the fire box being fitted with
a circulating plate . The single cylinder and pump were bolted
vertically against the boiler , the cylinder being 5" diameter x 10"
stroke , and the double acting pump was 4j -" diameter x 10"
stroke . The cylinder was placed over the pump , being connected
to it by strong stays, which carried the bearings for the fly wheel
shaft , the crank working in a slotted cross head on the piston and
pump rod (both being in one), and the arrangement of pump ,
cylinder , air vessel, and boiler, was precisely that , of Messrs. Shand ,
Mason, and Co., as carried out by them in their patent of 1863,
excepting that no connecting rod was used. The working pressure
was 80 lbs. on the square inch, with the engine making 120 strokes
per minute . This engine is reported to have worked well, and
has been employed in pumping water out of foundations , &c.,
being still in use for fire duty .
In July 1860 a land steam fire engine was for the first time
used by the London Fire Engine Establishment , in one of the back
streets of Doctors’ Commons. In point of ‘ efficiency, simplicity ,
durability of parts , weight, and cost,’ it was in no respect superior
to Mr . Braithwaite ’s steam fire engine of 1829, while in some re¬
spects it was inferior to it . In a report to the committee , the late
superintendent of the brigade admitted that this engine ‘ required
delicate handling ;’ and so unsatisfactory upon the whole was its
performance , that at the end of ten months it was withdrawn , and
replaced by one on a different construction , bearing a closer resem¬
blance to that of Mr. Braithwaite .
It is learnt from the evidence of the present superintendent of
the London Fire Engine Establishment , that the weight of this first
steam fire engine, with men, coals, and water , ready to run out, was
84 cwts. = 4 tons 4 cwts., and that it took three horses to draw it.
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During the same year, Mr. William Eoberts fitted on board the
steam tug ‘Lucy ,’ belonging to the East and West India Dock
Company, a pair of his patent double action twin pumps ; each
pump had two cylinders 11-| inches diameter by 12 inches stroke ,
and the two would discharge at each stroke 30 gallons of water .
They had been used at one fire, and worked most satisfactorily ,
having , as stated by the chairman of the Company, paid for them¬
selves.
In the same year a steam floating fire engine was constructed by
the Messrs. Merry weather, from the designs of Mr. E . Field , C. E .,
to be placed in a steam tug , and used for protecting the warehouses
in the Tyne Docks. The steam and fire engines were mounted on
a solid cast iron bed plate , which supported an A shaped frame .
A steam cylinder , 16" diameter x 12" stroke , was placed in an in¬
clined position at the foot of each limb of the A frame, the connect¬
ing rods of the pistons being carried up to a crank shaft placed at
the top of the frame , and a large fly wheel was attached to one end
of the shaft .
Immediately below the crank shaft, and worked by it , were placed
the two pumps forming the fire engine , each 9" diameter x 10"
stroke , the cranks to which the connecting rods of the steam
cylinders were attached having 6" throw , and the cranks working
the pumps having 5" . The steam cylinders had trunks , and the
pumps were fitted with metallic valves in separate and easily acces¬
sible valve chambers . The pumps were open topped , and the
pistons self lubricating , the water delivered by them passing into a
capacious air vessel furnished with two outlets and a safety valve.
A large underground tank was temporarily connected by a four
inch cast suction main , fed by a stand pipe and hose from the New
Eiver main . The water supply , however, was so inadequate to the
requirements of the engine , that the tank had to be filled before
beginning to work, and the engine had to stop when it was emptied
and wait until it was filled again ; but the impossibility of obtain¬
ing an adequate supply of water prevented the engine being driven
at a higher speed.
The following is a table of the results of the performances of the
engine :—
Diam. of nozzle

1 Of 1* "

1 of 1-i
2 of f

Distance to
Steam, lbs. per Revolutions per Water pressure which water was
in lbs. per
minute
square inch
thrown
square inch

13
13
13

60
70
80

60
50
50

163 feet
138 „
137 „
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Fig . 29 is an engraving of the engine .
This engine has thrown water through a nozzle of If " diameter;
feet
10 feet over a chimney 140 feet in height , altogether 150
nozzle
"
If
a
through
;
feet
157
of
height
a
through a nozzle If " to
202
to a height of 170 feet ; through a 1§" nozzle to a distance of
.
horizontally
feet
215
feet horizontally , and through a 1}" nozzle
In 1861 Messrs. Shand and Mason manufactured three steam
and
fire engines on wheels to run on the rails , for the London
,
year
that
in
October
of
month
the
North Western Railway . In
one of them was tried at the river side at Blackfriars , the author
being
being present , and everything about the engine , boiler , &c.
pressure
steam
the
fire
the
lighting
from
.
perfectly cold ; in 9 min
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estimated
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to
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a
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reached
have
to
nozzle of If " diameter the stream was estimated
a vertical height of 170', and a horizontal distance of 225'.
These engines had double horizontal cylinders and pumps , and
slotted cross heads and fly wheels .
fire
In 1862 Messrs. Shand and Mason constructed a steam
and
cylinder
engine for the town of Gothenburg , and one single
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one double cylinder vertical engine for the London Fire Engine
Establishment .
At a trial of No. 5 engine of the London Fire Engine Estab¬
lishment , made by Messrs. Shand and Mason, steam was raised
from cold water to a pressure of 30 lbs. on the square inch in
124- min.? 40 lbs. in 13 min ., 50 lbs. in 14 min ., 60 lbs. in 14-J
min ., and 70 lbs. in 15 min . The engine was then set to work
through 210' of hose, and with a 1-J-" nozzle a vertical height of
160' was reached , the wind blowing fresh ; using the same length
of hose and the same nozzle, a horizontal distance of 202' was
reached , the engine drawing 440 gallons of water per minute .
At a trial the same year of No. 10 engine , belonging to the same
undertaking , steam was raised from cold water to a pressure of
60 lbs. on the inch in 14J min . The steam gauge moved in
6 min . from lighting the fire, and 10 lbs. steam was raised in 10-J
min . ; with 120 lbs. steam and 140 lbs. in air vessel, using a nozzle
of
diameter , the water was estimated to have been thrown to
a height of 170b A nozzle of y ' diameter being used, a horizontal
distance of 187' was reached ; with a 1" nozzle 196', and with a
nozzle 190' . Using two deliveries with a 1" nozzle on each,
a 448 gallon tank was filled in 1 min . 15 sec. The average pres¬
sure was 120 lbs. steam , and 140 lbs. water ; the strokes averaging
180 per minute . Wind blowing rather fresh.
No. 10 had a single steam cylinder , 8-^" diameterx 9" stroke ;
and the pump , double acting , was 7" diameter x 9" stroke . The
total weight of the engine , ready to run out, with water in boiler,
was 2 tons 18 cwts. 3 lbs.
In the same year Messrs. Merryweather and Sons constructed
the well known steamer ‘Torrent ,’ which did such good service in
the late Lambeth Brigade
at numerous London fires. Fisf.
30
o
o
shows the general appearance , and the particulars of this engine
will be found in the record of the Crystal Palace ‘ trials .’
In the same year Messrs. Lee and Larned , of New York , sent to
the International Exhibition at London one of their small sized
rotary pump engines , called 5 horse power, which elicited the
greatest approbation from all the engineers who inspected it, both
for its beautiful workmanship and satisfactory working . The fol¬
lowing description is from the report of the late Lambeth Fire
Brigade , prepared by Lieut . Becker , and the time and results of
the trials from notes taken by the author .
The engine is of a light , elegant , and strong construction , and ,
with the exception of the boiler tubes (which are of wrought iron ),
is composed of steel of the best brand . The engine itself, which
has neither water tank nor coal bunkers , weighs 1 ton 12 cwt. The
cylinder is 7" diameter with an 8^" stroke , and has a pair of light
balance wheels to carry it over the centres ; the piston rod
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is 1£" in diameter , the crank shaft If " in bearing , the boiler
4 feet high by 26 inches outside diameter at steam chest. The
engine, which is single reciprocating , works very smoothly indeed,
and though running at the rate of 400 revolutions per minute (full
power ), scarcely any vibration is visible. The pump , which is
fastened to the bottom of the cylinder , is Cary’s patent rotary , very
highly finished ; the valve movement is obtained by means of a
rock shaft, actuated by an eccentric rod from the main shaft. The
boiler (Lee and Larned ’s patent annular ) has 125 feet of heating
surface, and is supplied by a Giffard’s feed water injector ; it has
also a connection with the main pump . The upper steam chest
sheet plates ) has a flat top and bottom , resting
(double riveted
the bottom of the same ; these tubes encircle
to
fastened
tubes
on
the whole of the interior of the boiler . The arrangement of the
carriage springs (invented by J . K. Fisher , of New York ) is very
beautiful ; the centre of the load is directly over the hind axle, and
the engine will stand any amount of jolting over rough roads with¬
out any strain of the engine proper . A tender , at will, is attached
behind to carry the hose, coals, &c.
In the same year a double cylinder steam fire engine, from the
designs of Messrs. Lee and Larned , the well known steam fire engine
builders of New York, was built in England under the superinten¬
dence of Mr. Wellington Lee of that firm. The description and
particulars of the engine are as follows :—
It had a vertical boiler with vertical tubes , one within another ,
forming an annular space for the water , a steam chamber or
drum , and a suspended ‘ slab ’ connected with it , which was filled
with water and hung in the furnace . The steam cylinders were
two in number , 9A" x 9^" , placed horizontally , and the steam piston
rods were prolonged to work the pumps , which were two in
number , of of " diameter each.
The engines were bolted to a wrought iron frame, suspended on
Fisher ’s busk springs, and mounted on four wheels. The engine
carried a moderate quantity of coal, several hundred feet of hose,
a tool chest, and six men ; and the net weight of the engine was
3 tons 2f cwts.
In the same year Mr . William Roberts , of Milhvall , constructed
the first self propelled steam fire engine ever made in England or
in Europe . It was supported on three wheels, one in front being
the steering wheel, and arranged so as to be employed in driving
machinery , and also for hoisting , besides its legitimate use as a selt
propelled fire engine . The extreme length was 12 ft. 6 in.,
extreme breadth 6 ft. 4 in., and its gross weight , with coals, water,
hose, ladders , and tools complete , was a little above 7\ tons. The
engine was suspended on springs, and fitted with Benson’s ‘forced
circulation ’ boiler , in which the water was forced through several
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series of parallel tubes , laid horizontally , and exposed to the action
of the fire, connected with a large vessel called the ‘ receiver,’
in which the steam was collected. In this boiler, as originally
constructed , a constant circulation of water through the tubes , and
between the tubes and the ‘receiver ’ was maintained by means of a
small donkey pump , called the circulating pump , which was inde¬
pendent of the force pump and additional thereto . It was soon
found necessary, however, to alter this arrangement very materially .
The engine power consisted of two vertical cylinders 6" dia¬
meter x 12" stroke, working the crank shaft, &c. by means of cross
heads and side rods. The fire engine pumps were a pair of the
same maker ’s patent double acting pumps , each 9" diameter x 8"
stroke, and filled 8" length of the barrel at each double stroke of
the steam pistons. On the engine shaft is a pulley or rigger used
to drive machinery of any kind , and a windlass used as a hoist.
The power of the steam cylinders can be applied by means of pitch
chains to either or both of the driving wheels, which are 5 feet in
diameter , the speed being got up by the chains. By driving with
one wheel, and the steering wheel in front , of 3 feet in diameter ,
being ‘ put over,’ the engine turns in a circle of 12 feet in diameter .
Fig . 31 is an engraving of the engine .
The engine has been driven along the public roads at 18 miles per
hour , and is frequently run out to the fires at the east end of London .
Upon one occasion the boiler at the factory of Messrs. Brown and
Lenox , of Millwall, gave way and was put under repair ; the *self
propeller ’ was brought in, the steam pipe from the factory engines
(two cylinders 11^" in diameter x 23" stroke ) connected to the
boiler, and the engines were set to work next morning . When using
the old boiler these engines worked with 30 lbs. pressure ; but from
the small size of this engine boiler, it was found necessary to keep
the steam at 80 lbs. per sq. in. On another occasion the engine
was run one morning to the Dockyard at Woolwich, a distance by
the road they had to take of about 12 miles, and after working all
day returned again at night , having bad to travel over the road
where the main drainage was being carried on, and which was so
soft and bad that the engine sunk into it very deeply.
On the 12th of September , it was tried at the Lambeth Dis¬
tillery , and the following are the results as noted by the author :—
, the stream was thrown over the
With a nozzle of 1diameter
chimney ( 140 feet high ), and a horizontal distance of 182 feet,
exclusive of broken water and spray, was reached . The steam
pressure varied from 50 to 160 lbs., with 100 revolutions per
minute . Experiments were then tried with a regulator designed
then a
by Mr. Roberts , with nozzles of different sizes ; first a 1
1£" ; next with a 1" , when the engine worked very irregularly . The
regulator was then brought into action, and the engine went off
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freely . A f " and a
nozzle were tried in succession with the
same satisfactory result ; the hose of a common hand pump , with
the T3g" nozzle ordinarily used, was then put into operation , dis¬
charging 10 gals, per min ., which was gradually diminished to 1
gal. A nozzle of
was then screwed on, and a quart measure
was filled in 12 min . 45 sec., the engine still making 100 strokes
per min ., with a steam pressure of 80 to 90 lbs. per sq. in. as during
the whole of the trials .
When tried at the Lambeth Distillery , the weight in working
trim , including 5 cwts. coals and 40 gals, water in tank , was 7f
tons . The engine steamed up from Millwall to Lambeth and back
again without accident , after going through her day’s trial .
After some alterations had been made in the boiler, it was found
that in 19 minutes 45 seconds after lighting the fire, cold water and
coal being used, 150 lbs. steam pressure could be obtained ; with
170 lbs. steam and 112 revolutions per minute , using a 1A" nozzle,
the engine delivered 450 gallons of water per minute .
On one occasion it went from the factory at Millwall round
Cubitt Town to Blackwall , having to go up an incline 300 feet long,
with a rise of 1 in 16, also over about 200 feet of fresh macadam .
From Blackwall it went along the High Street , Poplar , returning
to Millwall by way of Limehouse . The engine was found to be
perfectly under control at a speed of 12 or 14 miles per hour , and
it has been run on a clear road at 18 miles an hour . On another
occasion the engine was attached to a loaded truck , and the pull ,
measured by a dynamometer , was found to be li ton .
In the same year Mr . William Roberts constructed his second
land steam fire engine , the ‘ Princess of Wales ’ (this time not self
propelled ), which was worked during the three days at the Crystal
Palace , where it certainly performed remarkably well, in spite of
one or two contretemps , one of which was serious enough to have
stopped it altogether , but the engine kept steadily on. This was a
large piece of canvas which somehow got into the pump , and was
not found out until some time had elapsed .
On the 31st July , 1863, this engine was tested in the presence
of the author , and the time , &c. carefully noted by him , with the
following results ; the time being noted at the getting of each
5 lbs. of steam as shown by the pressure gauge : on the fire being
lighted ,
min. sec.
lbs.
In 2 45 the gauge showed 5 steam
6 30
99
10
„
99
7 10
99
15
99
„
7 40
99
20
99
„
8 15
99
25
99
„
8 30
99
30
„
99
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lbs .

In 8 55 the gauge showed 35 steam
40
9 11
33
33
33
45
9 25
33
33
33
50
9 42
33
33
33
55
9 55
33
33
33
60
10 5
33
33
33
65
10 16
33
33
33
70
10 28
33
33
33
75
10 37
33
33
33
80
10 50
33
33
33
85
10 56
33
33
33
90
11 0
33
33
33
95
11 10
33
33
33
100
11 15
33
33
33
105
11 22
33
33
33
110
11 27
33
33
33
115
11 35
33
33
33
120
11 40
33
33
33
and in 12 min . from lighting the fire the engine started to work.
When the pressure in the boiler was 100 lbs., the pressure in the
pump averaged from 75 to 80 lbs. When making 90 strokes per
min ., with 100 lbs. in the boiler and 55 lbs. in the pump , it threw
well. At other times with 80 lbs. in the boiler, the pump averaged
70 to 80 lbs. The nozzles used were from -Jj " diameter up to l 1/ ' .
The engine is mounted on springs , and carried on four wheels,
requiring three horses tor ordinary fire duty in London . It can
accommodate about 18 men, with a great quantity of appliances ,
ladders , &c., and is in use by the London Fire Brigade .
In 1863 Mr. James Shand obtained a patent for improvements
in steam fire engines, on which patent the vertical engines made by
Messrs. Shand , Mason, and Co. are now constructed .
In the same year Messrs. Shand, .Mason, and Co. constructed an
engine for the Victoria London Dock Company, one for Warsaw,
and one for Croix in France .
That for the Dock Company was a double horizontal cylin¬
der engine and boiler, with slotted cross heads and fly wheels
attached to a sole plate , and fitted on board a tug boat for use as
a floating steam fire engine.
The engine for Croix had a single horizontal steam cylinder and
pump , with a fly wheel and connecting rod ; the engine being on a
sole plate and bolted to a foundation , and so arranged that when
the pump was disconnected the engine could be used for driving
machinery , the steam required being obtained from an ordinary
land boiler .
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In the same year the champion engine ‘ Sutherland ,’ which
gained the first prize of 250 L at the Crystal Palace in competi¬
tion with six other engines, English and American , was built by
Messrs. Merryweather and Sons, and particulars of it will be found
in the record of trials . This engine discharges 10 gallons at each
revolution or stroke , and has delivered water through nozzles at
the rate of between 800 and 1,000 gallons per minute . It has
thrown water through a 2" nozzle to a horizontal distance of 180
measured feet, through a 1-J" nozzle to a horizontal distance of
211 measured feet, and through a 1^" nozzle to a horizontal dis¬
tance of 235 measured feet. These trials took place under the
inspection of the author , who took the measurements himself .
The frontispiece is an engraving taken from the drawings furnished
to the author by the makers . This engine was purchased by the
Government , and placed for service in the Royal Dockyard at
Devonport .
Soon after the ‘ Sutherland ’ had been installed in the Dockyard
at Devonport , some experiments were made by the authorities
with the view of instructing those in charge of the engine in its
use and management . Two of the engineers in the yard were ap¬
pointed to the engine to work it in case of fire. The weather was
most unfavourable , being wet and boisterous , and not of a character
adapted to practising for height , &c. ; but everything proceeded
very satisfactorily . During the various trials , or drill , the time of
steaming varied slightly from the different laying of the fire at
each time . On one occasion the engine had 60 lbs. from cold water
in 8 min . from lighting the fire. On another occasion the engine
was run to the distance of a quarter of a mile from the engine
house, had several lengths of hose on, and was throwing four fine
streams , each 1" diameter , in 20 min . from the alarm being given ;
the fire not being lighted until the arrival of the engine at the
spot. The engine was run out by some of the Metropolitan police,
who have the charge of the fire arrangements . The engine was
tried with nozzles of 2" diameter , 1-J ", and 1A" ; and streams of these
sizes were thrown with great ease and force. Four 1" jets , and
six of -J-" were tried , and both of these trials were most satisfactory ;
the water being thrown in different directions on various buildings
at the same time , which showed one of the best applications of its
powers.
The 1| " stream was thrown to a distance of about 220' ; each of
the six a " reached 130' ; the quantity discharged from each being
between 150 and 160 gallons per minute . Each of the 1" nozzles
passed 200 gallons of water per minute . The engine was used to
lift from 12' to 14', and throw through two lines of leather hose,
each of 1,000 ' in length , to which a 1A" nozzle was attached , and
a powerful stream was thrown over and on the buildings in its
neighbourhood .
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In 1863 a steam fire engine (fig. 32), for the Imperial Library
at St. Petersburg , was designed and constructed by Mr. T. W.
Cowan, engineer , of Greenwich . The engine had a vertical tubular
boiler, two horizontal steam cylinders , 12" x 12", steam jacketed ,
and four double acting horizontal pumps , 5i " x 12" stroke , placed
side by side, two being worked from the cross head of each steam
cylinder , and constructed in accordance with the patent of Mr.
Cowan. These pumps were similar to those used by Messrs.
Poole and Hunt , of Baltimore , in their steam fire engines ; but , in¬
stead of being placed one over the other , were placed side by side.
The boiler , engines, and pumps were carried on a wrought iron
thick , strengthened with angle iron,
framing , 7" deep and
and mounted on springs, the whole being carried on four wheels.
Two small balance fly wheels were used for each engine, beingworked by connecting rods off the cross heads, and the ordinary
slide valves were used, worked by an eccentric on the crank shaft
of each fly wheel. The piston rod of each steam cylinder was
attached to a cross head, each pump rod being attached to one end
of each cross head .
The weight of the engine was 4 tons, and it was drawn by 3
horses. When using cold water, the gauge has moved in 6 minutes
after lighting the fire, and in 7)-minutes there has been a pressure
of 10 lbs. of steam , in 10 minutes 45 lbs., and in 12 minutes 88 lbs.,
the engine being started at this pressure . When using delivery
and steam of 120 lbs., a
hose of 21" diameter , with a nozzle of
height of 170 feet and a distance of 210 feet were obtained .
The funnel was arranged so as to be lowered on to the crutch
shown in the engraving , when required to pass through a doorway
or go into the engine house. A large air vessel was fitted to the
suction, and sluice valves for four separate lines of hose were
provided .
The firm of Messrs. J . W. Gray and Son, Limehouse , London ,
engineers and pump makers , built a steam fire engine in this year ,
which was entered for the celebrated ‘trials ’ at the Crystal Palace ;
but , in consequence of very bad workmanship , it could not be got
to work, and was considered a complete failure by all who examined
it . The cylinder and pump were placed horizontally , and a slotted
cross head and fly wheel were used.
In the same year Mr. Egestorff , of Hanover , constructed a steam
fire engine , now used by the fire establishment of that city, which
had a vertical tubular boiler of the ordinary kind , with a single
horizontal cylinder and pump , and slotted cross head and fly wheel.
The cylinder was 8£" x 9", and the pump 7"; the valves metal , of
the description known there as Garretts . A large horizontal tank
projected from the boiler, so as to form a foundation on which the
cylinder , pump , and air vessel were attached , and the front end
M
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rested on the fore carriage of the engine , just as in the Amoskeag
‘old style,’ the interior holding the water as it came from the
suction , whence it was driven by the force of the air as usual. The
boiler was fed by an injector .
When using steam of 90 lbs., and making 113£ revolutions per
minute , it throws through a 1 nozzle to a vertical height of 146
feet ; and through a 1" nozzle, when making 122-A revolutions , to
a height of 150 feet and a horizontal distance of 170.
In 1864 one of the small engines of Messrs. Sliand , Mason,
and Co. was tried in the competition at Middleburg . This engine ,
which weighed 32 cwts., had a single cylinder 7" x 8" , was carefully
tested by the Richards ’ Indicator , and when, making 165 revs, per
min . with a steam pressure of 145 lbs. on the square inch , a water
/ ', a mean
pressure of 125 lbs. per square inch , and a nozzle of 1}
effective pressure of 128T5 lbs. per square inch was maintained on
the piston , with a back pressure of o ’, lbs., giving an indicated
horse power of 32^, or 1 horse power per each hundred weight of
the engine : a result , it has been remarked , ‘ probably not yet
attained in any other application of the steam engine .’
Taking the actual amount of work done by one of the 25 cwt.
single cylinder engines of Merryweather and Sons, and working out
the power required for its performance according to the usual rules
employed for this purpose , it has been found to have exerted a
power equal to 32-j horses, or I j- horse power for each cwt. of
engine . This was referred to in the ‘ Engineer ’ for January 1865.
In the same year Messrs. Merryweather and Sons constructed
a small steam fire engine for the Alton Volunteer Fire Brigade ,
which had a single steam cylinder and pump . The cylinder was
6 | " xl8 " stroke , and the pump was 4 J-" di. x 18" stroke . The
weight of the engine was 25 cwts.
In the month of November this engine was taken to the dairy
farm of Mr. Daniel Dunham , situated at Hendon , and called
Temple Fortune Farm , where it was engaged to pump the
water from the river Brent over the intervening hill , into a pond
which had been made close by the house for the supply of the
animals on the farm . Having been present at the time for the
purpose of examining the place, measuring the height .and distance ,
taking the steam and water pressure , &c., and as this was done
with great care, the following results are given as being perfectly
correct :—■
From the suction of the engine placed on the edge of the stream
out of which it drew the water , through two lengths of suction
hose coupled together , over the hill to the end of the hose which
delivered the water into the pond , and which was placed right into
the pond , the exact distance as measured along the line of hose
from pond to engine was 33 chains 74 links = 2,227 feet in one
M 2
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length , or a distance of half a mile less 413 feet ; the hose from
the engine up to within two lengths of the delivery into the pond
being 2A" diameter , and that at the end 2" diameter .
The height from the surface of the water to the highest point of
the hose on the hill over which it passed was found to be 78 feet,
against which head the engine forced the water .
The pond , as carefully measured , was found to be 63 feet x 42 feet
wide x 6 feet deep, containing 15,876 cubic feet, or 98,939 gallons .
The hose was made up of 29 lengths , some leather , some rubber ,
and some-canvas, the separate lengths varying from 40 feet each
to 100 feet each and upwards . It was laid in anything but
a straight line , or over anything but an even surface .
The first day was occupied in getting the engine into position ,
laying out and coupling the hose, &c., and it was consequently late
before the engine could be started . However, on getting to work,
very few minutes had elapsed before the hose split in several places,
and a great deal of time and water was lost before the leaks
could be stopped . On starting again , the same occurrence took
place before the water reached the summit of the hill , and it was
soon found after many attempts , all attended with the bursting
of the hose, and extending over a period of two hours ’ duration ,
that the water pressure could not be allowed to exceed 90 lbs. on
the square inch , nor the speed of the engine more than 40 strokes
per minute , at which rate and pressure it was determined to start
and begin filling the pond the first thing the next morning .
The engine was started next morning a little before eight o’clock,
and worked for 12 hours ; the pressure in the air vessel ranging
between 80 lbs. and 90 lbs. on the square inch , the pressure in the
boiler not exceeding 105 lbs. per square inch , and the speed of the
engine not exceeding 40 strokes per minute . There were several
interruptions from splits or bursts , but the engine was only stopped
for a few minutes to remedy some of the large ones, and with this
exception it kept on for the whole of the 12 hours with great
steadiness and not the slightest hitch or trouble , filling up the
pond at the rate of 3" in depth per hour , or 6,900 gals, per hour ,
or 115 gals, per min ., while the hose was sound, the hose through¬
out its whole length being anything but tight , and the leaks very
numerous , a great deal of water going to waste. In spite of these
difficulties, however, the engine filled the pond to overflowing, and
a considerable amount ran to waste, in 30 hours ; and after this
the engine was occupied for six hours in filling some tanks which
were at a higher level, working throughout with the greatest
steadiness and regularity , and maintaining the steam , water pres¬
sure , and speed, with great evenness.
In the same year Messrs. Shand , Mason, and Co. constructed
Seventeen steam fire engines , two for the London Fire Engine
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Establishment , two for Lisbon , three for the Bombay and Baroda
Railway Company, four for Russia, two for New Zealand , one for
Austria , one for Poland , one for Denmark , and one for Dublin .
The Austrian engine was one of their ordinary single cylinder
land steam engines taken off the wheels, and fitted to a close ash
box with a door, arranged so as to form a sole plate for bolting the
engine to the bearers , and was fitted in a small boat for use as a
floating fire engine .
Some of the Russian engines were of a similar description
to that sent to Croix in France , constructed by them in the pre¬
vious year .
In 1865 Mr. William Roberts constructed his third steam fire
engine , the ‘ Excelsior ,’ which was made to order for the Arsenal ,
Rio de Janeiro . The engine and pumps were in all respects
duplicates of the ‘ Princess of Wales,’ which worked so well at the
Crystal Palace in 1863, and with the boiler, &c., were carried on
three wheels. . Fig . 33 is an engraving of it.
When tried at Millwall in the presence of the author and many
gentlemen , the engine was placed in one of the lumps used for
moving the chain cables made at the works, and when properly
placed , the fire box being quite empty , and everything about the
engine perfectly cold, the fire was laid in the presence of the
author , and the results noted by him were as follows :—
lbs.
min. sec.
5
n 2 15 the pressure gauge stood at
10
»
5 20
>>
* >»
15
6 40
jj
20
7 5
„
»
25
»
7 25
1>
>>
30
>>
)l
7 40
»
40
8 8
>>
J)
>*

lbs.
min. sec.
In 8 31 the pressure gauge stood at 50
60
8 46
70
,1
II
H
8 1
80
9 12
90
„
,,
,,
9 25
100
9 34

There was a depth of water on top of the tube plate of four inches ,
which made the time of getting steam longer than usual ; but
as soon as the hundred pounds were reached , the branch , attached
to one length of indiarubber hose, and having a 1" nozzle on, was
placed at the stern of the boat , and the engine started . By keep¬
ing the jet of water in a line with the keel, the old tub of a boat ,
with some fourteen persons in it , was propelled down, across, and
up the river at the rate of 1| to 2 miles per hour , and steered in
and out amongst the craft by varying the direction of the jet with
great ease ; but the effect of the propelling power was greatly
diminished by the suction hose and strainer which hung over the
side and dragged in the water . The pressure in the air vessel
averaged 75 lbs. on the inch , the steam pressure 120 ; and the
speed of the engine varied from 80 to 130 revolutions per
minute .
The ‘ lump ’ was 34 feet 3 inches long , 12 feet 6 inches wide,
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4 feet 10 inches deep, and drew 3 feet water, from which it will
be seen that any great speed could not be expected.

Fig
Roberts
33
’s
Excelsior
’‘1865
.,.

jO O 01

At a trial of this engine (at which the author w7as not present)
the following are stated to he the results in getting steam :—In
35 sec. after lighting the fire the pressure gauge started, and
min. sec.
1 1 0 steam pressure _
=s
2 30
ff
=
5 25
ff
>)
6 0
,,
ff
=
6 25
?>
=
6 45
>>
ff
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>>
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=
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At this time the engine was started to work, and using a 1"
nozzle, threw a stream over a pole 80' high and 120' from the
branch pipe , or a total of 144/ from the branch to the top of the
mast . The vertical lift of the suction at starting was 6 feet, and
10 feet when the tide left .
The engine made 220 strokes per min ., giving a speed of piston
of 476' per min., and the speed of the pump buckets = 110 feet
per min . The quantity of water due to the number of strokes =
365 gals, per min .
The extreme length of the engine is 10' 6" , breadth 4' 8",
weight 31 cwts. It has three wheels, the two hind ones being¬
s' 6" di., and the front one 3' 4" .
In 1865 Messrs. Moltrecht , of Hamburg , constructed a small
steam fire engine with a single horizontal cylinder and two hori¬
zontal pumps , which seems to have been anything but successful.
The only particulars the author has been able to obtain of it are
given in the account of the trials at Cologne.
In the same year M. Flaud , of Paris , had a steam fire engine in
course of construction , but the author has not been able to obtain
any particulars of it .
In the same year Messrs. Merry weather and Sons constructed
eleven engines :—two medium size single cylinder for the Spanish
Government ; one large size double cylinder for Her Majesty ’s
Government , for use at Portsmouth Dockyard ; one medium size
double cylinder for the Liverpool Corporation ; one similar size
for the French Government , for Brest Dockyard ; one medium
size single cylinder for the Dutch Government , for the Amster¬
dam Dockyard — this engine took the first and only prize at
the competition at Cologne ; one small size single cylinder for
Dublin ; one similar size for Manilla ; one similar size for Eed ruth ; one similar size waiting orders ; and one medium size single
cylinder floating engine for the North Eastern Railway, for use at
Newcastle .
The powers of the engines are for their average regular workingspeed, but by increasing the number of strokes per minute the
delivery will be increased .
In the years 1862- 3 they constructed two double cylinder float¬
ing fire engines , for Newcastle , and in the year 1865 one medium
size single cylinder floating fire engine, for the North Eastern Rail¬
way, also for service at Newcastle .
Fig . 34 shows the general appearance of the Newcastle engine
as fitted for application in a steam ship or in a float. It had a
cylinder 17" x 18" stroke , and the pump was 5§" x 18" stroke, the
whole being attached to a bed plate and forming a solid simple job .
Fig . 35 shows the arrangement of such an engine for stationary
purposes , and in docks, wharves, warehouses , &c.
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In the first week in November the ‘ Clint ’ was tested by the
author , in the presence of several gentlemen , with the following
results . The fire was laid as for ordinary fire duty , the water and
everything quite cold, and in 2 min . 50 sec. from lighting the fire
the pressure gauge moved, and the following are the times of raising
steam up to 100 lbs. :—■
Iii 3 min. 25 sec. steam =
6 „
7 „
„
=

2J lbs. 1
30
|

In 7 min. 50 sec. steam = 70 lbs.
8 „ 45 „ „
= 100

At which time the engine was at work, -having been started when
the gauge showed 90 lbs.
With a If in. nozzle, a steam pressure of 120 lbs. and a water
pressure of 130 lbs., a distance of 216 feet was reached . With a
nozzle of If -in. diameter , steam pressure averaging 120 lbs. and
water pressure 110 lbs ., a distance of .178 feet was reached . With
a If in. nozzle and a water pressure of 90 lbs., the steam averaging
110 lbs., the water was thrown to a distance of 172 feet. The vertical
height could not be measured , but ranged from 150 to 160 feet
upwards . With four nozzles, three of f in. and one of f-in. diameter ,
splendid streams were thrown , as also with two of f in. and three
of f in . In pumping from a depth of 21 feet, measuring to the
surface of the water , the pumps fetched instantly without priming ,
and the engine worked well and steadily with steam of 100 lbs.

'o

Fig . 34. Merry -weather and Field ’s Floating

0]

Steam Fike Engine , 1865.
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The cubic contents of the pumps , deducting rods, were 4'6 gallons
per revolution , and with 101 revolutions , in one minute the engine
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Steam
Stationary
Engine
's
Field
Fiee
AIerryweather
Fig
35
1865
and
,.

threw 69'45 cubic feet = 434 -06 gallons, as measured in a tank pro¬
vided with a gauge , so that the exact quantity could be ascertained .
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The delivery outlets of the pumps were obliged to be made to fit
the Liverpool gauge, and were consequently smaller than the size
used by the makers , which certainly did not add to the efficiency of
the engine .
In the same year Mr. William Eoberts constructed a steam fire
engine for Hong Kong , which was an exact duplicate of the
‘ Excelsior ’ in all respects , except that brass tubes were used in
the boiler in place of iron .
At a trial of this engine the following results were attained , the
time , &c. being carefully noted by the author . Everything about
the engine was perfectly cold, and the fire was laid without any
naphtha , ‘ turps ,’ or other ‘stimulants ;’ shavings , dry deal, and
coals only being used, as under the ordinary circumstances of fire
duty .
In 45 sec. the gauge started , in 3 min . 5 sec. steam 5 lbs., and
in 9 min . 32 sec. the engine was at work with 100 lbs. steam,
nozzle to a height of full 160 feet.
throwing through a
The engine was a very fine piece of workmanship , well designed
for strength and efficiency, with the minimum of weight, and in
all respects calculated to bear out the reputation the maker has
established for turning out a first class job .
The following is a list of the land steam fire engines made by
Mr . William Eoberts , with the years in which they were made ,
the general particulars of them , and the names of the purchasers :—
Engine

Date

tons cwt. qrs. lbs.

. 1862 7
‘Princessof Wales’ 1863 1

10
19

2
1

‘ Excelsior ’ . . . 1865 1
1865 1
No. 4 .

11
11

2
1

Self propeller .

No. and
No. and
diameter of diameter of
pumps.
cylinders
Gallons
of
nozzle
. Diameter
per
min

Weight

800
270

0
4

0 320
14 350

Purchasers

in. No. in. in . No. in . in .
H 21 67 Xx 12
2 9£ x 8 C. J . Mare and Co.
13 1 9* x 6i With the L.F.E.,
n
at Tooley Street
Brazilian Govern.
1 7 x 13
P. and O. Comp.
1 7 X 13J
”

The following list gives the date when each firm named commenced
to build land steam fire engines , to be drawn by horses, and the
total number of such engines made by them in England and Ireland
up to the latest moment :—
built
Braithwaite and Ericsson
G. Rennie and Sons
Shand, Mason, and Co. .
.
.
J . Skekleton .

.

Date
. 1829
. 1856
. 1858
. 1860

1861
1862

Merryweather and Sons
William Roberts .

.
.

T. W. Cowan
J . W. Gray and Son

. 1863
. 1863

Number

. 5
. 1
. 60 of all kinds.
. 1 the first Irish steam fire engine.
. 17 and three floating engines.
. 5 one self propelled, and one
floating.
. 1
. 1
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CHAPTER X.
CONSTRUCTION OF STEAM FIRE

ENGINES .

«

In designing a machine , of whatever description it may be, and for
whatever purpose it is intended , it should always be borne in
mind that , the more perfect its adaptability to the purpose , the
fewer the parts , the more exact the fitting , and the simpler the
construction , the better . A machine may he looked on as comprising
two great parts , the design and the manufacture ; and experience
shows us that any mistake in one seriously compromises the other ,
and ends between the two in failure .
On the design of a machine rests its success ; for a well designed
though badly made machine carries a promise of success within
itself ; but a badly designed machine , however well it may be
made , augurs nothing but failure under any circumstances . De¬
signing comprehends not only the arrangement of certain pieces of
inanimate matter to form a whole which is to be applied to a given
purpose , but also the proper selection of the materials for each
part , the right proportion of each part for the strain it is to
encounter or the work it has to do, and finally the selection of the
least expensive way of carrying it out . This last point is of con¬
siderable importance both to manufacturer and consumer ; for a
design may be made which shall involve such a cost in manufacture
as would seriously interfere with its employment from the enhanced
cost caused thereby .
In the construction of machines the following points are
most important , and should never be lost sight of :—First , the
quality of the materials used ; second, exactness in manufacture of
parts and excellence of workmanship throughout ; third , the use of
such machines as will produce quantity of work, combined with
uniformity and excellence of finish, so that the produce may be
sold at a low price with a moderate profit , and be used in a large
and extended quantity , which will prove preferable to a small make
and a large profit .
Wherever steam is employed, it is, or should be, the rule to
apply it in the simplest possible manner , and with the smallest
possible loss of power, and it should be applied as directly as
possible to the work to be done. If a rotary movement is required ,
a crank will do the work ; if a reciprocating rectilinear motion (as
in a pump ) is wanted, then the reciprocating motion of the piston
should be applied direct .
The simplification of machinery , however, tends to lessen the
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amount of work in a machine , and to diminish the number of
nonscientific admirers , inasmuch as a complicated looking machine ,
with lots of paint and polish, more readily attracts the attention of
the vulgar than one of a more simple and less imposing appearance ;
and as it too frequently happens that the scientific improvement in
a machine is delayed so long as the unimproved will ‘ sell,’ or until
some other seller or maker brings forward the improvement , it is
useless to expect much attention to be given by makers to this part
of the subject .
A steam fire engine consists of three principal portions , the
boiler , the engine pumps and appurtenances , and the framing and
wheels on which the two former are carried .
The efficiency of a steam fire engine, and its capability to do its
work in a proper manner , are dependent on three principal points,
each of which requires great and careful attention to be given to
the details . First , the design, construction , and efficiency of the
boiler ; second, the correct and proper plan or arrangement of the
steam engine which works the pumps ; and lastly , but not least, on
the proper plan and arrangement of the pump , its water passages
and adjuncts .
In order that this may be thoroughly understood and appreciated ,
it has been determined to deal with each separately , and make
such remarks on them as are necessary to render the subject easily
comprehensible , and cause that attention and consideration to be
directed to them which their importance and desirability require ,
especially as the best steam fire engine is yet far from being
attained .
The problem to be solved in constructing a steam fire engine, is
with a very moderate weight , say under 3 tons, to construct a very
powerful engine , which shall possess the greatest efficiency, dura¬
bility , and simplicity it is possible can be attained , as well as ease
of management and smallness of dimensions or bulk .
The first step towards this is obtaining the smallest and lightest
boiler, combined with the utmost strength and durability , that can
give the greatest possible amount of power within those limits .
After which the engine and pumps should receive careful attention ,
in order that with lightness , strength , and durability , they shall
give the greatest possible results in using the steam which is
supplied by the boiler . It is little or no good to design an efficient
boiler to supply steam to an inefficient engine and pumps , for
though it may enable a bad engine to do good duty , yet it cannot
give those results which would be easily attained by a good one ;
therefore it is anything but wise to treat the boiler, engine, and
pumps separately , instead of in combination ; for all three are so
intimately dependent in their results on one another , that no
excuse can be allowed for such a course.
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The mere practical knowledge required to enable a person to
join together some pieces of metal , and thereby form a steam
tight and water tight box of given dimensions , to be used for the
generation of steam to work an engine , is unfortunately but a small
portion of the knowledge required of those who turn their attention
to the subject . It has been almost universally thought that little
more than this is needed, and that provided the metal is tightly
and well put together , or in other words, ‘ made a good job of,’
that this is all required for boiler making , especially if the metal
be of the quality and thickness considered necessary for this pur¬
pose.
Before, however, the knowledge mentioned above is allowed to
be brought into play , there should be a very different kind of
knowledge brought into use, without which the highest efforts and
skill of the other will be useless ; and for the want of which so little
real progress has been made of late years in bringing forward a
perfectly efficient boiler , constructed on correct and scientific
principles . The knowledge wanted for this end is that of scientific
design, or the power of being able to so construct , arrange , and
apportion the heating surface, to the operation of which the water
in contact therewith is exposed, that the greatest possible amount
of heat may be taken out of it by the water , the greatest possible
amount of steam generated , the greatest possible durability of
boiler attained , the greatest possible strength secured , the least
amount of coal wasted, and that all this may be obtained in the
least space, with the least weight , and the least expense.
The boilers used in steam fire engines are on several systems or
plans for gaining the required end, viz. the rapid and steady pro¬
duction of steam , and generating it in sufficient quantity to start
and work the engine in the shortest possible space of time with the
maximum of strength and the minimum of weight , and in order
to do this the water space in the boiler is smaller , and the fire
grate larger than in ordinary steam boilers, requiring greater care
and attention in management , as a few seconds may suffice to
unduly reduce the water level, or increase the steam pressure .
Some of these boilers have been designed with apparently but little
reference to the importance of and benefits to be derived from a
complete and thorough circulation of the water, the predominant
idea having evidently been to get as many square feet of heating
surface into a boiler of given weight and dimensions as possible ;
but it should be borne in mind that more is to be gained by so
arranging the heating surface as to obtain the benefits of circula¬
tion , than by cramming it in without this object . The truth of
this has been well proved in locomotive practice , where boilers
which have had a great amount of heating surface badly arranged ,
have done better work and made steam more freely, by the heating
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surface being decreased, and the circulation of the water rendered
more free thereby .
The present practice of the builders of steam fire engines gives
the preference to the vertical boiler, from its occupying the
minimum of space in length and breadth , and admitting , where
properly designed, of a great power being obtained , with great
strength , in a very small compass. On the whole it may be con¬
sidered as settled , by present experience , that the vertical boiler,
varying of course in its internal arrangement , will be the type
employed in steam fire engines, as possessing most convenience
for the purpose . It has generally been found that although a small
water content enables steam to be raised quickly , it is accompanied
by the disadvantage of an irregular action of the boiler, and an
uneven or irregular maintenance of the steam pressure , rendering
great care and attention on the part of the attendant of very great
importance , which is not the case with boilers which have a large
water content . In practice , however, it is not found that this
causes any real difficulty in using them , but it requires a greater
amount of practice and skill on the part of those working such
boilers than is found necessary in others of a different description ,
and also greater care in regard to the water level being regularly
and evenly maintained .
In boilers of the description now used for steam fire engines
it is found necessary to employ a large amount of heating surface
with a very small amount of water content ; and in most of the
attempts to gain a large duty from them , this water content has
been still further reduced . From this cause it becomes very im¬
portant and desirable that they should be most scientifically de¬
signed, most carefully made , that the highest quality of material
should be employed in their construction , that they should be most
carefully attended to, and kept in the highest possible state of
efficiency.
The employment of steam boilers with small confined water
spaces and limited water content is not an economical proceeding ,
it being constantly found in practice that such are extremely liable
to injury and accident in working . Where a large amount of
heating surface and a limited water content are adopted for raising
steam with the fuel in an intense state of combustion , it becomes
of the greatest importance to secure the durability of the boiler as
well as its safety and the economy of its working , by causing the
heat to be taken up by the water as rapidly as it is generated in
the furnace .
It is also most important that in subdividing as far as possible
the heat generated by the fuel, by the heating surface for evapor¬
ating the water , that this should be done without impeding the
easy circulation of the water over this heating surface, otherwise
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the durability and efficiency of the boiler are easily and quickly
destroyed .
In order to obtain this with the greatest certainty and rapidity ,
it is of the first importance to secure the rapid and constant re¬
placement , in contact with the highly heated surfaces, of an equal
body of water at a lower temperature , to take the place of that
which has passed off in a state of steam and at a high temperature .
This, it will he seen, can only he obtained in a ready and simple
manner by securing the most complete circulation of the water in
the boiler over and in contact with all the heated surfaces ; and
unless it be done by mechanical means, such for instance as a force
or circulating pump , the boiler must be so designed and arranged
as to cause this to take place by the known principles of nature .
Rapidity of evaporation depends upon rapidity of circulation ;
and as heat is conducted with great rapidity through metals ,
provided the inner surfaces are kept constantly in contact with
the water to be evaporated , and not with a nonconducting film of
steam, it follows that circulation is a sine qua non in a good
boiler.
A boiler for generating steam should be so designed or arranged
that there should be the most complete and perfect circulation of
the water , so that the steam formed by contact of the water with
the heated surfaces may escape into the steam room of the boiler ,
and allow its place to be taken by a fresh supply of water . De¬
fective circulation causes an imperfect generation of steam, and a
rapid destruction of the boiler ; and in nearly all the boilers up to
a very recent period the perfect and rapid natural circulation to
be obtained from a well designed boiler has been deemed almost
an impossibility , and mechanical means , on a plan known by the
name of forced circulation , has been adopted .
The vertical tubular boiler as usually made has been and is of
frequent employment , not from any advantage it possesses in raising
or keeping steam , or any economy in fuel , but because it occupies
much less room than the ordinary Cornish or other boilers generally
in use ; therefore it is frequently employed by those users of steam
power to whom space is a matter of importance . These boilers
are not economical in fuel, from the position occupied by the
greater portion of the heating surface , viz. the tubes , being that
which under the ordinary system of boilers is the least advantageous ,
viz. vertical . Dr. Ernst Alban states (page 80 of his valuable and
interesting treatise on the High Pressure Engine ) that , ‘ In one
of my engines I adopted first the horizontal , and afterwards the
vertical arrangement ; but although the latter had 50 per cent ,
more surface than the former , it required 50 per cent , more fuel .’
This he states has been amply proved ; and it is well known in
practice that these boilers are troublesome , from the constant
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leakage of the tubes , which being firmly fixed at both ends, have
to expand somehow, and do not expand equally with the shell of
the boiler, consequently they cannot help becoming leaky ; added
to which, the dirt and sediment are always found to collect around
the lower ends of the tubes , and on the crown of the fire box or
lower tube plate , causing it to crack and bend , and thereby loosen
the ends of the tubes .
In the specification of the patent obtained by Sutton Thomas Wood
in 1784 for improvements in steam boilers, it is stated that ‘ My
third improvement is in causing the heat of the fire to be conveyed
through the water or liquor , either by means of tubes, flues , or
other hollow bodies, or by causing the fire or furnace to be in the
middle or in any other 'part within the body of the liquor , either
in the form of a cone or pyramid , or any other form , and the
water or liquor to surround the same ; nor is it of any consequence
in what form or shape the copper or boiler is made or constructed ,
or in what direction the pipes or tubes are placed, provided it is
constructed upon the above principle of causing the fire or heat
to be conveyed through the body of the wader or liquor contained
therein , instead of conveying the heat or fire entirely through the
water or liquor in the copper , boiler, or vessel ; I sometimes cause
the bottom of the copper or boiler to be made in the shape of a
cone or pyramid , so as to cause a greater surface to be exposed to
the heat of the fire, and the heating or boiling of the liquor con¬
tained therein to be forwarded thereby .’ This is the earliest
description of a modern tubular boiler with internal fire box the
author has met with ; and, so far as he can find, it has been over¬
looked by all who have written on boilers or engines .
The first upright or vertical steam boiler in which the fire and
heated gases ascended through a number of vertical tubes , surrounded
with water , into a submerged chamber or smoke box, constantly
kept below the level of the water , was patented in 1826 by James
Neville , of Shad Thames , London . The submerged smoke box, a
peculiar feature in this boiler, was repatented some years since in
America, and has been lately repatented in England , as also another
feature , viz. the plan of taking the boiler apart by loosening some
bolts and nuts .
The vertical boiler, though possessing but little variety of ex¬
ternal appearance , is nevertheless possessed of almost an intermin¬
able variety of plans of internal arrangement , according to the
views or inventive capabilities of various designers ; and the plans
adopted by most of the makers of the boilers for use in steam fire
engines will be found described in the following pages, where the
other boilers not vertical are also noticed .
The following peculiarities of principle and internal arrange¬
ment have been used by the makers of English steam fire engines,
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all of which have been more or less successful ; but other plans are
believed to have been tried by mere amateurs or persons not
practical mechanics , or properly acquainted with the subject they
have meddled with, whose attempts in this direction , so far as can
be ascertained , have ended in total failure ; for which reasons
reliable information has not been obtainable . Fortunately , there
is but little to be gained from the failures of such a class, or other¬
wise the omission might have rendered the subject less complete
and useful ; but it is to be hoped that in future the old proverb
about experience , &c. may be found of advantage to them .
It is proposed to divide the boilers into classes as follows, and
then describe each more in detail :—
First . Mr . John Braithwaite .—Forced combustion ; down or
descending draught ; long taper flue, totally submerged ; com¬
pound of vertical and horizontal ; ordinary circulation , no special
plan being provided .
Second . Messrs. Shand , Mason, and Co.— 1. Vertical ; forced
draught by steam blast ; ordinary tubular ; submerged smoke box ;
ordinary circulation . 2. Vertical , with conical fire box and
vertical flue ; no tubes ; ordinary circulation . 3. Vertical , with
conical fire box and vertical flue ; feed water casing ; no tubes ;
ordinary circulation .
Third . Messrs. Merry weather and Sons.—Vertical ; forced draught
by steam blast ; pendulous circulating water tubes ; specially de¬
signed for circulation .
Fourth . Mr. Wm. Roberts .—Vertical ; forced draught by steam
blast ; water and flue tubes ; specially designed for circulation .
Fifth . Messrs. Lee and Larned .—Vertical ; forced draught by
steam blast ; designed specially for circulation .
Sixth . Mr . T. W. Cowan and Mr. J . Shekleton . —Vertical ; forced
draught by steam blast ; ordinary tubes from top of fire box through
to top of boiler ; no internal smoke box ; ordinary circulation .
Seventh. Messrs. J . W. Gray and Son.—Horizontal ; tubular ;
differential tubes ; forced draught by steam blast ; circulation pro¬
vided for by causing the boiler to rotate on bearings over a furnace
containing the fire.
The boilers designed , patented , and used by Mr . Braithwaite con¬
sisted of a vertical fire box end of a circular form, and a horizontal
barrel connected therewith . The fuel was burned in a closed fire
box and ash pan , on what is termed the ‘ forced combustion ’
principle , by means of a constant blast , or stream of air , from
bellows or their equivalent ; the products of combustion escaping
from the furnace to the chimney by means of a long flue with a
gradually diminishing area , placed below the level of the water .
This flue extended near the top of the water from the fire box to
the furthest end of the barrel , where it turned downwards, and
returned nearly to the fire box at a lower level, was then turned
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downwards at a still lower level, and returned again to the furthest
end of the barrel of the boiler , passed out through it , and then
went up the chimney .
At a later period he employed an ‘ exhauster ,’ by means of
which the air was drawn or sucked through the fire and flue tube ,
instead of being forced through them by the bellows ; and this
arrangement he also employed in some of the locomotives built
by him , with perfect success.
These boilers were found to be very economical in fuel , and to
generate steam very freely and with considerable rapidity . They
were applied to stationary purposes, to locomotives, and also to
steam boats ; and in the case of the 1Novelty ’ locomotive , at the
competition at Rainhill in 1829, the work done by the engine , which
was exactly in the same proportion to her weight and dimensions
as the work done by the others , was done at a higher speed, and at
a less cost ; or what the ‘ Rocket ’ did for 1^ cl., at a speed of 12U
miles per hour , was done by the ‘ Novelty ’ at the speed of 201miles per hour , and the cost of one halfpenny .
The boilers used by Messrs. Shand , Mason, and Co. have been
of several descriptions , but all of the vertical kind , and on the
same principle of the forced draught by the blast of the waste
steam from the cylinder .
In the first steam fire engine made by them in the year 1858,
the author is informed that they employed a vertical tubular boiler
with submerged smoke box ; since which period they have tried
various other arrangements , all however being vertical boilers.
In 1861 Messrs. Shand and Mason patented an upright conical
boiler, which was used in some of their steam fire engines , and
consisted simply of an external and internal cone, with an annular
space between . The internal cone formed both fire box and
chimney , avoiding thereby all flues. The hind axle was passed
through the boiler and fire box by fixing a horizontal annular
tube through the body of the boiler and the fire box in a suitable
position, the said tube forming a water space in connection with
the annular water space of the boiler.
Experience , however, showed the defects of this plan ; and in
1862 they patented a further improvement in these boilers , by
which the overheating of the upper part of the internal cone or
chimney was avoided. It consisted in making it so that the in¬
ternal cone or fire box was contracted below the water line of the
boiler , and above dhe horizontal annular tube through which the
hind axle passed, so that the upper or contracted part of the
internal fire box formed a parallel tube , or nearly so. The con¬
tracted part of the chimney of the fire box was surmounted by a
casing, which formed an annular space, ascending on the inside to
near the top of the boiler . Into this space the feed wTater was
N 2
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forced, and when full it flowed over into the water in the boiler .
If desired , another annular casing could be employed , fixed to the
top of the boiler , to conduct the feed water , as it flowed over, down
to or below the water line .
The boiler shown and described in the steam fire engine
patented by Messrs. Shand , Mason, and Co. in 1863 has a conical
fire box, with water space surrounding , vertical tubes , a submerged
smoke box, and a water ‘ displacer ,’ or £pocket ,’ as they term it ,
by means of which the water content of the boiler is diminished ,
at the same time the steam room is increased ; the boiler is also
arranged so as to be taken apart for repairs , by means of nuts and
bolts . Fig . 39 is a section of a vertical single cylinder engine of
their make .
The use of water displacers in steam boilers to obtain a large
water surface for the heat to act on, with at the same time a very
small bulk of water in the generating vessel to be heated , was
patented by Matthew Pitts in the year 1793, and also again by
Mr . John M‘Curdy, of the Strand , London , in 1825.
The water displacer , or steam ‘ pocket ,’ was shown in a drawing
by the late Mr. James Boydell (the inventor of the well known
traction engine that bears his name ) to many persons during the
years 1857, 1858, and 1859, both in London and Manchester —
frequently in the presence of the author , as a means of increasing
the efficiency of traction engines ; but he spoke of it as having
seen it years before, and did not claim it as a novelty .
The use of vertical tubes with the fire inside them , a smoke box
completely under the water, or submerged , and the means of taking
the boiler apart for repairs , by the use of bolts and nuts in place of
rivets , were patented in 1826 by Mr. James Neville , of Shad
Thames , London , as may be seen on referring to the patent speci¬
fication .
The vertical tube boiler, with submerged smoke box, first used
by Messrs. Shand and Mason in 1858, has been long made in
America , and is used by the Amoskeag Company in New Hampshire
for their steam fire engines , and is patented by them . This boiler,
known as the Amoskeag boiler , in which a submerged smoke box is
used , was made and employed as a stationary boiler in the year 1856,
by Messrs. Bean and Scott , who in the year 1857 built at their
works in Lawrence , Mass., their first steam fire engine , which was
fitted with this boiler . In 1858 a steam fire engine was built at
Hinckley and Drury ’s, Boston Locomotive Works, under the
superintendence of Mr. J . M. Stone ; and after this the Amoskeag
Company constructed steam fire engines with this boiler , under
the superintendence of Mr . Bean .
In the water space of these boilers , as now made by the
Amoskeag Company, a fluted or corrugated ecirculating ’ plate is
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placed , with the flutes or grooves in a vertical position , the heated
water and steam rushing up in the grooves next the hottest portion
of the fire box, and descending through those next the cooler
portion or shell of the boiler.
The boilers used by Merryweather and Sons, and patented in
conjunction with Mr . E. Field , are vertical , with pendulous cir¬
culating water tubes , the same as were used in the first steam
fire engine ‘ Deluge ’ built by them . They are most perfectly
arranged so as to secure the most complete and rapid circulation
of the water contained in them . They consist of a drum or cylin¬
der, which forms the steam and water space of the boiler, having
a chimney or flue passing vertically through it . The lower plate
of the drum , called the tube plate , is drilled full of holes, slightly
tapered , arranged in circles round the centre flue pipe or chimney ,
into which holes the water tubes are fixed. These tubes are made of
solid drawn homogeneous iron, closed at the lower ends, but open at
the top ends, which are drifted firmly into the drilled holes in the
tube plate . Into these water tubes , which hang down vertically over
and also surround the fire, are placed the circulating tubes, each
about one half the diameter of the water tubes , and formed of
light copper or iron, open at both ends , and so arranged that they
do not reach the bottom or closed ends of the water tubes by about
one diameter of the latter . This, it will be seen, secures an annular
space or water way between the two tubes , so that the water and
steam can pass up in this annular space, and the water descend
down the centre of the inner or circulating tube . Each of these
inner or circulating tubes has a deflector or trumpet mouth end
attached to the top of it, for the purpose of diverting the upward
current of steam and water, which would otherwise interfere with
the descending current .
It is this little trumpet mouth or funnel top on the end of the
circulating tube which makes the circulation of the water perfect ,
as it deflects the ascending current of steam and water which rises
in the space between the tubes with enormous velocity, and enables
the water to regurgitate over the mouth of the funnel , and descend
through the interior of the circulating tube with a nearly similar
rapidity ; whence spreading out in the vacant space between the
bottom of the circulating tube and the closed end of the water
tube , it again ascends through the space between the tubes as be¬
fore. This is beautifully shown in a full sized glass tube , with a
smaller one fitted with the trumpet mouth used for the ‘ circula¬
tor ’ when placed over a lighted jet of gas. From the rapidity of
the circulating currents in the boiler, all the dirt and sediment in
the water are constrained to deposit themselves in the part where
the water is most quiescent , viz. the sides, whence they can all be
readily removed by the blow off cock, or by opening the hand holes.
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These boilers , when used for steam fire engines , have no water
Casing surrounding the furnace to form a fire box, but the two
outer circles of water tubes are made longer than the rest , and are
so arranged as to form the fire box, which from being close to¬
gether they do in a very effectual manner , with a great saving of
weight , as the ordinary water space fire box with its numerous
stays is not required . A sheet iron casing attached to the lower
end of the drum , entirely surrounding the tubes and extending a
short distance below the longest tubes , forms a support for the fire
bar bearers . The other shorter tubes are bent inwards or converge
to a point below the pipe or chimney , so as to deflect the heat and
products of combustion amongst the other tubes , and not allow
them to pass too quickly up the chimney ; and in order to further
secure this , a hollow baffle plate is placed immediately below the
chimney , through which baffle the exhaust steam from the cylinder
passes, and escapes by a central nozzle, forming the blast as used
in locomotives .
It would be expected that the chimney or flue pipe would suffer
in a similar manner to the tubes in an ordinary tubular boiler
with the fire passing through them , but experience proves that
such is not the case, for owing to the perfect and rapid circulation
of the water within the water tubes, the whole of the useful heat
is absorbed with enormous rapidity , and the escaping heat from
the chimney rarely exceeds 600° Fahr . ; thus little chance of injury
remains from this source. This property of rapidly absorbing the
heat renders this boiler very economical in fuel, an important
addition to its many other valuable properties . Another advan¬
tage , and one that cannot be too greatly valued , is the accessibility
for repairs , which it possesses in an eminent degree ; for when
by continual wear or by accident a tube may give way, it can be
easily plugged up, or a new one substituted , in less than half an
hour —in fact, directly the boiler can be cooled enough to enable it
to be done ; and the loss of time , the expense and trouble , in¬
variably encountered with other boilers when any repairs are re¬
quired , are here entirely done away with.
From the results obtained in the working of a stationary boiler
on this principle of 30 n.r ., used in driving the machinery of an
engineer ’s workshop, but which has no brickwork or lagging of
any description about it , it is found that the evaporative powers
are above 11 lbs. of water per pound of fuel, which in this case
was coal and gas coke mixed. These results are obtained from
careful records which have extended over a period of twelve
months , and are found to hold good in the working of several
other stationary boilers on this principle which have been put up .
It is next to impossible to destroy any part of this boiler by lire
except the tubes , and these only by gross carelessness on the part
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of the hand in charge ; whilst from the chimney or flue pipe
passing right through both tube plate and top plate , it enables it
to be so applied as to become a stay of enormous strength , and
being entirely free from the objections found in practical working
against all other vertical tubular boilers, particularly the leaking of
the tubes from unequal expansion of them and the shell of the
boiler, and having part of the length of the tubes in water and
the rest in steam , there can be no doubt that this principle is
eminently calculated to fulfil most, if not all, of the requirements
of a good boiler, applicable alike to stationary , marine , and loco¬
motive purposes . It is light , strong , simple , occupies little room,
not more than J- of that of a Cornish boiler of the same power,
and is far cheaper , being but little more than one half the cost, in¬
cluding brickwork and fittings . The engraving , fig. 36, repre¬
sents one of them for land , or steam ships.
Fig . 36 .

Section

or Fiki .d ’s Bom® .
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For stationary purposes the boiler is made cylindrical in form,
with an annular water space a , surrounding the furnace b, as shown ;
but the form may be readily varied and adapted as required to suit
any peculiarities of circumstance or position , whether for land or
marine purposes . In the case of the cylindrical vertical boiler
referred to, a number of tubes c, placed annularly around a flue
tube cl, passing upward through the boiler, hang down or are
pendent from the under side of the water and steam space e, into
the furnace b. Within each of these tubes is freely suspended , by
means of feathers x, a smaller tube / , open at both ends, the upper
end of which rises above the level of the upper end of the outer
tube c, but is short of reaching to the bottom of it, as shown in the
enlarged tube in the engraving . The tops of these inner tubes are
provided with trumpet or funnel shaped mouths or deflectors g,
which, as will be seen, perform an important part in the action of
the boiler. A baffle plate or cylinder h, suspended beneath the
opening into the flue tube d, which passes upwards through the
boiler, prevents any portion of the heat of the furnace from passing
away without having firstly enveloped and become almost entirely
absorbed by the pendent tubes and the water circulating within
them .
This principle of a circulating boiler with tubes within tubes
was attempted to be introduced by Mr. Jacob Perkins , the inventor
of the steam gun , who, in the year 1831, patented his plan for
gaining the desired end , but it does not seem to have been found
successful. There can be little doubt but that this must have been
the result , for the inner or circulating tubes were unprovided with
means of enabling the ascending and descending currents to work
without counteracting each other , and any action of this kind that
took place must have been uncertain , irregular , and useless ; con¬
sequently the results were doubtless anything but satisfactory .
However , when the problem of a light , simple, strong , and power¬
ful boiler was taken in hand by Messrs. Field and Roberts , they
concluded that circulation and complete subdivision of the water
to expose the largest surface to the heat were the points to aim at,
and these they have successfully obtained by the trumpet mouth
or funnel end being placed on tbe circulating tubes in one case,
and the arrangements of Mr . Roberts in the other ; and the result
is a reliable and efficient boiler by both designers . Mr . W. B.
Adams in his radial axle box is another exemplification of a similar
process.
In the ‘ Mechanic ’s Magazine ,’ No. 1671, for August 18, 1855,
a trumpet mouthed tube may be seen in the drawing of Barrans ’
cup surface boiler , in which the suspended water box is shown,
placed in the opening leading from the interior of the water box
into the interior of the boiler, for the purpose , as mentioned in the
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accompanying description , of causing the water to circulate , whilst
the steam formed in the chamber ascends with the water and passes
into the steam space above. This arrangement of the trumpet
mouth on the circulating tube in the water box would prove
tolerably efficient ; but , owing to the large bulk of water contained
in the box, the essential features obtained by Mr . Field in his
boiler—namely , the complete subdivision of the water by the double
small tubes and deflector combined, and the circulation of the
necessary rapidity and regularity to prevent the deposit of solid
matter in the tubes obtained thereby —are totally lost.
The boilers used by Mr . Win . Roberts are vertical , and in
accordance with his patent of 1863. The first boiler used by him
in the first steam fire engine he constructed was square in form,
and on the plan known as Benson’s forced circulation boiler ; but
the performance of it not being sufficiently satisfactory , he de¬
signed one to have a strong natural circulation , and thus avoid the
necessity of producing it mechanically .
In this he has been most successful, and the ‘ Princess of Wales ’
fitted with this boiler, which was one of the best working engines
at the Crystal Palace ‘ trials ,’ only varied two seconds in the blow¬
ing of the whistle from the ‘ Sutherland ,’ as timed by the author .
It has been said by some persons who were by the engine when
the whistle was sounded, that the steam gauge showed 105 lbs.,
the whistle having to be blown on reaching 100 lbs. ; but be this
as it may, the difference was so slight between the two engines as
to show that the boilers are nearly equal in effect.
The ‘ circulating boiler,’ known as Benson’s boiler, and used by
Mr. William Roberts in his self propelling steam fire engine (the
first engine of this kind ever built in England ), in which the tubes
are in the furnace , and the water is kept constantly circulating
through them by means of a force pump , was patented by Moses
Poole of London in 1829, and when applied to a locomotive
carriage , it was proposed , before the steam was raised , to pump
the water through by hand ; and if after steam was up and
the carriage had to stop, then the wheels were to be lifted off the
ground , and the engines would work the pump without propelling
the carriage ; a similar arrangement was adopted in the first steam
fire engine ever built in America, which was done by Mr. P . R.
Hodge , C.E ., in 1840- 1. This forced circulation system was also
used in 1830 by Mr . Harrison Dyer , of Boston, Mass., in his com¬
mon road steam carriage . In this case the boiler or generator was
formed of a coil of half inch copper tubing , with a small reservoir
of steam and water ; and it was provided with a circulating pump
to keep a constant flow or circulation of water through the coil.
The boiler now used by Mr. Roberts , and patented in 1863,
consists of a cylindrical case, placed vertically , and with tubes
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passing through it from end to end. Underneath this boiler is
arranged the tire box, likewise contained in a cylindrical case; and
in a circle around and within this case, and at a short distance
from the side, are other tubes, also arranged vertically. These

tubes communicate at their upper ends with the water in the
boiler, and at their lower ends they are connected with a ring tube,
into which the feed water is introduced.
The steam is taken from the top thereof and connected up to a
ring tube, from which the steam is taken for use. This arrange¬
ment is made in order to prevent priming when the steam valve
is suddenly opened. By arranging boilers in this manner a very
large heating surface is obtained, although the quantity of water
which it is necessary to have in the boiler is but small, consequently
steam can be rapidly obtained. When great rapidity in raising
steam is not necessary, the fire box of the boiler may be surrounded
with a w'ater casing. The author has seen a stationary boiler on
this plan giving good results in driving the machinery of the
factory in which it was placed.
The plan of supplying the feed water, as described, in the boiler
now used by Mr. William Boberts in his steam fire engines the
‘ Princess

of Wales ’ and ‘ Excelsior

,’ will be found

described

at page

375 of Galloway and Hebert’s treatise on the Steam Engine, pub¬

lished in 1836, as the invention and patent of Mr. Moore, of
Bristol, in the year 1824, the same person who patented or invented
the differential pulley block, now lately repatented.
The boiler used by Messrs. Lee and Larned in their steam fire
engines has been thus described:—‘It has a central furnace sur¬
rounded by a shell or wall of vertical water tubes, surmounted by
a steam chamber or drum, which in ordinary work is filled with
water to about one third of its height ; from this chamber depends
a flat water space, or “ suspended slab,” the connection being made
with the steam drum by a series of vertical tubes. Through these
last proceed a series of internal tubes, by which the products of
combustion pass, in an intensely heated state, to the smoke box,
exposing by this means an annular water space to the action of the
heat.
‘A series of short tubes pass, independently of these, through the
suspended slab and the steam drum respectively, through which
the heated current also passes; and the entire arrangement is so
adapted as to present the greatest possible amount of heating
surface obtainable to the action of the fire.
‘ A series of tubes pass from the suspended slab to the water
bottom, into which the bottoms of the outer shells of tubes are
secured, thus maintaining the complete circulation of the water
throughout the boiler.’
The plan of tube within tube and water between, and fire outside
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the large and inside the small tube , was patented in 1830 byMessrs. Ogle and Summers , and used by them in their steam
carriage for common roads.
The plan of forming the fire box by surrounding the fire bars
with the water tubes forming part of the boiler , was patented in
1824 by Mr. Moore, of Bristol (the inventor of the differential
pulley block lately patented ), and also in 1833 by Macerone and
Squire , and used by them in their common road steam carriage .
The suspended ‘ slab,’ or water box, dependent in aDd surrounded
by the fire, was invented by Mr. Joseph Barrans in 1854, and used
in the fire boxes of stationary , portable , and traction engines, and
also in the steam cranes made under his superintendence by the
firm of Gardiner and Mackintosh , engineers , New Cross, London .
The boiler employed by Gray and Son in the engine exhibited
at the Crystal Palace , but which failed from bad workmanship ,
consisted of an iron cylinder 1' 8" longand 2' 4" in diameter , re¬
volving on two trunnions , one at each end, in accordance with a
patent obtained by a Dr. Grimaldi for a revolving boiler . There
were 28 iron tubes of 2" external diameter , and 28, also of iron,
of 1-J" diameter ; the shell was
thick , and the ends -J-".
This boiler arrangement , which has been patented within the
last few years by a Dr. Grimaldi , was originally patented in the year
1825 by Messrs. Thompson and Barr , of Hales Owen, in Stafford¬
shire, and is also described in Galloway and Hebert .
The boilers used by Mr . T. W. Cowan and Mr . J . Shekleton in
their steam fire engines were of the ordinary vertical tubular con¬
struction , the tubes passing direct through the water and steam
into a dry smoke box on the top of the boiler, the top being a flat
plate , with the tubes firmly ferruled and fastened in . The fire
box or furnace was surrounded by a water casing, properly stayed ,
as is usual in well made boilers of this construction .
This description of boiler was described in 1784 by Sutton
Thomas Wood, in his patent before alluded to.
The boilers of the steam fire engines by English makers are
arranged to be fed either by the injector , and from the main
pumps , or by a feed pump in addition to the other two. It is
extremely desirable that , all engines of this description , where the
boilers evaporate the water with great rapidity , and have to contain
a small quantity , should be provided with several means for this
purpose , in order that the derangement or failure of any one or
two of them may still leave means in reserve to prevent the
necessity of drawing the fire, and thus diminish as far as possible
any risk or chance of burning or injuring the boiler . Iteliability ,
simplicity , efficiency, and freedom from derangement , and great
facility in remedying defects, are most important points to be
secured in the feed apparatus of steam fire engine boilers.
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The following list gives the name of each maker of steam fire
engines , and the plans used by them for feeding the boilers :—
Braithwaite .—Feed pump : feed water heated by waste steam .
Shand , Mason, and Co.—Two feed pumps and injector .
Merry weather and Sons.—Injector , and feed from the main
pump , and separate feed pump if desired .
Boberts .—Feed pump .
Cowan.—Feed pump and injector .
Gray and Son.—Feed pump , worked by hand when engine is
standing .
The results of present practice show that on the whole wrought
iron fire bars possess the greatest amount of durability , and are
more advantageous to use than cast iron, provided the clinkers
and dirt be immediately cleaned off on the fire being drawn,
and if at a long spell of work, kept cleaned as often as the clinkers
accumulate .
The engines employed for working the pumps in steam fire
engines vary in plan of arrangement , mode of making them , and
position in which they are placed : some being bolted vertically
against the boiler ; others placed vertically on an independent
frame clear of the boiler ; others placed in an inclined position ;
and others again horizontally with their pumps , and attached to a
horizontal framing . One maker will use cast iron for pumps and
engines ; another cast cylinders and gun metal pumps ; another
wrought iron cylinders and cast iron or gun metal pumps ; whilst
another will use gun metal both for cylinders and pumps .
Mr . John Braithwaite in his first engine drove his steam piston
and pump piston at the same speed, both being attached to one
rod ; whilst in others he increased the velocity of his steam piston ,
and reduced that of his pumps by means of toothed gearing of
different speeds, with, it is said, the most satisfactory results ; but
all his engines had both engines and pumps placed in a horizontal
position , the pumps being made of brass or gun metal .
Messrs. Shand , Mason, and Co. have constructed engines in
vertical , inclined , and horizontal positions ; and with the engines
and pumps attached to the boiler , and also independent of it ;
but in all cases the steam and water pistons have been driven at
the same speed, and a slotted cross head and fly wheel have been
employed . At the present time they appear to prefer the vertical
arrangement of the cylinders and pumps with slotted cross head
and fly wheel, or trunk pump , connecting rod, and fly wheel, in
accordance with their patent of 1863, the pumps being of gun
metal .
Messrs. Merryweather and Sons started with, and have adhered
to, the horizontal arrangement of engines and pumps as originated
by Mr. Braithwaite , and found by him to give such satisfactory
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results ; no crank shaft , connecting rod, or fly wheel being employed.
The first pumps used by them were made of cast iron , but so many
objections were apparent in practice to the use of this material ,
that they now make them all of gun metal .
Metallic packing is used with the steam pistons of their engines
by the various makers , but these vary in plan according to the
views of each maker , or the experience gained by use ; but here
again the simplest and least liable to derangement will be found
to give the greatest satisfaction .
The steam fire engines at present manufactured in England are
of three different kinds : one, direct acting , long stroke , steady
running , without crank , crank shaft , connecting rod, or fly
wheel, steam cylinder and pump being horizontal ; the second,
short stroke , quick running , with a crank , crank shaft, connecting
rod, and fly wheel, or else fitted with a slotted cross head , the
steam cylinder and pump being placed vertically or horizontally ;
and the third , long stroke engine and short stroke pumps , the
engine running at a greater speed than the pumps ; both pump
and cylinder being placed vertically , and fitted with cross head,
side rods, cranks, crank shaft, connecting rod, and fly wheel.
The first of these plans is exclusively manufactured by Messrs.
Merryvveather and Sons ; the second is manufactured by Messrs.
Shand , Mason, and Co. ; and the third is adhered to by Mr. Wm.
Eoberts . The principle adopted by Merryweather and Sons is the
same as that introduced by Messrs. Braithwaite and Ericsson in the
first steam fire engine constructed by them in the year 1829, and
which was found to work so successfully that they adhered to it in
the others made by them ; the plan adopted by Messrs. Shand ,
Mason, and Co., with the slotted cross head, is that introduced
many years ago by Mr. Macdowall, of Johnstone in Scotland , and
used by him as donkey engines for supplying the boilers of steam
ships with water. An engraving and description of this engine
will be found in the ‘ Encyclopaedia Britannica ,’ p. 681, ed. 1840 ;
and the plan adopted by Mr . Eoberts of running his engine faster
than his pumps , was used by Mr. John Braithwaite in the third fire
engine built by him , where it was found to give most satisfactory
results , but in this case the difference of speed between the two
pistons is obtained without the use of gearing .
The engines made by Messrs. Shand , Mason, and Co. are both
vertical and horizontal , and arevfitted with crank shafts and fly
wheels, the boilers in all their engines being vertical . In the
vertical cylinder arrangement there are twro piston rods attached
direct to the pump plunger , and to a crank on a shaft working
between the steam cylinder and pump , and between the two piston
rods, by means of a connecting rod jointed to the bottom of the
plunger . A fly wheel for carrying the engine over the centres , and
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a feed pump for supplying the boiler worked by an eccentric , are
fixed to the opposite ends of the shaft, and the same eccentric that
works the pump works the steam slide also.
In the horizontal arrangement the piston rod has a slotted cross
head, in which the pin of the crank works, and gives the rotary
motion required for working the valve gear, the pump rod being
continued from the opposite side, and the motion of both steam
and pump piston are identical .
The engravings , figs. 37 and 38, are exact copies from the draw¬
ings of these engines , prepared by Messrs. Shand , Mason, and Co.
for the author ; fig. 37 representing one of their horizontal double
cylinder engines , and fig. 38 one of the patent vertical .
The engines now manufactured by Messrs. Shand , Mason, and
Co. are made on the patent granted to Mr . James Shand of that
firm in 1863. The following description taken from the patent
specification shows that they have a vertical double acting steam
cylinder placed in an inverted position directly over and concentric
with a water cylinder fitted with bucket and plunger . The plunger
is connected direct to the steam piston by two rods, and to a crank
(working between the steam and water cylinders , and also between
the said rods ) by a connecting rod jointed to the bottom of the
plunger . The water cylinder has a vertical frame cast on the top ,
the upper end of which forms a cylinder bottom , to which the steam
cylinder is bolted ; this vertical frame also carries the bearings of
the crank shaft, and on this shaft a fly wheel and eccentric for
working the slide valve and feed pump are fixed. The steam and
water cylinders may be connected by rods or other means , besides
the method above described . The water cylinder , or fire engine
apparatus , is constructed with valves and air vessels, and the
delivery has two outlets for attaching hose, and is fitted with a
stop valve, which can shut off either of the two outlets , but only
one at a time . This steam fire engine is fitted with a self acting
governor , constructed with a small cylinder and piston, com¬
municating with the water discharge passage of the fire engine
apparatus on one side, and the steam chest on the other side ; this
piston is connected to the lever of a regulator , which is acted upon
by variations in the water pressure in the fire engine apparatus .
The framing of the engine is formed of two metal tubes placed
longitudinally , and forming receptacles for branch pipes , stoking
irons , or other articles ; to these tubes the boilers and hind springs
are fixed. There is also a sheet metal trough in front on the
under side, to which the plate of the locking carriage is fixed ; and
on the upper side a tool box, with driving seat and footboard and
seats for firemen ; under this box is a receptacle for hose, which
can be p’aced in coils or wound on a reel . The steam boiler is
placed in the front of the hind axle, and the steam and fire engine
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apparatus at the back , but fixed to the boiler ; this admits of better
access to all parts of the engine . The hind springs are made of
steel plates in the usual manner , but combined with spiral springs
and indiarubber stops to provide a better action and to reduce
weight. There is a foot board in two pieces at the back, on which
the man travels and attends to the tire. When the engine is in
use, these boards are placed one on each side of the boiler to screen
the hind wheels from the heat . There is a furnace door in front
and a coal bunker fixed to the fore locking carriage . The steam
boiler is of vertical tubular construction , and the outer shell sur¬
rounding the tubes is cylindrical . Two detached semicircular
chambers , made of thin sheet metal , are used to fill up the space
between the tubes and outer shell ; these chambers communicate
with the steam space by means of tubes (two or more) and
to the external atmosphere by cocks fixing the chambers to
the shell of the boiler ; these cocks are used to empty any con¬
densed steam that may accumulate in the chambers ; the use of
the chambers is to reduce the quantity of water in the boiler,
causing steam to be raised more rapidly , and to iucrease the
steam space. The chambers may be of any shape and number ,
and are applicable to boilers other than those of steam fire engines .
The boiler is also constructed so that the upper part of the shell
may be detached by means of bolts, or studs and nuts , thus allowing
complete access to the tubes and internal part of the boiler.
The accompanying engraving , fig. 39, is a longitudinal section ,
showing the construction of the boiler, steam engine , and pump .
The fire box A is of conical form, so as to give space for g, large
fire grate or furnace . The fire box communicates with the smoke
box b, and the chimney by the vertical tubes c. In order to
diminish the water space and increase the steam space, two semi¬
circular metal cases or pockets d are fitted into the boiler round
the space occupied by the tubes c. The casing d communicates
with the steam space by two or more open pipes E, which ascend
above the water level, and small cocks (not shown in the drawing )
are fitted in the bottoms of the cases d through the sides of the
boiler to draw off any water that may be formed by condensation .
The upper shell of the boiler can be taken off by means of the
bolted joints f and g ; and the top of the smoke box can be taken
off to repair the tubes , &c., by unscrewing the joint at ir. The
engine is composed of an inverted steam cylinder i, placed above
and concentric with a pump k, which parts are framed together
by the four bars l , which connect the enlarged head of the
pump with the cylinder bottom , and which frame l also carries
the bearings for the crank shaft M. The pump is fitted with
indiarubber discs, which form the foot valve. In action, the
suction is drawn in the up stroke by the bucket o, and in the
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down stroke about half the water is discharged by the displacement
of the plunger n, and at the next up stroke the remainder of the
water is discharged by the ascent of the bucket . The enlarged
head of the pump k is fitted with a large air vessel Q, and nozzles
to take the hose at n. Over the openings to these nozzles at s is
fitted a valve, shown in plan in the engraving , which is so con¬
structed as to admit of both outlet passages being open or to close
Fig . 39 .

Longitudinal

Suction

of Siland , Mason , and

Co .’s Vertical

Engine .

either at pleasure , but not to close both outlet passages at the
same time . The connecting rod t is jointed to the bottom of the
pump plunger N, which is itself attached to the steam piston by
two piston rods, between which the crank works. Upon one end
of the crank shaft M is keyed a flv wheel, and upon the other end
an eccentric , which works the slide valve and the feed pump v.
The governor is constructed with a piston fitted into a cylinder ,
with a trunk and stuffing box ; the connecting link from the piston
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is attached to the lever of the regulator , a pipe is connected with
the steam jacket of the cylinder , and another pipe with the en¬
larged head of the main pump , so that any change in the pressure
of the water in the pump will cause the piston of the governor to
be moved by the pressure of the steam, and thus regulate the
admission of steam to the steam cylinder of the engine .
To renew the valves of the main pump , or to examine them in
case of not working properly , it is only necessary to unscrew the
suction air vessel, and take off the nuts that secure the flange of
the pump cylinder to the pump head at K, and it will drop down,
leaving the bucket o exposed, but suspended to the connecting
rod ; unscrew the lower nut of the bucket , put in the valves neces¬
sary, or adjust them if wrong, and refix. The lower valves in the
cylinder can be revalved by unscrewing the guards . The two
classes of engines are subdivided as follows :—
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In their steam fire engines, Messrs. Shand , Mason, and Co.
use for their steam cylinders the ordinary slide valve without lap,
arranged so as to admit steam through the whole length of the
stroke , and worked by an eccentric on the crank shaft in the
ordinary manner .
Mr. William Roberts uses the ordinary slide valves for the
steam cylinders of his fire engines , which are w'orked by eccentrics
in the usual manner .
The following are the fittings supplied by Messrs. Shand , Mason,
and Co., with the steam fire engines of their make . Pressure gauges
for steam and water , feed pump , injector , set of spare valves, spare
water gauge glasses, suction strainer , set of nut wrenches, hose and
suction wrenches, screw wrench , stoking irons, two long and one short
branch pipes, two branch pipe staves, five jet pipes or nozzles, a
pair of carriage lamps , an engine lamp , tube brushes , oil and tallow
cans, pole and sway bars for horses, but no hose or suction pipes.
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With the large size double cylinder horizontal, and the large

vertical cylinder engines, there are added one small branch pipe, a
double connecting screw, 20 feet of large hose and couplings, and
a large branch pipe with two nozzles.
The following are the land steam fire engines manufactured for
the London Fire Engine Establishment by Messrs. Shand, Mason,
and Co., with the date at which they were supplied, and general

dimensions:—
Number.

Description.

Diameter
of
cylinder.

Diameter
of
Weight.
pump.
lbs.

x 9"

7" x 9"

i
2

Single cylinder, horizontal

3

Double cylinder, vertical,
now discontinued manu¬
81" x 9" 7" x 9"
facturing .
Patent single cylinder,
vertical, small size . . 61" x 7" 5§" x 7"
All same size, and same in all particulars

4

5, 6, 7, and 8

4928

}f

Date of
supply.

1861
1862
1862

3136

1863
1864- 5

The total number of land, floating, stationary, and other steam
fire engines made by Messrs. Shand, Mason, and Co. since the
year 1852, when they altered the float, and 1854, when they engined
the second, and 1858, when they built their first land steamer, up
to the present date, is stated to be 60.
The steam fire engines constructed by Messrs. Merryweather and
Sons are from the joint designs of K. M. Merryweather and
Ed. Field, C.E., and are strictly reciprocating engines, there being
no rotatory motion in the whole machine, by which means much
complication and weight are saved, thereby allowing extra strength
to be given where it is most required. They are direct acting, with
the cylinder and pumps placed horizontally, and have no fly wheels,
cranks, crank shafts, or dead centres ; the motion is regular
throughout the stroke, and the engines can be started when in
any position, never stick, and can be worked to any speed up to
the maximum with perfect certainty and ease, the motion being
obtained by a cross head on the piston rod actuating a twisted bar,
which by means of a short lever shifts the slides at the required
part of the stroke. This arrangement for moving valves by means
of a twisted or screwed rod will be found described and illustrated
in the patent granted to Weiss, No. 5061, in the year 1824, where
the piston rod was made hollow, and the screw rod worked inside,
the slide being moved as required by the motion of the piston on
the screwed rod. An exactly similar arrangement was patented
by Mellor and Whaley for moving the valves of a steam hammer
at the close of January 1863. A simple arrangement on this
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principle was used by Dundas in his steam hammer , where he
employed a portion of a screw thread or ‘ spiral incline ’ on a
vertical spindle to obtain the motion of his slide valve, against
which inclined surface the cross head or guide of the hammer
pressed a small roller so as to cause the slide to move. This was
employed by him in the year 1855.
These engines are divided into double and single cylinder ,
large size, medium size, and small size, according to the amount
of water each is capable of throwing ; and the following is the
classiiication, together with particulars :—

double
acting Stroke
|Cylinders
Diameter
Stroke
Gallons
per
Pumps
,
Nozzle
HeightDistance
[ Diameter
minute
i
Weight
of. e; ngine

Double Cylinder —
Large size
Medium .
Small .

.
.

,
.

.
.

2 85" 24"
2 8" 18"
2 6£" 18"

2
2
2

ft .
61" 24" 1000 U " 200
H " 18" 750 Iff" 190
4j » 18" 450 1±" 180

1 8£" 24"
] S" 18"
1 61" 18"

1
1
1

61" 24"
H " 18"
4| " 18"

ft .
205
215
200

Dimensions for
shipment

about
58 cwts . 13' 0" x 6' 5" x V 6"
12' 0" xG' 2" x T 4"
50 „
11' 6" x 5' 10" x V 1"
40 „

Single Cylinder —
Large .
Medium
Small .

.

.

.

.

500 if " 180 215 40 „
400 U " 170 190 31 „
250 1" 160 175 25 „

IP 6" x5 ' 10" x7 ' 0"
10' 8" x S' 8" x6 ' 10"
10' 4" x 5' 5" x & 8"

The fittings supplied with each steam fire engine by Merry weather and Sons consist of pressure gauges, 1 copper suction
strainer , 4 copper branch pipes (2 long and 2 short ), 2 standards
for branch pipes, 6 gun metal nozzles, 3 engine lamps with strong
reflectors, water bags for wheels, wrenches for suction and delivery
hose, shifting wrench, set of stoking tools, oil can, set of spare
facings for valves, spare gauge glasses, pole and sway bars for
horses, but no suction or delivery hose.
Messrs. Merry weather and Sons construct their steam fire engines
with the steam cylinders and pumps placed horizontally on strong
Howling angle iron frames , the centres of the cylinders and pumps
being in the same right line with the pump and steam pistons ,
both attached to one solid steel piston rod, and both having conse¬
quently the same stroke . Fig . 40 is an engraving of the engine
as made with double or single cylinders by this firm.
The pumps and steam cylinders are held together by strong
wrought iron stays, which relieve the frame of the engine from
all strain when pumping . The hind axle is placed slightly in
front of the vertical centre line of the boiler , and is bent round so
as to form a segment of a circle in front of it. This disposition of
the axle enables the weights of the cylinders , pumps , and boiler to
be balanced on the hind axle.
The steam slide valves used with their engines are piston valves,
so arranged that a cross head attached to the piston rod , and
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working at one end on a flat twisted spiral bar with the required
amount of turn , actuates , by means of short levers keyed on the
bar , the steam and exhaust slide at the proper moment .
Ey this arrangement they dispense with all fly wheels, cranks ,
&c. ; and by means of the exceedingly simple and efficient con¬
trivance or arrangement of the equilibrium slide valves, they
obtain a ready and sure admission of steam , a sharp exhaust blast ,
and little or no back pressure , the valves being moved with the
greatest ease and certainty .
In the double cylinder engines the slide valves are so set that
each piston brings itself to rest by closing its own steam and
exhaust ports , thus preventing the possibility of striking the
cylinder covers ; the other piston rod then acts upon a valve which
admits steam to the slide which is in a state of rest , causes it to
complete its travel , and reverse the steam to the first cylinder ,
thereby giving the return stroke , and this continues alternately so
long as the steam is allowed to pass into the valve chest. It will
thus be seen that each piston commences its stroke before its
neighbour is brought to rest.
In the single cylinder engines the piston brings itself to rest in
the same manner by momentarily shutting off the steam and
exhaust ports , with the same results as in the double cylinder just
described ; but at the same time it opens a small steam valve,
which completes the stroke of the slide after the piston is brought
to rest , and gives the return stroke . From this it will be seen
that there is no dead point in either class of engine , and that they
can be worked either fast or slow, according to the steam admitted ,
and therefore can never require to be ‘ pinched over,’ as is found
to be the case with single fly wheel engines, and also sometimes
with double cylinder rotating engines. The author has seen
these engines worked so slowly that the motion was barely per¬
ceptible ; and at this rate the stroke would be completed and the
return one commenced with as much ease and certainty as though
it were at full speed, and he has then seen them worked up to 200
strokes per minute .
These engines raise steam from cold water to a working pressure
in from 8 to 9 minutes from lighting the fire, and the steam
is raised whilst the engine runs to the fire, thus doing away with
the necessity of keeping a ring or jets of gas burners constantly
alight in the furnace , which is found necessary with other engines
less capable of raising steam quickly , and thereby saving the
expense. From what has been found as the results of keeping the
gas burning , it does not seem in any way to be more advantageous
than that of using a quick steaming boiler , it having been con¬
stantly found that the engine with the quick steaming boiler and
the fire lighted on receiving the call, arrives at a fire with plenty
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of steam, whilst the cgas burner ’ has to wait some minutes for
steam enough to work with.
In the engines used by Mr. Wm. Eoberts, the cylinder is placed
vertically, and a cross head, keyed to the piston rod, is connected
by side rods to the levers which work the pump pistons. The
cross head works on guide rods attached to the cylinder, and stayed
to the framing of the engine. A short connecting rod, attached
to one of the levers, works the fly wheel and shaft with eccentric
for giving motion to the steam slide, and helps the engine over the
centres.

The following are the particulars of the engines built by Mr. Wm.
Eoberts, taken from the paper on ‘ Steam Fire Engines,’ read by
him before the Society of Engineers on the 5th of October, 1863.
The framing consists of light angle and strip iron, and the hose
box of plate iron ; this is large enough to carry 800 feet of hose,
besides buckets, tools, &c. The driver’s seat will carry 4 branch
pipes and rests, a stand pipe, saw, and other tools, and the tool
box, and the whole of the spanners and tools necessary to take the
pump or engine to pieces, also spare gauge glasses, etc.
The seat is capable of accommodating 16 men, besides the
driver, and the foot plate at least 2 more. Under these seats there
is room for five 6 feet, lengths of suction hose, and three 6 feet
ladders. This is the only steam fire engine that carries ladders.
The shell of the boiler is made of treble refined iron
thick,
the tube plates
thick. The tubes are all best lap welded steam
tubes of No. 11 wire gauge, having one end swelled and screwed
into the tube plates, top and bottom, so that each tube forms a
stay.
The fire box is also composed of best lap welded steam tubes,
the lower ends being screwed into a tube ring, and every alternate
tube going straight up into the boiler, and every other tube bending
inwards and being screwed into a place left for it among other tubes.
The action is this : the feed water goes into the tube ring at the
bottom ; then, rising through the tubes, enters the boiler in forty
places, thus insuring perfect circulation. The steam is taken off
in a similar manner. The water tank is fitted round the boiler,
and is supplied from the main delivery, the quantity being
regulated by means of a ball valve.
The steam cylinder is of the ordinary style, with a plain piston
and slide valve. The cross head is connected with the levers by
means of the rods; these levers, one of which is a bell crank, shown
in the engraving, fig. 33, are securely keyed to the shaft running
through the pump, the short arm of the bell crank lever is con¬
nected by a rod to the fly wheel, and by means of an eccentric on
the shaft motion is given to the slide valve in the usual manner.
Upon the shaft is a cross head, each arm of which is rather less
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than a fourth the length of the lever , so that the stroke of the
pump buckets is rather less than one fourth of the stroke of the
piston ; in each end of the pump , one above and one below, are
the buckets , having a fork to each, which act as guides , and are
connected to the cross head by links . It will readily be seen by
this , that , as the piston travels up and down, the buckets recede
and advance : thus , as the lower bucket rises, it lifts the water
through the upper bucket , and discharges a volume due to the
diameter of the bucket and length of stroke ; upon the return
stroke of the engine the upper bucket rises and delivers its volume
of water , and at the same time fills the lower chamber , ready for
the next stroke of the lower bucket .
It will be seen by this that the water is constantly flowing through
the suction pipes and pump in one unbroken line, giving as much
as 20 per cent , over the theoretical quantity due to the pump when
working with open delivery , and there is very seldom any loss
under 25 lbs. to 30 lbs. per inch. Each bucket is a grating , having
a disc valve of large diameter and small lift, and the buckets , valves,
forks, and links are duplicates of each other . The upper bucket is
readily got at by taking off the air chamber , and the lower one by
taking off the cap at the bottom . Every part of both engine and
pump is easily accessible in case of need , neither the cylinder
cover nor steam jacket being covered.
The engine used by Messrs. J . W. Gray and Son had the steam
cjdinder and pump placed horizontally , with a slotted cross head ,
crank shaft , and fly wheel, very similar to the arrangement em¬
ployed by Messrs. Shand , Mason, and Co., the steam slide being
actuated by an eccentric .
The engine made by Mr. T. \Y. Cowan had the steam piston rod
and pump rod in one, a cross head being keyed on it , and connected
by means of rods to a crank shaft at the back end of the cylinders ,
on which were two balance fly wheels, and the slide valves were
worked by an eccentric . Both cylinders and pumps were placed
horizontally .
*
Steam lire engines may be divided into three classes, slow
running , quick running , and those with the steam piston running
faster than the pumps ; that is to say, those in which the engine
and pump have a long, steady stroke , and are run at from 50 to
100 strokes per minute ; those in which the engine and pump
have a short stroke , and are run rapidly at , say, from 150 to 200
revolutions and upwards in a minute ; and those with the steam
and pump pistons running at different rates . Each of these plans
has its advocates, but it seems that in practice the engine working
at the slower or smaller number of strokes does a greater amount
of work, with a corresponding amount of advantage in durability
of parts , and a far greater freedom from breaking down.
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The long, steady stroke , or slow running engine is to be
preferred in all respects , whilst the third class is also very
successful ; and the author having had numerous and frequent
opportunities of inspecting the working of each plan , at fires
and at trials , cannot arrive at any other conclusion ; and the
superior steadiness in working of the long stroke , or slow running
engine , is very great ; added to which, it is capable of being regu¬
lated with facility, to keep steadily at work when throwing a greater
or less quantity of water, according as the supply may vary, or the
amount required to be thrown be more or less.
It should be remembered that the moving parts of the engine
and pump have to change their direction of motion at the end of
each stroke , and the faster they work the oftener has this to be
done in a given space of time ; consequently the more frequent
change of motion must produce a greater amount of strain and
wear. The ‘Engineer ’ newspaper , in a recent article on steam fire
engines , remarks that ‘ a speed of 220 feet per minute is nothing
for a steam piston , but it is very fast for a water piston intended
for effective pumping .’
This is perfectly correct where proportions are bad, and is found
to be so in practice , especially in the case of single acting pumps
(or those in which the water is forced out by the upward or down¬
ward stroke of the piston ), driven , as is usual in such cases, at some
200 revolutions or upwards per minute ; for it sometimes happens
that the flow of water into the pump is not so rapid as the suction
motion of the plunger , in which case the return stroke is made
partly through a void, or space unoccupied by water , and the piston
comes with a heavy blow on the water contained in the pump
barrel . Ewbank says in his delightful work on Hydraulics , when
speaking of fire engines, ‘we have seen some drawing water through
long suction pipes, and the pumps worked so quickly that the
water certainly had not time to pass through the hose and Jill the
cylinders ere the pistons began to descend.'
This is frequently the means of causing a serious breakdown of
the engine , and also reducing the amount delivered in a given
time ; for though the valves may be so arranged as to open when
the pressure comes on them , yet water being an incompressible ,
nonelastic body, and one which opposes an enormous resistance to
anything like a sudden motion ,—or as the ‘ Engineer ,’ describing
water , expresses it, ‘ nothing can be counted upon for elasticity ,
and but little for momentum ,’—it is evident that the faster the
engine runs under these circumstances , the more serious will be
the damage caused by such an occurrence .
During the late so called ‘ trials ’ at the Crystal Palace in July
1863, with steam fire engines by various makers , both English and
American , the high speed, or quick running , engines caused a good
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deal of trouble ; and one of them , in fetching the water from a
depth , ran so hot in the pumps , that several men of the London
Fire Engine Establishment were employed for some time in pour¬
ing cold water over the pumps to cool them , so as to enable the
engine to get to work ; whilst their unsteadiness and the great
vibration and plunging motion when at work were the common
remark of all present .
There can be little reason, however, to doubt that the quick
running engines by American makers are far superior in all respects
to those of the English makers on the same plan , inasmuch as,
from long practice and a very extended experience under various
circumstances , they have arrived at a proportion of parts which is
found to give the best results in practice ; whilst the general design
of their engines is that best suited to those circumstances under
which they are employed.
Take a common squirt or syringe , with even a tolerably large
hole at the end, and having immersed the end in water , suck or
slowly draw up the piston with a long steady stroke , and it will be
found that the water will follow up the piston , and a full barrel
be the result . Next do the contrary , viz., pull the piston up
quickly or sharply the whole stroke , and what will be the result ?
It will be found that the barrel is not half full, and if the end of
the rod to which the piston is attached be let go, it will be forced
back on the water in the barrel with a tolerably smart shock. Now
this is exactly what takes place in the pumps of a quick running
steam fire engine with bad proportions in ordinary work, and is
the chief cause of their breaking down, from the resistance opposed
by the water to the push of the engine , and the momentum of the
fly wheel, with which all these engines have to be fitted ; and as
they are made light to save weight , without , as a rule , a proper
proportion or analogy being kept up with the other conditions ,
correct principles of construction , durability , and simplicity have
to be sacrificed ; all of which, as before noticed , are to be
considered as of almost the first importance in a steam fire
engine .
The ‘ Practical Mechanic ’s Journal ,’ in speaking of the quick
running engines with vertical cylinders and pumps , says : ‘ It is
impossible to make any steam encine with a vertical cylinder and
piston , if mounted on springs , work evenly or well—no matter to
what purpose the power is applied ; for at each change of stroke
the resistant fulcrum against the steam changes from the inertia
of the engine , phis the spring’s resistance , to the same minus the
latter ’s resistance , or but a fraction of it ; while gravity acts with
the resistance in one half the stroke , and against it in the other ,
so that the engine consumes its power in jumping itself, and by
this deranges all its other motions . (This is proved to be the case
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by the plan adopted in the quick running American engines of
using locking screws, by which the springs are prevented from
acting, and the engine is thus kept steady.) This was found to
be the fatal evil of some of the very earliest locomotive engines
which were made by Sharp, Roberts, and Co., and used for some
time about 1834 or 1835 on the Dublin and Kingstown Railway.
These had vertical cylinders, and they jumped so up and down on
the rails as sometimes to run off, and to so hammer the permanent
way that they were discontinued.’ A moment’s thought will show
the value and superiority in any hydraulic machine of a long stroke

of pump, made at a very moderate velocity; and the superior
durability and freedom from derangement of engines constructed
on this principle is a sufficient proof of its truth .
The advantages of a direct acting steam fire engine, making a
long steady stroke, and a few in a given time, are very great, and
far beyond anything that can be urged in favour of the other class;
for instance, not wanting a fly wheel, crank shaft, and connecting
rod, the weight of these portions, which, whilst they add to the
weight of the engine, cannot in any way add to its strength or
durability, can be far more advantageously employed in adding
strength to the engine by being placed in those parts which are
most subject to strain, and where it is desirable they should be
most free from liability to accident. Again, not having any ‘dead
point,’ as all engines have in which a single cylinder and crank are
employed, the engine is always ready to start without requiring the
use of a bar to pinch her round, and consequently can be started
so gently and slowly as to remove all chance of starting off with
a rush, which so frequently happens with the other class, and is
such a fruitful cause of mischief.
There is no reason, however, why a perfectly efficient and
manageable engine, fitted with a fly wheel, &c., cannot be made;
in fact, such are made and in use in America: and there is no
reason that can be given which would prevent their being made here
if required ; but a very different mode of doing it to that generally
followed must be adopted if a truly reliable and efficient engine is
to be the result. At present the plan introduced by Mr. Roberts
is most successful.
In engines where the suction and delivery are of the same size,
it has been found from carefully conducted experiments, that when
they are run at over 75 to 80 strokes per minute, the small size
of the suction becomes apparent, the loss of water increasing from
5 per cent, upwards as the speed is increased.
M. Morin, in his ‘ Rapport du Jury Central, sur les produits
exposes en 1849’ (vol. ii. p. 14, Paris, 1850), says that the amount
of power lost in lifting and forcing pumps, such as fire engines,
&c., amounts to from 55 to 80 per cent, of the whole! That is to
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say, that of the work developed in pounds raised one foot high by
the motive power in driving the pump , only 45 per cent , in the
best , and 18 per cent , in the worst pumps , is all that is utilised !
taking the water actually raised in pounds , multiplied by the
height to which it is raised in feet. The causes of this loss of
power are owing to, 1st, the small size and peculiar construction of
the valves ; 2nd, the proportion of the sectional area of the barrel
to that of the sectional area of the suction and force pipes ; 3rd ,
to the form of the suction pipe at the end by which the water
enters , and of the force pipe at the end where the water is dis¬
charged ; 4th , to the form of these pipes where they unite with the
barrel ; 5th , to the proportion of the length of the barrel to the
depth from which the water is raised ; 6th , to the roughness of the
interior of the suction and delivery hose.
In order to decide which of the above points causes the greatest
amount of loss, it will be necessary to carry out a series of carefully
conducted experiments expressly directed to this end, so as to be
enabled to ensure their removal . It is evident that the first
cause
may be diminished by increasing the size of the valves, or using
some plan which will diminish the sudden variation in the section
of the stream caused by the valves. This variation is attended by
a corresponding sudden variation of the velocity of the stream , and
involves a loss of power varying as the square of the difference of
the two velocities. This has been fully confirmed by experiment ,
and it will be dependent on the ratios of the sectional areas of the
suction pipe and force pipe to the sectional area of the pump
barrel . Inattention to these proportions is the cause of the second
loss of power. Another cause, to which attention has apparently
not hitherto been directed , is the loss of power due to the com¬
munication of an unnecessary velocity to the water raised . If the
head of water above the piston be considerable however, as in the
force pump , any vis viva which may remain in the water at the
end of the stroke will produce a shock and a corresponding loss of
power. This shock, commonly experienced in the action of force
pumps , is accompanied by a violent and prejudicial action of the
valves, especially when they are made of metal . When the down
stroke of the piston follows so rapidly on the up stroke as to meet
the ascending stream produced by the preceding stroke , the resist¬
ance to its descent is increased , as well as the loss of power due to
the commotion of the particles of the fluid it traverses . Here is
seen the disadvantage of running a pump at high speed, unless very
great attention lias been paid to securing the best proportions
throughout , and from this source a great loss of power is derived .
Pumps working with a long steady stroke are far less likely to
get out ot order, and therefore more certain to give satisfactory
results , for by opening and closing the valves fewer times in the
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course of a minute , there can be no doubt that durability , a most
important feature in a steam fire engine , is considerably increased ;
and for this reason alone , setting aside all others , there can be no
doubt that it far surpasses any other .
The chief sources of the loss of power in fire engines are caused,
1st, by the contraction of the fluid vein in entering the suction
from this into the pumps , and thence into the hose ; 2nd , from
bends and sudden twists, and also sudden changes of form in the
interior passages ; 3rd, from the meeting of two separate currents ,
as by the delivery of two alternate streams into a common passage
from the two pumps ; 4th , from the sudden enlargement of the
water passages ; 5th , to the friction in the tubes and passages.
The effects of mere roughness at high velocities have been greatly
overlooked , and engine makers as well as certain civil engineers
would do well to consult the old experiments of the Chevalier
D’Arcy, who found that the coefficient of resistance might readily
be tripled by this cause.
The inattention of some makers to these points is remarkable
enough , and would lead one to believe they thought (if think they
did ) that water was a highly compressible material , and one that
could be readily squeezed through a keyhole .
In order that the greatest amount of duty from any pump with
a given power may be obtained , a moment ’s consideration will show
that the question of proportion is of vital importance , but in practice
it will be found that this has generally been esteemed by most
makers as a very secondary consideration . This is shown in the
table of proportions worked out from the dimensions furnished by
themselves . It is well known that water is a nonelastic fluid, and
yet it will be seen that the area of the suction by which the water
enters the pump varies from 1 square inch to 1^- square inch of
pump area , up to 1 to 5£ ; and this latter proportion , and others
nearly as bad, are used in quick running engines , where the pump
is filled (?) and emptied more frequently in the same time than a
slower working engine does it in ! This will be easily seen on the
examination of the following table from dimensions supplied by
each maker , but in the case of Koberts ’s engine the slow speed of
the pump piston does away with this disadvantage .
It seems to be an established fact, at least to judge from regular
practice , that in pumping water in large quantities , as in water
works, the best results are obtained by the employment of engines
working at a moderate number of strokes per minute , even though
each stroke is made with a greater velocity of piston than would
be attained by the use of a rotating engine driven at a greater
number of strokes or revolutions ; and that the momentary pause
or stop at the end of each stroke gives the time required to enable
the water to fill all the passages and follow up the piston fully to
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the end of the stroke. This principle was followed by Messrs.
Braithwaite and Ericsson in the first steam fire engine made by
them, with such satisfactory results that they continued to employ
it in the others they made ; and it has been revived and adopted
by Messrs. Merry weather and Sons in the engines made by them,
with equally satisfactory results.
It is continually noticed that the quick running engines used by
the London Fire Engine Establishment give very different results,
when in actual use at fires, to those which the author has seen
attained by them at trials. At trials they are run hard to try to
get the work out of them, but at fires it seems they are never
worked in anything like such a manner. Whether it is that the
men belonging to the establishment dislike to run them hard, or
what it is, is not easily decided, but that they are never worked at
fires with such results as engines by other makers easily attain is
very certain.
The papers constantly remark that, in spite of the presence of
several ‘ powerful land steamers,’ the premises were either ‘ totally
destroyed ’ or ‘ severely damaged.’ If, then, these engines were as
efficient as they ought to be, and are constantly reported by com¬
mittees, &c., how comes it that they are so continually shown to
be little better than a large hand engine? This is said not to
detract from any maker, but simply to announce a fact, as may be
seen any week in any paper, with the view of obtaining a satis¬
factory answer or explanation of these apparent contradictions.
It is believed that the true explanation is, that the principle as
attain
carried out in practice here is wrong, and not calculated to of
the
hands
the
in
when
results
satisfactory
or
either efficient
class of men who work them in general use. No doubt, so long as
they are worked by the hands who have made them, put them
together, and know all about them, they may do better ; but one is
irresistibly led to the conclusion, from what has taken place under
frequent observation, that the English version of quick running
rotating steam fire engines is not calculated to attain satisfactory
results in working, either for efficiency, durability, or the general
requirements which should be sought for in the best steam fire
engine. Of this time will give ample proof ; and modifications
or changes from the present principle and proportions introduced
hereafter must be taken as tacit acknowledgments of the truth of
these remarks.
In practice it is found that an engine making a moderate num¬
ber of long steady strokes in a given time, even with a good velocity
of piston, will give, if the parts throughout are properly propor¬
tioned, far better and more satisfactory results than a short stroked
engine running at a great number of revolutions per minute, even
though the piston travels at a less aggregate velocity. This is
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found to hold good in the case of the pumping engines at water
works, where a long rapid stroke is used, and but very few strokes
made in a given time ; the short pause at the end of each stroke
giving time for the water to fill all the passages, and thus ensure
a solid body of water for the power to work against ; whilst the
wear and tear of working parts must be considerably reduced , from
the less number of times they are passed over, by the direction of
motion being changed .
The capacities of pipes for delivering water vary as the squares
of their diameters , and their delivery about as the square root of
the head minus friction . Water under the most favourable cir¬
cumstances would rise through the atmosphere in a jet to a height
of about two thirds of the head ; that is, from a head of 135' a jet
should rise 90'. Friction would reduce this. Beardmore , in his
hydraulic tables , gives detailed experiments with pipes under
several conditions as to diameter , length of main and head, giving
the height and volume of water discharged . In Preston , with a
head of 110' from a 6" main , during the day with a -J" jet , 57'
was reached in height with 12-5 c. f. discharge , and with a
jet
during the night 64' high was reached with 14-4 c. f. discharge .
In Lancaster , with a head of 225' and an 8" main , with a jet of
1" diameter , water rose to a height of 140' ; and through 100' of
common hose of 3" diameter , a height of 80' was attained .
As a rule , it will be found that the delivery hose used with
steam fire engines is full small, and that better residts would be
obtained by the use of hose of a greater diameter ; but as the
smaller the diameter the greater tire strength , an object of no
small importance when steam fire engines are used, the strength
decreasing as the diameter is enlarged , this disadvantage is tolerated
in preference to that of bursting the larger hose.
This, however, is a reason that cannot be held of much im¬
portance , seeing that the rapid progress being made in all manu¬
factures should enable this difficulty to be overcome, and hose of
the required diameter and strength produced , so as to enable the
power of the engine to be exerted with as little loss and drawback
as possible from this cause.
Another very important point , and one deserving serious atten¬
tion , is that of obtaining a uniform scale of screw threads for the
hose of steam fire engines throughout the kingdom ; for although a
steam fire engine will do good duty through the ordinary hose and
couplings now in use, still it is most desirable to give it every
advantage to do its work well, to obtain the greatest possible results ,
and enable it to perform its duty in the most efficient manner .
An engine may be seriously crippled in its work if used with hose
of too small a diameter , and if attempted under these circumstances
to be run up to its proper power, will quickly burst the hose ; and
r
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if it has to be kept down in its work to avoid this contingency ,
then one of the great advantages of a steam lire engine is sadly
curtailed , or else lost altogether .
The distance and height to which a jet of water can be thrown
by a steam fire engine are influenced by many conditions : the
diameter of the jet , the form of the jet , the diameter of the hose,
the smoothness of its interior , the mode of coupling , the position
of the hose on the ground , its freedom from sharp angles or nips,
&c., all these affect the range most seriously ; but the greatest
impediment , and one which cannot be abolished , is that of the
atmosphere . This, it is generally admitted , increases as the square
of the velocity , and at high pressures does not give proportionate
results to those attained through the same nozzle at a much lower
pressure .
Mr . W. Lee , of the firm of Lee and Larned , the celebrated
steam fire engine makers of New York , states that he finds with
a water pressure of 130 lbs. on the square inch , using a jet or
nozzle of a given diameter , he can obtain as great a distance as
when he uses water at a pressure of 230 lbs. on the square inch
with the same nozzle. At the higher pressure the stream of water
becomes ‘ broken up ,’ and by exposing a greater surface to the air ,
does not go so far.
Theoretically each pound pressure on the square inch in the air
vessel of a fire engine would give two feet, or a little more, in
height of the jet of water ; but in practice this is not accomplished .
A jet of water projected vertically from a vessel in which a con¬
stant level of the water line is maintained , should reach, omitting
atmospheric resistance and friction , to exactly the level of the
water in the vessel, but practically it is found that 0967 of the
height of the head of water over the orifice is the extreme limit .
Such being the case, it is evident that the nearer a fire engine in
practical work is found to approach in height of jet at the pressure
used nearest to the result given above as obtainable with the head
due to it, must be considered to give the most satisfactory results .
Many circumstances in actual working conspire to prevent the
result due to theory being attained . There is first the resistance
of the atmosphere to the passage of the jet ; next , there is the form
of nozzle used, which, if of an improper shape , will reduce the
height or range of the water to an enormous extent ; next , there is
the friction and resistance due to the hose through which the water
passes on its way to the nozzle, which may be greatly increased by
being of an improper diameter , material , or manufacture ; and is
always increased by the length used, and the manner in which it
is laid out .
The loss of power in forcing water through long lengths of leather
or canvas hose has been variously estimated , and experiments have
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been tried to settle this point , but so far as can be found on in¬
vestigating the mode in which they were carried out, the results
are of anything but a satisfactory character , from the omission of
several points required to make them reliable and decided.
From carefully tabulating measured results , and working out a
great number of them , the result seems to show that as a rule a
fire engine does not accomplish when in full work more than from
one half to four sevenths of the theoretic duty in the way of
height and distance that is due to a column or head of water of
the pressure the pump is worked at . The higher the pressure at
which the pump is worked, the more apparent does this discrepancy
become, and instead of obtaining , with a pressure of 120 lbs. on the
square inch , a vertical height of 270 ', which is about the theoretic
height due to that pressure , it will be found that it does not exceed
140', unless everything is under the most favourable conditions .
Again , to double the distance or height within certain limits ,
the pressure requires to be three times as great . It has been found
with a nozzle of 1^" diameter , and a pressure of 60 lbs. on the
square inch , that the stream is thrown to a height of 80' ver¬
tically ; and with a f " nozzle and the same pressure to a height of
90'. With a pressure of 120 lbs. and a nozzle of 1J-" diameter ,
the water has been thrown to a vertical height of 140', in these
cases under the ordinary circumstances of working and weather .
A nozzle of a bad form, or one unsuited to the velocity of the
stream of water , diminishes the height and distance reached by
the water to an almost unknown extent . If the stream becomes
at all spread , so as to present a larger superficies of water than the
sectional area of the nozzle through which it passes, then it will
be found that the range is proportionately diminished ; in fact ,
the moment the water becomes at all spread or divided when
issuing from the nozzle, no matter how close to the nozzle this
division or spreading of the water may take place, it will be found
that the power of the stream is instantly destroyed , and the engine
at once converted into a sort of portable shower bath ; instead of
being , as it is a sine qua non it should be, a machine for throwing
a dense solid body or stream of water to a height or distance with
a great amount of force and effect.
It has been satisfactorily shown and proved by Mr . Scott
Russell , in the practical results of his ‘ wave line ’ system , that for
driving a solid through water at a given velocity, a form of a
character proportioned to that velocity is required , to enable it to
do so with the least resistance to the power applied , and with the
least disturbance to the water . Now as this is required in the case
of a body moving through water , it seems reasonable to suppose
that a similar law must hold good in forcing water , as it may be
termed , through a solid -, or, in other words, to force a jet of
r 2
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water of a given size to a given distance through a hole or nozzle
of a given diameter with a given velocity, there is a peculiar form
of passage or opening which will produce the maximum effect :
that is to say, that by employing a nozzle with the bore so curved
as to present the least resistance to the passage of the water at a
given pressure or velocity (it being of course a sine qua non that the
interior be highly finished as usual ), a clean solid jet may be thrown
further , without becoming broken or spread , than with one which
has the curve of a description less calculated to attain this end,
even though the bore be as highly , or even more highly , finished.
The power of an engine may be uselessly expended in two ways,
each of a most important character , and both requiring the most
careful consideration and attention to diminish them as much as
possible, and each having peculiar difficulties or features of its
own. First , the raising or drawing the water into the pump , from
the source whence it is obtained , will easily and quickly diminish
its useful effect, by requiring the expenditure of power which
should be otherwise employed .
Second, the forcing of the water into the air vessel, whence it
passes through the liose, unless most particularly and carefully
studied and arranged , will swallow up such an amount of power
as will render the engine of but little use in a practical sense. The
position of the air vessel in respect to the pump , and its propor¬
tions , form, and the mode of its attachment , will influence the
results of the working of the engine in no small degree ; and the
proportions and form of the water passages, and the mode in which
the water enters and leaves the air vessel, have also a great and
important bearing on the subject .
Hose badly made , with couplings contracting the water ways,
instead of keeping them the same size as the internal diameter of
the hose itself, and not laid in an even manner and with freedom
from sharp curves or bends, is a very powerful means of neutralising
the effects of the power or force expended on the pumps in forcing
the water into the air vessel.
The form of nozzle by which water is discharged from a force
pump influences largely the amount of the discharge , but it is not
equally well known that the form of the extremity of the suction
pipe by which the water enters has an equal effect in facilitating
its ingress . By M. Eytehvein ’s experiments it appears that by
expanding into a cone that extremity of the pipe by which the
water enters , the diameter of whose wider end is 1-2 times that
of the other , the contraction of the vein may be nearly destroyed ,
the coefficient of the ingress being increased from -62 to '967. An
analogous result may be produced by expanding the extremity by
which the water is discharged . By uniting these expedients , a
discharge may be obtained which is greater than that due to the
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section of the pipe ; practically converting the contraction into an
expansion of the fluid vein . If the length of the intervening pipe
be nearly equal to its diameter , the coefficient of this expansion
will be 1-35 ; if it be the length of sixty times the diameter , it will
be I ' ll .
By increasing the capacity of a pipe , an enormous gain is secured
in the transmission of water , as the friction is so much diminished .
The friction in a small tube of, say, one inch in diameter is so great ,
that one of twice the diameter will deliver jive times the quantity .
A smooth leaden pipe will thus convey or deliver more water than
a wooden pipe of the same capacity ; and it is a well established
fact that the flow of water in pipes of any diameter will be sensibly
affected by any proportionate roughness of the interior .
The pumps used in steam fire engines and engines for projecting
water are of several kinds and varieties , each of which is assumed
to possess various advantages of greater or less importance ; but
with them , as with all kinds of machines , it will be found that the
simplest are the best and most durable , two most important and
desirable qualifications in a steam fire engine .
Pumps have been and are placed in a variety of positions, more
especially the forcing pumps employed in steam fire engines , where
they are placed in accordance with the ideas of each maker for the
best position for work. The vertical position seems to have been
the original one adopted in manual engines , and is adhered to at
the present day, though both inclined , horizontal , and nearly hori¬
zontal have been used at an early date . From this , no doubt , it
has been assumed that a pump should be kept in a vertical position ,
whether worked by hand or steam power.
The steam fire engine , on the contrary , both in England and
America, was originated and made with the pumps in a horizontal
position ; and though they have been and are made with the pumps
in almost all other positions, the horizontal system still keeps its
place , and is found to yield most satisfactory results .
Against the vertical or inclined position it has been urged that
the sand and grit get lodged between the packing of the pump
piston and the barrel of the pump , in consequence of the water
being both above and below it ; and it is known that in practice
such does occur, and that engines have been stopped thereby .
Another objection is, that when run hard or up to its speed, the
engine becomes very unsteady , shaking and jerking about in a
most unsightly manner , so much so as to become very inconvenient
in working , and more liable to a breakdown in consequence. The
author has' seen engines on this plan become so lively when work¬
ing as to cause all the bystanders to withdraw to a respectful dis¬
tance for fear of an accident .
It has been urged against the horizontal pump of a fire engine,
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that from its position it permits the sand or grit brought up with
the water to deposit or settle on the lower side of the pump barrel ,
and thus cause the piston when working to grind or tear it up .
Such may possibly be the case, unless the pump be specially
designed to avoid this drawback ; and it seems that this can be
overcome, for a short time since the author had an opportunity
of examining the pump of the well known engine ‘ Torrent ,’ which
had worked at some hundred fires in London , besides continual
drills and exhibitions to parties desirous of seeing it work during
a period of over two years, and he was surprised to see the excel¬
lent condition it was in, and the perfect freedom from any cutting
or damage presented by it.
This engine has worked with all kinds of water in various parts
of London and the country , and on a great many occasions in the
presence of the author , with water of anything but a promising
character ; and he feels satisfied, from all he has seen and known ,
that by this arrangement all difficulties of this kind have been got
over. There can be no doubt that the lubrication of the pump
piston is a most important feature , and he has seen the great
difference in the working of the engine , when having the piston
lubricated , and when worked without having this attended to ,
especially if the engine has been several days without going out.
The remarks on the pump pistons of the manual engine , and the
difference of friction when lubricated with proper material , amply
prove this .
The pumps used by Merry weather and Sons are double acting
horizontal on the principle of De la Hire , and embody several im¬
provements for which they obtained a patent in the year 1861.
The pumps are composed entirely of gun metal , with the suction
and delivery valves placed at each end below the pump barrel ,
those for tbe suction being placed at the top , and those for the
delivery at the bottom , so that the grit and sand which are found
so troublesome in the ordinary vertical pumps when allowed to get
on both sides of the piston , are discharged by the next stroke .
The valves, which are of the hinged class, are made very long,
have very little rise, and are placed obliquely , the clacks beingmade of gun metal faced with indiarubber : tbe valves and seats
are complete in themselves , and can be readily withdrawn for
examination , and replaced without rejointing in the course of a
few minutes .
The pump piston , which forms the chief claim to novelty , has an
annular space between the two cup leathers , which is capable of
holding about J-th of a pint of oil, and will well and effectually
lubricate the pump and piston during ten hours ’ work. The ad¬
vantages of this arrangement are so obvious as to need no further
comment and on referring to the remarks just made on the friction
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of pumps of manual engines, and the value of lubrication , ample
proof of this will be found.
The pump used by Mr . Roberts , and patented in 1860, consists
of a cylinder or barrel , cast in one length , so as to receive a
bucket or piston near each of its two ends, the portion in which
each works being truly bored. Motion is given to the two pistons
or buckets by means of a rocking shaft, which passes through the
barrel between the two pistons ; and in the portion which is in the
cylinder or barrel there are two arms projecting , one on each side,
to which two links are attached by pins . The other ends of these
links are jointed to the piston or bucket rods, the lower ends of
which are formed with horns or double projections , one set of
which is guided by sliding on the shaft , and the other pair are
guided by sliding on a boss on the shaft. The horns or projections
are made in such manner as to aid in guiding each other . At the
end of the cylinder to which the suction pipe is attached there is
a grating , and each bucket consists of a grating covered with a
flexible disc of vulcanised indiarubber or other suitable material .
The pumps used by Messrs. Shand , Mason, and Co. are of the
bucket and plunger kind , as described in the vertical engine of the
patent of 1863 ; and in the horizontal pumps , which are double
acting , the ordinary leather packed pistons are used.
The pistons of the pumps used by English makers are some
fitted with metallic packing and others with leather packing ; and
so far as experience in working has yet gone, it seems that the
leather well lubricated gives the best results .
The pump of the ordinary manual engine has this great advan¬
tage , that the water never passes the top of the piston , or gets on
both sides of it ; consequently it is in a constant state of lubrication
from the oil placed on its top , and free from fouling with grit or
sand between the packing of the piston and the barrel of the
pump , by which means it is estimated that at least 20 per cent ,
of the labour in working the engine is saved, and made available
in forcing the water , instead of being consumed in overcoming the
drag and friction that would otherwise exist.
That this is the case is evident if it be remembered how greatly
the friction is reduced between two rubbing surfaces when a lubri¬
cant of the proper character is employed between them . It has
been found that the coefficient of the friction of leather on gun
metal without any lubrication is 0-56 ; with water 0-36 ; when
greased and with water 0-23 ; and when lubricated with oil it is
reduced to 0T5 .
The pumps employed in engines used for projecting water are
of several kinds , and may be divided into three principal classes—
reciprocating , rotary , and semi rotary ; each of these being divisible
into several varieties .
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The reciprocating PUMPS are single acting or double acting .
The single acting pump draws, or allows the water to enter the
barrel at one stroke , and forces it out at the next ; and two of
these pumps are generally combined in ordinary practice , as in
the case of the common manual engine .
The double acting pump , as its name implies , forces out the
water at each up and down stroke , or backward and forward
movement of the piston , the water following the piston and filling
the barrel as each movement is made, but changing its direction of
motion at each stroke to either end of the barrel , one pump in this
case producing the result which requires the employment of two
single acting , all dimensions and circumstances being similar .
The rotary pump theoretically produces the best effect, as from
the water rushing continuously in one direction , without change of
motion , into one fixed opening , whilst it is forced continuously out
at another , there is the least loss of power or time in moving it.
The semi rotary pump removes some of the mechanical difficulties
of the rotary , but is still liable to most of its objections , being less
durable than a common pump , and expensive to repair .
The single acting reciprocating pump is either a piston or a
plunger , the piston being the most ancient , and in the form of the
syringe employed in common use for many hundreds of years
before the birth of Christ . The syringe or cylinder and solid piston ,
used to force or throw water , has been attributed to Ctesibius, who
lived in the second century before Christ ; but this is an error , for
it was known to, and described by, philosophers who lived centuries
before him . Theophrastus , Anaxagoras , Democritus , Leucippus ,
Aristotle , and their pupils , were well acquainted with it ; and there
is little doubt but that it was originated in Egypt . Herodotus ,
in describing some peculiarities of the Egyptians , speaks of their
filling syringes and injecting their contents when embalming the
bodies of the dead.
The Hindoos , whose customs and manners have experienced but
little change during the lapse of thousands of years, employ the
syringe in their religious ceremonies, whence it may be inferred that
its use with them is of very remote antiquity , seeing that they are so
attached to the customs of their ancestors, and so averse to change .
A hand squirt or syringe , fitted with a single valve, is figured in
4Arts et Metiers ,’ section ‘ L’exploiter des Mines ,’ and spoken of
as a Dutch invention .
The plunger pump is of very ancient date , being figured and
described by Hero in his ‘ Spiritalia .’ In Commandine ’s transla¬
tion of the work, published in 1583, will be seen a fire engine with
two working cylinders fitted with plungers .
The plunger pump was patented in 1675 by Sir Samuel More¬
land ; and in 1681 he used an engine , fitted with two or more of
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his pumps , at Windsor , where he drew the water from the Thames,
and forced it in a continual stream to the top of the Castle, and
according to Dr. Hutton ‘sixty feet higher ,’ the king and many of
the nobility being present .
The double acting pump , which by means of a single piston in
a single cylinder produces the effect of two cylinders , each fitted
with a single acting piston , so far as can be ascertained , belongs to
M. De la Hire , a Frenchman , who, according to Professor Milling¬
ton , invented , or introduced it to public notice in 1686.
In the cMechanic ’s Magazine ’ for 1833, Mr . Wm . Baddeley gave
a sketch and description of his arrangement of De la Hire ’s double
acting pump , as a very compact manual engine ; the piston was
to be fitted with metallic packing , the valves to be also of metal ,
and no leather to be used about the engine . It is used with single
or double piston, and made with a single or double barrel : of the
various plans adopted , the simplest will be found the best ; and
there can be no doubt that the single solid piston in one barrel ,
with each side of the piston alternately drawing and forcing, will
be found the most economical in maintenance , and not the least
efficient in duty , particularly if care and attention be paid to the
proper area, form, and length of the water ways. This pump was
repatented in the year 1859 by the country pump maker before
alluded to.
Some of these pumps are made with four pistons , two rods, and
two barrels ; others with two barrels and one piston in each, com¬
bined so as to form one pump ; others again are made with a
bucket and plunger , a cross breed between a lift and force pump ;
others again with two pistons on one rod at some distance apart ,
the water entering between the two and passing alternately through
valves in either piston , and being forced out at the return stroke
by each.
The bucket and plunger pump combined, in one or two barrels ,
appears to -be of modern origin, and the author ’s researches show
that it was originated about the commencement of the present
century ; for he finds that the plan of a double barrelled pump ,
with a solid piston in one cylinder and a bucket with the valve
opening upwards or towards the cross head which worked the two
pistons in the other , was invented by the late Kichard Trevethick ,
the well known engineer , and a sketch of it will be found in
Ewbank ’s ‘ Hydraulics .’
In the year 1820 Mr. Jacob Perkins patented a pump which
could be used as a lift , force pump , or fire engine . It had a
trunk and piston working in one barrel , and was what is known
as a ‘ bucket and plunger pump .’ In the same patent the arrange¬
ment now adopted in the ‘ hand pump ,’ as it is termed , is shown.
Drawings of both these are given in his specification for that year .

I
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Mr . John Bourne , in his ‘Recent Improvements in the Steam
Engine ,’ pronounces the invention of the bucket and plunger
pump to belong to a Mr . David Thomson of the Richmond water
works, who invented it in 1845 ; but a few moments ’ study of Mr .
Perkins ’ patent drawings will show that it was brought forward
just a quarter of a century before.
Ewbank , speaking of these ‘ bucket and plunger ’ pumps , says :
‘ They

are

more

complex , less

efficient , and

more

difficult

to keep

in order and to repair ’ than the ordinary pumps ; ‘ the friction of
the plunger and sucker is much greater than that of the piston of
an ordinary double acting pump of the same dimensions , and the
latter discharges double the quantity of water ; for although double
acting , the effect of these pumps is only equal to single acting
ones. For the above reasons they have, we believe, become
obsolete, or nearly so.’
The employment of two pistons in one barrel is not a modern
invention , for a sketch of one will be found in Besson’s ‘ Theatre
des Instruments ,’ published in 1579. It is so arranged that when
one piston is descending , the other is rising and forcing out the
water .
In 1673 Dr. Conyers proposed, in vol. i. of the ‘ Abridgement of
the Philosophical Transactions ,’ a pump with two pistons working
in the same barrel , fixed on the same rod.
A Mr . Taylor , of Southampton , about 1780 brought out a pump
of this kind , but each piston was attached to a separate rod.
In 1793- 4 a pump composed of two barrels , both of them
forming a part of the column of water to be raised , connected to¬
gether by a crooked tube of equal diameter , out of which the lower
piston rod passed through a stuffing box into the air, as did the
upper piston rod where the column leaves the pump to pass up¬
ward, was made in Paris .
The two pistons fixed to the rods were of the bucket kind , made
as thin and light as possible ; their valves opening upwards, and
their motions being such generally that when one of them was
drawn up , the water rose through the other then descending . But ,
according to the description , ‘ here lies both the novelty and utility
of this machine ; these upward and downward motions are not
reciprocal . Both pistons fall faster than they rise, and thus leave
an interval of time , when they both rise together , during which
their valves respectively close by their own weight before the
column of water falls upon them —in such manner , indeed , that
the column never falls at all . By this important arrangement the
work is constantly going on, and no commotion occurs to absorb
power uselessly, or to destroy prematurely the machine .’
The double piston pump as used in steam fire engines is not a
recent invention : two of them , namely , Hedderwick ’s and Franklin ’s,

i
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are old ; Franklin ’s having been awarded a prize by the Society of
Arts , and will be found described in the ‘ Trans .’ vol. xxxiii. It
seems that the double piston pumps , as originally made, had the
piston rods fastened on one side of the pistons, by which means
the pull was an unequal one ; but in the pump of Hedderwick ,
above named , they were attached to the centre of the piston , the
lower piston rod passing through the centre of the upper piston ,
on which the piston rod was attached to a fork, bent sufficiently
on one side not to touch the rod of the lower piston , but allow it
to work clear.
On the top of the pump and on opposite sides were placed two
standards , on each of which a brake or handle worked as in an
ordinary pump ; to the inside end of each a piston rod was attached ;
on the top of each handle , rising straight up from just over the
pin or fulcrum on which the handle worked, was a straight horn
or spur, a little longer than the distance from the fulcrum to the
piston rod ; and from one horn to the other a link or short con¬
necting rod was placed , working on a pin at the end of each horn .
Ey this means it followed that on moving either handle the link
transmitted the motion to the other handle and piston also, thus
enabling both pistons to be worked by either one or both of the
handles .
When one of the handles was moved doiumvards the piston
attached to that handle was raised , lifting the water that was above
it, at the same time lifting the other handle through the link
before described , and depressing its piston so that the space above
it became filled with water . On raising the handle again it
depressed the handle it had just raised , lifting the piston and the
water which had passed through the valves in the top piston then
descending , and so at each stroke this process was repeated , and
an almost regular stream of water produced .
It will be seen from this that with an equal diameter of barrel ,
the same length of stroke , and making a similar number of strokes
in a given time , such a pump should do just double the work of
an ordinary single piston pump . It appears , however, that when
the inventor submitted it to the Society of Arts, they appointed a
committee of practical men to test it , and it was found, after being
tested in every way possible, that it actually raised two and a half
times the quantity that a perfectly similar pump , only using a single
piston , did under exactly similar circumstances . They also stated
that it did not require double the power, as the flow of water being
continuous and not interrupted , it was much easier to continue the
motion when once commenced than to renew it perpetually as in
the pump with one piston only.
The next double piston pump is that of Franklin , which had
a different mode of giving motion to the pistons, and is thus
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described . In the barrel of the pump are the two pistons , each
fitted with valves opening upwards , and the piston rod of the top
valve comes out through a stuffing box on the top of the barrel ,
and the rod of the bottom piston comes out through a similar box
at the bottom . The barrel of the pump is fastened to a board, and
on the end of each piston rod is attached a friction wheel working
in guides, so as to keep them in the centre of the line of suction .
To the upper end of the board is attached an ordinary pump
handle , connected at the end by means of slings with the rod of
the top piston ; and from a point at an equal distance on the other
side of the fulcrum a connecting rod descends to join the rod of
the lower piston .
It will be evident from this that when the handle or lever is
lifted the upper piston will be pressed down, and at the same time
the lower piston is lifted up its valves become closed, and the
water forced through the valves in the upper piston and out
through the discharge pipe, this pump being arranged as a fire
engine . When the handle is pressed down the upper piston is
raised with its valves closed, and the lower piston descends, its
valves opening to admit water to fill the space caused by the two
pistons receding from each other . The peculiar advantages of the
double piston pump are, that with a twelve inch stroke it dis¬
charges a quantity of water equal to twenty four inches of barrel
or cylinder , and so on in this proportion , always doubling the
length of stroke , whatever that length may be, thus giving a pro¬
duct equal to two common pumps of the same stroke and capacity
of cylinder .
In the year 1835 Mr. Downton , of Blackwall , patented his well
known pump , which is used both as a lift pump and a fire engine
or force pump . In this plan he used ‘ three or more working
boxes, pistons , or valves in a pump case or cylinder , whereby a
continued jet or stream is procured by the ordinary winch move¬
ment ,’ but this had been done some years before his patent was
taken out .
In some of the American steam fire engines double barrelled
pumps are used , fitted with four pistons , each of which has two
indiarubber valves ; each piston rod being attached to one end of
a cross head , and the piston of the single steam cylinder is firmly
fastened to the middle of the cross bead ; the pumps being placed
one over the other , and with the steam cylinder bolted down to
the framing in a horizontal position .
The rotary pump is, comparatively speaking , of a more modern
date than the others named , but it is of far less extended applica¬
tion . In the collection of mechanical models and inventions made
by M. Serviere , of Lyons, who was born in 1593, was the model of
a rotary pump , consisting of two cog wheels in an elliptic case,
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geared into one another , just as was used by Murdoch in 1799 for
his rotary steam engine , and by the Americans in their steam fire
engines at the present date . This pump will be found described
in a little book published in 1719 by the grandson of M. Serviere,
entitled ‘Recueil d’Ouvrages curieux de Mathematique et de
Mechanique , ou description du Cabinet de M. Grrollier de Serviere ,
avec des figures.’ How much older than the time of Serviere this
pump may be, is not known ; and it is said that Ramelli has
described them in his work.
An old work called cMathematical Recreations ; or, a Collection
of sundrie excellent Problems out of ancient and modern Philo¬
sophers, written first in Greek and Latin , lately compiled in
French by H . Van Etten , and now in English , London 1674,’ shows
a rotary pump similar to that of Serviere ’s, which is called ea most
soveraign engine to cast water high and far off to quench fires ; ’
and as the work is a compilation from ancient and modern
philosophers , it is just as likely to be of very ancient as recent
origin . In the same work a figure of the goose neck as now used
is given .
The centrifugal pump appears to have been invented in the
early part of the eighteenth century , by M. Le Demour , who used
a straight tube placed in an inclined position, and firmly attached
to three pieces of wood projecting from an upright shaft or spindle ,
which was rapidly revolved by a handle at the top. A description
of this pump will be found in the ‘ Machines Approuve ,’ tome vi.
of the French Academy, to which a description of it was furnished
in 1732 by M. Le Demour .
This pump , or rather its arrangement , has been frequently im¬
proved and varied by different persons. Barker ’s mill has been
used as a centrifugal pump , and this was further improved in the
early part of the present century by making the cross arms only
revolve, the rest or lower part of the pipe remaining stationary .
This arrangement was brought under the notice of the French
Academy in 1816.
Dr. West proposed to wind two tubes round a vertical shaft ,
making the upper portion act as the pump , and the lower part as
the mill to turn the whole round . A reservoir was provided on
the shaft , into which the top end of the lower tube was inserted ,
so that the water could run out through it , whilst the lower end
of the top tube dipped into the basin , and the water ran into it
from another pipe , so that part of the water was raised by the
lower part of the pipe and discharged or driven out by the upper
portion , or the upper portion might be carried through the lower
pipe and raise the water direct from the lowest point .
The arrangement of fans or blades revolving rapidty in a box or
case, for lifting or forcing water , seems to have been brought forward
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by Hornblower in 1798 and 1805, who used it for a steam engine .
As employed or made by some makers in England , the form was
originated by an American , and afterwards patented in England
by several persons , each of whom introduced some slight variation
in the construction . A great deal of rivalry has been existing
amongst these persons, and numerous trials and experiments have
been made ; but the results have been anything but satisfactory ,
so far as affording reliable data goes, and it is constantly found
that the results of the ‘ experiments ’ do not accord with those
obtained in 4practice ’ or regular work.
From the celebrated ‘pump experiments ’ tried with two of this
description of pump at the International Exhibition of 1862, it is
stated by one experimentalist that the result of the trial of the first
was that it gave 80 per cent , of the indicator horse power employed,
and the second 53-§- per cent , of the indicator horse power ; and by
the other experimentalist that it was 83-18 per cent , for the latter .
Rotating fans or blowing machines , from which no doubt this
sort of pump was derived , were used by the Spaniards in Peru in
1545 ; but as they are used in China, wdiere change is so little
known , it is highly probable that they are of very ancient origin .
Ewbank says of them : 4Such pumps are in their construction
simpler than other rotary ones ; besides which, no particular accu¬
racy is required in fitting their working parts ; nevertheless , they
are as liable to derangement as others .’
The semi rotary pump is uncertain in date , but it seems that
several modifications of it were proposed in the sixteenth century .
A drawing of such a pump is given by Belidor in his 4Architecture
Ilydraulique ,’ vol. i., in which the case in which the piston recipro¬
cates forms a considerable portion of a circle, and a valve is shown
in the piston .
Bramah patented this sort of pump in 1793 for use as a fire
engine , using two reciprocating pistons with a clack valve in each,
the pistons being keyed on a central shaft and working in a short
case. Barton brought out a fire engine on this principle , but he used
a single piston reciprocating above the shaft instead of -below it .
In 1782 James Watt patented a similar arrangement for a steam
engine ; and Ericsson , in America , has used it for the same purpose .
Several of these engines, it is believed , were fitted on board Ame¬
rican steam ships , and it is thought that some are still in use.
The valves used for the suction and delivery by the builders of
steam fire engines in England are both metal , plain or faced with
indiarubber or leather , and indiarubber ; the former being em¬
ployed by Messrs. Merryweather and Sons, and the latter by
Messrs. Shand , Mason, and Co., Mr. Roberts , and Mr . Gray .
The suction and delivery valves used by Messrs. Shand , Mason,
and Co. consist of indiarubber discs of about 2{" diameter in their
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small engines , with ■
§■
" lift , giving an area of about 21 □ and
there are seven of these for the suction . Those for the delivery
are six in number , giving an area of about 18
and in all other
respects the same as the suction .
For their large double cylinder engines the same kind of valve
is used, with a lift of f " , giving an area of 12T41 □ the suction
valves being the same in all particulars .
The suction and delivery valves employed by Messrs. Merry weather and Field are made of gun metal , indiarubber faced, or
else of faced gun metal only, as required .
Owing to the comparatively slow speed at which their engines
are run to throw the given amount of water , they are enabled to
use the inclined hinged clack valve, which has been found to be
the best for keeping clear of mud , dirt , &c. These valves are
faced with indiarubber , and, together with their gun metal seats,
can be removed for inspection and replaced in a few minutes ,
without rejointing or loss of time .
At each end of the valve chambers are moveable covers, of a
triangular form, as shown in the engravings of their engines , which
have grooved recesses in them , into which leather washers are
placed . These grooves and washers correspond with the raised
faces on the valve chambers; and on screwing up these covers a
perfect joint is made, no matter how often they may be removed—
an operation , however, which practice shows is seldom necessarj '.
The suction and delivery valves employed by Mr. Koberts are
vulcanised indiarubber discs,
in thickness , 7f " in diameter ,
with a lift of
, giving an area of 12T7
both suction and
delivery being the same.
The employment of metallic valves in engines or pumps used in
forcing water is by no means of recent date , for although patented
by Simpkin in 1792, force pumps with metal valves were de¬
scribed by Hero of Alexandria , who lived in the second century
B.c. They were used also in fire engines at that date , and conical
metallic valves were also used by Ctesibius of Alexandria , who
flourished at the same period .
Flexible valves made of leather in the form of discs covering the
passages by which the water enters , and rising by the influx of it,
are old ; for in Agricola ’s work ‘ De Re Metallica ’ there is an en¬
graving of some pumps in which the piston is perforated with cir¬
cular holes for the passage of the water , and a clack or disc is
shown which lies loosely over the apertures , and is kept in its
place by the piston rod which passes through the centre and allows
it to rise and fall when the pump is at work.
Mr . Bourne , in his ‘ Recent Improvements in the Steam Engine ,’
says that valves of this description were first introduced by Mr .
Edward Ilumphrys , the well known engineer , but he gives no date
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for their introduction . The perforated plate valve, covered
by a disc or sheet of flexible material , such as leather , was used
by M. Letestu in his manual engines exhibited in 1855 at the
Paris Exhibition , and has been introduced into use in English
steam fire engines . The same kind of valve has long been used
in steam ships, and also in some of the steam fire engines of
American make .
A steam fire engine should always be provided with the follow¬
ing fittings , all of the best quality , and put on in the most correct
and reliable manner :—The boiler should be provided with two
safety valves, levers, and spring balances , and the valves should be
carefully fitted . It is most important that they should be so con¬
structed as to be free from any liability to stick (valves made of a
semicircular form, with the convex side on the seat, will be found to
give good results in working ), at the same time arranged so as not
easily to be loaded above the proper working pressure ; and they
should be fitted with a ferrule , or in such a manner in connection
with the spring balance as to prevent their being screwed down to
a greater pressure than that decided on as the proper one for
working ; and a severe penalty should be strictly enforced wherever
any attempt can be detected to carry a greater pressure by weight¬
ing or holding down the levers, or the valves are attempted to be
tarhpered with. There should be a steam pressure gauge also attached
to the boiler ; but two, one facing the stoker and the other the
engineman , will be found a more convenient and satisfactory
arrangement . The two best descriptions of gauges are those of
Bourdon or Schaffer.
A glass water gauge should be provided , which should be so
placed as to come on the side where the engineman stands , so as
to be visible both to him and the stoker without their having to
shift their positions to inspect it . It is desirable to see that the
cock at the lower part of the glass where it enters the boiler is
attached in such a manner as to leave sufficient water to cover
those portions exposed to the direct heat of the fire, when the
water just shows in the bottom of the tube . Instances have oc¬
curred where this cock has entered the boiler at too low a point ,
and left too little water in the boiler when worked at a low part
of the gauge , which conduces in no small degree to the injury of
the boiler, and increases the liability to explosion from overheat¬
ing . All the handles about the gauge should be of hard wood
rather than metal , as being more readily handled when the engine
is at work.
In addition to this glass water gauge , there should be at least
tivo gauge cocks, one placed about one inch and a half below and
the other the same distance above the intended working level of
the water in the boiler, as a safeguard in case the glass tube breaks ,
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and also to be frequently tried whilst the engine is at work, as a
check on the glass, which may sometimes get choked and fail to
indicate the true level, even though it be frequently blown through
whilst at work. These cocks should also have wooden handles .
It is desirable that the boiler be provided with three blow off
cocks, placed at equal distances round the circumference of the
lowest part of the water space, in order that in blowing out more
of the deposit may be removed at a time and in a more even
manner than will be found to be the case where only one blow off
cock is used. A surface blow off cock, especially in those boilers
where there is a very small water content , will prove a great assist¬
ance in preventing or diminishing priming , especially if it be so
fitted as to take the water from a large part of the surface. The
outlet of this cock should be so arranged as to blow on to the
ground , or into the bunkers , and thus prevent any chance of
frightening the horses that may be passing at the time , as it will
be found impossible so to regulate this needful operation , if the
water gets dirty or the boiler starts priming , that there shall be
none of them in the way.
The ‘ blower ’ or steam jet in the funnel , to be used for drawing
up the fire and raising steam quickly , should be fitted to every
engine . It is probable that a ‘ ring jet ’ would be found more
efficient than the single opening through which the steam passes
in ordinary practice , as it would tend from its numerous small
openings, each forming an independent jet , to displace a larger
amount of air from the furnace , and would, besides, be found to
make less noise when in operation , this latter being a rather desir¬
able point at times .
It maybe here remarked , that the employment of a jet of steam
to blow up a fire by causing a draft up the chimney , and which has
been claimed by Mr. Goldsworthy Gurney and others as their in¬
vention during the present century , was known to the ancients ,
who employed the aeolipile for this purpose ; and Rivius, in his
book, gives engravings of some applied to this end. In the
seventeenth century the aeolipile was ‘ commonly made use of in
Italy to cure smoky chimneys ; for being hung over the fire, the
blast arising from them carries up the loitering smoke along with
it .’ For this purpose , when filled with water, they were either
placed on the fire or hung over it by a cross handle . iEolipiles
have been found in Pompeii and Herculaneum , which had appa¬
rently been applied to this purpose .
There should also be a pressure gauge so placed as to readily
show the pressure of the water against which the pumps are working , and small pet cocks at each end of the pump barrel will be
found useful in assisting the engine to fetch its water easily when
lifting from a depth .
Q
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Priming cocks should be placed at each end of the steam cylinder
to allow condensed steam and water to escape, and grease cocks or
their equivalent for permitting the lubrication of the slides and
pistons should never be omitted . The importance of and benefits
to be derived from an easy and thorough lubrication of steam and
pump pistons, and steam slides, are not sufficiently appreciated as
a rule , but daily and extending experience shows it most unmistake ably . All those portions where oil syphons can be applied for
lubricating the rubbing surfaces should be carefully fitted with
them , and constant care and attention should be given to keep
them in a state of thorough efficiency. It is desirable to carry
spare portions of the fittings in the lockers of the engines, such as
glass gauge tubes and packing rings , a spare pump valve or two,
spare washers and split pins where used, a few bolts and nuts , and
such other small matters as experience shows to be most likely to
be found wanting during working . The spanners , hammer , files,
and other tools usually required about an engine should not be
left behind , and due provision of oil and tallow should never be
forgotten .
When by wear or any other cause a tube bursts or fails in the
ordinary tubular boiler, it will be necessary to draw the fire, and
empty the water out of the boiler , so as to get at the ends of the
tube , when it can be removed and a fresh one substituted . It will
be found exceedingly difficult, nay, almost impossible , to do any thiog in the way of plugging the tube whilst the fire is in or the
steam up, on account of the small space there is for performing
the operation ; and it will generally be found the best plan to
have the tube replaced at once. If, however, it should be of such
importance that the tube must be plugged , a couple of good hard
wood plugs , with a moderate taper , may be driven tightly in, one at
each end of the tube , as a ‘ makeshift ,’ and to enable the engine
to keep going for a while.
Should a tube fail in the Field boiler, which is one of the tubu lous kind , a fresh tube can be quickly inserted , almost as quickly as
it could be plugged . It is only necessary to draw the fire, let out
the water as in the other , and on opening the boiler , two or three
blows on each side of the end of the tube in the tube plate will
so loosen it that it can be driven out into the fire box, and a
new tube at once put in , and set up by a few blows on a drift in¬
serted in the end of the tube , which makes all tight and sound
again in a few minutes ; whilst, if it should be preferred to plug it
instead of removing the damaged tube , a hard wood plug can be
driven in, the hand hole cover be put on again , the boiler filled
up, and the fire started .
Where , however, any serious damage has been done, or the in¬
jury is of such a character that it cannot easily be rectified by
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those in the neighbourhood , it will be the wisest and cheapest course
either to send the engine at once to the makers , or else give such
plain information to them as will enable the proper person and
materials required to be sent , and the engine put to rights as
quickly as possible and without loss of time .
In many cases it may happen that the regular makers of these
engines reside at great distances from the place where they are
in use, and as it will often happen that what may be required to
be done in the way of repair or adjustment is of too slight or simple
a character to render it desirable either to send the engine that
distance , or make it worth while to have a skilled workman sent to
the place ; to prevent the delay and expense attendant on either
course, it is desirable , therefore , if there be any one ordinarily
skilled in mechanics, or moderately acquainted with them and of
an ingenious turn , that he should study their principles , mode of
construction , &c., by which means it will be found that he can
easily put such matters right .

CHAPTER XI .
TRIALS OF STEAM FIRE ENGINES.
The

following

pages

contain

the public

competitive

trials

of steam

fire engines that have taken place in Europe , with the originators
of them , the prizes contended for, the results of the trials , the
awards, and the particulars of the engines and names of the
builders .
The first public competitive trial of steam fire engines in England
was that at the International Exhibition of 1862, when three
steam fire engines, by English makers , were tried in Hyde Park ,
the prize being a medal .
This competition was got up by the jury of Class VIII . of the
Exhibition .
The second public competitive trial was the celebrated affair
at the Crystal Palace in 1863, during the month of July , in which
three days were occupied. Ten engines by English and American
makers competed , which were divided into two classes : 1st class,
large engines not exceeding 60 ewts., and 2nd class, not exceeding
30 cwts. In the 1st class the best engine was to get 250L, and
the next 100?. In the 2nd class the best was to get 250?., and
the next 100?.
Q 2
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This affair was got up by those connected with the London Fire
Engine Establishment .
The next public competitive trial was that at Middleburg in 1864,
when the prizes were a gold medal and 500 francs for the best
engine , and a silver medal and 200 francs for the next best engine .
Two English engines competed .
This affair was got up by the Dutch Society of Arts.
The fourth public competitive trial was that at Rotterdam in
the same year , got up by the Town Council, in order that they
might purchase the best engine for the use of the town. Two
English engines competed .
The fifth public competitive trial was that at Cologne in 1865,
when the only prize contended for was a money one of 500 thalers
for the best steam fire engine.
This affair was got up by the parties connected with an Inter¬
national Exhibition held there .
Four engines competed , two English , one American , and one
German made in Hamburg .
Amongst all that has yet been done, there is a great want of
reliable information as to the comparative value of steam fire
engines , there being in existence no comparative experiments
conducted in a scientific and impartial manner which might tend
to award to one system or another its relative degree of superiority ,
and so to lead to a determinate conclusion respecting this important
point . The attention lately given to the question has been biassed
by prejudice , party spirit , or egotism, and consequently has not
only failed in the desired object , but has tended to further increase
the range of existing error .
In saying this nothing but facts are stated ; for when it is seen that
the trials and committee of 1863 were originated by and included
amongst them the secretary and superintendent of the London
Fire Engine Establishment , whose patronage and aid is exclusively
given to one firm, both by orders and recommendations , it is
manifest , both theoretically and by what actually was seen at the
£trials ,’ that though they might have done their best, yet the bias
could not be overcome ; and it was plainly seen by all practical
and disinterested men , that trials of this sort , to be of any reliable
value , must be undertaken and carried out by parties of a totally
different description .
At the International Exhibition of 1862 two steam fire engines
only were exhibited , one being a small 5 horse power, with a rotary
pump , by Messrs. Lee and Lamed of New York , the engine
throughout being a most beautiful specimen of workmanship ; and
the other engine being the ‘ Deluge ,’the first steam fire engine for
land service constructed by Messrs. Merryweather and Sons.
The jury proposed to try some experiments with these two
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engines, but Mr . \V. Lee, who had come over with the engine,
positively refused to have it tried ; consequently , in order to get
some to try with, two of the engines in use by the London Fire
Engine Esvablishment were brought up to the Park on the morning
of the trial , but neither of these engines had been in the Exhibition .
On the 1st of July , 1862, the jury of Class VIII . in the Inter¬
national Exhibition had a trial of steam fire engines at the
Serpentine in Hyde Park . They invited a general assembly of the
makers , including Mr. Lee, of the firm of Lee and Larned , of New
York , the well known steam fire engine makers ; but this gentleman
refused to compete, alleging that none of those who composed the
committee were qualified to pass an opinion on the subject, and
that the tests proposed were of no avail. However, on the day
appointed , Messrs. Shand and Mason brought two of their engines,
which were in use by the London Fire Brigade , one large and one
small, and Messrs. Merry weather and Son brought their engine,
the ‘ Deluge,’ the first land steamer they had made, and which,
though placed in the Exhibition , was still under proof by them .
For testing the engines, water targets were constructed , which
consisted of hoods made of canvas, with a circular opening of six
feet in diameter , which was considered to be the utmost limit to
which a jet could spread without being dissipated into spray, and
so becoming useless when projected on a fire.
These targets were elevated on a horizontal cross pole, which was
raised to any required elevation on posts erected for the purpose .
To each target was attached a tail or shoot also of canvas, through
which the water which struck on the inside of the target was dis¬
charged into a gauged trough or tank which stood below, and in
which the quantity delivered was read off from a graduated index .
A space of ground was marked out and railed off on the south
side of the Serpentine , posts were erected, holes for the suction
were dug , and handrails , spars, water targets , gauged tanks , blocks,
halliards , and other gear were provided . Working lists were pre¬
pared beforehand to facilitate and methodise the entries of par¬
ticulars . The manual engines were worked by a party of 200 of
the Guards , who attended for the purpose . The following are the
particulars of the trial of the steamers :—
The boiler of each engine was filled with cold water from the
Serpentine , the fires laid, and all three engines were to light up at
the same moment , commence working so soon as they had a steam
pressure of 100 lbs. on the inch, and throw water into tanks placed
at a distance of 60 feet. At a given signal all the fires were lighted ,
and the first engine to gain the required pressure was the ‘Deluge,’
of Merryweather and Son, which had the required steam pressure
in 11 min . 50 sec., but was 2 min . 50 sec. longer before throwing
water , as the suction drew air ; in spite of this delay, however, it,
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filled a 500 gallon tank in 17 min . 15 sec. from lighting the fire ;
or filled the tank of 500 gallons in 2 min . 15 sec. the first time , and
in 2 min . 50 sec. the second time .
In 6 min . from lighting the fire steam was shown at the gauge
cocks, and in 7 min . 15 sec. steam pressure was 5 lbs. on the square
inch . The following are the times of raising each 10 lbs. up to
100 lbs., at which they started to work :—■
min. sec.

In 8
9
9
10
10
10
11
11
11
11

0 steam pressure per square inch 10 lbs.
0
20 „
30
30 „
5
40 „
30
50 „
50
60 „
10
70 „
25
80 „
40
90 „
50
100 „

During the trial with this engine two contretemps occurred
whilst working . First , the nut on the end of the piston rod, used
to attach it to the piston, became unscrewed, and bumped the cover
of the cylinder , necessitating the stoppage of the engine so that
the cover might be taken off and the nut screwed up ; this was
done, and the engine again started and worked satisfactorily for some
time , until the sluice valve of one of the deliveries was shut by
some one, which caused the brazed seam of the copper pipe used
for this purpose to split open—as frequently happens to the feed
pipes of locomotive engines made in a similar manner —and thereby
occasioned such an escape of water as rendered it unwise to continue
at work in competition . The engine was kept working, throwing a
large quantity of water at a low pressure through a nozzle of 2" in
diameter for the remainder of the day. For this copper pipe a cast
gun metal one has been substituted with great advantage . So un mistakeable ,'however, were its powers whilst working, that the com¬
mittee remarked that it ‘worked well, and threw an admirable jet .’
Mr . J . Bourne , C. E ., in one of his latest productions , entitled
‘ Ilecent Improvements in the Steam Engine ,’ in which he devotes
some few pages to steam fire engines , says : ‘ This experiment only
confirms the anticipations which might have been reasonably
formed from the distinctive features of the two engines placed in
competition ; and there can be no doubt that , on the whole, engines
without a crank will be found more liable to derangement than
those which are provided with that valuable appendage .’
It may be remarked that this experiment about as much proves
anything relating to the ‘ distinctive features of the two engines ’
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as that the cross on the top of St. Paul ’s was the cause of the
accident ; and his statement is a convincing proof of the truth of
the remark , that ‘non cuilibet professori in arte suu credendum ,’
more especially when it is seen that in attempting to describe a
steam fire engine , he actually gives the description of a steam
carriage for use on common roads ! Had Mr. Bourne had any
personal experience of the working of the steam fire engines at
the London fires, it is pretty evident to anyone who knows anything
about it that he would meet with results of a totally different
character to the ‘anticipations ’ which he has so ‘reasonably formed.’
The next engine to get steam of the required pressure was the
large one of Stand and Mason, which had steam in 18 min . 30 sec.
from the match being applied , and in 3 min . 15 sec. filled the 500
gallon tank the first time , and in 3 min . the second ; this tank being
on the lee side of the one the ‘ Deluge ’ had been throwing into .
This engine was nearly put hors du combat during the trials by a
handful of greasy waste which was found stuck in the suction pipe,
and after some delay was removed .
The small engine did not get steam for above 30 min . after the fire
was lighted , and in this case the chimney was found to be plugged
up with firewood ; but it worked very well, excepting the violent
priming of the boiler , in which for many minutes at a time it
was impossible to find where the water was.
The ‘ summary ’ of these trials , as given by the committee , is as
follows :—
‘ Messrs. Merryweather and Sons have produced , at a price of
700?., a steam fire engine , weighing, according to the makers ’
account , 65 cwts., with jets and lamp , but without water , coals, suc¬
tion pipes, hose, or other gear, and capable, ‘ if no accidents occur,’
of throwing in an available stream the following average quantities
of water per minute :
Distance

Angle

Quantity

61 feet
85 „

10°
21

230 gals.
124 „

Messrs. Shand and Mason have produced an engine , at a cost of
650?., weighing, according to their statement , 55 cwts., with jets
and lamps , but without water, coals, suction pipes, hose, or other
gear , and capable of throwing in an available stream the following
average quantities of water per minute :
Distance
61 feet
63 35
82 55
85 55
102 33

Angle
10 °
18
14
21
11

Quantity
250 gals.
165
53
172 33
137 53
94 33
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Messrs. Shand and Mason have also produced , at a price of 3701., an
engine which, under the same conditions , weighs 35 cwts., and is
capable of throwing in an available stream the following average
quantities of water per minute :
Distance

61
63
82
85

feet
„
„
„

Angle

10°
18
14
21

Quantity

142 gals.
133 „
56 „
27 „

They further state that both these engines worked well, and
continued throughout the day working without accident . The
large engine worked through a 1J in. nozzle, with steam at 90 lbs.
on the inch in the boiler , and 90 lhs. on the inch pressure in the
air vessel, during a period of 63 minutes .’
In concluding , they say : ‘ The results of these trials show that
although something has been done towards making a really ser¬
viceable steam fire engine , still much yet remains to he accom¬
plished . These results show that a decided advantage is obtained
in working fire engines by steam as compared with manual power,
but there appears on the part of all the makers a decided tendency
to run their pumps too fast. The committee would also draw
attention to improvements which may be made in many mechanical
arrangements , viz., in the size of the suction pipes, the supply
chambers , and the valves, so as to give the greatest facility for
feeding the pumps and preventing the return of the water .’
In the remarks of the committee respecting the ‘ Deluge ,’ it will
he seen, they say, ‘if no accidents occur,’the engine will throw, &c.
Now it is difficult to see ivhy this remark should have been made,
or what it means. Everybody knows that anything and everything
in machinery go right ‘ if no accidents occur ;’ therefore this
remark may be set down as perfectly uncalled for, and quite as
much applicable to the other engines as to this one. True , there
are varieties of occurrences which may or may not be £accidents ’
(such as cotton waste, shavings, and firewood getting into suction
pipes, valve boxes, and chimneys , to which some engines seem
peculiarly liable ), according as they may chance to occur to one
maker or the other .
The author having carefully noted the time at all the various
trials he has been at , including the above, using a stop watch which
records with perfect accuracy to fractions of a second, and was
especially constructed for experiments of this sort, where great
truth and exactness are required , he has preferred to give the times
as noted by him , and which were verified as correct by various
engineers present , to those published by the committee , as they
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vary from those he has recorded .
that —

At these trials it has been seen
m. s.

Merryweather’s ‘Deluge ’ filled the 500 gallon tank the first time in 2 15
. 2 60
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
and the second time in
. 3 15
Shand’s large engine filled the 500 gallon tank the first time in
3 0
.
.
and the second time in

Therefore , if the mean be taken of the two experiments in filling
the tank by each maker , we shall arrive at fair and correct results
as to the number of gallons of water thrown by each engine per
minute during the trial . These results will be found to coincide
perfectly with the proportionate results attained in regular work,
and satisfactorily ascertained to be so by parties well able to see
and judge of these matters ; therefore one is completely at a loss
how to arrive at the conclusions and also at the results of the
somewhat elaborate calculations of the committee on this point .
The author has taken the liberty of giving the correct results of
these trials from his own notes, verified by engineers present at the
time ; and it will be found from the work done in the times noted
above that —
gals .

m . s.

Merryweather ’s engine, throwing 500 in 2 15, delivered 222-22 gals, per min.
177 93
„
2 50
500
„
„
. 200'07
Mean result
Shand’s large engine, throwing 500 in 3 15, delivered 153-84 gals, permin .
„
166-66
„
3 0
500
„
„
„
. 160-25
Mean result

From this it will be seen that at a distance of 61 feet, with an
elevation of 10°, Merryweather ’s engine will throw into the tank
12,000 gals, per hour , ‘ if no accidents occur,’ and that Shand ’s
large engine would throw 9,615 gals, per hour , ‘if no accidents
occur ’ also.
It will be seen that the committee failed to record the steam
pressure , water pressure , number of revolutions or strokes of
engines or pumps per minute , or diameters of nozzles used by the
engines, except in the 63 minutes ’ trial ; consequently , as data on
which to found either reliable or useful comparisons, the whole are
entirely worthless .
The following are the awards made by the Jury of the Inter¬
national Exhibition of 1862, for the different fire engines exhibited :
Lee’s steam fire engine , be it observed, not having been worked
in the trials of the other steamers :—
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Description
of Fire
Awards
Engine

Names of Makers

Fowke

Manual

Kurtz

Manual

Lee .

.

.

.

Steam

Letestu

Manual

Merryweather (deco- 1
rated by Casentini ) J
Roberts
Shand and Mason

Manual
Manual
Manual

BRIGADES .

Remarks

/ As inventor . Engine well adapted
\ for military purposes.
Hon.men. / Compactness, simplicity, and good
\ performance.
Medal f Ingenuity of design and good work\ manship .
Medal /Excellence of construction, durability ,
^ and good workmanship.
Medal /Improvements in design, good work\ manship , and performance.
Medal
Ingenuity of design.
Medal / Good workmanship and excellent per \ formance.
Medal

Summary .
English

. of Engines in the building .
, Makers of engines .
.
.
.
, Engines offered for trial .
, Medals awarded .
.
.
.
, Honourable mentions
, Steam fire engines exhibited in the ''
building
Steam engines from the Exhibition |
tried
.
/

37
10
15
4
0
1

Foreign
6

5
3
2
1
1

Total

43
15
18
6
1
2

In the month of July 1863, three field days, or ‘trials ’ of steam
fire engines , open to all the world, were commenced at the Crystal
Palace , at Sydenham , and lasted from the first to the third of that
month . The steam fire engines present were ten in number , seven
by English makers and three by American ; two of the latter having
been sent by the Amoskeag Company, the largest makers of these
engines in America ; and the third belonged to and was brought
over by one of the New York fire companies on their own account,
but the engine was made by the firm of Lee and Larned .
These ‘trials ’ were originated by the parties connected with the
London Fire Engine Establishment , who organised a committee ,
and got together a fund for the purpose of giving premiums to the
exhibitors of such steam fire engines as should prove upon trial to
be the most efficient for the purposes for which they were con¬
structed .
The most noticeable feature in the constitution of this com¬
mittee , was the entire absence of any person, Englishman
or foreigner , at all acquainted with the working or manufacture
of fire engines : such, for instance , as Mr. John Braithwaite , C.E.,
the inventor and maker of the steam fire engine'; Mr. P . E . Hodge ,
C.E ., who made the first steam fire engine in America ; Mr. Win.
Baddeley , C.E ., one of the oldest and most experienced men in
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London in respect to manual fire engines, their working and
requirements , &c., and some others who might be mentioned : and
many remarks and comments were made thereon , but the public ,
hoping to see some reliable and valuable facts brought forward as
the resut of these trials , overlooked the above deficiency.
The chief points to which this committee proposed to direct
their attention , in addition to the consideration of cost and weight ,
were those relating to the general efficiency of the machines as
fire engines, combining , among other points of excellence, rapi¬
dity in raising and generating steam ; facility of drawing water ;
volume thrown ; distance to which it can he projected with the
least amount of loss ; and simplicity , accessibility, and durability of
parts .
The engines were divided into two classes ; the large class con¬
sisting of those weighing over 30 cwts. and not exceeding 60 cwts. ;
and the small class of those not exceeding 30 cwts. The prizes
offered were 2501. for the best engine, and 100/. for the second
best in each class. The rules laid down by this committee , and
the terms on which the makers were to compete, were as follows,
taken from the first of the printed programmes distributed by the
committee ; and being authentic and historical documents , the
author has preferred , even at the risk of repetition , to give each
of them that was published prior to the trials taking place :—
‘ Trial of Steam Fire Engines .
‘ Fire engine makers , mechanical engineers , and others , are
hereby informed that a fund has been subscribed for the purpose
of giving premiums to the manufacturers of such steam fire engines
as shall upon a trial prove to be the most efficient for the purposes
for which they are constructed ; the arrangements for this purpose ,
the conditions on which the several manufacturers will be ad¬
mitted to competition , and the award of the premiums will be
carried out by a committee .
‘ The committee hereby offer the following premiums for the
best steam fire engines, to be tested in London on the 1st of July ,
1863.
‘ The engines produced for trial will be divided into two classes ;
the small class consisting of those not exceeding 30 cwts. ; and the
larger class of those exceeding 30 cwts. and not exceeding 60 cwts. ;
these weights not including coal, water , hose or other gear .
‘ The premiums at present offered are 250£. for the best engine,
and lOOi. for the second best in each class.
‘ The committee hope it will shortly be in their power to open a
third class, which will include self propelling engines, without
reference to weight .
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‘The chief points to which the committee purpose to direct their
attention , in addition to the considerations of cost and
weight, are
those which relate to the general efficiency of the
machines as fire
engines , combining , among other points of excellence,
‘ Rapidity in raising and generating steam ,
‘ Facility of drawing water,
‘Volume thrown
,

c Distance to which it can be projected with the
least amount
of loss,
‘ Simplicity
, accessibility
, and durability of parts.
‘ All manufacturers who wish to compete for
prizes will be
required to lodge with the committee , by the 1st of May,
the sum
of ten pounds for each engine which they wish to
bring forward,
and these sums will be returned to them in full when
tive engines are produced for trial on the 1st of July . their respec¬
‘ The following particulars must be supplied to
the committee
by the 1st of May, viz. :—
‘ Size and number of cylinders ; stroke of pistons ;
ordinary
number of strokes per min . ; weight of engine ; description ,
size, and material of boiler ; quantity of water
contained in
boiler when at work ; steam space ( cubic contents ) ;
firebox
surface ; tube surface ; total heating surface ; mode of feeding
boiler ; ordinary working steam pressure ; description
suction valves ; size of do. ; material of do. ; lift of do.of;
area of do. ; size of suction pipe ; size of ordinary
hose
used ; description of delivery valves ; size of do. ;
material
of do. ; lift of do. ; area of do. ; cost of engine
gear .
‘In addition to the above
, the committee will without
be happy to
hear any further descriptions or explanations , with
drawings and
diagrams , which manufacturers may wish to give
concerning
their
respective engines.
‘ Each engine must be provided with a steam
pressure gauge ,
water pressure gauge, and counter ; and it will be
necessary to
lodge the pressure gauges with the committee , in order
that they
may be tested three days previous to the trial . The
gauges
will
be returned on the morning of the trial .
c As far as practicable , the following tests , among
others , will be
applied :—
‘ Consumption of fuel ; ditto of water ; time of
raising steam
from cold water to a pressure of 100 lbs. on the square
inch ; weight
of engine ; greatest depth from which water can
be drawn ; greatest
quantity which can be delivered at certain heights and
under varying circumstances , such as through one or distances
twenty five
or any intermediate number of 40 feet lengths of
hose ; greatest
height to which water can be projected from the
ground level ;
control which can be exercised over the engine, as to
the number
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of strokes under varying circumstances : the mode of applying
this test will be to attach nose pipes of various sizes to the end of
the hose, at the same time observing that with each size the engine
delivers the theoretical quantity of water due to the number of
strokes or revolutions made .
f In order to carry out these trials with perfect uniformity and
fairness, the committee have decided on providing the nose pipes,
which will be all of one pattern . It will therefore be necessary for
proprietors of engines to supply themselves with branches such as
those at present used in the London Fire Brigade, and during the
trial they can obtain from the committee any nose pipe they wish.
The committee will provide a strong rail for a rest, to which the
branches may be attached during the trial , and manufacturers will
be at liberty to lash to their respective branches a spar or any other
contrivance which may assist in giving a correct delivery of water ;
the desire of the committee being to apply the whole of the test to
the engines, and as little as possible to the men.
‘ Although

it

is

the

intention

of

the

committee

to carry

out

as

far as practicable the foregoing tests , it is probable that circum¬
stances may necessitate some variation . It is therefore to be
distinctly understood that the committee reserve to themselves the
power of adding to, or omitting or altering the whole or any por¬
tion of these regulations ; and each manufacturer or exhibitor ,
before his engine can be admitted to the competition , must sign
an agreement binding himself to submit to the decision of the
committee , which on all points will be final and without appeal .’
A few days before the 1st of July , the committee issued a final
programme , containing the rules to be observed, the tests to be
applied , the conditions of the competition , &c., by which the
exhibitors were to be bound , but the committee reserved the
right of making any alterations they might please. The following
are the particulars , extracted from one of the copies circulated by
them , which apply particularly to the trials :—
‘ Programme

of Trials

at Crystal

Palace

.

‘ Each engine must be provided with a steam pressure gauge ,
a water pressure gauge, a counter , and a glass water gauge , or
some other efficient apparatus , to ascertain the level of the water
in the boiler ; and it will be necessary to lodge the pressure gauges
with the committee , in order that they may be tested , three days
previous to the trial . The gauges will be returned on the morning
of the trial .
‘ As far as practicable , the following tests , among others, will
be applied :—Time of raising steam from cold water to a pressure
of 100 lbs. on the square inch ; weight of engine ; drawing water
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from a considerable depth ; greatest quantity which can be
delivered at certain heights and distances under varying cir¬
cumstances , such as through one or twenty five or any inter¬
mediate number of 40ft . lengths of hose ; greatest height to
which water can be projected from the ground level ; control
which can be exercised over the engine as to the number of
strokes under varying circumstances : the mode of applying
this test will be to attach nose pipes of various sizes to the
end of the hose, at the same time observing that with each
size the engine delivers the theoretical
of water due to
the number of strokes or revolutions madequantity
.
‘ In order to carry out these trials with perfect uniformity and
fairness, the committee have decided on providing the fuel (Welsh
coal) and the nose pipes, which will be all of one pattern .
It will therefore be necessary for proprietors of engines to sup¬
ply themselves with branches such as those used in the London
Fire Brigade , and during the trial they can obtain from the
committee any nose pipe they wish. The committee will provide
a strong rail for a rest , to which the branches may be attached
during the trial , and exhibitors will be at liberty to lash to their
respective branches a spar, or to use any other contrivance which
may assist in giving a correct delivery of water ; the desire of the
committee being to apply the whole of the tests to the engines,
and as little as possible to the men .
‘ One of the principal

objects

to be ascertained

concerning

the

engines exhibited , being to define the quantity of water which
each can project through the atmosphere to certain heights and
distances , the committee will prepare a set of water targets
and tanks , arranged in such a manner that the water can be
measured after delivery . The targets will consist of canvas hoods
with circular openings of 6 ft. in diameter , having attached to
each a tail or shoot through which the water will be conducted
into a gauged tank standing below, from which the quantity deli¬
vered within the opening of the target can be read off by means
of a graduated index.
‘ A space will be set apart for each engine , and only five persons
will be allowed inside tliis space, and exhibitors and their assist¬
ants will not be permitted to leave the ground allotted to them , or
to interfere in any way with the arrangements of the committee .
‘ The engines will be weighed in the Crystal Palace , in complete
working order, but without coal, water , hose or other gear .
‘ The committee will test the boilers for pressure , on the ground ,
by means of a force pump , to the extent of one half more than
their usual working pressure ; and when this has been done they
will arrange the safety valves so that the usual working pressure
shall not be exceeded.
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‘ The trials will be conducted as nearly as possible in the follow¬
ing order :— On the morning of the 1st of July the engines must be
in the places assigned to them by 7 o’clock.
‘ The committee will assemble at the Crystal Palace at 10 A.M.,
and will first proceed to examine the drawings , specifications,
plans , &c., furnished by the exhibitors ; after which they will
examine the engines, with cylinder covers off, pump valve boxes
open, and the boilers and fire boxes empty .
‘ The engines will then be put together and got ready for work,
with the fuel laid , and at a signal given by one of the committee
appointed for this purpose , the fires will be lighted .
‘ Each engine will commence working as soon as the gauge
indicates a pressure of 100 lbs. on the square inch.
‘ The time occupied in the several trials will be taken by
members of the committee , or persons specially appointed for the
purpose , by whom also the gauges in the tanks will be read off.
‘ The depths from which the water will be drawn, will be about
18 ft., and about 4 ft. 6 in. below the level of the ground .
‘ No. 1. At the first trial the engines will deliver 1,000 gallons
of water into the targets , distant from the nozzle about 60 ft.
horizontally , and 30 ft . vertically , or at a true distance of about
67 ‘ft. at an angle of 27 deg. from the horizon .
‘No. 2. At the second trial the targets will he distant 60ft . and
40 ft. high, a true distance of 72-ft. at an angle of 34 deg.
‘ No. 3. At the third trial the distance will be 80 ft. and the
height 30 ft., a true distance of 85 ft. at an angle of 21 deg.
‘ No. 4. At the fourth trial the distance will be 80 ft. and the
height 40 ft., a true distance of 89 ft. at an angle of 27 deg.
‘No. 5. At the fifth trial the distance will be 100 ft . and the
height 30 ft., a true distance of 104 ft. at an angle of 17 deg.
‘No. 6. At the sixth trial the distance will be 100ft , and the
height 40 ft., a true distance of 108 ft . at an angle of 22 deg.
‘ At each of the foregoing six trials 40 ft. of delivery hose will
be used.
‘ No. 7. At the seventh trial the engines will be tested with
considerable lengths of hose, and nozzles of various sizes.
‘ No. 8. At the eighth trial each exhibitor will be allowed to
display his engine in any way he pleases, and the committee will
have pleasure in commenting on the respective performances
according to their discretion . A period of fifteen minutes will be
allowed for this trial .
‘No. 9. At the ninth trial the engines will be worked into
targets placed as in No. 6, and will continue to work during the
pleasure of the committee ; the quantity of water being carefully
measured as before. It is intended that this trial shall last at
least two hours .
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‘ It is also the intention to test the exact height to which each
engine can project water from the ground level.
‘The engines will be tested for theoretical quantity with and
without nozzles.
‘ Although it is the intention of the committee to carry out as
far as practicable the whole of the foregoing tests , it is probable
that circumstances may necessitate some variation . It is there¬
fore distinctly to be understood that the committee reserve to
themselves the power of adding to, omitting , or altering the whole
or any portion of these regulations . Each manufacturer or
exhibitor , before his engine can he admitted to the competition ,
must sign an agreement binding himself to submit to the decision of
the committee , which on all points will be final and without appeal .’
The ‘ Practical Mechanic’s Journal ’ says : ‘ The last clause in the
regulations certainly appears in our judgment a most extraordi¬
nary one. The words make the committee perfectly absolute , and
certainly place all the competitors completely at their mercy , to
an extent that we think quite unnecessary and unjustifiable .’
To compete at these so called engine ‘trials ,’ ten engines were
entered , three of which were made in America, and brought over
especially for the competition ; one was made from an American
design, under the personal superintendence of the designer , in
England ; and the remaining six were made from English designs
by English makers . The engines were divided into two classes ;
the large class, comprising those over 1^ ton , and not exceeding
3 tons ; and the small class, comprising those not exceeding 1^ ton .
In the large class the following engines were entered :—
‘ Sutherland ,’ double horizontal cylinders and pumps , built
and entered by Merryweather and Sons.
Large engine , double horizontal cylinders and pumps , built
and entered by Shand , Mason , and Co.
‘ Sabrina ,’ double horizontal cylinders and pumps , built and
entered by Lee and Larned .
‘ Victoria ,’ single vertical cylinder and pump , built by the
Amoskeag Company, U.S.A., and entered by Butt and Co.
‘ Princess of Wales,’ single vertical cylinder and pump , built
and entered by Wm . Roberts .
‘ Manhattan ,’ single vertical cylinder and pump , built by Lee
and Larned , New York .
An engine , single horizontal cylinder and pump , built and
entered by Gray and Son.
In the small class the following engines were entered :—
‘ Torrent ,’ single horizontal cylinder and pump , built and
entered by Merryweather and Son.
An engine , single vertical cylinder and pump , built and
entered by Shand , Mason, and Co.
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‘ Alexandra ,’ single vertical cylinder and pump , built by the
Amoskeag Company, U.S.A., and entered by Wellington
Lee and Co.
Full particulars of the proportions of these engines will be
found in the chapter on the construction of steam fire engines .
The preparations for the trials in the grounds of the Palace
consisted of a scaffolding on which the canvas hoods or targets for
the engines to throw into were suspended , and wooden tanks into
which the tails or shoots of the hoods were led to conduct the
water ; a set of rails , to or against which the branches of the engines
might be either lashed or held ; the water temple , wrapped round
with canvas, into which, at the great trial for delivery of 16,000
gallons, the engines were to throw, and in order to gauge the exact
quantity , a gauge glass graduated into inches was provided
attached to the tank of this water temple ; and last, but not least ,
a convenient refreshment tent , together with the necessary adjuncts
for strengthening the committee in carrying out their arduous
undertaking .
The portion of the grounds selected as the scene of the trials
was the bed of the cascades from the lower basin up to the water
temple at the top , which temple was used as the target at the two
hours ’ trial through 400 feet of hose, lifting the water from the
depth of 16' 4", where the base, forming a tank holding some
16,000 gallons, had to be filled.
The engines announced for competition were all well to time , a
portion having been in London for many days before, and some
w«re taken to the Palace the day previous , but others did not
come down until very early on the morning of the first day of the
£trials .’
The ‘ Manhattan ’ and the 'delegation , in the hands of the London
Fire Engine Establishment , arrived at the Crystal Palace on the
30th of June ; and the engine having been weighed and the boiler
tested , was declared all right , and was then to be removed to the
portion of the grounds set apart for the trial . Instead of the engine
being taken by the easiest and nearest way to this point , it was
taken round by the north tower, where there was a steep incline ;
but when it reached the top of the incline , and began to descend,
the weight overpowered the men in charge of it , and the man of
the London Fire Engine Establishment , who had hold of the pole,
was unable to guide it, and it ran away down the incline , and, at a
point where the road curved , ran into a tree and capsized, smashing
the engine and severely injuring the fireman before alluded to.
The force of the blow knocked off the fore carriage , broke one
of the fly wheels, and cracked the other , turning the engine com¬
pletely upside down, thus leaving the engine the night before the
trials in a most crippled condition . The delegation who brought
R
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the engine over, however, would not be beaten ; and , procuring the
assistance of some labourers , set to, to try and get the engine into
condition for the next day’s trial . By dint of great exertions they
succeeded in doing so, so far as to have it on the ground in time ,
and thus prevent losing the entrance fee. At this stage of the
proceedings it was objected that the accident might have caused
the engine to have become dangerous and unsafe to work, and that
therefore it ought not to be tried at all. However , after much
discussion, it was resolved to prove the boiler ; and accordingly ,
with a laudable desire to prevent injury to the public , and which
has been shown on numerous occasions, the superintendent of the
London Fire Engine Establishment proceeded to test the boiler
with a water pressure of 250 lbs. on the inch , and double the
pressure required ; but the engine , injured as it was, stood the test
well.
The dilapidated condition of the engine , when tried to be set to
work, was well described by one of the reporters present , who
remarked : ‘ The New York engine , the “ Manhattan ,” to which
the accident happened on Tuesday , was in position , though much
battered by her fall. Shorn entirely of her fore carriage , the whole
of which had been knocked to pieces, she looked as forlorn as might
be imagined . Her sheathing and brasswork were all crushed like
a tin dish cover, and one of her fly wheels was broken quite away
from its axis, leaving short stumps of iron to represent the spokes.’
On starting to work the next day, the steam rose to 45 lbs. on
the inch in 13 minutes 9 seconds, the engine being started so soon
as it could move, and fetched the water from the 16' 4"
depth instantly , throwing a good jet from a 1| " nozzle, even
when working slowly, to see that all was right ; but so soon
as the speed increased , and was getting towards its usual working
rate , the cracked fly wheel gave out, and the engine had to be
stopped and withdrawn from further competition , having had the
fire lighted just 45 minutes 5 seconds. From what was seen of
this engine at the Palace , and subsequently , after it was patched
up , at the trial at Shadwell, there is every reason to believe that
the contest between it and the ‘ Sutherland ’ would have been very
exciting and of great practical interest . The Americans who were
present say of it unanimously , ‘ That had there been a fair trial
and no “ accident ,” the “ Manhattan ” would have been successful
even against the rules , regulations , and prejudices of the English
committee .’
The engines being all in their respective positions, with the
required number of attendants , hose laid out , and each carefully
divided from the next engine by ropes, the fire boxes, pumps , &c.
of each engine were examined to see that all was right , and the
material used in laying the fires ready for lighting inspected to see
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that no naphtha , oil, or other ‘ stimulants ’ had been used, after
which each competitor was allowed to lay the fire of his en'gine
in the way best suited to his views for gaining first steam .
It was stated that when each competitor had reported he was
ready to light up, so that all would be ready and able to make a
fair start together , the signal would be given by blowing a whistle,
and each would be left to make the best of it .
On the signal being given to light the fires, all started together ,
and the whistle was to be blown by each engine on attaining the
pressure of 100 lbs. per square inch . The whistle of each engine
blew in the following order, as carefully noted by the author :—
mm: sec.
10 15
Sutherland ’
in .
10 17
Princess of Wales ’ „ .
11 45
Shand ’s .
. ,, .
14
0
Sabrina ’ .
. „ .
0
17
Victoria ’ .
. „ .
In delivering 1,000 gallons of water into a tank 67 feet distant
from the nozzle, at an angle of 27°, lifting the water 4 feet 6 inches,
the following results were obtained :—
min. sec.

‘Sutherland ,’
in 19 55 from lighting the fire, steam of
Shand & Co.’s „ 24 4
„
‘Sabrina,’
„ 20 16
,,
‘Victoria,’
„ 37 24
„
‘PrineessofWales ,’ 30 41
„

lb ' .
100 was

raised, and tank filled.
„
„
,,

„
„

The gauge glass of the ‘ Sutherland ’ broke during the first trial ,
and the steam pressure in the boiler was kept down to 40 lbs. on
the inch by working with the fire door open, and keeping on the
feed to the boiler ; yet with this pressure the greatest portion of
the work was done, and the tank filled first.
On repeating this trial and noting the time occupied in filling
the tank , the following results were obtained ;—
min.

see.

‘ Sutherland ’
.
.
.
3
7
Shand ’s
.
.
.
.
3
0
‘ Victoria ’
.
,
.
3
3
‘ Princess of Wales ’ not filled ; ‘ Sabrina ’ not started .
When tried to deliver 16,000 gallons (which was the size of the
tank , as stated by the committee ) into the tank through 440 feet
of hose, at an angle of 45s, lifting the water from a depth of 16
feet 4 inches, the following results were obtained :—
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Remarks

Sutherland
lbs.

Pressure of steam at starting
Time of raising from cold
water .
.
.
.
Number of deliveries open .
Diameter of nozzles used .

Victoria Princess of Man¬
Wales
hattan

120

lbs.

lbs.

lbs.

lbs.

lbs.

M. S.
10 32

M. S.
11 21
9

M. S.

M. S.

M. S.
11 20

M. S.

2
11"
A2

91
89
16,086
H. M. S.

Time of delivering do.

Sabrina

80

lbs.

Average steam pressure
„
water
„
Number of gallons delivered

Shand

1 22 30
Filled

if & if
lbs.

96
62
12,917

90

12 30
2
13"
■
l8
lbs.

98
41
3,036

45

14 10
2
\l"
x2
lbs.

78
78
8,280

80

1
If

45

13 9
2
U"
lbs.

lbs.

75
75
9,936

not

noted

none

H. M. S. H. M. S. H. M. S. H . M. S. H . M. S.

2 0 0

1 32 35 0 46 50 2 0 0 0 45 0
Stopped Not filled Stopped
Not filled|Stopped

The ‘ Sutherland ’ lost several minutes through the bursting of
some indiarubber hose of a very inferior quality, which was used in
making up a portion of the required length of 440 feet ; and there
was also a leak in the pump, caused by a fault in the casting,
which prevented the engine showing its full powers, the makers
preferring to use a moderate pressure and take a little longer time
infilling the tank, rather than have the pump fail by giving way at
the faulty part.
Roberts’s engine worked very steadily each day, and when draw¬
ing the water from the 16' 4" lift it fetched it quickly, the pumps
not being primed, and in the first hour’s work it threw into the
water temple 20" of water, being exactly the same amount as that

thrown by the large engine of Messrs. Shand, Mason, and Co.
Shortly after this the head of one of the bolts or rivets connecting
the shaft bearings with the framing broke off, and the speed of the
engine had to be reduced to prevent a breakdown altogether.
Throughout the trials this engine worked well and steadily, having
no oscillation, no priming, and the steam and water pressure were
very evenly maintained.
The greater portion of the indiarubber hose used during these
trials was from the Factory of the North British Rubber Company,
who kindly manufactured and lent some thousand feet of it, free
of any charge. This hose was a beautiful material, and stood the
work of the three days in a most satisfactory manner ; while some
other hose, said to be made of indiarubber, and used by some of
the competitors, burst several times, and seemed to be anything
but adapted for the purpose.
On the 2nd of July the author timed the small engines as
follows:—
‘ Torrent ’ had first steam in 5 minutes 40 seconds; in 7 minutes
30 seconds= 40 lbs. ; and started to work in 8 minutes 30 seconds
with steam of the required pressure.
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‘ Alexandra ’ had steam pressure in 11 minutes 10 seconds, and
started to work in 11 minutes 20 seconds. In 61 minutes 30
seconds had filled three 1,000 gallon tanks , and leff off working.
Shand ’s started to work with required steam pressure in 11
minutes 40 seconds.
The ‘ Torrent ,’ after requiring a great deal of priming and
humouring for the space of nearly two hours, at last got the joints
and suction made airtight , and in one hour put 2-L inches more
water into the 18,000 gallon tank than was done by the ‘Alexandra .’
On the 3rd of July the ‘ Torrent ,’ in 21 minutes from lighting the
fire, had filled the first tank ; and the second was also filled in
35 minutes 10 seconds from lighting the fire, althoirgh six minutes
were lost in stoppages.
Each of the three small engines , when delivering the water
into the large tank , was worked for one hour through 420
feet of hose, lifting the water from a depth of 16' 4", the branches
or nozzles being at a distance of 56 feet from the hood, which was
placed at a height of 40 feet from the ground , and 40 feet horizon¬
tally from the branches .
In that most decisive and unmistakeable part of the last day’s
performance , that of throwing a vertical jet against the water tower,
the results were beyond question . The engines tried were the
‘ Sutherland ,’ the ‘Victoria,’ the ‘ Princess of Wales,’ and the large
engine of Messrs. Shand , Mason, and Co. ; and the following are the
circumstances under which they worked, and the results of their
working :—
The engines were placed on the gravel walk under the tower at
the Sydenham end, with the suction hose carried into the reservoir ,
through holes made for the occasion in the brick wall. The de¬
livery hose of each engine was led round to the back of the tower,
and on to the staging , so that the top of the branch pipe was some
eight or ten feet above the level of the engines on the ground ,
where the branch of each engine was lashed firmly to a cross rail ,
so as to maintain it steadily in a vertical position. All of the
branches were thus in a row, and close together , so that the by¬
standers had not the slightest difficulty in observing the results ;
the regular stories or divisions of the water tower affording an
accurate standard of measurement . The water had to be lifted
12' 4" by each engine , and forced through several lengths of hose
to the branch on the staging , whence it ascended parallel to the
side of the tower to such vertical height as the proportions or power
of the engine enabled it to force it .
The following are the engines , diameter of nozzle, steam and
water pressure , height , &c., attained by each—the time of working
being half an hour :—
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Engine

‘Sutherland*
‘Victoria’ .
‘Princess o± Wales7 .
Shand, Mason& Uo/s ,

Nozzle Steam, Water , Height , feet
average average

1^"
a

lbs

Duration

lbs. 190 & 200 25 min. ; ordered to stop
by C. P. authorities.
69
120 „ 80 „
Too much damaged in
the late accident, and
stopped working.
7/r
a 100 „ 90 „ 150 & 160 Worked well for all the
time.
13//
160
Aa 110 „ 100 „
Reached this at a spurt;
pumps became heated,
and ceased working in
a few minutes.
91

89

1 5n

At this trial for height at the water tower, which was so plain
and decisive, the official report of the committee states the height
attained by the engines of Messrs. Shand , Mason, and Co. and of
Messrs. Merryweatber and Sons to he 180 feet, but it carefully avoids
stating that the first named engine reached a height of 160 feet by
a ‘ spurt ,’ and then gave out, stopping altogether , whilst the engine
of Merryweather and Sons continued to maintain a steady stream to
the height named , and many feet beyond it, through a nozzle 1| "
diameter for full 25 minutes , until ordered to stop by the Crystal
Palace authorities , as they were drowning out the cellars. Now, it
is worthy of remark that the ‘ Sutherland ’ was obliged to be worked
throughout the whole of the three days’ trials considerably under
its full power, in consequence of a leakage in the pumps , occasioned
by a ‘ cold run ’ in the castings, which it was feared might give out
if the full power of the engine was exerted ; consequently , as will
be seen by the table , both steam and water pressures were kept
very moderate . It will be seen on referring to the report of the
committee , that this trial is the one of which they say the least ,
and make the fewest remarks or calculations .
At an experiment tried some short time after these trials , to test
the extent to which the pumps would have stood, at which the
author was present and carefully noted the results , this was shown
to have been a wise precaution ; but it would have been very in¬
teresting to have seen the powers of the engine fully developed
during the whole of the three days, when there cannot be the
slightest doubt but that the results would have been far superior .
The ‘Times,’ in speaking of the performance of the ‘ Sutherland ’
at the tower, says it ‘ threw a most magnificent column , and main¬
tained the column steadily . This was the most massive jet thrown .
This last effort was exceedingly beautiful to witness, and brought
the trials to a close. The engine maintained its speed with great
regularity , the steam never exceeding 100 lbs., and the firing was
easy, with nothing like forcing. The water pressure was between
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85 and 95 lbs. on the square inch , fluctuating of course at each stroke
of the engine, and the jet was perfectly solid and without air.’
The small engine of Messrs. Shand, Mason, and Co. started at ten

in the morning to draw the water from the 16' 4" depth , or 18
feet from suction cap of engine ; but although the pumps were
continually primed , and it was humoured in every way, it could
not fetch the water , and at eleven o’clock it was withdrawn .
At seven o’clock in the evening , when nearly everyone had either
left the ground , or was up at the trial of the large engines at the
tower, a little quiet ‘trial ’ was got up for this engine by the super¬
intendent and some others, the result of which was said to have
been that the engine instantly fetched the water from the depth of
18 feet ; and on the result of this the committee awarded it the
first prize, and stated in their report that it ‘worked well through¬
out !’ Now, as this engine was brought forward at the same time
with the other small engines, to go through the same tests they had
to do, and after one hour ’s hard work and continued attempts
could not do its work at all, it is manifest that it should not have
received a prize, or have been allowed to be ‘officially’ tried again,
and the author is completely at a loss to reconcile the remark of
the committee with the facts of the case.
If the engine had been p' rivately tested before it was brought
forward to the place of trial , so as to have seen whether it had been
all right and in working order, nothing would have been said about
it , and this would have been called a wise precaution ; but when
once they had been started together , and any one failed to ‘ come
to time ,’ as it has been well remarked , it should have been con¬
sidered disqualified, and therefore put on one side.
How often it happens that a racehorse will run exceedingly well
by itself , but gets beaten when run against others , everyone knows ;
but it has never yet been heard of a beaten horse getting up a race
by itself, in order to obtain the prize it could not win when running
with the others . This is precisely the case as it occurred at these
trials , but instead of horses there were engines ; and , in spite of the
protest of the other competitors , the prize was awarded to an engine
which, in open competition , at a given place, on a given piece of
work, had utterly failed in even starting ! !
The following are the results of the little quiet trial of Shand ,
Mason, and Co.’s small engine (as given by the committee ),which was
put in hand whilst the others were working at the tower , was placed
by the committee at the head of the table of results of the third
trial of the small engines, in their report , and from which they
awarded it the prize of 250 ?. :—
h . m. s.

Shand, Mason & Co. started at 7
Merrjwoather

Lee & Co.

& Sons

3
3 43
2 1

32
30
0

Average Average Writer
steam.
water . thrown .
lbs.
lbs.
galls.
1" and U" 146
80
8,142
in
45
8G
4,885
«H"
GO 4,278
80
4
Nozzles,
diameter.
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The committee remark , in the concluding paragraph of their last
prospectus , containing the details of the proposed tests, that ‘it is
probable that circumstances may necessitate some variation ,’ which
it will be seen they did with a vengeance ! but it will be difficult
to find any provision for a ‘solo performance ’ of the character just
described .
A spectator , an unbeliever in steam fire engines, asked at the
time what would have been the consequence if, instead of being at
a trial , it had happened at a fire, and an hour had been occupied
in vainly attempting to get the engine to work ?
Having been present during the whole of the three days, and
taken careful note of the different occurrences , accompanied and
also assisted by several engineering friends , and taken note of the
time on most occasions, the author has no hesitation in stating that
there are many errors contained in the report of the committee
which it is rather difficult to account for ; therefore , as he is in a
position to give what is correct , he will not hesitate to do so, and
also make such remarks on the occurrences of the three days as
he feels are necessary, more particularly as he was not the only
person who felt such a course was needed ; and from the exhibitors
having agreed to the preposterous demands of the committee to
submit to their decision on all points, which was to be ‘ final and
without appeal ,’ they are unable to remonstrate against the some¬
what curious proceedings and results of the ‘ three days.’
A few days after these ‘ trials ’ were concluded , a printed letter ,
signed ‘ Fair Play ,’ written by some person who had been present ,
was, it seems, very largely circulated throughout London and the
country . In this letter the various members of the committee and
their qualifications were described , the whole of the proceedings
reviewed, notes given of the actual occurrences, and some strong
remarks made on most of what took place ; but more cannot be done
than allude to its existence , as the whole, though confined to facts
and undoubtedly true , is of too personal a character to find a place
here .
Taking , then , the final programme , issued a few days before the
trial , it will be seen stated that ‘ only five persons will be allowed ’
to assist each competitor in the space set aside for each engine and
attendants ; and ‘ exhibitors and their assistants will not be per¬
mitted to leave the ground allotted to them .’
Nothing can be more satisfactory than to see a rule , designed to
produce a desirable end, well carried out, especially if the rule is
one so plain , clear, and definite that there can be no mistake about
it ; but what shall be said when it is found that just such a rule is
set at defiance by those who have made it, and on whom it is just
as binding as those for whom it was made ; and that those who
constituted themselves judges —for the benefit of the public as well
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as their own peculiar interests —were engaged in converting them¬

selves into partisans , not only in word but in deed ?
Incredible as it may appear , such was nevertheless the fact ; for
one member of the committee was to be seen assisting by word
and deed the fruitless endeavours of one competitor to get the
engine to work ; another was seen directing some of his attendants
to assist in various ways the party of five to which his favourite
competitor was, as he seemed to think , unfortunately limited ; and
this individual in all the three days appeared to be doing his best
to make up the deficiency in so glaring a manner as called forth
some very severe remarks from many of the spectators , not one of
whom but thought that the rules were really to have been adhered
to.
When the two hours ’ trial at the tank was being carried out, it
was again observed that the member of the committee before
alluded to was most particular in affording every assistance to his
favourite competitor , having done all in his power that could lead
to a favourable result ; such as keeping in the sail round the tower
into which the water was thrown —placed there to keep the water
from passing out on the other side, and against which the jet from
the engine struck —and various other little attentions , all of which
were omitted immediately another competitor started ; and it was
seen that , although one of his attendants was standing by all the
time , he never attempted to put the sail in its proper position so
as to keep the water in the tank from which it had been moved
by the superior force of the engine then working ; and it was only
restored to its proper position through the indignant remonstrances
of a friend of the author .
In another instance the tanks of one exhibitor were not called
out ‘ full ’ until they had been running over for several seconds,
which of course was reckoned against the time of the engine in
doing its work. An engineer who had been present during these
‘ trials ,’ and was at the discussion on Mr. Eoberts ’s paper at the
Society of Engineers , stated that it was full a quarter of a minute
before the others .
From the particulars of the trials at the Crystal Palace , as noted
by the author , the results prove unmistakeably the following
facts ; and as the various points were carefully observed and re¬
corded, there can be no reason to doubt their correctness .
Messrs. Merryweather and Sons have shown by these trials that
they manufacture for 790?. an engine which weighs 2 tons 18 cwts.,
and throws 700 gallons of water per minute to a height of 190 feet.
Messrs. Shand , Mason, and Co. have shown by these trials that
they manufacture for 800?. an engine which weighs 2 tons 17 cwts.
12 lbs., and throws only 550 gallons per minute to a height of 160
feet.
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Messrs. Merry weather and Sons have shown by these trials that
they manufacture for 400L an engine which weighs 1 ton 10 cwts.
1 qr. 12 lbs., and throws 250 gallons per minute to a height of 150
feet .
Messrs. Shand, Mason, and Co. have shown by these trials that
they manufacture for the same price an engine which weighs 1 ton
9 cwts. 2 qrs., and throws only 180 gallons per minute to a height
of 140 feet.
SUMMARY OF CRYSTAL PALACE TRIALS FROM TIIE LAST REPORT OF TIIE
LATE LAMBETH

FIRE

BRIGADE , 18G3 .

Large Class,
The ‘ Sutherland ’ (Merryweather and Sons). This engine
worked most satisfactorily throughout the whole of the trials it was
subjected to ; its jets were quite free from pulsation , and its water
and steam pressures were very equal ; the water in the boiler was
also very regular in quantity . The water cylinder , through a
defective casting , leaked slightly during the first day’s trial , which
prevented the engine from accomplishing greater results , but it
was repaired in the course of a few hours . The pumps were not
charged for any trial , and the boiler did not prime in the least.
Shand , Mason, and Co.’s large class engine was worked at a very
great velocity ; its jets were very steady, and the difference between
the water pressure and that of the steam was great , showing a loss
of hydraulic power caused by friction . The pumps were charged
for the vertical lift of 16 feet 4 inches, and also for the 12 feet
vertical lift at the water tower trial ; the pumps ran hot during the
latter test , and the engine was consequently stopped ; it primed
considerably at times .
The ‘ Sabrina ’ (Lee and Larned ), on account of the firebars
falling out and disarrangement of the plungers of the pumps , was
withdrawn from the competition ; it subsequently worked satis¬
factorily for many hours at the lower lake. The pumps were
charged for the vertical water lift of 16 feet 4 inches. This engine
was formerly the ‘ Annihilator ,’ and was considerably reduced in
weight to enable it to compete with the large class engines.
The ‘Victoria ’ (Amoskeag Manufacturing Company ) had under¬
gone some very severe trials in the yard of the Lambeth distillery ,
and also at Kingston . A nut having become loose, the steam
cylinder cover broke ; the engine was withdrawn and repaired
during the night ; it worked the following day, but the steam
piston rod having been severely strained by the accident of the
day before, the engine could not be displayed to its full power.
The water pressure is nearly always above that of its steam . This
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engine has been worked for three months without any accident or
derangement whatever . The pump was not charged for any trial ,
neither was any priming observable in its boiler.
The ‘ Princess of Wales ’ (W. Roberts ) was of a weight that
gave the other competitors great advantage , being between that
of the large and small class decided upon by the committee . It is
capable of carrying a large amount of appliances and many men ;
it worked well throughout the large class trial , scarcely stopping
an hour . The steam and water pressures were very equal ; the
head of a rivet coming off caused the engine to be worked at a low
speed ; the pumps were not charged for any trial .
The ‘ Manhattan Fire Co.,’ No. 8 ( Nicholas engine ), was over¬
turned in the grounds of the Crystal Palace , June 30, 1863,
through the mismanagement of the London Fire Engine Establish¬
ment , and completely disabled ; it was consequently prevented
from entering into competition ; one fly wheel being broken off,
and the other cracked . At the vertical lift of 16 feet 4 inches the
pump was not charged ; the engine could be no longer worked in
consequence of the damage that it had sustained .
Gray and Sons, This engine was in an unfinished state , the
tubes of the boiler being unable to withstand the hydraulic test .
Collars of brass were added to the ends of the fire tubes on the
ground , but the engine was not completed in time for the trials .
When steam was raised to 54 lbs. the gauge tube broke ; it was
consequently not entered for any trial .
Small Class.
The ‘Torrent ’ (Merryweatlier and Sons) in the first trial was
very badly managed , the attendant not opening the steam slide,
which reduced the 12 inches strokes of the steam and water pistons
to nearly one half. It worked very satisfactorily in the other
trials , and was free from all accidents . Its water pressure was
generally equal to that of its steam. This engine has for some
months been run many miles, and worked at numerous fires in
the metropolis , without requiring any repairs whatever . It was
taken from the plant of the fire brigade of the Lambeth distillery ,
and was not specially manufactured for the competitive trials . The
pump was charged for the vertical lift of 16 feet 4 inches, and was
hour through the suction hose
incapable of drawing water for
drawing air.
Shaud , Mason, and Co.’s small class engine was of a very fragile
nature , not suited to active fire duty . The boiler primed very
much , and the rapid manner in which it was necessary to work the
engine showed that but little control could be obtained over it .
The starting off was very violent , causing the whole engine to
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vibrate . The pump was charged for the 16 feet 4 inches vertical
lift , and after many ineffectual attempts to lift water , was with¬
drawn from the trial at 11.10 a .m., and replaced at 7.25 p.m. This
second trial was allowed by the committee , though it was protested
against by the other competitors .
The ‘ Alexandra ’ (Amoskeag Manufacturing Company) worked
remarkably well throughout the whole trials . The suction hose
drawing air, materially reduced the amount of water that otherwise
would have been delivered into the tanks in the last two trials ;
the water pressure was generally above that of its steam, and the
pump was not charged for the vertical lift of 16 feet 4 inches.
The ‘ Engineer ,’ commenting on these trials , says : ‘We cannot
but wonder that engine builders are willing to enter a competition
when the actual delivery is not measured , and the result booked
as one of the most essential of all . It is to the attainment of a
large delivery that the greatest amount of skill has been of necessity
directed , and merit in this respect is of the most unmistakeable and
permanent kind . Where an engine with a torrential delivery
chanced to waste a portion of its jet in spurts and feathery spray,
the defect would be one admitting probably of easy correction , and
a little allowance should certainly be made for this fact. In
attempting , however, to measure the water received at a distance ,
the chances are more than a thousand to one against any result
accurately indicating the relative merits of any considerable number
of rival engines.’
The ‘ Practical Mechanic ’s Journal ’ says : ‘ We were ourselves
present at some of these trials , and examined with care the several
engines . For ourselves personally , however, we hesitate not to
say, that not only was the award of the first prize in the large class
amply deserved by the large engine of Messrs. Merryweather , but
that the engine was both theoretically and practically by far the
most meritorious engine exhibited .’
At the trials this engine was much admired for its loner and
steady stroke , its few reciprocating parts , its great steadiness whilst
working, and the powerful steady jet it maintained .
The ‘ Practical Mechanic’s Journal ,’ in reviewing the trials at the
Crystal Palace , says : ‘ So far as any scientific attempt to determine
the relative degrees in which the main conditions , and others into
which we cannot here enter , were fulfilled by the several engines ,
we must take leave to say, that for anything shown by the report
of the committee , or for anything that we are aware of otherwise,
it was entirely neglected by the committee . We feel obliged to
say, that we think a great deal of the cumbrous apparatus for com¬
petition provided by them only proved the want of clear scientific
appreciation , on the part of the committee or of its active scientific
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members , of what they had to determine . We are satisfied that
the committee would act wisely, upon a future occasion, in deputing
to three independent engineers and theoretic mechanics the de¬
cision of the experiments , and requiring a report to be made by
them as a matter of professional business. Competitors in cases
such as this should understand that once they enter the list they
are to submit themselves to the grip of exact science, unflinchingly
applied , and that they must then abide the result , and that neither
“ trade considerations ” on their own part , nor any delicacy on the
part of friends or foes, shall prevent “ the truth , and the whole
truth ,” from being made manifest . We do not mean for a moment
to infer or insinuate that there has been any intentional reticence
on the part of the committee in the present case, but we do affirm
that their work, useful and valuable as no doubt it will prove, in
having drawn attention to that which is about to be the immediate
future in the history of the fire engine , has been left imperfect and
half done, and that even all that might have been extracted from
what they did or had before them has not been decided.’
In their report of the performances and description of the
engines which worked at the Crystal Palace , published by the
committee , they state , in describing the delivery valves of one of
the engines, that they were ‘ gun metal , indiarubber faced,’ and
refer to an explanatory note on the margin , where they are further
described as ‘ rotary pump with reciprocating brass valves or
pistons ’!! It may be said that this is a typographical error, but
it is difficult to see why, in a matter of this sort, where so small an
amount of information and matter was contained in their report
and required to be corrected , so gross an error should have been
allowed to pass uncorrected , or why the correction of it was not
in the hands of those capable of doing it properly .
It may here be remarked how desirable it is for the press, when
undertaking to describe scientific subjects, or those of a special
character , to employ only those who are acquainted with the
subject to be- illustrated . As a proof of this , it is seen that the
‘ Times,’ when describing , or rather attempting to describe, the
peculiarities of one of the steam fire engines tried at the Crystal
Palace , says that ‘ the upper part of the boiler is fixed with
wrought iron valves to carry off the smoke and to create a draught ’!
—a description , however, that could mislead no one possessing the
least engineering knowledge ; but how the reporter , or whatever
he might be, could have got hold of such stuff, it is a difficult
matter to imagine .
The author was once at a trial of a steam ship, and just before
starting one of the reporters of a journal found his way below into
the engine room. After looking about him he began asking any
amount of questions , such as, ‘ What ’s this for ?’ ‘ What do you
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call that ?’ At last his eye lighted on the glass water gauge , and
he forthwith began —‘What ’s this for ?’ ‘ This, sir,’ was the reply ,
‘ is to show us when the water is boiling, so that we may know
when we shall get steam .’ Out came the ‘log,’ and , a, la Pickwick ,
4a note ’ was made of it forthwith . Soon after this he met the
author , and called his attention to the ‘ ingenious contrivance ’ he
had just seen, and related its use ; but looked not a little astonished
when he was told he had been ‘ quizzed.’ It seems highly pro¬
bable that the party ‘ representing ’ the ‘Times ’ in the case above
noticed had met with the same person who was in the steamer
alluded to above ; at any rate the writer of that description
showed that in default of being furnished with a description of
an engine , he could readily devise one which , in his opinion at
least , would pass as tolerably lucid .
It is desirable here to make a few remarks on the disgraceful
and impertinent observations made by some of the English journals
on the American steam fire engines which were brought over to
England , by the invitation of Englishmen , to compete with other
engines at the so called ‘ trials ’ at the Crystal Palace in 1863.
The term ‘ disgraceful ’ is used because the remarks were utterly
untrue , and addressed , as it may be said, to our guests , who came
at our invitation ; and ‘ impertinent ’ because they were written by
persons who did not know a cylinder cover from a fire bar , or a
steam fire engine from a steam thrashing machine . . In one paper
it was said, ‘It must be understood that the American steam fire
engines are as much behind the steam fire engines of other coun¬
tries , as the most pretentious political association called the New
York Fire Brigade is behind any other fire brigade in Europe , in
real usefulness .’
It would be a valuable piece of information if the writer of the
able and learned article in question , and from which the above is
a quotation , will tell us what ‘ other countries ’ were makers of
steam fire engines at that period ? As to the accidents which
prevented the American engines from going through the routine
laid down in the programme , it is said that they continually
happen to the English ones used in London ; but , as luck would
have it , nothing very serious happened to them during the per¬
formance ; and the author has seen the American engines work on
other occasions with a power and ease of control which is sadly
wanting in some of the engines of English make .
As to the workmanship of the American engines , there has
nothing been seen in England at all approaching it , and it was the
universal theme of commendation of all practical men who had
the opportunity , and took the trouble , of inspecting them whilst in
England ; but the ignorant and wilfully untrue comments of por¬
tions of the English press caused great indignation and disgust
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amongst the Americans, and no small amount of reprehension from
all right thinking Englishmen and lovers of fairplay .
The ‘ Engineer ,’ in remarking on the American engines sent to
these ‘trials ,’ says : ‘ The finish of this engine, as that of all the
American engines , was of a superior kind .’
It is to he hoped that the press will see the propriety on future
occasions of engaging the services of engineers who can and will
give correct and unprejudiced reports and descriptions of matters
of this sort, so that we may be spared the ignorance and imperti¬
nence exhibited in the generality of descriptions of matters relating
to engineering science now laid before the public in such articles
as those of which a sample has been given, and that English
hospitality may not be disgraced by the insults bestowed on our
guests, as was the case in the instances above alluded to.
On the 25th of July , 1863, the ‘Manhattan ’ was tried at the
Shadwell entrance of the London Docks, in the presence of
numerous engineers and other persons, having been partially re¬
paired in the interval . The times and distances were taken by
the author , and the following are the notes of the results :—
At lh . lm . 20s. lighted the fire ; in 10m. 38s. engine started with
a steam pressure of 33 lbs. ; in 14m. 5s. from lighting the fire the
steam pressure was 40 lbs. ; with a steam pressure of 50 lbs., using
a nozzle 1£ inch diameter , the water was thrown to a distance of
189 feet horizontally . At the next trial a horizontal distance of
190 feet was reached , and a good vertical jet was thrown . The
rotary pump fetched the water instantly from a depth of some ten
feet, but the repairing of the engine had been done in a very im¬
perfect manner , for the boiler leaked so badly that the fire was
drawn to see if the leak could be found : on relighting the fire and
starting the engine with steam at 50 lbs., the leak increased to such
an extent that the fire could not be kept alight , consequently the
trial was brought to an end. The author was informed by Mr.
Shand , whose firm had repaired the engine, that when tried the day
before it worked beautifully , and threw water to a great height ,
but it seemed that the damage caused by the accident was more
severe than was expected . The distances of the horizontal jets
were measured by one of the men of the London Fire Engine
Establishment to the points where the author stood, which were
the points to which the water reached .
The next trials of steam fire engines were those held at Rotter dam and Middleburg in 1864, and so far as possible the particulars
have been taken from the official report of a gentleman deputed
by the Town Council of Rotterdam to be present and take the
necessary notes and observations ; and extracts from the official
report of the jury have also been made .
The competing engines at the two places were a single cylinder
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patent vertical engine, medium size, by Messrs. Shand, Mason,
and Co., and a double cylinder horizontal, medium sized engine,
by Messrs. Merryweather and Sons.
In the foreign weights and measures given, it must be remem¬
bered that the Prussian pound equals 1"03114 lb. English.
The millimetre is equal to 003937 English inch.
The metre is equal to 39-3078 feet English.
The litre is equal to 1-7608 pint English.
In testing the hand engines at the International Exhibition, and
competition of fire engines held at Middleburg in July 1864, the
jurors, as stated in their report, agreed, in order to judge of them,
‘ to

make

it

a

rule

that

the

best

engine

is

that

which

projects

,

with the least number of hands, the largest quantity of water
to the greatest distance. Moreover, in both kinds of engines the
attention was directed to the solidness of the construction, the
more or less availability of the mechanic arrangement, the ease of
transit and getting up to work, the excellence of the material, the
cost, and sundry other details which occurred at close examina¬
tion and during the trial. The choice of the jet pipe was left free
to the competitors; it was, however, to remain the same at the two
different tests, both for distance and the quantity of water.’
The following is an extract from the report relating to the steam
fire engine of Messrs. Shand, Mason, and Co., tried at this exhibi¬
tion :—‘ For the trial the boiler was filled with water of nearly the
temperature of the atmosphere. There elapsed 11 minutes be¬
tween the moment the fire was lighted (as was observed from the
smoke rising from the chimney) and that when the steam had a
sufficient pressure to pump the water up to project and maintain
an effectual jet . According to the indication of the steam pressure
gauge the steam pressure varied from 110 to 155 English pounds
to the square inch English. The water pressure varied (also
according to the indications of the water pressure gauge fixed
thereunto) from 120 to 135 English pounds to the square inch
English. The average distance the largest quantity of water was
projected to amounted to 45-4 metres ( = 149 feet). The time re¬
quired to fill a tank of 8,000 litres ( = 1,761 gals.) amounted to
6 min. 42 sec. That is, the engine delivered 1, 194 litres ( = 262-3gals.) of water every minute.’
The jury awarded this engine the gold medal and the prize of
500 florins.
The following is an extract from the same report of the trial of
the steam fire engine of Messrs. Merryweather and Sons, which
competed against the before named engine:—‘This engine was
tested in the same manner as the former, and heated with the
very same sort of coals. The water with which the boiler was
filled had also about the temperature of the atmosphere. There
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elapsed 12 minutes between the moment when the smoke of the
lighted fire rose from the chimney , and that in which the machine
was full at work pumping the water up and projecting an effective
jet . The steam pressure , as indicated by the steam pressure
gauge , varied from 60 to 115 English pounds upon the square inch
English . The maximum of the steam pressure has not been noted
for some moments while the regular working of the machine
was disturbed ; but since, it was a great deal more considerable .
Idle water pressure varied from 90 to 95 pounds English . The
average distance the largest quantity of water was projected to
was 36 -95 metres ( = 121 feet ). The time required to fill the tank
of 8,000 litres ( = 1, 761 gals.) amounted to 7 min. 42 sec. That is,
the machine delivered 1,043 litres ( = 229^ gals.) of water every
minute . The canvas hood -which hung over the tank to receive
the jet had a diameter of nearly two metres ( = 6^ feet ). Its centre
was 9-60metres above the level ground ( = 31 feet), and the horizontal
distance from the jet pipe was 12-75 metres ( = 41f feet). The
size of the jet pipe was for both instruments alike ; to wit, 32
millimetres ( = 1£" ). For the projection to determine distance
and to ascertain the quantity of water the same pipes were used.’
The jury awarded this engine the silver medal and 200 florins.
They further remark : ‘ Some of the gentlemen exhibitors men¬
tioned their wish to submit their engines to another trial after
having been put in good order. We thought we could not comply
with their request , every exhibitor having had at least three days
to see after their machines , if these were as they ought to be.
After the close of the competition of the steam engines , we
received a letter of Messrs. Merry weather and Sons, purporting
that the less favourable results of their machines were solely to be
attributed to the presence of a mass of salt in the sundry acting
parts of the machine ; that salt was left behind by salt water used
for a trial on the day before, when the boiler was filled with salt
water . This letter contained further a request for their being
allowed another trial . That request too was denied.’
On the 26th and 27th of July , 1864, the same engine of Messrs.
Shand , Mason, and Co., to which the prize had been given at the
competition at Middleburg , was tried at Utrecht , with the follow¬
ing results : The fire was lighted , and in 10min . 20 sec. the engine
had 70 lbs. steam , and started to work with a jet of 1-| " diameter ;
a horizontal distance of 105 feet, and also 115 feet was reached ;
the vertical lift for the water was 15 feet ; the engine was also
used with two and three jets at once.
Messrs. Merryweather and Sons’ engine £I)e Maas ’ in 9 min.
30 sec. trom lighting the fire had first water through nozzle ; pressure
at starting , 90 lbs. A jet of
diameter was projected 180 feet
horizontally ; second time , 207 feet horizontally . A jet of l Ty '
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diameter was projected 108 feet vertically . Through a delivery
hose 626 feet long, and a nozzle of l -g-" diameter , 95 feet horizon¬
tally ; with a nozzle of
diameter , 95 feet horizontally . Four
and six jets were also thrown . Steam pressure from 100 to 125 lbs.
per square inch . Vertical lift through suction pipe 15 feet 4 inches .
On the 21st , 22nd , 29th , and 31st of July the same engine of
Messrs. Shand , Mason, and Co. was tried at Amsterdam , and in
9 min . 30 sec. from lighting the fire the steam pressure was 60 lbs.,
and the engine started to work ; with a jet of 1TV ' diameter , and
through a length of hose of 144 feet, a vertical height of 98g feet
was reached ; and using a jet or nozzle of l -g-" diameter , a distance
of 137g feet horizontally . The steam pressures were 100 lbs.,
140 lbs., and 150 lbs. on the square inch .
A vessel or tank which held 30,000 litres = 6, 611 gals., was
filled in 21 minutes , using a jet or nozzle of lg " diameter .
The eDe Maas,’ by Messrs. Merryweather and Sons, was then
tried , and in 9 min . 45 sec. from lighting the fire, first water was
through nozzle, pressure at starting 80 lbs. A jet of 1 diameter ,
through 144 feet of delivery hose, reached 148 feet vertically . A
jet of 1-| " diameter reached 115 feet vertically . Two jets ( 1 of
g-" and 1 of 1" diameter ) reached 170 feet horizontally . One jet
of l -j’g-" diameter reached 180 feet horizontally . Six jets (3 of g"
and 3 of a " diameter ) reached 101-g feet horizontally . Through a
delivery hose 583 feet long, and a nozzle of lg-" diameter , reached
131 feet horizontally ; second time , 98 feet horizontally . Average
steam pressure , 110 to 120 lbs. per square inch . The vessel, con¬
taining 30,000 litres , was filled in 18 min . 35 sec. through a nozzle
] A" diameter .
At Rotterdam , immediately after the trials at Middleburg , a
competition was got up by the town authorities with steam fire
engines, in order that they might be able to select the best engine
for service in their town, as it had been decided to purchase one ;
and it was required to have the trials carried out under their own
superintendence , in their own town, and in such way as would
prove most satisfactory to them ; the expenses of the competing
engines in attending , as in the case of Utrecht and Amsterdam ,
being defrayed by the town.
Two engines appeared , one by Messrs. Shand , Mason , and Co.,
which had taken the prize at Middleburg , and the other by Messrs.
Merryweather and Sons, which had also been in the same trial ,
when it received the second prize .
M. Von der Tak , director of the town works of Rotterdam , in
his most able, elaborate , and carefully written Report respecting
the trials of the steam fire engines at Middleburg and Rotterdam
in the month of July 1864, presented by him to the board , goes
fully into the principles and characteristics of the two engines ,
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describes with accuracy their working , the particulars and circum¬
stances under which each trial was made, the results attained , the
difference in the streams of water from the two engines, &c.; and it
contains many valuable remarks of a thoroughly practical character
on all relating to both hand and steam fire engines . The account
of these trials is taken from a sworn copy and translation of it,
and the diagrams being of such an interesting and explanatory
character , have also been given .
This report is worthy the attentive perusal of all persons at any
time likely to have to furnish reports on the subject, as it is a
good sample of the way in which a most useful and complete
record may be made of such trials , of which it is to be regretted
so few examples exist. It has been preferred to quote from this
official document than to take the statements contained in the
newspapers, or furnished by persons incapable of giving reliable
information .
The author has strenuously sought for information on those
points which were not obtainable by himself personally on the
spot at the time of trial , from such disinterested and reliable
sources as enable him to give them with confidence and the cer¬
tainty of their being perfectly correct.
During the trials of the steam fire engines , the distance from
the centre line of the pumps to the level of the water in which
the suction was placed was taken every quarter of an hour . The
fluctuations in the distances reached by the engines were noted
every five minutes , according as they were shown by the marks
made for this purpose before the trials commenced . The length
of hose and diameter of nozzles were taken at each trial . The
number of strokes were counted twice in every five minutes , and
the lowest range of the gauges marked .
In the trials at Middleburg the engines were to start on gaining
a steam pressure of 100 lbs., and then to pump for ten minutes in
any direction , to get the engines into full play, and then to play
horizontally for ten minutes to find the greatest distance ; after
which they were to play ten minutes in any direction , at the end
of which there was to be another trial for distance of ten minutes ’
duration . At the end of this they were to play as they liked for
ten minutes , and then for ten minutes into a hood or target over a
tank , so as to get the quantity delivered in a given time .
Of the trial at Middleburg between the two steam fire engines of
Messrs. Shand, Mason, and Co., and Messrs. Merryweather and
Sons, at which he was present by order of the council, he gives
the following particulars :—‘ The trial was intended to examine the time required to get
steam , and then to work for one hour , throwing through 30 metres
of delivery hose and a nozzle of 32 millimetres in diameter . One
s2
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third of the hour was to be employed in throwing water in a
given direction, consisting of two tests with vertical jets, each of
which lasted 10 minutes.
The remainder of the said time was occupied in three discharges
of water, each of which occupied 10 minutes, but which taking
place in undetermined or arbitrary directions, were not used as
observations. Finally, a tank of 8,000 litres capacity was filled,
the branch being held at about 13 metres from the tank.
With Messrs. Shand, Mason, and Co.’s engine, in 11 minutes
after lighting the fire, water was thrown from the nozzle, and soon
after in a vertical direction to a height of from 34 to 50 metres.
Again in a vertical direction to a height of 34 to 58 metres, and
afterwards in any direction; and in filling the tank the time
occupied was 9 minutes.
With Messrs. Merryweather’s engine I cannot precisely state the
time of raising steam, but a vertical jet was thrown to a height of
32 to 50 metres, and afterwards in any direction. Again a vertical
jet was thrown from 32 to 50 metres, and afterwards in any
direction ; and in filling the tank the time occupied was about
8 minutes.
The height both engines had to lift the water was about 2-30
metres.
I observed that Messrs. Shand, Mason, and Co.’s engine worked
on steadily without interruption during the whole of the trial. Till
the moment of the second discharge with a vertical jet the number
of strokes it made per minute amounted to 130 or 150, but then
and during the filling of the tank one stroke succeeded the other
so rapidly that I could no longer count them, and I was told that
the steam pressure sometimes attained to 200 English pounds.
During the entire trial the said engine shook violently, especially
in the direction over its breadth ; the suction pipe, too, though
the engine has very large air vessels, was in a strongly shaking
motion; the stream of water very visibly sFared this motion, for it
was broken.
The engine ‘ De Maas’ did not yield a very favourable result,
discharging the water to a far less great distance than the former;
particularly in the beginning it worked very irregularly, and even
stopped twice. Its suction pipe was also in a greater motion than
at the trial which took place at Rotterdam. I attribute it to the
steam valves not being properly regulated ; nevertheless the water
stream was duly massy, and the engine itself preserved during the
whole of the trial, just like in the town, a duly tranquil position.’
For discharging the water less far than Messrs. Shand, Mason,
and Co.’s engine, may be adduced the direction in which it was
discharged, being against the wind, whilst the latter was much
more perceptible than an hour and a half before, during the time
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when Messrs. Shand , Mason, and Co.’s engine was tried , when the
weather might be considered as perfectly calm,
F in the diagram will illustrate the streams of both engines
as regards their being broken and massy ; a being the jet of
Messrs. Merryweather , and b that of Messrs. Shand, Mason,
and Co.
The place where the greatest mass of water fell, with the engine
£De Maas,’ was quite visible by the lot of water collected on the
premises , and was situated between 35 and 40 metres . With
Messrs. Shand , Mason, and Co.’s engine this was not easily ob¬
served, the water being more scattered .
The following is the account of the trial as it appeared in the
Rotterdam papers , seemingly from the official documents :—

Names of

competitors

Shand, Mason,
and Co. . .
Merryweather
and Sons

Average dis¬
tance to which
water was
Time from
for
lighting fire to projected
ten minutes
discharging
through a
water from
nozzle of 32
nozzle
millimetres :
mean of 30
observations

Average dis¬
tance to which

11 minutes

45‘40 met.

45-20 met. 6 min.

12

37-17 „

36-37 „

„

water was
Time of filling
projected for 8,000 litrestank
ten minutes
Weight of
through a 32 each
engine
through a
millimetres
nozzle of 32
nozzle
millimetres :
mean of 32
observations

42

sec. 1,660 kilog.

7 „ 42 „

1,800

„

Between each trial an interval of 10 minutes was allowed, during
which the engines played in any direction .
In filling the tank the stream was projected into a funnel placed
at an elevation of 9-60 metres , the branch being held at a distance
of 12-75 metres .
Lots were drawn who should begin first ; fortune favoured
Messrs. Shand , Mason, and Co.
The boiler of each engine was filled with cold water in the
presence of the jury , and the same sort of fuel was used by both
engines .
At the conclusion of the Middleburg trials , it was agreed by the
agent of Messrs. Shand , Mason, and Co., and one of the members
of the firm who was over there , to take their engine to Rotterdam ,
and go through a series of trials in competition with the engine of
Messrs. Merryweather and Sons, which was accordingly done, and
the trials were arranged to extend over two days, each competitor
signing an agreement to do so ; but on the morning of the second
day Messrs. Shand , Mason, and Co. declined to continue the contest.
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Competition at Rotterdam between Messrs, Shand and Mason

and Merryweather and Sons.
In the trials at the Boyman Square , the engines had each to do
as follows :—
1. To work for half an hour , throwing a stream across a wall 18
metres in height , through a nozzle 32 millimetres diameter , at an
angle of 45°, using 50 metres of delivery hose, when the following
results were attained , the engines lifting the water from the depths
stated .
Messrs. Shand and Mason’s engine , at the following pressures ,
speeds, &c., gave the following results :—
Average steam
131 lbs.

Average water
87 lbs.

Average revolutions

Average height
18 metres

143

Depth lifted

1*32 metres

The observations for obtaining the average height were taken
each minute ; the other results were obtained from observations
made every five minutes .
Messrs. Merryweather ’s engine gave the following results :—
Average steam
70 lbs.

Average water
69

lbs.

Average strokes

Average height
18 metres

63

Depth lifted

1*46 metres

2. To work for half an hour , throwing a perpendicular stream
through a nozzle of 32 millimetres , using 75 metres delivery hose.
The results were as follows:—
Messrs.
S. and M.
Messrs.
M. and Sons

Average steam Average water Average strokes Average height Depth lifted
118 lbs.

76 „

90 lbs.

85 „

129
64

27 metres

1'32 metres

27'60 „

1’46

„

3. To work for half an hour , throwing a vertical jet from the
second story of Boyman ’s Museum , as shown in C in the diagram ,
using nozzles of 32 millimetres diameter , and 87 metres of delivery
hose. The results were as follows :—
Messrs.
S. and M,
INXessrs
M. and Sons

Average steam Average water Average strokes Average height Depth lifted
120 lbs.

90 „

96 lbs.

91 „

123
61

31 metres

1*32 metres

34

1-46

„

„

In the trials at the Cathedral the engines had to do as follows:—
1. To work for a quarter of an hour, throwing a vertical jet
against the steeple , using nozzles of 29 millimetres diameter , and
above 120 metres of delivery hose ; and the results were as follows :
Messrs.
S. and M.
Messrs.
M. and Sons

Average steam Average water Average strokes Average height Depth lifted
127 lbs.
100 „

96 lbs.

108 „

102
59

28 metres

1-80 metres

31-50

1-98
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During this trial the delivery hose of both engines burst , and
had to be replaced by new ones.
2. To work for ten minutes through nozzles of 29 millimetres
diameter , using 30 metres of hose, and throw the stream over the
roof of the church , the top of which was 35 metres high from the
ground , and the following results were attained :—
Messrs.
S. and M.
Messrs.
M. and Sons

Average steam Average water Average strokes Average height Depth lifted
120 lbs.

72 lbs.

109 „

80 „

147
79

33 metres

36

„

1*80 metres
1*98

„

During these experiments the weather was very calm.
The results of these trials show that both engines had 5 kilo¬
grammes of steam in 5 min ., and in 4J min . afterwards Messrs.
Shand and Mason had 63, and Messrs. Merryweather and Sons 60
kilogrammes , with which they began to work.
In the trials at Boyman Square the engine of Messrs. Shand
and Mason was first tried , and then that of Messrs. Merryweather
and Sons, which order was maintained throughout , those at the
Boyman Square lasting 2J hours for each engine, and those at the
Cathedral 1 hour .
Before beginning the trials at each place, both engines, as pro¬
posed by Messrs. Shand and Mason, worked for 5 minutes , throw¬
ing in any direction , and also between the experiments with hose
mentioned , so that the experiments consisted of a continuous
discharge in one stream .
The summary result of these trials was that , generally speaking ,
Messrs. Shand and Mason played with an average steam pressure
of 126 lbs., and Messrs. Merryweather and Sons with 89 lbs. ; the
average water pressure of the former being 95^- lbs., and that of
the latter being 92 lbs. ; the former making an average of 134
double piston strokes per minute , and the latter 64^ ; the quantity
of water lifted or pumped per minute , calculated by the contents
of the pumps , would be for the first 1,094 litres , and for the second
1,193 litres , whilst during the trials the latter delivered according
to the observations made 1,038 litres ; no observations were made
with the engine of Messrs. Shand and Mason, hut supposing that ,
as with Merryweather , 13 per cent, were deducted for loss, &c.,
Messrs. Shand and Mason would have delivered 952 litres . The
coals used per minute were 2 kilogrammes by Shand and Mason,
and above 2^ by Merryweather and Sons. Both engines required
the same number of attendants and horses, the hose were laid
out in nearly the same time, and both engines were ready to play
at the same moment . The hose, branch pipes, &c. of Messrs.
Merryweather and Sons were attended by the workmen belonging
to the town, but the engine of Messrs. Shand and Mason was
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attended by their own men, brought over with them for the
purpose.
Trials of the ‘ Be Maas ' by Merry weather and Sons at the
Government Yard, Rotterdam, July 1864.
Length of hose
of
trial
Number

i
2
3
4
5
6
7

nozzle Number
of
Duration Diameter
Hour
1
2
1
1
1
1

i
1
2

•025

2

•032
same
•029
•032
•019
•016

1
1
1
1
4
4

Metres
/lof40
\
\ 1 of 12 -50/
12-50
91 -30
195 -60
same
average 47 ‘50
same

lift
Average
distanceDepth
of

Metres Metres
40
4-27
44
34
40
35
34
41

4 -25
3-91
3 -32
3-19
3 -17
3 -28

steam water
minute
Average Average Average
strokes
per
lbs.

lbs.

58

43

72

80
72
108
95
64
91

57
68
102
92
32
61

66
59
56
57
81
77

In the first trial, soon after the engine started, the injector would
not work, and the engine had to be stopped to get it to go.
Between the fifth and sixth trial the indiarubber hose burst,

and the engine stopped. Five minutes were lost in replacing the
hose and adjusting the slides of the engine.
In the first trial one of the streams was projected vertically for
a quarter of an hour, after which both were thrown vertically and
horizontally at the will of Mr. Merryweather.
Before starting on the first trial, and between the others, water
was thrown by the engine for a few minutes for the purpose of
regulating it, &c., but these were not recorded except in the three
following cases of vertical jets, viz. :
1. Between the second and third trials, with 91'30 metres of
hose and a nozzle of 28 millimetres, the greatest distance reached
was 53 metres, lifting the water from a depth of 4-21 metres.
2. Between the third and fourth trials, with the same length of
hose, through a nozzle of 29 millimetres, the greatest distance

reached was 49 metres, lifting the water from a depth of 3-60
metres.
3. Between the fourth and fifth trials, with 12-50 metres of hose
and a nozzle of 38 millimetres, the greatest distance attained was
46 metres, lifting the water from a depth of 3-25 metres.
In order to test by comparison with some hand engines that were
present the powers of the steam fire engine, it was arranged that it
should work with 4 streams, one only of which was to discharge the
water into a tank of the capacity of 1,700 litres, the other three
streams being thrown in whatever direction the person holding each
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branch pleased. Then the engine was to work full power through
one nozzle (the others with the hose being disconnected or shut off
from the engine) for the purpose of filling an iron tank up to a
given mark , the contents to this point being 18,970 litres. A
funnel of 0'60 metre in diameter was fitted to the top , into which
the water was discharged in a horizontal stream , as shown in
A and B in the diagram .
In the experiment of filling the 1, 700 litres tank the results were
as follows :—
The steam fire engine having 4 streams , each through a nozzle
of 16 millimetres , with one jet directed into the hood, the branch
being held at 5 metres distance , filled the tank on an average in
5 min . 2-J- sec., making 419 full strokes of the piston .
From this it will be seen that the 4 streams , each with 16 milli¬
metres nozzle, would give 4 x 1,700 = 6,800 litres of water as the
amount discharged in that time .
The average steam pressure was 87-L lbs., and the average
water pressure 63ilbs . The length of hose 47 -50 metres average .
The manual engine filled the tank on an average in 6 min .
35 sec., making 236 full pump strokes. The length of hose the
same as that of the steamer .
In the next trial at the same tank , using 2 nozzles of 19 milli¬
metres diameter , and 2 nozzles of 16 millimetres , the branch of
one of the 19 millimetres being held at a distance of 10 metres ,
the tank was filled in 4 min . 5 sec., with 339 full piston strokes.
During this period the engine delivered 5,810 litres .
The manual engine filled the tank in 6 min . 25 sec., making
256 full pump strokes .
When the trial to fill the tank up to the mark of 18,970 litres
was begun , the steamer had to work through 1 delivery hose of
12-50 metres in length , with a nozzle of 32 millimetres . After
the engine had been at work for 21 minutes , a length of the india
rubber hose split , rendering it necessary to stop and shift it . The
trial was then continued through 2 lengths of hose, each about as
long as the former one, one nozzle being 27 and the other 29
millimetres in diameter . On continuing , the tank was filled up to
the gauge in 9 min . 15 sec. Deducting 3 minutes , the time
expended in shifting the burst hose, the entire filling was completed
in 11 min . 45 sec.
At the first part of the trial , the engine , through a 32 millimetres
nozzle, put about 3,000 litres of water into the tank , and the
remaining 15,970 litres were thrown through nozzles of 27 and 29
millimetres . In the first case the engine delivered 1, 200 litres ,
and in the second about 1,726 ) litres per minute ; whereas at the
first trial at the 1,700 litres tank it delivered 1,349, and at the
second 1,424 litres per minute . The average number of strokes
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per minute were 100-| , the steam pressure 106, and the water
when 2 delivery hose were used 35, the depth the water was
lifted being 3-87 metres . The nozzles were placed in the tank at
this trial .
Manual Engine Trials at Rotterdam .
Two of the ordinary fire engines, fitted with 50 metres of delivery
hose, and nozzles of 19 millimetres , were used at trial No. 6,
and with nozzles of 16 millimetres in trial No. 7.
Forty men worked one engine, No. 10, in double gangs, relieving
one another , so that the engine might be kept at full swing ; and
the other engine , No. 8, was worked throughout by a single gang
of 20.
No. 10 threw to a horizontal distance of 32 metres , and No. 8
22 metres ; the depth from which the water was lifted being 2-27
metres .
On placing a double gang to work No. 8, a distance of 33
metres and upwards was reached ; whilst No. 10, worked by one
gang , only reached about 26 metres .
Another manual engine , worked by 16 men , was found to throw
to a distance of about 26 metres , through a nozzle of 1^ milli¬
metre less than the others —the length of hose being 50 metres .
An apparatus termed a ‘ Recipient Mobile,’ consisting of a
reservoir or air vessel placed on a sledge, to which 4 ordinary
fire engines were fitted , each worked by 16 men , was worked for
half an hour , drawing water through a length of suction of 3-50
metres , and forcing it through a length of 40 metres of delivery
hose, fitted with a nozzle of 25 millimetres : the average distance
reached was 37 metres . When favoured by the wind, a distance of
46 metres was reached at times . The pressure in the receiver was
shown by a pressure gauge to be 90 lbs. on the square inch
(English ). E in the diagram refers to this , and in G-, d is the jet
thrown .
In the diagram at H , a shows the jets of Merry weather and
Sons, and c that of the manual engine .
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Trials with the ‘ De Maas ’ and the Manual Engine for Vertical
Heights, which were made at the following Places :—
Steamer
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434
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■1-90
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)
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The coals used at the trials 1 and 4 were not of a satisfactory
quality , in consequence of which steam was kept with difficulty.
Between the 2nd and 5th trials the steam fire engine was stopped
for 4 minutes , and between the 2nd and 5th for 13 minutes . The
hand engine stopped also the same length of time .
Between the trials 11 and 12 a pause was made of 9 minutes ’
duration .
During the 12th trial the hose burst and had to be replaced ,
and then the 13th trial was commenced .
At the 1st and 9th trials the water was thrown vertically
.
upwards , and at the 10th and 13th trials in a sloping direction
At the 10th trial it was intended to throw the water over the
roof of the church , which was 35 metres in height , which was done.
The branch was held during this trial at a distance of 25 metres
from a perpendicular line from the top of the roof to the ground .
During the 11th and 13th trials the stream was inclined 15
centimetres from the perpendicular for each metre in length .
The greatest height attained by the vertical jets from the steam
fire engine was 40 metres , and by the hand engine 28 metres .
This was attained at the 9th trial .
At the mill ‘ Kostverloren ’ the greatest height attained was
50 metres , which was reached at the 12th trial . D in the diagram
shows how this trial was carried out .
The whole of the time at the Cathedral , including everything as
above, was 1^ hour .
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The time occupied at the trials at Boyman Square , including
lighting fire, laying out hose, &c., was
hours.
The whole of the time at the mill , as above, was 2 hours .
M. Yon der Tak remarks , after comparing the results of the
comparative trials of the hand and steam fire engines, that
‘ Admitting this to be the average quantity which the steam fire
engine can constantly deliver, its capacity is about equal to that of
5 of our ordinary hand power engines, since the latter when
playing continuously do not eject or discharge much more than 200
litres per minute . If the steam fire engine had then played with
5 jets , making 62 strokes every minute , it would certainly not
have projected water to any greater distance than the said ward fire
engines . At those trials the said ward engines worked in inverted
order with a double gang , and therefore with accelerated motion ,
whereby their jets equalled those of the steam fire engine in
length ; moreover, they carried up about more water than usual,
and in case they had played still so much quicker as to carry up an
additional quantity of 30 or 40 litres , together a quantity nearly
equal to that delivered by the jets of the steam fire engine , they
would then perhaps have discharged water as far as the steam fire
engine .’
The amount of water discharged by the steamer was, according
to M. Von der Tak ’s observations , somewhat more than 16T litres
per full stroke , the total delivery being , as he states , 1,000 litres
per minute .
In the month of June 1865, a competition of steam fire
engines was got up at the International Exhibition at Cologne,
the single prize contended for consisting of 500 thalers , given by
the Colonia Insurance Company, for the best steam fire engine ,
open to all comers.
The prizes announced in the official circular , as given by the
Colonia Insurance Company, to be competed for at the Cologne
International Exhibition , were two in number only ; one of 500
thalers = 75L for the best steam carriage for common roads, and
the other also of 500 thalers = 751. for the best steam fire engine .
The first of these prizes was awarded to Fowler of Leeds, whilst
to another who competed with him a gold medal was given , ap¬
parently as an acknowledgment of his attendance .
The next prize for the best steam fire engine was awarded to
Merryweather and Sons ; whilst to their competitors , Messrs.
Shand , Mason , and Co., was given a gold medal , and to Messrs.
Wirth and Co. a silver medal , apparently on similar grounds to
that of the unsuccessful competitor in the case of the steam car¬
riage competition , as in no case were the medals mentioned or
alluded to as prizes in the official documents inspected by the
author .
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The following notes and particulars of these trials have been
furnished by an engineer who was present and carefully noted the
results of the working of each engine . Being a thoroughly prac¬
tical man , and one well able to judge of the working of engines
of this description , it has been felt that the information furnished
was of a reliable character , and from one who cared little who
was the winner ; therefore they are given here .
By the manuscript copy of the way in which the trials were to
be carried out, and the tests that were to be undergone , it was
evident that the plans of the Crystal Palace ‘ trials ’ were intended
to be followed, but they did not bind themselves to carry out all
or any of the trials they had proposed. It seemed, however, that
they did not well know what to set about , for on the arrival of the
competitors at Cologne with the engines, nothing was found to be
prepared , and it appears the exhibitors were consulted as to what
they would like to have done.
It was suggested that the engines should be placed on the
quay, and 1,000 feet of hose be laid from each up into the town
of Cologne, and let it be seen which engine would throw farthest
with different nozzles, lifting the water some 16 or 18 feet to the
level of the quay, and forcing it up a height of some 50 feet ; but
this , it appears , was considered an impossible arrangement to carry
out, and it was finally decided to try them at a place some
three miles down the river , called Mulheim -on-the -Bhine .
At this place a rectangular scaffolding, with four stages, had
been erected , one of the corner poles of which had an altitude of
110 feet, and on the third stage a canvas hood of the shape of a
frustrum of a cone was fixed, the larger end being 7 feet in dia¬
meter and closed, whilst the smaller end, 5 feet in diameter , was
open to receive the water from the engines. Attached to the larger
end was a canvas conduit pipe leading down to an iron tank
placed at bottom of the scaffold, which had the following dimen¬
sions : 12' 6' x 5/ 2" x 6' 2" high = 2,511 gallons.
The engines that were entered to compete for the prize were four
in number , consisting of one made and entered by Messrs. Shand ,
Mason, and Co.; one made and entered by Messrs. Merryweather
and Sons ; one made and entered by Messrs. Moltrecht and Co.,
of Hamburg ; and the fourth made by the Amoskeag Co., in the
United States , which competed at the Crystal Palace in 1863,
under the name of ‘Victoria,’was entered by Messrs.Wirth and Co.,
of Frankfort -on-the -Maine .
The engine of Messrs. Shand , Mason, and Co. was one of their
largest sized patent vertical engines , with a single cylinder 10£"
diameter x 10" stroke , and a bucket and plunger pump 9x
10"
stroke .
The engine of Messrs. Wirth and Co. had a single vertical steam
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cylinder 10£" diameterx 12" stroke, and a vertical double acting
plunger pump 6" diameter x 12" stroke.
The engine of Messrs. Moltrecht and Co. had a single horizontal
steam cylinder 6" diameter x 15" stroke, and two double acting
horizontal pumps, placed one on each side of the steam cylinder,
and worked by a plunger attached to each end of a cross head
keyed to the rod of the steam piston.
The engine of Merryweather and Sons was one of their ordinary
" x 18", the weight of the
single cylinder, 8" x 18", and 1 pump 5-jL
engine being 32 cwts.
The weight of each engine, as carefully taken, was as follows:
6, 128 Prussian lbs.
Messrs. Shand, Mason, and Co.
„
5,803
„ Wirth and Co.
„
3,813
„ Merryweather and Sons
3,487
„ Moltrecht and Co.
All being ready, and the engines on the ground, lots were drawn
to decide in what order they should be tried, and the result
gave the following order:—Messrs. Wirth and Co., Mr. Moltrecht,
Messrs. Shand, Mason, and Co., Messrs. Merryweather and Sons.
The following trials with each engine were to be made :—1. Time
of raising steam. 2. Quantity of water thrown into the hood placed
at an altitude of 50 feet, leading into a tank containing 2,470 gals.,
at a distance of 40 feet. 3. The same at a distance of 60 feet.
4. The same at 70 feet distance. The steam pressure was not to
exceed 120 lbs. when working.
One engine at a time was placed in position, and no notice was
publicly given when the engines were to light up ; but Messrs.
Wirth and Co. did so, apparently, when it suited them, and there
was a large quantity of water in the boiler. The time of
steam was as follows:
min. sec.
steam= 10 lbs.
In 6 30 from lighting the fire
20 „
12 o
99
30 „
13 25
„
,,
40 „
14 30
50 „
15 25
„
„
99
60 „
16 20
,,
,,
99
The engine started with 60 lbs. steam, and in 16 min. 50 sec.
from lighting the fire first water was thrown from nozzle. In
17 min. 45 sec. from lighting the fire the engine stopped for steam,
and in 18 min. 30 sec. steam = 70 lbs. ; in 19 min. 30 sec. steam
= 80 lbs., when they started to fill tank.
The engine maintained steam steadily at a pressure of 80 lbs. on
the square inch, with a water pressure varying from 120 to 140 lbs.
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Using a nozzle of 1^" diameter , and making 160 revolutions per
minute , at the distance of 40 feet from the hood, the tank was
filled in 29 minutes from lighting the fire, the time being taken
from the first appearance of the smoke at the top of the funnel .
The stream thrown was very compact and with great velocity ; the
steam very steady at 120 lbs.
At the horizontal distance of 60 feet the engine started with
140 lbs. steam , the water pressure reaching 140 lbs., and the revo¬
lutions being 174 per minute ; hut the steam fell to 80 lbs. in 9 min .
45 sec. after starting , and the tank was filled in 10 minutes .
At the horizontal distance of 70 feet, the engine started with
140 lbs. steam and 140 lbs. of water , and worked for 12 min .
48 sec., when the engine stopped, the tank being then 30 in. short
of full.
Between the trials the engine did some vertical streams fully
150 feet, the day being very calm : only one diameter of nozzle,
was used.
The engine of Messrs. Moltrecht and Co. raised 45 lbs. steam in
9 minutes , at which pressure the engine started to work ; but the
steam pressure fell rapidly , and the engine stopped working . In
25 minutes from lighting the fire 90 lbs. steam pressure was
obtained , and the engine started to fill the tank , using a nozzle of
j !-" diameter ; but after playing for 7 minutes , and little or no
water entering the hood, the steam pressure dropped rapidly , and
the engine was stopped and withdrawn from further competition .
For this reason any mention of it was omitted from the official
report of the j ury.
The engine of Messrs. Shand , Mason, and Co. was then put into
position , and the times of raising steam were as follows :
mm.

In 6
6
7
8
9
9
10

sec.

0
45
42
30
15
40
0

steam = 5 lbs
10 39
99
20
99
99
30 99
39
40 99
39
50 99
99
60 99
99

At this pressure the engine started to work, and after the water
had been thrown for one minute , the stream was directed into the
hood, the steam pressure being then 90 lbs. In 11 min . 15 sec.
the tank was filled, making the total time from lighting the fire
to filling the tank 21 min . 15 sec. The average steam pressure
during the time was 100 lbs., and the average water pressure 80 lbs.
The horizontal distance from the hood was 40 feet, the diameter of
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the nozzle 40 millimetres, and the steam pressure at the end of the
trial 115 lbs.
At the second trial, at the horizontal distance of 60 feet from
the hood, using a nozzle of 37 millimetres diameter, the engine
had 120 lbs. steam at starting and 120 revolutions, the steam
blowing off, but it fell during the working to 110 lbs. and 100 lbs.
water pressure, and a little later to 80 lbs. on the square inch,
when, after having been working 15 min. 15 sec. the hose burst,
the tank being then 2 ft. 10^ in. short of full. The engine did not
seem to work so easily as during the first trial, but laboured con¬
siderably.
Between the above trials the engine threw through a 1", 1^",
and a 1^" nozzle at the same time, reaching a vertical height of
about 130 feet. There was more wind during this trial than when
the engine of Messrs. Wirth and Co. was tried.
The engine of Messrs. Merryweather and Sons was next put in
place, and the fire having been lighted, the following results, in
getting steam from the moment smoke appeared at the top of the
funnel, were obtained :
First steam in
10 lbs. „
20 99 99
30 99 99
40 99 99
50 99 99
60 99 99
70 99 99
80 99 99
90 99 99
100 99 99

.
.
.
.
.

mm.

2
4
5
5
5

sec.

30
30
2
30
48

.

6

1

.
.
.
.
.

6
6
7
7
7

25
50
0
12
28

The engine was started with a higher pressure in 8 minutes from
the time of lighting the fire, and after playing the water about for
2 minutes, the stream was directed into the hood.
At the horizontal distance of 40 feet the tank was filled in 13
minutes, or a total time of 21 minutes from lighting the fire, the
steam pressure being 110 lbs., and that of the water 120 lbs., the
nozzle being 1^" diameter.
The next trial was at the horizontal distance of 60 feet, and a
1J-" nozzle was used. The engine played into the hood for 16
minutes, when the jury were satisfied, as the tank was filled to
within exactly 18 inches of the top, and ordered the engine to
stop, it being late ; and they then retired. The pressure of the
steam was 110 lbs., the water 130 lbs. ; at this time a nozzle of
iy ' diameter was used, and with it the engine threw a vertical
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stream to a height of between 130 and 140 feet, which it kept
up for five minutes . Next a 1" and a i " nozzle were attached to
the branch , and each threw to a full vertical height of 100 feet.
This concluded the trials of the day.
The engine of Messrs. Moltrecht and Co. was in its boiler and
arrangement of the steam slide almost an exact, but still very
imperfect , copy of the plan used by Merryweather and Sons in
their engine the ‘Torrent .’ The suction and delivery air vessels
were laid horizontally , so as to form a bed or framing to carry the
steam cylinder and pump , like the plan formerly used in the ‘ old
style ’ steamers made by the Amoskeag Company. The engine
was fitted with a hose reel , placed in the part under the driver ’s
seat , similar to the plan introduced for manual engines by Mr .
\Vm. Baddeley, C.E ., in the year 1837.
The following is a copy of the official report concerning the
decision of the jury at the trial of steam fire engines held at
Cologne :—
‘ The undersigned , when judging of the steam fire engines, paid
attention chiefly to the following points :—
‘ 1. The time required for getting sufficient steam to work the
engines .
‘ 2. The quantity of water in general , and especially its density ,
in proportion to the distance over which the water was thrown .
‘ 3. The height of the stream .
‘ 4. The general construction of the engines , and especially their
durability and steadiness whilst being worked.
‘ 5. The weight , from which to draw conclusions as to their trans¬
portability .
‘ As regards the getting of steam for working the engines, the
engine of Messrs. Merryweather and Sons, of London , effected this
in 7 min. 28 sec. ( 100 lbs.) ; that of Messrs. Shand , Mason, and Co.,
of London , in 11 min . 28 sec. ( 60 lbs.) ; that of Messrs. Wirth and
Co., of Frankfort -on-the -Maine, in 16 min . 30 sec. ( 60 lbs.)
‘ At a distance of 40 feet, the largest quantity of water was
thrown by the engine of Messrs. Shand , Mason, and Co. ; the
second in this respect were Messrs. Wirth and Co. ; whilst as
regards the compactness of the stream , the latter decidedly took
the first place, and Messrs. Shand, Mason, and Co. were second in
this respect .
‘ At a distance of 60 feet Messrs. Wirth and Co. took the first
place, and Messrs. Merryweather and Sons the second place.
‘ As , however , the dimensions

and working

powers of the engines

are taken into consideration , then Messrs. Merryweather and Sons
are fairly entitled to the first place ; there is also to mention that
the engine of Messrs. Wirth and Co. worked during a wind more
T
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favourable than that under which the other two had to stand the
trial .
‘ Concerning

the height

of the streams , the engine of Messrs .

Wirth and Co. was first, even if full consideration is given to the
unfavourable wind which the other two engines had to work
against .
‘ All practical questions as regards the construction of steam
fire engines have not yet been decided. All three engines were of
solid workmanship , and fully warrant , during the usual duration
of working time as regards steadiness, every advantage that could
be wished for.
‘ The weights of the engines are as follows :—
Messrs. Merryweather and Sons .
.
. 3,813 lbs.
„
Shand , Mason, and Co. .
.
, 6,128 „
„
Wirth and Co.
.
.
.
. 5,803 „
‘ Considering the short space of time in which Messrs. Merry weather and Sons’ engine commenced working after the time of
lighting the fire, and considering the proportionately equal results
in other respects, and further in consideration of the strikingly
light weight of this engine , the undersigned declare that they have
awarded to the steam fire engine of Messrs. Merryweather and
Sons, of London , I Stand , 247, the set out (ausgesetzte ) money
prize of 500 thalers ; and a gold medal to the steam fire engine
of Messrs. Shand , Mason, and Co., of London , I Stand , 248 ; and
a silver medal , granted by the ministry , to the steam fire engine
of Messrs. Wirth and Co., of Frankfort -on-the -Maine , I Stand ,
156.
‘Agreed

‘ (Signed ) M. Goldstein .

c(Signed ) T. Wottitz .
‘ The same

‘ (Signed ) Ruhlhann .
‘Cologne , June 20th , 1865 .’

The engine of Messrs. Wirth and Co., at the first trial , delivered
2,470 gals , in 11 minutes = 224 gals, per minute , which divided
by 5,803 lbs., the weight of the engine , gives ’038 gals, as the
amount delivered per lb. of engine per minute .
At the second trial the engine delivered 2,470 gals, in 10 minutes
= 247 gals, per minute , which divided by the weight of the engine
(5,803 lbs.) = -042 gals, per lb. of engine per minute .
The engine of Messrs. Shand , Mason, and Co. at the first trial
delivered 2,470 gals, in 11 min . 25 sec. = 220 gals, per minute ,
which divided by the weight of the engine ( 6,128 lbs.), gives -036
gals, per lb. of engine per minute .
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min .
At the second trial the engine delivered 1,318 gals, in 16

30 sec. = 80 gals, per minute , which divided by the weight of the
engine (6, 128 lbs.), gives '013 gals, per lb. of engine per minute .
The engine of Messrs. Merryweather and Sons, at the first trial ,
delivered 2,470 gals, in 13 minutes = 190 gals, per minute , which
divided by 3, 813 lbs., the weight of the engine, gives -05 gals, per
lb. of engine per minute .
At the second trial the engine delivered 1,869 gals, in 17
minutes = 110 gals, per minute , which divided by 3,813, the weight
.
of the engine , gives -0288 gals, per lb. of engine per minute
At trials to ascertain the powers , &c. of steam fire engines , the
chief points to be noted are—first, the time of raising steam from
the moment smoke appears at the top of the chimney ; next , the
;
height at which the water stands in the gauge glass of the boiler
and
smoothly
whether
off,
goes
engine
the
which
in
next , the way
easily or with a rush , and whether it fetches water at once or takes
several strokes to do it ; next , being at work, the steadiness with
which the steam is maintained , and the pressure at which the
gauges on the boiler and pumps stand , and also whether the engine
itself is vibrated or shaken by working ; next , the diameter of the
;
suction and delivery hose, and the diameter of the nozzles used
and
wind
of
state
the
and
,
employed
hose
of
also, the kind
weather .
For duty or effect it will be desirable to measure the distance
and height to which streams of given sizes are thrown , whether the
streams are solid or broken , steady or intermittent ; the depth or
,
distance from which the engine draws the water ; the length
diameter , and material of hose used, and the steam and water
pressure under which each diameter is worked, with the number
of strokes or revolutions per minute whilst working with each
diameter of nozzle. As to fuel, it is no doubt desirable that the
;
maximum effect should be produced by the minimum of fuel
usually
are
engines
but the circumstances under which these
;
worked do not render economy on this head of much moment
the
comparing
of
means
a
as
,
this
note
to
proper
is
still , it
results with other engines used in manufacturing or other pur¬
poses.
Another point to be carefully noted is the amount of water in
cubic feet contained in each boiler at the time of lighting the fire,
as it may sometimes be found that one boiler will contain a much
larger amount of water -—per square foot of heating surface—to be
heated than another ; consequently , an engine may be slower or
of water to be
faster in getting away, according as the amount
should hold
boiler
a
that
desirable
doubt
no
is
It
varies.
heated
sufficient water to prevent its varying much in the production of
steam when at work ; but it would be desirable to apportion the
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cubic contents of water to a square foot of heating surface as a
standard , so that the economical duty of the various boilers might
be tested by a proper standard . The result of this would
perhaps
be found ’that one boiler , containing ten cubic feet of water
and
one hundred square feet of heating surface, would get
steam
quicker , hold it steadier , and give a greater duty than one con¬
taining the same number of square feet of heating surface, but a
less number of cubic feet of water. Consequently , it might
be
safely assumed that such a boiler would prove better in general
work than the other .
Having all these points carefully noted , the relation between
work wasted and that consumed in useful effort can be easily
determined , and the ratio of these is the true measure of merit of
the engine as a hydraulic machine ; but neither ‘ nose bags ’
‘ targets ’ are necessary for this purpose , or even of any nor
use
whatever .
The ‘ Practical Mechanic ’s Journal ,’ commenting on the Crystal
Palace trials , says : ‘ Through one hose pipe , common to all,
through the same length and diameter of delivery (strictly the
very same hose), all the engines in succession should project
water vertically , in the inside of a tower or the like, screened their
from
the wind, and giving the means of accurately observing the
height
of the jet , and that the water falling back in a given time
should
be measured in volume . As to comparative trials , as to
which
engines against or transverse to the wind should deliver most water
into a “ water target ,” the feet would be safely inferred from
the
preceding information ; but if a separate trial were desirable , say
with the angle of elevation at 45°, then it is indispensable
that
every engine should be tried with the same diameter of jet .
‘ The distance at which a cylindrical jet begins to get
scattered
and broken into spray by the resistance of the air in the
passage
through it, depends upon the velocity of the jet , and with the same
velocity the quantity lost by spray in relation to that delivered
beyond at a given distance from the nozzle is, cwteris p' aribus , as
the diameter of the jet , and inversely as its cross section, or as
the
square of its diameter . These conditions did not appear to us to
have entered into the consideration of the committee at all.
Such
are some of the purely hydraulic questions which should
have
been exactly determined , we think , to have got the most out
of
this competition ; but as the mean velocity of piston , even of
any
one engine , does not seem to have been got at , of course the
very
first element for any conclusion as to the ratio of useless
to useful
power consumed is wanting . But besides the hydraulic question ,
there are a great number of other mechanical conditions demanding
to be fulfilled by a steam fire engine —a very few of which,
such
as the rapidity with which it can be brought into action as a
steam
engine , appear to have been considered.’
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The following were the results and awards of the various trials
of the steam fire engines just enumerated :—
International Exhibition , 1862—three engines competing :—
Medals awarded .
Crystal Palace , 1863 —ten engines competing :—
First Prize , for large engines, of 250/ ., to Messrs. Merryweather
and Sons, for their steam fire engine ‘ Sutherland .’
Second Prize , for large engines , of 100/., to Messrs. Shand ,
Mason, and Co., for their steam fire engine .
Mr. William Eoberts was ‘ highly commended ’ in the following
letter addressed to him , in which it is stated that ‘ at the meeting
of the committee a few days since for the purpose of making the
awards concerning the engines, it was a matter of much regret that
it was not possible under the circumstances to award a prize to
your engine, there being only two prizes in each class, and your
engine having evidently got into the class in which you had not
originally intended to compete .
‘ The committee , however, have, by a formal resolution , “ highly
commended ” your engine , and have deputed me, in my capacity
as chairman , to convey to you their best thanks for your exertions
in producing so good a steam fire engine, and for your courteous
and liberal conduct during the whole of the experiments .’
First Prize , for small engines, of 250/., to Messrs. Shand ,
Mason, and Co., for their small steam fire engine .
Second Prize , for small engines, of 100/., to Messrs. Welling¬
ton , Lee, and Co., for their small steam fire engine .
Middleburg , 1864—two engines competing :—
First Prize of a gold medal and 500 florins, to Messrs. Shand ,
Mason, and Co., for the best engine .
Second Prize of a silver medal and 200 florins, to Messrs. Merry weather and Sons, for the next best engine .
Eotterdam , 1864—two engines competing :—
The best engine at the trial being that of Messrs. Merryweather
and Sons, it gained the point competed for, that of being purchased
by the town council for the use of the town.
Cologne, 1865—four engines competing :—
The Prize of 500 thalers = 75?., for the best steam fire engine ,
was carried off by Merry weather and Sons. Messrs. Shand , Mason,
and Co. had a gold medal given to them , and the ministry presented
a silver one to Messrs. Wirth and Co.
The Society for the Encouragement of Arts , Manufactures , and
Commerce , impressed with the desirability of encouraging the
development of steam fire engines, offered in the years 1863 -4,
1864- 5, their medals— 1st, for the best and most efficient steam fire
engine for land use ; and 2nd, for the best and most efficient steam
fire engine capable of self propulsion on land , the conditions required
being ‘ rapidity in raising and generating steam, facility of drawing
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water , volume of water thrown , distance to which it can be thrown ,
lightness , strength , and durability .’
It was hoped that makers , both English and foreign, would be
induced to enter the lists, and show what could be done towards
obtaining the desired end ; and it is more than probable that from
the absence of any inducement to favour one person more than
another , or having any interest to serve, or ends to gain, by parti¬
ality for particular plans or systems, such a competition would be
far more likely to be free from bias, and calculated to give more
satisfactory results , than any competitions which have hitherto taken
place .
The provision of competent and disinterested judges , the arrange¬
ment of practical and useful tests , the framing of rules to be strictly
and truly observed, the provision of proper and reliable means for
obtaining correct results of each test , and the carrying out of all
connected with the matter with the most inflexible impartiality ,
will beget the confidence so much desired in these competitions ,
and ensure that satisfactory and valuable information be obtained .
Under the will of Dr. Fothergill , funds are bequeathed for the
offer of a medal, and ‘ the following subjects are proposed to the
Society for their consideration :—
1. The best method of preventing destructive fires, and of detect¬
ing incendiaries .
2. Of speedily extinguishing

fires when water is scarce .

3. Of speedily securing valuable property from the flames, and
also from thieves .
4. Of preventing or diminishing the numerous fatal disasters
from fashionable muslin dresses catching fire, whether by rendering
such dresses less combustible , or having constantly in readiness a
large cloak of incombustible fabric composed of asbestos or amian¬
thus , with which instantly to enwrap the whole body.
Paper of this kind ( incombustible ) might preserve from fire
valuable deeds and other manuscripts . A premium for the en¬
couragement of such a manufacture is also earnestly recommended .
The above to be varied at the Society’s discretion .’
The competition list had two entries , that of Mr. William
Eoberts , and Messrs. Shand , Mason, and Co., but in consequence
of the latter firm having to send their engine away before the
date for trying the engines could be decided , and too late to
enter another before the time specified as the last day for entry ,
nothing practical has so far resulted , and the last day on which
entries could be made passed away without any fresh competitors
appearing , and for the present the attempt seems to have been
attended with no practical result . It is to be hoped , however, that
the Society will persevere in its laudable endeavours until they be
crowned with success, and those results so earnestly to be desired
be fully and completely attained .
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the men to be changed , as it is fair to suppose they must he,
every three hours , the labour which a small steam engine would
perform would thus cost 451. ! The steam fire engine , including
wages of attendants and every possible charge for working, would
not cost 15s. at the outside, if so much , for the same time of
working . To throw the same amount of water as a steam fire
engine of moderate size, from four to five hand engines would be
required , and the first cost would equal if not exceed that of the
steamer , whilst with their men the space they would occupy at a
fire would be at least ten times as much . In many cases it is next
to impossible to get access to a fire at all , and in this case one
engine would he less in the way than four or five, to say nothing
of the advantage afforded by its great power in a small compass.’
In his evidence before the select committee , Mr. John Drummond ,
managing director of the Sun Fire Office, stated that from ‘ not
finding the manual engines sufficiently powerful, they had ordered
four land steam fire engines . The manual engines were found to do
very well for anything under 60 feet high , but that when the fire was
over that , they were of very little use ; and when it comes to high
buildings the power of going to the great height of 150 feet is a
very great thing . When we get our steam land engines which are
in process of making , we shall consider ourselves better protected
than we are.’ In another part of his evidence he said : ‘We have
ordered three more of the steam engines. We have one in use
now, and I think that another will be in use this week, and we
have two more making .’ He stated that they ‘ would gradually
replace nearly the whole of the hand engines by steamers .’
The present superintendent of the London Fire Engine Estab¬
lishment is said to have stated that there ‘ is an enormous advan¬
tage ’ in the use of a steam fire engine ; and he is reported to
have informed the insurance offices that they would save 1,000£.
by each steam fire engine they employed .
Sir Eichard Mayne , speaking of a large fire at which he was
present , said ‘ there were several engines at work, but until the
steam fire engine got to work, the manuals had little or no
effect.’
Mr. F . Nash, speaking of the steam fire engines which he had
seen working at the Tooley Street fire, says : ‘ The fire was so exten¬
sive that the water which the engines obtained made hut very'little
impression upon the fire. I observed that the land steam engine
had very great effect upon the buildings , and also the floating
engines . The engines worked by manual labour cannot send the
water on to the roof of the building .’
Mr . Wm. Bridges Adams, the well known engineer , truly re¬
marks : ‘ As long as combustible buildings shall continue , there
can be no question that the steam fire engine is the best ; and if
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rightly constructed , the steam can be got up as rapidly as the
horsing , and water connecting , and other arrangements .
‘ Water in force is more effective than when merely poured upon
a fire ; and the force and volume of water thrown from a steam
fire engine will always do the work of several hand engines , in a
far more rapid and effectual manner . At some of the great cotton
fires at Liverpool , it was only the force of the water which knocked
the fire out, not the wetting of the materials .’
M. Yon der Tak , director of the Board of Works of Rotterdam ,
tried a series of experiments with steam and manual fire engines ,
in order to obtain a comparison of the results and proportions of
work done by each. He found that the steamer using four nozzles,
each attached to the same length of hose as was used with the
manual engines , which were worked by a double gang of men ,
spell and spell, to have the best results , was just equal in capacity
to jive of the ordinary fire engines used in that city. The parti¬
culars will be found in the trials of steam and manual fire engines
at Rotterdam at page 265.
It is said that nearly 70 per cent , of London fires are very slight ,
and that 3 or 4 per cent , are of a class that have thus far burnt
themselves out in spite of engines . If it be a fact that steam fire
engines are not wanted at slight fires, then it is just as much a
fact that no engines are wanted . There is nothing about a steam
attendance at a
fire engine that need necessarily exclude it from
slight fire. But the first fact which we have to look to is this : it
is not until after a fire has been extinguished that it can be told
whether it was a slight fire, a severe fire, or a tremendous con¬
flagration . There could hardly have been two more insignificant
fires than that which led to the destruction of Cotton’s Wharf, and
that (the burning of a few scraps of waste paper ) which destroyed
a great sugar bakery a few years since in Lower East Smithfield .
It is generally the promptness of attendance , and very often the
amount of water at command , that determines ‘ slight fires,’ and
prevents them from becoming most disastrous fires. A few minutes
make all the difference in the earlier stages of a fire. At a certain
stage, hand engines , as now made, become useless ; but steam fire
engines , throwing five times the quantity of water, may subdue a
fire at a later stage— in some cases a much later one. It is not
supposed it requires any demonstration to prove that the object for
which engines of any kind are brought to a fire is, until it can be
subdued , to throw the greatest possible quantity of water upon it
in a given time , and this seems to be the theory upon which the
firemen usually work.
The present superintendent of the London Fire Engine Estab¬
lishment , speaking of the importance and utility of the steam
fire engines , in his report for 1862, says : ‘ In the steam department
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a considerable increase has been made , and I am now enabled
to have at least one land steam engine with steam up at almost
every fire. The consequence has been, that many .serious and
threatening fires have been successfully controlled at an early
stage .’
At this period the Establishment had three steam engines in use,
and this statement shows that steam fire engines, properly designed
and properly handled , can be made almost ubiquitous , an advan¬
tage of enormous importance where an area of nearly 700 square
miles is considered to be properly and adequately protected by the
plant and appliances of the Establishment and its nineteen stations .
In his report for 1863, penned after a twelvemonths ’ further
experience of their powers and capabilities under his able manage¬
ment , it is said that ‘ it is a remarkable fact which ought to be
noticed in connection with the subject of land steamers , that their
best services have been at those fires which have resulted in total
destruction of the premises which first took light .’ The author is
rather puzzled to understand the meaning of this paragraph , or to
reconcile it with the former one from the report of 1862, and must
confess it to be ‘ a remarkable fact,’ with, it may be added , a strong
‘ emerald ’ flavour. What it really is intended to mean must be
left for wiser heads than his to determine .
In the report of the London Fire Engine Establishment for
1864, it is stated that ‘ the land steam engines have been fre¬
quently at work during the past year , and have fully realised all
the hopes which have been constantly entertained and expressed
concerning them . These machines have now been so much sim¬
plified, and brought to such perfection , and the advantage arising
from their use has been so frequently and clearly demonstrated ,
that they have entirely superseded the old hand engines, except so
far that , only six of the former being provided for land service, the
old method of pumping must still be frequently resorted to .’
Of late years the manufacture of steam fire engines has received
an enormous and increasing development in America, the satis¬
factory results which have been obtained by the use of steam, both
in economy and efficiency, rendering it highly probable that they
will entirely supplant the manual engine in all cities or towns of
any size or importance in that country , as they have already done
in some cases ; and their manufacture has been undertaken by the
ablest mechanical engineers , which is no doubt the great reason of
their success.
In America a steam fire engine company is composed of from
seven to fourteen men . One acts as driver and steward , and is
constantly on duty at the engine house, with a pair of horses always
ready to run with the engine in case of an alarm of fire. The
other members have other employments , and turn out only when
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Here the engineer , fireman, and driver are constantly employed,
the hosemen having other employment in the neighbourhood , but
all the company sleep in the engine house.
The city engineer of Portland , America, in his annual report
for 1860, in writing of steam fire engines, says : ‘ I do not deem it
necessary to call your attention to the several points of advantage
that a steamer has over a hand engine ; they are so marked that
any person at all conversant with the operations of the two must
at once yield the superiority to a steamer . This fact, so apparent
to me— conceded by so many of our large tax paying citizens,
urged by our insurance officers, and desired by nearly all who have
seen the steamer at work— induces me earnestly to recommend to
the city council an early purchase of one more at least, for the use
of the department . In this recommendation I am pleased to
add,
by their direction , the unanimous concurrence of the board of
engineers .’
The following statement as to the economy obtained by the use
of steam fire engines has been sent to the different London fire
in¬
surance offices, and also been copied into the various newspapers .
It professes to show ‘ the amount of work done by the steam fire
engines at the recent great fires at St, Katharine ’s Dock and at
Beal ’s Wharf , near London Bridge , compared with the power and
expenses of the ordinary manual fire engines . At St . Katharine ’s
Dock fire there were nine steam fire engines , working from three
to ten hours ; the total cost of fuel expended amounted to
3l. 18s. 5d., while the quantity of water thrown on the fire was
938,481 gallons. The number of manual engines ' to produce the
same result would be forty one, requiring 1,904 men to work them
at a cost of 476 l. (this including beer refreshment ), showing a
balance in favour of the employment of steam fire engines of no
less a sum at one fire alone than 4,121. Is . Id . Each manual engine ,
it should be remarked , worked at the ordinary speed of 20 strokes
per minute by 28 men for six hours, would deliver 15,840 gallons
of water at a cost of 71., being 41. 18s. for labour , and 21. 2s. for
refreshment . The proportion of expenses of working the steamers ,
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as compared with that of working manual engines , has been on this
occasion as 1 to 121 ; or, in other words, steamers for 1k 251,000
gallons , whereas land engines for the same would pump only 2,227
gallons . At Beal’s Wharf there were nine steam engines at work
from 6 to 111 hours at an expense of 5k 18s. 3d., throwing
1,368,542 gallons , or 6, 109 tons . The number of manual engines
to produce the same result would be eighty nine , requiring 2,492,
men to work them , at an expense for labour and beer of 623k
showing a balance in favour of steam of 617k Is. 9ck The average
cost of steamer fire engines is about 650k, that of the ordinary
manual engine about 160k’
It seems, however, that the average rate of working of the
manual engines is considerably underrated , being put at 20 strokes
per minute instead of 30 ; and it is assumed that the steamers all
the time they were at work were pumping , and ‘throwing on the
fire ’ a given quantity of water at each stroke ; then by multiplyingof
the quantity of water contained in the pump by the number
strokes per minute , it is assumed that a total so exact as to be to
one gallon is arrived at , and from this mode of proceeding the
to be so
results given above are obtained . The attempt , however, of
water
exact in calculation as to show to one gallon the amount
absurd,
than
else
nothing
is
‘thrown on the fire ’ by the steamers
and it is utterly impossible to arrive any way near the mark by
many thousand gallons . For instance , the author , who was present
at the fire at Beal’s Wharf , paid particular attention to one of the
steamers , which, for one quarter of an hour whilst he was by , was
totally unable to fetch its water from a depth of some 15 feet,
although run at every rate of speed ; but as the engine had been
£working ’ the whole time , it was of course ‘ assumed ’ that it must
have thrown the quantity of water it ought to have done. It is a
pity , whilst these analytical calculations were in hand , that some
attempts were not made to find the odd cwts. qrs. lbs. ozs. &c. in
the weight of water thrown , as they would have been extremely
interesting , if not useful , to a certain portion of the public . To
say the least of it, such pretensions to exactitude as are exhibited
in these calculations are thoroughly pedantic .
That a steam fire engine is vastly more economical than a
manual , and capable , if well and properly made , of greatly exceed¬
ing it in power and ease of working , is a fact almost too evident to
need a lengthened argument ; but it must be said, that the desire
shown to underrate one and unduly bring forward the other is not
may
a course calculated to overcome any doubts or prejudices that satis¬
more
a
and
;
contrary
the
rather
fact
exist on this point , in
factory point for the public to know, will be the amount of benefit
done for the expenditure in all these disastrous conflagrations .
Well managed steam fire engines are of the greatest value if their
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powers be rightly applied ; and too much care and attention cannot
be given to obtaining such a desirable end.
It should always be remembered that the cost of providing
reliable and efficient means for the controlling and extinguishing
of fires should be esteemed a secondary consideration , seeing that
the existence of such means, especially if available when wanted ,
and of the required power to prevent a fire from extending itself
and becoming unmanageable , will by so doing in almost every case
more than repay itself .
Nothing can be more absurd than to say that because such
arrangements have cost perhaps a thousand pounds , and by them
a fire may be stopped or extinguished at a cost of say two pounds,
that therefore it might have been done for less, and the outlay
have been less costly. The right way to view it, is to take one
damage by a good fire, especially if the means are not provided
for extinguishing it, or if they are provided may be found in an
inefficient condition , and then feel that had the means been in
existence , or been properly kept up , all this loss would have been
prevented .
Have plenty of means , keep everything up to the highest point
of efficiency and perfection , have them in the hands of those
thoroughly capable of using them , and it will then be found, should
the occasion for its use unfortunately arise, that the results will far
exceed the outlay , and well repay all the trouble and cost that have
been incurred to provide them , and keep them in that condition
in which only it should be the pride and desire of all to have them .
It is a very difficult matter to get reliable and satisfactory
information and proof on the point of repairs of steam fire engines
in this country ; for from the London Fire Engine Establishment ,
the chief employer of steam fire engines in London , being a p‘ rivate
concern , and not at all inclined to give the public such particulars
as are necessary on this head, but which it is tolerably certain they
must have by this time , the author is unable to give any informa¬
tion on this part of the subject .
The ‘ Torrent ’ engine , which belonged to the late Lambeth
brigade , was taken into active service on March 9, 1863, and up
to December 31 of that year had attended 88 fires, and run over
211 miles , besides having been used in steam drills 46 times , and
been 130 hours at work ; during the whole of which time no ex¬
pense whatever had been incurred for repairs . The engine was
in regular and constant use throughout the whole of 1864, both at
fires and drills , and also was taken to Hastings , Coventry , and
various parts of England , where it was well worked at each to
show its capabilities ; and all the expense for repair caused by wear
and tear that the author can ascertain from reliable data amounts
to the sum of 201. The engine was originally fitted with a cast
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and does not work freely, to stop, see where the cause is,
and
remove it, than to put on sufficient power to cause ‘ something ’
to go, which is the general result of such a course, and thus
render
the engine useless at a moment when its services are of the
utmost
value and importance .
Mr . Braidwood remarks : ‘ One of the great objects to be attended
to at a fire is the safety and preservation of the fire engines ;
for
if these give way while working, it
others without a fatal loss of time .’ is rarely possible to procure
The most likely causes for this , in manual engines, will be found
in the suction hose drawing up stones, grit , dirt., chips, &c.,
which
either jam the valves open, or else get into the barrel and stick
in the packing , causing the pistons to give great resistance
in
working ; which, unless immediately rectified by taking them out
and removing the grit , &c., will infallibly cut and damage
the
interior , or else cause such an increased resistance as to
make the
men at the handles exert such force as must generally end in
a
breakdown . It may also happen that stones or other things may
get into the hose and be driven by the force of the water into
the
branch , and so impede the exit of the water , which will thereby
rarely fail to burst the hose.
In steam fire engines the same accidents are liable to happen
,
and also the suction is liable to draw air , from being leaky at
the
joints , unless well screwed up ; and if the engine be started
suddenly with too much steam , and consequently at too great a
speed, a breakdown is highly probable , both from this cause and
also the probability of there being condensed water in the
cylinders
at first starting . No engine ever works less efficiently for
being
brought gradually and steadily up to its work ; and as at a fire it
is of the most vital importance that the engine should be
capable
of doing good service, and free from derangement , it is most
im¬
portant to use every precaution to keep it so, taking care not to
contribute to any mishap by careless or thoughtless working .
An English steam fire engine requires an engineer , a stoker ,
two firemen to manage the hose, and with these attendants it and
can
be made to do good service at fires. In going to or returning
from
a fire the stoker rides on the tail of the engine , and when the
fire
is lighted attends to it while on the road ; and the other
men who
form the brigade , or go with the engine , ride on the
either
on the hose box at the back of the driver , or standengine,
one on each
side of him to look out .
The circumstances under which a steam fire engine requires
special attention , and when none should be neglected , are as
follows :—
First .— When in the engine house prepared for going out.
Second .— When called and going to a fire.
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Third .—When working at a fire.
Fourth .—When returning and returned from a fire.
Fifth .—When under repair .
order
The following rules for the proper maintenance in working
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sediment is allowed to be in it . Some engines Lave their boilers so
fitted that a funnel may be attached to the top , through which the
water may he poured in from buckets or by a hose, and in others
it is usual to connect the hose of a small hand pump with the
blow off cock, through which the water is pumped in from a pail
in which the hand pump is placed , the pail being kept filled until
sufficient water is in the boiler : this is a cleaner method , as it does
not slop the water about the engine . Before commencing to fill,
it is usual to open the gauge cocks to allow the air in the boiler to
escape, and also to see when the water reaches them , turning them
two or three times to see that all run clear, and when the water
runs out , closing them . The height of the water will also be shown
in the gauge glass, and when the wTater is about one fourth up in
the glass it will be sufficient, as the water is always lower in the
glass when cold than when the steam is up .
Laying the Fire .
Before commencing to lay the fire, see that all the bars are in
their places, clean and free from clinkers , so that the air may have
free and ready access to the burning coals through them . Then ,
having placed a few knobs of coal not larger than your fist round
the ends of the bars inside the box, put in shavings or any other
easily ignited material , and spread them evenly and moderately
thick over the bars . Next get the firewood, which should be very
dry and in small thin pieces some ten or twelve inches long, and
spread them loosely over the shavings, keeping them evenly spread ;
on these a few pieces of tarred paling , split staves of a rosin cask,
or any dry and easily inflammable wood, about as thick as your
thumb , should be placed , so as to form a body for the fire to catch
and then ignite the coals. A few small knobs of coal about as
large as an egg may be thrown in amongst them , and it is desirable
to have a few well tarred or very dry pieces of wood of a moderate
size in the bunkers , say as large as your wrist, to throw in whilst
the coals are kindling . If it is desired to catch the fire up in a very
short space of time , about a pint or so of turpentine , camphine , or
other inflammable stuff may be thrown in just before lighting up ;
but this will be found to cause an abominable smother , and should
only be done where necessity can vindicate such a nuisance .
Starting

to a Fire .

On receiving a call for a fire it will be at once seen whether the
fire in the engine furnace ought to be lighted before starting or
when part of the distance to the fire is got over. If the fire is
within ten minutes ’ run of the station the fire should be lighted at
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Getting ready for Starting .
Whilst the suction and delivery hose are being screwed on and
got ready , oil all the moving parts of the engine carefully , such as
the guide bars of the cross head , the piston rod and pump rod, the
slide valves and motion , and all the pins and joints of the work¬
ing parts , and screw down the safety valves to the working pressure .
In a fly wheel engine there will be more parts to oil and attend to,
and as when the engine is at work it will he difficult to oil all
parts easily, this should be carefully done before starting , and all
the syphon cups he well filled, and the wicks in proper working
order . All holts, nuts , keys, and split pins must he carefully seen
to ; and before starting the engine, pour in some melted tallow
through the grease cock or cup on the top of the cylinder , and
move the engine round by turning the fly wheel. At the same
time the stoker should be putting the shield cloths against the
wheels, and getting them properly filled, so that no time may
he lost or his attention taken from the boiler when the engine is
started .
'

To Start

the Engine

.

Steam being up , and the engine oiled down, cast your eye round
to see that the sluice cock leading into the delivery hose is open,
the suction rose in the dam and under the water , that both suction
and delivery hose are properly screwed on, and the hranchmau is
holding the branch . All this being right , open the priming cocks
attached to the cylinder , and also on the pump , and open the
steam stop valve slightly , so that the engine may get gently away,
and thus fetch the water surely . So soon as the water issues
sharply at each stroke of the pump from the small cocks on the
pump barrel , showing that the pumps are drawing , they may he
shut , and the engine started to full work by opening the steam
stop valve or regulator to the required amount ; and so soon as
the cylinder cocks cease to blow water , they may be closed. If
the engine be a rotating or fly wheel engine , it will often happen
that it will he required to pinch round the fly wheel so as to let
the steam get into the cylinder and the engine to get away ; hut
this must he very carefully done, engines of this description being
very liable to start off with a rush , which often results in some¬
thing being carried away ; but great care on this point will no
doubt he successful in preventing such a mishap .

Supplying the Boiler.
Attention should now he given to the pump or injector used for
supplying the boiler with water, to see that they are' in working
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order ; for this purpose open the suction cock leading from the
tank to the pump , and open the pet cock on the barrel of the
pump . If after a few strokes no water comes from it, shut the
cock as the pump draws , and open it as it forces , so that the air
may be driven out , but not let in again on the return stroke. If
there be no dirt in the valves, the packing good, the joints air¬
tight , the pump cool, and water in the tank , the pump will be sure
to go all right , and water can be pumped in as wanted .
If the engine is fitted with an injector in place of a feed pump ,
the following instructions for their management , which are fur¬
nished with them , must be strictly followed, or it will be impossible
to get it to work ; and even with these instructions it will be found
difficult to make these capricious and unreliable machines act
satisfactorily . This is amply proved by the constant experience of
the author and numerous other people, an instance of which may
be seen in the remarks of Mr . Roberts , in his paper on Steam Fire
Engines , read before the Society of Engineers in 1863. It is also
an uneconomical instrument , as it does not work with hot water ,
and is liable to be stopped in a most unaccountable manner .
Method of working the Injector .-— 1st. Turn the bottom wheel or
handle of the injector to the position suited to the steam pressure
in the boiler, the higher pressures requiring the greater opening ;
and then open the cock on the delivery pipe which enters the boiler
from the bottom of the injector , and the steam cock for supplying
the steam to work it.
2nd . Turn slightly the small wheel or handle on top of the
injector , which will admit a small quantity of steam to the
apparatus , until water is seen to issue from the overflow pipe at
the side.
3rd. As soon as this happens , continue to turn upwards the
small wheel or handle until the overflow ceases, and thus give full
liberty to the steam to act upon the water and drive it into the
boiler through the pipe . If , however, after having turned the
small wheel or handle to the extent of its range , the overflow still
continues , it should be stopped by reducing the quantity of water
by the bottom wheel or handle . The injector is working properly
when there is no discharge from the overflow pipe, and no more
steam is admitted than is absolutely necessary to prevent that
discharge .
The water supply in injectors having an external elevating
screw may be increased to any required extent by removing the
handle from one square of the screw to another , when its further
range is prevented by contact with the injector .
The quantity of water delivered into the boiler may be reduced •
by turning down the top small wheel or handle , and then following
with the bottom wheel or handle until the overflow stops again .
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N.B. The jamming down of the wheels or handles should be
avoided.
The instrument is purposely made neither steam nor water¬
tight , and when stopped the steam and water must he shut off
by the cocks. It is recommended that for the two stuffing boxes
indiarubber compound packing be used, and for the groove in the
plunger whipcord rubbed with tallow, which must be renewed
whenever the injector acts uncertainly , at which time also the
plunger and barrel should be cleaned.
The fireman should give his full attention to maintaining a
proper supply of steam at the required working pressure , and the
water at its proper working level. This is to be done by using the
requisite care in the manner and time of supplying the fuel and
water . The fuel should be regularly supplied , and so managed as
not to let the pressure of the steam vary too much. The most
favourable and proper time to run up the water is when the steam
is blowing off smartly and the fire is strong , and the entrance of
the cold feed at this time will not much affect the working pressure
of the steam . For this reason it is desirable to avoid feeding the
furnace and boiler at the same moment , which should never be
done together , unless there is plenty of steam , but under any cir¬
cumstances the water should never be allowed to run too low.
Should the steam be generated faster than the engine requires
to use it, open the fire door wide ; if the pressure still increases ,
turn on the feed ; but should this not be desirable , throw in some
water over the surface of the fire, by dipping it out of a bucket
with your hand , so as to check the steam, but not to extinguish
the fire.
Should it be found that the fire does not generate the steam so
fast as the engine would use it , the engine must be run slowly for
a short time , and the blower or steam jet in the funnel be turned
on until the fire will keep up the proper pressure . This ‘ blower ’
will be found of great utility , as it pulls up a dead fire in no time ,
and must be looked on as a great convenience.
The author has seen the firemen of the American steam fire
engines keep both water and steam beautifully exact, the engine
running at 200 revolutions and upwards per minute , and the steam
at 150 lbs. on the square inch , by simply opening or closing the
fire door and regulating the quantity of feed, and this too without
the slightest fuss or trouble .
By observing the rules given for managing the boiler and
furnace , an efficient pressure and quantity of steam will be readily
produced , and the water kept steadily at its proper level.
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Leaving off Work.
The fire being got under , and the further services of the engine
not being required , give the signal by the whistle to the man at
the branch , and the other members of the brigade ; and having
eased the speed of the engine , have the fire in the furnace with¬
drawn, which is easily done with the shovel through the furnace
door, and throw the burning matter by itself on one side ; and
whilst the engine is working slowly, quench all the burning matter
by means of the ,small hose provided for the purpose ; whilst doing
this , the remaining steam will be used, and the pressure reduced .
It will be desirable , however , if the engine is to be blown out on
too low, but
arriving at the station , not to let the steam drop no
difference .
if the water is to be run out then it will make
all the
and
,
So soon as this is done, the engine may be stopped
care¬
be
must
which
places,
tools and appliances restored to their
else
or
,
ground
the
leaving
before
done
been
fully seen to have
many things will be found to be missing , no one knows how.
There is no necessity to pull out or drop the fire bars, unless
the door be placed very high above the bars, in which case it may
be found necessary to do so, as it will save time in removing the
clinkers , but the bars tshould be immediately cooled and placed in
the bunkers ready to be put in place before laying the fire.

Cleaning the Engine .
Nothing looks so bad as an engine in a dirty or half cleaned
state , and this should never be permitted , it being an easy matter
to keep an engine in first rate order with very little trouble , pro¬
vided it is not allowed to get rusted or remain too long without
cleaning after it has been at work. Great care must be taken in
keeping the working parts clean, and these , whilst the engine is at
work, should frequently be wiped with greasy waste ; and directly
the engine comes back, it ought to be thoroughly cleaned and
examined , and all bolts, nuts , keys, &c. looked to and tightened
where needed . Before commencing to clean the engine, remove
all the appliances and equipments , which should be cleaned and
overhauled whilst the engine is undergoing a similar operation ,
and each and all of them should be immediately restored to its place
as soon as the engine is ready for its reception , and this should be
done at once to avoid omission or the overlooking of something
necessary to be with the engine on going out. In cleaning an
engine , not only must those parts which are exposed to view be
properly cleaned, but also all the corners and out of the way parts
where the dirt is sure to collect, and the whole of the bright work
should be wiped over with oiled waste to prevent rust . All the
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bright parts and brass work should be rubbed in one direction , so
that the marks' of cleaning should not seem to be ‘ smeared ’ over
them ; this makes the engine look very untidy , whilst leaving the
marks so that they are not noticed adds much to the appearance
of the engine .
Ilemember that no emery cloth, glass cloth , brick dust , or scour¬
ing sand should be used in cleaning the bright work of the engine
or its running parts . Oiled waste or rag , oiled strips of list, cloth ,
or felt, are the proper materials to be used for this purpose ; and if
an engine be kept as it ought to be, and not allowed to get into
a dirty state , nothing else will be needed to have it always in first
class condition , and one as creditable as all would desire .
In cleaning up the metal work of an engine , if it has unfortu¬
nately been allowed to become rusty , great care must be taken not
to allow any of the dirt or grit to get into the bearings or any of
the rubbing surfaces, —such in a steam engine as round the piston
rods, slide spindles, &c.,— as it will be found to scratch and heat the
parts considerably , so much so as sometimes to necessitate the
stopping of the engine and allowing them to cool.
Where brick dust or emery cloth are required for the purpose of
cleaning , or removing the rust that may have been suffered to form,
all those portions where the grit and dirt could lodge must be
carefully covered over with a lump of waste during this operation ;
which, when the cleaning is finished, should be removed , and all
the parts carefully examined and wiped to ensure the removal of
anything likely to do mischief , and then oiled or greased.
No trouble should be spared to prevent dirt , &c. lodging in the
working parts whilst either cleaning or working, by which means
the engine will be kept in good order , the liability to breaks down
greatly diminished , the durability of the working parts , packing ,
&c. largely increased, and the satisfactory results when used,
either at drill or at a fire, both in easy running and superintend¬
ence, will amply repay the little extra trouble taken in doing the
work properly .
‘ Turps ’ will be found of great assistance in cleaning off the
grease and dirt where it is thick and tough , but it must not be
allowed to remain on the paint work, as it will quickly cause it to
come off. It is no use for anyone who is afraid of his delicate
fingers, or is an extensive patroniser of kid gloves, to have any¬
thing to do with steam fire engines , there being far too much
e reality ’ about them to associate comfortably with any ‘ideal ’ of
this description ; consequently , as the cleaning and keeping of
such a machine in proper order must not be neglected , nor
done by halves, it is most important and desirable that this
should only be done by those who do not labour under such an
affliction.
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Cleaning the Boiler.
If a boiler is left too long without being cleaned out, or is fed
with dirty water , or the water be left too high in it, i.e. that too
much water be put in it , it will be difficult to prevent priming .
Should this occur, open the priming or condensed water cocks in
the cylinders , and partially close the throttle valve or steam regu¬
lator , at the same time opening the furnace door to check the
ebullition .
No boiler should be allowed to get so dirty as to cause ‘ priming ’
thereby , which is liable to injure the boiler and also to break down
the engine . It is, it would seem, a preferable plan to allow the
steam in the boiler to go down before emptying it of the water , as
when it is blown out by the pressure of the steam the incrustation
and other matters held in solution by the water are found to
harden by the heat left in the metal , and adhere firmly to the
interior . If , therefore , time will admit of it , this is doubtless the
best course to be taken , though the other is the one most gene¬
rally followed.
All boilers of small size, where a large amount of water is evapo¬
rated at a high temperature in a short space of time , naturally re¬
quire frequent blowing off in order to get rid of the solid matter and
deposit contained in the water which remains in the boiler when the
water is evaporated . It is extremely important that this should be
carefully attended to, especially where the boiler is kept continuously
at work for some hours at a stretch ; for if this is properly done,
all the deposit and residuary matter which would harden in the
interior will be got rid of, and prevented from forming an incrus¬
tation or scale in the boiler, thus obviating the trouble and expense
of cleaning it off, and also the damage often caused to the boiler
in the operation , besides which the nuisance of priming will be
avoided.
A boiler kept clean and free from incrustation will raise and
keep steam more freely, last longer , be cheaper in use, and less
liable to accident , than where it is neglected , besides being freer
from any disposition to prime which nearly always accompanies
the neglect of proper blowing out. Incrustation , if allowed to
commence, rapidly increases in thickness , and being a noncon¬
ductor of the heat , soon leads to the deterioration of the metal used
in the construction of the boiler , and increases greatly the con¬
sumption of coal, but at the same time reduces the duty to be
obtained from it .

Packing Glands, &c.
In performing this necessary process it is desirable not to dent
or scratch the piston rod, or to mar the corners of the nuts , &c. ;
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and for this purpose it is very important to avoid the use of cold
chisels, files, &c. in getting out the gland , removing the old pack¬
ing , or forcing in the new. To remove the old packing a small
screw, like a cork screw, just large enough to go into the space
between the piston rod and the side of the
box, should be
used ; and so soon as the nuts are taken off stuffing
the screw studs which
keep the gland in place, the gland can be pulled out , and should
be drawn back as far as possible to allow the old packing to be
easily got at . Take this screw rod, which should be about a
quarter of an inch or less in diameter and a foot or so in length ,
with a loop or T end to hold it by, and put the screw end into the
stuffing box ; force it, by turning it round , into the packing , and
when it has a good bite pull the packing out as far as you can ;
then unscrew the rod from it, and repeat the operation on the
opposite side of the piston rod, and thus the old gasket will be
quickly removed . Having got the stuffing box perfectly clear ,
take some untarred spun yarn , free from bits of wood or chips, and
cut it into lengths of from one foot upwards , according to the depth
of the stuffing box ; soak it well in oil or tallow, and pass the
yarn
round the rod one turn at a time , forcing it down to the bottom
of the box with a hard wood or copper ‘drift ,’ and repeat this
process until you have filled the stuffing box nearly full with the
yarn , jammed in as hard as you can with the drift . Now push
the gland back in its place, put on the nuts , and screw it carefully
up : if the gland goes up very easily when screwed, it shows that
a turn or two more of the yarn is required . When the engine is
at work, the new packed glands will require to be screwed up until
the steam ceases to blow through , and they will want attention to
this until the packing is well consolidated , which will happen after
the engine has worked an hour or so. It will be a good plan to
have several of the lengths of yarn required for each gland pre¬
pared some time before, and ready for use at a moment ’s notice ,
taking care to keep them free from grit or dirt ; and good Ilussian
tallow will be found a better material to boil it in than oil.
When under Repair .
At this period it is most desirable that particular care be token
to have all that is required done, and to see that it be done in a
proper and workmanlike manner . The object to be attained by
taking an engine in for repair is to restore it as nearly as possible
to its original condition of soundness and efficiency, and a moment ’s
consideration will show how desirable it is to have this done
in the
most careful and thorough manner .
Whilst the engine is in , advantage should be token of the oppor¬
tunity not only to do exactly that for which the engine was taken
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in, but also to find out what else requires to be done, and to have
all done so thoroughly , that no makeshifts are employed, and the
engine sent out with the too frequent remark , ‘ That ’s near enough
for this time .’ It should be remembered that the more an engine
is used the greater is the necessity for a careful overhaul , and
the more perfect should be the character of doing what has to be
done, or else there is little good in doing anything .
On the way in which repairs are executed in no small degree
depend the durability and efficiency of an engine , and repairs may
be so incompletely or badly done as to make the engine worse than
before. The highest quality of material and workmanship are
quite as much if not more desirable in repairs than in construc¬
tion , for an engine may be originally made of bad material ,
but good workmanship , which can be made to do its work, and
when repaired with better material be almost better than before ;
but a good engine, made of high quality material , and with good
workmanship , cannot be improved or even kept up to its standard ,
if the repairs are executed with inferior material and in an inferior
manner .
When steam fire engines are in regular use, it is most important
that they should be thoroughly inspected from time to time , in
order that any defect from use or damage in the boiler or working
parts may be detected ; and when the engine has done much
work, the boiler ought to be tested by hydraulic pressure , to find if
there be any weakness, leaks, or deterioration . Should any leaks
show themselves in the boiler, or in any of the joints or parts con¬
nected with it, they ought to be carefully caulked or rectified ; but
on no account should any attempt be made to caulk a joint whilst
the boiler is under steam pressure .
It is important that great care and judgment be used in apply¬
ing the hydraulic test to a boiler, and it ought to be done under
the superintendence of an engineer or thoroughly skilled mechanic .
If carelessly applied , great and serious damage may easily be done,
and the boiler rendered useless or unsafe in working ; if impro¬
perly or insufficiently applied , then there is no benefit derived from
it , but the contrary , for a boiler may be left in an unsafe condition ,
and when being worked on the assumption that all is right , at
some unexpected moment may give fatal and undeniable proof
to the contrary , many samples of which have lately occurred in
railway practice .
If by any accident the water should have been allowed to
get low in the boiler whilst working , and any portion have been
overheated or ‘ warmed ’ so as to cause leakage , the leaks should be
stopped , and the hydraulic test applied , before steam is again raised
in the boiler. Overheating a boiler generally weakens it consider¬
ably, and if allowed to go so far as to cause ‘ burning ,’ destroys it
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altogether . It is rarely , however, that this can happen
except from
gross carelessness ; and it is most desirable , if in
working it is found
that the water has fallen below the lower gauge cock,
or disappeared
from the glass gauge , and it cannot be got in, not
to run any risk
by allowing it to get lower, but immediately to
damp the fire by
throwing water on it , taking care to stand on one side so
as to be
clear of the rush of steam from the furnace door ;
and if, when this
is done, the water still cannot be got in, then
draw the fire alto¬
gether , and set about remedying the defect .
Avoid the use of ‘ pickling stuff ’ or boiler ‘
,’ as
they are termed , which are sold for the purpose compositions
of removing the
incrustation or stoning of the interior of the boiler , or
preventing
its formation . Most of the preparations of this
description , when
used with judgment under certain conditions , will
fetch off any deposit
that may have formed, but they are at the same
time exceedingly
liable , especially in the case of tubular boilers , to
cause leakage .
Careful and frequent blowing off, and a thorough wash
out of the
boiler , will go far to prevent the formation of any
scale or incrus¬
tation ; and when such has been unfortunately
then the judicious use of the ‘ pickling stuff ’ willallowed to form,
fetch it off, but
the boiler must be carefully washed out to rid it
from any remains
of it .
Some years since the locomotives on a line of
railway had their
boilers badly incrusted , and one of the numerous ‘
compositions ’ was
employed for the purpose of removing it. This it most
completely
did, but set the tubes leaking rapidly at the same
time , and obliged
the engines to go into shed to have the ends of
the tubes set up
again . In this case the leakage was attributed to
having got into the joint or crack where the tube was the ‘ pickle ’
inserted in the
tube plate , and a galvanic or corrosive action being
set
up , a leak¬
age soon took place, which increased so rapidly
as to require the
assistance of the boiler makers to remedy the evil. All
the engines
which had been ‘ pickled ’ required the same
treatment .
In a steam fire engine the following are the
chief parts , com¬
prehending , however, a large quantity of minor ones for
each, with
the remarks on what is required to keep each
and all in perfect
and proper working order , whether standing or
working :—
The Boiler .— The water must be kept at its
proper level, and
the feed maintained at a regular rate proportioned
to the evapora¬
tion , either from the main pump , the
independent one, or the
injector . The feed tank should be kept constantly full—
the steam
kept up as evenly as possible. Care should be
taken to lay and
also feed the fire properly , the coals not being
or the fire left full of holes, but evenly all over. put on too thick ,
The bars should
be kept clean and free from clinkers , and the
ashes
removed from below. The coals should be so selected as constantly
to be free
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from dust , and not too large . The blower or steam jet from the
boiler to the funnel should be carefully used, and that only when
it is found that the steam goes down. The feed pump should be
set to work a little before the 'tengine stops, if the steam is strong
and the water not too high . The fire door should be opened when
it is desired to check the increase of steam . The boiler to be blown
or run out so soon as work is done, but to be filled up immediately ;
the fire laid , bunkers filled, safety valves to be lifted and made
perfectly free from dirt , &c., so as not to stick or gag. All the
cocks and brass work about the boiler to be kept clean and free
from leaks, and gauges and lamps in place and working order .
The Engine .—The cylinders and valves to have some clean
tallow poured through the grease cocks, so as to lubricate the
interior . The pistons to be kept tight and free from blowingthrough . Glands and packing to be kept well screwed up, so as
to have no blowing. All nuts , keys, bolts, &c. to be kept tight .
At starting the throttle valve to be opened slowly, and also the
priming cocks at each end of the cylinder before starting , so as to
let out the condensed water .
The Pumps .—To have all covers screwed up tight . Not to be
started before the sluice cocks are opened. The pistons to be oiled
if so made. Packing and glands to be kept tight . The valves to
be seen to, so as to be sure they are not off the seat or broken .
The air vessel to be observed to see that air is in it ; otherwise,
when working , the eDgine will not do its duty .
The Wheels.—The wheels should be scotched, the shield cloths
put up , and they should be constantly cooled by means of a jet of
water from the small hose attached to the main pump . The boxes
should be well oiled and screwed up , and the tires tightened im¬
mediately they are found to be loose.
Frame .-—The stays to be seen to, and the nuts , if so fitted , to
be kept screwed tight . The springs to be looked to, to see that
they do not drop at the ends . Collars and nuts to be kept screwed
up tight , also the nuts of the links, if so fitted . "
Appliances .—These should be always in the highest order, and
scrupulously kept in their respective places. The moment any
breakage or injury takes place in or to any of them , it should be
immediately rectified , and the tool or appliance restored to its
place.
Ewbank gives the following directions respecting the air vessels
of fire engines , which are worth notice here :—‘ Great as are the
advantages derived from air chambers , some attention to them is
required in order to secure at all times the benefit they are designed
to impart . When neglected (and we believe few parts of an engine
exercise the attention of firemen less) they often become actually
injurious ; for when no advantage is derived from the elasticity of
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the confined air, the water is impeded in its progress by
passing
through them . Upon the trial of engines it sometimes occurs that
the water is thrown higher at their first working than after they
have been a few minutes in use, and this notwithstanding all the
efforts of the firemen to make the jet reach its first elevation . This
result has sometimes been attributed to fatigue in the men , to
obstacles in the pipes, to grit or sand under the valves, &c.,
whereas in fact it was often due to the air vessel alone ; i. e. to
the escape of air from it . This escape may be occasioned by minute
leaks in the chamber ; but when no such imperfections exist, the
air frequently makes its exit, and its place becomes occupied
by
the liquid . Whenever air is subjected to great pressures in contact
with water , it is quickly absorbed by the latter ; and in this way
it is that it often disappears from the air chambers of fire
engines ,
and also from those of pressure engines, Hero ’s fountain , water
rams , &c. When a long suction hose is attached to an engine ,
and the latter worked at a moderate velocity, a sufficient supply
of air to replace that taken up by the water commonly
enters ,
unknown to the firemen , through the seams and joints ; but when
one engine is fed by another , pouring water into its cistern , there
is little chance for the requisite supply of air, unless a
minute
opening were left in the cap that screws over the orifice of the
suction pipe at one end of the engine .’
Messrs. Shand , Mason, and Co. give the following instructions
for the management of their engines , which, being of the fly
wheel
class, require a little variation in the mode of treatment from that
followed with engines unprovided with them :—■
Unscrew a brass cap on the top near the chimney , and screw on
in its place a funnel (sent with the engine ), through which
water
is poured until it appears an inch above the bottom of
the gauge
glass ; the upper gauge cock should be opened while this is being
done, to allow air to escape ; on no account put water in at the
safety valve.
Cover the fire grate with dry wood shavings, then with pieces of
resinous wood, about nine inches long and one inch square ; strew
small pieces of coal over the wood, with shavings on the top . The
shavings should be lighted under the grate and in the fire box at the
same time . When the wood is well alight more should be added ,
which may be in larger pieces, and then coal supplied ; coal, coke,
or wood may be used for keeping up steam , the best
description
of each being used.
After the furnace is lighted the water will gradually expand till
it rises about two inches higher in the gauge glass than it
was
when cold. When the engine is started , the rush of steam from
the boiler will cause the water to rise still higher , so that the
engine should never be stopped with less than three inches of water
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appearing in the gauge glass, and this will he found to be the best
working level.
While the engine is at work the supply of water is kept up by
the feed pump , which draws its supply from the small cistern on
the back footboard ; this cistern is supplied from the fire engine
pump by means of the indiarubber hose and cock, or water may
be poured in by buckets . The feed pump should be always at
work, the test of this being the small pet cock at the left side ;
but to regulate the supply of water in the boiler, a cock and copper
pipe branches from delivery pipe of feed pump , by means of which
the water can be pumped into the boiler or back into the small cistern
at pleasure .
When steam of 10 lbs. pressure has been obtained , the small cock
close to the chimney should be partially opened to admit a jet of
steam into the chimney .; when 15 lbs. pressure has been obtained this
cock may be opened full, and entirely closed at 50 lbs. pressure ,
when the engine may be started . With care and after some prac¬
tice this pressure may be obtained in ten minutes from lighting
the fire.
Steam of 150 lbs. is the highest required to work the engine ;
should the steam pressure gauge ever indicate a greater pressure,
the safety valve must be instantly eased to let the surplus steam
escape ; it will also be advisable occasionally to press up the lever
of the safety valve to ensure its being in working order .
The engine should be started and stopped by moving the regu¬
lating valve only as much as will produce the desired effect. When
the lever is at the line marked S on the guard , the valve is exactly
closed, the remainder of the movement to the stop being the lap
of valve. No one should touch the fly wheel while the regrdating
valve is in the least degree open.
Priming —that is, water passing with the steam out of the boiler
and through the engine —sometimes takes place. When this is the
case, open the ' two small cylinder cocks, and reduce the speed of
the engine ; if it continues , a momentary opening of the bottom
blow off cock will generally stop it .
Firstly , open the door ; secondly, enlarge the blast orifice ; and
thirdly , make a large hole in the centre of the fire. The fire can be
instantly let down by withdrawing one of the three pins on which
the fire grate is suspended .
Should it be necessary to keep the engine without working for
some time , the injector must be used to force water into the boiler,
the surplus being got rid of by the blow off cock at the bottom ;
this will cause circulation , and prevent danger from overheating of
the steam and the upper part of the boiler .
The exhaust pipe by which the used steam enters the chimney
is fitted with an expanding orifice, adjusted by a wheel handle ;
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by turning this a few revolutions to the right , the orifice is enlarged ,
the strength of the blast reduced , and with it the intensity of the
fire ; when this handle is turned to the left, the orifice is reduced ,
and an effect the reverse of the above accomplished ; the projecting
wire measures the opening of nozzle.
Should the engine be required to stop with a high pressure of
steam , both feed pump and injector should be used to put cold
water into the boiler. Before stopping , the centre of the fire should
also be pushed aside to leave a space for cold air to rush in and
cool the fire box, and the furnace door should be opened wide.
Should these engines be used as floating fire engines for dock¬
yards , &c., it will be better to use fresh water for the boiler if at
all practicable ; but if salt water must be used, the additional blow
off cock near the water level should be frequently opened .
The engine may be worked at the rate of from 40 to 140 revo¬
lutions per minute , beginning with a small jet , and going up to
larger , according to the increase of steam ; or two jets of propor¬
tionate diameter may be used at one time .* These changes can
be effected without stopping the engine , by means of the valve on
the water outlets , which commands either line of hose. To do this
reduce the speed of the engine , and move this valve handle
slowly ; at the same time carefully adjust the speed of the engine
by means of the steam regulating valve. The speed of the engine
should never exceed 150 revolutions per minute , and if there is a
short supply of water, the steam regulating valve will require con¬
stant attention .
The principal use of the injector (for which see detailed instruc¬
tions at page 293 ) is to force water into the boiler when the engine
is stopped for shifting hose or any other purpose , and the feed
pump is consequently not at work ; it can also be used when the
engine is at work, should the feed pump be out of order .
To keep the boiler in order, water should be frequently blown
out of it by means of the cock at the bottom , using steam of not
more than 20 lbs. pressure for this purpose ; and the screw plugs
should also be occasionally taken out, the interior washed, and all
sediment withdrawn . The two cocks, one on each side of the boiler
above the flange joint , are used to draw off condensed steam from
the steam pockets . The boiler tubes should be kept clean by means
of the brush sent for that purpose .
When the engine is in the house it should be looked to to see
that everything is kept in the highest condition and free from
deterioration .
The fly wheel should be occasionally moved round by hand to
* For diameters of nozzles to be used under these circumstances, see table of
diameters, page 113.
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prevent the pistons getting set, and the spring balance of safety
valve should be kept slack, so as not to keep a continuous pressure
on the spring .
The suction hose and copper strainer are kept suspended on the
hooks at the side of the framing . The delivery hose is kept in
coils under the box, and the copper branch pipes and stoking irons
inside of the suction hose. In the tool box in front of the boiler
are kept the hose and suction wrenches, nut wrenches, all tools,
spare valves for pumps , two tin cans, one filled with best machinery
oil and the other with tallow, &c. Under the driver ’s seat are
carried the nozzles, spare water gauge glasses, spare cup leathers
for bucket and flanges of pumps , and spare leather washers for
delivery and suction hose.
The following are the directions by Messrs. Merryweather and
Sons for the use and management of their patent steam fire
engines :—
Boiler . —The water in the boiler should never be below the
mark on guard over gauge glass ; keep the tubes swept clean, and
free from soot ; when laying the fire, place a few pieces of coal on
the grate , but not sufficient to impede the draught , use plenty of
wood (dry pitch pine split small), placing some pieces upright
amongst the tubes , and a fair quantity of shavings, which pull
through the furnace bars in three or four places ; light it from
beneath . When the fire is burning up , keep the steam jet full on,
add more wood and coals gradually ; when 20 or 30 lbs. of steam
is raised, coal alone may be used (best Newcastle or Welsh coal is
preferable ). Start the engine when 70 or 80 lbs. pressure of steam
is raised, and for good work maintain the steam at 100 lbs. pres¬
sure . Keep the water level in boiler at about centre of gauge
glass by means of the injector ; the boiler can also be fed from
main pump when the pressure in pump exceeds that in the boiler ,
by opening the cock next the check valve near the boiler in pipe
leading from the pump ; when the pressure in pump is not sufficient
make it just exceed that in the boiler by partly closing the delivery
stop valve to which the delivery hose is attached ; the steam jet
should be shut off when steam is raised, and used only when the
fire is dull .
See that the safety valves act freely. Do not use salt or foul
water in the boiler , but when pumping salt water shut off the cocks
at bottom of tank and keep it supplied by other means. The
boiler should be blown out at each blow off cock alternately after
each working, and if at work for a long time , a portion of the
water should be blown out occasionally for the purpose of keeping
the boiler clean. As the interior of the boiler is very readily
examined , it is well to do so occasionally, and clean it when
required . Be careful when making joints at top of boiler to use
x
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tar band or twine for the joints, and but very little red lead, not
allowing any red lead to drop and so perhaps cause a stoppage in
one of the circulating tubes, as then the tube would choke up.
If through neglect the water in the boiler should get too low,
draw or well damp the fire until the proper water level is regained;
and if at any time the boiler should prime, run the engine slower,
and blow off a portion of the water occasionally.
When water is required to be put into the boiler (steam not
being up) use the hand pump and hose sent with the engine; this
hose screws on to the blow off cock over fire door; this method
being cleaner and handier than pouring in through a safety valve.
Put fresh fire clay inside the lower part of fire box when
requisite.
When the engine is travelling to a fire far distant, do not light
up until near, so as to avoid getting short of water in the boiler on
the road. In some cases it is usual to keep a good quantity of
wrater in the boiler (say half way up gauge glass), and if required
to get steam very quickly when a fire is near the engine station,
a part of the wrater is run out of boiler at the blow off cock whilst
travelling.
On arriving at a fire, or when starting the engine, the stoker
should see that there is a proper quantity of water in the boiler,
and a sufficient pressure of steam, also that the fire is in good
condition. The engineer or driver (whilst the hoses are being
attached) should see particularly that the suction hoses have leather
washers in the couplings, and that they are screwed up perfectly
airtight ; wipe clean and well oil all the working parts of engine,
see that the slide valves work freely by hand, and that the delivery
cock to which the hose or hoses are attached is open. At starting,
admit steam gradually, taking particular care to open first of all
the small cock admitting steam to the slide valve or valves (this
cock is full open when the handle is standing in a line with the
piston rod). Sometimes it is requisite to assist the slide valve by
hand for the first three or four strokes with the small handle for
the purpose (this is only when all the parts are cold and stiff at
first starting); let the condensed steam out of the cylinders, then
partly close the small cock to slide valve or valves so that it
supplies only just enough steam to move the valve over; when
running the engine fast, more steam is required on the slide. It
does not matter in what portion of the stroke you stop the engine,
as it will start from any place, although it is best to avoid stopping
just at the end of the stroke.
If a delivery hose should at any time burst, do not close the
stop valve suddenly, but before doing so, open the fire door and
put the injector on. When there is a high water pressure, this
requires attention.
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Pump .—When lifting water through suction from a depth , open
the pet valves on pump so as to discharge the air ; keep all joints
and glands tight , and occasionally examine the valves. When the
indiarubber on the valves requires to be renewed, put on the spare
indiarubber sent with engine , or other of equal quality and con¬
sistency ; the escape valve beneath pump should be set so as to
blow off at 100 to 120 lbs. pressure ; for fire duty a usual working
pressure is 60 to 70 lbs. per square inch ; but if a long length of
hose is used , a pressure of 90 or 100 lbs. is reached . The pump
piston should be oiled occasionally, but always just before working
the engine, so as to avoid leaving oil in the pump when at rest —
this is done when the piston is near the end of the outward stroke
and the cross head between the marks on the motion bars, by
opening the screw plug on pump cylinder and pouring in sweet oil
(the centre of the pump piston is hollow for this purpose ).
General Remarks .—Always see that all bolts, nuts , keys, &c.
are perfectly tight and in their places ; before working, tie the
water bags to wheels, and when the engine is at work, the small
hose is used for filling these and for cooling the ashes. Fasten
the wooden supports to branch pipes ; take care that the proper
sizes of working nozzles or nozzle are attached for the work re¬
quired to be done. Three , four, or six jets can be discharged by
using breeching pieces.
After the engine has returned to the engine house, the fire should
be relaid , water put into boiler, and bunkers filled ; the engine
hoses and suction pipes should be cleaned. See that the washers
are perfect (carry a few spare washers in the engine ) and in their
places, and that the hoses are oiled, and that they and the branch
pipes, stoking irons, wrenches, &c. are put with the engine, ready
for a 4call ; ’ pour some sweet oil through the lubricator on slide
jacket , and work the slide valve to and fro once or twice so as to
keep the slide valves free ; the engineer should use his spare time
in seeing that the engine and apparatus are in perfect working
order.

CHAPTER XIV.
REQUIREMENTS IN

A

STEAM FIRE

ENGINE
.

A steam fire engine requires to possess in the highest degree the
following important qualifications , for which the reasons given will
be a satisfactory proof ; and it must be carefully remembered , that
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each should he attained without injuring or sacrificing another,
and they may be arranged as follows:—
Quickness in raising steam, so as to be ready for work in the
shortest possible time ; Simplicity of Construction, so as to be
easily worked by any person of ordinary intelligence; Strength, so
as to avoid breaks down from hard work at fires, or from travelling
rapidly to them ; Durability , so that its working may not damage
it and cause it to be frequently under repair ; Lightness, to enable
it to be easily and rapidly drawn, with all its accompaniments, by
a couple of ordinary horses; Efficiency, to enable it to perform
the greatest amount of work for its size and weight; and Manage¬
ability, to ensure its useful employment when at a fire, and to
enable its powers to be varied with ease and certainty, in ac¬
cordance with the varying requirements of a fire, and thereby
enable it to produce the greatest effect with the minimum of
damage.
These are very important points, and should he carefully
attended to by both makers and buyers. The neglect of any of
these requirements will completely destroy the advantages obtain¬
able by the use of steam power; and in order to fully impress their
importance on the minds of all in any way interested in the use
of steam fire engines, they are repeated more at length, and detailed
reasons given for -each.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Quickness in
Simplicity of
Strength
in
Durability .
Lightness .
Efficiency .
Manageability

raising Steam .
Construction .
its parts throughout

.

.

1. Quickness in raising Steam.—This may be considered the
most important point in a steam fire engine, and they should all

be so constructed that they can be got to work in the shortest
possible time from lighting the fire, as it will invariably be found
that the earlier a fire is taken in hand the better it can be con¬
trolled ; therefore, the fire engine that possesses the power of
raising steam most rapidly, and throwing water soonest on arriving
at a fire, is far more likely to render valuable service than one
which is slower to get steam, and consequently longer to get to
work ; but this advantage should not be attained by injuring or
sacrificing some other point, or in a way that would add to the cost
of maintenance.
2 . Simplicity

of Construction

.— It is most important

that all

the working parts of a steam fire engine should be readily and
easily accessible, both for working and repairs. This is the next
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important point , and one which should engage considerable
attention , as it must always be borne in mind that the fewer
the parts in any machine , and consequently the simpler its con¬
struction , the better and more satisfactory it will be found, both
for working, overhauling , and repairing . A complicated machine ,
however well it may be constructed , is always expensive to main¬
tain , and difficult and expensive to repair ; involving also a con¬
siderable loss of time in repairing , from its multiplicity of parts
and difficulty of getting at it, which would not be the case in a
machine of simpler construction . Another great and very important
advantage simplicity of construction gives, is that , in case of need,
an engine so constructed can be managed by any person who has
the slightest knowledge of mechanics and the steam engine ; a
great advantage in numerous cases, as it does away with the expense
of providing a highly skilled engineer to take charge of it , which
is an important consideration for engines sent to the colonies and
abroad ; and, moreover, it does not require more than five minutes ’
examination to understand it , or an hour ’s working to be able to
handle it in a satisfactory manner . Reliability in its working and
in its parts are also thus attained , and it should be remembered
that it is absolutely necessary that it should consist of the fewest
number of parts that are needed for the service required . The
true economy and secret in the successful use of steam power is
to give it as great facilities as possible in its working , so as to get
the most out of it for a given expenditure .
3. Strength in its parts throughout .— On this point , which
is a very important one, too much cannot be said ; but in this
case it must be obtained , not by the quantity of material used,
but by the quality and description , and the manner in which it is
distributed throughout . If quantity or weight of material is
employed , we get dead weight to move, and that in a case where
it is not required , in fact where it detracts from all the advantages
of using steam ; but if we use steel and wrought iron, properly
formed and proportioned to the positions they are placed in and
the work they have to do, an engine of elegant design, great
strength throughout , and exceedingly light for its power, can easily
be constructed —advantages which will soon show themselves when
the engine is called on to perform a considerable amount of duty .
4. Durability .—A steam fire engine should possess this qualifi¬
cation in an eminent degree, as from the work it is called on to
perform , and the manner in which it has to do it, this point is
severely tested every time it is called out, as much by being
rattled along to the point at which its services are required , as by
its working when it gets there . With an ill designed, ill con¬
structed engine it is difficult to say from which of these it suffers
most, and no doubt either would soon tell severely upon it ; but
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when it is exposed to both of these contingencies, it must be

manifest that the result will soon show itself, the engine frequently
being under repair when wanted, and these repairs being likely to

prove of an expensive character. Simplicity of construction,
quality and description of material, excellence and exactness of
workmanship, steel or casehardened rubbing surfaces, and correct
proportions are the only way in which this desirable and im¬
portant qualification can be obtained; and too much importance
cannot be attached to it by the designer or the maker, nor too
strongly insisted on by those for whom an engine is to be con¬
structed.
5. Lightness.—To obtain this advantage without in any way
detracting from the other requirements of a steam fire engine is a
most important desideratum, and one to which all makers should
give their careful attention. It behoves them, however, to be ex¬
ceedingly careful how this is attained when using the ordinary
materials of wood, iron, and brass, till recently employed for this
purpose, for unless great judgment is used in the design and pro¬
portions of the various parts, and sufficient allowance made for the
deterioration of use, and the ever varying circumstances under
which they work, no satisfaction can be had from them, as it is
not an engine which may make a great show for half an hour at
the expense of an overhaul and repair, and its durability for the
future that is to be desired, but one which keeps steadily on at a
regular rate, is reliable in working, and free from liability to de¬
rangement.
Now, however, by the use of steel and wrought iron, the heavy
cast iron formerly used about them can be done away with, and
without in any way diminishing the strength, reduce the weight to
the minimum, whilst for that weight the strength is kept at the
maximum. This is well carried out in the engines manufactured
by Messrs. Merryweather and Sons, who have used wrought iron
steam cylinders instead of cast, and have reduced the use of cast
iron to a minimum, with great advantage; and also in some of the
American engines, where steel has been largely used with greateffect.
6. Efficiency.—This may be divided into three heads; and all
other points being perfect, still here may be a failure, for unless
an engine has satisfactory and proportionately good results in all
the three, it cannot be called a success. To determine the relative
efficiency of steam fire engines, viewing them simply as hydraulic
machines, it is necessary to note—1st, the extreme vertical height
and horizontal distance to which the water can be thrown; 2nd,
the volume or quantity delivered in a unit of time to that height
and distance; 3rd, the total power given out by the engine and
consumed in performing that work in the unit of time.
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In short , the engine that possesses the power of raising steam
most rapidly , maintaining the working pressure steadily , is simple,
durable , strong and light , and is able to throw water with force and
energy the soonest when arriving at a fire, is most likely to be
more efficient and prove more valuable than one which is slower
to get steam , and consequently slower to get to work, and possesses
fewest of these necessary and important qualifications .
7. Manageability .— The power of being readily regulated so as to
throw a greater or less quantity of water , with a greater or less
degree of force, through a large or small nozzle, or several at one
time , is a very desirable and important advantage in a steam fire
engine . An engine not possessing the means of being adjusted
quickly and surely to do this , is most likely to do an immensity
of mischief if used when the amount of water requires to he re¬
duced ; and if not used because the amount cannot be reduced ,
then the engine is of no use at all.
The damage caused by the water used in extinguishing fires is
very great ; but it does not follow that because a steam fire engine
is used instead of a manual , that therefore the damage and loss by
water should be greater . One important advantage in a properly
designed steam fire engine is, and should be, its perfect manage¬
ability ; for, as it is under the control of one man , instead of being
worked by some thirty or forty excited ‘roughs ’ duly primed with
‘ unlimited beer ,’ it follows that it can be adjusted with the greatest
nicety to throw a greater or less quantity of water, according to
the requirements of the case.
All steam fire engines should be so designed as to he capable
of working properly at a very slow speed, and, in proportion to the
speed at which they are worked, to give a proportionate amount of
water . It frequently happens that an engine will be required ,
when working at a fire, to throw a small quantity of water one
minute , and this amount to be largely increased the next minute ,
or vice versa ; so that it is evident the power of varying the delivery
easily and surely is most important , and cannot fail to give better
results and be of more practical utility than one which cannot
he varied , or, if the attempt be made to do so, only results in
failure .
In a steam fire engine, that which has the least weight and the
greatest simplicity —that , with the fewest revolutions and lowest
steam pressure , does, with a given water pressure , and under simi¬
lar conditions as to diameter of hose and nozzle, length of hose
used and depth of suction , the greatest amount of duty in quantity ,
height , and distance , must be looked on as the best and most suc¬
cessful machine.
The general and increasing employment of steam fire engines in
America , in some cases to the total exclusion of manual engines,
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is a sufficient proof of their utility and advantages ; and the
tendency to employ them in England , where their designing and
requirements have only lately received any attention , they being
as a rule still far from perfect , shows that the advantages gained
by their employment are being slowly discovered ; and it is to be
hoped that it will next be found that the tendency (at present ,
however , not yet developed in certain quarters ) to employ and
encourage improvements in their manufacture will also show
itself .

CHAPTEB XV.
APPLIANCES

AND EQUIPMENTS FOR FIRE
AND STEAM .

ENGINES , MANUAL

Engine Houses and Fittings .
In placing an engine station in a town, it is desirable that its
situation should be such as to allow the engine to be quickly and
readily taken to a fire at whatever part of the town it may occur ;
and for this purpose a central position is most likely to prove the
best . It may sometimes , however, happen that a central position
may not be suited to the requirements above named , because the
streets leading out of it may be so narrow , steep, or tortuous as to
render it unwise to place the engine in a position from whence a
rapid and easy exit cannot always be readily obtained ; but , under
any circumstances , a position that commands the readiest means
of access to all quarters , and , if possible, a descent from the engine
house in as many directions as may be most likely to have the
greatest number of most heavy fires, should be chosen.
Another point requiring attention is that of placing the station
in such a position that no fire breaking out in the vicinity should
prevent the engine being easily accessible ; it is also worthy of
note that an engine may be so carefully ‘stored ’ as to render it all
but useless in case of a fire. The Empress Catherine II . of Eussia ,
in her Memoirs , says, in speaking of a fire that broke out in the
palace : ‘ The want of engines rendered it impossible to save this
immense wooden structure , and , besides, the few that were there
were kept under the very staircase which was on fire ! ’ and these ,
as a necessary consequence , were quickly destroyed . We learn
from the evidence given before the Select Committee on London
Fires in 1862, that one of the parish engines was kept ‘ bricked up
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behind a blacksmith 's shop , and if a fire happened where its ser¬
vices were required , part of the wall of the house would have to
be pulled down to get the engine out ! ’ Let these instances prove
that it is as possible to keep an engine too safe as not to keep it
safe enough .
The engine house should be as dry and well ventilated as pos¬
sible, to prevent damp rusting the iron work and forming mildew
on the engine , hose, and other appliances , which, if it once gets into
the leather , &c. will quickly cause serious damage and deterioration ;
and this with the disadvantage of its extent not being easily ascer¬
tained until it is found out by the failure of some important por¬
tion , possibly at a moment when its durability and efficiency are
of the highest importance .
A fire place, gas or oil lights , and plenty of windows to give
light and ventilation in the day time , are most important and
should be carefully provided . Every precaution should be taken ,
especially in the winter , to keep the house free from damp , and
the doors should be so arranged as to prevent the rain beating in
under them , or the drainage from the street or yard flowing in.
Cupboards and lockers for the tools and stores should be pro¬
vided, and a small room or bench for a vice, where any small
repairs or adjustments can be done, will be found a great con¬
venience . Racks or pegs should also be put up for hanging up
those articles , duplicates , or appliances , which are best kept in
that position. There should also be a washing place, and the
usual conveniences, with an abundant supply of water .
It is extremely desirable that there should ,be a paved yard ,
court, or street frontage for the engine to be washed or cleaned on,
so as to avoid the mud and dirt caused by the performance of this
operation if done on the ordinary ground surface. There should
be a lofty pole, provided with a block or sheave, sufficiently high
from the ground , through which a line can be rove for hoisting up
the hose to dry ; and the upper portion of this spar or pole might
be used as a flag staff, and have a vane placed on the summit .
Water should be laid on, and a plug or cock provided , so as to
enable a hose to be attached , and water to be used to wash out the
interior of the engine and pumps when required , as well as the
exterior . Good drainage should be provided near the engine
house.
Racks or pegs, on which to hang or place the helmets , uniforms ,
and accoutrements of the firemen, should be provided , so arranged
as to enable each man to keep his own clear of those of another ,
and so placed as to be got at with the least delay and in the most
ready manner . In the case of volunteers , it will generally be
found most convenient for those members who are not on duty to
take their uniform and equipments home, so that in the event of
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their services being required , and their receiving a call at their
own house, they can equip themselves and start at once ; and thus
avoid the loss of time incurred by having to go to the station to
put them on, and then go to the scene of their operations .
Every engine house or station should possess a clock and an
alarm bell ; and on receiving a call for a fire, the day and hour
of receiving it should be entered on a slate , with the nature of the
fire—such as chimney , house, &c.— so as to be recorded in a book
and preserved in the records of the brigade : on returning from the
fire the particulars and remarks thereon can be didy posted .
The slate should be properly ruled with lines scratched into the
material , and divided thereby into the following divisions, each
headed as follows :—
Date

Time

By whom called

Nature of call

Place called for

The book should have the same divisions as those just given ,
and contain in addition the following, which should be extended
in continuation :—
Supply of
water

Damage
Order of

arrival at
fire

Remarks

wise
with
whether
other¬
or
engine
in
Time
w, orking

Slight Serious Total

Cause
of
fixe

Insured
or uninsured
Good Bad

Immediately on receiving a call, the fireman on duty will take
note of the time , and, whilst the engine is being put to, enter all
on the slate , each under its proper head —specifying whether man ,
woman, or child brought it , whether policeman , soldier, &c. ;
whether it was for a chimney , house, &c. ; and the name of the
street or place where the fire is stated to be. This is all required
before going to the fire, aud on the return from it, the remaining
particulars which will have been obtained during and after the
fire, and for which purpose a small memorandum book should be
carried , can be duly entered .
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Appliances .
Every manual or steam fire engine requires to be provided with
certain tools and appliances for use at fires, which should each
have their allotted place, and be constantly kept in it , so as to be
easily and readily found when wanted . In this case the old saying
of ‘a place for everything and everything in its place ’applies with
peculiar force, and it is the imperative duty of every one touching
them to replace them instantly when done with . The captain of
the brigade should frequently himself inspect the fittings , appli¬
ances, and equipments belonging to the engines , as well as the
engines themselves ; for although those under him have to do
this , yet it will be a good thing for him to do so himself fre¬
quently .
It would be a terrible slur on the efficiency of a brigade if, when
suddenly called to a fire some few miles from their station , it
should be found, when arrived at it, that some important portion
of their appliances or equipments which ought invariably to ac¬
company an engine had been left behind , and their means of sub¬
duing the fire be thus rendered useless ; yet, incredible as it may
seem, instances of this sort have occurred , and one, too, not
long since, where a brigade started to a fire with their engine,
and when they arrived , to their shame be it spoken, actually found
that the delivery hose had been left behind ! ! The consequence
of this was, that the engine had to stand still while the fire
had all its own way, and the premises were consumed at its leisure.
What shall be said of such a brigade as this —the system on which
they work, and the perseverance with which they learnt their duties ,
to say nothing of the advantages they must have gained from their
frequent (?) and efficient (?) drills ? Let all volunteer and paid
brigades take warning from this , and by proper attention to their
duties , each man conscientiously doing his portion , prevent their
ever standing in such an unenviable and reprehensible position .
The equipments generally* provided for and carried with each
manual engine , as used by the London Fire Engine Establishment
and laid down in their general regulations , consist of two lengths
of scaling ladder , each six and a half feet long, capable of being
readily and quickly joined together so as to form a ladder of any
required length ; a canvas sheet , with ten or twelve handles of
rope round the edge of it ; two pieces of two and a half inch rope,
one ten fathoms and the other fourteen in length ; six lengths of
hose, each length being forty feet ; two branch pipes, one two and
a half and the other four to six feet long ; one spare nozzle for the
branch pipes ; two lengths of suction pipe, each about six feet
long ; one flat rose, a stand cock, and a goose neck ; two balls of
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strips of sheepskin , two balls of small cord ; two dogtails , one dam
board , a boat hook, a mattock , a shovel, a saw, a screw wrench, a
portable cistern , a hatchet or pole axe, an iron crow bar, a hand
pump , with hose, instruments for opening the fire plugs , and keys
for turning the stop cocks of the water mains .
The appliances and equipments of every engine of a given
class should be uniform and complete , and in every respect fit and
adapted for the preservation of life and protection of property .
Once properly made , arranged , and equipped , the subsequent ex¬
pense necessary for maintaining them in a proper and efficient
condition would be but trifling , and should not be allowed to occupy
a moment ’s consideration .
£An eye witness,’ who addressed a letter to the £Times ’ on the
3rd of November , in the year 1841, respecting the conflagration at
the Tower, says : £Having been requested to set one of the Tower
engines to work, I proceeded to do so, and had the choice of four
or five engines and six or seven suction pipes, not one of which
would fit any one of the engines ! After much rummaging , a suc¬
tion pipe was found to correspond with one of the engines ; but ,
alas ! a short pole had been jammed into it , and rendered it
useless.’
Suction Hose.
The suction pipes or hose formerly used in fire engines were
made of small tin or copper cylinders , in shape and size something
like the napkin rings used at dinner tables , which were placed end
to end, and then sewed round with several strips of canvas painted
or otherwise made watertight , or else they were carefully covered
over with leather . It was soon found that suction pipes made on
this plan were not sufficiently elastic, were very easily crushed , and
did not long remain airtight .
For these a continuous spiral strip of metal enclosed in leather
was soon substituted , but this was not found so satisfactory as
could be wished, and a spiral coil of stout iron or copper wire
covered with leather of greater thickness than had before been
used was employed ; since then no improvements have been made
in leather suction hose.
Hose of this description are sufficiently flexible, not easily
crushed , and make a better job than the old £tinpot ’ arrangement ,
but they are rarely airtight , and it is very difficult to keep them so
for any length of time . If the leather be perfectly sound, and
the seam carefully closed, of course they will last longer air¬
tight ; but , as a general rule , they are not the best sort of suction
hose to use.
Indiarubber and canvas substituted for the leather ordinarily em¬
ployed make an excellent suction hose, being flexible, strong , and
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perfectly airtight . Suction hose of this description are employed
in the steam fire engines , where they give the greatest satisfaction ,
and , in fact, should always be employed .
It is desirable to use the suction hose in short lengths , so that
the engine be kept as close to the water as possible ; and seven
feet is as long as one length should be, six feet being the length
they are generally made . If more than this is required , it is best
to use two lengths , and these should be tightly screwed up with
the wrench so as to prevent the leakage of air : if it draws air after
being tightly screwed up , a little tallow or clay rubbed round the
joint of the coupling , or a wet rag bound round , will make all
tight and snug.
Suction hose should always be kept as straight as possible ; in
fact, the straighter each length of it is kept , the longer they will
last, and the easier and quicker they will be screwed on to the
engine , it being a well established fact that nothing injures a suc¬
tion hose more than bending it about .
Strainer .
The strainer applied to the portion of a pump which is immersed
in the water seems to be almost
Era. 41. Section Strainer.
as old as the pump itself. It
was used in engines in England
in the year 1600.
Agricola, who died in 1555,
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in his treatise ‘ lie Rc Metallica ,’
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shows in an engraving basket
strainers on the lower ends of
pumps used in mining operations , and also the ends of the pumps
bored full of holes so as to act as a strainer .
Robert Fludd , in his ‘ De Naturae Sinaia,’ published in 1618,
gives a sketch of a double pump used in a mine in Germany , with
a basket strainer attached to the end of each suction pipe .
In the old manual engines, the rose or strainer was attached to
the suction by means of screws or other equivalent fastening , and
was, consequently , a fixture ; but they are now made to screw on
or off as required , which is found to be a convenience and advan¬
tage, especially in the case of steamers , where both suction and
strainer are of considerable size.
The suction strainer , fig. 41, as now made, consists of an oblong
copper box, round the sides of which a great number of small
holes are made to allow the passage of the water, but keep back
extraneous matter . At one end a gun metal tube or pipe with
a screw cut on the outside is attached , which connects with the
end of the suction hose.
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In 1858 Mr. J . Simon Holland published in the ‘Mechanic’s
Magazine’ his plan of a revolving rose or suction strainer for
pumps of any description.
Leather Hose.
Leather hose requires to be made from the highest quality and
description of leather, free from all defects, and manufactured in
the most careful manner, to ensure durability and strength. The
riveting must be well and soundly done, and there should be no
sharp edges left, either on the washers or rivets, from which injury
may be done to the hose.
In making leather hose it is desirable to use only the soundest
and strongest portions of each hide, and not more than four breadths
are or ought to be cut from each, the greatest care being taken
to avoid all the soft parts. When cut, the ends of each strip or
breadth are joined together, and then riveted up to form the tube,
great care being required not to stretch it unequally in the sides
during the riveting. Punching the holes for the rivets requires
considerable attention, and the rivets also must be made of the
highest quality of material, and in the most careful manner.
This hose is made in all lengths, 40 feet being that generally used,
and has small straps of leather riveted across it at about 10 feet
apart, to serve as handles for lifting or moving it about, or else to
make fast a line to it if required.
Leather hose, when well made, is very strong and serviceable,
but it requires to be kept well greased or oiled to prevent its getting
hard, which it does if allowed to get dry before being greased, when
it will be found rather a troublesome job to soften it. In fact, the
only way to do anything with it in this case is to put it to soak in
warm water, repeating this as often as is required until it becomes
soft, when it should be well greased or oiled and then strongly
rubbed to force the oil or grease well into it ; if this be properly
done and strictly seen to, the party who has the doing of it, and in
whose care the hose is, will hardly care to run the risk of a repeti¬
tion of the process.
The late Mr. Braidwood tried some experiments on riveted
leather hose of 2| " diameter and 80 feet in length, attached to a
manual engine with pumps 7" x 7", and is stated to have found,
after many trials, that when a vertical stream was thrown to the
height of 75 feet, the pressure on the hose was equal to a head of
100 feet of water ; when the same engine was used with 160 feet
of hose, and the branch or nozzle raised to a height of 50 feet above
the level of the engine and the water thrown 56 feet, the pressure
on the hose was equal to a head of 130 feet. The bursting pressure
of a similar size of riveted leather hose (the piece tested was4 feet
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in length ) was found to be that of a head of water of 500 feet in
height , and it failed or burst by tearing open along the rivet
holes.
So soon as the engine is brought back to the house, the leather
hose should be carefully rinsed in clean water to remove all mud
and dirt ; and if the engine has been using muddy or dirty water ,
it will be desirable to wrash through the hose with some clean water ,
either from the main or by making a few strokes with the engine,
which should be supplied with clean water for this purpose ; after
this the hose should be hoisted up to drain , slinging it by the
middle , for which purpose every engine station should have a con¬
venience . The hose must be watched to see that it does not get
too dry, and when it is pretty dry, should be taken down and
rubbed with neat ’s foot, lard , or fish oil all over the outside, taking
care to clean all grit and dirt off it ; after which it should be rolled
or coiled up tightly , taking care to keep the rivet heads down¬
wards , and to begin rolling up the end to which the male screw
is attached : when the whole length is neatly and compactly rolled
up, fasten it with the straps , and take it at once to the engine and
deposit it in the hose box.
Poliniere , in his £Experiences de Physique ,’ tells us that the
leather tubes or hose used in fire engines were lubricated with a
composition of tallow and wax, to render them pliable ; and , to
prevent mice and other vermin from destroying them , were soaked
in an infusion of colocynth or bitter apple .
The following composition has been found to be very useful in
keeping leather hose in a pliable and good working condition .
Take 1 gallon neat ’s foot oil, 2 lbs. tallow, and £ lb. bees’ wax ;
melt these carefully together , and having the hose clean and free
from dirt , lay it on whilst warm, and rub it well in. The hose
should then be hung up to dry, and as soon as the composition
appears to have been well absorbed, give it another coat ; after which
it may be carefully coiled up and put away into its place ready for
use.
A great advantage will be found in having enough hose to admit
of a portion being under repair , greasing , or cleaning , as may be
required , and also to allow of the work being divided over two sets
of hose, using each alternately ; by this means the nuisance of
wanting an extra supply at a moment ’s notice will be obviated ,
and the wear and tear be equalised , or spread over a larger
quantity , and the durability will thereby be largely increased .
Canvas Hose.
Well made woven canvas hose possesses the two important
advantages of strength and lightness , but in general use they are
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more than counterbalanced by its liability to decay, and the great
deterioration it suffers from damp . It is only by the greatest care
and attention that it can be kept in working order for any length
of time ; and to do this it should be washed perfectly clean every
time it is used, and not attempted to be rolled up until carefully
and thoroughly dried , when it may be coiled up just as the leather
hose, and put in the hose box of the engine . The author does
not find that the plan of ‘ barking ’ or ‘ tanning ,’ in the manner
followed by fishermen with their boat sails, nets, &c., and which
is found to answer so well, has ever been tried with hose of this
description ; there is no reason why it should not be found a great
preservative , and to render it very durable , which it would by
counteracting the mildew and damp to which it is so liable , and by
which it is so quickly destroyed .
In using canvas hose great care should be taken not to drag it
along the ground , for though it is strong in resisting the strain of
an engine , it will not bear the friction and rough usage it encounters
in being so treated . The great aim of all volunteer or paid fire¬
men should be to do the greatest possible amount of work with
the least possible damage to their plant and appliances . A little
care and a few precautions will go a long way towards securing
this desirable end.
In 1720 hempen hose, woven without seam, were made at
Leipzig by Beck, a lace weaver. After this they were made by
Erke , a linen weaver at Weimar ; and at a later period they were
made of linen at Dresden and also in Silesia.
A Mr. Mogler , of Stutgard or its neighbourhood , invented a
loom and established a factory for the manufacture of this seamless
hose on his estate somewhere near that place.
In England watertight seamless woven hose was made at Bethnal
Green by Hegner and Ehrliholzer , who had a factory there , but
the date of its establishment is uncertain .
Woven canvas hose requires , especially when used with a steam
fire engine , to be laid on the smoothest and most even surface that
can be obtained , such for instance as the flags on the footway, so
as to prevent damage from bearing on sharp stones or on an
uneven lumpy surface .
If this hose should be found to have holes in it , or become
otherwise damaged , it is easily repaired by cutting out the bad or
damaged part , turning over the ends to form a flange, and stitch¬
ing the ends together with strongly waxed thread . An awl should
be used to make the holes, and the thread should be considerably
larger to fill the hole well up . It is made in any continuous length
up to 400 feet, and is about one fourth of the weight and bulk of
leather . It can be prepared so as to be moderately proof against
rot at a cost of about 1cl. per foot.
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Hose.

Indiarubber hose 'was first brought out by Mr. Thomas Hancock ,
of Fulham , in the year 1827. It was submitted to very severe
tests , and stood them so well, that it was soon adopted by most of
the insurance companies. One test was plugging up the nozzle of
a length of indiarubber and a length of leather hose attached to
a powerful engine well worked. The leather hose blew out or
burst in the solid part of the leather ; and the indiarubber was
uninjured and broke down the engine . The smoothness and even¬
ness of the interior of this hose cause it to be preferred by many
makers when trying engines for range and height , and there is no
doubt that a length of rubber hose next the pumps of the engine
when used at trials or fires will be found of considerable advantage .
Hose of this material only requires to be dried after use and
before being rolled up. Grease or oil being a solvent of vegetable
gums, and fatally destructive to indiarubber , must be carefully
kept from it . Immediately the hose is done with, wash it thoroughly
with clean water inside and out, and let it dry completely ; then
roll it neatly up, as in the case of leather hose, and stow it away
in its proper place in the engine .
At fires it will be found necessary to keep hose of this kind
away from the heated ruins ; and care should be taken , in laying
out, to avoid those parts -tfhere damage may arise to it from this
cause.
The rubber hose made by the North British Rubber Company
for the use of steam fire engines is a beautiful material , exceed¬
ingly strong and well made, and it stood in a most satisfactory
manner throughout the three days’ ‘ trials ’ at the Crystal Palace
in 1863.
Hose Coupling .
The means of connecting or disconnecting , in a rapid and
effectual manner , two or more lengths of suction or delivery hose,
either to the engine or each
Fig . 42 . Hose Coupling .
other , or vice versa , is a very
desirable and important matter .
The union coupling for the
hose, by means of which two
lengths of hose can be readily
and quickly joined together
without twisting them round ,
as would be the case if in
screwing up the joints the hose
had to be turned too, was, it is said, invented in the early part
of the present century , by an engineer at the old London Bridge
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Waterworks , and was first used about the year 1816 in the engine
of the London Assurance Corporation .
It is stated that the Van der Heides of Amsterdam attached to
the ends of their fifty feet lengths of delivery hose brass screws, so
that any number of lengths of hose ‘ could be quickly connected
together , as occasions might require .’ This seems to be the first
employment of a screw coupling for this purpose .
It will be seen, however, that a hose coupling similar to that
now in use was brought under the notice of the Society of Arts
by Mr . Jacob Perkins at the close of the year 1819, and will be
found described in the Transactions of the Society.
Savary , in his double water raising engine , of which an engraving
is shown in his pamphlet , ‘ The Miner ’s Friend ,’ published in 1702,
uses the screw coupling joint , and it was used in the fire engines
made at Ypres in 1739 ; but neither by Savary nor any of the fire
engine builders is its invention claimed , therefore it must have
been at least a hundred years old when brought into use in
1816.
The plan generally used in this country is that shown by the
woodcut, fig. 42, and consists of three separate pieces of gun
metal , two of which have screw threads cut on the outside , one
being attached to each end of the length of hose, and the third is
a collar or short tube furnished with two ‘ lugs ’ or ears, projecting
from the outside, and a screw thread of a similar size to that on
the two pieces just named , cut on the inside . This collar is
usually attached to one piece at the end of a length of hose, and
the piece at the other end of the same length fits into the collar
on another length .
These couplings were formerly attached to the hose by means of
three or four screws, and then tightly bound round with twine ;
but this has now been superseded by the use of annealed copper
wire, which is tightly served or bound round it, making a stronger
and better job , not being liable to shrink and swell by being
alternately wet and dry , as was found to be the case when twine
was used.
The coupling joints require to be looked to every time after
using , to see that they are not ‘ burred ’ or damaged by having
been struck against stones or other hard material , which will in¬
fallibly prevent the lengths being easily coupled when required .
Should they be ‘ burred ’ up , a few touches with a fine file will
sufficiently remove the injury to enable the couplings to act freely ;
but great care must be taken not to cause injury in trying to
rectify that already done.
In Greenock , instead of the ordinary hose coupling , they use
what is termed the ‘ bayonet coupling ,’ of which the superintendent ,
writes : ‘they are easier coupled and uncoupled , besides being less
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liable to damage . I have never known them to get loose by
accident when the hose are carefully and properly handled .’
Branch Pipes .
The date and origin of the metal branch pipe used with fire
engines is uncertain , but it was doubtless of very ancient applica¬
tion . The ancients , we are told , used force pumps for projecting
Fig . 43.

Branch

Pipe and Nozzle .

fire to destroy buildings , and as these pumps could also be applied
to throw water , there can be little doubt that the same arrange¬
ment employed for one purpose was equally efficient for the other ,
and from this the branch pipe evidently originated .
A short time since there was an old branch pipe of 10 feet in
length , on to which a nozzle of 18 inches in length was screwed,
to be seen in the workshops of Messrs. Merryweather and Sons,
but no one knew by whom it was made, nor was there any infor¬
mation obtainable as to its origin .
As at present constructed , the branch pipes are made of copper ,
in the form of a taper tube of various lengths and sizes, with the
seams carefully brazed. The larger end attaches to the delivery
hose by means of a screw thread cut on the inside , which fits on
the male coupling screw attached to the hose ; and the smaller end
has a screw thread on which the nozzles of various diameters , as
required to be used, are readily affixed. Leather washers are pro ■
vided where it joins the hose and the nozzle, to keep the joint tight ;
and it is desirable to see, when using either-, that these washers are
in their proper place.
Mr. L . M. Becker applied , in 1863, a stop cock with enlarged
waterway to an ordinary branch pipe , so that when used in con¬
nection with his water guardian in the interior of a building , tire
person holding the branch could shut off the water when needed ,
without the loss of time so frequently encountered under the
present system, and thus reduce the damage by water to a
minimum .
Nozzles.
The employment of a detached nozzle capable of being easily
screwed on or off from the branch pipe is of uncertain origin, and
though a great amount of trouble has been taken , the author has
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been unable to find the name of the inventor or the date of its
first employment.
The nozzles used with fire engines are made of gun metal, of vari¬
ous diameters and sizes, with a screw thread cut on the interior
of the large end for attaching them to the screw on the end of the
branch. The nozzles require to be made with very great care,

and the interior to be very highly finished in order that the

water may pass through in the most solid and even state possible.
The present improved plan of nozzle adopted by most makers of
fire engines was brought out in 1835 by Mr. Merry weather, head
of the firm of Merryweather and Sons.

Care should be taken not to dent or injure the nozzle, as this

will completely spoil the jet of water, making it ragged and broken,
and preventing that clean solid stream from being thrown by the
engine which is so effectual in knocking out a fire.
On the proper condition of the nozzle used the beneficial effects
of the engine will in no small degree depend. When it is as it
should be, and free from bruises, dents, or burrs, the stream will

be thrown like a solid rod of water ; and will, consequently, be
projected in a solid body to a greater distance with least loss and
the greatest effect, striking with full force on the burning
material. When, however, this nozzle is in bad order, dented, or
burred, the jet will be thrown in a ragged feathery form; and by
exposing from this cause a large sectional area to the resistance of
the atmosphere, the great body of the water becomes dissipated in
the form of spray, its force is wonderfully decreased, and the dis¬
tance at the same time diminished; the result being that the greatest
part of the water is lost between the nozzle and the burning ma¬
terial, and what reaches it does so in a finely divided state, shorn
of the force and power required to knock the fire out, When a nozzle
is found to be in this condition, it should be sent to the maker to
be repaired.
Standard .
The standard to which the branch pipe of the steam fire engines
attached, to assist the branchman in keeping con¬
trol over it whilst the engine is at work, is uncertain in its origin,
but it has long been the custom to lash the branch of manual
engines to a staff or stick when at work. As now made, it consists
of a stout flatfish piece of ash or other wood, to the bottom end of
which an iron point or spike is attached, which enters the ground
and takes off the strain, whilst two or three stout leather straps

is now generally

and buckles are attached at two or three parts of its length by
which the branch is fastened firmly to it. Mr. Wm. Roberts
has devised a simple and efficient one, consisting of three iron
rods provided with a ring and fastenings to attach the branch,
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which is found very useful and handy , and is supplied with his
steamers .
Breeching.
By means of this contrivance two separate lines of hose may be
worked from each delivery , or from one only, and two distinct
parts of a fire, say for example two separate rooms, may be attacked
at once, each having its separate stream ,
or the deliveries of two engines may be
Fig . 44. Breeching .
connected to work through one nozzle.
The invention or application of the
breeching to fire engines is of uncertain
date , and no authentic information re¬
specting it has been found . Mr . Baddeley described the metal breeching , as
then used with the fire engines of the
London Assurance Corporation , in the
volume for 1828 of the ‘ Mechanic ’s
Magazine .’
In 1844 Lord Tliurlow registered a form of breeching by means
of which one engine could throw three separate streams at once, or
three separate engines be worked through one nozzle.
The breechings , as now made, are constructed of gun metal , but
they have been made of iron .
Clips.
The clip or hook, to be attached to the delivery hose of a fire
engine so as to enable it to be Fig . 45. Hose Clip or Suspender .1
hitched on to a round of a ladder ,
or other convenient place, and
sustain a portion of the weight ,
was invented by Mr. William Baddeley in the year 1829, and illus¬
trated and described by him in
vol. xii. of the ‘Mechanic ’s Maga¬
zine.’ They are generally made of
wrought iron, with leather strap
and buckle for attaching the hose.
Hose Clamp.
A very useful , simple, and inexpensive contrivance , which is
eminently calculated to fulfil the purpose for which it was de¬
signed , was invented by Lieutenant Becker, in 1863, for stopping
the leakages caused by the bursting of the hose when in work,
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which frequently happens when it is subjected to great pressure , or
when carried over walls or other uneven surfaces.
By the plan hitherto followed when a burst of this description
occurred , a strip of sheepskin , a pocket handkerchief or other
makeshift contrivance , was wrapped round the place of the leak,
and tied with a piece of string , or so as to prevent the water
coining through ; a slovenly and in most cases inefficient mode of
getting over the difficulty.
This hose clamp (fig. 46 ) is composed of a strip or band of
leather , indiarubber , or other suitable material , from six to twelve
inches long, and wide enough
Fig . 16. Hose Cj.amp.
to lap entirely round the hose,
to which are riveted two side
plates , one on each side, fur¬
nished with compressing screws
with threads of a quick pitch ;
so soon as a leakage shows itself
in the hose, one of these clamps
can be instantly placed over it,
and thus stop the leak. As it
is very rarely , when a hose bursts , that the opening is above two
or three inches in length , the lengths named are found to be ex¬
actly the thing .
To use the clamp, place the band or strip of leather , &c. under¬
neath the hose, and bring the two side plates together on the top
of it ; one man holds the clamp together round the hose, and the
other puts in the set screws and gives them twro or three turns ,
thus securing the clamp tightly over the leakage, thereby stopping
it in the' most effectual manner possible, and with great rapidity ,
not even a drop of water being able to escape.
From their portability and convenience there is little reason to
doubt but that they will be an indispensable accompaniment to
every fire engine ; and they will also be found extremely useful
to put round the hose when it is carried over a wall or parapet ,
or in other positions likely to chafe it and cause leakage .
The Sapeurs Pompiers of Paris use a sort of hose clamp which
consists of a strip of leather just wide enough to lap round the
hose, to the edges of which small hooks are attached , so that when
the edges are brought together the hook on one edge comes be¬
tween two on the other , forming a zigzag- arrangement ; and when
used a piece of cord is passed over each hook, so that it pulls the
two edges together when drawn tight ; this is a very inferior ar¬
rangement to that of Lieutenant Becker , which is much quicker
applied , and makes a simpler affair than this .
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Stand Pipe .
The ‘ stand pipe ’ now in use was formerly known and described
under the old Building Act as a ‘ socket,’ and was attached to a
length of suction hose so as to enable the water to be
Fig. 47.
led from the ‘plug ’ in the pipe or main , into which
it was driven , into the cistern of the engine , whence
it was thrown out by the pumps . The origin of the
present ‘stand pipe ’ is uncertain , and no particulars
have been found which could settle the point as to
who invented it. The use of this ‘ stand pipe ’ is
almost universal , and it effects a great saving in the
water employed where the supply is taken direct to
the suction of the engine or into the dam .
By its use, where sufficient pressure of water can
be obtained , a great deal of the expense incurred in
keeping the engine at work after the fire is down to
cool the ruins and prevent its further spread , can be
saved, it being only needed to couple on enough hose
to reach sufficiently near the fire, and attach a branch
to the end of it and direct the stream where required ,
a plan not always followed in London since the in¬
troduction of steam fire engines .
In 1806 the stand pipe , or fire hydrant , as it was
termed , was used in Philadelphia , and an engraving
of it was published in 1817, for the use of hose and
engine companies. It shows a cast iron hydrant inserted
by a tapering joint into a wooden main . The Valve
seat is placed at the base of the hydrant , near the
upper surface of the main . The valve drops in open¬
ing , and is worked by a rod passing through the centre
of the tube , with a stuffing box, saddle, screw shaft ,
and handle , mainly as in present use ; the diameter of Stand Pm;,
the tube is larger than that of the main by the diameter
of the rod. The hose nozzle is fitted with a female screw. These
have lately been improved by the addition of an air chamber , and
in some modifications required for the use of them by steam fire
engines .
Mr. William Baddeley illustrated and described, in the ‘ Mecdianic’s Magazine ’ for 1837, his improved stand pipe , by means
of which three separate and independent streams of water might
be put in operation at once, or separately if required .
The plan of coupling the suction of the engine on to the stand
pipe or hydrant , so that the water from the mains might flow or
be drawn into the engine without waste, was described by Mr .
William Baddeley , C.E ., in the ‘ Mechanic ’s Magazine ’ for 1827,
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being by him attributed to the late Samuel Buston , foreman of
the Brigade of the London Assurance Corporation .
Captain Ingram , formerly of No. 8 Manhattan Engine Company
in New York , now the able superintendent of the Dublin Fire
Brigade , has introduced the system of coupling the suction of the
engine on to a double delivery stand pipe , by means of diminish¬
ing coupling screws ; a plan attended with the most satisfactory
results , and which has long been followed in New York and other
American cities and towns.

Water Guardian .
The great amount of property constantly injured or destroyed when
fires occur in shops containing valuable stocks of delicate goods, and

also in private houses which frequently contain valuable and costly
furniture , caused by the frequent use of the stand pipe which
conveys the water from the water companies’ mains through the
hose used by the firemen, with pressures varying from 15 lbs. to
60 lbs. on the square inch, and the inability of the man at the
branch to control the amount of water necessary to subdue the fire,
induced Lieut . Becker to turn his attention to the prevention of
this unnecessary destruction of property , and the result has been
the production of a most simple, efficient, and self acting plan ,
termed by him a ewater guardian ’ or ‘ regulator .’
The apparatus consists of a small brass case, open at the bottom ,
attached to the stand pipe below the deliveries , in which are two
apertures , each of one inch in diameter , fitted with a cross head ,
spring valves, and lever key ; in addition to which he has placed
on the short branch a chamber stop cock, by means of which the
fireman holding the branch regulates the amount of water required .
The ‘guardian ’ or ‘ regulator ’ being adjusted to the pressure of
the main , when the stop cock is full open, the water passes without
any loss of pressure through the nozzle. When the stop cock is
used to diminish the amount of water thrown , the valves imme¬
diately relieve the pressure of the water on the hose by allowing
the surplus water to pass out at the bottom of the case ; and when
the fireman finds it necessary to shut the cock entirely , the valves
immediately act and relieve the whole of the pressure on the hose,
preventing its being burst and blowing the stand pipe out of the
plug hole .
The author has severely tested the invention in actual use at
various pressures (it has been used as high as 60 lbs.) with the most
satisfactory results , and it can be regulated down to 2 lbs. on the
square inch . This invention is deserving of the highest credit
and most extended employment ; the advantages and economy
attained by its use being self evident .
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Of the necessity and importance of some simple means of pre¬
venting the damage before alluded to, and that the amount of such
damage is considerable , the following extracts from the evidence of
the present superintendent of the London Fire Engine Establish¬
ment , when under examination by the select committee , will be a
sufficient proof, and also of the great amount of loss incurred by
the present system. Question : ‘ I believe that in fires the principal
amount which you have to pay really arises from damage by water
very frequently ?’ Answer : CI cannot say that I could assess it in
that way ; p' robably it is so ; it ought to be.’ Question -. ‘ For
instance , in warehouses where you put out a fire, in putting it
out great damage to the goods is occasioned very frequently ? ’
Answer : ‘ Very frequently .’ Question : ‘ That has to he paid
for ? ’ Answer : ‘ It has to be paid for , certainly , as a fire
damage .’
Dams .

The portable canvas dam (fig. 48 ), to be used instead of a ‘tub ,’as
it was called, or a hole dug in the street , for supplying the engine
with water , was invented by Mr. William Eaddeley , C. E ., in the year
Fig . 48. Dam open.

W qy(F.

1820, but it was many years before it came into use. About the
time that the London Fire Engine Establishment was formed, the
system of paving the roadway in the streets with cut blocks of
stone, grouted and well rammed down, became general . The
difficulty of breaking up such a pavement , in the hurry and excite¬
ment attendant on a fire, became so great that the old plan had to
be given up , and then the advantage and importance of the canvas
dam , or portable cistern , were quickly recognised ; and although it
had been reported against by the late Mr . Braidwood, when master
of the fire engines at Edinburgh in 1831, he was not long in
adopting it after this change took place ; and having given it a
trial , which was thoroughly successful, every fire engine was
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immediately furnished with one ; and it is now in almost universal
employment .
Fig . 49 shows the dam closed.
Fig . 49 .

Dam closed .

By the arrangement of Mr. L. M. Becker the dam is capable
of being made in any length without increasing its bulk . The
proportions most useful are — 2 feet high , 2 feet broad, by (5
feet long, which will fold up in a space of 2 feet square by 14
inch thick. The construction is very simple . On the two iron
frames for the ends of the dam are hinges which carry rods, folding
in the centres also by hinges ; these rods, when brought together ,
are made rigid by a slide, and thus expand the dam ; the canvas
of the cistern , with the exception of the two ends, is consequently
loose, and as no rigidity of frame prevents the dam itself acting
as a perfect suction to the tire plug , no water is wasted. All un¬
evenness of roads is obviated ; the suction hole is placed at the
end of the dam, thus allowing it to be placed on edges of pave¬
ments , in gutters , &c. where frequently fire plugs are awkwardly
placed ; and also it gives a smooth body of water for the suction
rose, an advantage greatly to be desired while being used for
steamers , as it obviates the absorption of air in the water .
Mr. Roberts makes his with hinge joints to support it when
open, which enables it to be quickly and easily opened or closed.
The Goose Neck.
The £goose neck ’ or flexible junction for the branch pipe to the
engine, allowing of motion in any direction , was used by Hero of
Alexandria , in his engine made 120
Fig . 50 .
years before the time of our Saviour .
In the description of his force pump
Hero not only describes a moveable
tube fitted by a joint (goose neck )
to the perpendicular one, by the turn¬
ing of which the water could be dis¬
charged or directed against any build¬
ing, but he also refers his readers to
it in the illustration .
A goose neck like those now used
in some of the fire engines in this
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country is figured in an old book published in 1674, called
‘ Mathematical Recreations .’
It seems to have been first used in England in 1633, and was
made by a ball and socket joint in Germany in 1675. The plan
similar to tlmt now in use was made in or prior to 1674, as may
be seen by Van Etten ’s book published in that year .
The engraving (fig. 50) shows the plan in use in the Ypres engine
in 1739.
The elbow or branch pipe joint , by means of which the branch
might be put through a hole in a shutter ,
or into such a position as would enable
Fig . SI . Goose Neck .
the stream of water to be directed at right
angles, upwards or downwards as might
be required , was devised by Samuel Buston ,
and used by him prior to 1828. This
same plan was included by George Dodd
in his patent improvements for machinery
for extinguishing fires in the year 1828.
As now made they consist of a copper pipe
iMli" .
or tube , fitted with gun metal swivel
screws, as shown in the engraving (fig.
51).
Hose Reel.
The hose reel is an American invention , having been used there
with their engines at a very early period . It was first applied in
England to a fire engine by Mr. Wm. Baddeley , C. E., in the year
1837, and used in Birmingham .
The hose reel mounted on wheels, as now used in America and
made in England , is a most convenient part of the equipment of
a volunteer country brigade , for by its means a great quantity of
hose can be transported with greater facility and quite as much
speed as a less quantity , and frequently by a couple of men : a most
important advantage at a pinch , when probably more hose is wanted
than the brigade possesses, or has with them , and some -distance
has to be traversed to fetch it .
In the ‘ Mechanic ’s Magazine ’ for March 1837, Mr. Wm .
Baddeley described and illustrated his application of the hose reel
to a manual engine , so as to enable several lengths of hose to be
run out quickly, or wound up ready for the next occasion, in an
expeditious , easy, and simple manner .
In 1861 Mr. Wm. Roberts designed an improved hose reel ,
arranged to be rapidly drawn by one horse, and carry five or six
men including the driver . The reel on which the hose is wound
runs on the main axle, and a pinion is fitted on the frame, which
works in a wheel fitted on the reel, to facilitate winding up the
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hose, whilst by means of a brake arranged for the purpose it is
prevented from running out too fast. A light frame upon springs
carries a box, in which are placed a stand pipe , three branch pipes,
nine nozzles or jets , one elbow and spreader , one felling and two
hand axes, a saw, pickaxe , shovel, and crowbar, a dozen canvas
buckets , a hand pump , 100 feet of line , spanners , &c., and the top
of the box forms the seats for the men . The reel will carry 1,000
Fio . 52. Roberts ’s Horse Hose Reel , 1861.

£

*

feet of leather hose, or from 1,800 to 2,000 feet of the woven
canvas, and the whole is mounted on high wheels.
The hand reel is similar to the above, and will carry 480 feet of
leather or 1,000 feet of the canvas ; and the box will contain two
branch pipes, nozzles, spanners , &c. in proportion to the large one,
and can be drawn by one man on ordinary roads. It is shown
connected to his portable manual engine in fig. 19, page 98.

i

Fan Spreader .
The fan spreader attached to the nozzle or end of the branch
pipe of an engine, by means of which the person holding the branch
can at his pleasure cause the stream of water projected by the
engine to spread out on all sides, and so cover a large surface, was
invented in the year 1842 by Mr . William Baddeley , C.E ., by
whom the invention was registered ; and in 1849 he further im¬
proved it, and sold it to Messrs. Warner , by whom it was regis¬
tered . By depressing with the thumb the lever shown in the
engraving (fig. 53), the water is made to strike against the plate
or deflector, which the lever brings against the stream ; and it

*
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thus spreads out in a sheet in front , and right and left of the
operator : whilst by taking the thumb off the lever the stream
rushes out in a solid state , just as though the spreader were not
attached to the nozzle. The whole of the apparatus is made of
gun metal .
Fan

Fio . 53 .

Spreader

.

tSSatrdj &ii

It will be seen in the directions for using Newsham’s engine
that he speaks of a fan being used when the engine is required to
be employed in watering gardens , and that it caused the water to
‘diffuse itself like gentle rain ,’ but the author has been unable
to find particulars of it or gain any information on the subject .
In his patent for fire engines, &c. by Bramah , obtained in 1793,
he shows a perforated semicircular boss at the end of the branch ,
all over the convex side of which are a great number of small holes.
The design of this was to cover as large an area with the water as
possible—such, for instance , as in the case of a room being on fire
—which it would do most effectually ; but it possesses this dis¬
advantage , which under many circumstances would be very serious,
viz. that the engine would have to be stopped to shift the boss
and put on a nozzle, should a solid body of water be required .
Buckets.
These are of very ancient origin , and it is difficult to trace their
invention . They were made of various materials in ancient times ,
and used for drawing as well as holding water . Metal buckets
were used both by the Greeks and Romans , who also made them
of leather and wood. A wooden bucket hooped with brass was
dug out of a Roman barrow in this country some years since.
The ancient Britons cut them out of the solid wood, and the
Anglo Saxons made them of staves and hoops just as we do now.
The ancient Egyptians used buckets of wood, skins, or leather , and
probably of earthenware . The forms of buckets represented on
some of the ancient Egyptian tombs show this .
There is a bucket now preserved in the tower of the cathedral
church of Modena , enclosed in an iron cage, which in the year
1005 was the cause of a serious war between the commonwealth of
Modena and the state of Bologna. It belonged to a public well in
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the latter state , and was carried off by some soldiers ; the refusal
to restore it led to the war above alluded to, and the value of the
bucket might have been about eighteen pence ! It was made of
staves, and bound with iron hoops.
Leather buckets are best made by carefully riveting together the
seams and bottoms with copper rivets instead of sewing, and stiffen¬
ing the top by means of a flat galvanised iron or copper hoop,
riveted round on the outside . These buckets take up a great deal
of room, and are rather inconvenient if more than two are taken
with an engine ; added to which, in carrying they let the water
slop out freely : disadvantages canvas buckets do not possess.
Where room is of no consequence, and waste of water is not re¬
garded , they will be preferred to wood or metal , on account of
their lightness , flexibility , and strength .
Buckets made of indiarubber and canvas were originated in
America, and are found very handy and useful for a variety of
purposes . They are manufactured rather extensively both there
and in this country , as also on the Continent .
Canvas buckets are made in various ways, some having a wooden
bottom , to which the canvas is nailed with copper nails, and a ring
of tinned iron wire fastened to the top to keep it open, the seam
of the canvas being sewed, and a moveable iron handle being
fitted , to enable it to be easily used. Others are made of canvas
entirely , without any wood or metal whatever , a ring of rope
sewed round the top and bottom giving them sufficient stiffness,
the handle also being of rope .
These buckets fold into a very small space, do not waste the
water in carrying , are cheap , and hold a good deal of water, their
general size being 14" deep and 9" wide, and allow a great many
to be stowed away in a small space.
So far as can be ascertained , buckets made of this material were
introduced into the fire plant of the Edinburgh Fire Establishment ,
about the year 1826, by Sir J . Robison, secretary of the Royal
Society of Edinburgh .
The late Mr. Braidwood , soon after taking charge of the London
Fire Engine Establishment ., arranged them so that one might be
carried by each of the firemen ; and the author is informed by
Mr. Tilley , the well known predecessor of Messrs, Shand ,
Mason, and Co., that he carried out this plan so that they were
attached to the waist belt , and could be readily detached when
wanted .
These buckets should have loops of cord both at top and bottom ,
such arrangement having been found very convenient and useful
in practice .
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Hand Pump .
The hand pump or syringe is of very ancient origin . It was
known centuries before the time of Ctesibius of Alexandria , who
flourished in the second century b.c., and was men¬
Fig . 54.
tioned by Hesyckius and Isidorus in the seventh
century .
The syringe is the only kind of pump known in
Asia, where it has doubtless been known and used
from a very ancient period ; but in China very
efficient engines similar to the European are made,
and have been known from a remote period . That
this is very probable is sufficiently proved by the
known fact that few things in that country can be
called of modern origin , and that the winnowing
machine introduced as a new invention into this
country about 150 years since was known and used
there from time immemorial .
In its original form the syringe or squirt could
only throw water in an intermittent manner , but it
has since been greatly improved at various periods
by various persons, and it is now a very efficient in¬
strument , capable of projecting a good stream of
water , in a continuous or uninterrupted jet , to a
considerable distance . At a very recent date it lias Haxd Pump.
been taken in hand by a legion of ‘improvers ,’ some
of whom hav.e pressed into their service the system of rummaging
the dead languages , and of coining so called ‘ classic’ names for
their ‘ improvements .’ It has frequently happened , however,
that the greatest novelty lias been found in the results of the
process above alluded to.
The portable hand pump , so valuable an auxiliary as a preventive
of the disastrous effects of fire, is evidently an improved edition of
the old hand squirt , so arranged as to throw a continuous stream in
place of an intermittent one, as was the case before it was made on
the present improved plan . It is now a force pump , easily worked
and directed by one person , is generally made of brass and pro¬
vided with gun metal valves and an air vessel, all contained in the
body of the machine , the pump rod being of steel ; so that a snug ,
efficient, and very compact miniature fire engine is the result . It
has a nozzle and ten feet of leather or indiarubber hose, like its
larger and more powerful rival , and will throw about six gallons of
water per minute to a distance of 30 feet and upwards in a strong
continuous stream . When used, it can be put in a, pail of water
or any other convenient place, and by working the handle quickly
up and down it will throw a good stream ; and by directing the
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water on the fire, it will soon knock out what, if left a few minutes
longer , would almost always end in a disastrous conflagration .
This is a far better and more satisfactory means of extinguishing
fire than the barbarous and rude plan of throwing the water in bulk
from a bucket , as it strikes with considerable force, and good aim
can be taken , so that it enables the maximum of good to be done
by the minimum of water, thus avoiding the damage so constantly
caused by the water used in extinguishing the fire, which is always
additional to that caused by the fire itself.
The application of an air vessel and valves to the syringe , by
which it was converted into an efficient hand pump , was made by
Mr . William Baddeley prior to 1844, and an improved plan and
arrangement of valves was registered by him in the year 1850.
In March 1848 Mr . Braidwood had one constructed for himself
by Messrs. Shand and Mason, and the hand pump is now an
essential part of the equipment of every well arranged fire brigade .
This arrangement was referred to in the ‘Mechanic ’s Magazine ,’
vol. xl., for 1844, p. 240, where, in an account from the ‘ Times ’
of Mr . Braidwood having tried the old syringe at St . Dionis Backchurch , of which an engraving has been given at page 78, a note
is appended asking : ‘Is the superintendent of the brigade force
aware of the numerous improvements made in the syringe (by
Scott , Read , and others ) during the last two centuries ? or has he
yet to become acquainted with the very excellent and effectual
modern contrivance for preventing the great spoilage from water
which now so frequently takes place ? ’
These hand pumps are extensively used in London , and in the late
Lambeth fire brigade each engine was provided with one, and they
are also extensively used by those in the country , their convenience
and advantages being proved to be beyond question . They are
conveniently arranged for domestic use, being fitted with a socket
at the bottom , and supplied with a pail or bucket into which this
socket fits, so that one person can pump and direct the stream of
water at the same moment ; in this case they are useful for many
purposes , such as washing windows, garden engines and the like ;
and it may safely be said that no house, warehouse, hotel , or other
building should be unprovided with them as an addition to the
other means of safety they may be provided with.
It is a remarkable fact that while at the great conflagration in
Tooley Street in 1861 the steam fire' engines were pouring tons of
water per minute into the burning buildings without producing the
slightest effect, Beal’sWharf was saved and the progress of the flames
eastward arrested by means of a hand pump . There can be no doubt
that had there been a few of these little pumps at hand when the
great fire in Gresham Street was first discovered by the watch¬
man , their employment , with the assistance of a few gallons of
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water , would have prevented the great destruction of property that
ensued .
Ladders.
The ladders carried with fire engines are made in lengths of
6 feet each, the material being the best picked Baltic deal, and the
staves of the best heart of oak. In some cases good straight
grained ash is used instead of deal. On these are fitted the sockets,
made of best wrought iron , by means of which they are readily
joined together so as to form a ladder of the required length to
reach to a moderate height . No manual engine should be un¬
provided with these ladders , and some of the steam fire engines
now made are having them fitted and arranged so as to be easily
carried with them . This plan was introduced into steam fire
engines by Mr. William Roberts , in his self propeller engine, in
1862.
In 1828 a writer in the ‘ Mechanic ’s Magazine ’ suggested that
an Act of Parliament should be passed to oblige all fire engines to
carry a ladder with them , so formed as to suit the length of the
engine, be very portable , and capable of being readily joined to¬
gether to form any length .
Vegetius , who flourished in the reign of Yalentinian II ., A.d.
385, in his work ‘ Epitome Ins . Rei Militaris ,’ a translation of
which was published at Antwerp in 1607, shows a numerous variety
of portable rope and leather ladders with hooks at the ends, so that
when thrown over a wall or into a window they might catch hold.
There are also sketches of folding ladders made of wood and metal :
some of them are shown made of several pieces to be screwed
into each other by the person using them until he reaches the
required height ; others have rollers or little wheels at the upper
ends, so that they might be easily pushed up against the side
of a house by those who raise them ; next are boxes or baskets ,
in which are several persons, raised perpendicularly on a moveable
frame by means of a screw below, which pushed out several hollow
frames or tubes contained one within the other , just like the tubes
of a telescope, so as to enable a given height to be reached . A
variety of combinations of the ‘ lazy tongs ’ or jointed parallel bars
are also shown—one of these , moved on a carriage , raised a large
box containing several soldiers ; this is identical with a fire escape
of modern invention described in vol. xxxi. of the ‘ Trans . Soc.
Arts.’
Preventer.
The preventer or ‘ boat hook ’ carried with well equipped engines
is of very ancient application to fire service, having been in use as
z
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a part of the appliances by the ancient Roman firemen or 6matri cularii ,’ alluded to in the early part of this work.
Fig . 55 .

Preventer

:

George Agricola , who died in 1555, in his work ‘ De Re Metal lica,’ shows in oue of the engravings , which represents the interior
of a laboratory or smelting furnace ( of which the engraving at page
72 is a copy), a set of household fire extinguishing apparatus ,
among which are two preventers . They appear to have consisted
of a staff or handle , at the end of which a double hook, something
like two bill hooks joined back to back , one being larger than the
other , was attached , either by a socket into which the handle fitted,
or two jaws or horns between which the handle was fitted and
riveted through .
About the year 1826 Mr . William Baddeley designed an im¬
proved preventer with a cutting axe opposite the spur or side
prong , and arranged by means of a socket and screw to be readily
joined to another length of staff or handle so as to reach to greater
heights if required . The ordinary preventer in use is simply a
common boat hook with a staff or handle eight or ten feet long
or more , and when used inside a house, especially in some of
modern size, is often found to be too long, and when wanted for
service outside as frequently too short . An engraving and descrip¬
tion of it will be found in the ‘ Mechanic ’s Magazine ’ for 1841.
Axe.
This will be found a most useful accompaniment to a fire engine ,
especially if it be required to remove an obstruction more quickly
Fig . 56 .

Axe .

than can be done by the fireman ’s hatchet worn in the belt . The
best kind is that known as a felling axe (fig. 56), provided with a
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flat head for use as a hammer , and it should have a good straight
grained ash handle free from knots or twists, and be kept in good
order.
Crow Bar .
An iron crow bar about l -\ " or 1A" diameter and 3 feet long
will be constantly found most useful. It should have steeled ends,
one being made with a chisel shape and the other pointed .
Saw .
This should be one of the kind known as a ‘rip saw,’ of the best
quality , and very stout ; and should never be allowed to get dull
or out of thorough working order . As all the implements carried
with a fire engine have to be used under the excitement caused by
the fire, and generally without much thought of using them care¬
fully, it is most important that they should be of the highest and
most reliable quality , and little liable to damage by hard work.
Shovel.
A shovel will constantly be found of great use, especially in the
country , and this shoidd have steel in it , not out of it, as was the
case with the wretched tools supplied to the army in the Crimea
during the Russian war. A box handle will be found preferable to
one of the crutch form ; and it is important that these shovels should
be made only by the best makers .
Pickaxe .
The pickaxe should have good steeled ends, one being chisel
shaped from two to three inches wide, and the other pointed . The
handle should be of good straight grained ash—ground ash, as it is
termed , being excellent —and well and firmly wedged into the body
of the tool, which should have a sufficient depth to hold the handle
firmly and prevent its coming out when in use. If the wood be
not very dry when made into the handle , it will be apt to shrink
and get loose in the socket, therefore it should be seen to occasion¬
ally to keep it tight .
Oil Can .
Oil cans which are made to discharge a part of their contents
by a slight pressure with the thumb on the bottom are useful , as
they do not let the oil run out if they are accidentally capsized.
Another useful variety is that with a plug or valve in the spout,
the withdrawal of which allows the oil to run out, This is usually
accomplished by pressing on a small button or stud close by the
handle . It will be found requisite to keep this sort very clean, or
they will not act ; and in cold weather , when the oil is stiff, they
are not found so handy as the former sort.
z 2
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Screiv Wrench.
This should be strong , well made , and capable of being ad¬
justed to fit any sized nut ; but because one is supplied or carried
with an engine , the use of double ended spanners , each end for
a nut of different size, should not be neglected . Cheap expanding
spanners are next to useless, as they seldom possess either the
material or the finish to give them the required durability . There
are several simple and efficient plans in use.
Lamps .
The head lamps of an engine should be well made and of the
best quality , fitted with powerful reflectors and good burners ,
arranged so as to be easily trimmed and adjusted . Under certain
conditions carriage lamps for candles will be found good, but
on the whole oil lamps will give most satisfaction . Hand lamps
and those for steam and water gauges should be strongly made ,
have strong plate glass and powerful reflectors , and contain
enough oil to last for several hours , besides being easily trimmed
and adjusted . All lamps require to be kept scrupulously clean,
and should always be ready for use at a moment ’s notice . Never
clean the reflectors with brickdust or rottenstone , as this will be
found to injure them ; a soft ‘ shammy ’ leather will be found the
best material to use, which should be carefully kept free from grit
and dirt . Inferior oils should never be used, as they thicken and
decompose, and moreover have generally a corrosive action on the
materials of the lamps , and do not give a pure clear light .
Hose and Suction Wrenches.
These will be found of great utility and importance in securing
the efficient working of the
Fig . 57.

Hose Wrench .

en g ine ’ b/

enabling
the junc¬
tions of the lengths
of suction or
delivery hose to be screwed up
so tightly as to prevent leak¬
age, which can rarely be always
done by hand .
The eye or loop on the end of the wrench is put on the lug of
the coupling , the concave side of the wrench being towards the
coupling , when it can be screwed up to any degree of tightness
required , and by shifting the wrench to the reverse position, or
rather to the opposite side of the coupling , and placing the eye of
the wrench on the same lug , it can be readily unscrewed ; it will
often be found convenient to place one wrench on the lug of the
hose to which llie length is to be added to hold it steady whilst the
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other is on the lug of the length to be married , so as to screw it
up tighter and save time thereby .
Wrenches should be made of the best wrought iron , and always
kept bright and clean.
Screw Driver .
This should fit all the screws about both manual and steam fire
engines , which require to be moved by a tool of this description ;
and. it should have a stout flatfish handle , so as to be easily held
and worked. A long screw driver works freer and better than a
short one, but it is always best to have one suitable to the style of
engine , so that it can be readily used on any portion of it without
inconvenience . Care should be taken to have it always in the best
condition , and the edge free from notches, and of the required
fineness to fit easily into the slit in the head of the screw ; it is,
however, needful not to have it too sharp , as it then readily breaks ,
and is besides dangerous to handle .
Fire Plug Keys.
These should be made of wrought iron, galvanised, and will be
found extremely useful with either manuals or steamers in those
towns and districts where water is laid on in the streets .
Line and Cord.
The line carried with the engine should be in lengths of 60 feet
(and made, of the best hemp ) of the kind known as life line . The
lapping line and small cord should be also of the best quality , and
care should be taken to prevent being left in a state of damp and
mildew when not in use, and whenever they have been used should
be carefully dried before being put away in their place in the
engine .
Jumping Sheet.
The jumping sheet should be of strong canvas, and about 25
feet square , with rope lugs or loops about 3 feet apart , strongly
sewn round the edges. These would be better if worked into a
‘ bolt rope,’ as it is termed by the sailors, and this rope strongly
sewn round the edges of the sheet .
Link or Torch.
This useful appendage to steam or manual engines was introduced
by Lieut . Col. English , before alluded to, about the year 1858.
It consists of a round case or tube , about 18 inches in length
and If inches in diameter ; at the butt end or handle of which a
screwed cap is fitted so as to form an airtight cover when screwed
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up properly . Into this tube (the cap being removed ) naphtha or
one of the free flowing easy burning oils is poured , so as to supply
a stout wick at the front end, to which the light is applied .
The front end is turned
Fig . 58 . Tobch .
up at an angle of forty
five degrees, and just in
front of the hand at the
butt end a small forked
foot, a couple of inches
long, is attached , so
that it can be placed on the ground without falling , over, and
he used to give light whilst in that position . At the handle end
is tire extinguisher , which fits on over the cap, and is the part
held in the hand when the torch is in use ; but when the torch is
to be put out it is drawn off and fits on at the end over the wick,
extinguishing the flame most perfectly . No steam fire engine
should be without one of these , as they are most useful in enabling
the fire to be readily lighted , both at the bottom and the top.

Shield Plates.
With steam fire engines it is found necessary, when at work,
to protect the wheels from the heat of the furnace , and the hot
ashes that drop from it , by means of thin sheets of iron or some
other contrivance . These have been arranged in various ways for
convenience of stowage, so as to be at hand when wanted ; in some
cases they have been employed as foot plates at the tail of the
engine , for the engine driver or fireman to stand on whilst going to
or coming from a fire ; in others they have been arranged so as to
fold up into a small compass, and be easily carried with the other
equipments . As a rule these loose or detached sheets of iron will
he found to cause considerable noise and rattle whilst the engine
is on the road, an accompaniment of by no means an agreeable
character , and decidedly neither ornamental nor useful .
In 1863 Messrs. Shand , Mason, and Co. devised a convenient
substitute for these necessary adjuncts to the convenience in
working steam fire engines, in the shape of a canvas bag, of the
necessary length and height , for protecting the wheels, which was
divided by rows of stitches into a lot of vertical tubes or spaces,
kept filled with water when the engine is working , and tied against
the wheels on the inside, so that there is a good body of water
exposed to the heat to intercept it .
When done with, the water is run off, and the shields can be
rolled up and stowed away in the smallest space. They can be
easily dried ready for use another time ; and it is desirable that
they should be ‘ barked ’ in the same way as the sails of the fishingboats, in order to prevent mildew and add to their durability .
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CHAPTER XVI. '
PROVISIONS

FOll EXTINGUISHING FIRES IN THE CITIES
AND TOWNS OF GREAT BRITAIN .

In preparing this section, endeavours have been made to collect
particulars from all towns with a population of 2,000 and over, for
which purpose above 800 circulars have been sent , addressed to
the superintendent of the fire brigade or keeper of the engines of
each town ; and all that have been received up to the last moment
are inserted . To prevent trouble to those of whom enquiries have
been made, and to ensure only such information as was most likely
to be useful, every precaution has been taken to avoid asking for
or inserting anything superfluous , and the information sought has
been arranged in the form given .
It is to be hoped that the increased danger to which we are
hourly exposed from fire, and which is daily becoming more ex¬
tensive from the increase of houses and other buildings , and the
rapid development of various branches of industry , some of a more
or less dangerous character , will impress upon everyone the desira¬
bility and importance of well organised and well equipped arrange¬
ments for combating fires throughout the country . The great
spread of the spirit of volunteering amongst the young men of the
present day, the great increase of intelligence and education
throughout all classes, and the general desire of all to be useful or
have something to do, offers a ready means of overcoming any
difficulty that may arise as to the question of working in a proper
manner the engines and appliances which may be provided for this
purpose ; and the list , so far as the author has been able to obtain
them , of volunteer brigades already in existence , is an ample proof
of how readily such a thing can be carried out, if started by proper
persons and arranged in a proper manner .
The volume of the ‘Mechanic ’s Magazine ’ for 1861 contains
some excellent remarks on the subject of fire extinguishing arrange¬
ments , in a series of interesting articles entitled ‘ Fires and Fire
Brigades ,’ which are well worthy of perusal .
There can be no reason to doubt that it has been from a tolerably
early period the intention of the ruling powers of this country that
the controlling and extinguishing of fires should be in the hands
of volunteers . Taking the course of legislation bn the subject
during past years, it seems to give ample proof of this , for it was
made compulsory on every parish within the Bills of Mortality to
maintain a fire engine and ladders ; and arrangements were made
to pay rewards of various amounts to the persons who brought up
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the first, second, and third engine , ‘ provided the
engines
good order ,’ and supplied with the appliances needed to were in
set them
to work ; and in the next year arrangements were
made so that
the owners and keepers of ‘ other large engines ’ (not parish
were entitled to receive the rewards if they attended in theengines )
proper
order .
Now as this act does not contain any provision or order for
pay¬
ment of the persons working these engines at a fire, or
impose any
obligation on the parishes to take the engines to a fire, but
leaves
the reward to stand as a sufficient inducement , it may be
reasonably
assumed that it was intended there shoidd be a volunteer
brigade
in every parish , who should work the engines at fires ;
the parishes
being bound , under a penalty , to provide and maintain
engines
and plant for this purpose .
In Great Britain there exists no general law for
or
regulating fire extinguishing arrangements , such as is providing
to be found
in continental or foreign states ; nor is it in the whole
at all likely
that any arbitrary regulations of the kind existing
abroad would
be tolerated in this country , however desirable it may
be
efficient and proper system, so far as could be obtained of a that an
uniform
character , should be maintained and established throughout
the
country .
Local regulations for this purpose will be found to exist in
many
towns in Great Britain , where paid brigades are
maintained
by
the corporations or police, such as Dublin , Norwich,
Leeds, Edin¬
burgh , Manchester , Liverpool , &c. ; but taking it as a
whole, such
cases will be found the exception rattier than the rule .
Long
immunity from the destructive ravages of fire renders people
different to the matter , and careless of providing means for in¬
con¬
trolling it , though it by no means decreases its desirability
importance ; in fact, it may be considered an undeniable and
truth
that the longer a place has remained without a fire the
more
likely
and certain it is that it will undergo the infliction, and
the sooner
it will happen .
By the Building Act of 14 Geo. III ., 1774, which was
in force
in the Metropolitan district , or ‘ Bills of Mortality ,’
it was provided ,
sec. 85, ‘ That upon the breaking out of any fire within
the limits
aforesaid, all constables and beadles upon notice thereof
shall
immediately repair to the place where the said fire shall happen ,
with their staves and other badges of their authority , and
shall be
aiding and assisting as well in extinguishing the said
fire and
causing people to work at the engines , and also in
preventing
goods being stolen , and shall seize and apprehend all ill
disposed
persons that they shall find stealing or pilfering from the
inha¬
bitants ; as also that the said constables and beadles shall give
their
utmost assistance to help the inhabitants to recover their
goods.’
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In many towns the insurance companies holding risks therein
have provided engines and appliances for the purpose of extinguish¬
ing fires, many of which engines are manned by volunteers who
have formed themselves into brigades to use the engines . One of
the most efficient of these is the well known West of England
Brigade at Plymouth , where, under the able management of Mr.
Wm . Marshall , they have rendered such signal service to the public
on so many occasions ; though it is to be regretted that they have
been subjected to constant annoyance and interference from the
police and other paid servants of the public (who are unable , it
seems, to understand or appreciate the spirit which actuates a
volunteer ), a line of conduct unfortunately not confined to Plymouth
or the paid servants of the public , many examples having frequently
occurred in London .
Engines and appliances , but generally of a thoroughly inappro¬
priate character , and often also left in a lamentable state of inefficiency
through neglect and disuse, have been in many places provided by
the parish ; but ‘ Bumbledom ,’ as a rule , will seldom be found to
encourage progress, or liberal enough to provide the funds required
to start or maintain in a proper manner the plant and appliances
required for this purpose ; it being considered a sufficient and un¬
answerable proof that nothing of the sort is needed , because a fire
has never occurred, •and therefore it is practically believed to be
a cheaper and more commendable course to wait until a good con¬
flagration occurs before attempting to make any provision against
this contingency .
The small number of replies to the circulars received by the
author shows the general indifference which exists in regard to the
important point of an efficient means for controlling and ex¬
tinguishing fires, and in affording or gaining information on the
subject . From the results of the returns he divides them into
three classes, viz. totally unprotected , partially protected , and
protected . The first class explains itself, but the second comprises
all towns which, though possessing fire extinguishing plant , have
no organised or trained body of men to work it ; and the last class
comprehends all those towns provided with proper plant and trained
men to use it.
As a rule it may be said that a partly protected town is but
little better off than an unprotected one, inasmuch as from the
want of men acquainted with the construction , use, and manage¬
ment of fire engines, and the proper mode of attacking a fire, the
mischief will generally be done before any beneficial attempts can
be made to check it ; and even if there be a man who understands
his business, but is unaided by persons properly instructed in those
duties which are required at a fire, the result is but little better ,
and certainly of anything but a satisfactory character , or conducive
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to increased safety of life and property in case of
fire. The dis¬
advantage of having engines only, without a trained set of
men to
manage them , must be evident ; and one superintendent of
engines
,
in a large town where there is no brigade , writes, ‘
of hands , I am obliged to take any wlio will work,Having no staff
and in case of
fire I find it very difficult to get men who understand
the coupling
of hose and working of engines, which often
causes delay, as I
have to do the whole of the work myself, and see
after the water
getting as well ;’ a series of circumstances , it may be
remembered ,
of anything but a nature to add to the safety of
the inhabitants , or
diminish the damage caused by fire.
London , said to be the largest city in the civilised world,
cover¬
ing an area of 120 square miles, and containing a
population
of
over 3,000,000 of inhabitants , had , up to the
middle of 1865,
no government or municipal provision or
establishment to con¬
trol and extinguish its fires ; but was entirely
dependent on the
services of some thirty or forty engines , and some
130 men ,
established by an association of the fire insurance
companies
for
their own benefit and advantage , and to diminish the
risks they
encounter on their insured property , and the good offices
of the
volunteer brigades , aDd the engines of those parishes
who were
sufficiently liberal to keep up a proper system of engines and
plant
for this purpose .
In addition to the regular Fire Establishment
there are the 85
fire escapes and stations , and the staff of 100 men
for working
them , supported by voluntary contributions . There
are also 10
volunteer fire brigades , with a staff of 192 men and 15
engines ,
1 being a steamer , who voluntarily assist in
extinguishing fires.
The East and West India Docks have fifteen land
engines, two
steam tugs fitted up as floating engines , and twelve
hydraulic
jets
from the hydraulic pump . From this pump , by the
pressure
in
the mains, a jet can be thrown to the height of 180
feet, or by all
their power and engines combined , about 18 tons a
minute . Their
largest land engines are more powerful than any
possessed by the
London Fire Engine Establishment , being larger , and
more water. The whole cost of their fire plant was 4,500/ throwing
., and the
annual cost of keeping it up between 300/ . and 400/ .
per
annum .
The two tugs cost for the fire fittings 1, 000/ . The men
are
monthly , and every man in the Docks takes his turn at exercised
the drill .
The London Docks have two floating engines , four
land engines ,
and forty six fire cocks. The largest floating
engine throws \ \
ton of water per minute , and the smaller 1 ton .
The expense of
the fire appliances is 800/. per annum , which
includes firemen ’s
wages, hose, gear, and other appliances . The men are
month . They have 4,700 feet of hose, and 652 fire drilled every
buckets .
The Victoria Docks have ten fire engines, twenty
three stand
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pipes, and one floating fire engine (tug ). The water main will
throw a jet 35 feet. The cost of the fire appliances is 7501.
The St. Katherine ’s Docks have four land engines and one float¬
ing engine, twenty two high pressure stand cocks, and eleven or
twelve low pressure stand cocks. There are also 350 buckets of
water filled ready for use at a moment ’s notice . The expense of
the fire arrangements is 1,000/ . per annum .
Statistics .
Area

Population

Number of
stations

square miles
120

3,000,000

19

1,000,000
1,700,000

35
130

Name

London
New York
Paris

23
110

Number of engines
. « f steam 10 1

4* \ hand 33 /
. Af steam 35 1
40 { hand

180 hand

5 )

Number of
men

132
1,478
1,270

Proportions .

miles
miles Engine
Square
Square
station
Engine

London has
„
Paris
New York ,,

l 'OO to 6
148 to 1
1-52 to 1

Men

mile Man

Square

1-00 to 3 1'0 and a fraction to 1
to 1
1-63 to 1 11-5
to 1
1-74 to 1 64-3

Inhabitants

1 to 20,000
1 to 1,338
676’5
1 to

The area of the city of New York , or Manhattan Island , is about
23 square miles, on which there is a population of about 1,000,000.
It will, be seen that they have at the present time , under the new
arrangement , 35 engine stations , 35 steam fire engines, and 5 hand
engines in use, with a total of 1,478 firemen engaged in controlling
and extinguishing fires.
The city of Aberdeen , with a population of 74,000, has its paid
fire brigade , which was established in the year 1800. The fire
extinguishing arrangements are in the hands of the police, and the
brigade consists of sixty six men . There are four engine stations
and six engines, each with two pumps of 8 in. diameter and 12 in.
stroke . There are 2,400 feet of leather hose belonging to the
engines ; and there is a ladder fire escape belonging to the brigade ,
but it has never been required . The brigade is supported by the
commissioners of police, and the annual cost is 150/. exclusive of
the repairs of the engines . The total value of fire plant is about
b,000/ . The supply of water is obtained from fire taps or cocks
connected with the mains supplying the town.
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The town of Abergavenny , in Monmouthshire , with a population
of 6,083, has its paid fire brigade , which was remodelled in 1863,
an old and inefficient one having been long in existence. There is
one engine station , with one engine for country use, a hose
reel for
use in the town, and one fire escape. The brigade consists of one
superintendent , one foreman , and twelve firemen , whose uniform
consists of a red serge shirt , lettered and numbered . When at¬
tending fires in the town, the foreman is paid 7s. 6d. and the fire¬
men 5s. each, and when at fires in the country , foreman 10s. and
firemen 7s. 6d. each. The annual cost of the brigade is 13/., ob¬
tained from the local taxes . The engine is for sixteen men , and
has 150 feet of leather and 40 feet of rubber hose, while there are
200 feet of rubber hose for town use. The value of the plant and
appliances is about 150?. The water supply in case of fire is derived
from fire plugs in the streets , placed at every 100 yards, and the
water is at high pressure . The fires average 6 yearly .
The town of Accrington , in Lancashire , with a population of
18,000, has its paid fire brigade , established in 1854, one engine
station , and one engine . The brigade consists of ten men, and the
engine has 9^- in. pumps for forty men , with 50 feet of leather
and 1,400 feet of canvas hose ; the value of the plant and appli¬
ances being about 300?. The annual cost of the brigade , main¬
tained by the local Board of Health , is about 60?., paid out of the
general district rates . The supply of water , in case of fire, is
obtained from the fire plugs in the mains of the water company.
The town of Alnwick, in Northumberland , with a population of
7,000, has no regular fire brigade or engines, but fires are
extin¬
guished by hydrants fixed all over the town. The watermen or
turncocks , assisted by tbe scavengers , act as firemen when wanted ,
further paid assistance being obtained as required ; and it is said
that they have been able to cope with all fires by the means pro¬
vided. According to the report , ‘we have always plenty of volun¬
teers ’ to help and get paid for their services. It is stated that the
hose is generally fixed and the water in full play in from five to
ten minutes in any part of the town. The owners of property are
charged for labour only. There are 100 feet of leather , 100 feet
of rubber , and 100 feet of canvas hose ; the value of the fire
plant
being about 50?. The fires average 6 yearly .
The town of Alston, in Cumberland , with a population of 1,800,
sends the following return :— ‘No fire engine of any kind is kept
in the town, or within twenty miles thereof ! ’
The town of Alton, in Hampshire , with a population of about
4,000, has its volunteer fire brigade , established in 1863, one
engine station , and three engines . The brigade consists of one
superintendent , one assistant superintendent , one engineer , and
twenty three firemen . One engine is a steamer (this is the fifst
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country volunteer fire brigade in England to use one), and the
other two are manuals , with 900 feet of leather and 200 feet of
canvas hose. There are a fire escape ladder , five dozen fire buckets ,
and the usual other appliances ; the value of the fire plant being
800£. The supply of water in case of fire is obtained from the
river and the town ; and the fires average nearly 7 yearly .
The town of Ashburton , in Devonshire , with a population of
about 4,000, has its paid fire brigade , first established in 1750, and
rearranged in 1786, with one engine station and two engines. The
brigade consists of one superintendent and fourteen men , and the
engines have each 5 in. pumps for fourteen men. There are 100
feet of leather hose, and the value of the plant and appliances is
110Z. The cost of the brigade is 51. per year , defrayed by the
parish . The supply of water in case of fire is obtained from the
town mains, pumps , &c. ; and the fires are from 1 to 2 yearly .
The town of Ashford, in Kent , with a population of 8,005, has
its volunteer fire brigade of twenty nine men , first established in
1824, one engine station , and two engines with 6 in. pumps . The
value of the plant and appliances is about 1501. The brigade is
supported by voluntary contributions , and the annual cost of keep¬
ing the engines and plant in order is 12l. The town is supplied
by waterworks , and the average number of fires per year is 4.
The borough of Ashton -under -Lyne , in Lancashire , with a
population of 34,894, has two separate paid fire brigades , one
belonging to the borough, established about forty years ago, and
the other that of the West of England Insurance Company,
established about twenty years since. There are three engine
stations and three engines, besides one hose carriage . The
borough brigade has two engines, one with 9 in. pumps for
thirty men , the other with two 7 in. pumps for eighteen men ;
and there are one superintendent and twelve men . The hose
consists of 297 feet of leather , and 1,740 feet of canvas. The
West of England brigade has one engine with 7 in . pump for
twelve men, 297 feet of leather , and 150 feet of canvas hose ;
and there are one superintendent and six men in the brigade .
The borough brigade costs 80Z. per annum , and is maintained
out of the borough rates ; and when the engines work at fires the
brigades are paid by the insurance company or the owner of the
property . The superintendent receives a salary of 20l. per annum ,
the branchmen 17s. 6d. per quarter , and the firemen 12s. 6d. per
quarter . At practice or drill they receive 2s. per man . The
superintendent receives 2s. per hour when at a fire ; the branch men 2s. per hour for first hour , and Is . 6d . per hour after , when
at a fire ; the firemen Is . 6d. per hour for first hour, and Is . per
hour after , when at a fire. Alarms Is . for men, and pumpers 6c?.
per hour and refreshments . The value of the plant and appliances
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of the two brigades is 408 ?. The supply of water is
obtained from
the street mains, patent hydrants being used ; and the fires
average
12 per annum .
The burgh of Ayr, in Scotland , with a population of 9,000, has
its tire brigade , established twenty years ago, which is part
paid
and part volunteer , with one engine station and three engines
.
The brigade consists of six members , and the engines have 4l in.
pumps for ten men each, with 400 feet of leather hose ; the value
of the plant and appliances being 100?. The cost of the
bi'igade
is 12?. per annum , paid out of the borough fund . The supply
of
water in case of fire is obtained from the town water plugs ; and
the fires average 3 yearly .
The town of Bandon , in Ireland , with a population of 6,500,
has no fire brigade , but two engine stations and two engines.
One
engine is for sixteen men and the other for twenty eight ; and there
are 230 feet of leather hose, the value of the plant and
appliances
being about 260?. The water supply in case of fire is derived from
two rivers and several public pumps ; and the fires average
4
yearly .
The town of Barnsley , in Yorkshire , with a population of 18,000,
has its paid fire brigade , with one engine station , one engine ,
and
one fire escape. The brigade consists of seven members ; and
the
engine has 5 in. pumps for sixteen men , with 30 feet of leather ,
390 feet of rubber , and 90 feet of canvas hose. The cost of
the
brigade is defrayed out of the rates . The supply of w'ater in case
of fire is derived from the mains ; and the fires average 4
yearly .
The town of Bedford , with a population of 13,412, has four
. manual engines , but no organised fire brigade . ■A certain
number of
men always accompany each engine . They have no salary , but
receive an allowance on each occasion that their services are re quired . One engine has 6 in. pumps , and is for thirty six men ; two
are for eighteen , and one is for fifteen, the last three having 5
in .
pumps . Each engine is under the care of a person who receives
a salary of 2?. per annum and 1?. Is . each time he is called
out .
There are 420 feet of leather hose ; and the largest engine cost,
complete , 120?., but the others are very old, and their value cannot
be estimated —one is about a hundred years old. The water
sup¬
ply is obtained from the ordinary house pumps , but
waterworks
are about to be constructed . The average number of fires,
in¬
cluding those of the district , is 6 per annum .
The town of Bedlington , in Northumberland , with a
of 8,000 in the parish , in the words of the return , has population
‘ not such
a thing as a fire engine in the village ; the nearest place
where to
be got is Morpeth , five miles distant .’
The town of Berkeley , in Gloucestershire , wdth a population of
1,012, has its paid fire brigade , which has been established for
many
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years, and two fire engines, one for twenty men and the other for
twelve, with about 160 feet of leather hose ; the value of the plant
being about 200?. This brigade is maintained by Lord Fitz hardinge , and the members are all in his employ. The supply of
water in case of fire is derived from wells, &c. ; and the fires average
1 yearly .
The borough of Bewdley, in Worcestershire , with a population
of 3,071, has its paid fire brigade , established in 1838, one engine
station , and two engines . The brigade consists of six men . The
engines are, one with 4 in. pumps for sixteen men (levers and
treadles ), and the other 3^ in. pumps for six men . Each engine
has 36 feet of leather hose ; and the value of the plant and ap¬
pliances is 60?. The engines are the property of the borough ,
and are kept in repair by the town council. The men are paid
10s. each per annum from the council, and they sometimes get a
present from the office where the property is insured . The watersupply in case of fire is derived from pumps or from the river
Severn ; and the fires average 1 per year .
The borough of Birkenhead , in Cheshire, with a population of
51,000, has a paid fire brigade , which has been established about
fifteen years, and is under the control of the police, one inspector
and fifteen men performing the duties required of it. There are
two engine stations and two engines, each with two pumps of 8 in.
diameter , for twenty four men, three hose reels, and there is also
one fire escape. There are 2,400 feet of leather and 600 feet of
canvas hose ; the total value of the fire plant being 2,500?. The
supply of water is obtained from hydrants and plugs ; and the
average number of fires per annum is 10.
The town of Birmingham , in Warwickshire , with a population of
296,076, has five fire brigades , established at various dates by the
following insurance offices :—Birmingham , District , Eoyal , Nor¬
wich Union , and Birmingham Alliance. Four of these are main¬
tained at a total cost of 250?. yearly by their offices, and that of the
Eoyal is a volunteer brigade . There are five engine stations and
twelve engines, with two fire escapes, the largest engine requiring
forty men to work it, the others having 7^ in. pumps and other
sizes. The Eoyal volunteer brigade has thirty five members ; Bir¬
mingham , eight ; District , eight ; Alliance, eight ; and Norwich,
eight . There are 2,500 feet of leather hose, and each brigade has
200 feet of canvas hose ; the engines and appliances of the Eoyal
being worth about 500 ?. The supply of water in case of fire is
derived from the water company’s mains ; and the fires average
160 yearly .
The town of Bishop’s Auckland , in Durham , with a population of
6,000, has no fire engine , no fire brigade , but 240 feet of leather
hose. The town being supplied at high pressure , does not require
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engines , and the fires are extinguished by stand pipes fixed in the
fire cocks on the mains . The fires average 1 in three years.
The town of Blandford , in Dorset ,with a population of about 5,000 ,
has its paid fire brigade , established in 1863, one engine station ,
and three engines . The brigade consists of one superintendent , one
foreman , and nineteen men ; and one engine has two 6 in. pumps for
twenty men , and the other two 5 in. for twelve men each. There
are 150 feet of leather hose belonging to the engines ; and the total
value of the fire plant is about 200L The annual cost of the bri¬
gade is 51., of which sum 1l. 10s. per annum is paid by the local
board, and the balance chiefly by the agent of the Sun Fire Office.
The men are only paid when called out , at which time they receive
Is . per hour for the first and second hours, and 6d. per hour for
each successive one during the day, at night 9d. per hour . Night
hours are reckoned from 11 to 6. All persons engaged to assist
the foreman receive 6d. per hour by day and 9d. by night . The
supply of water in case of fire is obtained from the river and from
pumps ; and the fires average 1 per year .
The town of Bodmin , in Cornwall, with a population of 4,366,
has its paid fire brigade , which was established in 1830. There is
one engine station with three engines, one with 6i in . pumps for
sixteen men , one with 5-1- in. pumps for fourteen men , and one
with 5 in . pumps for twelve men ; there are 160 feet of leather
hose. The brigade consists of sixteen men , and the expenditure is
41. per annum from the town revenues . The total value of the
plant and appliances is 120L The supply of water in case of fire
is derived from wells and streams through parts of the town ; and
there is not more than 1 fire in several years.
The borough of Bolton , in Lancashire , with a population of 72,000,
has its paid fire brigade , established about twenty six years ago, one
engine station , and the following fire plant :—three engines, one
for forty men , one for thirty men , and one for twenty men ; one
hose reel and carriage , one fire escape, 3, 189 feet of canvas hose,
three stand pipes, ten suction pipes, ten conducting pipes, three
plug pipes, and three elbow pipes. The brigade consists of one
superintendent , one principal branch man , two captains , ten fire¬
men , and six fire police ; total , twenty men . The standing pay of
the brigade is 607. to the superintendent , \ 2' l. 18s. to the principal
branch man , 51. 18s. for each captain , 41. 10s. each of the ten fire¬
men , two police captains 51. 18s. each, and four fire police 51. 4s.
each. The superintendent is also inspector of police, for which he
receives a salary of 100Z. per annum ; thirteen of the brigade are
artisans , who receive Is . 6d. per hour extra when at fires, and six
of the brigade are police officers at 22s. per week extra . The
supply of water in case of fire is derived from the water mains
through 125 hydrants , with an average pressure of 50 lbs. per
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square inch ; and the fires in 1864 were 34 in the borough and
3 in the country .
The borough of Boston, in Lincolnshire , with a population of
20,000, has a paid fire brigade which was established in 1854, and is
paid by and under the control of the local government board. It con¬
sists of one superintendent , one deputy superintendent , and eleven
men . There is one engine station with two manual engines , each
for sixteen men ; and there are 360 feet of leather and 750 feet of
canvas hose. The annual cost of the brigade is 36?. per annum ,
and the value of the plant and appliances about 130?. There is
one fire escape in the borough . The water supply is obtained
from the mains of the water company ; and the fires average about
6 per annum .
The town of Bradford , in Yorkshire , with a population of about
130,000, has two paid fire brigades , five engine stations , three
engines , and five hose reels. One brigade is maintained by the cor¬
poration , and was established in 1854, and the other , that of the
Leeds and Yorkshire Insurance Office, established about forty years
ago. The superintendent is paid a regular permanent salary ; the
men are engaged and paid extra when on duty . The annual cost to
the borough of the fire extinguishing arrangements is about 200?. per
annum . The staff of men is twenty one, and there are two engines
with 7 in. pumps , and one with 4 in. pumps . There are 300
feet of leather and 2,000 feet of canvas hose, one fire escape, and
one scaling ladder . The supply of water in case of fire is derived
from the town waterworks and mill reservoirs ; and the fires average
about 28 per annum .
The town of Brampton , in Cumberland , with a population of
about 3,000, has its paid fire brigade , established in 1862, one
engine station , and one engine . The brigade consists of one super¬
intendent and twenty eight men , and the engine has 9 in. pumps
for twenty men , with 300 feet of leather hose ; the value of the
plant being 250i. The annual cost of the brigade is 12?., obtained
by a £d. in the pound on the gas rate . The supply of water in
case of fire is obtained from a brook running through the town ;
and there has been 1 fire in the three years since the brigade was
established .
The town of Bridgenorth , in Shropshire , with a population of
6,596, has no fire brigade , but one engine station and two engines.
One engine is for twenty men , and one for twelve ; and there are
about 100 feet of leather hose. The superintendent of these engines
is a plumber and painter who employs some eighteen or twenty
men , and a portion of these are called out if a fire occurs. The
water supply in case of fire is derived from fire cocks on the cor¬
poration mains ; and the fires average 3 yearly .
The town of Bridgewater , in Somersetshire , with a population of
A A
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12,000 , has its paid fire brigade , established twenty years since, with
one engine station and one engine . The brigade consists of twenty
four men, and is maintained by the West of England Fire Office,
at an annual cost of 251. The engine has 5i in. pumps for twenty
men , and there are 200 feet of leather hose. The water supply in
case of fire is derived from private houses, and the fires average
6 per annum .
The town of Brighton , in Sussex, with a population of 82,000,
has the arrangements for fire extinguishing in the hands of the
police, about sixty men and officers forming the fire brigade . There
are five stations in the town, and two manual engines, one with
6 in . pumps for 14 men , and one with 7 in. pumps for twenty
eight men . There are six hose reels containing 1,800 feet of
leather hose, and eight lengths , or 300 feet, are carried with the
engines, giving a total of 2, 100 feet. There are two fire escapes at
the engine stations ; and the value of the plant and appliances is
about 1,000Z, The water supply is on the high pressure plan , and
the engines are rarely used, it being only necessary to run out the
hose reels and attach the length required to the hydrant to get a
powerful continuous stream , with as good a force as could he
obtained from an engine : the engines are in consequence kept
in readiness to run to any place out of the town. The average
number of fires attended per annum is 10, two or three of which
are serious.
The town of Bromyard , in Herefordshire , with a population of
1,385, has no fire brigade , hut one engine with 5 in. pumps for
twelve men , purchased in 1811, and 100 feet of leather hose. The
supply of water in case of fire is obtained from pumps and brooks ;
and the fires average 1 yearly .
The town of Broseley, in Shropshire , with a population of 5,000,
has no fire brigade or engines . The nearest engine is at Coalbrookdale, three miles off, belonging to the Iron Company, hut is stated
to be kept in a very inefficient condition . In case of fire, the
water has to be fetched from the river Severn , two miles off, the
town being very badly supplied with clean water . There are four
pumps in the town, which, with hard pumping , draw about a gallon
and a half per minute , hut these are locked at times ! The fires
average 3 yearly .
The town of Buckingham , with a population between 3,000 and
4,000, has its fire brigade , which has been in existence some fifty
years. There is one engine station , with three engines, the largest
having 6 in. cylinders and the other two 4 in. About five years
since it was established as a volunteer brigade of seventeen men ;
and the engines and appliances are kept in repair by the parish ,
under the supervision of the town council. There are 1,000 feet
of leather and canvas hose ; and the value of the plant and appli -
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ances is about 250/.. The water supply in case of fire is obtained
from the nearest brook or pond ; and the average has been one fire
per quarter , taking it over ten years.
The town of Bury , in Lancashire , with a population of 42 ,000, has
its paid borough fire brigade , established in 1851, with two stations ,
but no engines. There are, however, six engines in the borough ,
belonging to private manufactories , whose owners make their own
charges if they attend a fire, but they are in no way connected
with the borough fire brigade . The brigade consists of sixteen
men ; and there are 2,300 feet of canvas hose. There is one fire
escape in the town. The water supply in case of fire is derived
from the mains of the water works ; and the fires average about
20 per annum .
The town of Camborne , in Cornwall, with a population of about
9,000, has no fire brigade , no fire engine , nor any reliable means
for controlling fires ! The return speaks of their means of con¬
trolling fires being derived ‘ from small barrels or cisterns in
remarks that fires are ‘ not frequent ., ’
buckets or pitchersand
but forgets to add a small amount of thanks for such a fortunate
occurrence under such a miserable state of things .
The city of Canterbury , with a population of 22,000, has two paid
fire brigades , established upwards of fifty years since, two engine
stations , and two engines. One brigade , consisting of a foreman
and eight men , is kept up by the Kent Insurance Company, and
the other , consisting of a foreman and nine men, by the Phcenix.
Each establishment , including rent of engine house and salaries,
costs about 30/. per annum ; and the expenses of attending fires
are paid by the offices interested . Each engine is for twenty
six men , and is provided with 180 feet of leather hose. The value
of the plant and appliances of each brigade is about 120?. In
addition to the above engines, there is one at the station of
the London , Chatham , and Dover Railway, one at the barracks ,
one at the cathedral , and one in the parish of St. Margaret . The
supply of water in case of fire is very uncertain , and is derived
from the river where accessible, and also from the waterworks .
The fires are variable , some years none at all, whilst there have
been three large ones during the last four months .
The town of Cast.leford, in Yorkshire , with a population of 4,400,
sends the following return :—‘ When a fire occurs in this town, we
require to send to Pontefract for the fire engine —distance three
miles !’
The town of Chapel-en-le-Erith , in Durham , with a population
of 3,400, has no brigade or fire engines of any sort, nor are there
any appliances for fire extinguishing in the district !
The town of Chatteris , in Cambridgeshire , with a population of
4,731, has its paid fire brigade , established in the year 1859, with
A A 2
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one engine station and two engines . The brigade consists of one
superintendent , two first and two second engineers , and nine fire¬
men . One engine , that of the brigade , is for twenty eight men,
and the second, that of the parish , for twenty four men . There
are 480 feet of leather and 106 feet of canvas hose ; and the value
of the plant and appliances is 360L When at fires, the brigade is
paid by the insurance companies at per hour , and when at practice ,
from the highway rate . The annual cost to the parish is about
40 1. The water supply in case of fire is derived from private
pumps and ponds, assisted by water carts from town pumps . The
fires average 2 yearly , taking the last ten years.
The town of Cheltenham , in Gloucestershire , with a population
of 50,000, has its fire brigade , established about thirty five years
since, one engine station , four engines, and one hose reel . The
brigade consists of one superintendent , three captains , and thirteen
men , or a total of seventeen men . The engines are two with 7 in .
pumps , and two with 4 in. pumps . There are 1,000 feet of leather
and 600 feet of canvas hose ; and the total value of the plant and
appliances is 6001. The annual cost of the brigade is 561. per
annum , paid out of the borough rates , the three captains and
thirteen men being paid by the hour when engaged at fires. There
is one fire escape in the town. The water supply is high pressure
from the fire plugs ; and the engines are seldom used in the town.
The fires average 4 yearly .
The town of Chepstow, in Monmouthshire , with a population
of 3,500, has no fire brigade nor any engine that can be used. The
return says : ‘ There is an old engine which has not been used for
many years, and is not useable.’ The Chepstow water company
are bound by their act to supply water from their mains for use
in extinguishing fires.
The parish of Cheshunt , in Hertfordshire , with a population of
6,589, has one engine station , and one engine , but no fire brigade .
The engine has 5 in. pumps for sixteen men ; and there are 585
feet of leather hose, thirty six leather buckets , and a canvas dam ;
the value of plant being about 2001. There is a man paid 51. per
annum for keeping the plant in order , and the cost of occasional
working is paid out of the district rate , but in case of fire the
offices or parties interested pay for working . The supply of water
in case of fire is obtained from pumps , ponds, or wells ; and the
fires do not exceed 2 yearly .
The town and parish of Chorley, in Lancashire , with a popula¬
tion of 15,000, has its paid fire brigade , established in 1859, with
one engine station and one engine . The brigade consists of one
superintendent and twelve men , and the engine has 8 in. pumps
for thirty men , with 101 feet of leather and 1,608 feet of canvas
hose, and there is one fire escape ; the value of the plant and
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appliances being 188L The annual cost of the brigade is 28L,
which is defrayed from the rates . The supply of water in case of
fire is obtained from the mains of the Liverpool Corporation water¬
works ; and the fires average 4 yearly .
The town of Christchurch , in Hants , with a population of 10,000,
including the parish , has its fire brigade (partly paid and partly
volunteer ), which was established in 1864. There is one engine
station , and one engine with a horizontal pump for twelve men,
and 80 feet leather hose. The brigade consists of twenty men ;
and they receive donations from the office in which the property
was insured in case of a fire. The total value of the plant and
appliances is 451. The water supply in case of fire is derived from
pumps and rivers when in the neighbourhood ; and the fires average
6 per year .
The town of Cirencester , in Gloucestershire , with a population
of 6,335, has a paid fire brigade , which was established in 1838,
with one engine station and two engines. The brigade consists of
twenty men, and the engines are for sixteen men each, one having
5 in . and the other 4^ in. pumps . The annual cost of the brigade
is 71., paid by the town ; and those who have their fires extinguished
by the brigade have to pay for its services. There are 100 feet of
leather hose ; and the value of the plant and appliances is about
150L The supply of water is derived from the wells in the premises
and locality of the fire ; and the fires average 2 per annum .
The town of Clitheroe, in Lancashire , with a population of 7,000,
has its volunteer fire brigade , established in 1865, with one engine
station and two engines. The brigade consists of one superin¬
tendent , two sergeants , two corporals, and twelve men ; and one
engine has 9 in. pumps for forty men, and the other 8 in. pumps
for ten men . There are 21 feet of leather and 12 feet of rubber
suctions, and about 750 feet of canvas hose. Scaling ladders are
used as fire escapes ; and the total value of the plant and appli¬
ances is 2501. The water supply in case of fire is derived from
the mains with a pressure of 110 lbs. on the square inch ; and
there have been two fires since the starting of the brigade . There
are a great number of cotton mills in the place.
The town of Cockermouth , in Cumberland , with a population of
about 6,000, has its volunteer fire brigade , established in 1864,
with one engine station and one engine . The brigade consists of
sixteen acting and thirty reserve firemen ; and the engine has 5 in.
pumps for twelve men . There are 325 feet of leather and 100
feet of canvas hose ; and there is also one fire escape.
The town of Colchester, in Essex, with a population of 23,000,
has its paid fire brigade of twenty four men, established in 1830,
with one engine station and five engines. One engine has two 8 in .
pumps ; one, two 7 in. ; one, two 6 in.; and two, two 4 in. There
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are 1,200 feet of leather and 250 feet of canvas hose. The brigade
is maintained by the Essex and Suffolk Fire Office, at an annual
cost of 501. There is one fire escape in the town ; and the value of
the plant and appliances is 1,000/. The water supply in case of
fire is obtained from the waterworks ; and the average number of
fires is 10 per annum .
The town of Colne, in Lancashire , with a population of nearly
10,000, has no fire brigade, no fire engine . There is, however, an
engine with 6 in. pumps , for eighteen men , the property of, and
made by, a Mr. Bailey, of that place, which he has used at two
fires which have occurred there . It has 240 feet of canvas hose,
and is valued at from 80/. to 90/. The water supply in case of
fire is derived from the fire plugs of the waterworks . It is evident
that something should be done to provide either hose reels or
engines for the protection of the town, and it is by no means
creditable to the inhabitants that such a state of things should be
suffered to exist.
The town of Congleton, in Cheshire, with a population of 12,344,
has its volunteer brigade , established in 1861, two engine stations ,
and three engines . The brigade consists of forty five men , with one
engine for twenty eight men, and the other two are engines belong¬
ing to the town, one large and one small. The engine for twenty
eight men was presented by the Liverpool and London Insurance
Company. There are 216 feet of leather and 150 feet of canvas
hose ; and the value of the plant and appliances is about 250/.
The expenses of the brigade are defrayed by donations and sub¬
scriptions , and the annual cost is 10/. The water supply in case of
fire is chiefly derived from the town pumps ; and the fires average
between 3 and 4 yearly .
The town of Coventry, in Warwickshire , with a population of
41,000, has its volunteer fire brigade , established in 1861, one
engine station , and one engine . The brigade consists of forty
three men ; and the engine has 5 in. pumps for twenty two men.
There are 270 feet of leather and 650 feet of canvas hose, and one
fire escape ; and the total value of the plant and appliances is 200/ .
The total annual cost of the brigade is 30/., defrayed by the cor¬
poration . The supply of water in case of fire is derived from fire
plugs and hydrants ; and the fires average 12 yearly .
The town of Crediton , in Devonshire , with a population of nearly
5,000, has no fire brigade , no engine station . There are two
parish engines , each with 5 in . pumps for sixteen men, and 80 feet
of leather hose for each engine. There are no waterworks in the
town, and the water has generally to be fetched in carts and wag¬
gons from the river , a distance of half a mile and upwards , accord¬
ing to the part of the town it occurs in. The fires vary : in some
years twelve or thirteen will occur, and then for several years there
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Whenever a fire takes place in insured property , the
office or offices holding the risks pay in equal proportions according
to the amount .
The town of Crowland, in Lincolnshire , with a population of
3,000, has its volunteer lire brigade , and two engines . Each engine
has two pumps for twenty four men , and 150 feet of leather hose ;
the value of the plant being 150?. The maintenance costs 15?.
per annum , and is defrayed by the highway rate . The supply of
water in case of fire is from pumps and the water running through
the town ; and the fires have been 15 in the last twenty years.
The town of Croydon, in Surrey , with a population of 40,000,
has its paid fire brigade , established sixteen years since ; one
volunteer fire brigade , established in September 1864 by the
tradesmen ; and two volunteer brigades , under the control of the
local board, established in November 1864 ; with four engine sta¬
tions and four engines. The paid brigade consists of eighteen
men , and the engine has 6 in. pumps for twenty four men , and
500 feet of leather hose ; there is one hose reel and one fire escape ;
the value of the plant being 400 ?. The tradesmen ’s volunteer
brigade consists of twenty four members and one paid professional
fireman, with one engine with two 6 in. pumps for twenty four men ,
and 500 feet of canvas hose ; the value of the plant and appli¬
ances being 250?. The two Board of Health volunteer brigades
consist of thirty five members , with two engines, one with 7 in .
pumps for thirty men , and the other 6^ in. pumps for twenty four
men , and 800 feet of leather and 300 feet of canvas hose ; the
value of the plant being 1,200?. The paid brigade costs 80?. per
annum , paid from the rates . The tradesmen ’s brigade costs 140?.
per annum , defrayed by voluntary subscriptions ; and the two other
Board of Works volunteer brigades 100?., at first also paid out of
rates . The supply of water in case of fire is obtained from the
mains in the town ; and the fires average 40 yearly .
The town of Cullompton , in Devonshire , with a population of
3,000, has its four fire brigades , three engine stations , and four
engines . Two brigades are paid, and two volunteer . The West of
England paid brigade was established in 1845, the Royal Farmers
paid brigade in 1850, and the two volunteer in 1863. The West
of England brigade consists of thirteen men, has one station , one
in. pumps , and 300 feet of leather hose. The
engine with
Royal Farmers brigade consists of thirteen men , has one station ,
one engine with 6 in. pumps , and 150 feet of leather and 250 feet
of canvas hose. The two volunteer brigades consist of ten men
each ; No. 1 brigade having an engine with 6 in. pumps , and No. 2
an engine with 44 in. pumps ; and each has 40 feet of leather hose.
The paid brigades are each supported by the office whose name it
bears ; and the expenses at fires are borne by the offices in which

will be none.
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the property is insured . The supply of water in case of fire is
obtained from the streets , in the gutters of which it runs through¬
out the town ; and the fires average 12 yearly .
The town of Darlington , in Durham , containing a population of
15,779, has its paid fire brigade , which was established in
1864.
It consists of nine men, and is maintained out of the general
and
district rate by the local Board of Health . There is one engine
station with two engines for twenty four men each, one with 7^ in.
pumps , and the other with 7 in. There are 700 feet of leather and
300 feet of canvas hose ; the value of the plant and appliances being
about 450 l. The superintendent has an annual payment of 31. per
annum , the foremen 21. 10s. each per annum , and the firemen 17. 10s.
each per annum . In cases of fire each man receives payment for
his services, when engaged at a fire, as follows :—
|
'
Acting superintendent . . . . !
Foremen .
• • i
Firemen
. . 1
l

For the first three hours
or portion thereof

s.
10
7

5

For every hour or portion
thereof after

d.

s. d.

6
0
0

1
1
1

6
2
0

Between the hours of 9 o’clock at night and 6 o’clock in the
morning they are paid one half more. In case of alarm of fire,
but it not being necessary to work the engine , they receive
half
the above rates for turning out. Assistants and pumpers are
paid
2s. for the first hour , and 6d. per hour after . One half more
of
these is paid between 9 at night aDd 6 in the morning . The fol¬
lowing charges are made , in case of fire, for the use of each engine,
or for the hose and apparatus :—
H within the district of
the Board

If no insurance .
Free
If insured by an office contribut¬
ing 21. 2s. 0d. per annum to the
maintenance of the brigade . .
Free
If insured by an office contribut¬
ing 1/, Is. 0d. per annum to the
£ s. d.
maintenance of the brigade . . Not less than 2 2 0
If insured by an office not con¬
tributing to the maintenance of
the brigade .
„
3 3 0

If out of the district of
the Board

£ s. d.
Not less than 2 2 0
»

110

„

3 3 0

„

5 5 0

In cases of insurance in more than one office the above
rates
apply to each office. Within the district of the Board no charge
is made for the engines or apparatus in case of an alarm
of fire, if
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found unnecessary to work them . Out of the district one fourth is
charged . In all cases special damage to engines or apparatus ,
brigade uniform and clothing , and also horse hire , travelling ex¬
penses, refreshments , and incidental expenses incurred , are charged.
Every member has a board with the word ‘ Fireman ’ on it placed
.conspicuously on his dwelling.
The borough of Devonport , with a population of 46,020, has no
regular fire brigade , but there is one engine station with one
engine . There are about 240 feet of leather hose and two fire
escapes, which as yet have never been used. The engine, which is
a small one, is worked by the police in case of fire. There is no
legal power to keep, maintain , or establish a fire brigade and fire
engines ; but as there are so many fire engines available belonging
to the dockyard (one of them being a steamer ), and the different
barracks and other government establishments in the town and
neighbourhood , the means of protection from fire is pretty
good ; were not this the case they would be very inadequately
protected , none of the insurance companies keeping an engine ,
and the nearest being that of the West of England at Plymouth ,
some two miles off. The supply of water in case of fire is derived
from fire plugs in the water mains ; and the fires average 3 per
year .
The town of Dewsbury, in Yorkshire , with a population of
18,148, has two volunteer fire brigades , one that of the borough,
established about twenty years ago, and the other that of Batley
Carr, established about four years since. Each brigade has twelve
men , and the water being supplied at high pressure , renders
engines unnecessary . There are 600 feet of leather hose in use.
Each fireman has the word ‘ Fireman ’ painted in large letters on
a board over his door.
The town of Dorchester , in Dorsetshire , with a population of
6,823, has no regular fire brigade , but there are twelve men of
the police who are paid for attending with the engine . There is
one engine with 7 in . pumps for twenty four men , kept at the
police station ; and there are 8 lengths of leather hose, and also
some canvas ; the value of the plant and appliances being estimated
at 120/. The supply of water in case of fire is obtained from
hydrants , and the fires average about 2 a year .
The town of Douglas , in the Isle of Man , with a population of
12,389, has its paid fire brigade , established in the year 1862, one
engine station , and one engine . The brigade consists of twelve
men ; and the engine has 6 in. pumps for twenty men, with 180
feet of leather , 120 feet of rubber , and 240 feet of canvas hose ; the
value of the fire plant being about 2001. The annual cost of the
brigade is about 251. per year , paid by the town commissioners ;
and its services at fires are paid for by the insurance company or
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owner interested , a fixed charge being made for the use of engine
and plant . The supply of water in case of fire is obtained by
hydrants from the mains of the water company ; and the fires
average about 6 yearly .
The borough of Drogheda , with a population of 14,600, has its
volunteer fire brigade , one engine station , and two engines. One
engine has 5± in. pumps for twenty men, and the other 4J in.
pumps for twelve men, and there are 320 feet of leather hose ; the
value of the plant and appliances being about 300?. The water
supply in case of fire is derived from the river Boyne and pumps ;
and the fires are barely 1 per year .
The city of Dublin , with a population of 255,000, has a paid fire
brigade , established in 1862, consisting of one superintendent and
thirty two men, organised on the same principle as the New York
fire department , with the exception that the members are paid by
the corporation out of the public water rates . The brigade consists
of one superintendent and thirty two men, and there are two fire
engine stations and one telegraph station . There are four manual
engines with 7 in. pumps for twenty eight men each, fitted with
American break springs , and one small size steam fire engine ;
one ladder truck , seven fire escapes, two hose jumpers , 2,549 feet
of leather , 35 feet indiarubber , 1,293 feet of canvas hose, and
5 swivel headed portable hydrants . The value of the engines ,
plant , and appliances is about 1,600?. The annual cost of the
brigade is 3,300?. The supply of water is obtained from fire plugs
in the streets , and the engines work from hydrant direct , not from
suction, as in London and other cities in Europe ; and the average
number of fires attended per annum is 192.
The town of Dumfries , with a population of 11,000, has no
regular fire brigade , the arrangements for controlling and ex¬
tinguishing fires being in the hands of the police, who are assisted
by volunteers . There are two hand engines , one for twelve and
tbe other for sixteen men, with 150 feet of leather and 300 feet of
canvas hose ; the value of the plant and appliances being 55?. The
water supply in case of fire is derived from the street mains, and
the fires average 10 yearly .
The town of Dundalk , with a population of 12,000, has no fire
brigade and no fire engines belonging to it ! Mr. Shekleton , at
his ironworks, has one small manual engine and one steam fire
engine , made by and belonging to himself ; this is the first steam
fire engine made in Ireland ; and there are also a manual at the
distillery and one at the cavalry barracks . The supply of water
in case of fire is derived from wells and rivers ; and it is remarked
that they are very few—a rather fortunate occurrence , it would
seem, under such a state of affairs.
The town of East Dereham , in Norfolk, with a population of
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4,685, has its volunteer fire brigade , established in 1862, with one
engine station and three engines. The brigade consists of a staff
of twelve men , and the total number is thirty three . The engines
are one for sixteen men, one for twelve men , and one for four
men, with 80 feet of leather hose. The cost of keeping the engines
in repair is defrayed by the Head Borough Fund , one of the chari¬
ties of the place. The value of the engines and plant is 175/.
At a fire the brigade divide themselves into six sections — one
attending to the source of water supply , another to the filling of
the water carts and seeing that they are regularly supplied to the
engines, another to the forming of lines for supplying the water
and noting who are most active in the work, another attends the
engines and notes the parties pumping , another attends to the
removal of endangered furniture and the premises, whilst the last
assists the police in maintaining order. The water supply in case
of fire is derived from wells in the town, and is very bad. In case
of fire the engines would be useless in less than half an hour ; and
the fires average between 2 and 3 yearly .
The town of East Grinstead , in Sussex, with a population of
4,200, has its volunteer fire brigade, established in 1864, with one
engine station and one engine. The brigade consists of a super¬
intendent , deputy ditto , and eighteen men ; and there are four
lengths of leather hose for the engine. There is also another fire
brigade at Forest Row, in the same parish . The supply of water
in the case of fire is derived from wells, ponds, &c.
The town of Epsom, in Surrey , with a population of about 5,000,
has no fire brigade, but one engine with 5 in. pumps for twenty men
one hose reel, and 300 feet of leather hose. The water supply is
obtained from the mains with a head of 200 feet, from the town
reservoir , and by means of hydrants , which are placed at distances
of 80 yards apart . The fires are extinguished in the town by hose
and standpipes , whilst the engine goes out to country fires. The
fires are not very frequent , there having been only 2 since 1863.
The borough of Evesham , in Worcestershire , with a population
of 5,000, has its paid fire brigade , established in 1844, with two
engine stations and two engines . The brigade consists of one
superintendent and three men , kept up by the Birmingham Dis¬
trict Fire Office, and the engines have 100 feet of leather and 100
feet of canvas hose. The fires average 3 per year.
The borough of Folkestone , in Kent , with a population of 9,409,
has its volunteer fire brigade , established in 1864, with one engine
and one fire escape. The brigade consists of thirteen men, and
the engine has one 3 in. pump for twelve men , and 130 feet of
leather hose. The supply of water in case of fire is obtained from
the fire plugs, and the fires average 1 yearly .
The town of Frome , in Somersetshire , with a population of about
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11,000, has its volunteer fire brigade , established in 1861, one
engine station , and three engines. There are sixty members in the
brigade , who pay a small annual subscription , and the parish gives
an annual grant for the maintenance of the plant , &c. One engine
has two 4 in. pumps for six men , the next two 6 in. pumps for
eighteen men , and the other , one 10 in. double acting pump for
twenty men. The hose consists of 400 feet of leather , rubber , and
canvas, and the value of the plant and appliances is about 350/,
The annual cost of the brigade is about 20/., and the water supply
is derived from the usual sources in such cases, as the town is not
supplied by waterworks. The average number of fires is 4 annually .
The town of Gainsborough , in Lincolnshire , with a population of
8,000, has no regular fire brigade , but there is one engine station
with two engines , one with 6 in. and the other with 5 in. pumps, and
200 feet of leather hose. The two engines are in very bad repair ;
one of them belongs to the Norwich Union , and the other to the
Leeds insurance offices. The expenses of working them at fires are
paid by the insurance offices; and the supply of water in case of fire
is derived from pumps and ponds. The fires average 2 yearly .
The borough of Gateshead , in Durham , with a population of
33,500, has its volunteer fire brigade, established in 1857, com¬
posed of volunteers from the police, thirty three in number , one
engine station and one engine for twenty men. There are 650 feet
of leather hose, and the value of the plant and appliances is 150/.
The brigade charges the fire insurance offices when attending their
fires. The water supply is derived from plugs and stand pipes.
The city of Glasgow, with a population of over 396,000, has a
paid fire brigade , established in 1800, which is worked in connec¬
tion with the police establishment , and has one superintendent , one
assistant , and seventy men, thirty of whom reside at the central
station , and eight at each of the branches . It has six stations —
one chief, and five branch ; ten engines , one with 8 in. pumps
worked by fifty men , five with 6 in. pumps worked by fourteen
men, and four with 7 in. pumps worked by twenty eight men ; all
the pumps have a 9 in. stroke . There are 11, 130 feet of leather
hose, and 3,180 feet of canvas hose. They have also sixteen water
carts, seven large hose and ladder carriages , and eight hose and
ladder carriages drawn by hand . The large carriages each carry
640 feet of hose and 36 feet of scaling ladder ; the small ones carry
each 320 feet of hose, and two ladders each 6 feet long. The aver¬
age annual cost of the brigade is 2,300/., and it is maintained partly
by the police rate or assessment , and by charges made on occupiers
and proprietors for the use of the appliances when fires occur.
On every occasion of fire the chief constable or a superintendent
of police is present , whose duty it is, in conjunction with the
superintendent of fire engines , to investigate on the spot the cause
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of the fire, &c., in order that full particulars may he inserted in
the fire journal . Whenever there are suspicious circumstances ,
proper steps are taken to institute a judicial enquiry . Within the
municipal bounds the expenses of a fire, if under 30/ ., are borne
equally between the police and the proprietor ; if above 2,01., the
police claim is only 15/. ; but beyond bounds the proprietor pays
the whole expense, with 25 per cent , additional for wear and tear .
The total value of the engines and appliances is 15,700/. There
are no fire escapes, but 530 feet of scaling- ladders are used for
this purpose . Fire engines were used in Glasgow in 1748. The
water supply is obtained from 3,000 fire cocks attached to the
gravitation mains from Loch Katrine , with a sufficient head to
render the engines unnecessary except in the higher parts of the
city. The number of fires attended per year is 246, the average
of the last ten years.
The town of Glastonbury , in Somersetshire , with a population
of about 4,000, has no fire brigade , but there are two engines, one
belonging to the town , and the other to Mr . Vincent at the Dye
in . pumps for twenty four men,
House . The town engine has
of canvas hose, and Mr. Vincent ’s
feet
360
and
with 75 feet of leather
men , with 156 feet of leather
twenty
for
pumps
.
in
7
engine has
and 60 feet of canvas hose ; the value of the plant being 200/,
The town engine is under the superintendence of Mr. Vincent , and
his engine is under the care of and managed at fires by his wife,
of whom it is said, ‘she has attended a great many , and had great
praise and credit from all that have seen her exertions with the
branch , &c.’ The cost of extinguishing fires is paid by those requir¬
ing the services of the engines, w-hich run to distances of seven
miles from the town. The supply of water in case of fire is derived
from fire plugs in the High Street , but there are eight or nine
streets without any plugs . The fires average 3 yearly .
'The town of Glossop, in Derbyshire , with a population of 14,000,
has no public provision for controlling its fires, having no brigade ,
no engine ! In the words of the return : ‘ We have not an engine
belonging to this town, no brigade , no regulations ; and a fire here
is a scene of great tumult and disorder . Two private engines are
kept at two mills. The fact may be stated of a town with 14,000
persons, and a cotton manufactory besides, liable to fire, and no
means at disposal of a public kind to prevent , subdue , or extinguish
these calamities !’ Comment on this state of things is useless.
The fires average 2 to 3 annually .
The city of Gloucester , with a popidation of about 35,000, has
three fire brigades , three engine stations , three engines , and one
fire escape. The brigades are as follow-s : the City Brigade , paid
by the borough funds, and under the control of the city autho¬
rities ; the Phoenix Brigade , and the Liverpool and London and
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Globe Brigade , maintained by the insurance companies. The City
and Phoenix have been in existence about fifty years, and the last
was established in 1864. The City and Phoenix have six men
each, and the Liverpool and London and Globe ten , four being
paid and six volunteers ; the latter has also a hose reel and appli¬
ances. The cost of each brigade is about 501. per annum , and the
fire escape is in charge of the police. The engines of the City and
Phoenix have 6 in. pumps , and are for twenty men ; and that of the
Liverpool and London and Globe has 8 in. pumps , and is for thirty
men . The first engine has 280 feet of leather hose, the second
300, and the third 220 feet of leather and 300 feet of canvas. The
value of the fire plant of the three brigades is about 800i. The
water supply is from hydrants , there being a water company under
the local Board of Health ; and the average number of fires at¬
tended per year is 15.
The borough of Grantham , in Lincolnshire , with a population of
11,000, has its volunteer fire brigade , established about a hundred
years since, assisted when required by paid assistants , with one
engine station and three engines . The brigade consists of a
superintendent and eight men ; one engine has 6 in . pumps for
twenty four men , one with 5 in. pumps for sixteen men , and one
with 4 in. pumps for twelve men , with 200 feet of leather and 60
feet of rubber hose ; the value of the plant being 280f. The cost
of maintaining the plant , &c. is 201. per annum , obtained from the
borough and by public subscription . The supply of water in case
of fire is obtained from hydrants in the town, and in the country
and neighbourhood from ponds and wells ; and the fires average
4 yearly .
The borough of Gravesend , in Kent , has a population of 18,863,
and a paid fire brigade under the police, which was established in
1853. There are twenty six men in the ‘ fire police,’ one engine
station , three engines, one with 7 in. pumps for twenty eight men ,
one with 6 in. pumps for twenty two men , one with 5 in . pumps for
twelve men , one hose reel , and six fire annihilators , which are
stated to have been successfully used in thirteen cases. There are
760 feet of leather and 320 feet of canvas hose, the value of the
fire plant being between 400f. and 500f. There are also two fire
escapes. The members are paid by their salary as police, by the
corporation , and the cost of the maintenance of the engines and
fire plant is 301. per annum . The author was extremely grati¬
fied, on visiting the station a short time since, to see the high state
of efficiency and cleanliness in which everything was kept . The
supply of water is obtained from the mains of the water company ;
and the average number of fires attended per year is 26.
The town of Greenock , with a population of nearly 50,000, has
its paid fire brigade , established in 1836, one engine station , and
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two engines . The brigade consists of one superintendent and eight
firemen , and is maintained by the town council at an annual cost
of about 114/. 2s. 2cl. One engine is for twenty men and the other
for twelve, and there are 1,307 feet of leather hose, fitted with
bayonet couplings . The value of the plant and appliances is 2501.
The men are paid for working at fires at the following rates : 3s.
for the first hour , and every succeeding one up to the sixth ; after
the sixth, less. Assistants are paid according to their ability .
The assurance offices give no regular support to the brigade , but
during the past year it received from the agents and house factors
the sum of 71/. 12s. 5d . for extinguishing fires in which they were
interested . The water supply in case of fire is derived from the
mains of the gravitation waterworks , which give a pressure varying
in different parts of the town from 20 lbs. to 90 lbs. on the square
inch, in consequence of which the engines are never used in the
town. The fires average 30 per year .
The borough of Great Grimsby , in Lincolnshire , with a popula¬
tion of 12,000, has its paid fire brigade , established in 1810, with
one engine station and two engines . The brigade consists of one
pumps ,
superintendent and twelve men. The engines have 5 in.
canvas
of
feet
240
are
there
and
each,
men
twelve
for
are
and
their ser¬
hose. The brigade is remunerated by parties requiring
the local
by
&c.
,
practising
for
made
is
vices, and an allowance
Board of Health . The water supply in case of fire is derived from
street hydrants in connection with the water company ’s mains ; and
the fires average 2 yearly .
The town of Great Marlow, in Buckinghamshire , with a popula¬
tion of 5,000, has its paid fire brigade , established in 1831, one
engine station , and one engine . The brigade consists of an engi¬
neer , superintendent , and twenty two firemen , and the engine has
6 in. pumps for twenty men, with 200 feet of leather hose, and 26
feet of suction hose ; the value of plant and appliances being 120/.
The brigade is maintained by voluntary subscriptions , and costs
20/. per annum . The supply of water in case of fire is obtained
from pumps , wells, ponds, &c. ; and the fires average 1 in five years.
The borough of Halifax , in Yorkshire , has a population of 52,000,
and a paid fire brigade established thirty five years ago. There
is one engine station , and there are two engines , one with 9 in .
pumps for thirty four men, and the other with 7 in. pumps for
twenty two men . The brigade consists of one superintendent and
thirteen men ; and the brigade is supported by the corporation , out
of
of the rates , at a cost of 951. per annum . There are 300 feet
fire
one
also
is
there
and
hose,
canvas
of
leather and 120 feet
escape. The value of the plant and appliances is about 250/ .
When the brigade attends a fire within the borough , the following
charges are made : First hour 2s. per man, every succeeding hour
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Is . per man ; for refreshments , 3d. per man per hour ; super¬
intendent , for two hours 10s. 6r/., for a longer period 21s. When
the brigade attends without the borough , the following charges
are made : First hour per man 2s., every succeeding hour Is . ; for
refreshments per man, 6c/. per hour ; superintendent , first two hours
21s., for a longer period 42s. The charges for use of engine, im¬
plements , &c., without the borough , exclusive of damage , for the
first two hours, 51. 5s. ; for every succeeding hour , 10s. If the
engine is called out and not required , 1/. Is . and expenses incurred .
Each fireman has a board placed over the door of his residence
with the word ‘Fireman ’ painted thereon in large characters . The
water supply is derived from the mains at high pressure ; and the
average number of fires attended per annum is 13.
The town of Harrow , in Middlesex, with a population of 5,525,
has its paid fire brigade , established in 1839, with one engine
station and two engines. The brigade consists of ten men ; and
one engine has 4 in. pumps for ten men , and the other 5 in. pumps
for twelve men, with 480 feet of leather hose, and 600 feet of can¬
vas hose ; the value of the plant and appliances being 2501. The
brigade is maintained by the local Board of Health at an annual
cost of 151. The supply of water in case of fire is derived from the
waterworks’ mains ; and the fires average about 3 yearly .
The borough of Hastings , in Sussex, with a population of 23,400,
has its volunteer brigade , established in the year 1861, with three
engine stations and three manual engines . The brigade consists
of sixty members, with an honorary surgeon , who attends all fires
on all calls ; and the cost is 80/. per annum . There are 1,200 feet
of leather and 200 feet of canvas hose, and one fire escape ; the
value of the plant and appliances being 700/. The supply of water
in case of fire is derived from hydrants on the mains ; and the fires
average 3 yearly .
The town of Heckmondwike , in Yorkshire , with a population
of 7,000, has three paid fire brigades , the oldest established in
1848, with three stations and two engines, one having 8 in. pumps
and the other 6 in ., and there is one fire escape. There are 1.500
feet of leather , 60 feet of rubber , and 1,500 feet of canvas hose.
The first brigade has sixteen men , the second twelve, and the third
six, six men attending the escape, two from each brigade ; and the
value of the plant and appliances is 1,000/. The cost of each
brigade is 10/. per annum ; and at fires each man gets 2s. for the
first, and Is . each hour after , with refreshments , pumpers getting
Is . 6c/. to 2s. 6c/. per fire, according to time ; and the charges are
10/. for engine and escape at fires. The supply of water in case
of fire is obtained from reservoirs and the town main , under good
pressure ; and the fires average 10 yearly .
The town of Helston , in Cornwall, with a population of 3,841,
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has no fire brigade , but there are two engines, one with 4 in.
pumps for twelve men , and the other with 3^- in. pumps for six
men ; there are also 276 feet of leather hose. The supply of water
in case of fire is derived from a stream which flows through each
street , which can be united in case of fire ; and the fires have only
been 3 in the last twelve years.
The town of Hemel Hempstead , in Hertfordshire , with a popula¬
tion of about 8,000, has its two fire brigades , established in 1827,
which have since been enlarged and rendered more efficient. One
brigade is maintained by the Phoenix Fire Office, and consists of
one foreman and twelve men ; and the volunteer brigade consists of
eighteen men . There is one engine station with two engines ; one
belonging to the Phoenix has 7 in. pumps for eighteen men , and
that of the volunteers , purchased by subscription , is the same size.
There are 520 feet of leather and 700 feet of canvas hose, the
value of the fire plant being about 400i . There is one fire escape
in the town, belonging to a private person. When called to a fire
out of the parish , the charge for the attendance of each engine is 11.
The water supply is derived from a river when a fire occurs in the
town, and in the neighbourhood from ponds or uncertain sources.
The fires average 3 serious with 2 or 3 slight ones per annum .
The borough of High Wycombe, in Buckinghamshire , with the
parish , containing a population of 9,000, has its paid fire brigade ,
established in 1860, one engine station , and two engines . The
brigade consists of one superintendent , one sergeant , and eighteen
men , and is maintained at an annual cost of 61. When the pro¬
perty is insured they are paid by the office, and when not, by the
town clerk. The engines have 6 in. cylinders, and are one for thirty
and the other for twenty four men ; there are 400 feet of leather
and 320 feet of canvas hose, and the total value of the plant and
appliances is 200i. The water supply in case of fire is obtained
from the river or ponds ; and the fires average 2 yearly .
The district of Holloway, in Middlesex, with a population of
10,000, has its volunteer fire brigade , established in 1864, with
one engine station and one engine . The brigade consists of thirty
men , and the engine has 6 in. pumps for twenty men, with 500
feet of canvas hose ; the value of the plant and appliances being
2001. The annual cost of the brigade for rent of station , horses,
&c., is 200i ., defrayed by voluntary subscription from the inhabi¬
tants . The supply of water in case of fire is obtained from the
New Biver mains ; and the brigade has attended 26 fires in the
year .
The town of Holmfirth , in Yorkshire , with a population of 6,000,
has its paid fire brigade , established in 1854, with one engine sta¬
tion and one engine . The brigade consists of eight men , and the
engine has
in. pumps for twenty men , with 60 feet of leather
n B
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and 360 feet of canvas hose ; the value of the plant being 70?.
The cost of the brigade is 13?. per annum , defrayed by subscrip¬
tion . The supply of water in case of fire is obtained from the
river ; and the fires average 3 yearly .
The town of Horsham , in Sussex, with a population of 6,747, has
its volunteer fire brigade , established in 1840, one engine station ,
and two engines. The brigade consists of sixty subscribing mem¬
bers, five honorary members , a band of nine , and one surgeon , total
seventy five. The two engines are for twenty men each ; and
there are 320 feet of leather hose ; the total value of the plant and
appliances being about 300?. The annual cost of the brigade is
20 ?., defrayed by voluntary contributions , and the subscriptions and
donations of the members . A fire escape is to be provided , towards
which the sum of 27?. is already subscribed . The author would
recommend the particulars of this small town and its volunteer
brigade to the consideration of the authorities of such places as
Oxford, Gdossop, Rye, Broseley , Kingswinford , Camborne , &c.,
where no regular system for combating fires exists. It will gene¬
rally be found that it will be one sort of a thing to have engines
and equipments in a town when a fire breaks out , but with no
regular system or staff instructed in their use, and another in a
town such as Horsham , to be well provided in both respects ; the
beneficial results of the latter cannot for a moment be doubted ;
and it is to be hoped that the knowledge and consideration of these
facts may cause a change for the better . The supply of water in
case of fire is derived at present from wells, but on the completion
of the waterworks will be obtained from their mains . The fires re¬
quiring engines average 2 yearly , whilst there are several of minor
importance .
The town of Hull , or Kingston -upon -Hull , in Yorkshire , with its
population of 108,830 , has no fire brigade , the fire extinguishing
arrangements being in the hands of the police. These have stand
pipes and canvas hose supplied to them by the watch committee ;
and in case of fire the stand pipes are fixed by them to the nearest
water service cock, and by steam power from the waterworks the
tires are effectually extinguished . There are two fire escapes in
the town ; and the fires average 26 per annum .
The town and parish of Hungerford , in Berkshire , with a popu¬
lation of 3,000, has no fire brigade , but one engine station and two
engines , one engine being for eight men and the other for twelve,
with about 600 feet of leather bose ; the value of the plant and
appliances being about 90?. The supply of water in case of fire;
is obtained from the river , ponds, wells, or where it can be had
and the fires average 1 yearly .
The town of Hythe , in Kent , which is one of the Cinque Ports ,
has a population of 3,000, and its volunteer ‘ Town Engine Asso-
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ciation ,’ established in 1830, with one engine station and two
engines. The association consists of forty volunteer members , who
give their time , and subject themselves to fines for noncompliance
with the rules , and honorary members , who pay a subscription of
4s. per year . The Kent Office subscribes 51. per annum , and the
Norwich Union gives donations from time to time . The engines
are two very old ones with 6 in. cylinders , for twenty men each,
and are constantly requiring repairs to keep them in working
order ; and there are 90 feet of leather hose for each engine . There
is no fire escape in the town, but a long worn out ladder does duty
as such. The supply of water in case of fire is derived partly from
a canal running along the town, and from pumps , ditches , and
waterworks . The fires average about 2 yearly .
The town of Ilminster , in Somersetshire , with a population of
3,300, has its paid fire brigade , established about thirty years ago,
with one engine station and two engines. The brigade consists of
thirty six men , who are paid by subscription from the various
offices which have agencies in the town, and the annual cost is 10/.
The engines are one for eight men, and the other for six. The
water supply is derived from public pumps ; and the fires average
1 yearly .
The town of Keighley , in Yorkshire , with a population of 20,000,
has its paid fire brigade , established in 1829, with one engine station
and four engines. The brigade consists of one superintendent ,
one deputy superintendent , and twelve men ; and one engine has
8 in. pumps , the other three having 5 in .; the total power being
sixty eight men . There are 600 feet of leather , 90 feet of rubber ,
and 630 feet of canvas hose ; the total value of the plant and
appliances being 315/ . The cost of flie brigade averages 50/.
annually , which is paid by the local Board of Health from the
profits of the gas. The supply of water in case of fire is derived
from the mill dams, and also from fire plugs in the street , but the
latter supply is very insufficient ; and the fires average 5 yearly .
The town and parish of Kinver , in Staffordshire , with a popula¬
tion of 3,500, has its paid fire brigade , established twenty three
years since, one engine station , and one engine . The brigade con¬
sists of seven men , and the engine has two pumps for twenty men,
with about 200 feet of leather hose. The brigade is paid the sum
of 51. per annum by the Royal Farmers ’ Insurance Company. The
fires are about 1 in three years.
The town of Knutsford , in Cheshire, with a population of 7,000,
has its paid fire brigade , established in 1825, one engine station ,
and two engines. The brigade consists of one superintendent and six
men . One engine has 7 in. pumps for twenty men, and the other
5 in . pumps for fourteen men. There are 410 feet of canvas delivery
and 24 feet of leather suction hose. The brigade is maintained by
I! li 2
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voluntary subscriptions , the superintendent receiving 51. per annum ,
each man 5s., and 6s. per year extra for trying the engines . The
supply of water in case of fire is derived from the water mains ;
and the fires average 3 per year .
The city of Lancaster , with a population of 27,500, has its paid
fire brigade , consisting of the members of the borough police, which
was established in 1840, with one station and two engines . The
brigade consists of one superintendent , two sergeants , and ten fire¬
men ; and one engine is for twenty four men, and the other for
eighteen . There are 1,200 feet of canvas hose, and one fire escape.
The supply of water in case of fire is derived from the town mains ;
and the fires average 4 yearly.
The borough of Launceston , in Cornwall, with a population of
6,000, has no fire brigade , but there are two fire engines, requiring
thirty men to work them , and 120 feet of leather hose. Fires very
seldom occur ; and the water supply is derived from fire cocks or
hydrants .
The town of Leamington , in Warwickshire , with its population
of 17,640, has its fire brigade, which is part paid and part volunteer ,
with two engine stations and three engines . The brigade consists
of thirty two men , four paid by the local board , and twenty eight
volunteers , the expenses being defrayed by voluntary contributions .
There are 700 feet of leather and 300 feet of canvas hose, and one
fire escape. The value of the plant and appliances is 3501. The
water supply in case of fire is derived from hydrants supplied by
the town waterworks .
The borough of Leeds, in Yorkshire , with a population of over
207 ,000, has four fire brigades , eight engine stations, four manual
engines , six hose reels, and four hand carts . Three of the engines
have 7 in. pumps , and are for twenty eight men , and the third has
9 in. pumps for thirty six men . Three of the brigades are esta¬
blished and maintained by the following insurance companies :
Leeds and Yorkshire , Sun, and Norwich and Leeds Corporation ,
and the other is a volunteer , worked by the borough police. A
brigade was established here in 1820. There are four fire escapes
in the borough ; and the engines have 4,400 feet of leather and
2,390 feet of canvas hose. The total value of the plant and ap¬
pliances is 1,8501. The total cost of the brigade is 1,2001. per
annum . The supply of water is obtained from plugs in the streets ;
and the average number of fires per annum is 65.
The borough of Leicester , with a population of 80,000, has its
paid fire brigade , established in 1834, and a brigade established
by the Sun Fire Office. There are two engine stations and three
engines , and the two brigades muster thirty three men . One
engine has 7^ in . pumps for twenty eight men , and the other two
(;i in. for twenty men . There are 2,560 feet of leather and 600
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feet of canvas hose, and nine hose reels, belonging to the two bri¬
gades, and there is one fire escape, the value of the plant and
appliances being 1,000L The cost of the borough brigade is about
2501. per annum . At fires the men are paid 2s. for the first hour ,
Is . for the second, and 6d. per hour for all further time . The
supply of water in case of fire is obtained from the mains of the
waterworks , on which are 800 hydrants , and in consequence of a
good pressure , engines are seldom used. The fires average 36
yearly .
The town of Leighton Buzzard, in Bedfordshire , with a popula¬
tion of 5,000, has three fire brigades , two engine stations , and four
engines. They are distinguished as the ‘Paid ,’ established in 1847,
the ‘ Volunteer ,’ and the ‘ Superintendents ’ Private ,’ brigades .
The annual cost of the paid brigade is 20L, and the expenses of the
others are defrayed by annual subscriptions . Each brigade con¬
sists of a foreman , engineer , and ten men . Two of the engines
belong to the town, and two to the superintendents . One engine
has 6-i - in. pumps , two 5-J-in., and the other 4 in. There are about
600 feet of leather and 1,200 feet of canvas hose ; and the value
of the plant and appliances is about 60(B. The water supply in
case of fire is derived from a tank in the centre of the town and
from pumps , and also from the river at each end. The fires average
between 3 and 4 per annum .
The borough of Leominster , in Herefordshire ,with a population of
6,000, has its paid fire brigade , established about twenty years ago,
with one engine station and three engines. The brigade consists
of twelve men ; the superintendent receiving 1Os. and the firemen
2s. 6d. each in ease of fire from the office in which the premises
are insured . The engines are two with 7 in. pumps for twenty men,
and the other 4^ in. pumps for four men . There are 270 feet of
leather hose. The water supply in case of fire is derived from
rivers and pumps ; and the fires average 1 per year .
The town of Lewes, in Sussex, with a population of 10,000, has
its volunteer fire brigade , known as the ‘ Cliffe Volunteer Fire
Brigade ,’ which was established in 1864, with one engine station
and two engines. The brigade consists of twenty one members ,
who pay 2s. 6d. each annual subscription . One engine has 4-| in.
pumps for twelve men , and the other 6 in. pumps for twenty six
men ; there are 320 feet of leather and 80 feet of canvas hose ; and
the value of the plant and appliances is about 300Z. There are
two other engines in the town, which are the property of it, and
supported by the town rates , but there is no brigade to work them ,
and they are under the control of the constable of the year. One
is a good serviceable engine , some twenty years old, and the other
is a very antiquated one. The supply of water in case of fire is
derived from the water mains.
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The city of Lincoln, with a population of 22,000, has its paid
fire brigade, established in 1828, one engine station, and one
engine. The brigade consists of one superintendent and five
men, each man having ‘Fireman ’ painted over his door, and the
engine has 7 in. pumps for thirty men, with 336 feet of leather
hose. There are one hose reel, a great number of fire buckets, and
one fire escape; the value of the plant and appliances being about
220/. One man is paid 51. per year, from the corporation funds,
for keeping the engine in order; and at fires in the city the super¬
intendent is paid 1/. and the men 10s. each, whilst for the country
fires the superintendent receives 21. and the men 1/. each, paid by
the insurance offices. The author was much pleased, on visiting
the station a short time since, to see the clean and efficient con¬
dition in which the engine and appliances were kept ; and during
the past year everything had received a thorough overhaul and
restoration, at a cost of 50/. The supply of water in case of fire
is obtained from the waterworks when in the city, and from the
usual sources in the country; and the fires average8 yearly.
The town of Lisburn, in Ireland, with a population of 10,000,
has its volunteer fire brigade, one engine station, and two engines.
One engine has 6^ in. pumps for sixteen men, and the other has
4^ in. pumps for eight men, with 400 feet of leather hose; there
are about 40 feet of portable ladder fire escape, and the plant is
valued at 200/. The superintendent of the brigade is allowed 61.
per annum for the maintenance of the engines and plant, and is
empowered to charge an}1-sum under 51. for the expenses of the
paid men at fires. The water supply in case of fire is obtained
from fire plugs with 70 feet head ; and the fires average5 yearly.
The borough of Liverpool, in Lancashire, with a population of
437,740, has its fire extinguishing arrangements in the hands of
the police, established on this system in 1837, with 17 stations
and 16 engines, one being a steamer. Five of the stations have
engines, and all the others have hose reels, whilst at the chief
station is a horse hose reel carrying 3,600 feet of hose; 155 men
constitute the brigade, who are paid 22s. per week each. The
largest engines have 9 in. pumps, with 9 in. stroke, worked by
24 men each, with 16,527 feet of leather and 10,725 feet of
canvas hose. There are 1 horse and 20 hand hose reels, 16 hand
carts, 16 fire escapes, and 50 various sized ladders; the value of
the plant and appliances being over 9,000/. The cost of maintain¬
ing the brigade is about 3,000/. per annum. The water supply in
case of fire is derived from hydrants on the high pressure system
(there being nearly 12,000 of them in various parts of the town),
giving a jet of over 100 feet in height.
The city of Londonderry, with its population of 21,000, has no
fire brigade and no fire engines, the only means for controlling fires
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being a fire engine for twenty to thirty men , belonging to the
West of England Insurance Company, which has 300 feet of
leather hose. There is one fire escape, belonging to the corpora¬
tion ; and the city is provided with water supply at high pressure .
The town of Louth , in Lincolnshire , with a population of 10,468,
has no fire brigade , the arrangements for fire extinguishing being
in the hands of the police, of whom ten are in charge of this de¬
partment . There is one engine station with three engines, two for
twenty men, and one for sixteen ; the pumps being respectively
7 in. diameter , 6-1- in . diameter , and 5-J- in. diameter ; with 280
feet of leather and 240 feet of canvas hose ; the value of the plant
and appliances being about 5501. The supply of water in case of
fire is derived from pumps and streams ; and the fires average 3
yearly .
The borough of Ludlow, in Shropshire , with a population of
5,178, has its paid fire brigade , established in 1810, with one en¬
gine station and three engines . The brigade consists of twenty four
men, and each engine has two 5| in. pumps for twelve men , and
there are 150 feet of canvas hose. The value of the plant and appli¬
ances is set down at 2651. The brigade is maintained at an annual
cost of 61. by the Norwich Union Fire Office. The supply of
water in case of fire is obtained from the fire plugs ; and the fires
average 1 yearly .
The town of Lymington , in Hampshire , with 5,000 inhabitants ,
has a fire brigade , established in 1859, which is maintained and
paid by the lighting rate . There is one engine station with two
engines, each for twenty two men , and provided with two 7 in .
pumps . There are thirteen men in the brigade ; and its annual
cost is about 20L There are 145 feet of leather , and 50 feet of
canvas hose ; and the value of the fire plant is about 250L The
water supply is derived from pumps and wells ; and the fires
average about 4 per annum .
The town of Macclesfield, in Cheshire, with a population of
31,000, has two fire brigades—one volunteer , consisting of forty
members , established in 1863, and the other paid , supported by
the corporation . There is one engine station , with one manual
engine with 9 in. pumps for forty men , and about 900 feet of
canvas hose ; the value of plant and appliances being 400?. The
water supply in case of fire is derived from plugs in the main pipes ;
and the average number of fires is 2 yearly .
The borough of Maidenhead , in Berkshire , with a population of
3,500, has no fire brigade , but two engines for twelve men each,
with 1,000 feet of leather hose, the value of the plant being 150?.
The supply of water in case of fire is derived from pumps and the
brewery ; and the fires average 1 yearly .
The town of Malmesbury , in Wiltshire , with a population of 3,500,
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has its paid fire brigade , established in 1851, with one engine
station and one engine . The brigade consists of twelve men ; the
engine has 5 in . pumps for twenty men , and there are 80 feet of
leather hose. The brigade costs 5l. per year , which is kept up by
subscribers . The supply of water in case of fire is derived from
rivers and wells ; and the fires average 2 yearly .
The city of Manchester , in Lancashire , with a population of
529,245, has two engine stations and thirteen engines, with two
fire escapes. The brigade consists of one superintendent and fifty
men . Six of the engines have 9 in. pumps (one each), two have
two 9 in. pumps each, two have two 7 in. pumps , one has a 5 in.
pump , and the other a 4 in. pump ; each engine is equipped with
1,800 feet of hose, and every necessary article and appliance . There
are nine hand and three horse hose carriages, and five fire escapes
with hose. The cost of this brigade is 2,000?. per annum . The
firemen are paid 2s. for the first hour , and Is . for the second ; hired
assistance, Is . for the first hour , and 6d. per hour after ; for the use
of the engines a charge of 11. per hour is made. The alarm of
fire is given to the stations by electric telegraph , which system
has been in use for many years. The supply of water in case of
fire is obtained from hydrants , of which there are about 6,000,
with a pressure sufficient to throw over the highest building ; and
the fires in 1864 were 275 .
The town of March , in Cambridgeshire , with a population of
1,138, has no fire brigade , but there is one engine belonging to
the place with 6 in . pumps for sixteen men , and 45 feet of leather
hose ; the value being 100?. The sum of 4?. per annum is paid by
the parish to keep it in order . The supply of water in case of fire
is obtained from pumps or pits ; and the fires average 1 yearly .
The borough of Margate , in Kent , with a population of 11,000,
has its volunteer brigade , established in 1862, consisting of twenty
four members . It has one engine station , two engines , one for
thirty men and the other for twenty , and one fire escape, and 500
feet of leather hose ; the total value of the plant and appliances
being 350?. The engines and appliances are the property of the
town council, who allow the sum of 10?. per annum for keeping
the engines , hose, &c. clean and in working order ; and the council
provides the uniforms and equipments for each volunteer , to whom
they are lent by the council. The brigade charges working
expenses at per man , to the fire offices, for all fires in insured
property at which they attend . The alarm of fire is given by means
of the fire signals on the plan of Mr. John Evans , the lieutenant
of the brigade , which are placed on the town hall . They consist of
two 4 oz. maroons on the extreme corners of the parapet wall,
arranged so as to be fired by means of locks made for the purpose ,
and connected with the police station below. On an alarm of fire
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being given, the policeman on duty fires maroon No. 1, and waits
until the sound has died away before he fires No. 2. The report is
heard , even in half a gale of wind, at a distance of one mile to
windward of the station , and is not found to cause any unpleasant
concussion in the immediate neighbourhood . The police on their
various heats, immediately on hearing the alarm , call all the firemen
who reside within the district or beat of each, by which means an
engine can be got to work at a quarter of a mile distant from the
engine house in about 7a minutes . In case of necessity, the super¬
intendent of police requiring immediate assistance, one maroon only
fired is understood as a signal by the police on duty , special con¬
stables, and firemen, whereby almost instant help is ensured . The
report of these maroons is so different to that of any other ex¬
plosion, that it is found to be easily distinguished . The cost of
the signals, locks, &c. ready for fixing is 21. 18s., and the maroons
cost 2s. each. The town is supplied by a water company ; and the
average number of fires per year is 3.
The town of Marlborough , in Wiltshire , with a population of
6,000, has its fire brigade , established six years ago, which is main¬
tained by the corporation at a cost of 16£. per annum . There is
one engine station with three engines, two for twelve men and the
other for eight ; and there are 50 feet of leather hose. The brigade
consists of a superintendent and twelve men , who are paid for their
services at fires, and receive a small gratuity at Christmas. The
water supply in case of fire is obtained from various houses, and by
water carts from the river . The fires average from 3 to 4 yearly .
The town of Melksham, in Wiltshire , with a population of
5,000, has no fire brigade, but one engine for twelve men, which is
kept at the police station ; the engine has 40 feet of leather hose,
and the value of the plant and appliances is 201. An allowance of
\ l. per annum is made by the parish for keeping and oiling the
hose, and cleaning the engine .
The town of Merthyr Tydvil, in Glamorganshire , with a popula¬
tion of 49,810, has two stations , no fire brigade , no fire engines ;
but instead , hydrants at 40 yards apart all over the town, from
which a jet of water is obtained of sufficient force to go over the
highest building in the place, the reservoir from which the town
is supplied being at a considerable elevation . The fire appliances
are managed by the local Board of Health ; and the hose (300 feet
of leather ) and appliances are in charge of the chief of the Glamor¬
gan constabulary , who occasionally practises the .police constables
in using the hose and stand pipes. The return , in speaking of the
efficiency of the water supply and stand pipe , says, ‘ we have found
it a most effectual means for extinguishing fire.’ The fires average
3 yearly .
The borough of Middlesborough , in Yorkshire , with a population
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of 30,000, lias a fire brigade , part paid and part volunteer , the
regulars being four in number , and the expenses are defrayed by
the local board . There is one engine station with two engines,
with one hose reel and one fire escape. The engines are for twenty
two men each, and have 7 in. pumps . There are between 300
and 400 yards of canvas hose, the value of the plant and appliances
being about 5001. The supply of water is derived from the pipes of
the water company ; and the average number of fires per annum is 10.
The town of Mirfield, in Yorkshire , with a population of 9,300,
has its volunteer fire brigade , established in 1857, with one engine
station and one engine . The brigade consists of eleven men , and
the engine has 6a in. pumps for twenty four men, with 30 feet of
leather and 300 feet of canvas hose. The supply of water in ease
of fire is obtained from reservoirs, the river , or canal ; and the fires
average 1-| yearly .
The borough of Monmouth , in Wales, with a population of 6,000,
has its fire brigade , established in 1860, part volunteer and part
paid, with one engine station and two engines. The brigade con¬
sists of eight volunteers and six police. The large engine has 6-g-in.
pumps for twenty two men , and the small engine has 6 in. pumps
for fourteen men, with 215 feet of leather hose ; the value of the
plant and appliances being about 200l. A charge of 11. is made
for each engine out of the borough , and 5s. for each mile or portion
of a mile , the superintendent and police being paid . The supply
of water in case of fire is obtained from plugs in the mains ; and
the fires average 3 yearly .
The town of Montrose , in Scotland , with a population of 16,000,
has its paid fire brigade , one engine station , and three engines .
The brigade consists of seventeen men , and one engine has 6 in .
pumps and the other two 4 in. pumps . There are 300 feet of rubber
and 900 feet of canvas hpse. The annual cost of the brigade is
about 121., derived from an assessment on the town. The supply
of water in case of fire is obtained from the town mains ; and the
fires average 2 yearly .
The town of Morpeth , in Northumberland , with a popidation of
5,000 , has no fire brigade , but one engine , with 4 in. pumps , for
twelve men , and 300 feet of leather hose. The engine is maintained
at a cost of 61. per year by the Board of Health , and it is worked
once in three months for about two hours , by twelve or fourteen
working men , who look out for the job , for which each man receives
Is ., paid out of the general district rates . The value of the plant
and appliances is about 100£. In consequence of the water supply
being on the high pressure system, and sufficiently strong fo throw
a good jet over the highest building in the town, the engine is
seldom used, being kept for country service. In case of fires out
of the district of the Board of Health , a charge of 21. 2s. is made
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for the use of the engine , and within the district a charge of \ l. Is .
is made ; and the pay for the men attending is also charged, and
paid either by the person whose premises have been on fire, or else
by the insurance office. The fires average 1 in the town and 1 in
the country per year .
The town of Newark -upon -Trent , in Nottinghamshire , with a
population of 11,500, has its paid fire brigade , established in 1853.
There is one engine station with two engines , one with 5 in. pumps
for eighteen men, and the other with 6 in. pumps for twenty four
men ; there are 750 feet of leather hose, and the value of the plant
and appliances is about 200L The brigade consists of one super¬
intendent and twelve men, and is maintained out of the improve¬
ment rates at an annual cost of 30L No fire escapes are used, and
the water supply in the town is derived from the mains of the water¬
works. The fires average 3 yearly .
The town of Newport , in the Isle of Wight , with a population of
6,828, has its paid fire brigade , originally established in 1805 with
six firemen, reestablished in 1835 with one engine station and three
engines. The brigade consists of twelve men, maintained at the
cost of 291. 10s. per annum , paid from the watching rate ; and
one engine has one 10 in. pump , and the others each have two of
5 in. ; there are about 250 feet of leather hose, and the value of
plant and appliances is estimated at about ‘2001. The supply of
water in case of fire is derived from fire plugs ; and the fires average
about 1 yearly .
The borough of Newport , in Monmouthshire , with its population
of 25,475, has its fire extinguishing arrangements in the hands of
the police, having been so arranged in 1836. There are two engine
stations and two engines, one for thirty two men and the other for
twenty eight , the pumps being 6 inches in diameter ; thirty two of
the police act as firemen. There are 800 feet of leather hose, and
the value of the plant and appliances is 3401. There are two
telescope ladders , used as fire escapes ; and the average number of
fires is 12 per annum .
The town of Northampton , with a population of 24,000 , has two
fire brigades , one paid and one volunteer , the latter established in
1863, one engine station , four fire engines , two hose reels, and one
fire escape. The paid brigade consists of one superintendent , one
deputy superintendent , and ten firemen. The volunteer brigade
has thirty men . Two engines are for twenty six men , one for
thirty men, and one for ten men , and there are 600 feet of leather
hose ; the value of the plant being about 500i . The town brigade
is supported by the commissioners . The supply of water in case
of fire is obtained from the waterworks ; and the fires are returned
as 45 yearly .
The town of North Walsham , in Norfolk, with a population of
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3,000, has its fire brigade , which has been established for a verylong period , the exact date not being known . There is one engine
station with one engine , which has one pump , and there are 35 feet
of leather hose belonging to it. There are twelve men who con¬
stitute the brigade , and these are paid when they attend a fire by
the insurance company who hold the risk if the property is insured .
The supply of water is derived from ponds, pumps , &c. in the
vicinity of the fire. The average number of fires is 2 per annum .
The city of Norwich, with a population of 74,444, has the fire
extinguishing arrangements under the control of the police, 100
of whom have this duty to perform . The whole police force are
regularly drilled and trained once a month , and a certain number
of them are told off to attend fires for one month , and they are
under the control of the chief constable , who is also chief of the
fire department . They are paid for their services by a scale of
charges made on the insurance offices—a fixed rate applying to the
various circumstances required in the city, and for services beyond
the limits of the corporation an increase of about one third is
made. There is one engine station , at which three manual engines
are kept , belonging to which are about 6,000 feet of leather and
canvas hose. There are also four hose reels, which are used in the
city in place of engines ; for, from the water supply being high
pressure and on at all times , engines are not wanted . The average
number of fires attended per year is 8 ; and the value of the
plant and appliances is about 1,000Z. The following is the scale
of charges authorised to be taken by the Norwich Fire Brigade for
the services of the brigade and assistants , and for the use of engines
and hose reels at fires :—
In Norwich

Chief constable .
Inspector of fire brigade .
Police inspectors, each .
,, sergeants ,,
.
„
constables „
.
Other assistants , each for the first hour
Is ., and §d. for each hour afterwards ,
but not to exceed 2s. 6d. except under
special circumstances.
Refreshments for men—the sum actually
paid.
Turncocks, each .
Use of fire engine and hose reels . . . .
Damage to hose, engines, &c.— tho sum
actually paid.
Cleaning engines and hose .
Cleaning hose reels .
Horse hire and drivers—the sum paid.

& S.

i
1
0
0
0

li
1
7
5
2

0 2
2

2

Beyond the limits of

the Corporation

d.

s. d.
2 0

6
0
6
0
6

1
0
0
0

6
0

3 3

1 1 0
0 10 6

2

11
10
7
3

6
6
6
6

_
0

1 1 0
0 10 6
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The borough of Nottingham , with a population of 84,000, has its
fire brigade in the hands of the police, established in 1860, with
three engine stations and six engines . The brigade consists of one
superintendent , seven branchmen , and the police force. The engines
are two 7 in., two of 6a. in., two of 5a.in ., and two 3A in. pumps ,
and there are 2, 100 feet of leather and 400 feet of canvas hose.
There is also one fire escape ; and the total value of the plant
and appliances is 1,1202. The water supply in case of fire is
derived from hydrants and plugs ; and the fires average 35 per
year .
The town of Old Brentford , in Middlesex, with a population of
9,521, has one parish engine with 6 in. pumps for twenty four
men , and 140 feet of leather hose, the value being returned as
1602. The cost of maintaining the engine , &c. is 42. 4s. per annum ,
paid out of the church rates . The first employment of a parish
engine here cannot be ascertained . The supply of water in case
of fire is obtained from the West London waterworks ; and the fires
average 6 yearly .
The town of Ormskirk , in Lancashire , with a population of 6,426,
has its volunteer fire brigade , established in 1862, with one engine
station and four engines. The brigade consists of thirteen men ,
and one engine has 8 in. pumps for thirty men, one 6 in. pumps
for sixteen men, and the other two 4 in . pumps for eight men
each, with 303 feet of leather and 606 feet of canvas hose ; the
value of the plant and appliances being 3002. The cost of the
brigade is 82. per annum , defrayed by the local board out of the
rates . The supply of water in case of fire is obtained from the
waterworks mains ; and the fires average 3 yearly .
The town of Otley, in Yorkshire , with a population of 4,700,
has its volunteer fire brigade , established in 1831, one engine
station , and one engine . The brigade consists of thirteen men,
who are paid on attending a fire, and the cost is nearly defrayed by
themselves , the difference being paid from the general district rate .
The engine has 74 in . pumps , and is for thirty men ; and there are
90 feet of leather and 100 feet of canvas hose ; the total value of
the plant and appliances being 1202. The annual cost of the
brigade is 72. The supply of water in case of fire is derived from
the waterworks ; and the fires average 1 a year .
The city of Oxford, with its population of 28,000, has no fire
brigade —no engine ! It seems that the University has four fire
engines , which are run out when wanted, as are also those belonging
to some few colleges. This seems to be such a decidedly economical
arrangement for the town authorities , that no attempts are made
to establish a brigade or system for controlling fires.
The town of Paignton , in Devonshire, with a population of 3,500,
has no fire brigade , but there is one engine for twenty four men ,
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with 160 feet of leather hose. The engine was originally purchased
eight years ago by subscription , and is now maintained by the West
The
of England Insurance Company at a cost of 61. per annum .
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through the streets . The fires average 1 in two years.
The town of Paisley , in Scotland , with a population of nearly
50,000, has its paid fire brigade , established in the year 1832, one
engine station , and three engines . The brigade consists of one
superintendent , two branchmen , and six firemen . One engine has
5-1 in . pumps for sixteen men, and is the only one fit for use, the
others being wrecks ; and there is one fire escape. There are 1,000
feet of leather hose, and the value of the plant and appliances is
260 1.
The borough of Pembroke , in Wales, comprising , with the towns
of Pembroke and Pembroke Dock, a population of 15,000, has no
lire brigade , no engine ! In the event of a fire occurring in the
neighbourhood , assistance is rendered gratuitously by the dock¬
yard fire brigade , formed by the metropolitan police doing duty
there ; the enterprising inhabitants finding this the cheapest way
of protecting themselves from the dangers of fire.
The town of Penzance , with a population of 10,000, has its paid
fire brigade , established in 1860, with one engine station and two
engines . The brigade consists of fifteen men , whose uniforms and
a small remuneration are provided by the local Board of Health
from the general district rate . The annual cost is about 35l. The
engines are for ten men each, and there are 640 feet of leather
hose. The total value of the plant and appliances is 360L The
water supply in case of fire is derived , in a large portion of the
town , direct from the street main by stand pipes on hydrants ,
without the use of engines , the pressure varying from 100 lbs. per
square inch downwards . The fires average 2 yearly .
The town of Pontefract , in Yorkshire , with a population of
5,400 , has its paid fire brigade , established in 1853, with one
engine station and one engine . The brigade consists of fourteen
men , who are paid by a sliding scale of charges , varying from 2s. 6d.
per man for the first hour up to 8s. for twelve hours , and 6d. per
hour afterwards . The engine has one 9 in. pump , with 100 feet of
leather and 153 feet of canvas hose. The charges for the use of
the engine are \ l. Is . for any time under two hours , and 21. 2s.
if over two hours, and 10s. 6d . is charged if the engine be taken
out and not used. In the town or borough the water supply in
case of fire is derived from fire plugs, and in the neighbourhood
from wells, ponds , and rivers. The fires average 5 yearly .
The town of Port Dinorwic , in Carnarvonshire , with a population
of 3,000, has its paid fire brigade , established in 1862, with one
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engine station and one engine. The brigade consists of twelve
men , and the engine has 6 in. pumps for twenty men , with 240
feet of leather hose. There is one fire escape ; and the value of the
plant and appliances is returned as about 500/. The brigade is
maintained by the trustees of Gr. W. I). Assheton Smith , Esq ., at
a cost of about 65/. per annum . The supply of water in case of
fire is obtained from wells, pools, &c.,.where convenient , or carried
in buckets from a distance , as the case may be ; and the fires
average 2 yearly .
The borough of Portsmouth , with a population of 94,575, has
no fire brigade , and only one engine , which belongs to the corpora¬
tion, and is kept at the chief police station , in charge of and worked
by the police, who receive nothing for their services. The chief
reliance is on the engines at the barracks and the dockyard, there
being seven in charge of the military at the different barracks ,
which are run out by the soldiers to assist the police if necessary ;
and the several engines in the dockyard, in charge of the police
belonging to that establishment , do not come out except in cases of
extreme danger . There are two fire escapes in the borough. The
water supply in case of fire is derived from the mains at high
pressure ; and the fires average 30 yearly .
The town of Eeigate , in Surrey , with a population of 10,000, has
its paid fire brigade , established in 1852, two engine stations , and
three engines. The brigade consists of nine men , and the engines are
for thirty eight men . There are 2,640 feet of hose, leather , rubber ,
and canvas, the value of the plant and appliances being 400/ .
The annual cost of the brigade is 20/., defrayed by inspectors under
the old Lighting Act of the borough . The supply of water in case
of fire is derived from water plugs in the town, and the arrange¬
ments in progress will soon enable fires to be controlled from stand
pipes without requiring the engines ; and the fires average 4 yearly .
The town of Rhyl , in North Wales, with a population of about
5,000, has its volunteer fire brigade, established in 1864, one
engine station , and one engine. The brigade consists of fourteen
men , including three officers; and the engine is for twenty eight
men , with 400 feet of canvas hose. The supply of water in case
of fire is obtained from the water mains ; and the fires average
4 yearly .
The borough of Richmond , in Yorkshire , with a population of
4,300, has its paid fire brigade , established at the commencement of
1865, with two engine stations and two engines . The brigade con¬
sists of six men, paid by the council of the borough , and the cost is
6/. per year , the men receiving extra pay when on duty . One engine
has 7 in. pumps and the other 6 in., and there are 280 feet of leather
hose. In case of fire, the men are paid for their time as follows:
Foreman , for the first hour or portion thereof 2s. 6c/., for every hour
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portion after Is . 6d. ; firemen for the first hour or portion thereof
2s., for every hour or portion after Is . Between the hours of
9 o’clock at night and 6 o’clock in the morning , payment is made
at the rate of one third more ; half of these rates is paid in case
of an alarm of fire, if found unnecessary to work. Assistants are
paid Is . (hi. for the first hour engaged , and 6d. per hour after ,
and one half more between 9 o’clock at night and 6 o’clock in the
morning . In case of a fire within the borough and no insurance ,
the members of the brigade are paid as the superintendents direct .
The following charges are made in case of fire for the use of each
engine , or for the hose and apparatus :—
or

If within

borough

If out of

borough
£

s. d.

Not less tlian 110
Free
If no insurance .
If insured by an office contribut - 1
Free
110
„
ing \ l. Is . per annum to the 1
maintenance of the brigade . J
£ s. d.
If insured by an office contribut¬
1 11 6
„
ing 10s. 6d. per annum to the • Not less than 0 10 6
maintenance of the brigade .
If insured by an office not con¬
3 3 0
„
110
„
tributing to the maintenance ■
.
of the brigade . .

In all cases special damage to engines or apparatus , and also
horse hire , travelling expenses, refreshments , and incidental ex¬
penses, are charged . The water supply in case of fire is derived
from fire plugs in the street mains, fed from a reservoir placed at
a considerable elevation above the town, whence the water is pro¬
jected with considerable pressure . The fires average rather more
than 1 per year .
The town of Eochdale , in Lancashire , with a population of about
40,000, has its paid fire brigade , established in 1812, with one
engine station and three engines . The brigade consists of fifteen
men , who are paid from the borough rates ; the entire cost of the
brigade being 501. 9s. per year . The engines are one with 6 in.
pumps , one with 7 in. pumps , one with 8 in. pumps ; and there are
300 yards of leather and 700 yards of canvas hose. Each conductor
and fireman has a board placed over the door of his dwelling with
the word ‘ Fireman ’ and his number painted on it in large charac¬
ters . There is also one fire escape, and the value of the plant and
appliances is 480L The supply of water in case of fire is obtained
from the canal, river , and waterworks . The annual number of
fires is about 10.
The town of Koss, in Herefordshire , with a population of about
5,000, has its fire brigade , established in 1852 and reorganised in
1864, with two engine stations and two engines. The brigade re-
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ceives a guinea from the town commissioners, who also pa}7for the
maintenance of the engines, and the brigade charges 17s. 6d. per
hour for their services at a fire, which is divided amongst them .
The brigade consists of sixteen men , and one engine is for twenty
eight men , whilst the other is a small one with a single pump .
There are 320 feet of leather hose, and one fire escape. The
supply of water in case of fire is derived from pumps , mill ponds,
and cisterns ; and the fires average 8 to 10 yearly .
The town of Rotherham , in Yorkshire , containing with its .envi¬
rons 20,000 inhabitants , has three fire brigades, two of which are
kept up by the insurance companies and the other by the Feoffees.
The ‘ Sun ’ brigade has been established about thirty years, and
has six men . The Feoffees’brigade has eight men , and the London
and Liverpool has six men . There are three engine stations and
four engines, that of the Sun having two 5jr in. pumps , and the
others have 4 in. and 4i in . The local Board of Health has
apparatus for extinguishing fires from the fire plugs, hut no
organised brigade . Each of the three brigades has 600 feet of
leather hose, and the value of their engines and plant is about
1001. for each. The Sun pays the men 41. per annum and ex¬
penses, the Feoffees the same, and the London and Liverpool 9/.
per annum . The supply of wrater in case of fire is derived from
the town waterworks by fire cocks, from the canal, and the river .
The average number of fires per year is 6.
The town of Runcorn , in Cheshire, with a population of 13,000,
has its paid fire brigade , established in 1859, one engine station ,
and one engine . The brigade consists of a chief superintendent ,
foreman , and ten men ; and the engine is for twenty four men ,
with 500 feet of leather , rubber , and canvas hose. The cost of the
brigade is about 251. per annum , paid by the Runcorn commis¬
sioners. The supply of water in case of fire is derived from the
canal and River Mersey, and the fires average 6 yearly .
The borough of Rye, in Sussex, with a population of about
5,000, has no fire brigade or system of extinguishing fires. There
are three engines, and between 700 and 800 feet of leather hose,
all of which have not been overhauled for the last three years.
Formerly these engines were kept in a portion of the church wdiich
was not used for service ; but this having been lately restored and
taken into use, they have been removed into an old stable out of
the town ! The engines belong to and are the property of the
parish , and formerly 51. a year was set aside from the church rate for
the repairs of the engines and the salary of the superintendent ; the
dissenters , however, objected to this as an improper application of the
money, or, at least, not a legal item to be paid out of the church
rate , and since that time no one has taken any interest , in them ,
and they may be well expected to be in anything but an efficient
cc
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condition . It would be a very just retribution if these ‘ con¬
scientious ’ gentry were one day to experience such a ‘ warming ’
as would show them that they could have been better employed
than in troubling their ‘ consciences’ in regard to the legal applica¬
tion of such a paltry sum ; and that the importance of the interests
involved when a fire occurs, to say nothing of the risk of loss of life,
is far too considerable and serious to render any other question
of any moment than that of applying the sum so employed to the
best advantage . It is to be hoped that they are found equally
‘ conscientious

’ on all other

points

and

in

all

other

transactions

.

The water supply in case of fire is derived from the fire plugs in
the streets .
The borough of Saffron Walden , in Essex, with a population of
5,474, has its volunteer fire brigade , established in 1865, with one
engine station and two engines . One of the engines is a very old
one for twenty four men , and the other is a new one for twenty two
men . The brigade consists of one superintendent , one foreman ,
one engineer , and thirteen firemen . There are 360 feet of leather
and 500 feet of canvas hose, and the total value of the plant and
appliances is 500?. There is one fire escape in the town, consisting
of several portable ladders arranged on a truck . The water supply
in case of fire is derived from the waterworks of the town, and there
has been no fire since the brigade has been established .
The town of Salcombe , in the south of Devon, with a population
in the district of about 1,800, has its volunteer fire brigade , estab¬
lished in 1859, one engine station , and one engine . The brigade
consists of one captain and eleven men , and the engine has two
5 in. pumps for ten men , with 90 feet of leather hose ; the value of
the plant and appliances being 72?. The engine and brigade are
exercised and instructed in their duties four times a year , and the
cost of keeping the plant in working order is about li . per annum .
The supply of water in case of fire is obtained from the public taps ,
and from the sea when the tide is in ; and there has only been one
fire since the brigade was established .
The city of Salisbury , in Wiltshire , with a population of 13,000,
■has its paid fire brigade , established in 1853, with one engine station
and one engine . The brigade consists of twenty men , and is main¬
tained by the town council at a cost of about 18?. per annum . The
engine has 7 in. pumps for twenty four men , and there are 700
feet of leather hose, the value of the plant and appliances being
about 200 ?.. The water supply is on the high pressure system ; and
the fires in the city and neighbourhood average 7 per year .
The town of Sandbach , in Cheshire, with a population of 4,987,
has its paid fire brigade , established in 1840, one engine station ,
and two engines . The brigade consists of one superintendent and
ten men , and the engines have each 5 in. pumps and are for twenty
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men each. There are 350 feet of leather and 330 feet of canvas
hose, the value of the plant and appliances being 400 ?. The
brigade is maintained by the local board at an expense of 20?. per
annum . The water supply is derived from a reservoir ; and the
fires average 2 yearly .
The town of Sherborne , in Dorsetshire , with a population of
nearly 6,000, has its paid fire brigade , which was reestablished in
1863. There is one engine station with three fire engines. The
brigade consists of one foreman and four men to each engine ,
or fifteen men altogether . One engine is for twelve men , and the
other two for ten men each. There are 500 feet of leather and
500 feet of canvas hose, and the value of the plant and appliances
is about 250?. The annual cost of the brigade is about 15?., which
is paid out of the rates , and the plant belongs to the Board of
Health . If the brigade attends a fire occurring in insured pro¬
perty , the expenses are charged on the office holding the risk . The
water supply in case of fire is chiefly derived from the water mains,
and from private wells, according to position .
The town of Shrewsbury , in Shropshire , with a population of
23,000, has two fire brigades, two engine stations , and four engines.
The first, maintained by the Salop Fire Office, was established
eighty five years since, and is maintained by that office at a cost of
30?. per annum . The engines are two in number , one for eighteen
men and the other for twenty ; there are 580 feet of leather and
450 feet of canvas hose, and the brigade consists of eight men .
The second brigade is maintained by the Shropshire and North
Wales Fire Office, and wTas established thirty years ago. The
expense is a little less than that of the first brigade , and the
number of men is the same. One engine is for twelve men and
the other for twenty , and there are 700 feet of hose. The value
of the engines and plant of the two brigades is about 500 ?. The
water supply is derived from the mains of the water company, and
the fires average 10 per annum . It is remarked that the ‘ com¬
petition of the two insurance companies, each keeping a brigade ,
is a sure guarantee of efficiency.'
The town of Sleaford, in Lincolnshire , with a population of
4,000, has its volunteer fire brigade , established above twenty years
ago. There is one engine station with three engines, and the
brigade consists of twelve men. One engine has 7 in . pumps for
thirty men , and the two others have 6 in. pumps and are for
sixteen men each. There are 120 feet of leather and 300 feet of
canvas hose, and the total value of the fire plant and appliances is
400 ?. The annual cost of the brigade is 15?., and the fires are
about 4 per annum .
The town of South Shields, in Durham , with a population of
35,239, has its fire brigade , which was established in 1857. The
c c 2
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brigade consists of one superintendent , two captains , and six fire¬
men ; and there is one fire station , but no engines , hose reels being
used instead , the pressure from the mains being sufficient for fire
duty . The brigade is maintained by the watch committee , its
annual cost being 10?. ; and the men are paid so much per hour ,
as given below, whilst engaged in extinguishing fires. There are
520 feet of leather hose ; the value of the plant and appliances is
200 ?. The following is the scale of charges for attending fires :—
Use of hose and apparatus , under two hours, 21. 2s. ; above two
hours , 3?. 3s. ; superintendent , 1?. Is . ; captains , 2s. each for the
first hour , and 6c?. per hour after for every hour engaged ; ordinary
firemen , Is . 6d. each for the first hour , and 6d. per hour after for
every hour engaged ; extra assistants , Is . 6c?. each for the first hour,
and 6c?. per hour after for every hour engaged . On every occasion
of fire the use of the hose and apparatus , and the services of the
superintendent and brigade , are paid for by the insurance office or
offices in which the property is insured , or by the owner of it , in
case of noninsurance , as the case may be, according to the above
scale of charges ; and the average number of fires is 3 per annum .
The town of Spalding , in Lincolnshire , with a population of
8,723, has its paid fire brigade , which was reestablished in 1853,
with one engine station and three engines. The brigade consists
of one superintendent , one engineer , and twenty men ; one engine
has 7 in . pumps for twenty men , one has 6 in . pumps for twelve
men , and the other 3-1-in . pumps for eight men ; each engine has
160 feet of leather hose. The cost of the brigade is 25?. per
annum , paid by the Improvement commissioners. The supply of
water in case of fire is derived from the waterworks ; and the fires
average 4 yearly .
The town of St. Austell , in Cornwall, with a population of about
6,000, has its volunteer fire brigade , established in 1865, with one
engine station and two engines . The brigade consists of 100
members , and one engine is for twenty and the other for fifteen
men , with 15 feet of leather and 120 feet of canvas hose ; the value
of the plant and appliances being 150?. The maintenance of the
engines and plant amounts to 50?.- per annum , paid by the local
board . The supply of water in case of fire is obtained from the
waterworks ; and the fires average 1 yearly .
The town of St . Ives , Cornwall, with a population of over 7,000,
has no fire brigade , but there is one engine station and one engine .
The engine has 3 in. pumps for twelve men , and there are 60
feet of leather , 20 feet of rubber , and 100 feet of canvas hose, all
comparatively new and in efficient working order. There is one
man who keeps the key of the engine house, and when a fire occurs
he has to trust to such assistance as he can get to take out the
engine and work it. If the property is insured , the parties who
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have assisted to extinguish the fire expect something from the
offices. The supply of water in case of fire is obtained from the
public draw taps , and although there is a system of waterworks,
there are no fire plugs, fire cocks, or stop cocks. The fires average
about 1 per year .
The town of Stockport , in Cheshire, with a population of 65,000,
has its fire controlling arrangements , which were established in
1800, in the hands of the police, the expenses being defrayed by
the corporation at an annual cost of 3001. The brigade consists
of forty four men, and there is one engine station with six engines.
Two of the engines have 5 in., two 8 in., and two 10 in. pumps ;
there are 80 feet of leather , 20 feet of rubber , and 1,760 feet of
canvas hose ; and the value of the plant and appliances is 2,0001.
There is one fire escape in the town. The water supply is ob¬
tained from the mains of the water company ; and the fires average
15 per annum .
The town of Stourbridge , in Worcestershire , with a population of
8,000, has no regular fire brigade ; but there is one engine belong¬
ing to the Phoenix hire Office, which, with the engineer and two
assistants , is maintained by that office. The engine has two 6 in.
pumps , and requires sixteen men to work it, and has 150 feet of
leather hose. There is no fire escape in the town ; and the supply
of water is obtained from the mains of the waterworks and private
wells. The fires average a little under 6 per year .
The town of Stroud , in Gloucestershire , with a population of
35,500, has two fire engines —one belonging to the town, established
above forty years, and one presented by the Liverpool and London
Globe in the present year . The value of the plant and appliances
is about 3501. ; and the average number of fires is about 3 per
annum .
The borough of Sunderland , in Durham , with a population of
78,283, has its police fire brigade , established in 1855, with four
stations and four fire harrows. The brigade consists of twenty
men divided into four sections, each with its fire harrow, and each
barrow carries 400 feet of hose. There are also two fire escapes ;
and the value of the plant is 2401. The fire offices pay for the
extinguishing of fires, and the men are only paid when practising ,
which is the cost of the brigade yearly . The supply of water in
case of fire is obtained from Crozier’s patent hydrants placed all
over the town, the water supply being high pressure ; and the fires
during the past year amounted to 75.
The town of Surbiton , in Surrey , with a population of about 7,000,
has its volunteer fire brigade , which was established in 1863, and
consists of one superintendent and eight men . There is one
station , and one manual engine for thirty men , with 320 feet of
leather hose ; and the total annual cost of the brigade is about 351.
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There is one fire escape ; and the total value of the plant and
appliances is about 300/. The water supply is derived from the
mains of the Lambeth waterworks ; and there are on an average
about 7 fires per annum .
The town of Swaffham , in Norfolk, with a population of 3,500,
has no fire brigade , but there is one engine station with two engines.
One of these engines is very antiquated , and has two 4-1-in. pumps ;
the other has two 5 in., and was new about twenty five years since.
There are 60 feet of leather hose, but no suction . There is a sum
of 20s. per annum allowed out of the church fund for the main¬
tenance of the engines. The water supply in case of fire is derived
from ponds when there is any water in them , and when dry it has
to be carted four or five miles, as was the case last year ; or it has
to ' be got from wells 150 feet deep. Fires rarely occur, not
averaging 1 a year .
The town of Swansea, in Glamorganshire , with a population of
41,606, has its paid fire brigade, established in 1858, with one
engine station and three engines . The brigade consists of one
superintendent and four men, who are assisted by the police ; each
engine has 7 in. pumps for sixteen men , and there are 650 feet of
leather and 100 feet of canvas hose, with one fire escape, the value
of fire plant being 600/. The annual cost of the brigade is 50/.,
defrayed by the local board ; and the supply of water in case of fire
is obtained by hydrants and fire plugs , the fires averaging 11 yearly .
The town of Taunton , in Somersetshire , with a population of
about 14,000, has its paid fire brigade , which was established in
1860, and is maintained by, and under the control of, the local
Board of Health . There is one station in the town, but no fire
engines , the fires being controlled by means of hose attached to
the fire plugs ; and the brigade consists of one superintendent and
eight men . The annual cost of the brigade is 12/., and in cases
of fire the insurance office pays the men 2s. 6c/. or 5s., as the case
may be. There is one fire escape in the town, and the watersupply in case of fire is obtained from the water mains , and the
pressure with 300 feet of hose is sufficient to throw the water over
the highest building ; it is found that in ten minutes from an
alarm the hose can be attached and the water be thrown on the
building . The average number of fires is 2 per annum .
The borough of Tavistock , in Devonshire, with a population of
9,000, has no regular fire brigade , but there is one engine station
with one engine . There is a superintendent of the engine and six
men , who are paid 1/. per man per year by the parish for attending
to the engine , or when wanted ; and the engine has 5J- in. pumps
for eighteen men . There are 120 feet of leather and 165 feet of
canvas hose. The supply of water in case of fire is derived from
fire plugs in the streets ; and the fires average 5 per year .
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The borough of Tenterden , in Kent , with a population of 3,656,
has no fire brigade , it having been disembodied about fifteen years
since. There is one engine station with two engines, one with 3 in.
pumps and one with 4 in. pumps for twelve men each, and 110
feet of leather hose. The value of the plant and appliances is about
120Z. There is a superintendent of engines and one assistant , and
at a fire the engines are manned by volunteers . The water supply
in case of fire is obtained by buckets from pumps and ponds ; and
the fires average 1 per year .
The town of Tetbury , in Gloucestershire , with a population of
about 3,000, has its paid fire brigade , which was established above
120 years ago, one engine station , and two engines . The brigade
consists of eight men , who are paid when at fires, and 10s. per
annum for oiling engines , hose, &c. ; and the engines have 5 in.
pumps , one being for eight and the other for six men ; there are
sixty leather buckets and 60 feet of leather and rubber hose. The
supply of water in case of fire is derived from the nearest pool,
well, or cistern ; and the fires barely average 1 per year .
The town of Thame , in Oxfordshire, with a population of 3,000,
has its paid fire brigade , established in 1855, with one engine
station and two engines. The brigade consists of six men, and
the engines have 6 in. pumps for twenty men each, with 184 feet
of leather and 360 feet of canvas hose ; the value of the plant
and appliances being 2501. The brigade is maintained by a rate
at an annual cost of 15l. The supply of water in case of fire is
obtained from the high level pond ; and the fires average 2 yearly .
The borough of Thetford , in Norfolk , with a population of 4,200,
has no fire brigade , but there are two fire engines , each with 6 in.
pumps , one being for sixteen men and the other for twelve ; there
are also 220 feet of leather hose and 100 fire buckets , the value of the
plant and appliances being about 100Z. The sum of 3Z. per annum
is allowed the engine superintendent from the borough fund ,
and an allowance of 3Z. 3s. is made when the two engines are
employed , and 21. 2s. when one only is used. When the property on
fire is insured , the insurance offices pay the expenses of working ;
and if not insured , and the parties cannot pay, the town council
make an allowance for the attendance of the engines and men in
working them , and also for supplying the water . The superinten¬
dent is allowed to take one engine out of the town to any distance
not exceeding five miles. The supply of water in case of fire is
obtained from wells, pumps , rivers, or ponds by buckets ; and the
fires average 1 in two years.
The town of Tiverton , in Devonshire , with a population of
10,477, has its fire brigade , established in 1840, and maintained
by the West of England Insurance Office. The brigade consists of
ten men , and there is one engine station with one engine, which
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has two 6 in . pumps for twenty men, and 200 feet of leather hose.
The brigade has no regular pay, but is paid by the hour when at
fires. There is no fire escape in the town ; and the water supply is
derived from open gutters on each side of every street , which are
continually running . The fires average 2 yearly .
The town of Tonbridge , in Kent , with a population of 7,147, has
its fire brigade , one engine station , and one engine . The brigade
consists of one superintendent and nine men , and is maintained
out of the lighting rate . The engine has 7 in. pumps for twenty
four men, and there are 300 feet of leather hose. The supply of
water in case of fire is derived from the waterworks , and the fires
average between 3 and 4 yearly .
The town of Torquay , in Devonshire , with a population of 16,000,
has its paid fire brigade , established in 1863, with one engine station
and three engines . The brigade consists of fourteen men, and is
maintained by the local Board of Health at an annual cost of 13i.
Q’he engines are two belonging to the brigade and one to the West
of England Insurance Office. Each engine has 6 in. pumps and is
for twenty four men , and there are 500 feet of leather and 100 feet
of canvas hose, the total value of the plant and appliances being
about 320L The water supply in case of fire is obtained from
hydrants from the town’s supply ; and the fires average 3 yearly .
The town of Truro , in Cornwall, with a population of 6,848, has
a paid fire brigade , established in 1838, with one engine station and
three engines . The brigade consists of twenty one men, and the
engines are one for eighteen men and two for twelve men each,
one having pumps 6 inches in diameter and the others 5 in. pumps .
There are 350 feet of leather , 30 feet of rubber , and 160 feet of
canvas hose ; the value of the plant and appliances is 170£. The
brigade is maintained by the town council, and the men are paid
when on duty . The waiter is obtained from tanks in the streets ,
into which a constant supply of water is running ; and the average
number of fires is 3 per year .
The town of Tunstall , in Staffordshire , with a population of
12,600, has its paid fire brigade , established in 1847, one engine
station , and one engine . The brigade consists of twelve men , and
the engine has 5 in. pumps for ten men ; there are 330 feet of
leather hose. The total cost of the brigade is 251. per annum , paid
out of the local rates . The men receive Is . for the first hour and
Od. per hour afterwards when attending a fire, and 2s. Cxi. each
every quarter for one hour ’s work in trying the engine . At the end
of the year , if there have been no fires, 10s. each is given to them ,
and they divide any moneys given them for fire duty . Two of the
brigade are sergeants , who get 12s. each extra every year for keep¬
ing the hose in order . The supply of water in case of fire is ob¬
tained from the waterworks ; and the fires average 1 yearly .
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The town of Wakefield, in Yorkshire , with a population of about
30,000, has its paid fire brigade , established in 1848, one engine
station , and three engines ; the cost being 381. per annum , paid by
borough funds. The brigade consists of one superintendent and
twelve men, and one engine has 7 in. pumps , another 3 in. pumps ,
the third being one of Bramah ’s patent semirotary . There are
300 feet of leather and 600 feet of canvas hose. The supply of
water in case of fire is obtained from the mains of the water com¬
pany ; and the fires average 4 yearly .
The town of Wantage , in Berkshire , with a population of 3,064,
has no fire brigade , but there are two parish fire engines and some
leather hose. The engines are seldom used, and there are no fire
escapes. From this it may be reasonably inferred that should the
fearful calamity of fire befal the place, their efficiency would be
anything but of a satisfactory character .
The borough of Warwick , with a population of 10,589, has no
fire brigade , but there are three engines , 150 feet of leather and
306 feet of canvas hose, and one fire escape in the town, the
whole being in charge of the police. The water supply is derived
from plugs in the streets ; and the average number of fires attended
each year is 4.
The city of Waterford , with a population of over 23,000, has no
regular established brigade with a staff of men trained for fire ex¬
tinguishing , but those persons hired to assist in controlling fires on
their breaking out are paid by the corporation . There are four
engines in the city, three belonging to the insurance companies,
and the fourth to the military . There is one fire escape in the
city, which is in charge of the high constable, who is empowered
to employ the nearest assistance in case of fire. The water supply
is derived from plugs in the streets ; and the fires average 3 yearly .
The town of Watford , in Hertfordshire , with a population of 4,500,
has no fire brigade , but there is one engine station with three engines,
which are the property of the local Board of Health . One engine
has 7-^ in . pumps and is for twenty four men , the next has 5 in.
pumps for twelve men , and the third is for four men . There are
360 feet of leather and 200 feet of canvas hose. The annual cost
of keeping the engines in working order is 21. 8s., the amount paid
to twelve men , at Is . each, for trying them four times a year . This
is paid from the general district rate . The cost of working at fires
has been paid by the insurance companies where the property has
been insured , and where not , by those requiring their assistance.
The supply of water in case of fire is derived from the waterworks,
with a pressure sufficient for the greater part of the town without
the engines, hydrants and stand pipes being used ; and the fires do
not average 1 per year.
The town of Wednesbury , in Staffordshire , with a population of
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25,000 , has two brigades , established in 1862, two engine stations ,
and two engines . One brigade is maintained by the Royal Insur¬
ance Company at a cost of 2501. per annum , and consists of one
superintendent and ten men ; the other is that of the District and
Alliance (amalgamated ), consisting of one engineer and three men .
The engine of the Royal has 8-| in. pumps , and is for thirty six men ,
and has 120 feet of leather and 160 feet of canvas hose ; the valu
of the plant and appliances being about 500?. The engine of the
District and Alliance has two 6 in. pumps for twenty men , with 120
feet of leather and two lengths of canvas hose ; the value of plant
and appliances being about 70?. The water supply in case of lire is
derived from the water mains ; and the fires average 20 per annum .
The town of Whitby , in Yorkshire , with a population of 13,000,
has no organised fire brigade , but two engine stations with two
engines, bought by subscription in 1830. There is one engine
superintendent , who receives 51. per annum . Each engine has two
4 in . pumps for twenty men each, with 400 feet of leather hose,
and there is one ladder , but no fire escape ; the value of the plant
and appliances being 2' 501. The sum of 41. 4s. yearly is paid by
the towm commissioners for exercising . The supply of water in
case of fire is obtained from cisterns , wells, the river , or any avail¬
able source, but on the completion of the waterworks it will be
obtained from hydrants . The fires average 4 yearly .
The town of Wigton , in Cumberland , with a population of 5,500,
has its paid fire brigade , established in 1856, one engine station ,
and two engines . The brigade consists of eleven men , and the
engines have 5 in . and 6 in . pumps for sixteen men each, with 210
feet of leather hose and 70 canvas buckets , and there is one fire
escape ; the value of the plant and appliances being 200?. The
annual cost of the brigade is 251., paid from the lighting rates .
The supply of water in case of fire is derived from pumps and
rivers ; and the fires average 2 yearly .
The borough of Wisbeach, in Cambridgeshire , with a population
of 10,000, has its paid fire brigade , established in 1835, with one
engine station , four engines , one with 5-’-in ., one with 5 in., one
with 4 in. pumps , and about 300 feet of leather hose. The brigade
consists of one superintendent , three conductors , and twenty men .
The cost is defrayed by the local Board of Health , and amounts to
261. per annum . The total value of the plant is about 200 ?. The
water supply is derived from various sources ; and the fires average
about 4 per annum .
The borough of Wolverhampton , in Staffordshire , with a popu¬
lation of 60,858, has its paid fire brigade , established in 1854.
There is one engine station with two engines , one with 9 in. pumps
for forty five men, and the other 7 in . pumps for thirty men . The
brigade consists of twelve men, and the total annual cost, defrayed
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by the corporation , is 67Z. 8s. There are 648 feet of leather and
540 feet of canvas hose, and one fire escape ; and the total value of
the plant and appliances is 601. The water supply in case of fire
is derived from fire plugs placed by the water company in different
parts of the borough ; and the fires average 2 yearly .
The city of Worcester , with a population of 32,500, has no
regular fire brigade , but there are three engines and one fire escape.
The engines belong to the insurance companies, and the chief
officer of police has made several efforts to organise a regular bri¬
gade , but the insurance offices and the watch committee have been
unable to agree about paying the costs, and matters remain as they
were. Each engine company attends a fire and acts as it pleases,
independently of the others . There is a hose truck for each engine
company , for the stand pipes, hose, &c., and there is a hose reel
and its hose belonging to the police, the total hose of all being 1,080
feet, and the value of the plant and appliances is 600/, The water
supply in case of fire is obtained from hydrants , and in the city
the engines are seldom required , owing to the good pressure . The
fires average 10 yearly .
The town of Worksop, in Nottinghamshire , with h population
of 8,371, has its paid fire brigade , established in 1860, with one
engine station and one engine . The brigade consists of eight men,
and the engine is for twelve men . The annual cost of the brigade
is 91., paid out of the general district rate by the local board . The
supply of water in case of fire is obtained from pumps or rivers ;
and the fires average 1 yearly .
The town of Wrexham , in Denbighshire , with a population of
15,000 (including the parish ), has two fire brigades , one paid and
one volunteer . The paid brigade consists of six members , is sup¬
ported by the Provincial Insurance Company, and was established
in 1852. The volunteer brigade was established in 1862, and
consists of twenty members . There is one engine station in the
town, with two manual engines , one for twenty men and the other
for ten , and there are over 600 feet of leather hose. The total
value of the plant and appliances is about 3501. The supply of
water is obtained from pumps ; and there are on an average 7 fires
per annum .
The town of Wymondham , in Norfolk, with a population of
about 5,000, has no regular fire brigade, but there are two men
appointed to superintend the working of the two engines, and
twelve others who help when wanted ; one engine is for ten men,
and the other for eight , and there are 124 feet of leather hose.
The two superintendents are paid 1/. each for every fire they attend ,
and the men get 5s. each ; these payments are made by the Nor¬
wich Union Fire Office, and each of the two superintendents is
paid 1/. per annum from the highway rate in addition . The supply
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of water in case of fire is obtained from pumps and ponds ; and
fires occur very seldom.
The town of Yeovil, in Somersetshire , with a population of
9,000, has its volunteer fire brigade , established in 1862, with one
engine station and two engines . The brigade consists of twenty
men , and one engine has 6 in. pumps for twenty men , and the
other 4 in. pumps for twelve men, with 240 feet of leather hose ;
there is also one fire escape ; and the value of the plant and
appliances is 200L The annual cost of the brigade is about 121.
The brigade is divided into sections, one part attending to the
engine , another to the water supply , another to protecting the pro¬
perty , and others to the ladders , crooks, hose, buckets , branch
pipes , &e. The members , who consist principally of tradesmen
living in the centre of the town, find their own uniform ; and the
fire plant belonging to the town council, a charge is made for
attending fires sufficient to pay the pumpers , horsing , &c., and a
portion is placed in the savings bank for the brigade fund in case
of accident to any member . The supply of water in case of fire is
obtained from private pumps ; and the fires average 5 yearly .
The oldest paid brigades are those of Tetbury , established in
1745 ; Glasgow in 1748, and Ashburton in 1750.
The oldest volunteer brigades are those of Grantham , established
in 1764, and Ashford in 1824.
[ See also List

of Volunteer

Fire Brigades for other towns.]

Towns returned as having no proper Means or Appliances for

controlling and extinguishing Fires.

Town
Aberystwith
Acton . . ,
Allendale. .
Alston . . .
Amlwch . .
Aston . . .
Bakewell . .
Beaufort . .
Bedale. . .
Bedlington , . .
Broseley . .
Bunbury . .
Bushey . .
Calverley ,
Camborne .
Carisbrooke .
Castleford .
Chapel-en-le-Frith
Chepstow •.
Chesterton .
Cleator . .
Clevedon . .
Colne . . .
Cottingham . . .
Dalton in Furness .

County
Cardiganshire .
Cheshire . . .
Northumberland
Cumberland. .
Anglesea . . .
Warwickshire .
Derbyshire . .
Monmouthshire
Yorkshire . .
Northumberland
Shropshire . .
Cheshire . . .
Hertfordshire .
Yorkshire . .
Cornwall . . .
Isle of Wight .
Yorkshire . .
Durham . . .
Monmouthshire
Cambrid geshire
Cumberland
Somersetshire .
Yorkshire . .
Lancashire . .

Popula¬
tion
5,641
3,125
6,401
1,800
5,941
3,900
3,225
5,880
1,157
8,000
5,000
2,820
3,159
5,559
9,000
7,500
4,400
3,400
3,500
2,986
3,995
2,941
10,000
3,131
9,152

Town
Darlaston .
Dolgelly . .
Dungarvan .
Eccleshall .
Edensor . .
Eltham . .
Festiniog . .
Flint .
Frodsham .
Glossop . .
Kingswinford
Madeley . .
Oxford . .
Pembroke .
Prcstwich .
Rowley Regis
Seacombe .
Sedgeley . .
St. Just . .
Staveley . .
Twerton . .
Whitstable .
WiUenhall .
Wolstanton .

County
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
,
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Staffordshire .
Merionethshire
Waterford . .
Staffordshire .
Staffordshire .
Kent . . . .
Merionethshire
Flintshire . .
Cheshire . . .
Derbyshire . .
Staffordshire .
Shropshire . .
Oxfordshire . .
Pembrokeshire .
Lancashire . .
Staffordshire .
Cheshire . . .
Staffordshire .
Cornwall . . .
Derbyshire . .
Somersetshire .
Kent . . . .
Staffordshire .
Staffordshire .

Popula¬
tion
12,884
3,457
12,000
4,938
4.943
2,867
4,553
3,088
5,754
14,000
34,257
9,469
28,000
15,000
10,000
9,436
3,683
3G'637
9,290
7,500
3,012
3‘677
17,256
3,000
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CHAPTER XVII .
THE LONDON FIEE

This undertaking

ENGINE

ESTABLISHMENT .

, which was the property

of a certain

number

of

associated fire insurance companies, has been generally looked on
as either a national or a government institution ; but in no way
was it connected with either . It was established and maintained
as a private speculation , to diminish the losses experienced by the
offices on the risks they take on various buildings and property in
London . Its existence had been tolerated , and its exertions to
extinguish fires permitted ; but it had no charter , act of parliament ,
deed of partnership , or legal authority , or power to do either .
The public have always innocently imagined that it was an
establishment kept up voluntarily , as it ought to have been , for the
protection of the entire metropolis , like the admirable ‘ Society for
the Protection of Life from Fire ,’ which is supported entirely by
voluntary contributions ; but they will soon learn practically that
such was not the case, and they have already a pretty fair evidence
of it, by the fact that no provision has been made in the new bill
to take charge of the fire escapes for the benefit of the public ;
but as these were not maintained at the cost of the insurance
offices, it has not, it seems, been thought worth while to interfere
with them .
Prior to its establishment , the offices and the public , insured as
well as uninsured , had to rely on the efficiency of the parish
engines established by law ; on the voluntary and gratuitous
exertions and services of owners of private engines ; the assistance
afforded by engines belonging to individual fire offices; or what
they could do themselves with the readiest means they could obtain
for the purpose . The inefficiency of this state of things , especially
with regard to the parish engines, produced no effect ' on the
public , who viewed it with stolid indifference, each individual
considering himself least interested in the subject ; but with the
insurance companies it became a money question , the most infal¬
lible of all arguments to those who have to find it , and they early
found it necessary to change this state of things ; but here again
the same causes as kept the public indifferent , operated on those
offices who had experienced the fewest losses, and kept them from
doing anything in the matter .
In the year 1808, Sir Frederick Morton Eden , the then chair¬
man of the Globe Insurance Office, attempted to form a London
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fire engine establishment on the model of the ‘ Corps de Sapeurs
Pompiers ’ of France . He proposed that each office should furnish
twenty firemen, ten of whom should be ‘first class ’ men , paid for
all fires they attended ; and ten to be ‘ second class’ men , paid
only when specially called on to render assistance ; that all matters
relating to appointments of firemen , and the business connected
with the proposed establishment , should be managed by an engine
committee ; and that each office should pay an equal contribution
towards the expenses of the establishment .
By the end of that year , however, Sir Frederick found that the
only office he could get to join the Globe in carrying out this
undertaking was the Atlas ; and seeing that it was impossible to
obtain the cooperation of any other insurance office towards form¬
ing a joint engine establishment , he abandoned the attempt ; and
it was not until many years had elapsed that any endeavour seems
to have been made to carry out such a plan .
About the year 1825 a union , similar to that proposed by Sir
Frederick Eden some seventeen years before, was formed by the
Sun, Union, and Eoyal Exchange offices, who placed all their men
and engines under one superintendent ; and some time afterwards
they were joined by the Atlas and the Phoenix, though the principal
remaining offices did not join the ‘ Brigade ’ until 1833. Prior to
1831 great changes had taken place amongst the insurance offices:
some had entirely given up fire insurances , and others had reduced
the number of their engines ; and it is stated that the different
London insurance companies had only thirty eight fire engines
belonging to them in that year , whilst the number had been fifty
only four or five years before.
On the 1st of January , 1833, the London Fire Engine Establish¬
ment was formed by ten of the insurance companies uniting with
a view to reduce the separate expenses of each office, and mutually
assist one another at fires. The ten offices were the Alliance , Atlas,
Globe, Imperial , London Assurance, Protector , Royal Exchange ,
Sun, Union, and Westminster ; and thus , after the lapse of a quarter
of a century , was the system proposed by Sir F . M. Eden carried
into practice , chiefly through the exertions of Mr . Charles Bell
Forde , a leading director of the Sun Fire Office.
The expense at first was 8,000?. per annum , with 80 men and
19 stations ; and the expenses have been gradually increasing until
in the year ending 1862, with 127 men and 19 stations , they
amounted to 27,000 ?.
The affairs of the London Fire Engine Establishment were
managed by a committee consisting of a director or secretary from
each of the 29 fire offices contributing to the establishment , which
all who formed the association did in a certain agreed proportion .
Their staff consisted, according to the report of 1864, of one super -
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intendent and 132 men , who were divided into foremen , engineers ,
sub engineers , senior firemen, junior firemen, extra men , and drivers .
The engines consisted of 10 steam fire engines, 33 manual engines,
and 2 floating steam fire engines, with all the hose and appliances
required for their service.
London was divided into districts , wdiich had amongst them 19
double and single engine stations , eleven on the north side of the
river , including the chief station at Watling Street , and three on
the south side. The two steam floating fire engines are moored,
one at Southwark Bridge and the other at King ’s Stairs , Rother hithe . In both of them the steam is constantly maintained at
working pressure , and the fires are banked ready to work at a
moment ’s notice ; but the utility of both of these engines is sadly
impaired , if required at a moderate distance , by the great deficiency
of the propelling power, or rather by the inefficiency of the means
to which the engine power is applied for propelling purposes in
one case, and by oars being used in the other , through which a
great deal of time is lost in bringing them from their stations .
Within the last few years the annually increasing cost of main¬
taining their fire extinguishing force and appliances, and the heavy
losses occasioned by the serious fires which so frequently occurred,
caused considerable discontent amongst the insurance companies
contributing to it ; and, in consequence , an agitation was com¬
menced with the view of getting rid of it altogether , or else obtain¬
ing further support from other quarters , by which their protection
might be augmented , their expenditure decreased, or its increase
prevented .
From the evidence given before the Select Committee on Fires
in the Metropolis , which sat in 1862, it appeared that the expen¬
diture was then 27,000/. per annum , contributed by 30 offices,
each of which paid a certain annual sum, the Sun contributing
4,000/. ; and the late Mr. Drummond , who was managing director
of the Sun Fire Office, stated that the increased cost of the estab¬
lishment in 1861 was 3,900/. to 4,000/ . over that of 1860. It was
then shown that the amount increased each year, and that in spite
of this increase London was still inadequately protected , and the
importance and desirability of further and more efficient protection
was strongly urged upon the Government and the public .
Mr . W. M. Browne, in his evidence, stated that the increased
disbursements of the establishment were ‘ chiefly upon the expenses
of working at fires, the cost of running engines , and the rents and
taxes, &c. of the stations : the increased wages of the men, 2,000/ .
per annum ; of horsing engines , 2,667/.’ The late Mr. Drummond
stated in his evidence that the insurance companies paid the sum
of 1,100/. for extra labour alone at the great fire in Tooley Street .
The Report of the Select Committee of 1862, after having heard
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all the evidence relating to the inefficiency and inadequacy of the
London Fire Engine Establishment , contained the following para¬
graph : ‘ It has been admitted by every witness that the present
scale of their staff, engines, and stations is totally inadequate for
the general protection of London and its immediate vicinity from
the dangers of fire. This is admitted by the managers of the bri¬
gade, but as they consider it efficient for the protection of that
part of London where the largest amount of insured property is
located , they have no desire or intention to add to their expense
by placing additional stations in situations where, if a fire occurs,
it is not likely to cause such comparative injury to the offices as if
it occurred in the waterside warehouses, &c. near the City.’
Nothing practical , however, resulted from this in the way of
forming another mode of protecting London , or obtaining contri¬
butions from other sources in aid of the expenses of this private
establishment ; and a correspondence ensued between the Home
Office and the insurance offices forming the Fire Engine Es¬
tablishment respecting the construction of a bill by which the ex¬
tinguishing of fires in the metropolis should be handed over to the
Metropolitan Board of Works or the Government , and the associated
offices allowed to contribute a certain sum annually towards its
maintenance , the balance required for the proposed increased pro¬
tection being made up by a rate on the inhabitants , and a fixed
annual sum from the Government .
After this had continued some time , and been increased by the
addition of the correspondence with the Metropolitan Board of
Works as to the plan to be followed and the amounts to be con¬
tributed , a bill to obtain what was sought was introduced into the
House of Commons by Mr . Baring and Sir George Grey, at the
end of the month of May 1865. This bill, after a few questions had
been asked by some of the members , of whom it may be said none
were acquainted with the matter or knew but very little about it ,
passed the lower House , and went through the Lords in the month
of June the same year , no doubt not a little accelerated by the
report that if it did not pass, the insurance offices would withdraw
or give up their brigade , and London would then be totally unpro¬
tected .
A few moments ’ reflection , however, would have shown the
extreme improbability of such an occurrence as the giving up the
protection afforded to their own risks by the maintenance of their
fire extinguishing arrangements , which they had established for
this special purpose . What the amount of these risks is we learn
from the evidence of Mr. Newmarch , secretary to the Globe In¬
surance Office, given before the Select Committee in 1862, in which
we are told that the total value of the property insurable against fire
within six miles of Charing Cross is not less than 900,000,000 ?., of
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which amount about one third , or 300,000,000L, is insured , and
to insure which sum the insurance offices are annually receiving
premiums . It is highly probable , however, that this is a sum far
within the limits of the amount on which the insurance offices are
receiving premiums annually from the inhabitants of London and
its neighbourhood ; for the property valued by Mr. Newmarch lies
within 144 square miles of ground , whilst the metropolis , or at all
events the metropolitan police district and the city of London ,
occupy an area of 700 square miles.
By the passing of the Fire Brigade Bill, which empowered the
associated insurance offices to turn over their establishment to the
Metropolitan Board of Works, to be maintained by a contribution
of 10,000/ . per annum from the Government , a tax on the rate¬
payers of the metropolis , and a contribution from the insurance
offices, which at present will not exceed 10,200£. per annum in
., we have the fact that a private undertaking ,
place of 27,OOOZ
established by a private company formed of integral portions of
other companies for their own especial benefit , not being found so
paying a concern as expected , can be turned over to the ratepayers
of the metropolis for the maintenance of it ; and the insurance
companies, whose interest it is to keep it up , receive in return a
threefold amount of protection , at less than one third of their
former expenditure ! as may be seen on referring to their scheme
submitted to the Board of Works, but time will show whether this
will be the case. A fire insurance manager once remarked that
they were the same as traders in tea and sugar , that they looked
after their own interests , and that if it cost them 800i. to establish
a fire brigade station , and they only received 600L in return for it ,
there was no reason why they should be called upon to establish a
station .
Mr. W. M. Browne, the honorary secretary of the late London
Fire Engine Establishment , when under examination by the Select
Committee , stated that the brigade expenses ‘ reduced the profit of
the insurance companies,’ and that he questioned ‘ very much
whether the insurers would receive any benefit from the abolition ,’
as he thought ‘ it is possible that it might go into the pockets of
the insurance companies .’ He also remarked that stations were
established ‘ more particularly with a view to protect the portions
of the town in which property insured by the offices was of a most
hazardous nature , and the most likely for fires to produce heavy
losses in a short space of time .’
Further on he stated that when a fire breaks out in premises
and property insured in one of the ‘ contributing offices,’ men are
‘ left in charge of the premises after the fire to take care that the
fire does not break out again, and to protect all the salvage ; ’ but
when such a calamity occurs in the premises or property of a
i) n
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‘ noncontributing office,’ they do not leave men to take care that
the fire does not break out again , or to quell it if it does, nor to
take care of the salvage ; but ‘ we treat it precisely the same as if
it was uninsured property .’
At a meeting of the committee of the whole board of the
Metropolitan Board of Works , held on the 27th of June , 1865, it
was reported that a clause had been introduced into the bill at
the last moment in the House of Lords , for taking all the legal
liabilities of the fire brigade , and for pensioning off all the old
people who have been in the employment of the fire brigade in
past years. The insertion of such a clause, introduced in such a
manner , for throwing upon the ratepayers of the metropolis such
liabilities , and the burden of maintaining those persons who have
spent the best part of their lives in the service of the fire offices,
was strongly reprobated ; but on consulting the solicitor to the
Board, it was found that nothing further could be done.
The schemes proposed by the insurance companies to the Metro¬
politan Board of Works, for protecting London under the new
arrangements to come into force in 1866, are by po means calcu¬
lated to carry out the end for which the new bill was obtained ,
namely , an increased and equal protection from fire throughout
the whole metropolitan district .
A slight inspection of the several schemes will show that all the
‘ increased protection ’ is where the insurance risks are largest ,
instead of being , as was intended by the Government , so arranged
as to protect the suburban or outlying districts as well as the more
internal . It is proposed to benefit them by placing large manual
engines , ‘ which, for economy, are to be in charge of contract men
at a fixed rate ; ’ and in order to render them as highly efficient as
possible, and enable their benefits to be readily and quickly
dispensed to the neighbourhood , it is proposed not to provide
horses to draw them !
In other parts it is proposed to afford ‘ increased protection ’ by
means of ‘small manuals ,’ but no provision is made either for
horses to draw them or men to work them , either by contract or
otherwise ; nor is it said that any men will be in charge of them .
The utility and advantages of these engines, as well as the amount
of ‘ increased protection ’ afforded by them , maybe judged of when
it is remembered that they are described as being ‘ as light as
wheelbarrows , with hose and coupling screws, with a water way
not exceeding one inch and a half, delivering about twenty gallons
per minute , so that one man would be able to run with this engine
to a fire at the rate of six or seven miles an hour , and go to work
by himself .’ Now such an engine as this will be found but little
better than a garden engine , and not near equal to one quarter of
the power of the ordinary brigade manual ; and it is a question if
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they will be found to equal the little old parish engines that are
sometimes heard of, though seldom seen. It is true that in Paris
small manual engines, each in charge of three men, are used, and
with them fires are soon put out, and not allowed to become un¬
manageable ; but then in Paris the fire controlling arrangements
are in the hands of those who know their business thoroughly , both
theoretically and practically , are well instructed in all relating to
its duties , including the construction of buildings , and have to pass
an examination to show that they understand what they have to do.
In many of the large districts where fires are very likely to
happen , but where there are few insurances , no engines are placed ;
consequently these districts will have to pay as much as the favoured
ones, but with this important drawback, that they will not get what
they pay for ; added to which, the old rewards payable to the first
engine arriving at a fire will be abolished : consequently , the
inducement they afforded to each engine keeper to try to get first
is done away with, and it seems highly probable that it will be
found that things will in consequence lapse into that state of
indifference and inefficiency which aforetime rendered it necessary
to provide the rewards as a stimulus to increased exertions in
controlling fires.
In other places several steam fire engines are to be placed in
each station , so as to make up the complement to twenty seven ;
and a careful study of these schemes will soon prove, to anyone
acquainted with the metropolis , that the truth of the statement as
to the amount of ‘utter ignorance of past experiences, of present
actual and future probable requirements ’ manifested in them is
anything but an unjust or incorrect statement . It is to be hoped
that this ccrude and impracticable scheme ’ may be so arranged ,
modified, and changed by the Metropolitan Board of Works, as to
secure to the ratepayers of the metropolis that ‘ increased pro¬
tection of life and property from fire ’ they will have to pay for,
and which it was hinted was the object with which the bill was '
brought forward ; but , as shown by the proposed schemes, every
reason is apparent for believing to the contrary .
The £Insurance Becord ’ for March 17, 1865, remarks , in a very
able leader , that ‘the time has come when something must be done
in the way of a better system for protecting London from the ravages
of fire. It is quite time that some change of system should take
place. The greatest city of the world ought not and must not be
dependent on the fire offices for its protection . Looked at in all
points , the condition of things in respect to the safety of the
metropolis in regard to fire is unsatisfactory . Even if the fire
offices were content to sustain the burden which has increased
upon them by degrees, and the public were satisfied with an
arrangement by which they are under perpetual obligation , with
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the drawback that they may he left in the lurch at any moment ,
something is still required to he done. The London Fire Engine
Establishment is insufficient for the work required of it , and the
arrangements by which it is supplemented still leave much to be
desired . In looking at the figures which represent the resources
of London for extinguishing fires as they stand alone, the convic¬
tion must be forced on every mind that they represent a miserably
inadequate state of things . But when we come to compare these
figures with those relating to Paris and New York , the contrast is
absolutely startling . It is impossible not to feel either that the
other capitals must be enormously over protected , or that London
is shamefully and recklessly exposed to destruction . The latter is
unquestionably the case, and thus it is not simply a question
whether the insurance companies ought to be called on to perform
a national duty , but what steps ought to be taken over and above
what they are doing for the safety of the metropolis ? Government could hardly take it in hand without entailing enormous expenses
on the country ; and this would be the more distasteful , inas¬
much as London is not England in the sense in which Paris is
France : but the difficulties of a question are no plea for its being
shirked . If a Government establishment is impracticable , then let
us have an organised volunteer system under Government sanction
and with Government assistance . Under any circumstances , some¬
thing must he done ; and it should be done quickly . There has been
too much delay , too much trifling already . The citizens of 1666
saw the city in ashes before they took such feeble steps as they
even took for its preservation . Was that wise ? Was it so great an
example that the citizens of 18 65 do well to follow it ? Surely not ?’
The following estimate of the expense of placing a fire engine
station of three engines , four horses, and twelve firemen within
400 yards of Buckingham Palace , was prepared by the late Mr.
Braidwood :—One engineer at 28s. per week, and 3s. 6d. for extra duty - 31s. 6(7. . .
One sub engineer at 26s. per week, and 3s. 6a!. for extra duty—29s. 6d.
Six senior firemen at 24s. (yd. per week, and 3s. (yd. for extra duty—28s.
Four junior firemen at 21s. per week .
Foreman of the district
.

£
81
76
436
218
10

s.
18
14
16
8
0

d.
0
0
0
0
0

£ 823 16 0
Deduct seven married men, rent 2s. 6d. each per week
Deduct four single men, rent Is. each per week .

£ s. d.
. 45 10 0
. 10 8 0

Twelve men, surgeon and pension, 21. 6s. each per annum
Twelve men, clothing , at 51. 6s. each per annum .

. 27 12 0
63 12 0
*- — —

Total expense of firemen .

55 18 0
£ 767 18 0
91 4 0
£ 859 2

0
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£ s. d.
Brought forward
10 0
Repairs of three engines and hose, at 177. 10s. each per an. 52 0 0
. 130
.
.
.
.
.
Four horses and driver, say

£ s. d.
859 2 0

Total annual expense
Outfit —•
.
.
.
Three engines, at 1307. each .
.
Thirty nine lengths of hose, at 67. 3s. each
.
.
.
.
Tools, &c., at 107. each .

182 10 0

. £ 1,041 12 0
.
.
.

. 390 0 0
. 239 17 0
. 30 0 0

£ 659 17 0

To this would have to be added the cost of building the station ,
which, he states, from what others have cost, would amount to about
2,000 1.

Taking the present expenditure of the London Fire Engine Es¬
tablishment at 28,000L per annum , and dividing it by 19, the
number of stations belonging to it , the result is 1,473Z. per annum
as the present average cost of each station ; and it is found by
their own showing that these expenses increase each year , though
the number of stations do not .
At present the brigade is in a transition state , its control passing
into the hands of the Metropolitan Board of Works on the 1st
January 1866, and it remains to be seen whether it will receive
such a thorough development , and be established on such an efficient
basis as the importance of the undertaking requires . A thorough
revision of the system is urgently called for, and a more complete
and careful investigation of the different matters comprehended in
it will be required to give the public that confidence they will have
a right to expect, and to ensure the maximum of efficiency with
the minimum of expenditure .
It is to be hoped that the experience to be gained by the Metro¬
politan Board of Works in managing the Fire Brigade during the
ensuing twelve months , will result in the devising and carrying out
of the whole on such an efficient plan as to ensure the safety of
the public , economy in working, and thorough maintenance of the
plant , with the most complete system of fire extinguishing , which
is so desirable in such a serious matter .
In organising the new brigade , there are two most important
points , both and each of which will require great and serious atten¬
tion ; viz. the safety of the public and the firemen , and the econo¬
mical and efficient working of the fire extinguishing arrangements .
To secure these a total change of system is required , for however
well the former very limited means employed for this pur¬
pose may have answered , on the plan followed by the insurance
companies whilst the control and expenditure remained in their
own hands, it is very evident that such will not answer now that
the brigade and plant are to be so largely increased , or satisfy
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the public when they have to be taxed to find the means to keep
it going.
In order to obtain these two points in the fullest and most satis¬
factory manner , it will be most desirable to divide the working
of the brigade into two portions , one which will have the control
and superintendence of the fire extinguishing arrangements gene¬
rally , and the other that of keeping in order, and being responsible
for, the proper and efficient condition of the steam fire engines and
working plant , but in no way responsible for or required to per¬
form the duties of fire extinguishing .
To obtain these ends, there should be a fire superintendent for
working and superintending the extinguishing of fires, whose duties
would be equivalent to those of a traffic manager on a railway , and
an engineer to superintend the construction and maintenance of the
engines , whose duties would be analogous to those of a locomotive
superintendent on a railway, and both should be placed on an equal
footing and be equally responsible to the board, of which there
should be a proper Fire Committee formed, to whom the manage¬
ment of the fire department would be entrusted . By this plan a
guarantee would be afforded that the steamers and plant would be
kept in safe and efficient working order, whereby the safety of the
public and the firemen must be greatly increased ; and the person
in charge of each department might then be enabled to give his
whole attention to that for which he might be supposed to be best
qualified, and the dangers liable to arise from inefficiency in per¬
forming both duties when devolving on one person would be thereby
removed ; for however efficient an individual may be in one branch ,
it may be taken as almost impossible to find the required knowledge
for fulfilling the duties of both positions combined in one person ,
and even were such the case, it is evident that one could not dis¬
charge the duties in the way they ought to be and their importance
requires .
The great increase proposed to be made in the number of steam
fire engines to be employed , will render this a most necessary and
desirable proceeding ; for with increase of engines comes increase
of risk and danger of accident , and from their extreme liability
to damage or accident unless kept in the highest order and most
carefully and properly handled , it becomes of the highest import¬
ance to devise such means of preventing or diminishing the chances
of their occurrence as may reduce these chances to the minimum ,
especially as the risk of accident increases daily with the age of, or
amount of work done by, each engine, and a moment ’s neglect
whilst at work will at once reduce a new engine to as dangerous a
condition as an old worn out one.
In America there is in most brigades a fire marshal , whose duties
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are to arrange and superintend the proceedings for extinguishing
fires ; and a chief engineer , who superintends the construction ,
maintenance , and repairs of the steamers , and sees that the work¬
ing of them is entrusted to men properly qualified for the work,
and who fully understand their duties .
The employment of the electric telegraph between the fire engine
stations in London , so as to secure the quickest information respect¬
ing the breaking out of a fire being circulated throughout them ,
and also to enable further assistance from other stations , if required
at a fire, to be easily obtained , was suggested by Mr. Alexander
Bain , the well known electrician , about 1840.
In the year 1847, a Mr. H. Irvin wrote to the ‘ Mechanic ’s
Magazine ,’ proposing that the electric telegraph should be used
between the stations of the London Fire Engine Establishment to
give immediate notice of fire, and this plan has lately ( 1864) been
partially carried out .
The employment of wire ropes to keep back the crowd which
always assemble at a fire, so as to give room for the firemen to
work, was introduced about 1857 by Lieut . Col. Stephen English ,
who was then superintendent of the Norwich Fire Brigade , and
now holds the above rank in the United States Army. His first
plan was to use ordinary hemp ropes, but finding that the crowd
did not hesitate to cut them , he adopted wire rope, which effectually
stopped this operation . These hemp or wire ropes are found very
useful in the London fires, and are always used in the city, being
adopted by the city police.

CHAPTER XVIII .
METROPOLITAN FIRE BRIGADE ACT.

ANNO

VICESIMO

OCTAVO & VICESI .MO NONO VICTORIA ]
REGINAS .
CAP . XC.

An Act for the Establishment of a Fire Brigade within the
[5th July 1865.]
Metropolis .
Whereas

it

is expedient

to

make

further

provision

for the

protection of life and property from fire within the metropolis : be
it enacted by the Queen’s most Excellent Majesty , by and with the
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advice and consent of the lords spiritual and temporal , and com¬
mons, in this present Parliament assembled , and by the authority
of the same, as follows :
Preliminary .
1. This Act may be cited for all purposes as ‘ The Metropolitan
Fire Brigade Act, 1865.’
2. For the purposes of this Act the ‘ Metropolis ’ shall mean the
city of London and all other parishes and places for the time
being within the jurisdiction of the Metropolitan Board of Works :
‘ Insurance Company ’ shall include any persons corporate or
unincorporate , or any person carrying on the business of fire
insurance .
3. The expression ‘ Metropolis Local Management Acts ’ shall
mean the Acts following ; that is to say, ‘ The Metropolis Manage¬
ment Act, 1855,’ ‘ The Metropolis Management Amendment
Act, 1856,’ and ‘ The Metropolis Management Amendment Act,
1862.’
Establishment and Duties of Fire Brigade .
4. On and after the first day of January , one thousand eight
hundred and sixty six, the duty of extinguishing fires and
protecting life and property in case of fire shall within the
metropolis be deemed for the purposes of this Act to be intrusted
to the Metropolitan Board of Works ; and with a view to the
performance of that duty it shall be lawful for them to provide
and maintain an efficient force of firemen, and to furnish them
with all such fire engines, horses, accoutrements , tools, and
implements as may be necessary for the complete equipment of
the force, or conducive to the efficient performance of their duties .
5. The said Board , hereinafter referred to as the Board , may
take on lease, purchase , or otherwise acquire stations for engines ,
stables , houses for firemen, and such other houses, buildings , or
land as they may think requisite for carrying into effect the pur¬
poses of this Act, and may from time to time sell any property
acquired by or vested in them for the purposes of this Act.
The Board may also contract with any company or persons
authorised to establish the same for the establishment of tele¬
graphic communication between the several stations in which their
fire engines or firemen are placed, and between any of such
stations and other parts of the metropolis .
6. On and after the first day of January , one thousand eight
hundred and sixty six, all stations , fire engines , fire escapes, plant ,
and other property belonging to or used by the fire engine
establishment of the insurance companies in the metropolis shall
vest in or be conveyed or assigned to the Board for all the estate
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and interest of the said companies therein , upon trust to be
applied by the Board to the purposes of this Act, but subject to all
legal liabilities and obligations attaching thereto , including the
payment of all pensions that have been granted to the members of
the said fire engine establishment , according to a list that has
been furnished to the chairman of the said Board by the chief
officer of the said fire engine establishment , and all trustees for
the same shall be indemnified against such liabilities and obliga¬
tions. The Board may also, if they think fit, purchase the
stations , fire engines, and plant belonging to any parish , place, oxbody of persons within their jurisdiction .
7. The force of firemen established under this Act, hereinafter
called the Metropolitan Fire Brigade , shall be under the command
of an officer, to be called the chief officer of the Metropolitan
Fire Brigade .
The chief officer and men composing the said fire brigade shall
be appointed and removed at the pleasure of the Board.
8. The Board shall pay such salaries as they think expedient to
the said fire brigade . They may also make such regulations as
they think fit with respect to the compensation to be made to
them in case of accident , or to their wives or families in case of
their death ; also with respect to the pensions or allowances to be
paid to them in case of retirement ; also with respect to the
gratuities to be paid to persons giving notices of fires ; also with
respect to gratuities by way of a gross sum or annual payment to
be from time to time awarded to any member of the said force, or
to any other person, for extraordinary services performed in cases
of fire ; also with respect to gratuities to turncocks belonging to
waterworks from which a supply of water is quickly derived .
9. The Board may by byelaws make regulations for the training ,
discipline , and good conduct of the men belonging to the said fire
brigade , for their speedy attendance with engines, fire escapes,
and all necessary implements on the occasion of any alarm of fire,
and generally for the maintenance in a due state of efficiency of
the said brigade , and may annex to any breach of such regulations
penalties not exceeding in amount forty shillings, but no byelaw
under this section shall be of any validity unless it is made and
confirmed in manner directed by the Metropolis Local Manage¬
ment Acts ; and all the provisions of the said Acts relating to bye¬
laws shall, with the necessary variations , apply to any byelaws made
in pursuance of this Act.
10. The vestry of any parish or place in the metropolis may
allow such compensation as they think just to any engine keeper
or other person employed in the service of fire engines who has
hitherto been paid out of any rate raiseable in such parish or
place, and who is deprived of his employment by or in consequence
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of the passing of this Act, and any compensation so allowed shall
be paid out of the rate out of which the salary of the officer so
compensated was payable .
11. The Board may make such arrangements as they think fit
as to establishing fire escapes throughout the metropolis . They
may for that purpose contribute to the funds of the Royal Society
for the Protection of Life from Fire , or of any existing society
that provides fire escapes, or may purchase or take by agreement
the property of any existing society in their stations and fire es¬
capes, and generally may maintain such fire escapes and do such
things as they think expedient towards aiding persons to escape
from fire ; and any expenses incurred by them in pursuance of
this section shall be deemed to be expenses incurred in carrying
into effect this Act.
12. On the occasion of a fire the chief or other officer in charge
of the fire brigade may, in his discretion , take the command of
any volunteer fire brigade or other persons who voluntarily place
their services at his disposal, and may remove, or order any fire¬
man to remove, any persons who interfere by their presence with
the operations of the fire brigade , and generally he may take any
measures that appear expedient for the protection of life and pro¬
perty , with power by himself or his men to break into or through ,
or take possession of, or pull down any premises for the purpose
of putting an end to a fire, doing as little damage as possible ; he
may also on any such occasion cause the water to be shut off from
the mains and pipes of any district , in order to give a greater
supply and pressure of water in the district in which the fire has
occurred ; and no water company shall be liable to any penalty or
claim by reason of any interruption of the supply of water occa¬
sioned only by compliance with the provisions of this section.
All police constables shall be authorised to aid the fire brigade
in the execution of their duties . They may close any street in or
near which a fire is burning , and they may of their own motion ,
or on the request of the chief or other officer of the fire brigade ,
remove any persons who interfere by their presence with the
operations of the fire brigade .
Any damage occasioned by the fire brigade in the due execution
of their duties shall be deemed to be damage by fire within the
meaning of any policy of insurance against fire.
Expenses.
/

13. Every insurance company that insures from fire any pro¬
perty in the metropolis shall pay annually to the Metropolitan
Board of Works , by way of contribution toward the expenses of
carrying this Act into effect, a sum after the rate of thirty five
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pounds in the one million pounds on the gross amounts insured by
it , except by way of reassurance , in respect of property in the
metropolis for a year, and at a like rate for any fractional part of
a million , and for any fractional part of a year as well as for any
number of years for which the insurance may he made , renewed,
or continued .
The said payments by insurance companies shall he made quar¬
terly in advance, on the first of January , first of April, first of July ,
and first of October in every year ; the first of such payments to
be made on the first of January , one thousand eight hundred and
sixty six, and such first payment and the other payments for the
year one thousand eight hundred and sixty six to be based upon
the amounts insured by the several companies in respect of pro¬
perty in the metropolis in the year ending the twenty fourth of
December , one thousand eight hundred and sixty four : Provided
that any insurance company which at the time of the passing of
this Act contributes to the expenses of the said fire engine estab¬
lishment may, in respect of all payments to be made by it in the
years one thousand eight hundred and sixty six and one thousand
eight hundred and sixty seven, but not afterwards , contribute after
the yearly rate of thirty five pounds in one million pounds of the
business in respect of which it contributes to the said fire engine
establishment for the present year , according to a return which has
been furnished to the chairman of the said Metropolitan Board ,
instead of in the manner in this Act provided .
14. All contributions due from an insurance company to the
Board in pursuance of this Act, shall be deemed to be specialty
debts due from the company to the Board , and be recovered
accordingly .
15. For the purpose of ascertaining the amount to be contri¬
buted by every such insurance company as aforesaid, every
insurance company insuring property from fire in the metropolis
shall , on the thirtieth day of December, one thousand eight
hundred and sixty five, with respect to the amounts insured in the '
year one thousand eight hundred and sixty four, and on the first of
June , one thousand eight hundred and sixty six, and on every
succeeding first of June , or on such other days as the Metropolitan
Board of Works may appoint , make a return to the said Board, in
such form as they may require , of the gross amount insured by it
in respect of property in the metropolis .
There shall be annexed to the return so made a declaration
made by the secretary or other officer performing the duties of
secretary of the company by whom it is made , stating that he has
examined the return with the books of the company, and that to
the best of his knowledge , information , and belief, it contains a
true and faithful account of the gross amount of the sums insured
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by the company to which he belongs in respect of property in the
metropolis .
The return made in the June of one year shall not come into
effect till the first of January of the succeeding year , and shall be
the basis of the contributions for that year .
16. If any insurance company makes default in making such
returns to the Board as are required by this Act , it shall be liable
to a penalty not exceeding five pounds for every day during which
it is so in default .
17. The secretary or other officer having the custody of the books
and papers of any insurance company that is required to pay a con¬
tribution to the Board, in pursuance of this Act, shall allow any
officer appointed b}^the Board to inspect , during the hours of busi¬
ness, any books and papers that will enable him to ascertain the
amount of property insured by such company in the metropolis ,
and the amount for which it is insured , and to make extracts from
such books or papers ; and any secretary or other such officer as
aforesaid of a company failing to comply with the requisitions of
this section in respect of such inspections and extracts shall be
liable on summary conviction to a penalty not exceeding five pounds
for each offence.
18. The Commissioners of Her Majesty’s Treasury shall pay or *
cause to be paid to the Board, by way of contribution to the
expenses of maintaining the fire brigade , such sums as Parliament
may from time to time grant for that purpose , not exceeding in
any one year the sum of ten thousand pounds .
19. For the purpose of defraying all expenses that may be
incurred by the Board in carrying into effect this Act which are not
otherwise provided for, the Board may from time to time issue
their precepts to the overseers of the poor of every parish or place
within the metropolis , requiring the overseers to pay over the
amount mentioned in the precepts to the treasurer of the Board, or
into a bank to be named in the precepts , within forty days from
the delivery of the precept .
The overseers shall comply with the requisitions of any such
precept by paying the sums mentioned out of any monies in their
hands applicable to the relief of the poor, or by levying the
amount required as part of the rate for the relief of the poor ; but
no contribution required to be paid by any parish or place under
this section shall exceed in the whole in any one year the rate of
one halfpenny in the pound on the full and fair annual value of
property rateable to the relief of the poor within the said parish
or place, such full and fair annual value to be computed in all
parts of the metropolis , exclusive of the city of London , according
to the last valuation for the time being acted on in assessing the
county rate , or, where there is no county rate , according to a like
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estimate or basis ; and no liberty , precinct , or place shall be
exempt from the rate leviable for the purposes of this Act by
reason of its being extra parochial or otherwise ; and in default of
proper officers in any liberty , precinct , or place to assess or levy
the said rate , the Board may appoint such officers, and add the
amount of any expenses so incurred to the amount to be raised by
the next succeeding rate in such liberty , precinct , or place.
Overseers shall, for the purposes of levying any amount required
to be levied by them under this Act, have the same powers and be
subject to the same obligations as in levying a rate for the relief
of the poor.
The word ‘ Overseers ’ shall include any persons or bodies of
persons authorised or required to make and collect or cause to be
collected rates applicable to the relief of the poor ; and such
persons or bodies shall pay to the Board the amount so mentioned
in the precept out of the said rates .
20. In case the amount ordered by any such precept as aforesaid
to be paid by the overseers of any parish or place be not paid in
manner directed by such precept and within the time therein
the
of
justice
any
for
lawful
be
shall
it
,
specified for that purpose
peace, upon the complaint by the Board or by any person autho¬
rised by the Board, to issue his warrant for levying the amount or
so much thereof as may be in arrear by distress and sale of the
of
goods of all or any of the said overseers, and in case the goods
arrears
the
same,
the
pay
to
sufficient
not
be
all the overseers
thereof shall be added to the amount of the next levy, which is
directed to be made in such parish or place for the purposes of this
Act, and shall be collected by the like methods .
21. The Board may, with the consent of the Commissioners of
Her Majesty ’s Treasury , borrow any sum not exceeding forty
;
thousand pounds , and apply the same for the purposes of this Act
Management
Local
Metropolis
the
and all powers contained in
Acts authorising the Board to borrow money, or any commissioners
or persons to lend money to the Board, and all other provisions
as to the mode of borrowing , the repayment of principal or
interest , or in anywise relating to borrowing by the Board, shall
be deemed to apply and to extend to this Act in the same manner
as if the monies borrowed in pursuance of this Act were monies
borrowed for the purpose of defraying the expenses of the
Metropolis Local Management Acts, or one or more of those Acts.
The Board shall apply the monies received by them under this Act
in liquidation of the principal and interest of the monies so
borrowed , but no creditor shall be concerned to see to such appli¬
cation, or be liable for any misapplication of the monies received
or borrowed by the Board in pursuance of this Act.
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22. Where any chief officer, or other person who has been
employed by the Board in any capacity under this Act, and has
been discharged therefrom , continues to occupy any house or
building that may be provided for his use, or any part thereof ,
after one week’s notice in writing from the Board to deliver up
possession thereof , it shall be lawful for any police magistrate , on
the oath of one witness, stating such notice to have been given , by
warrant under his hand , to order any constable to enter into the
house or building occupied by such discharged chief officer or
other person as aforesaid, and to remove him and his family and
servants therefrom , and afterwards to deliver the possession thereof
to the Board, as effectually, to all intents and purposes, as the
sheriff having jurisdiction within the place where such house or
building is situate might lawfully do by virtue of a writ of
possession or a judgment at law.
23. If the chimney of any house or other building within the
metropolis is on fire, the occupier of such house or building shall
be liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty shillings ; but if such
occupier proves that he has incurred such penalty by reason of the
neglect or wilful default of any other person, he may recover
summarily from such person the whole or any part of the penalty
he may have incurred as occupier.
24. All penalties imposed by this Act , or by any byelaw made in
pursuance thereof , and all expenses and other sums due to the
Board in pursuance of this Act, in respect of which no mode of
recovery is prescribed , may be recovered summarily before two
justices in manner directed by the Act of the session holden in the
eleventh and twelfth years of the reign of Her present Majesty ,
chapter forty three , or any act amending the same, and when so
recovered shall be paid to the treasurer of the Board , notwith¬
standing any police Act or other Act of Parliament directing a
different appropriation of such monies.
25. Any dispute or other matter which is by this act directed to be
determined summarily by two justices shall be deemed to be a matter
in respect of which a complaint is made upon which they have au¬
thority by law to make an order for payment of money within the
meaning of the said Act of the session holden in the eleventh and
twelfth years of the reign of Her present Majesty , chapter forty
three , or any Act amending the same.
26. Any act , power, or jurisdiction hereby authorised to be
done or exercised by two justices may be done or exercised by the
following magistrates within their respective jurisdictions ; that is
to say, by any metropolitan police magistrate sitting alone at a
police court or other appointed place, or by the Lord Mayor of the
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City of London , or any alderman of the said city, sitting alone or
with others at the Mansion House or Guildhall .
27. The accounts of the Board in respect of expenses incurred
by them under this Act shall be audited in the same manner as if
they were expenses incurred under the said Metropolis Local Ma¬
nagement Acts, and the Board shall in each year make a report to
one of Her Majesty ’s principal Secretaries of State of all acts done
and expenditure incurred by them in pursuance of this Act , and
that report shall be laid before Parliament within one month after
the commencement of the session.
28- The Board may delegate any powers conferred on them by
this Act to a committee of their body ; and such committee shall, to
the extent to which such powers are delegated , be deemed to be
the Board, within the meaning of this Act.
29. If the companies insuring property within the metropolis ,
or any such number of them as may in the opinion of the said
Board be sufficient, establish a force of men charged with the duty
of attending at fires and saving insured property , it shall be the
duty of the fire brigade , with the sanction of the Board, and sub¬
ject to any regulations that may be made by the Board, to afford
the necessary assistance to that force in the performance of their
duties , and, upon the application of any officer of that force, to
hand over to their custody property that may be saved from fire ;
and no charge shall be made by the said Board for the services thus
rendered by the fire brigade .
30. It shall be lawful for the Board, when occasion requires , to
permit any part of the fire brigade establishment , with their en¬
gines, escapes, and other implements , to proceed beyond the limits
of the metropolis for the purpose of extinguishing fires. In such
case the owner and occupier of the property where the fire has
occurred shall be jointly and severally liable to defray all the ex¬
penses that may be incurred by the fire brigade in attending the
fire, and shall pay to the Board a reasonable charge for the attend¬
ance of the fire brigade , and the use of their engines, escapes, and
other implements . In case of difference between the Board and the
owner and occupier of such property , or either of them , the amount
of the expenses, as well as the propriety of the fire brigade attending
such fire ( if the propriety thereof be disputed ), shall be summarily
determined by two justices . In default of payment , any expenses
under this section may be recovered by the Board in a summary
manner .
The Board may also permit any part of the fire brigade establish¬
ment to be employed on special services upon such terms of remu¬
neration as the said Board may think just .
31. The metropolitan fire brigade shall in the morning ,of each
day, with the exception of Sundays , send information , by' post or
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otherwise , to all the insurance offices contributing , for the purposes
of this Act , of all fires which have taken place within the metropolis

since the preceding return , in such form as may be agreed upon
between the Board and the said companies.
32. All the powers now exercised by any local body or officer
within the metropolis as respects fireplugs shall henceforth be exer¬
cised by the Board , and the Board shall be entitled to receive copies
or extracts of all plans kept by any water company under the pro¬
vision of the Act of the session of the fifteenth and sixteenth years
of Her Majesty , chapter eighty four ; and every such water company
shall provide at the expense of the Board in any mains or pipes
■
within the metropolis plugs for the supply of water in case of fire
at such places, of such dimensions , and in such form, as the Board
may require , and the fire brigade shall be at liberty to make use
thereof as they may deem necessary for the purpose of extinguishing
any fire ; and every such company shall deposit keys of all their fire¬
plugs at such places as may be appointed by the Board , and the
board may put up on any house or building a public notice in some
conspicuous place in each street in which a fireplug is situated ,
showing its situation .
33. ‘ Owner ’ in this Act shall mean the person for the time
being receiving the rackrent of the premises in connection with
which the word is used, either on his own account or as agent or
trustee for some other person , or who would receive the same if
the premises were let at rackrent .

Repeal.
34. On and after the first day of January , one thousand eight
hundred and sixty six, there shall be repealed so much as is
unrepealed of an Act passed in the fourteenth year of His late
Majesty King George the Third , chapter seventy eight , and in¬
tituled An Act for the further and better regulation of buildings
and party walls, and for the more effectually preventing mischief
by fire, within the cities of London and Westminster and the
liberties thereof , and other the parishes , precincts , and places
within the weekly bills of mortality , the parishes of St. Maryle bone, Paddington , St . Pancras , and St . Luke at Chelsea, in the
county of Middlesex , and for indemnifying , under certain condi¬
tions , builders and other persons against the penalties to which
they are or may be liable for erecting buildings within the limits
aforesaid contrary to law, with the exception of sections eighty
three and eighty six, which shall remain in full force, but such re¬
peal shall not affect any penalty or liability incurred under the
repealed sections.
35. On and after the first day of January , one thousand eight
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hundred and sixty six, section forty four of an Act passed in the
session holden in the third and fourth years of the reign of King
William the Fourth , chapter ninety , shall be repealed so far as
respects any parish or place within the limits of the metropolis as
defined by this Act : Provided that the repeal of the said section
shall not affect the power of the churchwardens and overseers of
any parish or place to contribute to the funds of any society that
at the time of the passing of this Act maintains fire escapes in
such parish or place, unless and until the Board purchases the
property of such society, or otherwise provides fire escapes in such
parish or place.

CHAPTER XIX.
PROPOSED METROPOLITAN SALVAGE CORPS.
The

following

is a scheme

for the formation

of a salvage

corps ,

which has been carefully digested and drawn up by Mr. L. M.
Becker,—whose knowledge of, and practical acquaintance with,
London fires is so well known,—and has been, in conjunction with
another gentleman , in the form of a proposal for the formation
of a metropolitan salvage corps, submitted to the fire insurance
companies , by Lewis M. Becker and Frean F ° Le Maitre , August
30th , 1865.
‘The passing of the Metropolitan Fire Brigade Act having
taken from the fire insurance companies all control over the
metropolitan fire brigade , to be reconstructed and placed next
January under the authority of the Metropolitan Board of Works,
the formation of an efficient salvage corps, to the foundation and
maintenance of which the fire insurance companies generally are
invited to contribute , has, as repeatedly affirmed by the sub
committee of the London Fire Engine Establishment , and con¬
templated by the Legislature , become to the insurance companies
an absolute necessity.
It will be at once perceived that the Metropolitan Fire Brigade
Act constitutes the brigade a public service, and nowise provides
for the representation of the insurance companies at fires, or for
the custody or protection of insured property . The extinction of
a fire effected, the premises in which it originated may be deserted
at discretion by the brigade (perhaps summoned to another con¬
flagration ), the insured owners or occupiers retaining or resuming
possession, to the possible detriment of the insurance companies.
E E
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While there are many praiseworthy institutions having for their
object the abridgment of the risk of human life, the growing
maritime and commercial interests of the metropolis obviously
require increased guarantees for at least an approximation to their
adequate protection .'
Clause 29 of the Metropolitan Fire Brigade Act, indeed , specially
recognises the principle of an arrangement which shall distinguish
the primary duty of the fire extinction service, as involving public
safety, from the subsequent function of a force which shall afford
protection to very valuable , though it may be private , property ;
and there need be no apprehension of antagonistic sentiment in
the performance of the duties of these two services—for, while the
fire brigade will be responsible to the Board of -Works, and the
salvage corps will be amenable to the fire insurance companies
collectively, the identity of aims actuating the two bodies will
secure harmonious cooperation . The salvage corps will really
continue the duty of the fire brigade .
In relation more especially to the classes of ' doubtful ’ con¬
flagrations , the expediency of the formation of a salvage corps is
manifest . In certain assumed circumstances , the performance of
more or less delicate duties will devolve on the attendant . During
the process of extinguishing a fire, the salvage officer will have
been a not unobservant spectator ; but , the property surrendered
to the custody of the salvage guardian , he will hold a mental
inquisition on everything that may pass before him . Thus , it is
highly probable that he will become the depository of information
of a different complexion to that which possibly may have been
floated by an individual interested in the suppression of the facts.
The mere existence of such a system, it is presumable , will tend
to the suppression of fraudulent desires, and practically bring the
risks incurred by the insurance companies within the category of
casualties . We refrain from troubling you with a more particular
exposition of the increased requirements of the metropolis to pro¬
tection from fire. The most recent scheme formulated by the
superintendent of the London Fire Engine Establishment com¬
prehends eighty nine fire engine stations , of which number twenty
one are large , commanding , and prominently situate .
We proceed to sketch the proposal we desire to submit to your
consideration for the formation of a salvage corps based upon that
arrangement . We suggest , with a view to economy, that the corps
we would create be divided into two sections-—the one a permanent ,
and the other an occasional, force. The first section to consist of
a superintendent and a secretary , and twenty four officers and
men , to be thus distributed :—there shall be on duty at each of the
two metropolitan fire brigade chief stations (Westminster and the
City) two men, and at each of the other important stations one man .
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As it not unfrequently happens that the combustion of a salvage
is renewed, we propose that every salvage station shall be provided
with hand pumps of competent power, which it shall he the duty

of the attendant to convey to the scene of a fire. It shall be his
duty also to overhaul , at the earliest practicable moment , with a view
to prevent unnecessary depreciation , the salvage in charge , by which
the danger of re-ignition will be greatly diminished . The oppor¬
tunity thus afforded of a more particular acquaintance with the
character of the salvage will practically present an obstacle to
removal or robbery —a security especially applicable to property
insured in general terms .
Every salvage man shall be authorised to attend with the fire
brigade any fire which to him may appear to require his presence ;
and the obvious duty of any one of the salvage officers attending a
fire shall be, as indicated by the 29th clause of the Act, to demand
or receive, on behalf of the subscribing fire insurance companies
collectively, charge and custody of the burned or burning premises,
their contents , or other insured property wheresoever ; he will
report to the secretary of the salvage corps, who will communicate
with promptitude all particulars to the office or offices interested .
When an engine be summoned from a station not provided with
a salvage man , the fire brigade shall communicate with the nearest
salvage corps station , for which purpose facility shall be afforded
by means of a simple but efficient telegraphic system, designed
exclusively for both services, by which all unnecessary delay will
be avoided. The salvage man present at a fire shall be authorised
to procure , at his discretion , such an amount of assistance as will
enable him to secure property in danger of damage by fire or
water .
The second section will be really a reserve, and will consist of a
body selected from a class of more or less responsible persons, who
may be called on salvage duty , as emergency may arise, and whose
attendance shall be dispensed with as soon as the particular service
shall determine . The estimate assumes the same rate of pay for
the men of either section ; thus , not alone will jealousy be averted ,
but the members of the second section will the more certainly ,
during their initiation , emulate the efficiency of the veteran class.
It is proposed to require every officer and man comprised in the
salvage corps to effect a guarantee for his honesty .
Considerable advantage would accrue from the occupation of
warehouses on either side of the river , wherein salvage property
could be stored , dried when necessary, and prepared for sale, thus
obviating the present depreciatory practice of allowing merchandise
and goods to remain in partially destroyed buildings , and avoiding
the necessity of a salvage man continuing in charge .
The following is a proximate estimate of the cost of the organisaE E
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tion proposed .- The scheme can, however, be expanded or con¬
tracted , as maybe deemed desirable . The future annual payments
for the maintenance of a salvage corps, if formed, are, as provided
by clause 13 of the Fire Brigade Act, to be based on the return of
contributions by the fire insurance companies to the Metropolitan
Board of Works .
First Section.
£

Salaries

s. d.

.

300 0
1 Superintendent , per annum
250 0
1 Secretary , per annum
.
Wages
20 Men, at 30s . per week .
1,560 0
353 12
4 Officers, at 34s. per week .
.
.
.
Clothing . 24 Men, at 4A each .
96 0
.
.
.
.
Appliances Hand pumps , buckets , &c., wear and tear , per
annum
.
.
.
.
.
.
20 0
Contribution to M. F . B. for Telegraphic Com¬
80 0
munication per annum
Eent
Lodgings of 24 men, at M. F . B’s. 22 Stations ,
312 0
at 5s. per week each .
80 0
City Office, per annum
.
.
.
.
250 0
Occasional Wages to be paid to Second Section .
Total .
.
.
.
£ 3,301 12

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Should these suggestions for the organisation of a salvage corps
be adopted by the fire insurance companies , and sanctioned by the
Board of Works , the control of the corps might , if desired , be
assumed either by a committee of the companies , or authority be
by them delegated to a select number of the assessors of losses.
Lewis
Fiiean

M . Beckeb ,
F c Le Maitre

.

August 30 th, 1865.’

There can be little doubt of the importance and desirability of
an establishment of this description , or of the advantages which
would accrue therefrom . It is no reason that because property is
insured and gets damaged by fire, it should therefore be allowed to
sustain further damage from neglect and want of immediate atten¬
tion to its removal . Such an establishment would confer benefits
of the greatest importance ; and there can be no reason why its
beneficial effects should not be extended to uninsured salvage.
Some of the fire brigades in Great Britain have a certain portion
of their staff told off to pay special attention to salvage, and to
assist in or superintend the removal of endangered or injured
goods at each fire ; and , so far as can be ascertained , the most
satisfactory results have attended this course. It is to be hoped
that something of the kind may be instituted in London , and that
all may alike be partakers of its benefits, whilst the system should
be followed by all brigades , more especially in those on the volun-
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teer principle , because, from the greater facilities possessed by
them in enrolling a numerous and powerful staff, such an organisa¬
tion could hardly fail to be easily carried out.

CHAPTER XX .
THE

The

ROYAL SOCIETY FOR THE PROTECTION

proposal

to establish

a society

and

OP LIFE

staff

FROM FIRE .

of men trained

to

devote their best exertions to preserving life when endangered by
fire, seems to have been originated by Mr. John Hudson of Cheapside, London , who, in 1827 and 1828, projected what he termed
the Fire Escape Society. Prior to this period there were fire
ladders kept by the different parishes to be used for this purpose ,
but being almost always in the hands of inexperienced persons, not
trained in any way to their use, and being moreover, under the
excitement which attended the - occasions their services were
required , unable to know how to act for the best, the advantages
to be derived from these ladders were sadly circumscribed . In
addition to this , it so frequently happened that when wanted these
ladders were found locked fast to the walls, and the key lost or not
to be got at, that the inutility and absurdity of such a want of
system was so strikingly shown thereby , and most convincing
and satisfactory proof was afforded of the benefits to be secured by
establishing and maintaining such a society as was proposed. A
full description of the plan of operation proposed by Mr. Hudson
was given by him in the volume for 1828 of the ‘Mechanic ’s
Magazine ,’ in which year the society was established .
The present Royal Society for the Protection of Life from Fire
was established in 1836 ; but its objects were not fully developed,
nor its operations carried to any extent until the year 1843, when
the necessity for such an institution became so evident , that at a
public meeting convened for this purpose the society was re¬
organised ; and from that time its course has been progressive and
most successful, giving constant evidence of usefulness by the
decrease of fatal fires in those districts where its stations have
been established .
The society provides and maintains a well organised system and
means for securing the escape of endangered persons from houses
or other buildings on fire in the metropolis . The energies of the
men are directed solely to the getting those persons who may be
in an ignited building out of their peril as quickly as possible, and
right well have they discharged these duties on all occasions.
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At the present time the staff consists of 100 men , and the number
of stations maintained by this society in the metropolis amounts to

eighty five, which are distributed over all parts of London , with
but few intervening localities, at distances of half a mile from each
other . At each station is a fire escape, attended throughout the
night by a conductor well instructed in its use, and provided with
all necessary implements . It is his duty to attend every fire in his
neighbourhood upon the first alarm being communicated to him ;
and in the winter he is on duty from eight in the evening to seven
o’clock in the morning , and in the summer from nine in the even¬
ing to six in the morning . The conductors have to undergo the
test of night trials by sudden calls, and have systematic competi¬
tion for quarterly rewards to the most prompt in each division.
The number of fires attended by the escape men during the year
1864- 5 has been over 600, exclusive of chimneys on fire and false
alarms ; and the number of lives saved amounts to 68. The fire
escape is often found to be very useful at a fire in raising the hose
of the fire engines , so as to enable the fire to be attacked in the most
efficient manner .
At the test drills of the society, which take place when the men
are on duty at any or all hours of the night , and at times totally
unexpected , it is found that the men put on their helmets , shut up
their boxes, unfasten the machines , and start off on the average in
half a minute from receiving the call ; and this , too, totally irrespec¬
tive of the weather , wet or dry making but an almost inappreciable
difference. This the author has verified by an inspection of the
drill books, in which the time of each man is entered after the drill
is over.
The society awards a silver medal to those only who have per¬
sonally rescued life from fire ; a pecuniary reward , or testimonials
on vellum , to those who have rescued life from the danger of fire,
or distinguished themselves by their endeavours to do so. An
engraving of the medal (fig. 59) is given , showing the design or
badge of the society, with its motto , and on the reverse is a space
on which the name and service of the person to whom it is awarded
are engraved .
Fig . 59. Medal op R .S.P .L.F ,
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The society started in 1843 with six fire escapes and an income
of less than 8001. per annum , but so thoroughly have their bene¬

ficial operations been appreciated by the public, that they have
now been able to establish 85 stations, each attended all night by
a well trained conductor and fire escape, and have attained to an
income of nearly 10,0001. per annum , which is applied to the sup¬
port of the stations , &c., and for a reward fund available in all
cases of saving life from fire in any part of the world. The number
of the force is 100, viz. 5 inspectors , 89 conductors, and 6 super¬
numeraries .
The existence of this staff of selected and well trained men , who
are specially engaged in the service of rescuing endangered persons
from fire, together with the 85 fire escape stations , depends entirely
upon voluntary contributions ; audit is highly important , both to
the well being of the society and the safety of the public , that no
misapprehension whatever should arise or exist on this point as
regards the means by which alone at present the same can be
maintained in their existing state of high efficiency; and it
may be safely said, there is not a single person who has not some
interest , whether acknowledged or not, in the support of public fire
escapes, and the operations and influence of the Koyal Society for
the Protection of Life from Fire .
The fire escapes used by the society, fig. 60, and which have
been found better adapted for the purpose than any of the others
which they have tried , consist of a main ladder 32 to 35 feet in
length , mounted on a spring carriage with large travelling wheels.
To the under side of the carriage is affixed a canvas trough or
bagging of stout sail cloth, protected externally by a copper wire
netting , leaving sufficient space between for the yielding of the
canvas in a person’s descent. The addition of the wire netting has
always been found useful , as, although not affording an entire pro¬
tection against the canvas burning , it in most cases avails, and pre¬
vents the possibility of anyone falling through . The soaking of this
canvas in alum and other solutions has never been omitted , but
this , while preventing its flaming, cannot preclude the risk of
accident from the fire charring the canvas. A folding ladder about
20 feet long, shown broken off in the engraving , is jointed to the
main ladder about 10 feet from the top, and is raised when re¬
quired for use by ropes attached to projecting iron levers. By a
very simple arrangement , this folding ladder can be instantly
detached from the main ladder and jointed to a 16 feet ladder (for
first floors) for use in courts and places where the machine itself
cannot be taken . The first floor ladder is carried suspended be¬
neath the canvas trough . A short length of ladder is provided to
fit on to the end of the folding ladder when a greater height has to
be reached ; or the first floor ladder can be so applied , which gives
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an elevation of nearly 60 feet . In order to strengthen the main
ladder , an adjustable wire rope truss has lately been introduced -,
and found highly advantageous for its purpose . The main ladder
usually commands all second floor windows, the folding ladder at
the same time communicating with the third floor, or the roof.
When the folding ladder is raised, a wicket gate at its lower end
opens to give access to the second floor and to the canvas trough .
By sliding down the canvas trough , any person can easily and safely
reach the ground , all that is required being to spread out the limbs
so as to regulate the descent, and guard against its being too rapid ,
or the ladders themselves may be used as means of descending .
In travelling , the machine is balanced and guided by means of the
carriage lever, and on reaching a fire is placed against the building
at such an inclination as will best suit the height of the windows
to be ‘worked.’ The weight of one of these escapes is 9 cwts. A
larger size, capable of reaching or ‘throwing ’ to a height of 80 feet,
to be used in those districts where a higher class of buildings exists,
is also made.
Directions for Using and Working the Fire Escape.
The machine , if lying down with the ladders in a horizontal
position , must be raised in the following manner :■—Both wheels
being scotched fore and aft, three men climb up on the carriage
lever as high as possible, holding on by the iron hand rail, and
standing on the lower rails . A fourth man now takes hold of the
head iron of the main ladder and throws it upwards, the men on the
lever at the same time throwing their whole weight as far back as
possible. As soon as the head of the ladder attains an elevated
position , the men on the lever take their feet off so that they may
come fairly on the ground . The machine now erect, and the scotches
being hung upon the hooks provided for that purpose, is in travelling
order. Three men at the lever and one behind each wheel push
the machine before them , keeping it as near as possible on an
even balance .
On arriving at a fire, the head iron of the machine is to be
placed upon or under the sill of the second floor window (to wind¬
ward if possible) and the wheels scotched ; the sliding bolts at
the side of the carriage lever are also to be -pushed . The fire¬
man then ascends to the window, enters the building , and searches
every part of the premises accessible from that point . If there
are any inmates , they are to be brought to the window and
placed in the canvas trough with instructions to spread out then arms and legs to prevent going down too first, or the fireman
descends with them . If a higher window or the roof has to
be reached , the folding ladder is raised ; for this purpose two
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men take hold of the raising ropes, and placing
themselves perpendicularly under the ends of
the raising levers, pull steadily together until
the ladder is raised , easing off as it passes the
perpendicular , so as to prevent its striking
forcibly against the wall, which would cause
it to rebound , or perhaps break it ; the raising
ropes are then to be made fast to the hand
rail of the carriage lever, to make the folding
ladder secure. If the main ladder is to be
ascended whilst the folding ladder is raised ,
the wicket gate is to be opened, but care must
be taken to shut it before attempting to low-er
the ladder , which is effected in the same way
as the raising . If any additional length
is added to the folding ladder , two men
will be required at each rope. If the first
floor and folding ladders are to be used
apart from the machine, it must be lowered
into a horizontal position, which is
precisely the converse of raising, the
men standing on the rails of the lever
and oneman catching the head iron as
it descends. On taking out a screw
pin from each raising lever, and pull¬
ing the folding ladder towards
the carriage, it is at once de¬
tached ; the lower end of the first
floor ladder is then fitted into
sockets in the upper end
of the folding ladder ,
taking care that the hooks
of the former engage with
the rounds of the latter .
The ladder may then be
raised by footing , &c.,
like an ordinary
builder ’s ladder .
Before replacing
the folding-ladder ,
all dirt and grit
should be care¬
fully cleared away
from the joint ,
and all the joints
should be kept
wrell oiled.
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Summary of Fires attended and Lives saved by means of the
Society's Fire Escapes and Conductors since its reestablish¬
ment in 1843.
Year

No. of Stations

6 increased to 11
In the 15 months ending March 31st, 1845
15
»
12
„
1846 11
21
„
1847 15
25
„
1848 21
26
„
1849 25
26
28
„
1850
30
„
1851 28
30
34
„
1852
40
„
1853 34
40
„
1854 40
43
„
1855 40
45
,,
1856 43
60
„
1857 45
62
„
1858 50
„
70
1859 62
„
72
1860 70
73
„
1861 72
„
75
1862 73
81
„
1863 75
85
„
1864 81
}>
85
J>
„
J>
1865 —
>>

Fires
attended

Lives
saved

116
96
139
197
223
198
226
253
265
328
354
368
390
545
482
524
507
658
613
629
712
7,823

13
7
11
17
31
10
36
25
46
28
41
59
70
61
60
94
61
95
67
72
68
972

The following remarks and plain directions for aiding endangered
persons to escape from buildings on fire, avoiding accidents , and
for the treatment of injuries , are published by the society.
The want of coolness and presence of mind at the time of an
alarm of fire is by far the greatest hindrance to an escape, and for
this no regulation can be laid down ; but a few simple directions
to be observed by the bystanders and inmates , well considered and
reflected upon in time of safety, will, in a great measure , tend to
discreet and successful efforts in the hour of danger .
For Bystanders .
1. Immediately on the fire being discovered, give an alarm to
the nearest fire escape station , not delaying an instant : do not
wait to see if it is wanted . Life is more precious than property ,
and events have too often proved how fatal even a moment ’s
hesitation is in sending for the fire escape. It is the fire escape
conductor ’s duty to proceed to the place of alarm immediately .
2. In the absence of a fire escape, or pending its arrival , ladders
and ropes should be sought for. Two constables, or other qualified
persons , should ascend to the roof through the adjoining houses :
the most efficient assistance can sometimes be rendered by an
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entrance to the upper part of the house on fire, either by the attic
windows, the loft door, or by removing the tiles .
3. In a narrow street or court assistance may be given from the
windows of the opposite house, particularly by a ladder placed
across the street from window to window.
4. When no other means present themselves , the bystanders had
better collect bedding at hand in case the inmates throw themselves
from the windows : a blanket or carpet held stretched out by several
persons will serve the purpose . The society’s fire escape conductors
carry jumping sheets with them for use upon emergency .
5. Do not give vent to the fire by breaking into the house
unnecessarily from without , or, if an inmate , by opening doors or
windows : make a point of shutting every door after you as you go
through the house.
For Inmates .
1. Every householder should make each person in his house
acquainted with the best means of escape, whether the fire breaks
out at the top or at the bottom . Provide fire guards for use in
every room where there is a fire, and let it he a, rule of the house¬
hold not to rake out a fire before retiring for the night , but to leave
the guard on. In securing the street door and lower window's for
the night , avoid complicated fastenings or impediments to an im¬
mediate outlet in case of fire.
2. Inmates at the first alarm should endeavour calmly to reflect
what means of escape there are in the house ; if in bed at the time ,
wrap themselves in a blanket or bedside carpet ; open neither
windows nor doors more than necessary ; shut every door after them .
This is most important to obseme.
3. In the midst of smoke it is comparatively clear towards the
ground , consequently progress through smoke can he made on the
hands and knees. A silk handkerchief , worsted stocking, or other
flannel substance wetted and drawn over the face, permits free
breathing , and excludes, to a great extent , the smoke from the
lungs. A wet sponge is alike efficacious.
4. In the event of being unable to escape either by the street
door or roof, the persons in danger should immediately make their
way to a front room window, taking care to close the door after
them , and those who have the charge of the household should
ascertain that every individual is there assembled.
5. Persons thus circumstanced are entreated not to precipitate
themselves from the windows while there remains the least proba¬
bility of assistance ; and even in the last extremity a plain rope is
invaluable , or recourse may be had to joining sheets or blankets
together , fastening one end round the bedpost or other furniture .
This will enable one person to lower all the others separately , and
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the last may let himself down with comparatively little risk . Select
a window over the doorway rather than over the area .
6. Do not give vent to the fire by breaking into the house
unnecessarily from without , or, if an inmate , by opening doors
or windows. Make a point of shutting every door after you as you
go through the house. For this purpose , doors enclosing the stair¬
case are very useful . (See No. 5.)
Accidents to the Person .
1. Upon discovering yourself on fire, reflect that your greatest
danger arises from draught to the flames, and from their rising
upwards ; throw yourself on the ground , and roll on the flames, if
possible on the rug or loose drugget , which drag round you ; the
table cover, a man ’s coat, or anything of the kind at hand , will
serve your purpose ; scream for assistance, ring the bell, but do not
run out of the room or remain in an upright position .
2. Persons especially exposed to a risk of their dresses taking
fire, should adopt the precaution of having all light fabrics washed
in a weak solution of chloride of lime.
Treatment of Injuries .
1. Send for medical aid ; let the sufferer be put to bed as quickly
as possible ; remove all remains of clothing about the injured parts ,
cutting with extreme caution , as it is of the utmost importance to

avoid tearing the skin or breaking a blister . If this is not attended
to, the future danger will be greatly aggravated . If possible to
avoid it , the water should not be let out of the blister .
2. As the readiest thing at hand , cover all the injured parts ten¬
derly with clean cottonwool , or what is commonly known as wadding ,
the cleaner and purer the better (the best for the purpose is kept
by the druggists ) : it relieves by excluding the air. Linen rag
soaked in a mixture of equal parts of lime water and linseed oil
also forms a good dressing. Wet whiting , as a simple remedy
always at hand , can be recommended as allaying inflammation and
pain ; it may be smeared over a burn , allowed to dry, and then
damped with a sponge. Lime water is a soothing and healing
wash.
3. It is better to avoid cold applications ; they certainly allay
pain , but unless the cold be maintained the momentary relief is
followed by a considerable aggravation of the suffering. In exten¬
sive burns , moreover , cold water freely applied is not unattended
by danger .
4. From thirty six to fifty hours after the injury the blisters will
present a milky appearance and show surrounding inflammation .
When this is the case, they may be opened with the point of a
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large needle ; dressing for burns may then be simple wax and oil
spread on lint . But so much depends on circumstances and the
state of health of the sufferer, that it is desirable as soon as possible
to secure medical attendance .
5. To recover a person in a state of insensibility from the effect
of smoke, dash cold water in the face, or cold and hot water alter¬
nately . Should this fail, turn him on his face with the arms folded
under his forehead . Apply pressure along the back and ribs, and
turn the body gradually on the side, then again slowly on the face,
repeating the pressure on the back . Persevere with these alternate
rolling movements about sixteen times in a minute until respira¬
tion is restored . A warm bath will then complete the recovery.
It may be remarked that this plan of operation (No. 5) has been
condemned by a committee specially appointed by the Royal
Medico-Chirurgical Society to enquire into , experiment and report
upon , the mode of restoring suspended animation .
An interesting account of the various experiments made for
this purpose by the committee , will be found in the Annual Report
of the Royal Humane Society.
It is much to be regretted that the late one sided piece of legis¬
lation for the benefit of the insurance companies, in compelling
the public to take from the shoulders of the associated offices their
expensive fire establishment because it did not prove so paying a
concern as was desired, and to maintain it for their benefit with in¬
creased protection and diminished cost, should have been the means
of decreasing to a considerable extent the interest felt in the well
being of this truly valuable and noble society.
The reason of this is sufficiently obvious, for the public were led
to believe that the bill which required them to maintain the fire
engine establishment would include the fire escapes also, and in
consequence they naturally concluded that voluntary support would
not be needed ; but during the late legislative performance the
‘ shall

’ in

‘ may ’ in

the
the

one

case

became

other , proving

in

curiously
a sufficiently

into
metamorphosed
manner
satisfactory

how greatly the safety of the public , both by means of fire engines
and fire escapes, had occupied the attention of the disinterested
promoters and framers of this celebrated fire bill.
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of

a fire brigade

provided

with

proper

plant and appliances , and its ability to extinguish fires with the
least amount of damage , will depend entirely upon the perseverance
and efficiency of its members throughout : on their perseverance in
learning the principles and construction of their plant , their use and
management by frequent and careful drill , and thoroughly under¬
standing the theory of the business, and on their ability to put
these to practical use when called to a fire. Unless the members
be properly trained and prepared for this end, it cannot be expected
that , even if provided with the best appliances known for this pur¬
pose, they can properly , or even usefully , perform the duties
required of them .
In order that these may be easily understood , the following rules ,
regulations , and remarks are given as being most likely to conduce
to a beneficial result , and of a character easily comprehended .
In the formation of a fire brigade , men should be chosen of firm,
resolute , and good character ; the chief being an example for the
brigade , and the officers emulating him , so that the men may have
that confidence and respect in them which is so essential to the
welfare of a brigade .
The men should be quick in comprehending orders given by
their superior officers ; implicitly obeying and actively carrying
them out . At all times of danger , or where their experience would
enable them to judge advantageously , they should immediately act
upon it, but not in opposition to tbeir officers’ commands, as that
would often defeat their plans . No officer of any experience would
heedlessly give any commands that would be liable to endanger his
men .
An officer should always feel confidence that his men will carry
out his instructions ; he (the superior in command ) being respon¬
sible should any blame attach to the brigade .
Every man should be cool and collected , however great the ex¬
citement may be ; for much more can be done by quietness than
by heedless hurry . If each man knew and did his duty thoroughly ,
no confusion would take place. A careful study of the following
duties and remarks will ensure this most essential feature .
Each man should endeavour to learn the duties of his superior ,
as in the event of accident he would be able to take bis place ; and
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should , for the credit of the brigade , be neat and cleanly in his
person and uniform , as much depends on appearance . The regular
attendance at drills , to exercise men and engines, would greatly
promote the efficiency of the brigade , and enable the officer to
discern on whom he could mostly depend in an emergency .
A civil demeanour should always be preserved towards strangers ,
but no orders whatever should be taken from them . Should any
useful information , however, be gained , it should be immediately
reported to the superior officer.
Rules and Regulations for Fire Brigades .
The following rules and regulations for the organisation and
management of fire brigades have been compiled by Lieut . Becker,
of the late Lambeth Fire Brigade , from personal experience , and
are offered to those who are interested in the development of fire
brigades in the belief that they will be found to be the most
practical and simple that can be adopted .
The chiefs of brigades must , to a certain extent , use their own
judgment in adding any rules that the local positions of their
brigades may render necessary, or in expunging others that may
seem superfluous.
The rules and regulations of the late Lambeth Fire Brigade
are appended to show the condensed form in which the rules for
any fire brigade may be framed, and by the kind permission of the
author (Lieut . Becker ) they are enabled to be printed in extenso ;
the rules for manual engines coming in here , and those for the
steam department following at the end of the section on steamers .
As these rules and regulations are mainly founded on the results
of the practical working of those laid down for the guidance of the
late Lambeth Fire Brigade , have stood the test of fourteen years ’
working, and are adopted by numerous town and country volunteer
brigades , it is felt that a better or more satisfactory system cannot
well be arranged ; therefore they have been embodied here in the
hope that they may be found equally beneficial in other cases, and
with the certainty that they form a safe and efficient system for
any brigade , volunteer or paid, to work on.
Duties —Officers.
The number of officers necessary to be appointed to a brigade
would be —for every eight men one engineer , one sub engineer , and
for every three stations one foreman , with a superintendent or
captain over the whole. If the district should be large, and em¬
bracing many stations , a deputy superintendent might be necessary
in the event of absence or illness of the chief.
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Superintendent .
He should be possessed of coolness, activity , and presence of
mind . These qualities are indispensable . He should endeavour
to be present at all fires, and being the chief, should, on the first
alarm , immediately proceed to the fire and reconnoitre the sur¬
rounding buildings , &c., which will enable him on the arrival of the
engines to direct their power advantageously . It is desirable that
he should reside at the most important station . Upon his arrival
at a fire he will take command of the whole force, and be respon¬
sible for the general conduct of the foremen , engineers , and fire¬
men under his charge, and should make himself acquainted with
the conduct of every man under his orders. He will take care
that the printed regulations and all other orders that are given out
from time to time are promptly and strictly obeyed ; and he will
give clear and precise instructions to the men under him , and
report every instance of neglect of a. serious character to his supe¬
riors, and punish by fines, &c. irregularities of a lighter character .
He should always be prepared to furnish particulars respecting the
state of engines, men, &c., and he will see the necessity of visiting
at uncertain hours the various engine stations every day or night .
He will communicate with the surveyors of stock of the various
offices interested in a fire, and arrange with them , if necessary,
to work out the salvage from the ruins , and should cause a report
to be transmitted as soon as possible to such offices according to a
printed form as follows :—
Discovery of fire [date, hour, minute]
.
„
,,
,,
Time of call
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Locality .
.
.
.
.
.
.
Name of tenant .
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
OccupatiQn
.
.
.
.
.
.
Name of landlord
.
Eesidence of landlord
.
.
.
.
.
Cause of fire .
Fire offices in which premises or contents are insured
.
.
.
No. of the policies and amounts .
.
.
.
.
No. of engines attending .
.
.
.
.
.
.
arrival
of
Order
.
.
.
.
No. of firemen attending .
.
.
.
.
.
.
Water supply .
Name of water company .
.
.
.
.
Engines not of the brigade
Extent of damage .
.
.
.
.
.
.
Services rendered
.
.
.
.
.
.
General remarks

In case of emergency , he should be authorised to call in such
additional force as the urgency of the occasion may render needful .
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Foreman.
He should reside at one of the stations , receive his orders
and instructions from, and make his reports to, his superinten¬
dent , and set an example of alacrity , skill, and of regularity of be¬
haviour to the men under him . In the absence of the superin¬
tendent or deputy superintendent , he will take command of the
whole brigade , and perform all the duties as laid down for the
superintendent . He should use his best endeavours to get the
engines quickly to work (if necessary), but should not interfere
with the first engine and firemen that had arrived , nor allow their
supply of water to be diverted from them , each engine getting to
work in the order in which they arrive . He will be careful to
place the engines in such a manner that the men who work at the
levers may not be endangered from the falling of the premises on
fire, also that the engines may not be in the way of persons rescu¬
ing property ; and he will specially endeavour to place the engi¬
neers, with their branch pipes, in such a position that the water
may directly strike the burning materials , for on this point being
properly attended to entirely depends the effect of the engines .
To attain this , it will be frequently necessary to enter buildings on
fire, and he must take care not to place his men in actual danger ,
but so that they can easily escape. If he suspects that the building
is insecure , he should place one or two competent men on the look
out , to give the alarm when they see danger . He should never
allow any man unaccompanied by another to enter a building on
fire, and should not cause more water to be thrown than is abso¬
lutely necessary to extinguish the fire. When the inmates are
removed to a place of safety, he should endeavour to exclude air
from the premises by closing all doors and windows. He will be
responsible for the conduct of the men under him , and for the good
order of the engines. He should make himself acquainted with
the talent and character of each of the men under him, and should
visit each station in his district every twenty four hours , and report
all irregularities to the superintendent , and also forward to him a
report of all fires that have occurred in his district , and the names
of the men who were present , and enter every complaint of nonfulfilment of duties , &c. He should at all times be capable of
giving full instructions to the engineers and men on all points of
their duties , &c., and he will be held responsible for each of the
engines being provided with the articles in the following list :■
—1 Jumping sheet .
8 Forty feet lengths of leather hose (for
country use, two 100 feet lengths
of canvas hose should be added ).
2 Scaling ladders.
2 Lengths of suction hose.
1 Suction strainer .
F F

2
1
6
1
1
1

Branch pipes (long).
Branch pipe (short ).
Nozzles (various sizes).
Stand pipe (double outlet).
Goose neck.
Hand pump (with 10 feet of leather
hose and nozzle).
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1 Large hand pump (with patent canvas
bucket).
12 Canvas buckets.
1 Folding canvas cistern (with bonnet ).
2 Hose and 2 suction wrenches.
1 Pickaxe .
1 Spade.
1 Saw (in case).
1 Large axe.
1 Crowbar.
1 Breeching (to work two jets from one
hose).
1 Set of fire plug keys.
1 Screw driver .
1 Screw wrench.

Clips (for suspending hose on ladders ).
Fire hook or preventer .
Fan spreader.
Basket strainer with strap .
Hose clamps (for stopping leakages in
hose).
1 Sixty feet coil of patent line.
2 Balls of small line.
2 Balls of small cord.
1 Oil can.
2 Lamps (always trimmed and supplied
with oil).
2 Link cases with links (for the winter
months).
6 "Wedges (for stand pipes).

2
1
1
1
3

Country brigades should add a fireproof rick cloth , 40' x 30', by
which adjacent ricks may be protected from fire and smoke.
Each fireman should carry a spanner in addition to an axe in his
belt .
The foreman of each manual engine should take careful note of
the time and number of men employed to work the engine , their
commencing and leaving off, and he should he careful only to
employ those whose appearance promises sufficient power to get the
work out of the engine , and endurance enough to keep it up .
There will rarely he found any lack of assistance to work the
engine , but the trouble will be required in making the proper
selection.

Engineer.
He will obey all orders given to him by the superintendent and
foreman , and set a good example to the men under him . He will
he held responsible for the state of the engine, engine house,
appurtenances , and for the engine being provided with the articles
contained in the list as appended to the foreman ’s duties . He will
report to his foreman all casualties , and any absence of his men
with or without leave, and enter the same in a hook kept for that
purpose . On receiving notice of a fire, he will at once take his
engine and men to the spot, and place himself under the orders of
his superintendent and foreman . In their absence he should
ascertain the best means to obtain water, and the most suitable
positions to subdue the fire, and order the men to get the engine
ready , he taking the duties of the foreman in his absence. He should
carefully note the character and abilities of the men under him ,
and report any misconduct ; he himself being subject to fines, &c.
for neglect of duty or misbehaviour .
Sub Engineer.
The sub engineer is attached to the engineer . In the absence
of the foreman or engineer , or when in charge of an engine, his
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duties will be the same as those laid down for the engineer . He
should set an example to the firemen, at the stations , of constant
attention , implicit obedience, and activity .
Firemen or Pioneers .
Every fireman may expect to rise to superior positions by
activity , intelligence , sobriety , a strict obedience to the commands
of his superiors , and general good conduct. He will at all times
appear neat and clean, and, on receiving an alarm of fire, dress in
the established uniform . He will be respectful to, and readily
obey, the orders of his superiors ; his duties at a fire being similar
to those laid down in the duties at drill .
No officer or fireman shall , under any circumstances , take money
or refreshments from any person without the permission of his
superior officer. Upon any reward being offered, he shall report
the same to his superior , who will act as he thinks fit in each
individual case.
Every man in the brigade will be liable to dismissal, fines, &c.
for unfitness, negligence , or misconduct , according to the rules
framed by the superintendent .
The whole of the men will be at all times ready to appear at
any place required for exercise or other purposes, and to execute
whatever orders they may receive from their superiors .
Rules and Regulations of the Lambeth Steam Fire Brigade .
1. That the brigade shall consist of one captain , one lieutenant ,
and one foreman, who shall be the officers; of one engineer , one
assistant engineer , one sub engineer , and two firemen to each
engine .
The remaining rules and regulations are the same as those
issued May 1st, 1851, which are embodied in this brigade , and
will be equally enforced .
Duties of the Firemen of the Lambeth Steam Fire Brigade —
Foreman .
He will be held responsible for the steamers being well cleaned,
and all the metal work brightly polished, the fires laid ready while
in the engine houses, the necessary quantity of water in the boilers,
the coal bunkers filled, and the engines fitted with those appliances
contained in the list supplied him . He will report any mishap
that may occur, which he will instantly see repaired . He will not
in any way interfere with the working of the steamers , but give
his orders to the engineers or ‘ drivers ’ by signal codes with his
hand lamp. The following are the officers’ codes of signals to the
engineers or ‘ drivers :’—
F F 2
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Full Red indicates Full Power required .
Half Red and White indicates Half Power required .
Full G-reen indicates Stop .
Half Green and White indicates Draw Fires .
Half Red and Half Green indicates Engines not required .
White Waved indicates Stand by for Orders .
He will be held responsible for the lamps of the engines and the

band lamps being properly trimmed and in working order, and the
canvas hose thoroughly dried before being replaced in the engines
at the station .
Engineers .
Each engineer will be the cdriver ' of the engine to which he is
appointed , and held responsible for the engine being in perfect
working order and thoroughly cleaned, also for the fire being laid
ready while in the engine house, the necessary quantity of water
in the boiler, the coal bunkers filled, and the engine fitted with
those appliances as per list supplied to him . He will also he
answerable for the successful working of the engine ; and if any
mishap should occur, he will instantly report the same to his
officers, and see that it is repaired . He will cause the steamer to
work according to the requirements of his officers, who will indicate
their orders to him by the code of signals (as in the foreman ’s
duties ), to which he will instantly reply by the same signal. He
will not take any order relating to the steamer except by the signal
code. He will also work the steamer ’s signal lamps, which on
arrival he will immediately turn towards the building on fire, or
towards the line of operations that are decided upon, and he will
indicate his pressure , &c. to his officers by the following code :—
Full Red indicates Full Steam is on .
Half Red and White indicates Half Steam
Steam
Full Green indicates Not Sufficient
Half Green and White indicates Short of
of Coal .
Engine
Half Black and White indicates
Order .
White indicates Standing by for Orders .

is on .
.
Water
not

Supply or
in Working

He will cause these signals to remain during his pleasure , and
to show the officer in command the steamer ’s requirements . He
will take care that the steam never exceeds 120 lbs. pressure on
the square inch, and that his assistant engineer or ‘ stoker ’ has the
boiler always half filled with water while the steamer is at work.
He will not cause the whistle or steam horn to be sounded except
when he requires to stop or start the engine , or is ordered to do so
by his officers. He will not allow his attention to be withdrawn
from the steamer by strangers , nor leave his position for any reason.
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He will c make up ’ the steamer with his assistant engineer or
‘ stoker .’
Assistant Engineers .
Each assistant engineer will be the ‘stoker ’ of the engine to
which he is appointed , and held responsible for the fire being laid
ready and the coal bunkers filled while the steamer is in the engine
house. He will obey all the requirements of his engineer or
‘ driver .’ He will so regulate the furnace that the steam pressure
shall not exceed 120 lbs. on the square inch . He will cause the
injector or pump to feed the boiler, and keep the same, at the least,
half full while the steamer is at work. He will not allow his
attention to be attracted by strangers , nor leave his position under
any excuse. He will blow off the steam after every working, and
‘ make up ’ the steamer with his engineer or ‘ driver .’
Sub Engineers ancl Firemen .
They will seek water to enable the engines to work ( if necessary),
place the cisterns or dams down, and connect the hose according
to the orders of their officers. The sub engineers will be branch
men, and No. 5 of each section will take the second branches of
the steamers if required .
No orders during the working of the steamers shall be given by
the voice, the signal codes having been specially invented to pre¬
vent the great confusion and many serious misunderstandings
caused by shouting : any fireman so doing will be fined Is . for
every offence.
On going to a fire red signal lights are to be turned on, and
Green in returning .

The remaining
1851, substituting

duties are similar to those issued May 1st,
foregoing steam duties for manual duties .

the

Rules and Regulations of the late Lambeth Fire Brigade - (.Manual Department ).
I . That this brigade shall consist of one captain , one lieutenant ,
and one foreman , who shall be the officers; of one engineer , one
sub engineer , and three or nine firemen, as may be required .
II . That it shall be their duty , upon the fire alarm being rung ,
to assemble at the engine house and immediately prepare the engines
and horses for departure , if necessary.
III . That it shall be the duty of the foreman to see that the
firemen are properly accoutred before leaving the station ; and for
any nonattendance when the alarm is rung and not mounting
the engines when ready , the fine of 2s. 6d. will be enforced, unless
previous notice of such absence has been given to the foreman.
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IV . That it shall be compulsory for at least three

of

the brigade

to be on duty each evening at their homes, or within five minutes ’
call from the station , but not less than one always to be in attend¬

ance ; and that the £watches ’ shall be so arranged among the
members , the foreman taking at least three watches per week ;
and that it shall be the duty of the foreman to report daily in his
book upon those breaking this clause, who shall be fined 6d. for
every offence, which shall be deducted from his quarterly divisional
share, and forfeited for the benefit of the others .
V. That a weekly report be made by the foreman , and signed
by the lieutenant , of the casualties, attendances of the brigade ,
complaints , wants, repairs , &c. ; and that the foreman shall also
make a report within one hour of the return to the station , in form
supplied him , of any fire the brigade has attended .
VI . That the engines, uniforms , and accoutrements of each mem¬
ber shall be properly cleaned, kept in repair , and deposited in the
engine house in a proper and orderly way ; and for every infringe¬
ment of this clause, every member shall be subject to the same
penalty as in clause IV.
VII . That any fireman not immediately obeying and carrying
out in a proper manner the orders of his superior officers, shall be
suspended from his duties for seven days, and shall not be entitled
to participate in any of the rewards or donations paid or due to
Hodges ’ Fire Brigade during that period . Upon a repetition of
that offence, he shall be suspended the brigade for fourteen days,
with the same penalties ; and upon a third infringement , shall be dis¬
missed the brigade , and shall not be entitled to any of the rewards
or donations of the current quarter .
VIII . Every complaint of the nonfulfilment of the duties of any
of the firemen , in each and any of their separate departments , to
be made to the acting officer of the brigade , and reported thereon ,
who will lay the same before the captain .
IX . That it shall be in the power of any of the firemen to make
any complaint , one of the other , of the nonfulfilment of these rules,
and of his or their duty to a superior officer, who will enquire into
and lay the same before the captain to redress .
Duties of the Firemen of Fire Brigade —Foreman .
He will receive his orders and instructions from and make his
reports to the captain and lieutenant ; and in the absence of the
captain or lieutenant , he will take the command of the brigade .
He will endeavour to ascertain the cause of the fire, and report on
the same. On the alarm of fire, he will instantly repair to the spot,
and use his utmost endeavours to get the engine or engines into
play (if necessary), and supply them with water. He will be care-
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ful to place his engines in such a manner that the men engaged
thereon shall not be injured by the premises on fire ; and above all
things , he will place his engineer with the branch pipe in such a posi¬
tion that the water may directly strike the burning materials . He
will never allow any man unaccompanied by another to enter a
building on fire ; and should he suspect the building to be insecure ,
he will place one or two competent men on the look out.
He will not cause more water to be thrown on the premises than
is necessary to extinguish the fire. He will be responsible for the
conduct of the men under him ; and for the state of the engines,
hose, and implements , which must at all times be kept in an effi¬
cient state and order for working . He is expected to be able to
give instructions to the engineer , sub engineer , and firemen, on all
points relating to their duties . He will be responsible for the
engines being each supplied with the articles contained in the list
supplied to him.
He will pay the pumpers of the engines, upon the engineer ’s list
being handed to him , after the manner as directed in the engineer ’s
duties .
He will see that the engines and appurtenances are properly
cleaned, and all damages made good within three hours after their
return to the station .
Engineers and Sub Engineers.
They will obey all orders given to them by the captain , lieu¬
tenant , and foreman . They will be held responsible for the state
of the engines, hose, and implements ; and take care that they are
provided with the articles contained in the list supplied to them .
On receiving an alarm , they will, with the engine and foreman ,
immediately repair to the spot and place themselves at the disposal
of the captain , lieutenant , and foreman . They shall direct the
branch pipes, and give orders for such a number of lengths of hose
as may be required to project the water in the most advantageous
manner .
The engineer shall seek suitable men to pump the engines , and
he shall cause to be paid to each man one shilling for the first
hour , sixpence the second hour or part of hour , and if they have
pumped longer than two hours, two shillings . He shall take each
man ’s name and fill form supplied , and hand the same to the
foreman .
Firemen.
They will, on the alarm of fire, immediately proceed to the
engine house and get the engine ready to start ; and will appear
neat, clean, and properly dressed in the uniform , and be respectful
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in their manners to their superiors . They will readily and punc¬
tually obey the orders of the sub engineer , engineer , foreman , lieu¬
tenant , and captain .
The brigade will he punished by fine, suspension, reduction , or
dismissal, for disobeying or neglecting any of these regulations , or
for any misconduct .
The brigade will not allow themselves to be attracted from their
duties by the advice or directions of any other persons than then own officers, excepting the suggestions that may be offered by the
superior officers of other fire brigades .
Every man should, to the utmost of his power, endeavour to
rescue all persons that may be in premises on fire ; and should ,
on his arrival , ascertain that all the inmates are in a place of
safety .
In entering a house that is on fire, never attempt to enter the
heat and smoke in an upright position, but it is best to creep in on
hands and knees, for the best and purest air will be found nearest
the floor, the heated air rising to the upper portion of the room or
place which is on fire.
Regulations and Duties at Fires and Drills .
The foreman , whose duty it is to see that the engines are ready
for action , should be near the branchmen to direct them , receiving
his instructions from his superintendent .
The engineer , who holds the branch pipe , gives orders for such a
number of lengths of hose, &c. as may be required , and directs the
stream of water in the most advantageous manner .
The sub engineer ’s duties are similar to the engineer ’s ; taking
his position in his absence, or relieving him at the branch ; or when
two deliveries are playing from the same engine , he should take
the second.
The firemen ’s or pioneers ’ particular duties consist in connecting
the hose, working and attending the engine until sufficient aid be
obtained , and in clearing away any obstructions that may impede
the efficiency of its working . They should be numbered 1 to 8
upwards : the first four men , when travelling , sit on the left of the
engine , the officer in charge standing ; and the four men , 5 to 8,
on the right side, the next officer also standing . When the engine
arrives at a fire the officers dismount , and also two men from each
side to attend them , the remainder ranging themselves round the
engine in readiness to act at a moment ’s notice , and to keep
strangers from interfering with the engine and appurtenances .
When the line of operations is decided upon and water obtained ,
No. 4 is to mount the engine and give out the hose, the engineer
taking out the branch pipe . No. I takes the first length of hose,
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which he screws to the delivery of the engine, and uncoils it in
the direction of the fire (taking great care that there are no twists
in the hose), where the engineer takes his attacking position .
No. 2, being supplied with another length of hose, screws it on
to No. 1. No. 3 acts in the same way, and so on, until a sufficiency
of hose has been obtained . Nos. 5, 6, 7, and 8 screw the suction
pipe with rose on to the engine , and the cistern or dam being
placed over the plug hole, the handles or levers turned over, the
clips fixed, and the fore carriage locked, the engine is then ready.
No. 1 should attend to the suction and engine, the rest attaching
themselves to their officers to immediately carry out their orders.
One man should look to the hose in the event of a leakage, which
he should stop with a hose clamp , and it should be repaired on their
return . In moving the hose when full, care should be taken to
lay hold of the loops which are provided for that purpose , also for
passing the rope through to carry it up on a roof, &c. In rolling
up the hose, which should be previously cleansed from mud , the
same order should be observed as in rolling out : each man coiling
up his length and stowing it in the engine, the swivel screw being
kept outside, as it is first required in connecting the lengths . No
fireman should enter a house on fire alone, and then only on his
hands and knees, as the smoke always rises. Endeavours should
be made by the scaling ladders from without to introduce the jet ,
so that the water may be thrown directly on the parts on fire, as
it must necessarily be much more effective than being thrown from
a distance at random . When the hose is laid out, one or two of the
firemen should keep on the look out to prevent the crowd from
standing or treading on it, as this is far from beneficial either to
the working of the engine or the durability of the hose.
Take care, so soon as the engine is done with, to unscrew the
nozzle from the branch and place it carefully in its proper place so
as to avoid any injury to it ; and having done this, unscrew the
branch pipe and place it at once in its proper position on the
engine .
In cases of hay , corn, or straw stacks, the first object should he
to prevent the adjoining buildings or stacks from igniting . This
may be effected by hanging blankets , rick cloths, &c. well saturated
with water.
The brigade should be frequently exercised in their duties and
working the engines, in order that they may he able to get them
to work with the greatest possible expedition . Fires occurring
more frequently in the night , the most appropriate time for drills
would be in the morning before dawn, putting the parts , &c. to¬
gether by lamp light .
The late Mr. Braidwood, while master of the fire engines at
Edinburgh , by means of constant drill and practice , was enabled
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to get an engine in full play , with three lengths of hose equal to
120 feet, in one minute and ten seconds, including the time
required for the water to fill the engine so far as to allow it to
work ! He also, in order to excite a spirit of emulation amongst
the men and render them smart in working the engines, made
them compete by attaching one or more lengths of hose to each of
two engines, and work them as quickly as possible, the first engine
which threw the water being considered the winner .
They were also sometimes placed at an equal distance from each
of two separate fire cocks. On the order being given to move for¬
ward, each party started for the fire cock to which it was ordered ,
and the first which got into play was of course held to have beaten
the other . They were then ordered to stop, and both parties had
to detach and coil up their hose and put everything in travelling order , and the first which did this and arrived at the point required
was held to have beaten .
A short time since the author was requested to inspect the
Croydon Tradesmen ’s Volunteer Fire Brigade at dry drill , and he
found that they could pull up from a smart canter , take out the
pair of horses, lock the wheels, run out a long length of canvas hose,
screw on the branch pipe , couple the suction, set up the dam, and
have the levers going in perfect working order in 25 seconds, 23
seconds, and 21 seconds, as timed by him with his stop watch ; and
this , too, when the dusk had so far superseded the twilight as to
render a lamp necessary to see the figures on the watch.
The principles of fire extinguishing , the principles , construction ,
use, and management of engines and fire extinguishing appliances
might be easily and pleasantly taught by diagrams and explana¬
tions arranged in the form of short lectures , further improved by
active practice at drills ; each man taking his turn at each parti¬
cular duty involved, until all are proficient, theoretically and
practically , in all that can be required of firemen.
Emulation might be excited and maintained amongst the mem¬
bers by dividing them into sections, and setting each to take out
the engine , lay out the hose, and put the engine into position
ready to work, just as if it only waited for the water , carefully
noting the time occupied in this ; then let them restore everything
to its place, and take the engine back to its house, noting also the
time occupied in this operation : and it will be found that the
members will soon become exceedingly expert , and capable of per¬
forming their duties in an efficient and proper manner , and with
the greatest advantage , whenever it may unfortunately happen that
their services are called into requisition to combat that terrible
opponent —FIRE .
It is most desirable and important that the exercises and drills
of the members , with the engines and appliances , should be carried
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out in the night as well as in the day, in order that they may be
able to do their duty properly if called out at that time , a fire
being quite as likely to break out in the night as in the day time .
A moment ’s reflection will show how desirable this is, and how
certain it must be to give good results ; for by the members being
accustomed beforehand to get to work after dark and knowing how
to proceed, much confusion, inconvenience , and loss of time will
be prevented .
The extinguishing of fire and the best mode of attacking it
should be carefully studied by all members of a brigade in every
town where one is established . They should as far as possible
make themselves acquainted with the arrangements and plan of
any large factories, mills, or other buildings in their neighbour¬
hood, so as to be able to act with promptitude and certainty in
case their services should ever be required at them ; and an eye
should be had to the readiest means of getting the engines near ,
and to where the water may be easiest obtained . Many other
points will hardly fail to suggest themselves to anyone who studies
the subject ; all of which, if well thought over, and as it were pre¬
arranged , will add in no small degree to the efficiency of the brigade
whenever called out, and to the ease, convenience, and certainty
with which they will do their work.
The late Mr. Braidwood stated that he found masons, slaters,
and house carpenters made the best firemen, from their being
‘ well acquainted with the construction of buildings ; ’ and as this
acquaintance has been satisfactorily proved by him to be of great
utility , and is made one of the requirements of the Sapeurs
Pompiers of Paris , there is all the more reason why it should be
made a point with volunteer and paid firemen in all places.
It is very desirable that members of fire brigades should make
themselves acquainted with and study the various modes of con¬
struction employed in the buildings in the neighbourhood in which
their services may be required , both to enable them to act readily
in the most efficient manner in case their services should be called
for at any of them , and also that they may do their work in them
without endangering their lives or those of their comrades. The
desirability of this was well exemplified on the occasion of the late
alarm of fire at Marlborough House, when it is said that H . E . H .
the Prince of Wales was unaware of the danger incurred by stepping
on to the lath and plaster of the ceiling, instead of stepping on to
the joists to which the laths were nailed , and consequently broke
through , but fortunately without injuring himself. The Sapeurs
Pompiers of Paris are instructed and examined as to their acquaint¬
ance with the modes of construction employed in the various build¬
ings, and there is little reason to doubt that to this is owing in a
great measure the success which attends their operations, carried
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on as they are with what in this country is generally looked on as
means very inadequate to the purpose .
In all towns with a regular water supply, maps should be pro¬
vided showing the position of the plugs in each street , and the
spots where the readiest supply of water for the engines can be
obtained , both in the town and in its immediate neighbourhood ,
where there is any likelihood of the services of the engines being
required . These should be hung up in the engine house, or in
every station , if there be more than one ; and each member of the
brigade should have a copy which he might keep at home and
study at his leisure : all of which will be found to save time and
add to the efficiency of the arrangements by enabling the engines
at once to be taken to the most suitable position for obtaining
water , if the exact locality of the fire be known when the call is
given .
Where there is no regular water supply , but the water is obtained
from pumps , wells, ponds, or other sources, it will be found a very
excellent precaution for the superintendent and leading members
of the brigade to make themselves acquainted with the particulars
of such as there are in the district they have to protect , and study
how to proceed in case of being called to a fire in any part of the
neighbourhood . The object is to save loss of time in finding out
where water is to be had, how it is to be got at, and what the
supply is likely to be. The deficiency of water , no matter how
efficient the brigade or engines may be, is an effectual stopper on
any useful results towards extinguishing the fire that would other¬
wise be obtained from their presence .
An inventory of all the plant , appliances , and equipments be¬
longing to the brigade should be carefully taken , and kept duly
posted with all the additions that may be made. Every six months
a thorough overhaul of the various things belonging to the brigade
should be properly carried out, and particulars noted of the state
of repair in which they are found, in order that the annual report
of the state of the equipments , &c. may be easily made up and show
everything in the condition it should be.
Dress of Firemen.
The dress and equipments of volunteer fire brigades , whilst they
should be strictly designed for utility and applicability to the
purpose for which they are required , should at the same time be
so different from those adopted by paid brigades , that though a
member of either might at once be known as a fireman, yet there
should be no difficulty in distinguishing the volunteer from the
paid brigade . The dress used by the London Fire Engine Estab¬
lishment , with its charity school badge on the breast , and hideous
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and tasteless helmet , has been extensively copied and used—in
default of a better , it should be hoped—by fire brigades over a
great part of the kingdom , but there is no reason why it should
be the ne plus ultra .
The dress adopted by the late Lambeth Fire Brigade , the helmet
especially, which is that used by the Sapeurs Pompiers of Paris ,
was a great improvement , and had a thorough businesslike ap¬
pearance , which is a point all fire brigades , whether volunteers or
paid , should endeavour to possess. If , as they generally want to
do, brigades become the possessors of a working suit, and a full
dress suit to be used on ‘state occasions,’ there can be no valid
reason against making the ‘ full dress ’ suit something a little
extra ; but for the working suit all gingerbread useless frippery
should be carefully avoided.
The dress and equipments of a volunteer or other fire brigade
should possess the following requirements , and (for the following
reasons ) should be—
Convenient , so as to be thoroughly adapted for the work their
wearer is called upon to perform , and thus enable him to do it with
the greatest facility and convenience.
Easily and quickly put on, so that the least delay may occur
on receiving the call before the wearer can get them on and be off.
Easy , so that they do not cramp his limbs either when dry or
after they are wetted .
Strong , so that the rough usage to which they are pretty certain
to be subjected shall not destroy them too quickly .
Not easily spoiled , so that the wearer need have , but little
anxiety on that head.
Washable, so that they may be cleaned from time to time , and
thus obviate their too frequent renewal, as would otherwise be
required when become stained and dirty .
Simple , so as not to require much trouble or cost in making .
Cheap, so that the cost of renewal and repair need not become
.a tax on the wearer, and also render their replacement less likely
to cause grumbling amongst the members.
It has been well remarked that ‘a fireman should be agile, expert ,
prompt , and dexterous ; he needs the muscle of the athlete with the
nimbleness of the cat. His dress must therefore be of such a nature
that it gives full play to his limbs without impeding his move¬
ments and a moment ’s reflection will show that this is a perfectly
correct view of the case.
The uniform and equipments of a fire brigade should all be
made to pattern , the tailoring portion by one tailor , the bootmak¬
ing portion also by one maker , and the helmets and equipments
also by one maker of each, so that variety in the colour, quality , or
style may be avoided, and the brigade possess that individuality as
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a whole which is so desirable , but unattainable if each member runs
about for one portion from his particular tailor or bootmaker , and
another from another . Few things look worse than a brigade in
uniform without uniformity , and with some in illfitting clothes and
others the reverse.
Up to within a comparatively recent period , the idea of produc¬
ing the maximum effect with the minimum of water in extinguish¬
ing fires was a matter both little thought of and little practised .
To get first to a fire, to get a crowd round the engine, and be the
first to get to work, to stand in the street and send the stream of
water through a window, over a roof, or against a wall, and practise
at ‘long range ,’ was the regular system followed ; and the science
of extinguishing a fire promptly , smartly , with little damage from
water , and without parade , was quite out of the question .
Mr . J . Simpson stated that the quantity of water used and wasted
at the burning of the Houses of Parliament in 1834 was equal to
a pond one acre in area and 12 feet deep ! Twenty three jets of
water are said to have been playing at the same time .
It is always advisable on arriving at a fire, or premises to which
a brigade may have been called to extinguish a fire, for the chief to
carefully note whether it can be subdued by the hand pump , which
can generally be done whilst the engine is getting ready, so as to
avoid the damage certain to be caused where the engine is used
and the pump would have been as efficient. Great judgment is
needed on this point , it being too much the rule to drown out the
premises with the engine at all hazards , because there is a fire in
them , rather than take the trouble to see whether it can be extin¬
guished by less powerful means. It seems too much the system in
' many places that because an engine is run to the fire, it must there¬
fore be used. This is a great fallacy, and the judgment of the
chief, and his skill as a fireman, are always imperilled by this very
point .
Of late years, however, a change has taken place in all this, and
it has been found that it is a better plan to get as close as possible
to the point at which the fire originates and has taken hold ; so
that it may be either extinguished at once, checked in the bud , or
else restrained until sufficient force can be brought to bear on it
and knock it out . The late Mr. Braidwood was most emphatic in
the promulgation of the following directions :—That cthe great point
to which everything ought to be made subservient is, that the
water on its discharge from the director should actually strike the
burning material . This cannot be too often or too anxiously incul¬
cated on everyone connected with a fire engine establishment .
Every other method not having this for its grand object will, in
nine cases out of ten , utterly fail ; and upon the degree of attention
paid to this point depends almost entirely the question as to the
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amount of damage the fire will occasion. He always objected to
the firemen standing in the street and playing into the windows of
burning buildings , until the building was so ignited that it was
impossible to enter it. He remarked that ‘the old plan of standing
with the director in the street and throwing the water into the
window's is a very random way of going to work : for my own part ,
I never saw it attended with success. Indeed , it is hardly to be
expected that water thrown from the street into a room three or
four stories high can have any effect on closets, presses, or passages,
divided probably by brick partitions in the centre of the house.
The circumstance of having engines on both sides of the house
does not alter the case. The fire very often burns up through the
centre , and frequently , when the space between the windows is
large , along the front or back wall, till it arrives at the roof, which
the water cannot touch on account of the slates or tiles . On the
other hand , when the firemen enter the house, the fire is almost
wholly under their command.’
It is a curious fact, however, that he had a great antipathy to
portable engines, and did not approve of them ; remarking that
‘ much has been said about the convenience of conveying them
upstairs and into places where the fire is raging ; but I fear that
those who have so strongly recommended them have seldom made
the experiment .’ After the lapse of some fifteen years, however,
he was induced to try a hand pump , and the results were found so
successful, that they were immediately adopted as a necessary
appendage to every fire engine in the service ; showing in this
case, as well as in that of the steam fire engine and canvas dam,
that a little practice is far beyond any amount of theory or
argument .
The ‘ Insurance Monitor ’ of October 8, 1864, in remarking on
the necessity of combating a fire at close quarters so that the
minimum of water shall produce the maximum of effect, says :
‘ Unfortunately , the larger number of the firemen who had the
advantage of Mr . Braidwood’s training have now passed away ; and
the common employment of steam fire engines has also tended to
revive and encourage the random practice which he so strongly
condemned . The late serious loss at the fire in Gresham Street
has been attributed by a very high , perhaps the highest living
authority , to the utter disregard of the principles laid down by
Mr . Braid wood for the extinguishing of such fires, and to an over
confidence in , and a misapplication of, the powers of the steam
fire engine .’
In throwing the water on a fire, especially when it can be
approached sufficiently near to see its whereabouts , it is desirable
to direct the jet of water against the upper portions of the materials
on fire, by which means the water running down assists in no
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small degree to extinguish that which is below ; whereas if it were
thrown right into the midst of the fire, it would not do half the
good ; for by the time that part had been extinguished , the fire
will have been found to have spread either upwards or sideways,
and possibly be so much increased in strength as to render its
extinguishment impossible, and the total destruction of the premises
certain .
Circumstances may, however, arise when it may be important
to attack the burning materials at the lowest point as the readiest
and surest means of speedily extinguishing the flames in that
instance ; but as it is extremely difficult to be able to frame an
exact rule to suit each case, it will be well to remember that the
great point is to use the least quantity of water with the greatest
effect, and carefully to avoid waste and causing damage by the
water ; therefore if a little thought be given to the subject of
extinguishing fires on this principle , and a few opportunities shall
have been afforded for real work, any person of ordinary intelli¬
gence, coolness, and foresight , can hardly fail of being able to do
good service, and do it without causing much damage by the
water.
The great aim of all firemen who wish to be of any value in a
practical sense, should be to do the maximum of benefit with the
minimum of drawback ; or in other words, to completely subdue
fires with the smallest possible quantity of water . A fire may be
put out quite as well as drowned out ; that is, a very small quantity
of water , judiciously applied , is quite as well able to extinguish a
fire, in the generality of cases, as the deluge so constantly employed
in ordinary work.
That this is not the usual course was shown in the evidence of
the present superintendent of the London Fire Engine Establish¬
ment , who admitted that great damage was caused by the water
used in extinguishing fires, and that the principal amount paid at
fires was more from the damage by water than that by the actual
fire itself . This the author has constantly seen when at various
fires, and can well understand why it should be so.
There can be no reason to doubt , however, when there is a
large body of fire and the flames have taken a strong hold on the
premises , that it is the most prudent course to drown the fire out,
or extinguish it anyhow ; but it is seldom, as a rule , that any
change is made in the way of proceeding , whether the circum¬
stances vary or not . It is, no doubt , very tempting , in the
excitement of a fire, to make a great show of water flying about ,
engines bumping and puffing, and men shouting , and to keep the
branches and men in sight of the spectators , throwing the water in
at windows or over walls and buildings , instead of getting away
out of sight in some dirty hole or corner where the actual locus
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in quo of tlie fire might be seen and attacked , as this course is
apt to spoil the clothes and lose the applause of the crowd of
roughs attending at these unfortunate occurrences, whose estimate
of efficiency is generally governed by the amount of noise and
scuffling about of those attending to extinguish the fire.
A fireman who wishes to he efficient in his undertaking should
carefully eschew such proceedings as these , and care nothing for
any applause or praise from those who in nine cases out of ten
are incapable of knowing when right or wrong is done, but rest
content with the satisfaction of putting out the fire in the quickest
manner , with the least amount of injur }’-from water , and with as
little parade and noise as possible.
It has been remarked that there are only two methods of ex¬
tinguishing a fire, viz. by either excluding entirely the atmospheric
air required to support combustion, or else by the use of a plen¬
tiful supply of water. The first of these may he considered
impossible in all ordinary cases ; and in regard to the water, it is
not so much the quantity employed that does the good required ,
as the proper way of using it.
Mr. Wm. Baddeley, C.E., says in one of his communications on
the subject of extinguishing fires, that he has ‘ endeavoured to
impress the necessity of combating fires at close quarters ; and I
now add, that to stand on the outside of a house with the branch
of a fire engine , so long as the interior can be advantageously and
safely entered , exhibits a decided want of skill and courage, and
is the principal , if not the sole, cause of the waste of water at
fires.’
As it may not unfrequently happen in cases of fire, especially
where the supply of water for the engines is taken from a well, canal,
pond, dock, or river , that in the confusion and excitement attend¬
ant thereon persons may become immersed , or the inmates of the
premises on fire be affected by the heat and smoke, it has been
thought right to append the instructions and system adopted and
published by the Royal Humane Society, which was instituted in
the year 1774 to collect and circulate the most approved methods
for recovering persons apparently drowned or dead, and to suggest
and provide suitable apparatus for saving life ; grant medals, and
testimonials on vellum ; and bestow rewards on all who assist in
the preservation or restoration of human life.
Figs . 61 and 62 are the obverse and reverse of the medals in
silver and bronze , showing the badge of the society and the space
for the name of the person receiving it .
This society is supported entirely by voluntary contributions ,
and the directions and system used and promulgated by it have
the high sanction and approval of the Royal Medico-Chirurgical
Society, and all the leading members of the medical profession, as
GG
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the most effectual and simple mode for this purpose ; added to which,
it has stood the test of many years, with perfect success.
Fio . 61. R.H.S. Medal , Obverse.

Fia . 62. R.H.S. Medal , Reverse .

■oo-i.cw»»isi•nayra-cuTA
\ wTssissrrvor.'Mcstjt •
^ 5s MDU'LXXIV

It has been considered desirable to print these directions in full,
as some persons have of late , for particular reasons, taken upon
themselves to disseminate what they are pleased to term a *ready
method ’ of restoring persons apparently drowned, which may not
treatment
inaptly be termed the ‘ rough and ready methodthe
therein proposed being rough enough, and of anything but a nature
calculated to effect the restoration of the person operated on,
which has been proved on several occasions; added to which is the
objectionable point of its being disapproved by those medical prac¬
titioners whose thorough and practical knowledge of the subject
enables them to give an opinion on the matter .
Methods of Treatment Recommended by the Society.
Cautions .
1. Lose no time .
2. Avoid all rough usage .
3. Never hold the body up by the feet .
4 . Nor roll the body on casks .
5. Nor rub the body with salt or spirits .
6. Nor inject tobacco smoke or its infusion .
7. Convey the body carefully on its face , with the head and
shoulders supported in a raised position , to the nearest house .

Directions for Restoring the Apparently Dead .
I . If from Drowning or other Suffocation , or Narcotic Poison¬
ing .—Send immediately for medical assistance , blankets , and dry
clothing , but proceed to treat the patient instantly , securing as
much fresh air as possible.
The points to be aimed at are—first, and immediately , the
restoration of breathing ; and secondly, after breathing is restored ,
the promotion of warmth and circulation .
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The efforts to restore life must be persevered in until the arrival
of medical assistance, or until the pulse and breathing have ceased
for at least an hour .

Treatment to Restore Natural Breathing .
1. To Maintain a Free Entrance of Air into the Windpipe . —
Cleanse the mouth and nostrils ; open the mouth ; draw forward
the patient ’s tongue , and keep it forward : an elastic band over the
tongue and under the chin will answer this purpose. Remove all
tight clothing from about the neck and chest.
2. To Adjust the Patient 's Position .—Place the patient on his
back on a flat surface ; inclined a little from the feet upwards ; raise
and support the head and shoulders on a small firm cushion or
folded article of dress placed under the shoulder blades.
3. To Imitate the Movements of Breathing .—Grasp the patient ’s
arms just above the elbows, and draw the arms gently and steadily
upwards, until they meet above the head (this is for the purpose
of drawing air into the lungs ) ; and keep the arms in that position
for two seconds (as shown in fig. 63 ). Then turn down the
Fig . 63 .

Inspieation

.

patient ’s arms, and press them gently and firmly for two seconds
against the sides of the chest (this is with the object of pressing air
out of the lungs , as shown in fig. 64. Pressure on the breast
bone will aid this ).
Repeat these measures alternately , deliberately , and perseveringly, fifteen times in a minute , until a spontaneous effort to re¬
spire is perceived, immediately upon which cease to imitate the
Gc 2
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movements of breathing , and proceed to induce circulation and
warmth ( as below).
Fig . 64. Expiration .

Should a warm bath be procurable , the body may be placed in
it up to the neck , continuing to imitate the movements of breath¬
ing. Raise the body in twenty seconds in a sitting position, and
dash cold water against the chest and face, and pass ammonia under
the nose. The patient should not be kept in the warm bath longer
than five or six minutes .
4. To Excite Inspiration .—During the employment of the above
method excite the nostrils with snuff or smelling salts, or tickle
the throat with a feather . Rub the chest and face briskly , and
dash cold and hot water alternately on them .
Treatment after Natural Breathing has been Restored .
' 5. To Induce Circulation and Warmth .—Wrap the patient in
dry blankets , and commence rubbing the limbs upwards , firmly and
energetically . The friction must be continued under the blankets
or over the dry clothing .
Promote the warmth of the body by the application of hot
flannels, bottles or bladders of hot water , heated bricks , &c., to the
pit of the stomach , the armpits , between the thighs , and to the soles
of the feet. Warm clothing may generally be obtained from by¬
standers .
On the restoration of life, when the power of swallowing has
returned , a teaspoonful of warm water , small quantities of wine,
warm brandy and water, or coffee should be given. The patient
should be kept in bed, and a disposition to sleep encouraged .
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During reaction large mustard plasters to the chest and below the
shoulders will greatly relieve the distressed breathing .
II . If from Intense Gold.—Euh the body with snow, ice, or cold
water. Restore warmth by slow degrees. In these accidents it is
highly dangerous to apply heat too early .
Appearances which generally Indicate Death .
There is no breathing or heart ’s action ; the eyelids are generally
half closed ; the pupils dilated ; the jaws clenched ; the fingers
semi contracted ; the tongue appearing between the teeth , and the
mouth and nostrils are covered with a frothy mucus . Coldness and
pallor of surface increases.

CHAPTER XXII .
VOLUNTEER

FIRE

BRIGADES .

‘ The volunteers are ready, ever willing,
Without the tempting of a paltry shilling .
To those who are generous they ’ll ever say,
“ We are your servants either night or day ; ”
To those who are not, “ We still will do our best ; ”
And when they find ’tis so, they’ll do the rest .’
Anon .

‘ One volunteer

is worth

ten pressed

men ; ’ so says the old proverb ,

though from experience, where the qualifications are equal, paid
will be found a better word than pressed . This is evident if it is
remembered that the motives which induce volunteer firemen to
subject themselves to the discipline and work required of them in
the discharge of their duties, whether at drills or at fires, by night
or by day, let the weather be what it will, must of themselves im¬
part a higher tone , and inspire a degree of laudable emulation and
perseverance amongst them ; and the zeal thus generated , the
enthusiasm thus excited, caunot fail to render a volunteer fire
brigade far more efficient and smart than any mere mercenary
brigade can ever hope to be.
The negation of self has contributed more than anything to the
success of volunteering . The sacrifice of time and money which
has been made by those who have entered the ranks of our phalanx
of citizen soldiers has given a solidity , an eclat and a prominency
to the institution , which cannot fail to make it a most efficient
weapon of defence for the country . So far as the spirit of volun-
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teering to carry out any really honourable and useful purpose goes,
it isbelieved to exist in the highest degree in this country , and possess

a steady permanency and brilliant ardour ; therefore it is only
necessary to point out the direction in which it is required , to en¬
sure its enthusiastic and perfect fulfilment ; and by the proper
carrying out in an efficient manner of the system of volunteer
fire brigades we shall have the proud reflection that we have
around our hearths , and amongst us and our families , a brave
fraternal band which does not work for pay, and will therefore
work more effectually, heartily , and enthusiastically , and being
actuated by the true volunteer spirit , being implicitly obedient to
orders, well equipped , and thoroughly acquainted with their duties ,
will hardly fail to render most important service in the hour
of danger . By forming efficient volunteer fire brigades , either
with steamers or without , it should be remembered that we are not
only protecting our own lives and property , and thus rendering
ourselves more secure from loss (for, even allowing we are fully
insured , there are inevitably numbers of things so valuable , from
various reasons, that insurance cannot replace them ), but are also
assisting to protect the little ail of those poorer and less fortunate
neighbours who cannot afford to insure , and to whom the loss of
that little all, how small soever it may be, is nearly always total ruin .
To be of use, however, the members should persevere in frequent
drills at all times of day and night , until they are perfect ; for they
will be worse than useless unless properly equipped , drilled , in¬
structed in their duties , and inured to that discipline and implicit
obedience which must necessarily be exacted from them when called
out ; and without proper training , the most indomitable valour,
combined with every other qualification , will be found worse than
no use at all. It cannot be too strongly impressed upon the mind
of each individual member that upon this point all his efficiency
depends . A few well trained men accustomed to act together ,
obedient to orders , relying upon their own individual skill, and
able to confide in their comrades, can accomplish wonders with the
greatest certainty and ease ; whilst the ill trained , half drilled lot,
whether large or small , can only be looked on as a useless encum¬
brance or a mob in uniform .
A few moments ’ reflection on what a fireman has to perform
when called on to attend a fire will show the great importance of
his being thoroughly acquainted with the principles of fire ex¬
tinguishing , and how to carry out his duties in the most perfect
manner , of his being under the strictest discipline , and most com¬
plete subordination to those under whose control he may be placed ;
for the least dereliction from his duty or the slightest want of sub¬
ordination or obedience to his officers can scarcely be unattended
with most injurious results .
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It should be the pride and emulation of every fireman to dis¬
charge his duties promptly and with perfect subordination ; to be
energetic , zealous, and courageous in time of danger , and above all
things to be cool in the time of greatest excitement . He should
act quickly and think judiciously in all cases of emergency ; for in no
case it may be said are these points more necessary than in firemen,
from the very circumstances under which they have to pursue their
arduous and too often thankless calling .
For want of a proper comprehension of the theory of fire ex¬
tinguishing , a thorough capability of carrying out their duties , and
the want of coolness and judgment to guide them under the great
excitement of a fire, it has happened that fires have been driven in
instead of out, life has been crushed by falling walls which might
have been rendered secure had a thought been given to their safety
—doors and windows have been broken in, increasing thereby the
destructive powers of the flames, at another time they have been
kept closed, and life sacrificed by suffocation or burning —all of
which need not have happened had there been that proper educa¬
tion , discipline, and coolness which are so necessary to an efficient
and beneficial performance of their duties .
It has been said that paid firemen will work better than volun¬
teers , because £every man will perform his duty more energetically
when he is paid.’ Now, it cannot for a single moment be admitted
that this is the case, and it will be very difficult to prove it satis¬
factorily, though this remark might apply in the case of piece¬
work.
If paid men are the best, how comes it that volunteers are
always asked for from soldiers and sailors, even though they are
obliged to obey orders from being paid, when it is desired to do
something very perilous —say, spring a mine , storm a fort, lead a
forlorn hope, or rescue a shipwrecked crew ? Surely in such cases
as these , where it is most important that everything should be well
done, it must be admitted from the above reasoning that it is a
mistake to allow volunteers to have anything to do with them .
The paid man feels in all he does that he is giving an equivalent
for that which he receives, and will almost always give as much
less as he can ; but in the case of the volunteer a very different
feeling actuates him . It has been lately seen that the whole crew
of one of the boats said to have belonged to the National Lifeboat
Institution refused to go off to save the crew of a stranded ship,
preferring to squabble and haggle about the amount of ‘salvage ’
they were to receive. These, it may be remarked , were paid men,
that is, they receive ten shillings or so for each person saved, and
took what in these days is termed a ‘ business view ’ of the case,
whilst their fellow creatures were perishing before their eyes !
Would volunteers , it may be asked, have done this ? Surely not !
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The volunteer , as we have seen on hundreds of occasions, throws
such hateful considerations to the winds, and starts on his self
imposed task with a motive and an energy which a paid man can
never know ; and we have yet to find that his unselfish exertions
are less successful than those which some persons think require a
pecuniary inducement to give them their assumed superiority .
In attempting to establish a fire brigade for any town or neigh¬
bourhood , it will he found most advantageous to avail oneself of
the occurrence of some fire in the locality at which the want of it
has been most apparent . A moment ’s reflection will show that
this fearful calamity speaks an unanswerable argument in favour
of the movement to all indifferent or uninterested people , when it
occurs, as one may say, almost at their own door, and leaves
behind it that unpleasant feeling of there being no certainty that
they will not be the next who suffer from the infliction . Although
we give little or no heed to the warning we should take from its
constant occurrence in any other locality, and the lesson taught
thereby , yet when it comes around our doors it speaks in a language
too plain to be mistaken , and it will generally be found that on
such an occasion all are more easily convinced of the necessity and
importance of the undertaking than at any other period .
A good example of the truth of this was afforded not long since
in a neighbourhood with which the author is acquainted . A volun¬
teer fire brigade was set on foot, and , as is usual and right on such
occasions, subscriptions and donations were sought from the various
householders and inhabitants , with the most gratifying results .
Amongst the inhabitants solicited, however, was one of those indi¬
viduals that are unfortunately too often met with, who did not
‘ see ’ the ‘ necessity for a fire brigade ,’ who ‘ did not believe it
would hold together , that volunteers would never be fit for any¬
thing ,’ &c. &c., with all the usual formulae enunciated on such oc¬
casions, and finally wound up by saying that he was ‘ fully insured ,’
and that ‘ it did not matter one penny to him whether everything he
had was burnt or not , as he should be nothing the worse for it ;’ and ,
as might be expected, neither donation or subscription was obtained
from him .
In due course, by laudable zeal and perseverance , the brigade
was formed, an engine , appliances , and station didy provided , and
the members , by energy and constant drill , became exceedingly
smart and efficient in extinguishing fires, and excellent firemen, con¬
ferring thereby great and lasting benefit on the neighbourhood by
their services on numerous occasions. One night a call was received
at the station , and the engine and brigade were away in a few
minutes , arriving most promptly on the spot, being the first engine,
and enabled thereby to conquer what the delay in getting the other
engines to the spot would have allowed to become a most serious
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and destructive fire. As luck would have it, this took place within
a few doors of the dwelling of the gentleman who ‘ didn ’t see’ the
‘ necessity for a fire brigade ,’ and who, above all, was ‘fully in¬
sured !’ The fire was soon knocked out, and having seen the way
in which the members did their work, the great loss of property
they had prevented , and, above all, that they kept the fire from
touching his highly protected premises, he all at once came down
with a handsome donation , and was thenceforth metamorphosed into
one of its greatest patrons and supporters . Depend upon it , there
is nothing like the feeling of insecurity to cause a stir to be made
for overcoming it .
The general indifference to providing not only an efficient and
proper plant for extinguishing fires, but also that of a properly in¬
structed and well trained brigade of men to work them and direct
or superintend the operations of controlling and extinguishing
fires, as well as keep them in an efficient state ready for instant use,
is greatly to be deplored and severely to be reprehended . Not less
culpable is the small inclination which is found to exist amongst
many influential and well to do persons in too many instances ,
towards encouraging and assisting those whose courage, spirit , and
foresight, to say nothing of higher and more creditable feelings,
prompt them to undertake the too often thankless task of trying to
change this sad state of affairs and establish what at any moment
may be found, even by its greatest present opponents, at possibly
no very distant date , one of the greatest benefits and safeguards.
It should be remembered that the volunteer undertakes without
fee or reward the labours of an honourable and arduous calling—
one fraught with perpetual peril to life and limb ; that in the
darkest night and in the most dreary storm , in the burning heat of
summer , in the most intense cold of winter, he is found faithful and
fearless in the discharge of his onerous duties , regardless alike of
rank or station , poverty or riches, so that he can but conquer the
ruthless tyrant and control his fearful ravages.
In forming a volunteer fire brigade some little discretion should
be used in selecting from the candidates such as are physically
qualified for the duties required of them ; for though there may be
many who are in every other way qualified to be members , still , if
they have not that strength of body required to enable them to
fulfil the duties firemen are called on to perform without being
knocked up by the wettings they are safe to encounter , it would be
wrong to jeopardise the efficiency of a brigade by having one or
more of its members on the sick list when its services were required .
It should also be constantly borne in mind that a volunteer bri¬
gade should not be started as a plaything to fill up leisure time , but
be established for, and strictly maintained as, a protection to the life
and property of the neighbourhood ; and it must be evident that if
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it be considered an honour in the time of war to assist in the de¬
struction of life and property because it is considered desirable to
do so, it must be esteemed equally as honourable to risk one’s life
and limbs in the preservation of life and property in the time of
peace . Consequently the post of a volunteer fireman should be
sought only by those who fully understand the importance of the
duties they undertake to perform , have the courage and strength
of body necessary to enable them to encounter the work, and judg¬
ment and perseverance strictly to obey the orders of their superin¬
tendent either at drill or at fires ; for it will frequently happen that
the salvation of life and property may at any moment depend on
the coolness of an individual volunteer , and the exactness and
readiness with which he obeys his orders.
It will invariably be found that a medium sized man of vigorous
mind , active habits , a moderate liver, cool in danger , of an enter¬
prising , bold disposition, good and even temper , and in the habit
of practising rowing or athletic exercises, will make a high class
efficient volunteer fireman . Eemember , few things look more
ridiculous than a volunteer fireman either so short and small that
his helmet seems to be the greatest portion that can be seen, or so
long and lanky that he might stand on the ‘ lee side of a rope yarn .’
Such as these cannot prove to be otherwise than eminently un¬
qualified for the work and duties of a volunteer fireman .
Another very important point which volunteer fire brigades
should constantly keep in mind and most carefully avoid , is that
of turning their engines into hack coaches, to run about with their
friends for either the sake of novelty, the admiration of the gaping
crowd, or to please the whims and fancies of those who know no
better , and think it something ‘ loud ’ to make believe that they
really are firemen, but take precious good care to avoid being of
any practical utility in the hour of need.
So important an undertaking as an establishment for preserving
life and property from the ravages of fire is far too serious and
matter of fact an affair, whether it be volunteer or paid , to admit of
being turned into a plaything ; and it must be evident , from a
moment ’s consideration , that such a course cannot either add to its
utility or the favour with which it ought to be viewed and its services
appreciated by the public .
It should be a great point with all volunteers to avoid the foolish
and unbusinesslike system of bawling and shouting to each other at
fires, as this adds in no small degree to the confusion then existing ,
and rarely fails to cause some misunderstanding from orders being
mistaken or unnoticed because confounded with the noise of the crowd.
The whistle affords a ready means of signalling , and one not easily
mistaken ; for by being made so as to give a peculiar tone or note,
and so many sounds being made to represent each order, orders
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may be easily issued without the confusion invariably accompany¬
ing the other system, or in any way detracting from the business¬
like feeling which ought to exist both in the members and the
lookers on ; in fact, a feeling of satisfaction and pleasure would
hardly fail to be felt by all parties at seeing the duties properly and
efficiently carried out in a quiet and unexcited manner .
Perseverance in drills under experienced instructors will soon
bring a brigade into such an efficient condition as will be found of
the greatest value when its services are required ; and the advan¬
tages of a smart well drilled company of volunteers would, in a very
short time , be so strikingly apparent as to lead to the establishment
of a well organised system of volunteer fire brigades throughout
the country , by whose intrepid aid the destructive influences of our
increasing fires would be greatly circumscribed .
The volunteer fireman , besides a determined perseverance at
drills and exercises, calculated to make him perfect in bis duties ,
and thoroughly efficient in all points connected with the extinguish¬
ing of fires, should carefully cultivate coolness and steadiness in his
work ; so that he may never be guilty of that most unpardonable
fault —rashness —from which so many disasters have and will arise :
but coolness and steadiness must not degenerate into a lounging ,
dawdling way, and supersede smartness and promptness of action .
Coolness and intrepidity work well together , and rarely fail to be
most successful wherever employed ; but a rash, headlong , thought¬
less way of going to work is most reprehensible , inasmuch as the
consequences are seldom confined to the offender, and their results
can rarely be foretold. For this reason, if he has no regard for him¬
self, he ought at least to have a little for others . To such as might
fancy a rash style of going to work looks bold and businesslike ,
they may be assured that the contrary is the case ; and the author
has frequently noticed on such occasions as he has met with it, that
ridicule and contempt are its just and proper reward.
Some persons cannot resist the temptation to ‘ show off ’ and
make themselves conspicuous by all sorts of absurdities and antics,
running up and down ladders, capering about on balconies or roofs,
in and out of doors and windows, when no earthly necessity for such
proceedings , or, as they have been well called, ‘ gymnastic exercises,’
exists. All such ridiculous proceedings as these are to be carefully
avoided by all firemen who desire to appreciate their position and
have it appreciated , and besides this , would like to keep clear of the
consequences frequently resulting from them , one of which will yet
be fresh on the minds of our readers .
During the discussion on a paper written by the author , ‘ On the
best mode of protecting London from the ravages of fire,’ and read
before the Society of Arts on Jan . 25, 1865, some most amusing
objections were raised against the volunteer principle by two indivi-
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duals who spoke on the subject , and absurd instances adduced in
proof, amounting in fact to this : that where a thing or a principle
is abused, or misused , it is best to give up the thing or principle ,
rather than remove the cause of its abuse or misuse .
WheD the old colonnade in the Quadrant in Regent Street was in
existence , it became a great resort of the ‘ social evilso
instead
of at once removing the cause of its being a nuisance , the wiseacres
of the day preferred to pull down the colonnade altogether rather
than interfere with the nuisance ! It is often found that clergymen ,
gentlemen , officers, bankers , policemen , and others disgrace their
position : and according to the arguments brought forward by the
speakers alluded to, we should have to do away with all of the
above, because certain black sheep are often found amongst them ,
as there invariably are everywhere .
Such ridiculous nonsense is barely worth notice , but is given as a
proof of what is called ‘ convincing argument ’ by some people, and
a sample of the style in which they are accustomed to reason and
draw conclusions.
It has been continually remarked that it is a most important
thing for every Englishman to know how, and to be able, to use a rifle.
Surely it is at least as important that he should know what a fire
engine is, and how to use it , the latter knowledge being far more
likely to be called into beneficial requisition than the former, espe¬
cially in this country .
Why there should be the state of utter ignorance that exists
amongst all classes,and ages—with, it may almost be said, no ex¬
ceptions— in regard to fire engines, fires, how to proceed when a fire
breaks out , &c., it is impossible to give a satisfactory reason ; but
the overwhelming proofs that have occurred , and constantly do
occur, of the serious injury this ignorance causes, are the strongest
arguments in favour of the necessity and desirability of a radical
change .
All have seen with what surprising rapidity our volunteer rifle¬
men have learnt their drill and obtained a good knowledge of their
duties and principles of action ; and is it for a moment to be supposed
that our volunteer firemen would be less capable of distinguishing
themselves in a similar manner ? It must be borne in mind that
the volunteer firemen in existing volunteer fire brigades are men
of a thinking turn of mind , well educated , and actuated by the
laudable desire to excel ; consequently , having a taste for the
duties and the capability of being taught the principles required
by them , easily and quickly comprehend the reason why, and readily
devise a means for an end in any emergency that may arise.
The important services which have been and are constantly ren¬
dered by volunteer fire brigades throughout the various neigh¬
bourhoods in which they are established , prove in a most satisfactory
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manner the advantages gained by their establishment , and the great
desirability of their encouragement and extension : and it may he
remarked that , however strong the theoretic arguments may be
which are brought against volunteer brigades by the opponents of
the system, the practical effects and experience gained from the
results of their services prove in every case of a stronger and more
unanswerable character .
Soon after the author had read his paper ‘ On the best mode of
protecting London from the ravages of tire,’ before alluded to, he
received the following communications from the two gentlemen
whose names are appended , but with both of whom he is unac¬
quainted ; from which it will be seen that the volunteer system is
understood and appreciated by those whose position and knowledge
of the matter enable them to give an opinion on the subject ; and
they are given here as satisfactory proofs of the importance of and
benefits to be derived from the volunteer system, when properly
carried out in the manner and with the spirit it ought to be.
Stuttgard, 10th Feb. 1865.

Sin,—I have read with great interest your very able paper ,
published in the Journal of the Society of Arts of January 27,
1865, on the best organisation for protecting London from the
ravages of fire, and I am glad to find that you are advocating the
voluntary system for the organisation of fire brigades , which I hold
to be the one that has given most satisfaction in all the countries
where it has been introduced . In this country , too, there are now
fire brigades in almost every town and village, all founded on the
voluntary principle , and everywhere experience has declared in
favour of it. Indeed , there can he no doubt that the kind of work
which it is the duty of the fire brigades to perform is done best by
men who are not paid ; for even if they were paid, they could never
be paid adequately . Besides, I think this system can only work
well when the organisation itself is left entirely to those who be¬
come members of the brigade. But as the subject is one wherein
state property and private property are alike concerned, and wherein
the insurance companies are foremost interested , it is right that
the undertaking should be assisted by adequate contributions from
these three quarters , and that those who sacrifice their time , and
sometimes their lives, should not be burdened with heavy expenses.
Should the Society of Arts decide upon appointing a commission
to be sent out to different countries in order to study the fire
establishments existing there , I think they could not do better than
to solicit your cooperation , and I am persuaded that amongst the
German states , Wurtemburg , and especially the fire establishment
at Stuttgard , with its steam fire engine , is not the last that would
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merit your inspection , and where you would meet with a hearty
welcome.
I have the honour to be, Sir,
Your obedient servant ,
(Signed )
Steinbest ,
Director of the Royal Board of Trade and Commerce,
Corresponding Member of the Society of Arts .
Chas. F . T. Young, Esq., C.E ., London.
4, Hardinge Street, Islington , Feb . 6, 1865.
My dear

Sir ,— I was present

at the reading

of your

paper

on

Volunteer Fire Companies, and was deeply interested in your able
and exhaustive argument , and in all the proceedings that followed.
The discussion was a very important one, and brought out a great
many facts that illustrated and strengthened your own argument .
I shall be glad to aid in any way in my power your excellent
movement . I leave London in a few days for a permanent residence
in Birmingham , but can correspond with you from that town on
the subject .
Yours truly ,
(Signed)
Eliiui Burritt .
In an admirable article on ‘ Hardihood and Foolhardihood ,’
which appeared in ‘ All the Year Round ’ for August 19, 1865,
it is well remarked that ‘ there has been too much nonsense got up
on the renown to be won by scrambling high, rather high, higher ,
highest among peaks and passes—which yield, in nine cases out of
ten , no new aspect of nature —simply because nobody has ever been
up there before . But the nonsense becomes ghastly when it implies
contempt for, and waste of, human life—a gift too holy to be played
with like a toy under false pretences by bragging vanity .
‘It is time , the apotheosis of foolhardihood having been closed by a
dead march , the echoes of which will not cease during the lives of
those whom they concern, that its triumphs should be displayed in
their real colours, and not those of red fire, blue fire, and green
fire, which accompany, theatrically , every coronation of theatrical
success.’
The formation of volunteer life brigades at some of the ports
on the north and east coasts shows that our young men have at
last begun to find out that in seeking for something to do they
can combine utility with recreation , and whilst employing their
time , confer lasting benefits on their fellow creatures .
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The following is a list of the volunteer fire brigades of the
United Kingdom , so far as the author has been able to obtain them ,
together with particulars :—
City or

Brigade No.of
Population estab- memlished bers

Town

Alton
Ashford
Ayr .
.
Banbridge .
Batley Carr
Birmingham

.

.

Buckingham
Buxton
Carnarvon .
Chester
Christchurch
Clitheroe .
Cockermouth
Collumpton(2 brigades)
Congleton .
Coventry .
Crowland .

4,121

1863

8,005
9,000
4,000
3,859
296,076

1824
1845
—
1861
1863

4,020
1,235
9,883
32,000
10,000
7,000
6,000
3,000

1860

12,344
41,000
3,148
40,000

_
1858
1863
1864
1865
1864
1863
1861
1861
—

18,148
14,600

1864
—
1845
—

,

11,000

—

East Dereham .

4,685

1862

East Grinstcad .
Folkestone

4,200
9,409

1864
1864

Frome

12,916

1861

Gateshead .
Gloucester .

33,500
35,000

1857
1815

Grantham .

11,000

1765

Guildford .

5,171

1863

23,400
8,000
15,585
5,000

1861
1827
1865

Croydon (3 brigades ) .
Crystal Palace .
Dewsbury .
Drogheda .
Dumfries .

Hastings .
Hemel Hempstead
Hereford .
Holbeach .

Men
f 1 steamer
“)
26 < 2 man. for 20 each l
[1
12
J
2
20 each
29
3
6
10 „
1
22
13
—
12
30
"1
31
16
j
20
1
17 u
12 eachj
1
14
20
2
10
22 each
—
—
30
1
12
20
40
1
17
{1
10
J
1
12
46
2u
1
20
{i
12
]
28
1
45
{l
small J
i
22
43
—
2
24 each
30
"1
60
Ts
24 each J
i
22
3
—
12
20
1
—
fi
12
j
16
1
—
12
|
( 1
16
I
ri
i
33
12
1
[i
4
J
i
20
i
13
12
18 each *]
r2
60 \ i
20
l
6 each )
i
33
20
i
6
30
24
I
n
9
i
16
u
4
J
36
i
fl
_
1
16
[
u
10
J
3
60
20 each
18
1
18
21
1
20
12
1
30

fire nual
plant cost

of

£

£

800

_

150
100
150
—

12
12
_
—
—

350
250
145
300
45
250
—
—
250
200
150
1450
150
—

—

_
__

_
—

—
_
—
10
30
—
240

_

300

—
—

_

_

175

_

_
_

_
_

350

20

150
200

_

280

20

_

—

550
200
200
250

80
—
_ j
— 1

50
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Town

Horsham .
Hythe
Isleworth
Kenilworth

6,747
3,000
6,000
4,000

1840
1830

Leamington

17,640

1864

Leeds
Leighton Buzzard
Lewes
Leyton
Lisburn
Macclesfield
Margate .
Mexborough
Middlesborough
Midhurst .
Mirfield
Monmouth
Northampton
Ormskirk .
Otley
Peterborough
Rhyl
.
St. Austell

.
.

.

Saflron Walden .
Salcombe .
Sleaford
Surbiton .
Tewkesbury
f Incendiary 1
Thealby -j Fires As- i
^ sociation. J
Thirsk
Twickenham
Uxbridge .
West Derby
West Mailing
Wheathampstead
Wrexham .
Yeovil

—
—

_

207,000
5,000
10,000
4,794
10,000
31,000
11,000
2,665
30,000
1,340
9,300
6,000
24,000

1863
1862
1865
1856
1865
1857
1860
1863

6,426

1862

4,700
11,000
5,000
6,000

1831
—
1864
1865

5,474
1,800
4,000
7,000
5,876

1865
1859
1844
1863
1865

—

1864
1865
—

—

of

Men
2 man. for 20 each
2
20 „
—
1
24
—
1
22
30
"I
f1
1
28
l
?> 20
18
U
J
12
—
—
12
26
1
21
[ 1
12
J
1
12
22
>>
—
—
—
1
40
28
>> 30
1
24
20
{1
]
—
1
>> 22
—
2
t) 22 each
—
22
1
11
1
JJ 24
>» 22
1
8
{1
14
j
22
1
50
30
1
fl
13 1 1
16
8 each ![
12
13
1
tt 30
12
1
» 22
14
28
1
20
1
100 P
P
15
J
>> 24
16 f 1
]
22
J
u
12
1
10
30
4
12
16 eachj
{2
9
1
30
•1
>> 22
75
40

—

-

—

1864
—
—
1862

>?
—
{1
—
—
”
12
li
—
—
—
—
—
1
>>
>>
20

9,000

1862

20

—

Value An¬
fire nual
plant cost

No. and power of
engines

4,815
8,077
3,815
35,808
2,086
1,960
15,000

1865
—
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{!
U

>>

22
16

1
j

22
16

1
j
—

20
30
20
20
12

1
J
1
]

£
300
—
150
160

£
20
—

_
_

350

—

—

_

—

—

300
200
200
—

_

350
160
500
160
—

6
—

200
160

10
—
—
_
—
—
—

300

8

120
200
—

7
—
—

150

50

500

—

72
400
300
300

1
15
35
—

—

—

160
—

—
—
—
—
—
—

300
—
—
100
300
200

—
12
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The following is a table of the volunteer fire brigades of the
metropolis , and particulars of the same so far as the author can
obtain them :—
of or¬
gani¬
sation

Name of
brigade

Situation

No. | No. of
of
men engines

Value
Manual power of fire How supported
plant

£
. J Distillery, ) 10 2 manuals j 1 for 24 men ) 1000 f By Messrs.
| Vauxhall
J
11 „ 16 .. f
( Burnett .
1York road, ) 20
1844 Price’s .
20 „ )
3
»
1 Battersea
j
{ ? ;; 18 „ J 2000 By Messrs. Price.
1849 Beaufoy’s . South.Lambeth. 7 2
f By Messrs,
21 >, l
„
11 ;; 14 „ f 500 j Beaufoy.
|
By Mr. Wm.
1857 True Blue . Millwall .
40-45 ) _ J Roberts
14 2
and the
„
10 „ ;
( volunteers.
1858 Notting Hill Notting Hill . 10 1
f
By
parish
and
350 |
»
i » 24 „
volunteers.
/ By voluntary
J Hill street, ) 60
1863 Surrey
subscriptions
1
300 1J and
„
i » 20 „
t Peckham
j
the volun( teer members.
J Bridge street ) 6 1
1863 Kilbum
(
By
voluntary
300
i » 20 „
( Kilbum
|
( subscriptions.
1863 Hatcham . Kender street
5
270
„
i „ 20 „
1864 Holloway . Seven Sisters rd 30 11
„
200
i
„
20 „
>»
»
1865 Brompton . Pulliam road
—
30 1 steamer
500
1841 Burnett ’s

The late Lambeth Brigade , a short time since, whilst under the
energetic and able management of Lieut . Becker, was well known
to the public, and held the highest place amongst the various bri¬
gades round London as being the smartest to run to fires, and the
most efficient in its operations when there ; but on his resigning
the command of it, the duties he so ably performed fell into other
hands, and in a few months after it came to an end, having existed
since the year 1851.

CHAPTER XXIII .
FIRE

BRIGADES

OF TIIE WORLD .

In this section it has been endeavoured to obtain and put in proper
form particulars and statistics relating to the fire extinguishing
arrangements of the various civilised countries in the world ; the
systems followed ; the machines and appliances employed ; the
laws and regulations made for controlling and extinguishing fires ;
and such general information as is of a character suited to a work
of this description , and of a nature likely to be found useful. In
preparing it , however, it has been found extremely difficult to
render it of that full and complete nature which is so desirable,
from the great time required to get replies to questions seeking in¬
formation , the imperfect manner in which they have been furnished ,
or the difficulty found to exist in obtaining them .
H ii
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It is hoped that at some future period this present deficiency
may be made up, and the difficulties encountered got over, so that
subsequent editions may exhibit an improvement . To do this , the
author hopes that those in charge of brigades or the fire controllingarrangements in those cities, towns, or countries which are not
referred to herein , will kindly favour him with the required infor¬
mation , the character of which will be easily seen in this section ,
and he will gladly avail himself of it . Copies of the reports rela¬
ting to the fire department , or of any engine trials , or other
apparatus relating to fire extinguishing , will be gladly received
and highly valued .
The ‘ Times ,’ in the impression for September 21, 1865, gave a
sort of sketch of the fire systems of various countries , which unfor¬
tunately contained not only some considerable errors, but also some
very incorrect assertions. The author wrote to correct some of
these , and pointed out their inaccuracy , but his letter was not in¬
serted , nor was any correction of the errors made .
The writer of the sketch made the assertion , that the ‘ Sapeurs
Pompiers ’ of Paris have nothing ‘but a slight theoretical knowledge
of the machinery with which they have to deal.’ Had the writer
any proper knowledge of the subject on which he undertook to
write he could never have made such an assertion , for on reference
to the manual for the use of firemen, published by the sanction of
the minister of war, he would have found each nut and bolt about
an engine described and explained , together with their use and
management ; as also everything relating to the plant and appliances
required in fire extinguishing , and the various ways of attacking
most kinds of fires, in so full , plain , and practical a manner , by
question and answer, as would have convinced him of his error ,
and possibly have prevented his unseeming laudation of the present
inefficient system followed in London . Let but the Parisian fire¬
men be in London with a supply of water equal to that obtainable
at the present time , and he would quickly tell a different tale . He
also asserts that the ‘annual number of fires in Paris is 300.’ The
returns furnished to the author by the chief engineer for the past
two years tell a different story ; and be would not have noticed the
precious production except to call attention to one or two of its
many incorrect assertions and point out its unreliability . It is a
very reprehensible proceeding for a journal , professing to give the
most correct information , to endeavour to introduce error , and then
attempt to perpetuate it , more especially when it is attempted to be
done under the guise of a thorough acquaintance with the subject .
In most of the continental cities and towns, especially those in
the hotter or southern portions , the utility of the fire extinguishing
appliances will be found to be greatly circumscribed by the extremely
limited and inefficient water supply , and the imperfect means
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by which it can be made available for fire service. As an example
may be quoted the city of Oporto, regarding which a friend of the
author writes : *The water in Oporto is derived from various small
sources, and conveyed to a number of fountains scattered over the
town. These are merely pipes or spouts projecting from a wall,
where a small stream forms, as from the spout of a pump . There
is an hereditary race of water carriers , Gallicians , for no Portuguese
man ever degrades himself by doing any work, who may always
be met in the streets with kegs of water on their shoulders . Thus
all houses are supplied , except occasionally a house has a spring
under it, which adds to its value ; and the quantity of water is
measured by quills . One quill is the quantity which a quill will
deliver. Women also carry water on their heads, as they do every¬
thing . The water carriers are permitted to exercise their calling
on condition that they supply the fire engines. These are a few
primitive machines belonging to the fire department , and which
are entirely dependent on the water carriers and their kegs.
‘Passing one of these fountains at night , you see perhaps a
hundred kegs standing filled, each carrier being required to fill
his keg and leave it there . The supply, however, provokes a smile,
it is so trifling . The nearest approach to the practical application
of this system that I saw, was twenty or thirty women carrying water
to supply a garden engine employed in sprinkling the grass at the
exhibition building . The same fair ones filled the boiler which sup¬
plies steam to my engine there , and afterwards brought in the same
way a few cartloads of earth , and covered the said boiler therewith .’
In most continental countries or states it will be found that the
precautions taken by the Building Acts in force in most of them
are of a very stringent character , and well calculated to obtain the
end in view. The construction of the various descriptions of build¬
ings is minutely defined, every precaution is taken to prevent the
dangerous proximity of woodwork to fireplaces, &c., and the con¬
struction of party walls of sufficient strength to be of good service
are strictly enjoined and arranged for.
In many of the large cities on the Continent it has long been
the custom to post a man on the top of a large building , to keep
a lookout "for fires, notice of which is conveyed by blowing a horn ,
firing a gun , or ringing a bell. In Germany , the quarter is indi¬
cated by holding out a flag towards it by day, or a lantern by night .
In the year 1351 a police ordinance , which had had a previous
existence, and provided certain rules in regard to fires, was renewed,
and it was also required that two watchmen should be posted in
each steeple to keep a lookout for them .
In the year 1400 such a system was in force in Merseburg and
Leipsig , and the town piper of the latter place resided in apart¬
ments in the steeple at the beginning of the seventeenth century .
n H 2
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In 1447 an act or regulation concerning buildings was made at
Augsburg .
In 1460 certain regulations respecting fires were instituted at
Frankfort ; and in 1468 straw thatched houses were forbidden ;
and again, in 1474, roofs covered with shingles were prohibited .
In Saxony the first general order respecting fires is dated 1521,
and those for Dresden 1529.
‘ In

several

of the

cities

of

Germany

the

whole

of

the

house¬

holders of the district are members of a society for extinguishing
fire, as well organised, as thoroughly drilled , and subject to as
severe regulations as our militia or volunteers . The sound of the
fire alarm hell calls each man to his post ; the subdivision of
labour is made ; the nature and duties of that labour are known ;
system and science, as it may be termed , pervade the whole of
their movements ; seldom, if ever, does the fire extend beyond the
place in which it originates ; and very frequently it is extinguished
without much mischief to the house in which it breaks out . It is
a system and an association of this kind that we require in London .’
Australia

.

Australia has many fire brigades in its various cities and towns,
and the volunteer system seems to be most in favour . Ballarat ,
Geelong , Portland , and Sandhurst have each their volunteer
brigade ; and Sydney has not only two volunteer brigades , but also
a steam fire engine of English make .
Belgium .

Belgium has most of its fire arrangements on the French plan
and system, and the city of Antwerp adopts the mode of action
and drill laid down in the manual of the Parisian Sapeur Pompier .
In Belgium paid and volunteer fire brigades exist in most of the
cities, important towns, and parishes , all of which are provided
with engines, pumps , and equipments . Some of these brigades are
armed and equipped as soldiers, and reside in barracks , being
always ready to start , the instant a call is received, to any fire either
in the town or in the country .
In many other parts will be found volunteer fire brigades , formed
out of the members of the town guard , who are found to render
most efficient service at fires, with that spirit for which volunteers
are always distinguished . Their uniform and equipments are gene¬
rally the same as those of the infantry of the town guard .
The greater part of the other portions of the kingdom are pro¬
vided with fire appliances , which are worked by associations of
workmen , such as from their business occupations are most likely
to be able to render efficient service at fires. They do not wear
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uniform or arms, and some of them receive a certain reward for
their services, proportionate to the value of them .
China .

Dr . D. F . Rennie , in his ‘ British Arms in Northern China and
Japan in 1862,’ gives the following account of a Chinese fire
brigade :—‘ To-day we met a Chinaman with a sort of hand drum ,
beaten after the fashion of a child’s toy. With this he was making
a greatmoise , and while we were speculating what it meant , some
flames were seen on the opposite side of the canal, near the French
quarter , and a number of men coming down the opposite bank , in
line, with white flags and black letters on them . We concluded
that they were connected with the police, and that the flags were
to indicate the direction of the fire, which the beating of the drum
was intended to announce to the neighbourhood . We accordingly
followed the direction of the flags, and soon reached the fire, which
had settled on a cluster of houses up a narrow lane, in which,
fortunately , close to the burning houses, there was a vacant space.
We had hardly got into it before a number of men bearing gaudy
flags and standards arrived , followed in rapid succession by eight
fire engines —odd looking machines with gilt inscriptions on them ,
each carried on the shoulders of four men, by a pole passing through
the upper part . These engines consist of forcing pumps , worked
by a double lever, the jet of water being projected through a brass
nozzle about six feet long, working on a swivel from the upper
portion of the pump . They have no hose, yet a very effective jet
was projected some distance . The great fault seemed to be the
rapidity with which the supply of water was exhausted . In a
short time the enclosure was filled with flags of all colours and
devices, tomtoms , gongs, &c. ; the noise and general confusion
which prevailed baffling description . Some sailors from a Russian
gunboat , frozen in not far off, and a number of French soldiers, were
actively employed on the roofs of the houses detaching the thatch¬
ing and other combustible material . Fresh engines continued to
arrive , and without heeding the direction , the moment they got
into the open space, they commenced discharging their contents
towards the flames. One engine I saw playing right on the
Russians and the Frenchmen , with the thermometer 20° below
freezing. They seemed, however, not to mind it , but continued to
work away with a right good will. As darkness began to creep on,
the effect of the lines of flags and lanterns was very picturesque .
Taken altogether it was one of the gayest sights I have seen in
China, and not unlike a gigantic teetotal procession at home. The
Tien -tsin tire brigade appears to consist of several sections,
each of which has a distinctive uniform and distinctive coloured
flags. The engines were supplied with water from the Grand
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Canal, close to its junction with the Peiho , carried in buckets slung
in the ordinary way from the ends of a bamboo, supported across
the shoulder . In this way it was brought up from different parts
of the canal, where the ice had to be broken for the purpose . The
system of lighting by lanterns was very perfect , and altogether the
arrangements gave us the idea of being wonderfully complete ,
more especially the rapidity with which the different sections of
the tire brigade were on the ground with their engines.’
The inefficiency of these engines, and the want of something
capable of controlling the ravages of fire, are constantly manifested ;
but they seem to take little note of the repeated occasions in which
this want is experienced . A tolerable sample of this necessity was
given in 1822, when nearly the whole city of Canton was destroyed
by a terrible conflagration .
Denmark .

In Denmark the system of controlling and extinguishing fires
differs in the cities and country towns, in the mode in which the
organisation required is carried out. It is the duty of all munici¬
palities , country towns, and parishes , to have in constant readiness
engines and appliances of sufficient power to enable them to cope
with the flames.
In the towns the citizens are required to serve in a local or
municipal militia for a certain number of years, and a portion of
this militia is formed into a fire brigade , the men chosen being
principally masons and carpenters , whose trades best fit them for
such employment . They are trained as thoroughly as possible
under officers selected from among them by the municipal autho¬
rities .
On these men alone devolves the duty of extinguishing fires,
and in extreme cases, where the danger becomes very imminent
and the force insufficient to control the fire, the military come
forward to assist, but it is not a part of the general duty of the
soldiers to assist in controlling fires.
Copenhagen being the only large city in Denmark , the organisa¬
tion of the fire brigade is consequently more extensive and com¬
plicated than in the smaller towns, and a few years since it was
remodelled and arranged on the plan of the English fire brigades ,
and in some respects after the London system, and the brigade is
found to work in a very satisfactory manner .
There are no organised fire brigades in the country towns, but
the duty of controlling and extinguishing fires rests with the
parish authorities , and is often found to be rather inefficient, as is
the case in this country . The inhabitants of each parish are
bound to act as firemen and extinguish their own fires, being
directed and superintended by their municipal or other authorities ,
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and assisted by the inhabitants of the adjoining parishes , all of
them in the immediate neighbourhood being bound to send their
engines.
In the small towns the alarm of fire is given by the beating of
drums , by fifes, and by the church bells, whilst in the country
church bells only are employed . In Copenhagen the alarm is
given by anyone who discovers a fire running immediately to the
nearest station and reporting the fact, whence it is signalled by
telegraph to the other stations . This duty everyone is bound to
perform so soon as they discover a fire. In the night time ,
lanterns are used in Copenhagen from the church towers, to in¬
dicate the locality of the fire, and from time to time a certain
number of strokes on the church bells, in cases of great emergency ,
signal how matters are getting on. In the day time flags are
used.
At Copenhagen there is a steam fire engine by English makers ,
which is found to add in no small degree to the efficiency of the
brigade , and has done good service at several fires.
France

.

In Paris the extinguishing of fires is performed by a military
organisation , the corps of £Sapeurs Pompiers ,’ arranged for that
purpose , assisted by the people. By law, the firemen are allowed
to ‘ press ’ bystanders into service to work the fire engines, or give
what assistance may be required to extinguish fires, for which no
pay or reward is given ; consequently , all hands generally make a
determined bolt of it, so soon as any appearance of a fire manifests
itself.
The brigade is very efficient, and the men are all educated in
the science of fire extinguishing , as well as in the plans followed in
the construction of houses, theatres , &c. They are all examined
in the various duties they have to perform , the construction , use,
and management of their engines and appliances , and how they
would proceed under the various circumstances in which fires
generally occur. All these particulars are fully detailed and
illustrated by engravings in an excellent little work published
under the authority of the minister of war, called the ‘Manuel du
Sapeur Pompier .’
By the polite attention of M. J . Lebelin de Dionne , ‘ major
ingenieur ’ of the corps of ‘ Sapeurs Pompiers ’ of Paris , as the fire
brigade is termed , the author is enabled to give the following
account of the origin and progress of fire extinguishing arrange¬
ments in that city, from the earliest ages to the present day. He
has kindly forwarded to him their book authorised by the minister
of war, containing the drill , regulations , and explanation of the
duties of firemen ; which also contains a catechism for examination
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on various points connected with their duties , the mode of attacking

fires in various sorts of buildings , a description of the mode in
which houses, theatres , &c. are built —in fact, a most perfect and
comprehensive Fireman ’s Manual , which could not fail to be of
utility elsewhere if arranged to suit the different sorts of en¬
gines used, and the customs of the country to which it would be
addressed .
He has also kindly sent a copy of the services of the men and
the various fires which have occurred in Paris for the year 1864,
showing the amount of damage done, cause of fire, amount of
insurance , &c. &c., all of which make a most interesting report , but
cannot from its length be given here . The author can recommend
the form in which it is made out as one desirable to be copied by
all volunteer or paid brigades for the record of their services, for
all the particulars can be seen a.t a glance , and thus all mystifica¬
tion is avoided. This is peculiarly valuable and interesting , for
from the £corps ’ being a government establishment , they do not
publish a report accessible to the general public ; therefore any
reliable information , especially when obtained from head quarters ,
cannot fail to be considered of utility and value .
The establishment of some system for the ready combating of
fires in Paris seems to have engaged the attention of the govern¬
ment at a very early period , for we find that in the years 1371,
1395, and 1400, many police regulations were made for this
purpose , and some of them required householders to have in con¬
stant readiness vessels of water placed by their doors, to have
lanterns for their stables, and burning straw in the streets and
firing off guns in the streets were absolutely forbidden .
In 1670, during the reign of Louis XIV ., it was ordered that
master masons, carpenters , and slaters should give their names
and addresses to the commissioner of police for their quarter , and
be always prepared to turn out with their men immediately on an
alarm of fire being given. It was also provided , that they should
be paid for working at fires on being certified by the police ; and
if they neglected to turn out when called, they were fined
200 livres for the first offence, and deprived of their rights and
privileges on the second.
In order to prevent a scarcity of water at fires, as had hap¬
pened on many occasions, an ordinance was passed in the same
year , by which all householders who had wells on their premises
w'ere obliged to maintain them in good condition , with all the
ropes , pulleys , &c. required to raise the water, under a penalty of
50 livres.
During the year 1681 a quantity of buckets was distributed in
various parts of Paris , being placed in the convents, with the
aldermen , and also the principal citizens. A central depot was
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established at the Hotel de Ville, and placards informed the in¬
habitants of each quarter of the .location of the secondary depots.
In 1699 M. Dumourrier Duperrier having seen the pumps or
engines used in Holland and Germany , obtained from Louis XIV .
the sole privilege of making and selling them for thirty years.
The first he made were on four wheels, and the king presented
twelve of them to the city of Paris .
These pumps were worked at fires by the workmen of Duperrier ,
and were used at several with great success. A tariff of prices was
soon fixed which regulated the amount to be paid for their assist¬
ance at fires. This was, however, soon found to be inconvenient ,
and the following inscription was placed towards the end of the
reign over the door of the chief of the engines in the Eue
Mazarin :
POMPES

AUX INCENDIES
PUBLIQUES DP ROI , POUR REHEDIER
QU’ON SOU TENU DE RIEN PAYER .

SANS

In 1705 a lottery was established by the king ’s letters patent ,
for obtaining funds to purchase twenty engines, one for each
quarter of Paris . At this time the city of Paris possessed twenty
engines, which were kept in order and worked at fires under the
superintendence of M. Duperrier , who agreed to do this for three
years for a payment of 40,000 livres down.
In 1716 the king installed Duperrier as superintendent of fire
engines, with an annual grant of 6,000 livres per annum , so as to
keep the engines in working order and sufficient men to work them .
Some of the men were paid 100 livres per annum , and others only
50 ; and it was provided that the engines should be inspected and
worked every month in the presence of the lieutenant of police
and chief of the merchants . The privileges granted to Duperrier
were continued to his successors up to the revolution of 1789.
The firemen originally wore a felt helmet covered with wire gauze
or net , with a vizor. At a later period the wire gauze was re¬
placed by an iron cap or helmet , and a plate of the same metal on
the front of the helmet .
In 1719 the payment to Duperrier was raised to 80,000 livres
per annum , and if his son Nicholas survived him , the succession
to revert to him .
Py an ordinance in 1722 the number of engines was increased
to 30, so as to be able to protect the entire city, and distributed
so as to do so.
Duperrier had to instruct and establish sixty men to work the
engines , each of whom received an annual payment of 100 livres,
and a coat every third year . The uniform was king ’s blue, with
white buttons . These men only did night duty , taking it in turns ;
and a detachment always accompanied the king on his travels ,
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receiving an additional payment when so employed . Some of these
guards had to live in the royal castles. At the death of Duperrier his
wife held the office until the son came of age, when he succeeded
to the post .
In 1747 the firemen were only 60 in number , with 25 stations ,
each containing one engine and its equipments . Although the fire¬
men were civilians , yet in this year they were, in certain respects ,
assimilated to those corps which were entirely of a military organi¬
sation ; and in 1750 young Duperrier , the commander of the corps,
was made a chevalier of the military order of St . Louis . The chief
wore epaulettes of a colonel, and the Hospital of the Invalides was
open to all of the. corps who were injured during service. The ex¬
penses of the corps were paid by the treasurer , on orders from the
lieutenant of police.
In 1760 certain complaints were made against Duperrier , in
consequence of which M. Morat was appointed to succeed him , on
his undertaking to pay Duperrier 5,000 livres annually ; and this
person is said to have made great improvements in the system and
working of the engines .
The number of effectives of the corps was raised to 84 in the
year 1764, and established six companies of the Corps de Garde .
Doth were increased in the year following, and depots of water
carts were established . At the same time the two regiments of
French and Swiss Guards were placed at the disposal of the super¬
intendent in case of fires. The hat was replaced by a brass or
copper helmet , and instead of the old system of night service, the
firemen mounted guard throughout the twenty four hours . The
uniform was blue cloth lined with serge of the same colour, with
collar of black plush , yellow epaulettes , and brass buttons . The
men were paid every three months , and a new uniform was served
out every third year .
In 1770 the corps consisted of 146 paid men , and 80 supernu¬
meraries , who were not paid . There were 16 corps de garde , each
of three men , so that the turns came round every three days. There
were 8 stations for water carts , and there were still 30 engines,
as in 1722. The salaries varied , according to the grades , from 200
livres for the men up to 500 livres for chiefs of the brigades ;
M. Morat receiving 70,000 livres per annum for keeping up the
corps.
In 1777 the company had a lieutenant and surgeon major, and
soon after two sous lieutenants and three adjutants were added .
The plant and men were gradually increased year by year , and
in 1785 it was settled that there should be 221 effective men of the
royal company of guards , and the cost was fixed at 116,000 livres.
In 1791 a law was passed by which a certain number of guards
was to be present at every theatre during each representation , and
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to be paid by the manager ,—a measure which has been of the
greatest utility .
In 1792 the guards were armed with sabres ; and in 1793, on the
breaking out of the revolution , the corps consisted of 263 officers
and men, and the plant was 44 force pumps , 12 lifting pumps ,
and 42 casks.
At the commencement of 1794 M. Morat was obliged to give
up his' position , which was provisionally filled by his nephew , M.
Deville, an engineer , who had been lieutenant in the company of
‘ Gardes Pompes .’ Soon after this , at an examination held at the
Hotel de Ville, M. Picard -le-l )oux was the successful candidate ,
and was elected to the post of superintendent . A little later the
corps was organised, the engines were increased to 60, and the
water casks to 54 ; the effectives were also increased to 281, in¬
cluding the director or superintendent , a deputy superintendent ,
and the surgeon major .
In 1795 the corps was again increased to 376 men , divided into
three companies, each commanded by a captain and one lieutenant ,
and the terms of brigadier and sous brigadier were supplanted by
those of sergeant and corporal . By another decree of the same
year, it was ordered that the men should be stationed in three dif¬
ferent places, in barracks , and victualled in the same way as the
military portion of the police. It was found inconvenient , how¬
ever, to place the men in barracks , so they continued to live out as
before.
In 1801 the corps was again reorganised , and the corps of ‘Gardes
Pompes ’ of the city of Paris created , consisting of 293 paid men
divided into three companies ; the effective total being 11 officers
and 456 men . The uniform at this epoch was a brass helmet with
a leather turban and blue and red plume ; coat of king ’s blue ,
without epaulettes , with collars, trimmings , and cuffs of black velvet
turned up with blue serge ; blue trousers and long gaiters , which
were some time afterwards replaced by tight pantaloons and stout
gaiters with red borders and tassels ; a black gla.zed shoulder belt ,
and short sabre.
The fatal fire which took place in 1810, at the house of the Aus¬
trian ambassador , Prince Sehwarzenberg —where so many persons
of rank .lost their lives, and at which the chief of the corps was
not present , being absent from Paris at the time —showed to the
public the necessity of a further reorganisation , and the chief was
forbidden to act , the second in command being put in bis place.
It was considered that this occurrence showed the necessity of a
firmer authority , a more energetic command , and the Emperor
resolved to place the whole on a military footing.
In 1811, by an imperial decree, he created one battalion of fire¬
men of four companies, consisting of 13 officers and 563 men ,
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armed with muskets . The battalion was placed under the orders
of the minister of the interior and the prefect of police, and besides
their special duty as firemen, were to assist the police of the city
of Paris . The men were under military discipline and laws, and
were domiciled in barracks .
In 1821 it was ordered that the battalion of firemen should he
comprised in the effective force of the army , at the same time
continuing to be paid and maintained by the city of Paris . The
officers were to be nominated by the king , and the under officers
by the prefect of police.
By an order from the king in 1824 the health officers of the
corps of firemen were admitted to rank with those of the army ;
and the officers were admitted after ten years’ active service to
retirement in a superior grade .
In 1826 another royal ordinance decided that the services ren¬
dered by the old corps of Sapeurs Pompiers should be counted
towards obtaining higher grades , decorations , and retirement .
During the restoration many improvements were introduced in
the service of the pumps . For a long time , buckets of osier
covered in the inside with waterproof cloth or canvas had been
used ; for these , canvas buckets were substituted , fifteen of which
were carried in each engine . At the same time , the hook ladders
and the canvas fire escape were introduced , and carried with the
engines ; all of which have been found of the greatest utility .
In 1840 a fifth company was established ; and , in 1841, the
strength of the corps was fixed at 21 officers and 808 men .
In 1845 M. Vives, the engineer of the corps, was placed in
command of the battalion , the former commander having retired ;
and he immediately set about organising the whole of the material
and plant on a uniform system, and after one model.
In 1855 the battalion was augmented by a sixth company , by
which the strength was raised to 25 officers, 907 men, and 12
‘ enfants de troupeand , in the same year , a seventh company ,
consisting of 4 officers and 200 men , was added .
Since this period the number has been gradually increased both
of men , engines, and stations , with the most beneficial results ; and
it now amounts to ten companies of 124 men each, with a captain ,
a lieutenant and a sub lieutenant commanding each, 130.stations ,
and 180 engines and fittings .
The corps is commanded by a colonel, having under his orders
an ‘ etat major , ’ a staff, composed of 1 major engineer , responsible
for the purchase and maintenance of the material ; 1 captain
engineer , responsible for the plant and precautions to be taken at
theatres and other public establishments ; 2 captain ’s adjutant
majors, for the transmission of orders and general supervision
of the service ; 1 captain ; 1 officer of clothing ; 2 adjutants .
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The entire expense of the corps is at the cost of the city of
Paris ; and the corps takes orders from the prefect of the police
respecting the extinguishing of fires. It is also under the orders
of the general for military discipline ; all the men of the corps are
soldiers, and therefore under the minister of war.
The arrangement for fires consists of 130 stations in different
parts of the city, and public establishments so distributed that if a
fire breaks out anywhere , the means of extinction may be in
proximity and arrive at once.
Each station is generally composed of one corporal , and two
sapeurs , or firemen, and these generally find that with the assist¬
ance of the neighbours they can extinguish a fire almost on its
outbreak . If the fire assumes a serious aspect, the corporal
immediately informs the company to which he belongs. Should
his company be insufficient, the ‘ etat major ’ is informed , and he
calls in the adjoining companies.
The material or plant at the stations is generally composed of
either a sucking or forcing pump , as the case may be. There are
also at each station a cloth and rope, a dress for going into cellars
on fire, and the fittings for the pump or engine .
Each theatre in Paris is obliged to have a permanent staff of
firemen specially attached to the establishment , and independently
of this guard , each evening during the performance firemen are
sent to every theatre to assist the firemen on guard , in case of
accident .
The plant of the corps consists of 180 pumps or engines , and
their appliances . All these pumps are, with few exceptions, made
on one pattern .
The corps is recruited from the infantry regiments of the army ,
the requirements being age, bodily strength , and good conduct.
The manual engines used in Paris are worked by eight men ,
and throw a jet of 15 millimetres , or a little less than f " dia¬
meter , to a height of from 95 to 105 feet. The number of firemen
who have charge of and turn out with each engine is three , a
foreman , and first and second hands ; the engines being worked at
a fire by persons taken from the crowd.
Each engine is mounted on a sledge, which again is mounted on
a two wheeled carriage , or truck , on which it is run to a fire. On
this truck all the equipments carried with the engine are also
placed . These consist of 1 hatchet , 1 cord and toggle for chimney
fires, 1 hook ladder , 1 hose coupling , 2 lengths of hose, 1 branch ,
2 strainers , 2 crow bars, 15 canvas buckets in a case.
There is also a large cask or tub fitted with a tap or cock, and
discharge bore, mounted on wheels, which carries about one
hundred gallons of water ; in front of it a small box is placed, in
which are carried 40 canvas buckets , 4 torches, 1 whipple tree ,
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1 trace . A fire cart , consisting of a chest mounted on wheels
which are exactly similar to those used for the engines and water
cask, is also used at fires. It contains a fire escape of canvas con¬
sisting of a tube , shoot, or pipe , down which the endangered
parties are passed by the firemen ; 2 levers, 2 shovels, 2 mattocks ,
2 forks, 4 axes, 1 pincers , 1 grapple cord, 4 lengths of hose,
1 branch pipe , 2 spare engine levers, 1 folding ladder , and
1 whipple tree or spring tree bar .
A dress something like a diving dress is used when attacking
such fires as break out in cellars, by means of which the fireman
is enabled to carry the branch close up to the fire, no matter how
thick the smoke may be, the air being pumped or supplied to him
by means of one of the engines, which is worked as an air pump
for this purpose .
The area of the city of Paris over which the corps of Sapeurs
Pompiers acts is 110 square miles, to protect which they have a
force of some 1,250 men , 130 stations , and 180 engines and
fittings ; outside this area there are militia volunteers .
During the year 1864 the total of actual fires was 768, of
which 24 totally destroyed the premises , 131 seriously damaged
them , and 613 were very slightly damaged .
Hanover .

In the kingdom of Hanover there are regular paid firemen in
all towns and cities, whose duty it is to watch for fires, keep the
engines in order , and attend at fires ; the engines being worked,
and the firemen assisted, by certain of the inhabitants , who are
compelled under a penalty to attend and assist by carrying
water , &c.
The regulations existing in the city of Hanover place the entire
control of the fire extinguishing arrangements in the hands of the
civil authorities . There is a corps of paid men , ten of whom and
a superintendent are on duty by day, and fourteen men and a
superintendent by night . On seeing a fire, a certain signal is
given by the lookout in ttie tower, and all hands of the district
who have to attend fires muster at the station , and run with the
engine to the scene of the fire. When an engine gets to work all
persons attending are not allowed to leave off or go away, but must
remain until relieved . If the fire cannot be got under , and is
found to be spreading , a general alarm signal is given , which
renders it compulsory on all the inhabitants who are not exempted
from the duty to muster at their stations , and then give their
assistance at the spot requiring their services.
It appears that the only persons exempted from attendance at
fires are the royal servants , priests , doctors —the priests , if house¬
holders , are not exempted , but have to pay a small annual tax to
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the town to gain exemption . Magistrates are ex officio exempt ,
also soldiers on actual service, and those persons to whom the
magistrates see fit to grant this privilege .
Drills at indefinite and uncertain periods are called for by the
chief men of the districts , at which all those not exempted from
the fire duty have to attend ; and all those who do not come in
time , or do not attend at all, are reported to the civic authorities
and fined.
In the city of Hanover the steam fire engine is in use, one
made by Mr. Egestorff having been added to the fire plant in 1863.
Holland .

Holland has generally a very efficient system of fire extinguishing
arrangements ; and the supply of water , by means of its canals
being so widely and thoroughly distributed , adds not a little to its
advantage in this respect .
The city of Amsterdam has its fire brigade , which has lately
added to its fire plant a steam fire engine by English makers .
Rotterdam has a municipal fire brigade , and a steam fire engine,
by English makers , constructed for them in the year 1864.
Holstein

.

The city of Hamburg has had its fire extinguishing arrange¬
ments greatly improved of late years, and since the disastrous
conflagration of 1842, established on an efficient system . ‘ The
city is divided into two districts , and the water supply is at high
pressure ; fire plugs or hydrants (nearly 2,000 in number ) being
placed all over the city.’
The whole of the fire extinguishing arrangements are under the
control of an official, who is also superintendent of the police and
inspector of the insurances .
The chief of the fire brigade and engines has 2 assistant
engineers , and at each of the 12 stations there is a trustworthy
foreman . The brigade at present consists of 1 chief, 1 superin¬
tendent of the fire engines, 3 foremen , 12 assistants , 12 engineers ,
34 brigade men , 13 do. for the float, 96 hosemen, 64 fire escape
men , 16 turret men or watchmen , 740 firemen , 1 head bucket
man , and 20 bucket men . There are also two officials in the
central office of the brigade who overlook the details , accounts , &c.,
giving a total of 1,016 men in the fire department of that city.
New Zealand .

New Zealand has its fire brigades on the English system, and
the fire arrangements seem to be in an advanced state , the inhabi¬
tants of the settlements having turned their attention to their
importance and desirability . The towns of Canterbury and Otago
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have each a fire brigade , and a steam fire engine of English make
belongs to each brigade .
Oldenburg

.

In the Grand Duchy of Oldenburg the fire brigades and arrange¬
ments for extinguishing fires are under the municipal authorities ,
subject to the supervision of the Government civil authorities of
the district .
The internal organisation of the fire brigade varies in the
different districts according to their particular state and financial
condition .
Generally , all the parishioners are liable to service on the
breaking out of a fire, in accordance with a regular system laid
down and arranged for this purpose .
In some towns the members of the gymnastic societies have
formed volunteer corps, whose declared object is to save human
life and property from the ravages of fire ; but , in other respects,
the fire arrangements offer no special feature , the engines and
appliances being of the ordinary construction , and , as far as
possible, on the most improved principle .
Prussia .

Berlin was the first continental city to employ a steam fire
engine , which was constructed for the government by Mr. John
Braithwaite , C.E ., of London , in 1832, and named the ‘ Comet.’
There is a large force of men employed in controlling and ex¬
tinguishing fires in that city, but the author regrets that he has
not , up to the last moment , received the return of the fire arrange¬
ments which he wrote for some time since. A journal , professing
to be an authority on all subjects it touches on, has lately under¬
taken to furnish particulars on continental fire arrangements , but
these are so manifestly incorrect , and contain such unreliable
assertions , that the author has declined to make any use of them ,
as he wishes what he gives, however little that may be, to be of
the most correct and reliable character .
Russia .

Russia being a despotic government does not admit of volunteer
firemen , but ‘ elevates ’ the duties required to be discharged by
firemen into a military punishment . From what can be learned
respecting their mode of proceeding in case of fire, the military
defaulters have to take the matter in hand , and by a free use of
broomstick , &c. are made to do something towards combating the
terrible destroyer . The numerous and extensive conflagrations
which have occurred in that country of late seem to have roused
some of the powers that be into action, and accordingly the English
engine makers have been sending over manual and steam fire
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engines to order, one maker alone having sent off some twelve
manual engines and four to five thousand feet of hose. It is to be
hoped that the spirit of progress may be sufficiently developed in
that country to lead to the establishing of an efficient fire system
throughout the land , of a character and on a plan commensurate
with the position it is so desirous of occupying among nations .
St . Petersburg has two steam fire engines, one by English and one
by American makers . The Russian firemen wear helmets and large
jackboots , presenting a strong resemblance to dismounted Life¬
guards . The engines are very small, for four or six men , and each
is attended by a tub or cask, mounted on wheels and drawn by two
horses, containing the water . Altogether the whole affair is calcu¬
lated to provoke a smile for its pretentious inefficiency.
Saxony .

In the kingdom of Saxony there is a system of fire police for the
whole country , the members of which have, besides their duty of
extinguishing fires, to inspect all buildings in course of construc¬
tion , to see that all the various requirements are properly complied
with. By the fire insurance law a certain sum has to be contri¬
buted from all premiums on goods and buildings , about one per
cent ., which goes into a fund for the purchase and maintenance of
fire extinguishing machinery and appliances .
Every building in a row of houses is obliged to have a party
wall of sufficient thickness to be fire proof, and carried to such a
height as will prevent the fire from spreading . The walls of
every building have also to be of a specified thickness ; and it is
specially provided that all stoves or fireplaces shall stand on stone,
which stone shall be of such size and so placed as to be clear of
any woodwork, or any danger of causing it to catch fire.
Switzerland

.

In Switzerland volunteer fire brigades exist not only in small
towns and cities, but to a great extent in villages. The most re¬
spectable citizens vie with each other in eagerness and zeal to
become members of such useful associations, which however consist
of a fixed number of men . In some places the members are
divided, a portion devoting themselves exclusively to .the manage¬
ment of the fire engine , whilst others attend to the not less im¬
portant task of taking immediate possession of the house on fire,
saving what property they can, and protecting the remainder . The
order and method with which these volunteer fire brigades are con¬
ducted are deserving of the highest commendation , and their
praiseworthy exertions are thoroughly appreciated by all capable
of understanding the motives of a volunteer fireman .
In London it frequently happens that the engines cannot be sel
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to work immediately on their arrival , from the turncock not being
at hand . In Switzerland two or three keys are distributed to an
equal number of persons living near the house where the engines
are kept , so that there may always he at least one key at hand
when wanted . In Liverpool , Manchester , and elsewhere in Eng¬
land , a certain number of police on each beat carry a key in their
belts ready for use at a moment ’s notice ; but in London it is
questionable whether any person other than the regular turncock
could be trusted to do this , from the ramifications of the various
pipes, &c., belonging to the water supply .
Turkey .

Fire brigades and firemen have been long in use in Turkey ;
for we find Sandys, who visited Constantinople at the beginning of
the seventeenth century , in remarking on the number of fires
which happened in that city, says : ‘ It is not to be marvelled at, for
the citizens dare not quench the fire that burneth their own houses,
because officers are appointed for that purpose .’
The engines made and used by them are very ineffective , being
but little improvement on the syringe . It is remarked by the
author of ‘ Sketches of Turkey ,’when speaking of fires in Constan¬
tinople : ‘ Indeed , when we afterwards saw the machines used by the
Turks to extinguish fires, we were not surprised at the feeble re¬
sistance which they could oppose to the progress of the devouring
element . The engines in fact are not larger than those employed
with us to water gardens : they have but a single chamber , which
is about eight inches long by three or four in diameter ; they are
readily carried about by hand .’
Commodore Porter , in £Constantinople and its Environs ,’ says :
‘ They deliver about as much water as a good large syringe . When
an alarm of fire is given, a man seizes on one of these and runs to
the spot indicated , with the engine on his shoulder , another
brings a skin of water, pours it into the reservoir , and they pump
away.’
An American fire engine was once taken by Mr . Eckford to
Constantinople ; it required twenty men to work it . The Pasha
having heard that the engine was there , ‘Mash Allah , let us see
it ,’ was his remark . Accordingly , the engine was taken to the
navy yard , the suction attached and put into the water , and the
engine set to work, the water deluging the place in fine style.
‘ Mash Allah,’ said he, ‘ very good, but it will require a sea to
supply it with water . It won’t do for us, for there is no sea in the
middle of the city !’ and they therefore have thought best to
stick to their squirts , and to let the fire spread until the wind
changes, or it is tired of burning .
Of the great fire at Constantinople on September 5, 1865,
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and the means used for its extinction , a correspondent of the
‘ Times ’ wrote : ‘ The engines

here

are a miserable

mockery , far

inferior to the paltriest parish engines at home in appearance and
usefulness, and served by a swarm of half naked semi savages,
whose entire turnout constitutes one of the local sights that
strangers stare at in amazement . The puny attempts of the
miserable little machines, complete caricatures of fire engines ,
which are still employed here, were of no service whatever ; and.
to add to the misfortune , little or no water was available . The
efforts of the military in knocking down intervening houses, and
even in levelling whole streets , only succeeded in partially checking
the fire here and there in particular directions , but were unable to
arrest its general progress.
‘ It

is a serious

reproach

to men

in

power

in Turkey

that

Constantinople — even Pera and Galata , but more especially
Stamboul —should suffer as it does at the present day from a
wholly inadequate supply of water . The natural situation of the
city is eminently favourable to the organisation of a thoroughly
good system of water supply ; indeed, of civil and municipal
improvement generally .’
Uxited

States

.

The arrangements for controlling and extinguishing fires, and
saving life when jeopardised thereby , have become a popular and
national institution in America, to a far greater extent than in any
other country in the world ; and it may almost be said, than in all
of them put together . The system of volunteering seems to have
been more developed, and to have taken a firmer hold there than
elsewhere.
At the great parade of volunteer firemen held in Philadelphia
in October 1865, there were above 20,000 volunteers present ,
various fire companies from the different cities having attended .
The procession consisted of 22 divisions, each numbering from
four to six companies, the grand total exceeding 114, and the
visiting companies being over 30. Each company brought its
steamer , hand engine , hose carriage , or some of the apparatus
belonging to it, and the procession took three hours to pass a given
point . One company brought the first fire engine imported into
that country from London , which attracted much attention . The
whole of the 35 steam fire engines and the hose carriages , &c. of the
Philadelphia fire department were in the procession, and the total
of engines &c. was as follows:—57 steam fire engines ; 11 hand
engines ; 102 hose carriages ; 12 hook and ladder carriages ; and
21 ambulances : making a grand total of 203 fire apparatus in the
line ! Ihere were seven bands of music, each consisting of from
30 to 60 members, and some of the engine and hose companies
I I 2
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mustered as high as 480 and 536 members each ! The last general
parade of firemen in Philadelphia was held in 1852.
In nearly all the cities and towns throughout the country , the
firemen , hose companies, and hook and ladder companies are
volunteers (consisting generally of young tradesmen , merchants ,
clerks, &c.), who, in consideration of their services, are exempted
from militia and jury duty , and have some other privileges .
Each member pays a small annual subscription , and an admis¬
sion fee ; and they wear a suitable uniform : a fine being established
to be paid by anyone appearing on duty without his uniform , or
for being absent when his services are required .
The engines and appliances are kept by them in the highest
order and efficiency, and are finished and decorated in the most
superb and expensive manner . Many of the manual engines have
all the ironwork , except the wheel tires , heavily plated with silver ;
all the brass is most highly polished, whilst the woodwork, including
the wheels, is elegantly painted and gilded , and various portions
are enriched with carved work, and historical and emblematical
paintings by the first artists .
The bane of the volunteer system in America has been the want
of a judicious selection of those who form the various fire com¬
panies , and the want of a proper appreciation of the highly honour¬
able position and duties by those who have become members . To
say that a man , because he becomes a volunteer fireman, must there¬
fore become a thorough blackguard and utterly regardless of all
discipline and decency, or that because he is so in the first case, he
will therefore make the better fireman , is simply a ridiculous and
exceedingly ignorant remark ; but it is fortunately one which has the
ample refutation due to such a doctrine by the results attending the
institution of volunteer firemen in Great Britain , whose courage,
intrepidity and steadiness, backed with that most valuable addition
of self respect , are steadily causing that appreciation of the value and
importance of the system by the public , and investing the volunteer
fireman with that dignity and esteem to which his noble and unselfish
exertions so justly entitle him , which all true Englishmen should
earnestly hope to see.
In nearly all the fire departments of the cities of America much
and frequent trouble has arisen from the introduction of foreigners
as members in them : when foreigners become members , from that
moment , as constant experience has shown, dissensions, broils, and
disturbances arise. In the terrible riots amongst the firemen and
rowdies at Boston and Philadelphia , some years since, the cause
was found to be the misconduct of some Irishmen . Another fertile
source of mischief, and one which has been the means of bringing
volunteer fire brigades into disrepute , has been the want of selec¬
tion in admitting members. In consequence of this , ‘ rowdyism ’
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and ‘blackguardism ’ have become rampant ; firemen have turned
the system and organisation into an engine for political agitation ,
and given their attention to anything and everything but the
strict and proper performance of their duties . From this , instead
of being, as they ought , a blessing and a benefit alike to rich and
poor, and earning the respect and affection of both , they have
become a terror and disgust , the ridicule of Europeans , and such
a nuisance to their neighbours as to be in many cases swept off the
land , and their place filled by the paid services of those who it is
to be supposed will be actuated by a better motive . The New
York fire department , lately extinguished , was a favourable speci¬
men of a misconducted brigade of this character .
Experience seems to show, however, that without selection there
is little difference whether the men be volunteers or paid, and the
following remarks , written from America by the correspondent of
one of the London daily papers , give a slight sketch of what things
were, and what things are, under the two systems. One thing
we may be most thankful for, and that is the great and striking
difference between the youth of the two countries , which, whilst it
pleases Providence to keep them as distinct as they are, will pre¬
vent any chance of such disgraceful exhibitions in this country :—
*It is a subject of comment here, that the Fenians have called
their great council meeting or congress in Philadelphia at the
same time that the volunteer fire department of that and other
cities is making an immense display . Few organisations in this
country have ever held such sway as the volunteer firemen. They
number six hundred thousand , own over five millions of dollars ’
worth of property , and include over one thousand companies.
The representatives of this numerous order are now in Philadel¬
phia , and fit material are they for the Fenians to work upon . It
has become a matter of world wide notoriety that the firemen have
been the rulers in this country , where they assisted in making the
laws, but more especially in breaking them . They defended the
rights of the masses, but were still more apt to tyrannise over them .
They fought fire or antagonistic politics , religion , races, or what
not . Their riots were the terror of all order loving citizens. They
enlisted when the war in Mexico broke out in 1849, but returned
to fight in the streets of New York , Philadelphia , or other large
cities here, and former rival regiments met as rival fire companies.
They carried in their belts spanners , wrenches , &c. for their engines,
but also a revolver or slung shot ; and strong in numbers they
ruled the authorities . At last this became irksome to such a
degree , that some brave policemen determined to break the spell,
and by dint of courageous fighting and bold political moves, this
has to a certain extent been accomplished. In all the larger cities
the volunteer departments are being replaced by paid firemen , all
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the more readily as, thanks to the introduction of steam fire en¬
gines, two men with two horses may now do the work which was
formerly accomplished by fifty riotous, rollicking ‘bohoys.’ I
imagine that , from very love of mischief, many of them will
eagerly join in the Fenian movement —hence the congress of that
order at such an opportune moment .
‘The paid fire department is now in full organisation , but the
people seem to think they would prefer the old volunteer system.
Last Saturday there was an alarm of fire, and the paid companies
sallied out en masse . With their large horses drawing the engines
they dashed up Broadway with a recklessness and utter disregard
of the public , which created a panic. The firemen yelled like
madmen , shouted through trumpets , ran against people, knocked
down men , women, and children in their headlong course, made
their engines scream until horses became frightened and ran away
with the vehicles attached to them . Amid all the uproar , the
omnibuses became inextricably mixed up , their passengers ex¬
tremely frightened , and some of the shopkeepers , thinking there
was danger of a riot, closed their doors. Now, as there was no
fire, the whole affair having been , it is shrewdly suspected , a trick
of the paid department to make a ‘ show,’ you may easily con¬
ceive the annoyance and disgust created by all this excitement ,
agitation , and alarm each time the fire bell rings . There is some¬
thing ominous, too, in the fact that since the paid department has
replaced the volunteer , squads of policemen make their appearance
in the streets whenever there is a fire. This proves that the
rumours of contemplated battles between the volunteers and their
successors are not unfounded . In London you can have no idea
of what a dreadful affair a fireman ’s riot is. I am assured, how¬
ever, that the police will, at all risk, put down in the most summary
manner any disturbances which may thus arise.’
The great and increasing employment of steam fire engines
throughout that country is fast reducing the number of hand en¬
gines, and rendering the necessity of large volunteer or paid engine
companies of less importance , one steamer with some five or six
men being found equal to several hand engines, and far easier to
be managed at a fire, from the absence of the crowd and noise
always attendant on their working, besides their greater economy
and power.
The following is a brief record of the origin of the fire organisa¬
tion of New York , whose well known volunteer fire brigade had
a world wide reputation , but the loss of most of them during the
late terrible civil war, in which they volunteered their services,
and the want of selection, have caused the formation of a paid
brigade .
In the year 1G56 an ordinance which was passed by the burgo -
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masters of New Amsterdam , as New York was then called, appointed
three persons to the important position of fire wardens, with the
duty of visiting all the houses in the city, and of inspecting the
chimneys thereof , together with all other duties of fire wardens
‘ according to the custom of our fatherland .’
Two years afterwards it was resolved to provide the town with
leather buckets ; and the following is a copy of the record relating
to it : cAugust 1, 1658—Conraet Ten Eyck , Reinhout Reinhoutzen ,
Ariaen Van Laer , Pieter Van Haalen , shoemakers , being sent for,
appear in the Court of Burgomasters ; and the President stated to
them that it was intended to have a considerable number of fire
buckets made, showing them , with that view, two made in this
country , and requesting from them an estimate of the lowest price
they will make them for.’
Two of the sons of St . Crispin ‘ didn ’t see ’ their way to give an
estimate , but the other two did ; and one was set to make one
hundred buckets , and the other fifty ; and they were ordered to be
hung up in various parts of the city.
In 1687 every inhabitant of the city was compelled, as a safe¬
guard , to keep in his house at least one of these buckets , while
bakers were required to keep each three , and brewers six, in their
establishments , under a penalty of six shillings for every bucket
ordered .
In November 1730 the first mention is made of fire engines in
New York , a provision having been made that cfire engines be kept
in convenient places within the city for avoiding the perils of fire.’
The inhabitants were also directed to provide and keep buckets in
their houses. It seems, however, that no steps were taken to pro¬
vide engines until the May of the following year, when the Com¬
mon Council, under date May 6, 1731, ‘resolved that this Corpora¬
tion do, with all convenient speed, procure two complete fire
engines , with suction and all materials thereunto belonging , for
the public service : that the sizes thereof be the fourth and sixth
sizes of Mr . Newsham 's fire engines .’ A committee was appointed
to agree with some merchant to send to London for the same by
the first conveyance, and report upon what terms the engines, &c.
would be supplied.
On the 12th June they reported that the engines could be im¬
ported at an advance of 120 per cent, on the invoice ; and they were
ordered accordingly . On the 1st December a room in the City Hall
was ordered to be fitted up ‘ for receiving the fire engines,’ and on
the 14th a committee of two was appointed ‘ to have the fire engines
cleaned and the leathers oiled and put into boxes, that the same
may be fit for immediate use.’
In the beginning of 1732 the mayor and four members of the
court were authorised to employ persons to put the fire engines in
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good order, and to agree with proper persons to look after and take
care of the

same.
In 1735 Mr . Anthony Lamb , overseer of the fire engines, was
paid twelve pounds per annum for his services.
In April 1736 it was ordered that ‘ a convenient house be made
contiguous to the watch house in the Broad street , for securing and
well keeping the fire engines of the city,’ which appears to have
been the first engine house.
In the following winter of the same year, one Jacobus Turk ,a gun¬
smith , was appointed to take care of the fire engines and keep them
in repair at his own cost, at a salary of ten pounds current money.
During the next year we find that Turk had become engine
builder ; for, on the 15th May, 1737, the Common Council ordered
the sum of ten pounds to be advanced to him , 6to enable him to
go on with finishing a small fire engine he is making for an experi¬
ment .’ So far as can be ascertained this was the first fire engine
made in America.
In November 1737 a petition was sent by the Common Council
to the Legislature , to enable them ‘ to appoint four and twenty able
bodied men , inhabitants within this city, who shall be called the
firemen of this city, to work and play the fire engines within the
same, upon all occasions and emergencies when they shall be there¬
unto required by the overseer of the said engines, or the magistrates
of the said city.’
In return for their services at fires it was enacted , by a law passed
in September 1738 by the Assembly, and which defined the duties
of firemen, ‘that the said firemen, as a recompense and reward for
that service, may by the same law be excused and exempted from
being elected and serving in the office of a constable , or being en¬
listed , or doing any duty in the militia regiment , troop , or com¬
panies in the said city, or doing any duty in any of the said offices
during their continuance as firemen aforesaid.’
In March 1748 we find that the Corporation ‘ ordered that one
of the fire engines of this city, of the second size, be removed to
Montgomery ’s ward of this city, near Mr. Hardenbrook ’s, and that
a shed be built thereabouts at the charge of this Corporation , for the
securing and keeping the same.’
From this it would seem that there were several engines in
use besides the two original , the one just named being smaller than
those first ordered . Possibly it may have been the engine made by
Turk , before alluded to.
In February 1749 it was ‘ ordered that Major Vanhousand and
Mr . Px'ovost do take care to get a sufficient house built for one of
the large fire engines , to be kept in some part of Hanover square
at the expense of this Corporation, and that there be a convenience
made therein for hanging fifty buckets ; and, also ordered , that
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there be one hundred new fire buckets made for the use of this
Corporation with all convenient speed.’
In May 1752 six speaking trumpets , for the purpose of giving
orders to the firemen during conflagrations, were to be purchased
‘ for the use of this Corporation .’
In June 1758, ‘ one large fire engine, one small do., and two
hand do.,’ were ordered to be procured from London .
The engineer ’s report of the New York fire department of 1864
shows that there were 14 engineers , 52 engine companies containing
2, 196 members , 55 hose companies containing 1, 184 members ,
and 18 hook and ladder companies containing 568 members ; thus
giving a grand total of 3,960 men engaged in controlling and ex¬
tinguishing fires in New York alone.
There were 27 steam fire engines in good condition, 2 ordinary ,
and 4 building ; total steamers , 33. There were 4 hand engines
in good condition , 14 ordinary , and 1 building ; total , 19. There
were 35 hose carriages in good condition , and 20 ordinary ; total ,
55. There were 15 hook and ladder trucks in good condition , and
3 ordinary ; total , 18. Also 56 hose, coal, and wood tenders in
good condition , and 20 ordinary ; total , 76.
The New York fire department , as now organised, consists of
35 engine companies of 24 men each, with 35 steamers , and 12
hook and ladder companies of 24 men each for the city proper
= 1128 men ; and 5 engine companies of 50 men each, with 5
manual engines, and 2 hook and ladder companies of 50 men, total
350 for the suburbs ; thus giving 35 steamers , 5 manuals , 14 sets of
hook and ladder apparatus , and 1,478 firemen and hook and ladder
men for the protection of the city and neighbourhood .
ALBANY.

The fire department here is on the paid system, and consists of
1 chief, 5 assistant engineers , and 400 enrolled members. There
are 7 engines, 4 hose carriages, 1 jumper , and 1 hook and ladder
truck , with 10,000 feet of hose.
BALTIMORE .

The fire department of the city of Baltimore , which has about
200,000 inhabitants , consists of 7 fire companies, and 2 hook and
ladder companies, with a total of 114 officers and men. Each fire
department has 1 foreman , 1 engineer , 1 fireman, 1 hostler , 9 men,
and 4 horses. Each hook and ladder company has 13 men, in¬
cluding 1 foreman, 1 tillerman , and 1 hostler .
There are 7 steam fire engines, 1 for each company, 1 hose reel,
and a tender belonging to each engine company.
One truck with all the hooks, ladders , and appliances, together
with two horses, are provided for each hook and ladder company.
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There are 7,640 feet of indiarubber hose, and 4,382 feet of
leather hose belonging to the fire department .
The following are the particulars of the steam fire engines :—
Engines.

Cylinders.

Pumps.

inches.
Alpha , No . 1. .

.

. 104 X 14

inches.
6 x 14

Home , No . 2

.

. 9 X 10

5£ x 10

,

Comet , No . 3 . . . 9 x 12
5 x 12
John Cushing , No . 4. 11 x 12 J double )
1 4^ x 12 f
Thomas Swann , No . 5 12 x 12
7 x 12
Deluge , No . 6 . . . 12 x 12
7 x 12
Baltimore , No . 7 . . 11 x 12 j double )
( 44 x 12 )

.Capacityof Heat Weight
1 do. per
ready
revolution. surface. for
service
gallons.
3-426
2-056
2-040
2-948
3-988
3-988
2-948

Description
of
pumps.

Builders.

sq. ft. lbs.
292-6 8,400 Double acting . j Reaney , Neafie ,
\ and Co.
184- 5,750 Worthington . j Murray and Ha ( zleliurst .
156- 6,800 Double acting . j Reaney , Neafie ,
1 and Co.
207-5 5,200
Fulton .
Poole and Hunt .
312-6 8,600 Worthington . J Murray and Ha ( zlehurst .
312-6 8,600 Worthington . 1Murray and Ha } zlehurst .
239-5 5,500
Fulton .
Poole and Hunt .

Any person found interfering with the telegraph , except
an alarm of an actual fire, will be fined not less than one to give
nor more than two hundred dollars ; and a reward of one hundred ,
hundred
dollars may be offered to discover the offenders.
The absence of any member of the fire department from a fire,
unless a good and sufficient cause exist, is punished by the
following
fines, which are deducted from their month ’s pay
For an assistant engineer or engineman
• $3 00
Hostler , fireman , or tillerman
. 2 00
Foreman
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
1
50
Extraman
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
00
1
BANGOB , ME.

The fire department of this city is on the paid system, and
sists of 1 chief and 3 assistant engineers , 6 engine
companies,
and 1 hook and ladder company . The number of men
in each
company is limited .
BOSTON, MASS.

The city of Boston, with about 200,000 inhabitants , had its first
fire brigade established in 1672, and now has 10 fire stations
and
steam fire engines ; East Boston 2, and South Boston 2.
There are io engine companies in the city , each consisting of 1
engineman , 1 fireman , 1 driver , 1 foreman, and 8 hosemen.
There are 3 hook and ladder companies in the city, and 1 in
East Boston.
There are 10 horse hose companies in the city, 1 in East
Boston, 1 in South Boston, 1 in Northampton street , and 1
hand hose company in Washington village .
The staff of the fire department consists of 1 chief
9 assistant engineers , and 1 secretary ; 10 enginemen engineer ,
and 10
firemen for the steam fire engines , 20 drivers of apparatus , 97
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officers, axe and rakemen , hosemen , &c., 13 firemen ; 28 members ,
8 firemen ; 60 officers, axemen and rakemen , hosemen, &c., 4
members , and 1 foreman , 1 steward , and 6 hosemen ; making a
total of men engaged in controlling and extinguishing fire in that
city of 225.
The division of the men, as above given, relates to the pay re¬
ceived by each section, the whole being a paid department .
The alarm in case of fire is given by electric telegraph , a proper
code of signals being devised for the purpose, and the city is di¬
vided into seven districts for this purpose . Each district is divided
into stations, at each of which is a signal box, the number in a
district ranging from six to twelve.
Alarms are transmitted to the central office from the signal sta¬
tions or boxes, by turning a crank in the box. The police officers,
and one other person resident near each box, have keys to the
boxes.
Alarms are usually given in less than a minute from the time
the crank is turned in any box.
A constant watch is kept at the central office night and day by
the operators . Each operator serves two alternate terms of four
hours each as principal , and the same as assistant operator , so that
sixteen hours ’ service at the office out of every twenty four is re¬
quired from each operator . No operator is permitted to sleep during
his watch, unless expressly relieved by some one else, and by con¬
sent of the superintendent .
An accurate account is kept of the time of giving each alarm, and
of the district and station from which it originates , and all neces¬
sary information .
The staff of the telegraph department consists of 1 superinten¬
dent , 4 operators, 1 repairer , and 1 assistant repairer .
Any person found interfering with the signal boxes in any way,
except to give an alarm of fire, will be fined not less than two, nor
more than twenty dollars for each offence.
In the case of policemen neglecting to give an alarm of fire, in the
proper manner arranged for the purpose, they are liable to a similar
penalty .
BROOKLYN
.

The fire department of this city is organised on the volunteer
system, and consists of 1 chief and 5 assistant engineers , 22 engine
companies, 3 hose and 2 hook and ladder companies. The engine
companies are allowed 60 men each, the hose companies 40 men
each, and the hook and ladder companies 30 men each.
BUFFALO.

This city has a paid fire department , consisting of a chief fire
marshal , 4 assistants, and 738 members , divided into 12 engine
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companies, 5 hose, and 2 hook and ladder companies ; and there
are 10,000 feet of hose. There is a Board of Fire Marshals , whose
duty it is to hold inquests on all fires that occur in the city.
CHARLESTOWN , MASS.

This city has its fire department organised on the paid system ,
and consists of 1 chief and 4 assistant engineers , 6 engine com¬
panies of forty men each, 1 hook and ladder company of 25 men ,
and 1 hose company of 8 men .
CHARLESTON , S.C.

This city has its fire department organised on the volunteer
system, and consists of 1 chief and 2 assistant fire masters ; 10
engine companies with engines manned by whites ; and 10 do. with
engines manned by blacks ; 2 axe companies, and 1 protection
company . The officers of the companies consist of a president , vice
president , secretary , 4 directors , and 2 axemen. The companies
are divided into four sections, each of which does duty monthly ,
and keeps all the apparatus in good order and ready for use. The
companies are not limited in the number of men , and the engine
that puts the first water on the fire receives a premium of twenty
five dollars.
CHICAGO .

This city has its fire department organised on the volunteer
system. It consists of 1 chief and 5 assistant engineers , 670
enginemen , 100 hosemen , and 68 hook and ladder men , or 838
total . There are 14 engine companies, each allowed 80 men ; each
hose company has 25, and the hook and ladder companies 40 men
each. There are 15 manual engines, 14 hose carriages , and 6
supply do., 4 hook and ladder trucks , and 10,000 feet of hose.
The first fire on record was in 1839.
CINCINNATI .

The fire department of this city is on the paid system. There
are 1 chief and 2 assistant engineers ; and each fire company has a
captain , lieutenant , and 25 men, 5 of whom are stationed at
the engine house, and 2 of whom are constantly on duty . The
engines are run by horses, and consist of 7 steam fire engines
and 7 hand engines. There is 1 hook and ladder company , and
the number of men belonging to the fire department is 400 .
MOBILE .

This city has its fire department organised upon the volunteer
system , and it consists of 1 chief engineer , 2 assistant engineers ,
279 honorary members , and 387 acting members . There are 7
engine companies, and 1 hook and ladder company . The plant
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consists of 8 manual engines, 200 feet of suction hose, 3,600 feet
of delivery hose, 9 hose carriages , 2 hook and ladder trucks , and 14
ladders , besides a great quantity of appliances . The first large fire
recorded took place in 1820.
NEW ORLEANS .

The fire department is organised on the paid system, and con¬
sists of 1 chief engineer , 2 assistants , 18 engine companies, 2 hose
and 3 hook and ladder companies. Each engine consists of not less
than 20 men , and each hook and ladder and hose company of not
less than 15 men . The city is divided into 4 districts , and no
company is allowed to go out of it except under particular circum¬
stances. Steam fire engines are used in this city.
PHILADELPHIA .

The fire department of this city is organised on the volunteer
system, and consists of a chief engineer , 7 assistant engineers ,
43 engine companies, 37 hose companies, 5 hook and ladder com¬
panies, and 35 steam fire engines. The city is divided into 5 districts ,
and each company helps in its own district , except in the case of
large fires. There are 2, 100 active members , 2,265 honorary mem¬
bers, and 2, 211 contributing members, giving a total of 6,560 mem¬
bers. The numbers in each company are not limited , and some have
between 300 and 400.
PORTLAND , ME.

This city has its paid fire department , and consists of 1 chief,
6 assistant engineers , and 461 members , who are divided amongst
9 engine companies, and 1 hook and ladder company. There are
manual engines and steam fire engines, with 10 hose carriages, 1
bucket carriage , and 3 hook and ladder carriages . There are
7,600 feet of hose.
PROVIDENCE , R.I .

This city has a paid fire department , consisting of 1 chief, 4
assistant engineers , and 436 members . There are 4 engine com¬
panies of 40 men, exclusive of officers; 4 of 35 each, and 4 of 25
each ; 1 hose company of 4 men ; and 1 hook and ladder company
of 14 men . The engines are divided into first, second, and third
class, according to their size and capacity . The first recorded fire
was in 1837.
RICHMOND , VA.

This city has its fire department organised on the volunteer
system, and consists of 10 engine companies and 2 hook and ladder
companies .
SACRAMENTO CITY .

The fire department is organised on the volunteer system, and
consists of 6 engine companies and 2 hook and ladder companies.
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SAN FRANCISCO .

In the year 1847 the fire department of this city was first or¬
ganised , and is on the volunteer system. There are 14 engine and
3 hook and ladder companies, and the number of members in each
is not limited .
SAVANNAH .

The fire department in this city consists chiefly of blacks under
white officers, and is organised on the volunteer system, except so
far as relates to the slaves. Part of the engines are manned by
white citizens, part by free coloured persons, and another portion by
slaves. There are 50 men allowed to each engine company, and 20
to each hose carriage . There are 9 engine companies, 3 hose
companies , and 1 hook and ladder company.
ST. LOUIS .

This city has its fire department organised on the volunteer
system, and consists of 11 companies, with a total of 749 enrolled
members . The plant consists of 8 fire engines , 9 suction engines,
14 four wheeled hose carriages , 10 two wheeled tenders , and 7,000
feet of hose.
TROT .

This city has its fire department organised on the volunteer
system, and consists of 1 chief, 2 assistant engineers , 10 engine, 3
hose, and 2 hook and ladder companies. The uumber of members
is not limited .
WASHINGTON , D.C.

The fire department of this city is on the volunteer system, and
consists of 6 engine companies, 1 hose company , and 3 hook
and ladder companies . The companies are not limited in the
number of men ; some having 150, but the average is 100.
By means of a careful record of the damage done by the large
conflagrations only, in America up to 1858, it is found that the loss
of property amounts to over 65,000,000/. sterling ! since which
period many large conflagrations involving the destruction of
property to an enormous extent have occurred , but of these no
record has been obtained by the author .
WURTEMBERG .

Stuttgard has a steam fire engine of American make , and the
arrangements for controlling and extinguishing fires are said to be
very complete and efficient. The steam fire engine took the
second prize at the ‘trials ’ at the Crystal Palace in 1863, in the
small class for engines not exceeding 30 cwts.
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CHAPTER XXIV .
AMERICAN STEAM FIRE ENGINES.
Tiie author had earnestly

desired

to make the section

on American

steam fire engines a complete and interesting portion of the present
work, and with this view he addressed a circular to seventeen of
the American builders of steam fire engines, setting forward what
he was doing, and requesting their cooperation by sending him
drawings, engravings , photographs , and other information required
for this purpose, in the hope that his call would have been freely
responded to ; but although he sent at the end of last May, he
regrets to state that the only response he has met with has been
from the well known builders Messrs. Poole and Hunt of Baltimore ,
Maryland , and Messrs. Ettenger and Edmond of Bichmond , Vir¬
ginia, to whom he begs to tender his thanks for their prompt and
ready replies.
So far as the author can gather from Americans resident in
London , the disgust and annoyance felt by them from the treat¬
ment they received on the visit of the American firemen and
engines in 1863, and the results of the so called ‘ trials ,’ have
raised such a feeling amongst them as cannot fail to lead them to
refuse any information , or to render any assistance on such a
subject , when sought to be obtained from this side of the Atlantic .
It is worthy of note that the only two makers who have assisted
the author were both resident in the southern portion of the
States ; and it would seem that a more liberal and enlightened view
of things is taken in that part of the country than further north :
at least such are the results of the author ’s exertions .
In comparing the results of the working of American steam fire
engines with those of the English , it must be remembered that the
American gallon is the old English gallon of 231 cubic inches
= 8^ lbs. of water , and the gallon in use in New York contains
8 lbs. of water : thus 300 English gallons of the present measure
are equal to 375 American , or rather New York, gallons.
The honour of having constructed the first steam fire engine in
the United States has long been given to Mr. John Ericsson, and
it has generally been believed, at least in this country , that to him
the credit of this was due. Great pains and a considerable
amount of research have satisfactorily proved, however, that this is
not the case ; but the grounds on which the idea became estab¬
lished were, that in the year 1840 he obtained the gold medal
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which was offered by the Mechanics ’ Institute of New York for
the best plan of steam fire engine .
A design for a steam fire engine was sent in by him in answer
to the offer, and this engine being almost identical , except in the
boiler , with those which had been so successfully manufactured and
employed by Mr. John Braithwaite in London some ten or twelve
years before, and consequently had been pretty well proved in
working , naturally carried off the prize, as there could be little
room to doubt its being successful if carried into practice .
No account has been found of its ever having been made, nor
has any information been received in answer to the enquiries made
respecting it . The following remarks , and the sources whence they
were obtained , seem evidently to show that they added in no small
degree to the propagation of this idea. In Le Cras’ work, ‘ The
United States and the Canadas,’ written in 1841, it is stated that
one of Ericsson ’s engines was then being built . It was to be a
little over 2 tons in weight, and to throw 3,000 lbs. of water per
minute , equal to about 300 gallons per minute , to a height of
100 feet, and so arranged as to throw four streams at once if
required .
The ‘Mechanic ’s Magazine ’ for Nov. 1840 contains the follow¬
ing extract from the ‘ Times ’ respecting this engine :—‘ A steam
fire engine has been invented at New York by Capt. Erichsen . It
weighs only 2-\ tons , and will throw 3,000 lbs. of water per minute
to a height of 105 feet through a nozzle of 1J- in. in diameter .’
The first steam fire engine constructed in the United States was
designed and built by Mr. Paul Eapsey Hodge, C.E ., a well known
English engineer , at his own works in New York , in the year
1840- 1. It was a self propelled engine , the first of the kind ever
constructed , with horizontal cylinders and pumps ; a locomotive
boiler, in some respects like the style introduced by Edward Bury
for locomotives ; the slab or plate framing to which the cylinders
and pumps were attached , as is now used in locomotives ; and
wrought iron wheels, which were manufactured by the Matteawan
Company for Mr. Hodge. It was arranged to be drawn by horses
if required , as well as by hand and its own steam power ; and thus ,
about twelve years after steam fire engines had been in use in
England , was the first made and used in America .
In reply to various questions and enquiries respecting this
engine , the following communication has been received from Mr .
book
Hodge , and amply proved by reference to the original time
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,
York
New
at
works
his
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Mr.
,
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Thurston . The date of commencing the engine was December 12,
1840, and the work was completed April 25, 1841.
Having been favoured by Mr. Hodge with an inspection of this
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book, in which the names, hours of work, and money earned by
each of the six men employed on the job were entered , the author
feels that there is ample proof to show, that to him alone is due
the credit of introducing the steam fire engine into practical use
in America, and of having constructed the first that had ever been
made in that country .
*25 Cannon Street, E . C., August 15, 1865.

‘ My dear Sir,—In the year 1840 I induced the several insurance
companies of New York to give me a conditional order for a steam
fire engine, my contract being that the engine should he capable of
forcing 6,000 lbs. of water per minute to a height of 120 feet.
This was many months before Mr. Ericsson landed in New York .
‘ I mention this because it has been asserted that Mr. Ericsson
built the first steam fire engine in America . Mr. Ericsson made
a design for one, a copy of which you will see in Ewbank ’s
‘ Hydraulics ,’ but it was never made. It was precisely the same
as that built by my friend John Braithwaite in 1829.
‘ It has also been published in the “ Mechanic ’s Magazine ” for
May 1861, that the Matteawan Company built this machine from
my designs. This is not true ; the engine was built in my own
establishment in New York : but the Matteawan Company did
make the wheels for me, and several minor parts , so as to enable
me to finish it in time. I would remark that I never saw a steam
fire engine in my life up to this period .
‘ The construction of the engine was very simple, as may be
seen by the drawing I now send you, and from which you can
make your drawing for the wood engraving . The boiler was similar
to a locomotive boiler, with the exception that the furnace end was
curved out, so as to increase the area of fire grate without addingmuch to its weight .
‘ The main running wheels were used as fly wheels when the en¬
gine was at work, the main axle of which was made in two halves,
with a sleeve socket joint , so that each wheel ran of itself ; but when
the engine was blocked up in working order, there was a clutch pin
which connected the axle and brought the two crank pins on the
face of the wheels at right angles with each other ; the two connect¬
ing rods were then attached , and the engine was ready for work.
‘ The surface of the boiler was very great for a boiler of its
weight, being only (without water ) 1, 600 lbs. nett . There were two
continuous wrought frames on each side of the boiler, on to which
the two steam cylinders and two double acting water pumps were
attached . The steam cylinders were 9i " diameter x 14" stroke .
The two pumps were 8^" diameter x 14" stroke , the same piston
rod working both through engines and pumps direct .
‘ There were two air vessels, one to each pump , but both on one
bed plate , so that the two air vessels acted together ; the passages
K K
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of ever making any more steam fire engines
‘Yours faithfully ,
*Chas. F . T. Young , Esq., C.E.’

‘ ( Signed )

P . R . HoDGK .
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Fig . 65 is an exact copy of this engine made from the drawing
of Mr . Hodge .

| lj ULi -j

to

In 1851 Mr. W. L. Lay designed a self propelled steam fire
engine at Philadelphia , with a rotary pump , and provided with a
plan by which carbonic acid gas could be used to propel the engine
K K 2
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to the fire whilst steam was being raised . The fire was to be urged
by a fan or blower, and when at work the engine was to be raised
off the ground so as to allow the driving wheels to act as flywheels
when the engine was pumping , as was done by Mr. P . E . Hodge
in the engine he built at New York in the year 1841. It was to
throw three to four hundred gallons of water per minute , was pro¬
vided with a hose reel , steering apparatus , and the usual accom¬
paniments , and was estimated to weigh 1\ ton .
The ‘Journal of the Franklin Institute ’ for 1853 contains the
following :—‘In 1853 Mr. A. B. Latta , of Cincinnati , constructed
a steam fire engine , a self propeller , which ran on three wheels.
The cylinders were two in number , placed one on each side, the
pumps being in front of the cylinders , the piston rods of the steam
cylinders were continued to form the rods of the pumps, and the
engines were so arranged as to couple to the driving wheels when
required , which driving wheels were placed behind the fire box.
The leading wheel could turn in any direction , so as to admit of
the easy steering of the engine .
‘ When tried before the Hope Hose Company of Philadelphia , it
threw water to a distance of 160 feet ; but it threw on another
occasion to 240 feet from the end of the nozzle to where the body
of water fell, and 291 feet to where the spray fell, the nozzle being
If -" diameter . The engine would throw one to six streams of
water , and was fitted with two 6±" suction hose 24 feet long, and it
was reckoned to throw 2,000 barrels of water per hour . It would
get to work in five minutes , and it required four men and four
horses to work it and run it out . On one occasion it was called
out to a fire, and in a little over five minutes from the call the hose
were laid and the engine was throwing water on the fire, at which
she worked for eight hours and a half without intermission .’
In 1855 a steam fire engine , made by Abel Shawk of Cincinnati ,
was tried in that town with the following results :—
Steam was formed in 5 min . 15 sec. after the torch was applied ,
the water being quite cold ; in 1 min . afterwards the gauge showed
15 lbs., and in 7 min . 20 sec. after lighting 50 lbs., and in 8 min .
from lighting , the engine was started , the steam quickly rising
to 120 lbs.
Using a 1-J-" nozzle against the wind, the water was thrown
172 feet horizontally , and 120 feet vertically . Using four f "
nozzles, about 100 feet ; and using a 1" nozzle and 62 feet of
hose, to a distance of 176 feet. Using a 1" nozzle and 1£"
together , each with 62 feet of hose attached , a distance of 103 feet
was reached .
When raising water by the suction from the Delaware , against a
moderate breeze with a 1| " nozzle, a horizontal distance , exclud¬
ing spray, of 176 feet was reached ; with 325 feet of hose and a
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1J-" nozzle it threw 120 feet against the wind ; with 925 feet of
hose and a f " nozzle, the engine threw to a height of 40 feet, at
70 feet horizontal distance from the engine ; the steam pressure
being 96 lbs. on the square inch .
The boiler of this engine consisted of a case 3P x 4' 6" high,
with an arched top, in which the fire was placed, containing
a continuous series of small tubes laid parallel and in close proxi¬
mity, between which the flames ascend ; in connection with this
case was a cylinder 10' x 2' 6", placed horizontally near the
ground , divided into two unequal parts by a vertical transverse
diaphragm ; in the larger of which, near the boiler, was another
continuous series of small tubes , the space left around them being
connected with the end of the first series of tubes ; the other end of
this first series and one end of the second series were in connection
with the force pump . On lighting the fire the first series of tubes
become heated , the water being injected is converted into steam,
and entering the cylindrical case heats the water injected , or runs
over into the second series, converting it into steam, and thus
supplying the engine .
The end of the cylindrical case furthest from the boiler received
the water from the pump , and was provided with a suction nozzle
and attachments for eight separate hose. The steam cylinder ,
11-| " diameter x 25" stroke , was placed horizontally on this
cylindrical case and next the boiler, having the pump , 7| -"
diameter x 25" stroke , in front of it , the piston rod and pump rod
being in one length . A three armed cross head was fixed to the
piston rod, the two lower ones working the feed pumps placed on
the sides of the steam cylinder , and the top one working a small
valve which admitted steam on either end of a small cylinder, to
the piston rod of which was affixed the main valve for admitting
and exhausting the steam to and from the main cylinder . The
object of this arrangement was to permit the main piston to com¬
plete its stroke before reversing its movement.— ‘Journal of the
Franklin Institute ,’ 1855.
The firm of Messrs. Poole and Hunt , of Baltimore , Maryland ,
U.S.A., commenced building steam fire engines in 1858 ; and up
to the present time have completed seven, viz. one of the first
class, four of the second class, and two of the third class.
Their engines have been designed with the view of being simple
in construction , and have neither screw, bolt, or handle , or any
other appurtenance more than necessary to make them thoroughly
effective ; at the same time that it has been desired they should
possess a handsome appearance .
Fig . 66 represents one of them .
The boilers are upright multitubular , with a square fire box, and
enlarged steam space. They are fed by a feed or force pump, and
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are arranged to take a supply by a connection with the main air
vessel. After six years’ use the boilers are found to keep in excel¬
lent order, and the only sign of any wear is found in the tubes .
The pumps employed by Messrs. Poole and Hunt are of a
peculiar character , consisting of two barrels placed one over the
other , in each of which are two pistons attached to each piston rod,
and fitted with indiarubber valves. The two piston rods are
attached to a cross head, which is again attached to the piston rod,
so that one cylinder and steam piston works the two pumps and
the four pistons connected with them , a small flywheel being used.
They are constructed of three sizes or classes, each of the follow¬
ing weight :—No. 1= 6,500 lbs., or 2 tons 18 cwts. 4 lbs. English ;
No. 2 = 5, 600 lbs., or 2 tons 10 cwts. English ; No. 3 = 4,500 lbs.,
or 2 tons 20 lbs. English . It is found that the second class is of
sufficient capacity for use in the largest cities ; whilst for towns or
cities of moderate size, the third class is ample .
These engines raise sufficient steam for starting in five to six
minutes from the time the fire is lighted , the water being cold in
the boiler ; and they are found to perform good service at fires
with a steam pressure of from 50 to 60 lbs. on the square inch,
and are capable of being worked up to 150 to 175 revolutions per
minute .
The pump is found to work well in muddy or dirty water, and
to act most satisfactorily where the water has to be drawn or
fetched from a depth .
The engines of No. 1 size have one cylinder 121" x 12" , the
pump two barrels , each 5^" xl2 " ; the suction opening is 5"
diameter , and the boiler has 450 square feet of heating surface.
Size No. 2 has one cylinder 11" x 12", double pump , each barrel
4| " diameter .x 12" ; the suction opening 4y diameter , and the
boiler has 239^ square feet of heating surface.
Size No. 3 has one cylinder 11" x 8" , double pump , each barrel
4-| " diameter x 8" ; the suction opening 4J " diameter , and the boiler
has 144 square feet of heating surface.
The first class engines, using 100 feet of hose and a nozzle
of 1-| " diameter , have thrown to a horizontal distance of 257 feet.
The second class engines, using 100 feet of hose and a nozzle of
la ." diameter , have thrown to a horizontal distance of 240 feet.
The third class engines, using 100 feet of hose and a nozzle of
1" diameter , have thrown to a horizontal distance of 235 feet.
Messrs. Ettenger and Edmond , engineers and steam fire engine
builders , of Richmond , Virginia , U.S., commenced the construction
of steam fire engines in the year 1859, and have built three alto¬
gether , and all three off the same patterns . The boilers were
vertical , with 165 iron tubes of 1-I " diameter ; steam cylinders
9" x 15", one in each engine, with two pumps to each placed
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horizontally , each pump 2>\ " x 15" , the contents being equal to one
5" pump . The rod of each pump was attached to a cross head , at¬
tached in a vertical position to the cross head on the steam piston *
rod , and a connecting rod from the cross head took hold of the crank
of the flywheel shaft, which worked the eccentric and feed pump for
the boiler . The suction hose was 4^" in diameter , and the delivery
hose 2A" in diameter . The weight of the engine, complete, with
wood and water ready to run out, was 6,600 lbs.
These engines would throw a 1a" stream to a horizontal distance
of 240 feet, and to a vertical height of 160 to 180 feet. The
average steam pressure used when working at fires was 60 lbs. on
the square inch, and they have been found to get this from cold
water in seven minutes from lighting the fire. Two of them have
been in use in Richmond in the Fire Department ever since their
construction , one for six years without any repairs except having
a bent axle straightened once or twice, and having the pumps looked
to on one occasion from their having frozen up through the neglect
of the parties in charge not drawing off the water when the work
was finished. The grate was made of boiler plate , drilled full of
holes for the passage of the air, and it is still in use and in good
order.
One of these engines underwent a very severe test on the occasion
of a great fire, starting to work at 5 o’clock on the Sunday after¬
noon, and working steadily on until the Thursday morning at
11 o’clock, night and day, attended by two engineers and two
firemen , one of each by day and the other set by night . The
engine only stopped twice, once to replace a burst length of hose,
and once to wipe down the engine between 9 and 10 o’clock on
the Tuesday morning .
The third engine, which was the first engine they built , was
sent to St. Petersburg , to the order of Messrs. Winans and
Harrison .
At the end of the year 1859 some trials were made at Phila¬
delphia of the steam fire engines exhibited at the Fair of the
Agricultural Society, held at that place, which lasted for three
days.
A mast , 173 feet, in height from the ground , was erected, to the
top of which a running halyard was attached , for the purpose of
raising and lowering a line of small tin cups fastened at a distance
of one foot apart . This line of cups was drawn down when each
engine had finished the trial for height , and water being found
in any cup was taken as the indication of the height to which it had
thrown the water. Each engine had to work for twenty minutes .
The following engines contested , and their particulars were as
follows :—
‘ Good Intent ,’ built by Eeaney and Neafie, of Philadelphia —
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Steam cylinder , 8" diameter x 12" stroke ; pump , 4 | " x 12" stroke ;
weight of engine , 5,400 lbs.
‘ Weccacoe,’ built by Merrick and Sons, Philadelphia —Steam
cylinder , 8J " diameter x 14" stroke ; pump , G" diameter x 14" stroke .
No. 7 ‘ Baltimore ,’ built by Poole and Hunt , Baltimore —Steam
cylinder , 14" diameter x 12" stroke ; pumps 6" diameter x 12"stroke ;
weight of engine, 5,456 lbs.
‘ Independence ,’ built by Hunsworth , Eakins , and Co., at People ’s
Works, Philadelphia —Steam cylinder, 10^" diameter x 14" stroke ;
pumps , b\ " diameter x 14" stroke .
‘ Washington ,’ built by Poole and Hunt , Baltimore —Steam
cylinder , 12^" diameter x 12" stroke ; pump , 6f " diameter x 12"
stroke ; weight of engine, 3,582 lbs.
‘ Mechanic,’ built by Reaney and Neafie, Philadelphia —Steam
cylinder , 8" diameter x 16" stroke ; pump , 41" diameter x 16'
stroke ; weight of engine , 5,760 lbs.
‘Hibernia ,’ built by Reaney and Neafie, of Philadelphia —Steam
cylinder , 11^" diameter x 14" stroke ; pump ,
diameter x 14"
stroke ; weight of engine , 8,000 lbs.
‘ Southwark ,’ built by Lee and Larned , of New York —A self
propelling engine ; 2 steam cylinders , each 7^" diameter x 14"
stroke ; 1 rotary pump , 17" diameter x 10" wide ; weight 9,000 lbs.
The engines were either worked or superintended by their
various builders , and the judges , three in number , made the
measurements , kept the records of time , steam, and water pres¬
sure, and general observations on the working of the engines, and
gauged the various nozzles used, with inside callipers. The engines
were tried in the following order, and with the following results :
The ‘ Good Intent : —This engine started in 14 minutes 20
seconds from lighting the fire, with a steam pressure of 35 lbs. on
the square inch, and using 219 feet of hose and a nozzle of l " in
diameter , threw to a horizontal distance of 169 feet, and to a
vertical height of 140 feet. The maximum steam pressure was
95 lbs., and the water pressure 142 lbs. on the square inch.
The ‘ Weccacoe.’—This engine started in 15 minutes from
lighting the fire, with a steam pressure of 50 lbs. on the square
inch , and using 208 J feet of hose and a nozzle of 1£" diameter ,
threw to a horizontal distance of 109 feet, and a vertical height of
83 feet ; the maximum steam pressure being 70 lbs., and the
water pressure 60 lbs. on the square inch .
The ‘ Southwark .’— No account is given of the time of raising
steam, but with a maximum steam pressure of 176 lbs. per square
inch , and using 216 feet of hose and a nozzle of L}" diameter , a
horizontal distance of 145 feet was reached , the water pressure
being 75 lbs. No vertical jet was tried .
The ‘Baltimore ,’ No. 7.—This engine started in 11 minutes from
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lighting the fire, with 100 lbs. steam, maximum pressure , and using
205 feet 7 inches of hose and a nozzle of 1" diameter , threw to a
horizontal distance of 196 feet, and to a vertical height of 166 feet,
the maximum water pressure being 180 lbs. on the square inch.
The ‘■Independence .’’—This engine started in 15 minutes 30
seconds from lighting the fire, with a steam pressure of 60 lbs.,
and using 216 feet 7 inches of hose and a nozzle of
diameter ,
threw to a horizontal distance of 193 feet, and to a vertical height
of 143 feet, the maximum pressure of the water being 133 lbs. on
the square inch .
The e Washington .’— This engine started in 18 minutes 30
seconds from lighting the fire, with 85 lbs. steam, and using 205
feet 10 inches of hose and a nozzle of 1| " diameter , threw to a
horizontal distance of 239 feet, and an estimated vertical height of
178 feet , water being found in all the cups on the flagstaff, and
the water went many feet above it. The maximum water pressure
was 140 lbs.
The £Mechanic .'—This engine started in 13 minutes 20 seconds
from lighting the fire, with a pressure of 55 lbs. on the square
inch , and using 208 feet 10 inches of hose and a nozzle of 1"
diameter , threw to a horizontal distance of 203 feet , and to a
vertical height of 167 feet, the maximum steam pressure being
105 lbs. and the water pressure 180 lbs. on the square inch : water
was found in all the cups but the uppermost .
The ‘Hibernia .’—This engine started in 12 minutes 21 seconds
from lighting the fire, with a pressure of 60 lbs. steam , and using
203 feet 6 inches of hose, with a nozzle 1
diameter , threw to a
horizontal distance of 254 feet, and to an estimated vertical height
of 181 feet, the water being thrown well over the pole. The
maximum steam pressure was 105 lbs. and the water pressure
190 lbs. on the square inch .
The following table gives particulars of engines , and results of
trials
Name

Cylinders

Pumps

Weight

i !

k£
£d

'" it ' it
inches.
inches.
lbs.
. 8x12
4# x 12
5,400
. 8£ X 14
6 x 14 not stated
. n x u ( 2) ( rotary 1
9,000
1 17 x 10 1
f double )
Baltimore . . 14 x 12
5,456
1 G x 14 j
I 61x14 ) not stated
Independence 10£ x 14
Washington . m x 12
6# x 12
3,582
Mechanic . . 8 x 16
4fj x 16
5,760
Hibernia
Hi x 14
6£ x 14
8,000
Good Intent
Wcccacoe .
Southwark

s
Height
55

<3
$

Remarks

5

feet.
lbs. in.
95 142 1
140
169
83
70 60 H
109
176 75 H not tried 145
100 180 1

166

196

60 133
85 140
105 180
105 190

il

145

11
1
1A

178
167
181

193
239 threw oyer pole .
203
254 w ell over pole .

At the conclusion of these trials , the following first and second
class manual engines were tried , with the following results :—
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First Glass.—‘ Citizen ,’ of Harrisburg , fully manned , using 10
feet of hose and a nozzle 1" in diameter , and worked for two
minutes , reached a horizontal distance of 196 feet.
‘ Assistance ,’ of Philadelphia , length of hose and diameter of

nozzle the same, reached a horizontal distance of 182 feet
inches.
This engine , according to the rule , was allowed 35 feet from the
‘ Citizen,’ on account of having a smaller chamber .
Second Class.—‘ Washington ,’ with 50 feet of hose and a

nozzle , reached a horizontal distance of 154 feet .
‘ Philadelphia ,’ under the same circumstances , reached a hori¬
zontal distance of 188 feet 3 inches.
‘ Weccacoe ,’ as above , a horizontal distance of 154 feet .
‘ Globe ,’ as above , a horizontal distance of 150 feet , and 5 feet
allowance .
‘ Franklin ,’ of Frankford , as above , a horizontal distance of 158

feet, and 5 feet allowance.
In 1860, Messrs. Ettenger and Edmond , of Richmond , Va.,
built a steam fire engine for St. Petersburg , of which the American
description is as follows :—It has a vertical tubular boiler, a single
steam cylinder 9" diameter x 15" stroke , with the steam chest be¬
neath , and the slide valve so arranged that any water carried
over by priming would pass off by the exhaust without having to
open the cylinder cocks. The slide valve was worked by an eccen¬
tric on the flywheel shaft, in connection with a rocking arm , as in
ordinary engines. The pumps are of gun metal , set one above an¬
other , and are reciprocating in their action, the cross head of the
engine being made in such a way that the steam piston rod taking
hold in the centre , the two rods of the pump pistons take hold,
one above, the other below the rod of the steam piston, whilst the
side or connecting rods take hold of the ends which project over
the sides of the frame and give motion to the fly wheels, one on
each side of a vertical air vessel. One of the pumps , the lower
one, is cast solid in the vacuum chamber ; so that , no matter how
much the engine is jolted over the streets , the vacuum chamber
will never leak. This arrangement of pumps gives a chance for the
valves (suction valves) to be placed between the pumps , so that
the instant the engine changes its direction the water is taken off
the valves, leaving them free to act without any dead water on
them . The pump valves are ordinary clack valves, and so ar¬
ranged that one valve will fit in the place of another as well as it
does in its own. The two pumps are each 3^-" diameter x 15"
stroke, and are equal to a 5" diam . pump . The engine is placed
low down on straight axles, and cannot turn over whilst turning
corners. The body of the engine rests on six semi elliptic springs ,
and is carried on four wheels, front 4' 6" di., and hind 4' 9" , and
weighs, all complete with wood and water, 5,000 lbs.
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When tried at Richmond it had steam and was at full work in
ten minutes from lighting the fire, and threw a 1" stream 240 feet.
It was then taken to the canal, and raising its own water , threw a
ljL" stream 220 feet, a 1£" stream 143 feet, and a 1$" stream 183
feet each. At a subsequent trial at Philadelphia , it threw a 1
stream to a distance of 250 feet. The chief engineer of the Phila¬
delphia Fire Department saw the distance measured by the engineer
to the United States Mint , and says, ‘I consider it, on account of
its size, one of the best I have ever seen perform .’ The engine
was supplied with steam and water pressure gauges , lamp , &c.,
and was designed by Mr . A. M‘Causland.
In the same year a 7 horse power steam fire engine by Lee and
Larned was tried at Philadelphia against a 5 horse power engine by
Neafie and Levy. The two engines were placed side by side, and
drew the water from the same depth . The Philadelphia engine ,
with 120 lbs. steam , threw to a distance of 260 feet, whilst the New
York engine , which was much larger , only reached 248 feet, the
steam pressure being considerably higher .
A steam fire engine made by Neafie and Levy in 1860 for San
Francisco , with cylinder 8" x 12" and pump 4-1" x 12" , when tried
at Philadelphia threw 253 feet horizontally through a 1£" nozzle.
In the same year a trial of steam fire engines was held at the
county fair, Rensselaer , Troy, United States , at which a small steam
fire engine or model, weighing 2^ lbs., was exhibited . The steam
di. x J" stroke , and it threw a stream of
cylinder was horizontal ,
water about the size of a pin to a distance of 4' 6".
In the same year , at the California State fair , one Henry Rice,
of the city of California , exhibited a miniature steam fire engine
made by himself , which had a steam cylinder of r\ " di. x a/ ' stroke ,
and ran at the rate of 2,000 revolutions per minute .
The town of Pittsburg , Pennsylvania , contracted with a firm to
build them a steam fire engine ‘ weighing between 4,000 and
5,000 lbs., to be brass jacketed and handsomely moulded ; the tank
to be of brass or copper ; the air chamber of silver plate , and to be
surmounted by a handsome lamp ; the machinery to be of the
same model as in the ‘ Southwark ,’ of Philadelphia ; pumps to be
4f " diameter x 12" stroke ; steam cylinder , 8" diameter x 12"
stroke ; to raise steam in not over six minutes , and throw a 1^"
streams
stream 235 feet, a 1£" stream 245 feet, and two
175 feet. Two sections of suction hose, each 9 feet long, to
accompany the engine, and if all was not satisfactory on trial , the
engine to be returned to the builder .’ An engine built by the
builders of this was tried , raising steam in six minutes , and
throwing two f " streams over a six story building .
In September 1860 the ‘ Huron ,’ a first class double cylinder
engine with plunger pumps , when tried in a competition at Troy ,
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N.Y., threw water in seven minutes from the signal for lighting
the fire, in eight minutes reaching 100 feet, in fourteen minutes
200 feet, and soon reached 223/ 9", pumping through 50 feet of
3" hose, and using a If " nozzle. The ‘ Machigonne ,’ a first
class double cylinder engine with rotary pump , played two powerful
streams for four hours continuously through 1,600 feet of hose, to
which two 150 feet lengths with a separate branch on each were
attached , making 1,750 feet altogether , the engine being 75 feet
lower than the branches . This was necessitated by the fact that
the city of Portland uses reservoirs , and having pumped one dry,
the engine was removed to the next , which made the distance so
great . The premises on fire was a large three storied brick livery
stable , to which by means of the steamer the fire was confined.
In 1860 the £Arba Read ’ steam fire engine , a first class single
cylinder engine, with double acting plunger pump , was tried for
steam and water , with the following results :—Everything being in
readiness, the hose laid out, &c., the fire was lighted ; in four minutes
the whistle blew, and in 7 min . 35 sec. she was throwing four streams
of water , with 45 lbs. steam in the boiler, and in three minutes more
there were 100 lbs. A single stream was thrown through 450 feet of
hose and a 1£" nozzle to a distance of 200 feet horizontally . A
If " stream was thrown a distance of 275 feet through 50 feet of
hose. The highest steam pressure used was 240 lbs. on the square
inch . At the next trials , before her final acceptance, and to bring
out her powers, steam was got up at 11 a.m. and kept up until
3.30 p. m. On the trial , through 400 feet of hose, using two
nozzles, each 1" diameter , a distance of 198 feet was reached by
each jet . These streams were kept up for one hour ; after which
various trials were had through 950 feet of hose, during which
time the engine worked perfectly . The length was then increased
to 1,000 feet of hose, when a stream was thrown through a
1" nozzle to a distance of 175 feet. The last trial was through the
same length of hose with a
nozzle, when a distance of 194 feet
was reached .
On another occasion the £Fire King ,’ built for the fire depart¬
ment of the town of Manchester , was tried to see what distance
could be reached by a
jet , when a distance of 207 feet horizon¬
tally was attained ; and this same engine then threw a 1£" stream
to a distance of 292 feet ! This was stated to be a fact by several
parties who were present . This engine was a first class double
cylinder engine with plunger pumps .
The ‘J . C. Cary,’ American steam fire engine, has cylinders
71" diameter x 14" stroke , driving a rotary pump . The boiler
consists of 114 pairs of double tubes each 2-^" diameter , con¬
taining one of l -£" diameter inside it , the annular space between
the two being occupied by water, whilst the fire circulates among
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the larger and within the smaller tubes . The walls of the fire
box are composed also of If " tubes set closely together and
opening into a steam chamber above, and also into a hollow ring
filled with water below. This engine was said to weigh 5f tons,
and at a public trial it threw 1, 100 gallons of water per minute ,
the rotary pump making 240 revolutions per minute , and dis¬
charging 4-6 gallons per revolution . The pressure of steam was
in the trial 150 lbs. on the square inch, but the water pressure is
not given . A If " stream was thrown 267 feet horizontally ; a
2" stream , 232 feet ; and a 2f " stream , through an open butt ,
196 feet. The height attained with a If " jet was 160 feet ; two
If " jets being also thrown to the same elevation . A hose with
a If " jet was taken from the engine in the street to the top of a
five story building 60 feet in height , and a full stream thrown
from the top to a distance of 150 feet horizontally , and to an esti¬
mated height of 80 feet.
The following are the particulars of three classes of steam fire
engines, 'made in the States , which, with their fittings , are thus
described :
First class.—Rotary pump and double cylinders . This engine
is built to throw four f " streams , and fitted with a separate
outlet and stop cock for each stream ; and has a connection for the
suction hose on each side of the engine .
The single rotary pump is driven by two vertical steam cylin¬
ders (reciprocating ), 7f /x diameter x 9" stroke ; the connecting
rods being connected directly to the shaft of the pump , which is
the most generally approved pump of this description . At a
fair working speed this engine will discharge 600 American gal¬
lons of water per minute — 500 gallons English , or throw four
streams f " diameter each 150 feet horizontally , two 1" streams
each 180 feet, or one If " stream 240 feet.
The engine is mounted on high wheels, easy springs , and fore
locking carriage , is fitted with a self acting £brake ,’ has a seat for
the driver , with a pair of carriage lanterns , and is in every way con¬
structed for very rapid transit with horses. A tender to carry fuel
sufficient for two hours’ consumption , and a water tank to hold 60
gallons, form part of the machine ; and the engineer and fireman
ride on the tender .
The engine is supplied with 24 feet rubber suction hose,
diameter , in two lengths , fitted with the ‘ Bliss ’ couplings ; a large
copper strainer , and, when desired, hydrant connections ; two dis¬
charge pipes for the leading hose, with a complete set of nozzles
from 1f " to f " diameter ; with two pressure gauges—one for indi¬
cating the pressure of the water in the hose, and the other for the
steam in the boiler ; a fire bucket , and a tool box furnished with
such small tools as are necessary to use about the engine .
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13 feet.
23 „

.
.
44 inches.
.
58 „
.
. 6,100 lbs.
service,
.
. 7,200 „

First Class.—Double cylinder engine with two double acting
p' lunger pumps . Is constructed for four streams , as the rotary ;
has two steam cylinders 8" diameter x 12" stroke , and two double
acting vertical plunger pumps 4J " diameter , both working into
the same air chamber . Will throw the same quantity as the
rotary just described , four
streams to 160 feet each, two 1"
streams 200 feet each, or one 1^" stream 275 feet. All other
particulars and dimensions the same as the rotary , except the
weight, which is as follows :
Engine complete without appliances
ready to run out

.

6,030 lbs.
7,100 „

First Class.—Single cylinder engine with one double acting
plunger pump . This engine is constructed for four streams just
as the others already described ; it has one steam cylinder 10§"
diameter x 12" stroke , and has one double acting vertical plunger
pump 6" diameter x 12" stroke , and will at fair working speed
discharge the same amount as the others , or throw four
streams
each 160 feet horizontally , two 1" streams each 200 feet , or one
1^" stream 275 feet. All other particulars and dimensions the
same as those just described . Weight as follows:
Engine complete without appliances
>>
ready to run out

.

.

.

.

.

5,870 lbs.
7,000 „

Second Class.—Single cylinder engine , with one double acting
plunger pump . This engine is built to throw two streams , with
separate connection and stop cocks for each, and fitted with con¬
nection for suction hose. It has one steam cylinder 8" diameter
x 12" stroke , and one double acting vertical plunger pump 4j "
diameter x 12" stroke. At a fair working speed it will discharge
350 gallons of water per minute , or throw two
streams 180 feet
horizontally each, or one 1" stream 250 feet. The engine is fitted
with a pole and reel so as to be drawn by hand , or with a pole
and appliances so as to be drawn by horses. The suction hose is
4" diameter , and a fire bucket added to the fittings is the only
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The dimensions are as

difference from the others just described .
follows :

10 feet.

Length , exclusive of pole
„ inclusive ,,
Width to outside naves of wheels
„ .
rims
„
„
Height to top of chimney
Diameter of fore wheels
hind ,,
„
Weight of engine without appliances
ready to run out .
,,
„

40 inches.
56 „
3,500 lbs.
4,600 „

Another sized engine of this class, more highly finished, with a
suction connection for each side of the engine , is made with the
pump 4f " diameter , capable of discharging 400 gallons of water
streams each 210 feet horizon¬
per minute : it will throw two
tally , or a 1^-" stream 250 feet. It is similar to the one last
described in dimensions and fittings , but has a signal lantern and
two hand lanterns , a jackscrew , and few other small matters addi¬
tional .
Weight
„

of

engine without appliances
ready to run out
„

.
.

.

.

4,200 lbs .
5,300 „

.

.

New Style .—Single cylinder engine with one double acting
plunger pump . This style of engine is built of three sizes, varying
only in the dimensions of the parts , and the general characteristics
of the several classes are the same. The fittings and appliances
are similar to the engine last described ; the dimensions of length
and breadth are the same . The first class engine on the new style
has one steam cylinder 8" diameter x 12" stroke , and one vertical
double acting plunger pump 6" diameter x 12" stroke . At a fair
working speed it will discharge 600 gallons per minute , or throw
diameter streams each 160 feet , or two 1" streams each
four
220 feet, or one 1^" stream 275 feet horizontally .
Weight of engine without appliances
,, ready to run out
,,

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

6,100 lbs.
7,000 „

New Style .—The second class engine has one steam cylinder
8-1" diameter x 12" stroke , and one vertical double acting plunger
pump 4f " diameter x 12" stroke . At a fair working speed it will
streams 210
discharge 400 gallons of water per minute , or two
feet each, or one 1^-" stream 250 feet ; other dimensions and
fittings similar to the one just described .
Weight of engine without appliances
ready to run out
„
„

.
.

.

.

.

.

4,200 lbs.
5,000 „

New Style .—The third class engine is much lighter , and built
more especially to be drawn by men . It has one steam cylinder
7f " diameter x 9" stroke , and one vertical double acting plunger
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pump 4£" diameter x 9" stroke . At a fair working speed it will
discharge 300 gallons of water per minute , or throw two f " streams
180 feet each, or one 1" stream 225 feet horizontally ; other
dimensions and fittings similar to the last described .
Weight of engine without appliances
„
„ ready to run out

.
.

3,100 lbs.
4,000

The reason why the American system of quick running engines
gives more satisfactory results than those of English make, will be
found in the table of proportions of parts of the engines tried at
the Crystal Palace , where it will be seen that the proportions em¬
ployed by the Americans approach very nearly to those used in
locomotives, where the suction pipe into the pump is as large as
the barrel of the pump itself : a common sense proceeding , if it be
borne in mind that time, however short, is necessary to enable any
operation to be carried out, more especially when the material to
be worked on is water, and that , as in a steam fire engine, through
all kinds of difficulties in the shape of friction , contracted and
awkward passages, small holes or entrances into large spaces, &c.
Now, it will be seen, on referring to the table , that the engines by
American makers have the best proportions ; next to these , the
long stroked , steady running English engines ; whilst the worst
proportions of any are those of the quick running engines, where
the direction of motion is changed oftenest in the shortest times,
and the area of suction opening is least when compared with area
of pump piston , so that the largest space has to be filled through
the smallest hole, and that too in the smallest amount of time , the
stroke being so short and the direction of motion so rapidly changed
in the short period during which the piston moves in any given
direction . The table above alluded to will be found at page 207.
The remark has been made that ‘ the first use of fire engines is
an important event in any country , and may be considered as con¬
stituting an epoch in the history of its useful mechanism ; more¬
over, wherever they are made , they indicate a certain degree of
refinement in civilisation, and an advanced state of the mechanic
arts ; ’ but the sentence requires the addition of the almost as im¬
portant fact, that the thorough comprehension and appreciation
of the importance and advantages of these valuable machines , and
their constant maintenance in a condition of thorough efficiency
and working order, are quite as strong , if not stronger proofs of
civilisation.
It has been truly remarked that ‘ the elimination of abstract
truth , its statement when eliminated broadly and conscientiously,
is the proper , and indeed the only function of all who in any way
set themselves the task of scientific guidanceand on this principle
it has been the aim of the author to perform his task .
L L
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In conclusion , the author begs to say that he will be glad to
communicate with any persons who purpose establishing either a
volunteer or paid brigade , and also to forward forms to fill up , to
any brigade not mentioned in this work, as he is desirous of ob¬
taining as much reliable information as possible, for use hereafter .

APPENDIX

Conflagrations .
Whilst the last sheets were passing through the press the following con¬
flagrations took place, and consequently could not come in their proper
place, at the commencement of the work .
On October 28, 1865, a great conflagration broke out at Beal’s Wharf ,
Tooley Street , totally destroying the large warehouse fronting the river ,
together with its contents, consisting of tea, &c., the damage being estimated
at 250 ,000/.!
On January 1, 1866, the very day on which the Metropolitan Board of
Works became possessors of the men and plant of the late London Fire
Engine Establishment , another tremendous conflagration destroyed the
contents of the large pile of,building fronting Lower East Smithfield, be¬
longing to the St. Katherine ’s Dock Company, inflicting a loss estimated at
from 300,000/ . to 500,000/ . ! At this fire the greatest force, of steam fire
engines ever used in Europe was employed, consisting of 10 steamers of
the brigade , 2 floating engines, 3 engines belonging to parties abroad ,
brought by the makers, 1 steamer belonging to a volunteer fire brigade , 1
steamer brought by another maker , and several manuals . One engine of the
brigade had its boiler deranged , and had to be sent away ; two had their
boilers so damaged that several hours’ work was required to get them
right ; another was set leaking , and a fifth had its crank shaft broken .
On March 16, 1866, a tremendous conflagration occurred in the hemp
warehouses of Messrs. Watson and Metcalfe, Burr Street , Lower East
Smithfield, which were filled with jute and situated within a small dis¬
tance of the great conflagration of January 1. Six of these warehouses
were ‘ all but ’ destroyed . Loss upwards of 50,0001.
The same evening the floorcloth factory of Messrs. Rolls and Sons, in
Kennington Lane (formerly Main’s, and destroyed by fire a few years ago),
was totally destroyed by another conflagration, which caused about twenty
serious damages to the surrounding property , and a loss of above 30,000/ .
The 1Insurance Record ’ of January 12, 1866, contains the following :—
‘Prom a careful examination of Reports of over twenty five thousand fires
in the United States and England , the following causes are ascertained :—
Number.

Accidents and carelessness
.
.
.
.
.
Chimneys, flues, stoves, pipes, furnaces, or other heating
apparatus defective or overheated
Arson and incendiarism, including ‘malicious mischief ’
and ‘mischief of boys ’
.
.
.
.
.
Curtains and bedding
.
h L 2

Per cent.

3,171 = 12j
3,169 = 12$

)
)
> 3,140 = 12$ nearly
J
3,182 - 12$
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Per cent .

1,609 _ 6
Candles and lamps .
1,090 =
Gaslights, leakage, explosions, &c.
719 = 3
Clothing on the person, 100 ; airing or drying , 619 .
706 = 3
Sparks from chimneys, forges, locomotives, &c. .
370 = l £ nearly
Fire lieat in manufacturing , 227 ; in ovens, 143
. 431 = l £ nearly
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Shavings .
363 = 14 nearly
Children playing with fire, gunpowder, matches
328 = u
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Matches .
. 328 =
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Pipes and cigars
321 = If
Spontaneous combustion .
247 r= 1 nearly
.
.
.
.
Camphine, fluid, and coal oil .
2
184 =
.
.
.
.
.
Fireworks, 156 ; gunpowder, 28
179 =
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Intoxication .
1
134 =
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Ashes and cinders .
i
=
96
8
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Lightning
=
66
.
Friction of machinery
55 =
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Steam boilers .
4- nearly
28 =:
X nearly
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
‘Mysterious ’ .
27 =
X nearly
.
.
.
.
Cats and rats (not including matches)
5,456 = 22
Causes not reported , unknown, &c.
Of the above, numbering 25,399, several thousand are from newspaper
and telegraph reports , where causes were mostly limited to accident , incen¬

diary , and unknown —swelling the list of unknown to undue proportions .
The author has added the per centages of each cause.
Means for subduing Fires .
The mixing of ammonia with the water used in extinguishing fires, for
the purpose of rendering the extinction of fires more easy and certain , was
described by Dr . Clanny in 1843 in the 38th volume of the ‘ Mechanic’s
Magazine.’
The machines devised by Captain Manby in 1816 , described at page 41,
and which , as before remarked , have been lately resuscitated with great
clatter , were made by Messrs. Hadley , Simpkin , and Lott , of Long Acre , and
there is yet on the premises now belonging to Messrs. Merryweather and
Sons one of these identical machines . The author is unable to ascertain
how many of these machines were constructed , but it is believed that
Captain Manby sold many hundreds of them .

History of Steam Fire Engines .
Just as the last sheet of this work was completed, the author learned that
Messrs. Day and Company, of Southampton , had constructed a steam fire
engine for land service ; and as it was impossible to insert the account in
the proper part relating to the history of these engines, it was thought
better to delay the completion of the work until particulars could be ob¬
tained , so as to bring all down to the latest moment . On application the
following particulars were sent, together with a photograph showing the
end view of the engine, which proves it to be a well considered job .
In 1865 Messrs. Day and Co. of Northam , Southampton , completed the
first of two land steamers ordered for the dockyard of a foreign Govern¬
ment . These engines have each two vertical cylinders 7" di . x 6" stroke ,
and two double acting pumps each 6^" di. x 6" stroke . The pumps are
placed below the steam cylinders , and the steam piston rods are continued
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through the cylinders to form the pump rods. Across the framing over
the steam cylinders is placed the double crank shaft, fitted with four
bearings , at each end of which a fly wheel is keyed fast, and each eccentric
for working the slide is kept close to the boss of each wheel. A feed pump
is worked by an eccentric on one end of the shaft. The piston rod of each
cylinder is connected to the crank shaft by a forked connecting rod, and the
guide for the piston rod projects between the fork. The two delivery out¬
lets are placed on the door which gives access to all the pump valves, and
the suction is placed below this door.
The boiler is placed in front of the hind axle, and the cylinders and
pumps behind it , both engines and boiler being firmly connected together
by the framing carrying the engines and pumps , and also the framing
which carries both them and the boiler , so that a very strong and work¬
manlike arrangement is the result . The engines are each on four wheels,
with locking fore carriage . The boilers are vertical , 3' in diameter x 5' 3"
high , and are of steel plate with copper tube plates, and 248 solid drawn
brass tubes 1" outside diameter x 18" long. The chimney is made large
enough to allow of a boy passing down to replace a defective tube if
required .
Trials of Steam Fire Engines.
On January 29, 186G, four steam fire engines made by Messrs. Merry weather and Sons were tried at the Grand Surrey Canal at Camberwell, in
the presence of the chairman and many members of the Metropolitan
Board of Works . Two of the engines had double cylinders , one being a
large size, similar to the ‘ Sutherland ,’ made for H .M. Royal Dockyard at
Portsmouth , the other a small size ; and the other two were each small
size single cylinder engines.
The weather was very boisterous , and the conditions of trial came nearer
to the actual circumstances of working at fires than is generally the case in
these matters . The wind interfered considerably with the draught when
the fires were first lighted , and was very prejudicial to the effect of the
vertical jets , but on the average the engines attained their working pressure
from cold water in about ten minutes .
The large engine for the dockyard , when tried at the measured distance,
threw through a 1-| " nozzle to a distance of 240 feet, lifting the water 8
feet, and through a H " nozzle to a distance of 318 feet, thoroughly wetting
a telegraph pole from top to bottom , which was 40 feet high, and at a
distance of 280 feet from the nozzle. The massive stream thrown through
a 2" nozzle was much admired ; and all the four engines worked equally
well, the whole passing olf without a hitch , and proving perfectly
successful.
The results of these trials were orders from the Metropolitan Board for one
large size double cylinder , similar to the Portsmouth engine, one medium
size do., and two small size single cylinder engines similar to that which
took the prize at Cologne, to be used in the new Fire Brigade . They have
also in course of construction a double cylinder engine for Antwerp ,
another for Havana , and some others , making a total of 10 engines in
course of construction .
Some of the engines of Messrs. Sliand, Mason, and Co. were tried on the
same day in the presence of the Board, under more favourable circumstances ,
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in the makers ’ yard , where for vertical height the jets were thrown up a
chimney shaft constructed for the purpose , but the author has been unable
to obtain any reliable information and particulars as to the result of these
trials . The Board have ordered four of the engines of this firm for the
new Fire Brigade .
Mr. William Roberts has two engines in course of construction precisely
similar to the ‘Excelsior ’ and Hong Kong engine, and two more to go on
with as soon as these are completed.
It is to be hoped, that now the long existing monopoly of supplying
steam fire engines for use at the London fires is thus broken up , an equal
amount of the patronage and support which have been so long exclusively
employed may be extended to those other makers whose successful work
has been patronised elsewhere , and that the public , now they have to pay for
it , may obtain the benefits of the various improvements constantly taking
place.
On February 3, 18GG, the engine built by Mr . William Roberts for Ilong
Kong was tried at Millwall with the view of giving a practical illustration
of the mode in which the wire guards placed in the front of the various
windows of the St. Katherine ’s Docks warehouses baffled the engines and
led in a great measure to the vast destruction of property at the late
conflagration.
The fire was laid with shavings, wood, and coal, and the fire lighted
at 2 h . 54 min . 5 sec. A pressure of 2^ lb . was obtained in 3 min . 50
sec., 5 lb. in 4 min . 8 sec., 10 lb . in 4 min. 33 sec., 15 lb. in 4 min . 59
sec., 20 lb. in 5 min . 23 sec., 25 lb. in 5 min . 40 sec., 30 lb . in 5 min .
55 sec., 40 lb . in 6 min . 32 sec., 50 lb . in G min . 41 sec., 60 lb . in G
min . 59 sec., 70 lb . in 7 min . 14 sec., 80 lb . in 7 min . 25 sec., 90 lb .
in 7 min . 35 sec., and 100 lb . in 7 min . 43 sec., when the engine was
started with a 1'' jet , and a water pressure maintained of 90 lb . to 100 lb .
per inch , and after working some time a y nozzle was tried , when the
pressure rose to 130 lb .
The branch with a 1" nozzle was then placed 20 ft. from the wire
guard and the water turned into the length of hose, when the wire
guard was knocked over ; this being replaced and more firmly secured ,
the engine was again started , when the jet was broken into spray by the
guard , and the farthest point reached was 27 ft. behind the guard , or
47 ft. in all. The branch pipe was then elevated about 2 deg., so as to
carry the water over the top of the guard , when the water was pro¬
jected to a distance of 198 ft., the angle of the branch pipe being about
30 deg.
These experiments satisfied those present that wire guards were very
bad in case of fire in- a warehouse ; for an engine, however powerful,
would have but little chance if the windows were at a considerable
height from the ground , as in the case of St. Katherine ’s Dock . Other
experiments were tried with jets of various sizes, and sometimes with two
combined , and brought to a close about four o’clock, the engine having
worked steadily on from the time of starting .
It is found, as a rule , that the smaller steam fire engines do not give
such results as the larger ones, in proportion to their weight , although
their successful working is just as easy and sure ; therefore it is not always
wise to consider the weight in preference to the delivery of an engine, but
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the circumstances or conditions the engine is required to fulfil will gene¬
rally be found a safer guide on this point .

Construction of Steam Fire Engines.
In proof of the defects of, and objections to quick running rotating
flywheel engines when working at considerable speed, and their liability
to derangement if anything goes wrong with the water or pump , the
author finds it recorded that on one occasion an engine so made twisted
off its cast steel flywheel or crank shaft, which had a diameter of 3^" !
owing to something checking the reciprocating motion whilst at work , and
permitting the rotation to continue . A moment’s reflection will show that
when a considerable amount of momentum is stored up in the flywheel,
and anything suddenly checks the reciprocating motion, it does not check
the rotation of the flywheel with equal suddenness, and it must be
expended somewhere, the general consequence being a breakdown of the
engine, or the fracture of the crank or flywheel shall. These accidents
have frequently happened to the engines of this class used in London .
The author is satisfied from frequent and careful observation , that
flywheel engines running at considerable velocity are a most unsatisfactory
description of engine, either for reliable work, economy in working and
maintenance , or facility of repair . In the plan followed by Mr. Koberts,
of reducing the speed of the pump below that of the steam piston, and
communicating the reduced speed from the pump to the flywheel, this
objection is entirely removed, as there is never sufficient speed of rotation
to store up enough momentum in the flywheel to do any damage, its only
use being to carry round the shaft on which the eccentric is keyed which
works the steam slide admitting the steam above and below the piston.
The introduction of the feed water into a casing surrounding the funnel
or chimney of a vertical boiler , inside the boiler, from whence it ran over
into the body of the water in the boiler , and which was patented by
Messrs. Shand and Mason in I8G2, was patented in 1842 by Mr . David
Napier , of Millwall, who employed it in his vertical water tube boilers .
The lower float on the Thames has lately been arranged so as to be
propelled by placing the branches over the stern in a similar manner to
that in which Mr. W . lloberts tried his experiments with the ‘Excelsior ,’
as described at page 1GG.

Metropolitan Fire Brigade Act.
In the ‘ Standard ’ of March 21 it is announced that the Metropolitan
Board of Works has ‘announced its intention to apply to Parliament , at an
early stage, for power to raise sufficient funds ’ to take on the fire escapes.
There can be no doubt that at the same time permission will be sought to
obtain the increased amount needed to maintain an efficient fire brigade ,
and it will be found that to carry out the brigade and fire escapes not less
than 100,000A per annum will be required .

Proposed Salvage Corps.
It appears from the ‘Times ’ of January 17, 186G, that the scheme of
Messrs. Becker and Le Maitre for the formation of a salvage corps, which
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was submitted by them to the various insurance offices in August 18G5,
proved to be of sufficient merit to be worthy of their attention , as that
impression announced that they had decided on forming a brigade , to
consist of one superintendent , five foremen, thirty permanent men, sixty
auxiliaries to be employed when wanted , and London is to be divided into
four districts . It may be remarked that up to the time of this announce¬
ment appearing no further communication had taken place on the subject
between the insurance offices and the projectors .

l!

Volunteer Fire Brigades .

,1
II

The author learns that a volunteer brigade is in course of formation
at Hendon , near London , which is to have a ‘Paxton ’ manual engine for
twenty eight men.
The Western Fire Office is about establishing a volunteer fire brigade
of thirty two officers and men , with a steam fire engine, for the better
protection of the property which they have insured against fire.

Foreign Fire Brigades .

:!
■I

At Bombay and Calcutta there are fire brigades , the former place
having five manual engines and one steamer , which latter , however , has
not proved very satisfactory , and at the latter place there are many fire
escapes of the London pattern .

i

i

i

i
l

I
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men, 443 ; on the directioii 'of the waiter
on a fire, 446 , 447
Braithwaite ( Mr. John ) at the fire at
Barclay ’s brewery, 31, 137 ; his inven¬
tion of steam fire engines, 137 ; his float¬
ing steam fire engine, 139, 143 ; his
second steam fire engine, 142 ; his
Liverpool steam fire engine, 140, 142 ;
his ‘ Comet ’ steam fire engine, 141,
142 ; his last steam fire engine, 143 ,
144 ; description of boilers adopted by,
178 , 179 , 188 ; liis Berlin steam fire
engine, 480
and Ericsson, their steam fire engine,
134, 137 , 138 , 208
Bramah ’s hydrostatical machine , 89 ; his
fan spreader, 333
and liobinson’s portable engine, 94
Brampton , provisions for extinguishing
fires in, 353
Branch pipes, 323
Bread street , fire in, in 1853 , 24
Breeching, 325
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Brentford ( Old) , provisions for extinguish¬
ing fires in , 381
Brest, fires at , 20
Brickwork , effect of heat upon, 59
Bridewell brigade, the , 36
Bridgenortb , provisions for extinguishing
fires in, 363
Bridgewater , provisions for extinguishing
fires in, 353
Brighton , provisions for extinguishing fires
in , 354
Bristow ( Messrs.) , fire at the cooperage of,
in 1863 , 25
Broadwood ( Messrs.) , fire on the premises
of, in 1854 , 24
Brody, Galicia, fire at , in 1801 , 21
Bromyard , provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 354
Brooklyn, fire arrangements in, 491
Broseley, absence of provisions for extin¬
guishing fires in, 354
Broughton Copper Company’s manual engine,
trial of, 130 , 131
Browne’s ( Mr. W. M.) evidence on the cost
of the Fire Engine Establishment , 399 ,
401
Buchanan ’s fire pump , 90
Buckets , 333 ; introduction of canvas, in
Paris , 476
Buckingham , provisions for extinguishing
fires in, 354
Buffalo, fire arrangements in, 491
Bull’s patent for fireproof buildings, 63
Bulmer ( Messrs.) , fire on the premises of,
in 1861 , 24
Burritt ( Eiihu ) on volunteer fire brigades,462
Burr Street , fire at , 515
Bury , Lancashire , provisions for extinguish¬
ing fires in, 355
Bury street , St. Mary Axe , fire in, in 1811 ,
23
Buston’s plan of coupling the suction to the
standpipe , 327 , 328 ; branch pipe joint
devised by, 331

£ jALCUTTA fire brigade , 520
Camberwell , trial of steam fire engines at ,
517
Camborne, no provisions for extinguishing
fires in , 355
Canterbury , provisions for extinguishing
fires in, 355
N.Z., fire brigade of, 480
Canton , its near destruction by fire in
1822 , 470
Canvas buckets and fire escapes, introduc¬
tion of, in Paris , 476
hose, 87, 319
Carlscrona , fire at , in 1790 , 21
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Carlstad , Sweden, fire at , in 1865 , 23
Cartwright ’s ( Dr.) fireproof tiles, 63, 64
Castleford, no provisions for extinguishing
fires in, 355
Chamflower’s syphon or attracting machine,
79, 82
Chapel-en-le- Frith , no provisions for extin¬
guishing fires in, 355
Charleston , S.C., tires at , 21 ; its fire ar¬
rangements , 492
Charlestown , Mass., fire arrangements in, 492
Chatteris , provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 355
Cheltenham , provisions for extinguishing
fires in, 356
Chemicals, their use in extinguishing fires,
39
Chepstow, provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 356
Cheshunt , provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 356
Chicago, fire arrangements in, 492
Chimneys a fruitful source - of fires, 4 ;
means of extinguishing fires in, 14
China , fire brigades of, 469
Chorley, provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 356
Christchurch , provisions for extinguishing
fires in, 357
Cincinnati , fire arrangements in , 492
Cirencester, provisions for extinguishing
fires in, 357
City of London, rules made by the, in 1189 ,
for preventing loss by fire, 27 ; in 1268 ,
1285 , and 1429, 28 ; in 1667 and 1708 ,
29 ; in 1791 , 30 ; inadequacy of the
means for protecting it from fire, 32, 38
road, fire in the, in 1853 , 24 ^
Clanny ( Dr.) on the mixture of ammonia
with the water used at fires, 44, 516
Clark ’s steam floating fire engine, 143
Clips, 325
Clitheroe, provisions for extinguishing fires
in , 357
Cockerinouth , provisions for extinguishing
fires in, 357
Colchester, provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 357
Colne, provisions for extinguishing fires in,
358
Cologne, trial of steam fire engines at , 228 ,
268 , 277 ; official report , 273
Combustion, spontaneous, 6, 60
Commercial Docks, fire at the , in 1861 , 24
Congleton, provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 358
Congreve’s ( SirW .) fire alarm apparatus , 9 ,
10 ; his patent for extinguishing fires, 41 ;
for security against fire, 64
Constantinople, fires in, during the last
century , 20 ; in 1826 , 22 ; in 1865, 23
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4S2 ; inefficiency of its fire extinguishing
arrangements , 482 , 483
Cooper’s rotary manual fire engine, 92
Copenhagen , fire at , in 1728 , 19 ; in 1794
and 1795 , 21 ; fire brigade of, 470
Curnhill , great fire in, in 1676 , 23
Cost of working fire engines, 283 , 284
Cotton’s wharf , fire at , 281
Covent Garden theatre , fires at , in 1808
and 1855 , 26 , 137
Coventry, provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 358
Cowan ( Mr. T. W.) , his steam fire engine,
161 , 162 : description of his boilers, 178,
187 ; of his engine, 201
Crediton , fires at , 20 ; its provisions for ex¬
tinguishing them , 358
Crow bar, the , 339
Crowland , provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 359
Croydon, provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 359 ; its Tradesmen’s Volunteer Fire
Brigade , 442
Crystal Palace, trials of steam fire engines
at the , 207 , 227 , 234 -255 277 , 321 ;
criticisms of the ‘ Practical Mechanic’s
Journal ,’ 276 ; trial of the Stutgard steam
fire engine at the , 494
Ctesibius , particulars of his engine, 66
Cubitt ( Sir W.) on the inadequacy of means
for extinguishing fires, 38
Cullompton, provisions for extinguishing
fires in, 359
Curfew , Alfred the Great ’s order to extin¬
guish fires in Oxford at , 27 ; introduced
throughout the kingdom by William I.,
27 ; abolished by Henry I ., 27
Cuatogi House, fires at the , 23

J ^ AMS, 329
Darlington , provisions for extinguishing fires
in , 360
Davis ( Messrs.) , destruction of their jute
stores in 1861 , 24
Day & Co.’s steam fire engine, 516
Deane’s smoke and diving apparatus , 44 ;
farmer ’s fire engine, 96
Dearborn’s fire pump, 89
Deeaus’ description of a German fire engine
of 1615 , 74 ; bis work ‘ Des Forces
mouvantes ,’ 79
De la Hire ’s pump, 97
Delpech’s manual engine, 124
Demerara , disastrous conflagration at , in
1864 , 22
Denmark , fire arrangements in, 470
Desaguliers ’ opinion of Newsham’s engines,
83
Deville ( M.) , 475
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Devonport, fire at , in 1840 , 22 ; its pro¬
visions for extinguishing fires, 361
Dewsbury , provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 361
Dickens ( Charles ) on parish engines, 33
Dickinson’s ( Mr. K. W.) proposal to add
salt to the water used at fires, 43
Direct -acting engines, 189
Dockhead, fire at , in 1863 , 25
Docks, Commercial, fire at the , in 1861 , 24
East and West India , fire plant of
the , 346
■
London, fire plant of the , 346
St. Katharine ’s, fire plant of the , 347
Victoria , fire plant of the, 346 , 347
Dodd ( G.) , branch pipe joint patented bv,
331
Dorchester, fires at , 19 ; its provisions for
extinguishing fires, 361
Douglas, Isle of Man, provisions for extin¬
guishing fires in, 361
Dresden, regulations respecting fires in, 468
Dress of firemen, 444
Drogheda , provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 362
Drummond ( Mr. J .) on the advantages of
steam fire engines, 280 ; his evidence on
the cost of the Fire Engine Establish¬
ment , 399
Drury Lane theatre , fires at , 25
Dublin , provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 362
Duke street , London Bridge, fire at , in 1851 ,
23
Dumfries, provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 362
Dundalk , provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 362
Dundas ’s steam hammer, 197
Duperrier ’s ( Dumourier ) fire engines, 70,
473
Dutch engine of 1739 , 85 ; fire appara¬
tus , 115

TJ^AST DEREHAM , provisions for extin guishing fires in, 362 , 363
Grinstead , provisions for extinguishing
fires in, 363
Eckford ( Mr.) , fire engine taken to Constan¬
tinople by, 482
Eden ’s ( Sir F . M.) attempt to form a fire
engine establishment , 397
Egestorff’s steam fire engine, 161, 479
Engine houses and their fittings , 312 -314
English ( Lieut .-Col.) , his link or toich ,
341 ; wire ropes at fires introduced by, 407
Epsom, provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 363
Ericsson ( Mr. J .), the first fire engine for
U.S. not constructed by, 495 , 496
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Ericsson and Braithwaite ’s steam fire engine,
134, 137, 138
Erke ’s seamless hempen hose, 320
Etna ( steam floating battery ) , destruction of
the, by fire, 24
Ettenger and Edmond’s steam fire engines,
503 ; description of that built for St.
Petersburg , 507
Evesham , provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 363
Ewbank ’s directions respecting air vessels,
301
Exeter , precautions against fire taken in, in
1472 and 1558 , 28
Exhibition of 1862 , trials of manual en¬
gines at the , 129 , 131 ; of steam fire
engines, 227 , 228 -234 , 277
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227 , 309 , 518 ; loss of power in, 205 -6 ;
particulars and proportions of, at the
Crystal Palace trials , 207 ; trial of, at the
Exhibition of 1862 , 227 , 228 -234 ; at
the Crystal Palace , 227 , 234 -255 ; at
Middleburg, 228 ; at Rotterdam , 228 ; at
Cologne, 228 ; at Philadelphia , 504 ; at
Rensselaer, Troy, U.S., 508 ; at the Grand
Surrey Canal , Camberwell, 517 ; work¬
manship of American , 254 ; points to be
noted at trials of, 275 ; prizes for, offered
by the Society for the Encouragement of
Arts , 277 ; economy and advantages of,
279 -287 ; manufacture of, in America ,
282 ; cost of working them in that
country , 283 ; management of, 287 ; ex¬
amination in the engine house, 289 ;
starting to afire , 292 ; cleaning of, 295 ;
repair of, 298 ; how to keep them in
order, 301 ; importance of simplicity in
j ^ AN SPREADER , the, 332
the construction of, 308 : of strength in
Farmer ’s manual fire engine, 95
all parts , 309 ; of durability , 309 ; of
Furrow’s patent for cast iron joists , 64
lightness , 310 ; of efficiency, 310 ; of
Fay ( M. du), 79
manageability , 311 ; appliances for, 315 ;
Field ( Mr. E.), boilers patented by, 181-5
Berlin the firs: continental city to em¬
Fire bars, 188
ploy, 480 ; objections to quick running ,
laying the , 290
518
alarums , 9, 54 ; American system
Fire Escape Society, the , 421
of, 53, 491
escapes, 15 ; introduction of canvas ,
Brigade Bill, 400 , 401 , 402 , 407
in Paris , 476
brigades, history of, 26-30 ; rules for
guards , necessity for the use of, 3
manual and steam, 430 ; duties of officers,
plug keys, 341
431 ; of superintendent , 432 ; of fore¬
Fires , the punishment for wilful, 1, 28, 29,
man, 433 ; of engineer, 434 ; of sub¬
30 ; the *Quarterly Review’ on the scenes
engineer, 434 ; of firemen or pioneers,
presented at , 2, 33 ; reading in bed a
435 ; rules and regulations at fires and
fruitful source of, 2, 14 ; cases causwl
drills . 440 ; volunteer, 453 . 519 ; of the
by airing clothes, 3 ; by contact of cloth¬
world, 465 ; errors in the ‘ Times’ sketch
ing , 3, 278 ; by sparks , 3 ; number of
of the, 4G6
which the causes are unknown, 3 ; chim¬
engines, their first use in Paris , 70 ;
neys a fruitful souice of, 4 ; numbers of,
in Augsburg , 72 ; necessity for keeping
in 1864, attributable to gas, 5 ; raking
them in a high state of efficiency, 111,
out the fire a fruitful cause of, 5 ; spon¬
117 , 310 ; how to set them to work,
taneous combustion a frequent cause of, 6 ;
112
increased frequency of, 9, 10 ; statistics
farmers ’, 95 -6
of, in London, 9 ; in Paris , 9 , apparatus
—floating, 90, 146
for announcing the occurrence of, 9 ;
manual , history of, 66- 103 ;
numbers due to accident, 10, 515 : to
description of J . B ’s, 75-6 ; date of the
wilfulness, 10 ; importance of investiga¬
introduction of the modern, 85 ; the chief
ting the origin of, 10, 11 ; rules for
improvements in, 90 -1 : construction, use,
avoiding, 14 ; rules of action for inmates ,
and management of, 103 ; rate of work¬
15 ; for bystanders , 16 ; for agriculturists ,
ing, 118 , 119 ; public competitive trials
16 ; in rickyards , 17 ; instances of re¬
of, 120 ; their results , 122-3 ; trial of, at
markable , 18-26, 515 ; superstitions of the
the Paris Exhibition , 123 ; in Rotterdam ,
dark ages respecting , 27 , 69 ; rules of
266 ; in Philadelphia , 506 -7 ; cost of
the City of London, a .d . 1189 , for pre¬
working, in America, 284 ; appliances for,
venting loss by, 27 ; punishment of
315 ; description of those of Paris , 477
persons accidentally causing , 28, 30 ;
steam , history of, 134 , 516 ;
means adopted in 1667 and 1708 f<>r
Mr. Braid wooda strong opponent of, 135 ;
extinguishing , 29 ; in 1709 and 1791 ,
their use in America , 136 : listof makers i
30 ; importance of being prepared for,
of, 171, 188 ; the conatiuction of, 172, j
30 , 51 ; present inadequacy of the means
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for extinguishing , 31, 32, 38 ; means for
subduing , 38 -56, 516 ; association formed
in 1792 to investigate the cause of, 41 ;
American system of giving alarms of, 53 ;
491 ; facilities enjoyed by the Board of
Works for controlling , 54, 56 ; starting
the fire engine to, 290 ; provisions for
extinguishing , in Great Britain , 343 ;
list of towns having no appliances for
extinguishing , 396 ; report of the Select
Committee on, 399 , 400 ; analysis of the
causes of 25 ,000 , 515
Firemen , dress of, 444
Fireproof structures , 57- 65
Fisher and Hearle’s fire engine, 96
Flaud ’s manual fire engine, 124 ; his steam
fire engine, 167
Floating fire engines, 90
Floorcloth factories, construction of, 58
Fludd ( Robert) , basket strainer sketched
by, 317
Flywheel engines, 189
Folkestone , provisions for extinguishing fires
in , 363
Forde ( Mr. C. B.) , 398
Fothergill ( Dr.) , subjects for which his
medal was offered, 278
Fowke’s fire engines, 80
Fox ’s ( Dr.) system of fireproof buildings , 64
France , fire extinguishing in, 56, 347 , 403 ;
fire brigades of, 471 -8
Frankfort , regulations respecting fires in,
468
Frome, provisions for extinguishing fires in,
363 -4
Fuches ’ ( M.) chemical balls for extinguish¬
ing fire, 39

p AINSBOROUGH , provisions for ex'J tinguishing fires in, 364
Galibert ( M.) , description of his respiratory
apparatus , 46
Gardes Pompes, organisation of the , 475
Gas, how to deal with , 5, 6, 14 ; number of
fires in 1864 attributable to, 5
pipes, proper material for, 4
Gateshead , fire at , in 1854 , 22 , 59 ; its pro¬
visions for extinguishing fires, 364
Geelong, fire brigade of, 468
Germany , manual engines of, 124 ; system
of watching for fires in, 467 , 468
Gervase of Canterbury , fire implements in
use in his day, 70
Glands, process of packing the , 297
Glasgow, provisions for extinguishing fires
in , 364 , 396
Glastonbury , provisions for extinguishing
fires in, 365
Glossop, defective provisions for extinguish¬
ing fires in, 365
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Gloucester, provisions for extinguishing fires
in , 365
Goatley and Chorley, destruction of their
premises in 1862 , 25
Godfrey ( Dr.) , his use of gunpowder for
extinguishing fires, 39
Goose neck, the , 330
Gossage’s fire engine, 96
Grantham , provisions for extinguishing
fires in, 366 ; 396
Gravesend, fire at , in 1727 , 19 ; its pro¬
visions for extinguishing fires, 366
Gray and Son’s steam fire engine, 161, 201 ;
trial of, at the Crystal Palace, 240 ; de¬
scription of their boilers, 178, 187
Gray ’s Inn lane, fire in, in 1863 , 25
Greatorix’s fire machine, 74
Greenock, provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 366
Gresham street fire, 10, 11, 12, 25 , 54, 57,
336
Grey’s engine for raising water , 79
Greyl’s process for extinguishing fires,
39
Grimaldi’s ( Dr.) boiler patent , 187
Grimsby, Great , provisions for extinguish¬
ing fires in, 367
Gunpowder, explosions of, at Woolwich Ar¬
senal, 21 ; its use in extinguishing fires,
39
Gutta Percha Company’s works, fire at , in
1853 , 24
GwynneandCo . on the construction of steam
fire engines, 151
TTACKNEY , parochial fire brigade at , 32 ,
-H - 33 , 37
Hadley’s old manual fire engine, 97
and Simpkiri’s improvements in ma¬
nual engines, 91-2
Simpkin and Lott , Capt . Manby’s
machine made by, 516
Halifax , provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 367
Hamburg , conflagration at , in 1842 , 22 ; its
fire extinguishing arrangements , 479
Hancock ( Mr. T.) , indiarubber hose first
brought out by, 321
Hand pump, the , 335
Hand -and-Hand insurance office, 79
Hanover , fire arrangements in, 478
Harrison ( Messrs.) , fire at the sugarhouse
of, in 1861 , 24
Harrison ’s ( Mr. S.) plan for making fires
extinguish themselves ,' 46 -51, 61
Harrow , provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 368
Hartley ’s model fireproof building , 62
( D.) patent for securing buildings from
fire, 63
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Hastings , provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 368
Hautsch ’s fire engine, 76, 77, 86
Havana , steam fire engine in course of
construction for, 517
Heckmondwike , provisions for extinguishing
fires in, 368
Hegner and Ehrliholzer ’a seamless woven
hose, 320
Heide (J . van der) , leather hose invented by,
86-8 ; screw coupling hose first used by,
322
Helston, provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 368
Hemel Hempstead, provisions for extinguish¬
ing fires in, 369
Hendon, volunteer fire brigade, 519
Hero of Alexandria , his double cylinder fire
engine, 67, 68 ; goose neck used by, 330
High Wycombe, provisions for extinguish¬
ing fires in, 369
Hodge ( Mr. P. R.), first steam fire engine
in United States constructed by, 83 , 496 ;
his letter to the author , 497 ; sketch of
the engine, 499
Holland , fire extinguishing arrangements in,
479
Holland and Sons, fire on the premises of, in
1861 , 25
Holland’s revolving rose or suction strainer ,
318
Ilollowav, provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 369
Holmfirth , provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 369
Holstein, fire extinguishing arrangements
in , 479
Hornblower’s portable fire engine, 90
Horses, how to remove them from buildings
on fire, 17
Horsham , provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 370
Hose, indiarubber , 321 ; leather , 86 , 318 ;
canvas , 87 , 319 ; suction and delivery,
process of connecting the , 291 , 321 ;
suction , 316
clamp, 325 -6
coupling, 321
- reel, 331
Ilosking ( Mr. W.) on the proper regulation
of buildings in towns, 63
Hudson ( Mr. J .) , Fire Escape Society origi¬
nated by, 421
Hull , provisions for extinguishing fires in,
370
Humane Society ( Royal) , 449 ; its medal ,
450 ; its methods of treatment , 450
Hungerford , provisions for extinguishing
fires in, 370
Hunsworthand Co.’s steam fire engines, trial
of, 505 , 506
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Hythe , provisions for extinguishing fires in,
370

TLMINSTER , provisions for extinguishing
J- fires in, 371
Incendiarism formerly punished by death ,
1, 28, 29 , 30
Incombustibility , means for producing , 39,
40
Indiarubber hose, 321
Inflammable materials , the proper store¬
houses for, 60
Ingram ’s ( Capt .) system of coupling the
suction to a double delivery standpipe ,
328
Injector , method of working the , 293
Insurance , 13
offices and the means for extinguishing
fires, 31
Ireland , first steam fire engine made in,
362
Iron , effect of fire and water upon, 58,
59
wrought , its use in the construction of
engines, 310
Irvin ( Mr.) , electric telegraph between sta¬
tions suggested by, 407
Italian Opera House, destruction of, in
1788 , 26
Islington fire brigade, 37

JEKYLL
’S(Lieut
)ship
’s
88

pump fire

engine
,

Jennings ( Mr. G.) , fire on the premises of,
25
Johnson’s patent for securing buildings from
fire, 63
Jumping sheet , the , 341
T/’EIGHLEY , provisions for extinguishing
-! *■ fires in, 371
Kennington Lane, conflagration at , 515
King’s Bench, fire in the, in 1799 , 23
Kingston (Jamaica ), fire at , in 1782 , 21
Kinver , provisions for extinguishing fires in ,
371
Knight and Son, fires on the premises of,
24
Knox’s experiments for rendering materials
incombustible, 40
Knutsford, provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 371
T ADDERS , 337 ; introduction of hook, in
Paris , 476
Lambeth manual fire brigade, rules and
regulations of the, 437 ; duties of the
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fireman, 438 ; of engineers and sub-engi¬
neers, 439 ; of the firemen, 439 ; disso¬
lution of the , 465
Lambeth steam fire brigade, rules and regula¬
tions of the ,435 ; duties of foreman,435 ; of
engineers, 436 ; of assistant engineers,
437 ; of sub-engineers and firemen, 437 ;
dissolution of the, 465
Lamps , 340
Lancaster , provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 372
Latta ’s self-propelled steam fire engine, 500
Lattenhovver’s fire engine, 78
Launceston , provisions for extinguishing
fires in, 372
Lay ’s Philadelphia self-propelled steam fire
engine, 499
Leamington , provisions for extinguishing
fires in, 372
Leather hose, 86, 318
Le Cras’ account of Ericsson ’s engine, 496
Lee and Larned ’s American small-sized
rotary pump engines, 154 ; their double
cylinder steam fire engine, 155 ; descrip¬
tion of boilers used by, 178, 186 ; trial
of their steam fire engines, 228 , 505 ,
506 , 508
Leeds, provisions for extinguishing fires in ,
372
Leicester , provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 372
Leicester square, fire in, in 1864 , 25
Leighton Buzzard , provisions for extin¬
guishing fires in, 373
Leipzig , system of watching for fires in, 467
Le Maitre ’s ( M.) proposal of a metropolitan
salvage corps, 417 - 420 , 519
Lemoine’s ( M.) manual engine, 124
Leominster , provisions for extinguishing
fires in, 373
Letestu ’s ( M.) manual fire engines, 96 , 124 ,
trial of, at the Exhibition of 1862 , 130 ,
131
Leupoid, the invention of an air vessel in
pumps erroneously ascribed to, 67, 79 ;
the first to use it in modern times, 86
Lewes, provisions for extinguishing fires in ,
373
Lincoln, provisions for extinguishing fires
in , 374
Line and cord carried with engine, 341
Link , 341
Lisburn , provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 374
Liverpool, destructive fires in, 21 ; its pro¬
visions for extinguishing fires, 374 ; its
fire plug arrangements , 482
London, statistics of fires in, 9 ; record of
fires in, A.i>. 798 , 982 , 1086 , 1212 , and
1666 , 19 ; from 1676 to 1865 , 23-26 ;
the Great Fire of, 71, 75 , 86 ; provisions

MAR
for extinguishing fires in, 27-30 , 32 , 38,
346 , 347 , 403 ; fire -extinguishing appa¬
ratus used in, in 1675 , 78
London Bridge, fire at , in 1851 , 24
Fire Engine Establishment ,comparative
deficiencies in its Reports, 8 ; its admitted
inadequacy , 38 ; its hand floating engines,
93, 143 ; its steam floating engines, 143 ;
the land steam fire engine first used by
the , 149 ; the Superintendent of the , on
the advantages of steam fire engines, 280 ,
281 , 282 , and on the damage caused by
water , 448 ; its history , 397 ; its cost,
399 , 405
Londonderry, provisions for extinguishing
fires in, 374
Louth , provisions for extinguishing fires in,
375
Lower Thames street , fire in, in 1861 , 24
Lucar ’s manual fire engine, 73 -4
Ludlow, provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 375
Lyceum theatre , fire at , in 1830 , 26
Lymington , provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 375

lyfACCLESFIELD , provisions for extin guishing fires in, 375
M' Curdy ’s water displacer, 180
Macdowall’s plan for working steam engines,
189
Macerone and Squire’s boiler patents , 187
Madras, large conflagration at , in 1- 03 , 21
Mahon ( Loid , now Earl Stanhope), his plan
for rendering buildings fireproof, 62
Maidenhead, provisions for extinguishing
fires in, 375
Malmesbury, provisions for extinguishing
fires in, 375
Manby’s ( Capt .) invention for extinguishing
fires, 41-43 , 516
Manchester fire brigade, 38 ; provisions for
extinguishing fires in, 376 ; its fire plug
arrangements , 482
Manchester ( U. S.), cost of working steam
fire engines in, 283
Manilla, fire at , in 1799 , 21 ; in 1865 , 23
Manual fire engines (see Fire engines,
manual )
March , Cambridgeshire , provisions for ex¬
tinguishing fires in, 376
Margate , provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 376
Marlborough, provisions for extinguishing
fires in, 377
House, fire at , 443
Marlow ( Great ) , provisions for extinguishing
fires in, 367
Marum ’s ( Dr. van) experiments for extin¬
guishing fires, 40
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Marylebone fire brigade, 37
Mason’s syphon or attracting machine ,79 ,82
MaundrelPs engine for raising water , 79
Maurice’s waterworks at London Bridge , 72
Mayne ( Sir Richard ) on parish engines, 36 ,
37 ; on the advantages of steam fire
engines, 280
Melksham , provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 377
Melior and Whaley ’s patent arrangement for
moving valves, 196
Merrick and Son’s steam fire engines, trial
of, 505 , 506
Merry weather’s floating engine for the Rus *
sian government, 92 , 94 ; improved
nozzles for fire engines, 93 , 324 ; rail¬
way manual fire engine, 95 ; small manual
engine of 1865 , 99 -101 ; construction of
their manual engines, 104, 106- 108 ; Mr.
Braidwood’s trials of them in 1850 , 121 ;
the 1Emperor ’ engine, 124 ; trials of their
manual engines at the Exhibition , 129 ,
130 , 131 ; their steam floating fire en¬
gine, 150 ; their first land steam fire en¬
gine, 151 ; their steamer ‘ Torrent ,’ 154 ;
their champion engine ‘ Sutherland ,’ 160
( see frontispiece) ; their Alton Volun¬
teer Fire Brigade engine, 163 ; their
floating steam fire engines for Newcastle,
167, 169 ; list of their land steam fire
engines, 168 ; trial of their engine ‘Clint ,’
169 ; description of boilers used by, 178 ,
181 -5, 188 ; description of steam fire
engines made by, 189, 196 -200 ; trial of
their steam fire engines at the Exhibition
of 1862 , 229 ; at the Crystal Palace ,
240 , 277 ; at Middleburg, 255 , 277 ; at
Rotterdam , 258 , 277 ; at Cologne, 268 ,
273 , 277 ; at the Grand Surrey Canal ,
517 ; instructions for their management ,
305
and Field’s stationary steam fire
engine, 170
Merseburg, system of watching for fires in,
467
Merthyr Tydvil , provisions for extinguishing
fires in, 377
Metropolitan Board of Works, its facilities
for controlling fires, 54 , 56 ; in relation
to the Fire Brigade Bill, 400 , 401 , 402 ,
403 ; points to be observed by the , in
organising the new brigade, 405
Building Act , its shortcomings, 63
Fire Brigade Bill, Mr. Becker’s letter
on the , 11, 407 -417
Metz’ manual engine, 124
Middleburg , trial of steam fire engines at ,
228 , 255 -258 , 259 -260 , 277
Middlesborough, provisions for extinguish¬
ing fires in, 377
Mile End , fire at , in 1821 , 23

Mirfield, provisions for extinguishing fires
n, 378
Mobile, fire arrangements in, 492
Mogler’s seamless hempen hose, 320
Moltrecht’s steam fire engine, 167 ; trial of,
at Cologne, 269
Monmouth, provisions for extinguishing
fires in, 378
Montego Bay, Jamaica , great fire at , in
1795 , 21
Montreal, large fire at , in 1852 , 22
Montrose, provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 378
Moore’s boiler patents , 186 , 187
Morat’s ( M.) improvements on Duperrier ’s
engines, 474
Morin ( M.) on the loss of power in lifting
and torcing pumps , 204
Morozzo ( Count) on spontaneous combus¬
tion, 8
Morpeth, provisions for extinguishing fire3
in, 378
Moscow, fires at , 20
Mosheim’s experiments for rendering mate tials incombustible, 40
Munich, fire at , 20

RAPIER ’S feed-water patent, 519
Nash ( Mr. F.) on parish engines, 37 ; on
the advantages of steam fire engines, 280
Neafie and Levy’s steam fire engines, trials
of, 508
Neubert ’s manual fire engine, 88
Neville’s patent vertical steam boiler,177,180
New Cross, destruction of the railway works
at , in 1855 , 24
Orleans , fire at , in 1778 , 21 ; fire
arrangements of, 493
Southwark street , great fire in, in
1865, 25
York , disastrous conflagration at , in
1835 , 22 ; first manual fire engine used
in, 83, 488 ; its provisions for extinguish¬
ing fires, 347 ; history of the fire organi¬
sation of, 486 -9
Zealand, fire brigades of, 479
Newark, provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 379
Newmarch ( Mr .) on the value of property
insurable and insured, 400
Newport , I. W., provisions for extinguishing
fires in, 379
Newport, Mon., provisions for extinguishing
fires in, 379
Newsham’s fire engines, 79-84 ; use and
management of, 116
Nicomedia, its near destruction by fire, 26
Nine Elms railway station , arrangements
for extinguishing a fire at the, 41
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North Walsham , provisions for extinguish¬
ing fires in, 379
Northampton , fire at , in 1675 , 19 ; provi¬
sions for extinguishing fires in, 379
Norton’s patent for security against fire, 64
Norwich, fire at , in 1505 , 19 ; provisions
for extinguishing fires in, 380
Nottingham , provisions for extinguishing
fires in, 381
„
Nozzles, 93, 323
/~1GLE and Summers ’ patent boilers, 186,
u
187
Oil can, the , 339
Oldenburg , fire arrangements in, 480
Olympic theatre , fire at , in 1849 , 26
Oporto,inefficiency of the water supply in .467
Ormskirk , provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 381
Otago, fire brigade of, 480
Otley, provisions for extinguishing fires in,
381
Oxford, defective provisions for extinguish¬
ing fires in, 381 , 396
T3AIGNT0N , provisions for extinguishing
fires in 381
Paisley , provisions for extinguishing fires in,
382
Paper , incombustible, 278
Papworth ( Mr. W.) , 44
Paris , statistics of fires in, 9 ; construction
of buildings in, 63 ; first use of fire
engines in, 70 ; trials of manual fire
engines at the Exhibition in, 120, 123 ,
124 ; provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 347 , 403 ; annual number of fires in,
466 ; origin and progress of fire extin¬
guishing arrangements in, 471 -8 ; sta¬
tistics of fires in, during 1864 , 478
Parliament , Houses of, total destruction of,
in 1834 , 23 ; water used at the fire, 446
Parochial fire engines, 32 -38
Paternoster row, fires in, 24
Pearlash , employment of, in the water used
at fires, 43
Pembroke , provisions for extinguishing
fires in, 382
Penzance, provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 382
Perkes ( Mr.) on the Rotherliithe floating
steam engine, 146
Perkins ’s method of copper riveting leather
hose, 87 , 88 ; his hose coupling, 322
Perraults pump, 78, 79
Perrin ’s manual engine, 124
Perry Brothers ’ manual engine, 96, 124
Petroleum , fire at Philadelphia in 1864 ,
through the ignition of, 22 ; storage of,
in London, 60

REA

Petronius , fire implements in use in the
time of, 70
Philadelphia , fire at , from petroleum , 22, 60 ;
parades of volunteer firemen in, 483 ,
485 ; its fire arrangements , 493 ; trials
of steam fire engines at , 504 ; of manual
engines, 506 , 507
Phillip ’s patent fire annihilator , 45 , 46
Picard -le-Doux ( M.) , 475
Pickaxe , the , 339
Pierre , Martinique , fire at , in 1752 , 20
Pimlico, fires at , 25
Pitts ’ water displacer, 180
Pittsburg , Pennsylvania , steam fire engine
built for, 508
Pliny , firemen in the time of, 26 ; on the
near destruction of Nicomedia by fire, 26 ;
his references to fire machines , 67 , 69 ;
to leather pipes, 87
Plug keys, 341
Plugs , importance of maps showing the
position of, 444
Plymouth fire brigade, 345
Polini^re ( M.) , his description of Duperrier ’s
fire machines, 70 ; on the management of
leather hose, 319
Pontefract , provisions for extinguishing fires
in , 382
Poole ( Moses), his circulating boiler, 185
and Hunt ’s steam fire engines, 501 -3,
505 , 506
Port Dinorwic, provisions for extinguishing
fires in, 382
Porter ( Commodore) on the fire engines of
Constantinople, 482
Portland Bazaar , fire at the , 25
Portland Me., the city engineer of, on the
advantages of steam fire engines , 284 ;
fire arrangements in, 493
Portland , Australia , fire brigade of, 468
Portsmouth , fires at , 20 ; provisions for ex¬
tinguishing fires in, 383
Posen, Hungary , conflagration at , in 1803 ,
22
Preventer , the , 337
Priming , how to obviate, 303
Price and Co., destruction of their premises
in 1862 , 25
ProvMence, R . I ., fire arrangements in,
493
Prussia , fire brigades of, 480
Pump , hand , 335
Pumps , M. Morin on the loss of power in
lifting and forcing, 204

QUEBEC , fires in, 22
1JEANEY and Neafie's steam fire engine,
11 trial of, 504 , 505 , 506
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Reigate, provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 383
Rennie and Son’s portable disc engine, 147
( Dr.) , his account of a Chinese fire
•brigade, 469
Rensselaer, Troy, U. S., trial of steam fire
engines at , 508
Rhyl, provisions for extinguishing fires in,
383
Rice’s miniature steam fire engine, 508
Richmond, Va., fire arrangements in, 493
Richmond, Yorkshire , provisions for extin¬
guishing fires in, 383
Rickyards , how to act in case of fires in,
17, 441
Rivius’ translation of Vitruvius , syringe
sketched in, 72
Roberts’ ( John ) smoke respirator , 44
( Richard, C.E ) ., his twin non-fouling
screws for floating fire engines, 146
( W.) improvements in Baddeley’s
dam , 91 ; his manual fire engine, 97 ;
his portable engine, 98 ; his gig engine,
99 ; trials with his ‘ True Blue,’ 125 ; trial
of one of his manual engines in 1862 ,
126 -7 ; of his Stockport Volunteer Fire
Brigade engine, 128 ; of that made for
the International Exhibition , 128 -9, 130,
131 ; his double action twin pumps , 150 ;
his self-propelled steam fire engine, 155 158 ; his second land steam fixe engine
4Princess of Wales,’ 158 ; his steam fire
engine ‘ Excelsior,’ 165 -7 ; that for Hong
Kong, 171 , 51S ; list of his land steam
fire engines, 171 ; description of his
boilers, 178, 185 - 6, 195 ; of his engines,
200 ; trial of his steam fire engine at the
Crystal Palace , 240 , 277 ; competes for
Dr . Fothergill ’s medal, 278 ; his canvas
dam, 330 ; his standard , 324 ; his im¬
proved hose reel, 331 -2 ; his plan for
carrying ladders with steam fire engines,
337 ; engines in course of construction
by, 517
Robison ( Sir J .) , canvas buckets introduced
into Edinburgh by, 334
Rochdale, provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 384
Rokitzan , Bohemia, fire at , in 1784 , 21
Rome, fire of, a .d . 64, 19 ; firemen in
aucient , 26 ; frequency of fires in, in the
reign of Augustus , 27
Rose’s manual engine, trial of, at the Exhi¬
bition of 1862 , 129 , 13 ; at Manchester
in 1863 , 132
Ross, provisions for extinguishing fires in ,
384
Rotherham , provisions for extinguishing fire,
in, 385
Rotherhithe , fire at , in 1820 , 23 ; its floating
steam fire engine, 146

SAX

Rotterdam , trial of steam fire engines at ,
228 , 258 , 261 -268 ; trial of manual
engines at , 266 ; fire brigade of, 479
Rough’s machine for extinguishing fires, 43
Routledge and Co., fire on the premises of,
in 1855 , 24
Rowley’s plan of working hand engines by
a rowing motion, 97
Royal Exchange , destruction of, in 1838 ,
23 , 34
Runcorn, provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 385
Ruppen, Brandenburg , fire at , in 1787 , 21
Russell ( Scott) and Co., fire at the works of,
in 1853 , 24
Russia, inefficiency of its fire extinguishing
arrangements , 480
Rye, provisions for extinguishing fires in,
385

OACRAMENTO City , fire arrangements
in, 493
^
Saffron Walden, provisions for extinguishing
fires in , 386
St. Austell , provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 388
St. Dionis Backchurch , description of a
syringe from the vestry of, 78
St. Ives, provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 388
St. John ’s, Newfoundland, conflagration at ,
in 1846 , 22
St. Katharine ’s Docks, fire at , 284 ; effect of
the wire window guards at , in case of fire,
518
St. Louis, fire arrangements in, 494
St. Petersburg , fires at , 20 ; fire brigade of,
481
St. Thomas ( Island of) , conflagration in the ,
in 1805 , 22
Salcombe, provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 386
Salford fire brigade, 38
Salisbury, provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 386
Salt, employment of, in the water used at
fires, 43
Salvage corps, proposed metropolitan,417 , 519
San Francisco, fire arrangements in, 494
Sandbach , provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 386
Sandhurst , Australia , fire brigade of, 468
Sandys on fires in Constantinople , 482
Sapeurs Pompiers of Paris , 471
Savannah , fire arrangements in, 494
Savary , screw coupling used by, 322
Savile House, destruction of, in 1864, 25
Saw, the , 339
Saxony, regulations respecting fires in, 468
481
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Schott ’s remarks on Hantsch 's fire engine ,
76
Schwarzenberg ( Prince ) , fire at the house
of, 475
Screw driver , 341
wrench, the , 340
Scutari , fire at , in 1797 , 21
Sellers and Pennock’s invention of riveted
leather hose, 88
Shand ( James ) , his plan of working hand
engines by a rowing motion, 97 ; his
patent for improvements in steam fire
engines, 159
— , Mason, and Co.’s manual engines, 97 ;
their ‘ curricle ’ engine, 101 ; their manual
fire engines, 107 - 111 ; Mr. Braidwood’s
trial of, 121 ; trial of their 1London
Pride ’ manual engine, 123 ; of their
engine made for Penn and Son, 126 ; of
their engines at the Exhibition of 1862 ,
129 , 130, 131 ; at Manchester , 132 ;
their first land steam fire engine, 147 -9 ;
their railway steam fire engines, 151,
152 ; their steam fire engine for the
Victoria Dock Co., 159 ; for Croix, in
France , 159 ; for Warsaw , 159 ; that
tried at Middleburg , 163 ; their Aus¬
trian and Russian steam fire engines,
165 description of their boilers, 178,
180 , 188 ; of their steam fire engines,
189 -196 ; trial of their steam fire en¬
gines at the Exhibition of 1862 , 229 ;
at the Crystal Palace, 240 , 277 ; at
Middleburg, 255 , 277 ; at Rotterdam ,
258 ; at Cologne, 268 , 273 , 277 ; on
Jan . 29 , 1866 , 517 ; compete for Dr.
Fothergiil ’s medal, 278 ; instructions for
the management of their land steam
engines, 302 ; of their floating steam
engines, 304 ; their substitute for shield
plates , 342 ; their feed water patent , 519
Sliawk ’s steatn fire engine, 500
Shekleton’s steam fire engine, 149 ; descrip¬
tion of his boilers, 178 , 187
Sherborne, provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 387
Shield plates , 342
Shovel, the, 339
Shrewsbury, provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 387
Simpkin ’s improvements in fire engines in
1792 , 88
Simpson ( Mr. J .) on the Dutch fire appara¬
tus , 115 ; on the quantity of water used
at the fire at the Houses of Parliament ,
446
Sleaford, provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 387
Smithfield, fire at , in 1822 , 23
■■■■ ■■—■ Lower East , fire at , 515
Upper East , fire at , 24 , 281

SUR

Smoke, apparatus for protection against , 44
Smyrna , conflagration at , in 1796 , 21
Society for the Encouragement of Arts ,
prizes for steam fire engines offered by
the , 277
Society ( Royal) for the Protection of Life
from Fire , 397 , 421 ; its silver medal,
422 ; its fire escapes, 423 ; directions
for working them , 424 ; lives saved by
their means, 426 ; directions published
by the Society, for bystanders , 426 ;
for inmates , 427 ; as to accidents to
the person, 428 ; as to treatment of in¬
juries , 428
South Shields, provisions for extinguishing
fires in, 387
Southwark and Vauxhall Water Company,
experiments on the mains and service
pipes of the, 132
street fire, 10, 12, 59
Spalding , provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 388
Spanisli Town, Isle of Trinidad , destroyed
by fire in 1808 , 21
Sparks , number of fires caused by, 3
Spontaneous combustion a frequent cause of
fires, 6, 60 ; number of eases in 1864 , 8
Staircases , the proper materials for, 59 ; im¬
portance of properly arranging , 61
Stand pipe, 327
Standard , the , 324
Steam , quickness in raising , 308
Steam fire engines—see Fire engines, steam
Steel, its use in the construction of engines,
310
Steinbest ( Mr.) on volunteer fire brigades,
461
Stetten ( M. van) on the fire engines of
Augsburg , 72
Stockholm, fire at , iD 1751 , 20
Stockport , provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 389
Stone, effect of fire and water upon, 58, 59
Stourbridge ,provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 389
Stoves, how fires are caused by, 6
Strainer , the , 317
Strasbourg engine of 1739 , 84
Stratford -upon-Avon, fire at , 19
Strode ( Bernard ) , 78
Stroud , provisions for extinguishing fires in,
389
Stutgard , fire arrangements in, 494 ; its
steam fire engine at the Crystal Palace
trials , 494
Suction hose, 316
Suffocation, treatment of, 450
Sunderland , provisions for extinguishing
fires in, 389
Surbiton , provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 389
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Surrey theatre , fires at , 26
Swaffham, provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 390
Swansea, provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 390
Swiss portable fire engine, 94
Switzer ’s 1Universal System of Water and
Works,’ 80
Switzerland , fire extinguishing arrange¬
ments in, 481
Sydney, fire brigades and engines of, 468
Syringe or squirt , date of its origin, 69,
335 ; sketch of a, from St . Dionis Backchurch , 78

Truro , provisions for extinguishing fires in,
392
Tunstall , provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 392
Turkey , defective fire extinguishing ar¬
rangements in, 482 , 483
Turncocks , 55, 481 -482
Tylor and Son’s manual engine, 124

rrAK ’S (M. von der) report on the Rot-I - terdam trials , 258 , 268 ; on the advan¬
tages of steam fire engines, 281
Tanks at top of buildings, 41
Taunton , provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 390
Tavistock , provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 390
Telegraph , electric, between stations , 407 ;
used in Boston, Mass., to give alarms of
fire, 491
Tenterden , provisions for extinguishing fires
in , 391
Tetbury , provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 391 , 396
Thame , provisions for extinguishing fires in,
391
Theatres ( London) , fires at , 25
in Paris , fire arrangements with
regard to, 477
Thetford , provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 391
Thompson and Barr ’s boiler patent , 187
Thurlow ’s ( Lord) breeching, 325
Tilley ’s floating engines, 90 , 94, 95 ; metal
manual engine, 93 ; his improvement in
the waterways to the delivery hose, 93 ;
Mr. Braid wood’s trial of his manual fire
engine, 121 ; his plan for carrying
buckets , 334
Tiverton, fires at , 19 ; its provisions for
extinguishing fires, 391
Tonbridge, provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 392
Toohy street , fire in, 11, 24 , 37 , 54, 146 ,
280 , 336 , 515
Torch , 341
Torquay , provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 392
‘ Torrent ’ engine, the , 286
Tower, great fire at the , in 1841 , 23 , 34 ,
316
Townsend and Co., fre at the premises of, 24
Troy, U. S., fire arrangements in, 494 ; trials
of steam fire engines at , 508 , 509

[ NITED STATES , fire arrangements in
; the , 483 ; first steam fire engine con¬
structed in the , 496
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ALVES
, suction
222

and

delivery
, 88-105,

Vegetius , ladders sketched in his work, 337
Vitruvius , his description of the Roman fire
engine, 66, 67, 72
Vivds ( M.) , 476
Volunteer fire brigades, 453 ; list of, in the
United Kingdom, 463 , 464 ; in the
metropolis, 465
Vulliamy ( Mr.) on the number of cases of
‘total loss ’ by fire, 9

WAKEFIELD
,

provisions for extinguishing
fires in, 393
Walker ( Mr. T .) on parish and brigade
engines, 37, 38
Wantage , provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 393
Wapping , great fire at , in 1794 , 23
Warwick, provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 393
Washington , D.C., fire arrangements in, 494
Watchmen , appointment of, 29
Water as a means for extinguishing fires,
38 ; Grey’s engine tor raising , 79 ; damage
caused by, 311 , 328 -9, 336 ; quantity
and direction of, at fires, 446 -449 ;
supply of, 51 ; deficiency of, on the Con¬
tinent , 466
guardian , 328
Waterford , provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 393
Watford , provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 393
Wednesbury, provisions for extinguishing
fires in, 393
Weiss’s patent arrangement for moving
valves, 196
Wellingborough , Northamptonshire , fire at ,
in 1738 , 20
West Ham, total destruction of the Abbey
Mills at , 25
India Warehouses, fire in, in 1800 , 23
Western Fire Office volunteer fire brigade,
520
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Westminster road, fire in the, in 1862 , 25
Wharton ( Goodwin) , 78
Whitby , provisions for extinguishing fires in,
394
White 's manual fire engine, 95
Wigton , provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 394
Wirth and Co’s, steam fire engine, trial of,
at Cologne, 268 , 273 , 277
Wisbeach, provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 394
Wolverhampton, provisions for extinguishing
fires in, 394
Wood’s patent for improvements in steam
boilers, 177
Woolwich Arsenal , fires at , 21 ; gunpowder
explosions at , 21
Worcester, provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 395

Worksop, provisions for extinguishing fires
in, 395
Wrench , screw, 340 ; hose and suction, 340
Wrexham , provisions for extinguishing fires
in , 395
Wurtemberg , fire arrangements in, 494
Wymondham , provisions for extinguishing
fires in, 395
Yeovil, provisions for extinguishing fires in,
396
York , fire at , in 1137 , 19
Ypres engine of 1739 , 84- 5 ; screw coupling
joint used in the , 322 ; goose neck used
in the , 331

7ACH ’S ( M. von) account of Van Marum’s
^
experiments , 40, 41
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Humber s New Work on Water-Supply.
A COMPREHENSIVE

TREATISE
on the WATER -SUPPLY
By William Humber , Assoc. Inst .
C .E ., and M . Inst . M . E . Author of “ Cast and Wrought Iron
Bridge Construction ,” &c. &c. This work , it is expected , will con¬
tain about 50 Double Plates , and upwards of 300 pages of Text .
Imp . 4to , half bound in morocco .
\In the press .
% * In accumulating information for this volume , the Author has
been very liberally assisted by several professional friends , who have
made this department of engineering their special study . He has thus
been in a position to prepare a work which , within the limits of a
single volume , will supply the reader with the most complete and
reliable information upon all subjects, theoretical and practical , connecled with water supply . Through the kindness of Messrs . Ander son, Bateman , Hawksley , Homersham , Baldwin Latham , Lawson ,
Milne , Quick , Rawlinson , Simpson , and others , several works , constnicted and in course of construction , from the designs of these gentle¬
men , will be fully illustrated and described.

of CITIES and TOWNS .

AMONGSTOTHER IMPORTANTSUBJECTSTHE FOLLOWINGWILL BE TREATED
IN THE TEXT :—
Historical Sketch of the means that have been proposed and adopted for the Supply
of Water.—Water and the Foreign Matter usually associated with it.—Rainfall and

Evaporation.—Springs and Subterranean Lakes.—Hydraulics.—The Selection of

Sites for Water Works.—Wells.—Reservoirs.—Filtration and Filter Beds.—Reservoir

and Filter Bed Appendages.—Pumps and Appendages.—Pumping Machinery.—
Culverts and Conduits, Aqueducts, Syphons, &c.—Distribution of Water.—Water
Meters and general House Fittings.—Cost of Works for the Supply of Water.—Con¬
stant and Intermittent Supply.—Suggestions for preparing Plans, &c. &c., together
with a Description of the numerous Works illustrated, viz -.—Aberdeen, Bideford,
Cockermouth, Dublin, Glasgow, Loch Katrine, Liverpool, Manchester, Rotherham,
Sunderland, and several others ; with copies of the Contract, Drawings and Specifi¬
cation in each case.
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WORKS

PUBLISHED

BY LOCKWOOD

Humber 's Modern Engineering .

& CO.

First

Series .

A RECORD of the PROGRESS of MODERN ENGINEER ING , 1863. Comprising Civil, Mechanical, Marine, Hydraulic ,
Railway, Bridge, and other Engineering Works , &c. By William
Humber

, Assoc . Inst

C . E . , &c.

Imp . 4to , with 36 Double

Plates , drawn to a large scale, and Photographic Portrait of John
Hawkshaw , C. E., F .R.S., &c. Price 3/. 3s. half morocco.
List of the Plates.
NAME AND DESCRIPTION
.

Victoria Station and Roof—L. B.&S. C. Rail.
Southport Pier .
Victoria Station and Roof—L. C. &D. &G.W.
Railways .
Roof of Cremome Music Hall .
Bridge over G. N. Railway .
Roof of Station—Dutch Rhenish Railway . .
Bridge over the Thames—West London Ex¬
tension Railway .
Armour Plates .
Suspension Bridge, Thames .
The Allen Engine .
SuspensionBridge, Avon .
Underground Railway .

PLATES.

NAME OF ENGINEER.

1 to 8 Mr. R. Jacomb Hood, C.E.
9 and 10 Mr. James Brunlees, C.E .
11 to 15A Mr. John Fowler, C.E .
16
Mr. William Humber, C.E.

17

Mr. Joseph Cubitt, C.E.

18 and 19 Mr. Euschedi, C.E.

Mr. William Baker, C.E .
Mr. James Chalmers, C.E.
Mr. Peter W. Barlow, C.E ,
Mr. G. T. Porter, M.E .
Mr. John Hawkshaw, C.E .
and W. H . Barlow, C.E.
34 to 36 Mr. John Fowler, C.E .

20 to 24
25
26 to 29
30
31 to 33

With copious Descriptive Letterpress, Specifications, &c.
“ Handsomely lithographed and printed. It will find favour with many who desire
to preserve in a permanent form copies of the plans and specifications prepared for the
guidance of the contractors for many important engineeringworks.”—Engineer .

Humber 's Modern Engineering . Second Series .
A RECORD of the PROGRESS of MODERN ENGINEER ING , 1864 ; with Photographic Portrait of Robert Stephenson,
C.E., M. P., F .R. S., &c. Price 3/. 3s. half morocco.
List of the Plates.
NAME AND DESCRIPTION
.

PLATES.

Birkenhead Docks, Low Water Basin .
Charing Cross Station Roof—-C. C. Railway.
Digswell Viaduct—Great Northern Railway.
Robbery Wood Viaduct—Great N. Railway.
Iron Permanent Way.
Clydach Viaduct —Merthyr, Tredegar, and
Abergavenny Railway .
Ebbw Viaduct _ ditto
ditto
ditto
College Wood Viaduct—Cornwall Railway . .
Dublin Winter Palace Roof .
Bridge over the Thames—L. C. & D. Railw.
Albert Harbour, Greenock .

1 to 15
16 to 18
19
20
20a

NAME OF ENGINEER.

Mr. G. F. Lyster, C.E.
Mr. Hawkshaw, C.E.
Mr. J . Cubitt, C.E.
Mr. J . Cubitt, C.E.

Mr. Gardner, C.E.
21
Mr. Gardner, C.E,
22
Mr. Brunei.
23
24 to 26 Messrs. Ordish& LeFeuvre .
27 to 32 Mr. J . Cubitt, C.E.
33 to 36 Messrs. Bell & Miller.

With copious Descriptive Letterpress, Specifications,-&c.
<cA resumi of all the more interesting and important works lately completed in Great
Britain ; and containing, as it does, carefully executed drawings, with full working
details, it will be found a valuable accessory to the profession at large.”—Engineer .
“ Mr. Humber has done the profession good and true service, by the fine collection.
of examples he has here brought before the profession and the public.”—Pnxctical
Mechanics' youmal .

WORKS PUBLISHED

BY LOCKWOOD

Humberts Modern Engineering .

& CO.

Third Series.

A RECORD of the PRpGRESS of MODERN ENGINEER¬
ING , 1865. Imp . 4to, with 40 Double Plates, drawn to a large
scale, and Photographic Portrait of J . R. M ‘Clean, Esq., late Pre¬
sident of the Institution of Civil Engineers. Price "?/. "U. half
morocco.
List

of

Plates and Diagrams .

MAIN DRAINAGE , METROPOLIS . MAIN DRAINAGE , METROPOLIS ,
continued—
Side .
North
Outfall Sewer. Reservoir and Outlet.
Map showing Interception of Sewers.
Details.
Middle Level Sewer. Sewer under Re¬
Outfall Sewer. Reservoir and Outlet.
gent’s Canal.
Details.
Middle Level Sewer. Junction with Fleet Outfall
Sewer. Reservoir and Outlet.
Ditch.
Details.
Outfall Sewer. Bridge over River Lea. Outfall Sewer. Filth Hoist.
Elevation.
Outfall Sewer. Bridge over River Lea. Sections of Sewers (North and South
Sides).
Details.
Outfall Sewer. Bridge over River Lea.
THAMES EMBANKMENT .
Details.
Outfall Sewer. Bridge over Marsh Lane, Section of River Wall.
North Woolwich Railway, and Bow and Steam-boat Pier, Westminster. Elevation.
Steam-boat Pier, Westminster. Details.
Barking Railway Junction.
Outfall Sewer. Bridge over Bow and Landing Stairs between Charing Cross
and Waterloo Bridges.
Barking Railway. Elevation.
Outfall Sewer. Bridge over Bow and York Gate. Front Elevation.
York Gate. Side Elevation and Details.
Barking Railway. Details.
Outfall Sewer. Bridge over Bow and Overflow and Outlet at Savoy Street Sewer.
Details.
Barking Railway. Details.
Outfall Sewer. Bridge over East London Overflow and Outlet at Savoy Street Sewer.
Penstock.
Waterworks’ Feeder. Elevation.
Outfall Sewer. Bridge over East London Overflow and Outlet at Savoy Street Sewer.
Penstock.
Waterworks’ Feeder. Details.
Outfall Sewer. Reservoir. Plan .
Steam-boat Pier, Waterloo Bridge. Eleva¬
tion.
Outfall Sewer. Reservoir. Section.
Outfall Sewer. Tumbling Bay and Outlet. Steam-boat Pier, Waterloo Bridge. De¬
tails.
Outfall Sewer. Penstocks.
Steam-boat Pier, Waterloo Bridge. De¬
South Side .
tails.
Junction of Sewers. Plans and Sections.
Outfall Sewer. BermondseyBranch.
. Plans and Sections.
Gullies
Outfall Sewer. Bermondsey Branch.
Outfall Sewer. Reservoir and Outlet. Rolling Stock.
and Iron Forts.
Granite
Plan.

With copious Descriptive Letterpress, Specifications, &c.
Opinions of the Press.
“ Mr. Humber’s works—especially his annual *Record,’ with which so many of our
readers are now familiar—fill a void occupied by no other branch of literature. . . . .
The drawings have a constantly increasing value, and whoever desires to possess clear
representations of the two great works carried out by our Metropolitan Board will
obtain Mr. Humber’s last volume.”—Engineering .
“ No engineer, architect, or contractor should fail to preserve these records of works
which, for magnitude, have not their parallel in the present day, no student in the
profession but should carefully study the details of these great works, which he may be
one day called upon to imitate.”—Mechanics' Magazitie.
The volume is quite
“ A work highly creditable to the industry of its author.
an. encyclopaediafor the study of the student who desires to master the subject of
Mechanics”—Practical
.
development
greatest
of
scale
its
on
municipal drainage
Jourtial .
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Humber 's Modern Engineering . Fourth Series.
A RECORD of the PROGRESS of MODERN ENGINEER ING , 1866. Imp . 4I0, with 36 Double Plates, drawn to a large
scale, and Photographic Portrait of John Fowler, Esq., President
of the Institution of Civil Engineers. Price 3/. 3^. half-morocco.
List of the Plates and Diagrams .
NAME AMD DESCRIPTION
.
Abbey Mills Pumping Station, Main Drainage,

Metropolis.
Barrow Docks .
Manquis Viaduct, Santiago and Valparaiso
Railway .
Adams’ Locomotive, St. Helen’s Canal Railw.
Cannon Street Station Roof, Charing Cross
Railway .
..
Road Bridge over the River Moka .
Telegraphic Apparatus for Mesopotamia . . . .
Viaduct over tne River Wye, Midland Railw.
St. Germans Viaduct, Cornwall Railway . . . .
Wrought-Iron Cylinder for Diving Bell.
Mill wall Docks.
Milroy’s Patent Excavator .
Metropolitan District Railway.
Harbours, Ports, and Breakwaters.

PLATES.

NAME 07 ENGINEER.

i to 4
5 to 9

Mr. Bazalgette, C.E.
Messrs. M’Clean& Stillman,
[C. E.
10, ti Mr. W. Loyd, C.E.
12, 13 Mr. H. Cross, C.E.

14 to 16
17, 18
19
20 to 22
23, 24
25
26 to 31

Mr. J . Hawkshaw, C.E .
Mr. H . Wakefield, C.E.
Mr. Siemens, C.E.
Mr. W. H . Barlow, C.E.
Mr. Brunei, C.E.
Mr. J . Coode, C.E.
Messrs. J . Fowler, C.E., and
William Wilson, C.E.
32
Mr. Milroy, C.E.
33 1038 Mr. J . Fowler, Engineer-inChief, and Mr? T. M.
Johnson, C.E .
a to c
. *

The Letterpress comprises —

A concluding article on Harbours , Ports, and Breakwaters, with
Illustrations and detailed descriptions of the Breakwater at Cher¬
bourg, and other important modern works ; an article on the
Telegraph Lines of Mesopotamia ; a full description of the Wrought iron Diving Cylinder for Ceylon, the circumstances under which it
was used, and the means of working it ; full description of the
Mill wall Docks ; &c., &c., &c.
Opinions of the Press .
“ Mr. Humber’s ‘Record of Modem Engineering’ is a work of peculiar value, as
well to those who design as to those who study the art of engineering construction.
It embodiesa vast amount of practical information in the form of full descriptions and
working drawings of all the most recent and noteworthy engineering works. The
plates are excellentlylithographed, and the present volume of the ‘ Record ’ is not a
whit behind its predecessors.”—Mechanicf’ Magazine .
“ We gladly welcome another year’s issue of this valuable publication from the able
pen of Mr. Humber. The accuracy and general excellence of this work are well
known, while its usefulness in giving the measurements and details of some of the
latest examples of engineering, as carried out by the most eminent men in the profes¬
sion, cannot be too highly prized.”—Artizan .
“ The volume forms a valuable companion to those which have preceded it, and
cannot fail to prove a most important addition to every engineeringlibrary.”—Minitig
Journal .
“ No one of Mr. Humber’s volumes was bad ; all were worth their cost, from the
mass of plates from well-executed drawings which they contained. In this respect,
perhaps, this last volume is the most valuable that the author has produced.”—Prac¬
tical Mechanics' Journal .
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Humber’s Great Work on Bridge Construction.

A COMPLETE and PRACTICAL TREATISE on CAST and
WROUGHT -IRON BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION , including
Iron Foundations. In Three Parts—Theoretical, Practical, and
Descriptive. By William Humber , Assoc. Inst C.E ., and M. Inst.
M.E. Third Edition, revised and much improved, with 115 Double
Plates (20 of which now rirst appear in this edition), and4numerous
additions to the Text. In 2 vols. imp. 4to., price 6/. 16s. 6d. half
bound in morocco.

“ A very valuable contribution to the standard literature of civil engineering. In
addition to elevations, plans, and sections, large scale details are given, which very
much enhance the instructive worth of these illustrations. No engineer would wil¬
lingly be without so valuable a fund of information.”—Civil Engineer and Architect 's
Journal .
“ Mr. Humber’s stately volumes lately issued—in which the most important bridges
erected during the last five years, under the direction of the late Mr. Brunei, Sir W.
Cubitt, Mr. Hawkshaw, Mr. Page, Mr. Fowler, Mr. Hemans, and others among out
most eminent engineers, are drawn and specified in great detail.”—Engineer .

Weale's Engineers ’ Pocket-Book.

THE ENGINEERS ’, ARCHITECTS ’, and CONTRACTORS ’
POCKET -BOOK (Lockwood & Co.’s ; formerly Weale ’s).
Published Annually. In roan tuck, gilt edges, with 10 Copper¬
plates and numerous Woodcuts. Price 6s.

“ A vast amount of really valuable matter condensed into the small dimen¬

sions of a book which is, in reality, what it professes to be—a pocket-book.
We cordially recommend the book to the notice of the managers of coal and other
mines ; to them it will prove a handy book of reference on a variety of subjects more
or less intimately connected with their profession.”—Colliery Guardian .

“ Every branch of engineering is treated of, and facts, figures, and data of every
kind abound.”—Mechanics' Mag .
“ It contains a large amount of information peculiarly valuable to those for whose
use it is compiled. We cordially commend it to the engineering and architectural
professions generally.”—Mining Journal .

Iron Bridges , Girders, Roofs, & c.

A TREATISE on the APPLICATION of IRON to the CON¬
STRUCTION of BRIDGES , GIRDERS , ROOFS , and OTHER
WORKS ; showing the Principles upon which such Structures are
Designed, and their Practical Application. Especially arranged for
the use of Students and Practical Mechanics, all Mathematical For¬
mula and Symbols being excluded. By Francis Campin , C.E.
With numerous Diagrams. 12mo., cloth boards, 3-r.

“ For numbers of young engineers the book is just the cheap, handy, first guide
they want ’’—Middlesborough Weekly News.
“ Invaluable to those who have not been educated in mathematics.”—Colliery
Guardian .
“ Remarkably accurate and well written.”—Artizan ,

Iron and Steel.
‘ IRON AND STEEL ’ : a Work for the Forge , Foundry ,
Factory , and Office. Containing Ready, Useful, and Trustworthy
Information for Ironmasters and their Stocktakers ; Managers of
Bar, Rail, Plate, and Sheet Rolling Mills ; Iron and Metal
Founders ; Iron Ship and Bridge Builders ; Mechanical, Mining,
and Consulting Engineers ; Architects, Contractors, Builders, and
Hoare , Author ot
Professional Draughtsmen . By Ciiarlks
‘ The Slide Rule, ’ &c. Oblong, i8mo, 5j . cloth.
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Barlow on the Strength of Materials , enlarged.
A TREATISE ON THE STRENGTH OF MATERIALS ,
with Rules for application in Architecture , the Construction of
Suspension Bridges, Railways, &c. ; and an Appendix on the
Power of Locomotive Engines, and the effect of Inclined Planes
and Gradients. By Peter Barlow , F.R. S. A New Edition ,
revised by his Sons, P. W . Barlow , F .R. S. , and W. H . Barlow ,
F .R. S., to which are added Experiments by Hodgkinson , Fair bairn , and Kirkaldy

; an Essay {with Illustrations ) on the effect

produced by passing Weights over Elastic Bars, by the Rev.
Robert

Willis

, M .A ., F . R . S.

And Formulae for Calculating

Girders, &c. The whole arranged and edited by W. Humber ,
Assoc. Inst . C.E ., Author of “ A Complete and Practical Treatise
on Cast and Wrought -Iron Bridge Construction,” &c. &c. Demy
8vo, 400 pp ., with 19 large Plates, and numerous woodcuts, price
1Ss. cloth.
“ The book is undoubtedly worthy of the highest commendation.”—Mining
Joumai .
“ The best book on the subject wmch has yet appeared.
We know of
no work that so completely fulfils its mission.”—English Mechanic.
“ The standard treatise upon this particular subject.”—Engineer .

Strains ,Formulce & Diagramsfor Calculation of.

A HANDY BOOK for the CALCULATION of STRAINS
in GIRDERS
and SIMILAR STRUCTURES , and their
STRENGTH ; consisting of Formulas and Corresponding Diagrams,
with numerous Details for Practical Application, &c. By William
Humber , Assoc. Inst . C.E., &c. Fcap . 8vo, with nearly 100
Woodcuts and 3 Plates, price *js . 6d. cloth.

“ The arrangement of the matter in this little volume is as convenient as it well
could be. . . . . The system of employing diagrams as a “substitute for complex
computations is one justly coming into great favour, and in that respect Mr. Humber’s
volume is fully up to the times.”—E7igineering.
" The formula are neatly expressed, and the diagrams good.”—Athencenm.
" We heartily commend this really handy book to our engineer and architect
readers.”—Efiglish Mechanic.

Mechanical Engineering .

A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON MECHANICAL ENGI NEERING : comprising Metallurgy, Moulding, Casting, Forging ,
Tools, Workshop Machinery, Mechanical Manipulation , Manufac¬
ture of thfe Steam Engine , &c. &c. With an Appendix on the
Analysis of Iron and Iron Ore, and Glossary of Terms. By Francis
Campin , C. E. Illustrated with 91 Woodcuts and 28 Plates of
Slotting , Shaping , Drilling, Punching, Shearing, and Riveting
Machines—Blast, Refining, and Reverberatory Furnaces—Steam
Engines, Governors, Boilers, Locomotives, &c. 8vo, cloth, 12s.

Steam Engine .

STEAM AND THE STEAM ENGINE , Stationary and Port able, an Elementary Treatise on. Being an Extension of Mr.
John Sewell’s Treatise on Steam . By D. Kinnear
Clark ,
C.E ., M.I .C.E ., Author of ‘Railway Machinery,’ ‘ Railway
L®comotives, ’ &c., &c. With numerous Illustrations . i2mo, cloth
boards, 4s.

" Every essential part of the subject is treated of competently, and in a popular
style.”—Iron .
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Strains .
THE STRAINS ON STRUCTURES OF IRONWORK ;
with Practical Remarks on Iron Construction. By F . W . Sheilds ,
M. Inst . C.E . Second Edition, with 5 plates. Royal 8vo, 5s. cloth.

.—Introductory Remarks ; Beams Loaded at Centre ; Beams Loaded at
Contents
unequal distances between supports; Beams uniformly Loaded ; Girders with triangu¬
lar bracing Loaded at centre ; Ditto, Loaded at unequal distances between supports ;

Ditto, uniformly Loaded ; Calculation of the Strains on Girders with triangular
Basings ; Cantilevers; Continuous Girders; Lattice Girders ; Girders with Vertical
Struts and Diagonal Ties ; Calculation of the Strains on Ditto ; Bow and String
Girders ; Girders of a form not belonging to any regular figure ; Plate Girders ; Ap¬
portionments of Material to Strain ; Comparison of different Girders ; Proportion of
Length to Depth of Girders ; Character of the Work ; Iron Roofs.

Construction of Iron Beams, Pillars , & c.
IRON AND HEAT , Exhibiting the Principles concerned in the
Construction of Iron Beams, Pillars, and Bridge Girders, and the
Action of Heat in the Smelting Furnace . By James Armour ,
C.E . Woodcuts, l2mo, cloth boards, 3-r. 6d. ; cloth limp, 2s. 6d.
“ A very useful and thoroughly practical little volume, in every way deserving of
circulation amongst working men.”—Mining 1Journal .
“ No ironworker who wishes to acquaint himself with the principles of his own
trade can afford to be without it.”—South Durham Mercury.

Power in Motion.

POWER IN MOTION : Ilorse Power, Motion, Toothed Wheel
Gearing, Long and Short Driving Bands, Angular Forces, &c.
By James Armour , C.E. With 73 Diagrams. i2mo , cloth
[Recently published.
boards, 3s. 6d.

“ Numerous illustrations enable the author to convey his meaning as explicitly as
it is perhaps possible to be conveyed. The value of the theoretic and practical know¬
ledge imparted cannot well be over estimated.”—Newcastle Weekly Chronicle.

Metallurgy of Iron .

A TREATISE ON THE METALLURGY OF IRON : containing Outlines of the History of Iron Manufacture, Methods of
Assay, and Analyses of Iron Ores, Processes of Manufacture of
Iron and Steel, &c. By H . Bauerman , F .G.S., Associate of the
Royal School of Mines. With numerous Illustrations . Fourth
Edition, revised and much enlarged. i2mo ., cloth boards, 5s. 6d.
[Just published.

Carefully written, it has the merit of brevity and conciseness, as to less important
points, while all material matters are very fully and thoroughly entered into.”—
Standard .

Trigonometrical Surveying.

AN OUTLINE OF THE METHOD OF CONDUCTING A
TRIGONOMETRICAL SURVEY , for the Formation of Geo¬
graphical and Topographical Maps and Plans, Military Recon¬
naissance, Levelling, &c., with the most useful Problems hi Geodesy
and Practical Astronomy, and Formulae and Tables for Facilitating
their Calculation. By Lieut -General Frome , R .E., late In¬
spector-General of Fortifications, &c. Fourth Edition, Enlarged,
thoroughly Revised, and partly Re-written. By CaptaiN 'Charles
Warren , R .E ., F .G.S. With 19 Plates and 115 Woodcuts,
royal 8vo, price i6r. cloth.
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Hydraulics .
HYDRAULIC TABLES , CO-EFFICIENTS , and FORMULA !
for finding the Discharge oi Water from Orifices, Notches, Weirs,
Pipes, and Rivers. With New Formulae, Tables , and General
Information on Rain -fall, Catchment -Basins, Drainage, Sewerage,
Water Supply for Towns and Mill Power. By John Neville ,
Civil Engineer, M.R.I.A. Third Edition, carefully revised, with
considerable Additions. Numerous Illustrations . Crown 8vo, 14/.
cloth.
[Now ready.

Drawing for Engineers , & c.

THE
WORKMAN ’S MANUAL
OF ENGINEERING
DRAWING . By John Maxton , Instructor in Engineering
Drawing , South Kensington. Second Edition , carefully revised.
With upwards of 300 Plates and Diagrams. i2mo , cloth,
strongly bound, 4s. 6d.

“ Even accomplisheddraughtsmen will find in it much that will be of use to them.
A copy of it should be kept for reference in every drawing office.”—Engineering .
“ An indispensable book for teachers of engineering drawing.” — Mechanics'
Magazine .

Levelling .

A TREATISE on the PRINCIPLES
and PRACTICE of
LEVELLING ; showing its Application to Purposes of Railway
and Civil Engineering , in the Construction of Roads ; with Mr.
Telford ’s Rules for the same. By Frederick
W . Simms,
F .G.S., M. Inst . C.E . Sixth Edition, verv carefully revised, with
the addition of Mr. Law ’s Practical Examples for Setting out
Railway Curves, and Mr. Trautwine ’s Field Practice of Laying
out Circular Curves. With 7 Plates and numerous Woodcuts. 8vo,
8j. 6d. cloth.
Trautwine
on Curves, separate, price 5j.

“ One of the most important text-books for the general surveyor, and there is
scarcely a question connected with levelling for which a solution would be sought but
that would be satisfactorilyanswered by consulting the volume.”—Mining journal .
“ The text-book on levelling in most of our engineering schools and colleges.”—
Engineer .
‘‘ The publishers have rendered a substantial service to the profession, especially to
the younger members, by bringing out the present edition of Mr. Simms’s useful work.”
—Engineering .

Earthwork .
EARTHWORK TABLES , showing the Contents in Cubic Yards
of Embankments , Cuttings, &c., of Heights or Depths up to an
average of 80 feet. By Joseph Broadbent , C. E ., and Francis
Campin , C. E. Cr. 8vo. oblong, $s. cloth.
*• Cre ditable to both the authors and the publishers. . . . The way in which
accuracy is attained, by a simple division of each cross section into three elements,
two of which are constant and one variable, is ingenious.”—Atheiurnm .
“ Likely to be of considerable service to engineers.”—Building Nezvs.
“ Contractors, builders, and engineersshould not be without it."—Builders ' Weekly

Reporter .
“ Cannot fail to come into general use.”—Mining foumal .

Tunnelling .
PRACTICAL TUNNELLING . By F . W . Simms. An entirely
new edition, revised and greatly enlarged by D. Kinnear Clark ,
C.E . Imp . 8vo.
[In the Press.
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Strength of Cast Iron , & c.
A PRACTICAL ESSAY on the STRENGTH of CAST IRON
By the late Thomas Tredgold , Mem.
Inst . C.E ., Author of “ Elementary Principles of Carpentry,” &c.
Fifth Edition, Edited by Eaton Hodgkinson , F.R. S. ; to
RESEARCHES on the
which are added EXPERIMENTAL
STRENGTH and OTHER PROPERTIES of CAST IRON .
By the Editor . The whole Illustrated with 9 Engravings and
numerous Woodcuts. 8vo, 12s. cloth.

and OTHER METALS .

’s Experimental
*** Hodgkinson
Properties
and Other
Strength

Researches
of Cast Iron

on the
may be had

separately. With Engravings and Woodcuts. 8vo, price 6s. cloth.

The High -Pressure Steam Engine .
THE HIGH -PRESSURE STEAM ENGINE ; an Exposition
of its Comparative Merits, and an Essay towards an Improved
System of Construction, adapted especially to secure Safety and
Economy. By Dr. Ernst Alban , Practical Machine Maker,
Plau, Mecklenberg. Translated from the German, with Notes, by
Dr . Pole , F. R.S., M. Inst . C. E ., &c. &c. With 28 fine Plates,
8vo, 16s. 6d. cloth.
**A work like this, which goes thoroughly into the examination of the high-pressure
engine, the boiler, and its appendages, &c., is exceedingly useful, and deservesa place
in every scientific library."- ~Steam Shipping Chronicle.

Steam Boilers.
A TREATISE ON STEAM BOILERS : their Strength , Con¬
struction, and Economical Working . By Robert Wilson , late
Inspector for the Manchester Steam Users’ Association for the
Prevention of Steam Boiler Explosions, and for the Attainment of
Economy in the Application of Steam. Third Edition . l2mo ,
cloth boards, 328 pages, price 6s.

Tables of Curves.

TABLES OF TANGENTIAL ANGLES and MULTIPLES
for setting out Curves from 5 to 200 Radius. By Alexander
Beazeley

, M . Inst . C . E .

Printed

on 48 Cards , and sold in a

cloth box, waistcoat-pocket size, price 3,5*. 6d.
“ Each table is printed ona small card, which, being placed on the theodolite, leaves
the hands free to manipulate the instrument—no small advantage as regards the rapidity
of work. They are clearly printed, and compactly fitted into a small case for the
pocket—an arrangement that will recommend them to all practical men.”—Engineer .
“ Very handy : a man may know that all his day’s work must fall on two of these
cards, which he puts into hi6 own card-case, and leaves the rest behind.”—AtJuneeum.

Laying Out Curves.

THE FIELD PRACTICE of LAYING OUT CIRCULAR
CURVES for RAILROADS . By John C. Trautwine , C.E .
(Extracted from Simms’s Work on Levelling). 8vo, Sr. sewed.
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Estimate and Price Book.
THE CIVIL ENGINEER ’S AND CONTRACTOR ’S ESTI MATE AND PRICE BOOK for Home or Foreign Service :
in reference to Roads, Railways, Tramways, Docks, Harbours ,
Forts , Fortifications, Bridges, Aqueducts, Tunnels, Sewers, Water¬
works, Gasworks, Stations, Barracks, Warehouses, &c. &c. &c.
With Specifications for Permanent Way, Telegraph Materials,
Plant , Maintenance, and Working of a Railway ; and a Priced List
of Machinery, Plant , Tools, &c. By W. D. Haskoll , C.E .
Plates and Woodcuts. Published annually. 8vo, cloth, 6s.

“ As furnishing a variety of data on every conceivable want to civil engineers and
Contractors, this book has ever stood perhaps unrivalled.”—Architect .

Surveying ( Land and Marine ) .
LAND AND MARINE SURVEYING , in Reference to the
Preparation of Plans for Roads and Railways, Canals, Rivers,
Towns’ Water Supplies, Docks and Harbours ; with Description
and Use of Surveying Instruments . By W . Davis Haskoll , C.E.,
Author of “ The Engineer ’s Field Book,” “ Examples of Bridge
and Viaduct Construction,” &c. Demy 8vo, price 12s. 6d. cloth,
with 14 folding Plates, and numerous Woodcuts.

“ A most useful and well arranged book for the aid of a student.
We
can strongly recommend it as a carefully-written and valuable text-book.”—Builder .
“ Mr. Haskoll has knowledge and experience, and can so give expression to it as
to make any matter on which he writes, clear to the youngest pupil in a surveyor’s
office.”—Colliery Guardian .
“ A volume which cannot fail to prove of the utmost practical utility.
It
is one which may be safely recommended to ail students who aspire to become clean
and expert surveyors.”—Mining Journal .

Engineering Fieldwork .
THE PRACTICE
OF ENGINEERING
FIELDWORK ,
applied to Land and Hydraulic , Hydrographic , and Submarine
Surveying and Levelling. Second Edition , revised, with consider¬
able additions, and a Supplementary Volume on WATER¬
WORKS , SEWERS , SEWAGE , and IRRIGATION . By W.
Davis

Haskoll

, C.E .

Numerous

folding Plates . Demy 8vo, 2

vols. in one, cloth boards, 1/. is, (published at 2/. 4^.)

Mining , Surveying and Valuing .
THE MINERAL SURVEYOR AND VALUER ’S COM¬
PLETE GUIDE , comprising a Treatise on Improved Mining
Surveying, with new Traverse Tables ; and Descriptions of Im¬
proved Instruments ; also an Exposition of the Correct Principles
of Laying out and Valuing Home and Foreign Iron and Coal
Mineral Properties : to which is appended M. THOMAN ’S (of
the Credit Mobilier, Paris) TREATISE on COMPOUND IN¬
TEREST and ANNUITIES , with LOGARITHMIC TABLES .
By William Lintern , Mining and Civil Engineer . i2mo,
strongly bound in cloth boards, with four Plates of Diagrams,
Plans, &c., price ior . 6d.

“ Contains much valuable information given in a small compass, and which, as far
as we have tested it, is thoroughly trustworthy.”—Iron and Coal Trades’ Review.
11The matter, arrangement, and illustration of this work are all excellent, and make
it one of the best of its kind.”—Standard .
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Fire Engineering .

FIRES , FIRE -ENGINES , AND FIRE BRIGADES . With
a History of Fire -Engines, their Construction, Use, and Manage¬
ment ; Remarks on Fire-Proof Buildings, and the Preservation ot
Life from Fire ; Statistics of the Fire Appliances in English
Towns ; Foreign Fire Systems ; Hints on Fire Brigades, &c., &c.
F . T . Young , C.E. With numerous Illustrations,
By Charles
handsomely printed, 544 pp., demy 8vo, price 1/. 4s. cloth.

*‘ We can most heartily commend this book.
work we now have upon the subject.”—Engineering .

It is really the only English

4 We strongly recommend the book to the notice of all who are in any way in¬
terested in fires, fire-engines, or fire-brigades.”—Mechanics' Magazine.

Manual of Mining Tools.

MINING TOOLS . For the use of Mine Managers, Agents,
Mining Students, &c. By William Morgans , Lecturer on Prac¬
tical Mining at the Bristol School of Mines. Volume of Text.
i2mo. With an Atlas of Plates, containing 235 Illustrations. 4to.
[ Recently published.
Together, price Qs. cloth boards.

“ Students in the Science of Mining, and not only they, but subordinate officialsm
mines, and even Overmen, Captains, Managers, and Viewers may gain practical
knowledge and useful hints by the study of Mr. Morgans’s Manual.”—Colliery
Guardian .
“ A very valuable work, which will tend materially to improve our mining litera¬
ture.”—Mining Journal .

Gas and Gasworks.

A TREATISE on GASWORKS and the PRACTICE of
COAL GAS .
and DISTRIBUTING
MANUFACTURING
By Samuel Hughes , C.E. Fourth Edition, revised by W.
Richards

, C .E .

With

68 Woodcuts , bound in cloth boards ,

l2mo , price 4J.

Waterworks for Cities and Towns.

WATERWORKS for the SUPPLY of CITIES and TOWNS ,
with a Description of the Principal Geological Formations of
England as influencing Supplies of Water . By Samuel Hughes ,
F .G.S ., Civil Engineer. New and enlarged edition, i2mo, cloth
boards, with numerous Illustrations, price 5r.

“ One of the most convenient, and at the same time reliable works on a subject,
the vital importance of which cannot be over-estimated.”—Bradford Observer.

Coal and Coal Mining .

COAL AND COAL MINING : a Rudimentary Treatise on.
Warington

By

W . Smyth , M . A ., F . R . S. , &c., Chief Inspector

of the Mines of the Crown and of the Duchy of Cornwall. New
edition, revised and corrected. i2mo., cloth boards, with nume¬
rous Illustrations , price 4s. 6d.

“ Every portion of the volume appears to have been prepared with much care, and
as an outline is given of every known coal-field in this and other countries, as well as
of the two principal methods of working, the book w$U doubtless interest a very
large number of readers.”—Mining Journal .
“ Certainly experimental skill and rule-of-thumb practice would be greatly en¬
riched by the addition of the theoretical knowledgeand scientific information which
Mr. Warington Smyth communicatesin combinationwith the results of his own ex¬
perience and personal research.”—Colliery Guardian .
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Field -Book for Engineers .
THE ENGINEER ’S, MINING SURVEYOR ’S, and CON¬
TRACTOR ’S FIELD -BOOK . By W . Davis Haskoll , Civil
Engineer. Third Edition , much enlarged, consisting of a Series
of Tables, with Rules, Explanations of Systems, and Use of Theo¬
dolite for Traverse Surveying and Plotting the Work with minute
accuracy by means of Straight Edge and Set Square only ; Levelling
with the Theodolite , Casting out and Reducing Levels to Datum,
and Plotting Sections in the ordinary manner ; Setting out Curves
with the Theodolite by Tangential Angles and Multiples with Right
and Left -hand Readings of the Instrument ; Setting out Curves
without Theodolite on the System of Tangential Angles by Sets of
Tangents and Offsets; and Earthwork Tables to 80 feet deep, cal¬
culated for every 6 inches in depth. With numerous wood-cuts,
!2mo, price 12s. cloth.
“ A very useful work for the practical engineer and surveyor. Every person
engaged in engineering field operations will estimate the importance of such a work
and the amount of valuable time which will be saved by reference to a set of reliable
tables prepared with the accuracy and fulness of chose given in this volume.”—Rail¬
way flews .
“ The book is very handy, and the author might have added that the separate tables
of sines and tangents to every minute will make it useful for many other purposes, the
genuine traverse tables existing all the same.”—Athetueuvi.
“ The work forms a handsome pocket volume, and cannot fail, from its portability
and utility, to be extensively patronised by the engineering profession.”—Mining
Journal .
“ We strongly recommend this second edition of Mr. Haskoll’s *Field Book’ to all
classes of surveyors.”—Colliery Guardian .

Earthwork , Measurement and Calculation of.
A MANUAL

on EARTHWORK

.

By Alex . J . S . Graham

,

C. E., Resident Engineer, Forest of Dean Central Railway. With
numerous Diagrams. i8mo, is . 6d. cloth.

“ As a really handy book for reference, we know of no work equal to it ; and the
railway engineers and others employed in the measurement and calculation of earth
work will find a great amount of practical information very admirably arranged, and
available for general or rough estimates, as well as for the more exact calculations
required in the engineers’ contractor’s offices.”—Artizan .

Hardotirs .
THE DESIGN and CONSTRUCTION of HARBOURS : A
Treatise on Maritime Engineering. By Thomas Stevenson ,
F .R.S.E ., F . G.S., M. I. C. E . Second Edition , containing many
additional subjects, and otherwise generally extended and revised.
. With 20 Plates and numerous Cuts. Small 4to, 151-. cloth.

Mathematical and Drawing

Instruments .

A TREATISE ON THE PRINCIPAL MATHEMATICAL
AND DRAWING INSTRUMENTS employed by the Engineer,
Architect , and Surveyor. By Frederick
W . Simms, M. Inst .
C.E ., Author of “ Practical Tunnelling,” &c. Third Edition , with
numerous Cuts. 12mo, price
6d. cloth.
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Bridge Construction in Masonry , Timber , & Iron .

EXAMPLES OF BRIDGE AND VIADUCT CONSTRUC¬
TION OF MASONRY , TIMBER , AND IRON ; consisting of
46 Plates from the Contract Drawings or Admeasurement of select
Works . ^ By W. Davis Haskoll , C. E. Second Edition, with
the addition of 554 Estimates, and the Practice of Setting out Works ,
illustrated with 6 pages of Diagrams. Imp . 4to, price 2/. 12s. 6d.
half-morocco.

“ One of the very few frorks extant descending to the level of ordinary routine, and
treating on the common every-day practice of the railway engineer. . . . A work of
the present nature by a man of Mr. Haskoll’s experience, must prove invaluable to
hundreds. The tables of estimates appended to this edition will considerablyenhance
its value.”—Engineering .

Mathematical Instruments , their Construction , &c.
MATHEMATICAL INSTRUMENTS : their CONSTRUC¬
TION , ADJUSTMENT , TESTING , AND USE ; comprising
Drawing , Measuring, Optical, Surveying, and Astronomical Instru¬
ments. By J . F . Heather , M.A., Author of “ Practical Plane
Geometry,” “ Descriptive Geometry,” &c. Enlarged Edition , for
the most part entirely rewritten. With numerous Wood-cuts.
i2mo, cloth boards, price Sr.

Oblique A rches.
A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON THE CONSTRUCTION of
OBLIQUE ARCHES . .By John Hart . Third Edition,- with
Plates. Imperial 8vo, price 8s. cloth.

Oblique Bridges .
A PRACTICAL and THEORETICAL ESSAY on OBLIQUE
BRIDGES , with 13 large folding Plates. By Geo . Watson
Buck , M. Inst . C. E. Second Edition, corrected by W . H .
Barlow , M. Inst . C.E. Imperial 8vo, 12s. cloth.

“ The standard text-book for all engineers regarding skew arches, is Mr. Buck’s
treatise, and it would be impossible to consult abetter .”—Engineer .

Pocket-Book for Marine Engineers .

A POCKET BOOK FOR MARINE ENGINEERS . Containing useful Rules and Formulae in a compact form. By Frank
Proctor , A.I .N. A.
Second Edition , revised and enlarged.
Royal 32mo, leather, gilt edges, with strap, price 4s.

“ We recommend it to our readers as going far to supply a long-felt 'want.”—
Naval Science.
“ A most useful companion to all marine engineers.”—United Service Gazette.
“ Scarcely anything required by a naval engineer appears to have been for¬
gotten.—Iron .
“ A very valuable publication . . . a means of saving much time' and labour.”—
.New York Monthly Record.

Weales Dictionary of Terms .
A DICTIONARY of TERMS used in ARCHITECTURE ,
BUILDING , ENGINEERING , MINING , METALLURGY ,
ARCHAEOLOGY , the FINE ARTS , &c. By John Weale .
Fourth Edition , enlarged and revised by Robert Hunt , F .R. S.,
Keeper of Mining Records, Editor of “ Ure’s Dictionary of Arts, ”
&c. l2mo, cloth boards, price 6r.
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Granthams

Iron Ship -Building , enlarged .

ON IRON SHIP -BUILDING ; with Practical Examples and
Details. Fifth Edition . Imp . 4to, boards, enlarged from 24 to 40
Plates (21 quite new), including the latest Examples. Together
with separate Text, i2mo , cloth limp, also considerably enlarged.
By John Grantham , M. Inst . C.E., &c. Price 2/. 2s, complete.
Description of Plates,
t . Hollow and Bar Keels , Stem and 15& Double Lever Punching and Shearing
Stern Posts.
[Pieces.
Machine, arranged for cutting
2. Side Frames, Floorings, and Bilge
Angle and T Iron, with Dividing
3. Floorings continued—Keelsons,Deck
Table and Engine.
16. Machines.—Garforth’s Riveting Ma¬
Beams, Gunwales, and Stringers.
4. Gunwales continued—Lower Decks,
chine, Drilling and Counter-Sinking
Machine.
and Orlop Beams.
4a . Gunwales and Deck Beam Iron.
16a. Plate Planing Machine.
5. Angle-Iron, T Iron, Z Iron, Bulb 17. Air Furnace for Heating Plates and
Iron, as Rolled for Building.
Angle-Iron : Various Tools used in
6. Rivets, shown in section, natural size;
Riveting and Plating.
Flush and Lapped Joints, with 18. Gunwale ; Keel and Flooring ; Plan
Single and Double Riveting.
for Sheathing with Copper.
7. Plating, three plans ; Bulkheads and iSa, Grantham’s Improved Plan of Sheath¬
Modes of Securing them.
ing Iron Ships with Copper.
8. Iron Masts, with Longitudinal and 19. Illustrations of the Magnetic Condi
Transverse Sections.
tion of various Iron Ships.
9. Sliding Keel, Water Ballast,Moulding 20. Gray’s Floating Compass and Bin¬
the Frames in Iron Ship Building,
nacle, with Adjusting Magnets, &e.
2t . Corroded Iron Bolt in Frame of
Levelling Plates.
10. Longitudinal Section, and Half¬
Wooden Ship ; Jointing Plates.
breadth Deck Plan of Large Vessels 22- 4. Great Eastern —Longitudinal Secon a reduced Scale.
- tions and Half-breadth Plans—Mid¬
11. Midship Sections of Three Vessels.
ship Section, with Detail-s—Section
12. Large Vessel, showing Details—Fore
in Engine Room, and Paddle Boxes.
End in Section, and End View, 25-6. Paddle Steam Vessel of Steel.
with Stem Post, Crutches, &c.
27. Scarbrough—Paddle Vessel of Steel.
13. Large K^ J^ showingDetails—After 28- 9. Proposed Passenger Steamer.
End in Section, with End View, 30. Persian —Iron Screw Steamer.
Stem Frame for Screw, and Rudder. 31. Midship Section of H .M. Steam
14. Large Vessel, showing Details—Mid¬
Frigate, Warrior .
skip Section, half breadth.
32. Midship Section of H .M. Steam
15. Machines for Punching and Shearing
Frigate, Hercules.
Plates and Angle-Iron, and for 33. Stem, Stem, and Rudder of H .M.
Bending Plates ; Rivet Hearth .
Steam Frigate, Bellerophon.
15a. Beam-Bending Machine, Indepen¬ 34. Midship Section of H .M. Troop Ship,
Serapis .
dent Shearing, Punching and AngleIron Machine.
Iron Floating Dock.
“ A thoroughly practical work, and every question of the many in relation to iron
shipping which admit of diversity of opinion, or have various and conflicting personal
interests attached to them, is treated with sober and impartial wisdom and good sense.
. . . . As good a volume for the instruction of the pupil or student of iron naval
architecture as can be found in any language.”—Practical Mechanics' Journal .
“ A very elaborate work. . . . It forms a most valuable addition to the history
of iron shipbuilding, while its having been prepared by one who has made the subject
his study for many years, and whose qualifications have been repeatedly recognised;,,
will recommend it as one of practical utility to all interested in shipbuilding.”—Army
and Navy Gazette.

Steam .

THE SAFE USE OF STEAM : containing Rules for Unpro¬
fessional Steam Users. By an Engineer . Second Edition . 121110
.
Sewed, 6d.
N . B.—This little work should be hi the hands of every person
having to deal with a Steam Engine of any kind .

“ If steam-users would but learn this little book by heart, and then hand it to

their stokers to do the same, and see that the latter do it, boiler explosionswould
become sensations by their rarity .”—English Mecha?iic.
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, &c.
TURE

Construction .
THE SCIENCE of BUILDING : An Elementary Treatise on
the Principles of Construction. By E . Wyndham Tarn , M.A.,
Architect . Illustrated with 47 Wood Engravings. Demy 8vo,
[Recently published*
price Ss. 6d. cloth.

“ A Yery valuable book, which we strongly recommendto all students.”—Builder .
“ The treatise does credit alike to the author and the publisher.”—Engineer .
“ No architectural student should be without this hand-book.”—Architect .
“ The book is very far from being a mere compilation; it is an able digest of
informationwhich is only to be found scattered through various works, and contains
more really original writing than many putting forth far stronger claims to originality.”
—E ngineering.

Beaton s Pocket Estimator .

THE POCKET ESTIMATOR FOR THE BUILDING
TRADES , being an easy method of estimating the various parts
of a Building collectively, more especially applied to Carpenters’
and Joiners’ work, priced according to the present value of material
and labour. By A. C. Beaton , Author of ‘ Quantities and
Measurements.’ 33 Woodcuts. Leather . Waistcoat -pocket size. 2s.

Beaton sBuilders ’and Surveyors ’ Technical Guide .

THE POCKET TECHNICAL GUIDE AND MEASURER
FOR BUILDERS AND SURVEYORS : containing a Complete
Explanation of the Terms used in Building Construction, Memo¬
randa for Reference, Technical Directions for Measuring Work in
all the Building Trades, with a Treatise on the Measurement of
Timbers, and Complete Specifications for Houses, Roads, and
Drains . By A. C. Beaton , Author of ‘Quantities and Measure¬
ments.’ With 19 Woodcuts. Leather . Waistcoat -pocket size. 2r.

Villa Architecture .

A HANDY BOOK of VILLA ARCHITECTURE ; being a
Series of Designs for Villa Residences in various Styles. With
Detailed Specificationsand Estimates. By C. Wic -kes , Architect,
Author of “ The Spires and Towers of the Mediaeval Churches of
England ,” &c. First Series, consisting of 30 Plates ; Second
Series, 31 Plates. Complete in 1 vol. 4to, price 21. ior . half
morocco. Either Series separate, price 11. ys. each, half morocco.

“ The whole of the designs bear evidence of their being the work of an artistic
architect, and they will prove very valuable and suggestive to architects, students, and
amateurs.”—Building News.

House Painting .

HOUSE PAINTING , GRAINING , MARBLING , AND
SIGN WRITING : a Practical Manual of, containing full infor¬
mation on the Processes of House Painting in Oil and Distemper ,
the Formation of Letters and Practice of Sign Writing, the Prin¬
ciples of Decorative Art, a Course of Elementary Drawing for
House Painters, Writers, &c., and a Collection of Useful Receipts.
With 9 Coloured Plates of Woods and Marbles, and nearly 150
Wood Engravings. By Ellis A. Davidson , Author of ‘Build¬
ing Construction, ’ ‘Drawing for Carpenters ,’ &c. i2mo, 6r. cloth
boards.
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A rchitecture, A ncient and Modern.
RUblMENTARY
ARCHITECTURE , Ancient and Modern.
Consisting of VITRUVIUS , translated by Joseph Gwilt ,
F .S.A., &c., with 23 fine copper plates ; GRECIAN Archi¬
tecture, by the Eap.l of Aberdeen ; the ORDERS of
Architecture , by W. II . Leeds , Esq. ; The STYLES of Archi¬
tecture of Various Countries, by T. Talbot
Bury ; The
PRINCIPLES of DESIGN in Architecture , by E . L. Garbett .
In one handsome volume, half-bound (pp. 1, 100), copiously illus¬
trated , price 12s.
*. * Sold separately, in two vols., as follows, price 6s. each,.hf. M .
ANCIENT ARCHITECTURE . Containing Gwilt’s Vitruvius
and Aberdeen ’s Grecian Architecture .
N .B.—This is the only edition of VITRUVIUS procurable at a
moderate price.
MODERN ARCHITECTURE . Containing the Orders, by Leeds ;
The Styles, by Bury ; and Principles of Design, by Garbett .

The Young Architect 's Book.
HINTS

TO YOUNG ARCHITECTS .

By George Wight -

wick , Architect , Author of “ The Palace of Architecture , ” &c. &c.

New Edition , revised and enlarged.

laume , Architect .

boards, 41.

With

numerous

By G. Huskisson

illustrations .

Guil¬

l2mo . cloth

Drawing for Builders and Students.

PRACTICAL RULES ON DRAWING for the OPERATIVE
BUILDER and YOUNG STUDENT in ARCHITECTURE .
By George Pyne , Author of a “ Rudimentary Treatise on Per *
spective for Beginners.” With 14 Plates, 4to, 7s. 6d., boards.

Contents

.—I . Practical

Rules on Drawing — Outlines .

II .

Ditto — the Grecian
and Roman Orders. III . Practical Rules on
Perspective. IV . Practical
Rules on Light and Shade. V. Practical RulesDrawing—
on .Colour, &c. &c.

Cottages, Villas , and Country>Houses .

DESIGNS and EXAMPLES of COTTAGES , VILLAS , and
COUNTRY HOUSES ; being the Studies of several eminent
Architects and Builders ; consisting of Plans, Elevations, and Per¬
spective Views ; with approximate Estimates of the Cost of each.
In 4to, with 67 plates, price 1/. is.,doth .

Builder s Price Book.
LOCKWOOD & CO.’S BUILDER ’S AND CONTRACTOR ’S
PRICE BOOK —with which is incorporated Atchley ’s, and por¬
tions of the late G. R.. Burnell ’s Builders’Price Books—for 1875,
containing the latest prices of all kinds of Builders’ Materials and
Labour , and of all Trades connected with Building ; with many
useful and important Memoranda and Tables ; Lists of the Mem¬
bers of the Metropolitan Board of Works, of Districts, District
Officers, and District Surveyors, and the Metropolitan Bye-la.ws.
The whole revised and edited by Francis T. W . Miller , Archi¬
tect and Surveyor. Fcap . 8vo, strongly half-bound, price 4s.
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Handbook of Specifications.
THE HANDBOOK OF SPECIFICATIONS ; or, Practical
Guide to the Architect, Engineer, Surveyor, and Builder, in drawing
up Specifications and Contracts for Works and Constructions.
Illustrated by Precedents of Buildings actually executed by eminent
Architects and Engineers. Preceded by a Preliminary Essay, and
Skeletons of Specifications and Contracts, &c., &c., and explained
by numerous Lithograph Plates and Woodcuts. By Professor
Thomas

L . Donaldson

, President of the Royal Institute of British

Architects, Professor of Architecture and . Construction, University
College, London, M.I.B.A., Member of the various European
Academies of the Fine Arts. With A Review of the Law of
Contracts

, and of the Responsibilities

of Architects , Engineers ,

and Builders. By W . Cunningham Glen , Barrister-at-Law, of
the Middle Temple. 2 vols., 8vo, with upwards of noopp . of
text, and 33 Lithographic Plates, cloth, 21. 2s. (Published at 41.)
“ In these two volumes of 1, 100 pages (together), forty-four specifications of executed
works are given, including the specifications for parts of the new Houses of Parliament,

by Sir Charles Barry, and for the new Royal Exchange, by Mr. Tite, M.P.
“ Amongst the other known buildings, the specifications of which are given, are
the Wiltshire Lunatic Asylum (Wyatt and Brandon) ; Tothill Fields Prison (R. Abra¬
ham) ; the City Prison, Holloway(Bunning) ; the High School, Edinburgh (Hamilton) ;
Clothworkers’ Hall, London (Angel) ; Wellington College, Sandhurst (J . Shaw) ;
Houses in Grosvenor Square, and elsewhere; St. George’s Church, Doncaster
(Scott) ; several works of smaller size by the Author, including Messrs. Shaw’s Ware¬
house in Fetter Lane, a very successful elevation ; the Newcastle-upon-Tyne Railway
Station (J . Dobson) ; new Westminster Bridge (Page) ; the High Level Bridge, New¬
castle (R. Stephenson) ; various works on the Great Northern Railway (Brydone) ;
and one French specification for Houses in the Rue de Rivoli, Paris (MAf. Armand,
Hittorff, Pellechet, and Rohault de Fleury, architects). The majority of the specifi¬
cations have illustrations in the shape of elevations and plans.
“ About 140 pages of the second volume are appropriated to an expositionof the
law in relation to the legal liabilities of engineers, architects, contractors, and builders,
by Mr. W. Cunningham Glen, Barrister-at-law. Donaldson’s Handbook of Spe¬
cifications must be bought by all architects.”—Builder .

Specifications for Practical A rchitecture .

SPECIFICATIONS FOR PRACTICAL ARCHITECTURE :
A Guide to the Architect, Engineer, Surveyor, and Builder ; with
an Essay on the Structure and Science of Modern Buildings. By
Frederick

Rogers , Architect .

Demy 8vo, price 15^., cloth.

With

numerous

Illustrations .

(Published at 1/. ioj\ )

*** A>volumeof specifications ofa practical character being greatly required, and the
old standard work of Alfred Bartholomewbeing out of print, the author, on the basis
of that work, has produced the above. Some of the specifications he has so altered
as to bring in the now universal use of concrete, the improvements in drainage, the
use of iron, glass, asphalte, and other material. He has also inserted specifications
of works that have been erected in his own practice.

The House -Owner ’s Estimator .
THE HOUSE -OWNER ’S ESTIMATOR ; or, What will it
Cost to Build, Alter, or Repair ? A Price-Book adapted to the
Use of Unprofessional People as well as for the Architectural
Surveyor and Builder. By the late James D. Simon , A.R.I. B.A.
Edited and Revised by Francis T . W. Miller , Surveyor. With
numerous Illustrations . Second Edition, with the prices carefully
revised to 1875. Crown 8vo, cloth, price 3«r. 6d.
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CARPENTRY
,f -TIMBER
, &c.
Tredgold ’s Carpentry , new, enlarged , and cheaper
Edition .
THE ELEMENTARY
PRINCIPLES OF CARPENTRY :
a Treatise on the Pressure and Equilibrium of Timber Framing , the
Resistance of Timber , and the Construction of Floors, Arches,
Bridges, Roofs, Uniting Iron and Stone with Timber , &c. To which
is added an Essay on the Nature and Properties of Timber , &c.,
with Descriptions of the Kinds of Wood used in Building ; also
numerous Tables of the Scantlings of Timber for different purposes,
the Specific Gravities of Materials, &c. By Thomas Tredgold ,
C.E . Edited by Peter Barlow , F .R.S. Fifth Edition , cor¬
rected and enlarged. With 64 Plates (11 of which now first appear
in this edition), Portrait of the Author , and several Woodcuts . In
I vol., 4to, published at 2/. 2s.f reduced to il . 5s., cloth.
u <Tredgold’s Carpentry ’ ought to be in every architect’s and every builder’s
library, and those who do not already possess it ought to avail themselvesof the new
issue."’—Builder .
“ A work whose monumental excellence must commend it wherever skilful car¬
pentry is concerned. The Author’s principles are rather confirmed than impaired by
time, and, as now presented, combine the surest base with the most interesting display
of progressive science. The additional plates are of great intrinsic value.”—Building
News.

Grandy s Timber Tables.
THE TIMBER IMPORTER ’S, TIMBER
and BUILDER ’S STANDARD GUIDE .
Grandy

.

Comprising

MERCHANT ’S,
By Richard E .

:— An Analysis of Deal Standards , Home

and Foreign, with comparative Values and Tabular Arrangements
for Fixing Nett Landed Cost on Baltic and North American Deals,
including! all intermediate Expenses, Freight , Insurance , &c., &c. ;
together with Copious Information for the Retailer and Builder.
Second Edition . Carefully revised and corrected. i2mo , price
3J. 6d. cloth.

“ Everything it pretends to be : built up gradually, it leads one from a forest to a
treenail, and throws in, as a makeweight, a host of material concerning bricks, columns,
cisterns, &c.—all that the class to whom it appeals requires.”—English Mechanic.
“ The only difficulty we have is as to what is not in its pages. What we have tested
of the contents, taken at random, is invariably correct.”—Illustrated Builders Journal .

Tables for Packing -Case Makers .

•

PACKING -CASE TABLES ; showing the number of Superficial
Feet in Boxes or Packing -Cases, from six inches square and
upwards. Compiled by William Richardson , Accountant .
. Oblong 4to, cloth, price 3s. 6d.

“ Will save much labour and calculation to packing-case makers and those who use
packing-cases.”—Grocer.
“ Invaluable labour-saving tables.”—Ironmonger .

Nicholson s Carpenter s Guide .

THE CARPENTER ’S NEW GUIDE ; or, BOOK of LINES
for CARPENTERS : comprising all the Elementary Principles
essential for acquiring a knowledge of Carpentry . Founded on the
late Peter Nicholson ’s standard work. A new Edition , revised
by Arthur
Ashpitel , F . S.A., together with Practical Rules on
Drawing, by George Pyne . With 74 Plates, 4to, 11. ir . cloth.
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’s Companion.
Dowsing ’s Timber Merchant
’S AND BUILDER ’S

COMTHE TIMBER MERCHANT
PANION ; containing New and Copious Tables of the Reduced
Weight and Measurement of Deals and Battens, of all sizes, from
One to a Thousand Pieces, and the relative Price that each size
bears per Lineal Foot to any given Price per Petersburgh Standard
Hundred ; the Price per Cube Foot of Square Timber to any given
Price per Load of 50 Feet ; the proportionate Value of Deals and;
Battens by the Standard , to Square Timber by the Load of 50 Feet
the readiest mode of ascertaining the Price of Scantling per Lineala
Foot of any size, to any given Figure per Cube Foot . Also
variety of other valuable information. By WILLIAM Dowsing ,
Timber Merchant . Second Edition . Crown 8vo, 3J. cloth.

can be no
“ Everything is as concise and clear as it can possibly be made. ThereAdvertiser .
doubt that every timber merchant and builder ought to possess it.”—Hull

Timber Freight Book.
IMPORTERS

’ AND SHIPOWNERS ’
TIMBER
THE
FREIGHT BOOK : Being a Comprehensive Series of Tables for,
the Use of Timber Importers , Captains of Ships, Shipbrokers
Builders, and all Dealers in Wood whatsoever. By William
Richardson

&c.

, Timber Broker , author of “ Packing Case Tables ,”

Crown 8vo, cloth, price 6s.

, &c.
MECHANICS
- *-

Hortojis Measurer .

THE COMPLETE MEASURER ; setting forth the Measurement of Boards, Glass, &c., &c. ; Unequal -sided, Square-sided,
Octagonal -sided, Round Timber and Stone, and Standing Timberof.
With just allowances for the bark in the respective species
the trees,
trees, and proper deductions for the waste in hewingeight-sided
&c. ; also a Table showing the solidity of hewn or
timber, or of any octagonal-sided column. Compiled for the,
accommodation of Timber-growers, Merchants , and Surveyors.
Stonemasons, Architects , and others. By Richard Horton
Second edition, with considerable and valuable additions, i2mo,
strongly bound in leather, 5s,
agent that is

“ The office of the architect, engineer, building surveyor, or land perfect in its
without this excellent and useful work cannot truly be considered
furnishing.”—Irish Builder .
have not
“ We have used the improved and other tables in this volume, and
inaccuracy.”—Builder .
observed any unfairness or tested
estate
and
builder
the
To
accurate.
are
have
we
tables
“ The
.
agents this work will be most acceptable .”—British Architect
instances
some
in
and
shown,
measurement
of
“ Not only are the best methods
systems pursued by dishonest
illustrated by means of woodcuts, but the erroneous
The work must be considered to be a valuable addi¬
dealers are fully exposed.
tion to every gardener’s library.—Garden .

.
Superficial Measurement
’S GUIDE

TO SUPERFICIAL MEA¬
THE TRADESMAN
SUREMENT . Tables calculated from 1 to 200 inches in length,
by I to 108 inches in breadth . For the use of Architects, Surveyors,
Engineers , Timber Merchants , Builders, &c. By James Haw KINGS.

Fcp . 3s. 6d . cloth .
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Mechanic s Workshop Companion .

THE OPERATIVE
MECHANIC ’S WORKSHOP
COM¬
PANION , and THE SCIENTIFIC GENTLEMAN ’S PRAC TICAL ASSISTANT ; comprising a great variety of the most
useful Rules in Mechanical Science ; with numerous Tables of Prac¬
tical Data and Calculated Results. By W . Templeton , Author
of “ The Engineer’s, Millwright’s, and Machinist’s Practical As¬
sistant.” Eleventh Edition , with Mechanical Tables for Operative
Smiths, Millwrights, Engineers, &c. ; together with several Useful
and Practical Rules in Hydraulics and Hydrodynamics, a variety
of Experimental Results, and an Extensive Table of Powers and
Roots , ii Plates. i2mo , 5>r. bound.

“ As a text-book of reference, in which mechanical and commercial demands are
judiciouslymet, Templeton ’s Companion stands unrivalled.”—Mechanics'Magazine .
“ Admirably adapted to the wants of a very large class. It has met with great
success in the engineering workshop, as we can testify ; and there are a great
many
men who, in a great measure, owe their rise in life to this little work.”—Building
News.

Engineer 's Assistant .
THE ENGINEER ’S, MILLWRIGHT ’S, and MACHINIST ’S
PRACTICAL ASSISTANT ; comprising a Collection of Useful
Tables , Rules, and Data . Compiled and Arranged , with Original
Matter , by W. Templeton . 5th Edition . i8mo , zs. bd. cloth.

“ So much varied information compressed into so small a space, and published at a
price which places it within the reach of the humblest mechanic,
cannot fail to com¬
mand the sale which it deserves. With the utmost
confidence we commend this book
to the attention of our readers.—Mechanics' Magazine .
“ Every mechanic should become the possessor of the volume, and a more
present to an apprentice to any of the mechanical trades could not possibly be suitable
made.”
—Building News.

Designing , Measuring , and Valuing .
THE

STUDENT ’S GUIDE to the PRACTICE of MEA¬
SURING , andVALUING ARTIFICERS ’ WORKS ; containing
Directions for taking Dimensions, Abstracting the same, and bringing
the Quantities into Bill, with Tables of Constants, and copious
Memoranda for the Valuation of Labour and Materials in the re¬
spective Trades of Bricklayer and Slater, Carpenter and Joiner ,
Tainter and Glazier, Paperhanger , &c. With 43 Plates and Wood cuts. Originally edited by Edward Dobson , Architect . New
Edition , re-written , with Additions on Mensuration and Construc¬
tion, and useful Tables for facilitating Calculations and Measure¬
ments. By E . Wyndham Tarn , M.A., 8vo; ioj . 6d. cloth.

“ This useful book should be in every architect’s and builder’s
. Jt contains
a vast amount of informationabsolutely necessary to be known.”—office
The Irish Builder .
“ We have failed to discover anything connected with the building trade, from ex¬
cavating foundations to bell-hanging, that is not fully treated upon in this valuable
work.”—The Artizan .
“ Mr. Tam has well performed the task imposed upon him, and has made many
further and valuable additions, embodying a large amount of information
relating to
the technicalities and modes of construction employed in the several branches
of the
building trade.”—Colliery Guardian .
“ Altogether the book is one which well fulfils the promise of its title-page, and we
can thoroughly recommend it to the class
whose use it has been complied. Mr.
Tarn ’s additions and revisions have much for
increased the usefulness of the work, and
have especially augmented its value to students.”—Engineering .
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MATHEMATICS
Gregory s Practical Mathematics .
MATHEMATICS for PRACTICAL MEN ; being a Common¬
place Book of Pure and Mixed Mathematics. Designed chiefly
for the Use of Civil Engineers, Architects, and Surveyors. Part I .
Pure

—comprising Arithmetic , Algebra , Geometry ,

Mathematics

Mensuration, Trigonometry, Conic Sections, Properties of Curves.
Part II . Mixed Mathematics —comprising Mechanics in general,
Statics, Dynamics, Hydrostatics , Hydrodynamics, Pneumatics,
Mechanical Agents, Strength of Materials. With an Appendix of
copious Logarithmic and other Tables. By Olinthus Gregory ,
LL .D., F .R.A. S. Enlarged by Henry Law , C.E. 4th Edition,
carefully revised and corrected by J . R. YOUNG, formerly Profes¬
sor of Mathematics, Belfast College ; Author of “ A Course of
Mathematics,” &c. With 13 Plates. Medium 8vo, 1/. ir . cloth.

“ As a standard work on mathematics it has not been excelled.”—Artizan .
“ The engineer or architect will here find ready to his hand, rules for solving nearly
every mathematical difficulty that may arise in his practice. The rules are in all casess
explained by means of examples, in which every step of .the process is clearly worked

out."—Builder .
“ One of the most serviceable books to the practical mechanics of the country.
In the edition just brought out, the work has again been revised by
.
Professor Young. He has modernised the notation throughout, introduced a few
and corrected the numerous typographical errors which
here and
aragraphs
ave escaped the eyes of the former Editor. The book is now as complete as it is
possible to make it. It is an instructive book for the student, and a Text¬
mastered the subjects it treats of, needs occasionally to
once
having
who
him
for
book
refresh his memory upon them.”—Building News,

,
there

P

The Metric

System.

A SERIES OF METRIC TAELES , in which the British
Standard Measures and Weights are compared with those of the
Metric System at present in use on the Continent. By C. H .
Dowling

, C. E.

Second

Edition , revised and enlarged .

8vo ,

10s. 6d. strongly bound.

“ Mr. Dowling's Tables, which are well put together, come just in time as a ready
reckoner for the conversion of one system into the other.”—Athetueum.
“ Their accuracy has been certified by Professor Airy, the Astronomer-Royal.”—
Builder .
“ Resolution 8.—That advantage will be derived from the recent publication of
Metric Tables, by C. H . Dowling, C.E.”—Report of Section F , British Association,
Bath .

Comprehensive Weight Calculator .
THE WEIGHT CALCULATOR ; being a Series of Tables
upon a New and Comprehensive Plan, exhibiting at one Reference
the exact Value of any Weight from ilb . to 15 tons, at 300 Pro¬
gressive Rates, from 1 Penny to 168 Shillings per cwt., and con¬
taining 186,000 Direct Answers, which with their Combinations,
consisting of a single addition (mostly to be performed at .sight),
will afford an aggregate of 10,266,000 Answers ; the whole being
calculated and designed to ensure Correctness and promote
Despatch . By Henrv Harken , Accountant, Sheffield, Author
of ‘The Discount Guide.* An entirely New Edition, carefully
[fast Published,.
revised. Royal 8vo. strongly half-bound, 30^.
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Inwood 's Tables, greatly enlarged-and improved.
TABLES FOR THE PURCHASING of ESTATES , Freehold ,
Copyhold, or Leasehold ; Annuities, Advowsons, &c., and for the
Renewing of Leases held under Cathedral Churches, Colleges, or
other corporate bodies ; for Terms of Years certain, and for Lives ;
also for Valuing Reversionary Estates, Deferred Annuities, Next
Presentations , &c., together with Smart ’s Five Tables of Compound
Interest , and an Extension of the same to Lower and Intermediate
Rates . By William Inwood , Architect . The 20th edition, with
considerable additions, and new and valuable Tables of Logarithms
for the more Difficult Computations of the Interest of Money, Dis¬
count, Annuities, &c., by M. Fedor Thoman , of the Societe
Credit Mobilie? of Paris. i2mo , 8s. cloth.
*** This edition (the 20th) differs in many important particulars
jrom former ones. The changes consist, first, in a more convenient
and systematic arrangement of the original Tables, and in the removal
of certain numerical errors which a very careful revision of the whole
has enabled the present editor to discover; and secondly, in the
extension ofpractical utility conferred on the work by the introduction
of Tables now insertedfor the first time. This new and important
matter is all so much actually added to Inwood ’s Tables ; nothing
has been abstracted from the original collection: so that those who have
been long in the habit of consulting In WOOD for any special profes¬
sional purpose will, as heretofore, find the information sought still in
its pages.
**Those interested in the purchase and sale of estates, and in the adjustment of
compensationcases, as well as in transactions in annuities, life insurances, &c., will
find the present edition of eminent sej*vicz.”—Engineering .

Geometry for the A rchitect, Engineer , & c.
PRACTICAL GEOMETRY , for the Architect, Engineer , and
Mechanic ; giving Rules for the Delineation and Application of
various Geometrical Lines, Figures and Curves. By E . W. Tarn ,
M.A., Architect , Author of “ The Science of Building,” &c.
With 164 Illustrations . Demy 8vo. 12s. 6d.
“ No book with the same objects in view has ever been published in which the
clearness of the rules laid down and the illustrative diagrams have been so satis¬
factory.”—Scotsman.

Compound Interest and Annuities .
THEORY of COMPOUND INTEREST and ANNUITIES ;
with Tables of Logarithms for the more Difficult Computations of
Interest , Discount, Annuities, &c., in all their Applications and
Uses for Mercantile and State Purposes. With an elaborate Intro¬
duction. By Fedor Thoman , of the Societe Credit Mobilier,
Paris. l2mo , cloth, 5-r.
**A very powerful work, and the Author has a very remarkable command of his
subject.”—Professor A. de Morgan .
“ We recommend it to the notice of actuaries and accountants.”—A thenceum.
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SCIENCE AND ART.
The Military Sciences.
AIDE -MEMOIRE to the MILITARY SCIENCES . Framed
from Contributions of Officers and others connected with the dif¬
ferent Services. Originally edited by a Committee of the Corps of
Royal Engineers. Second Edition, most carefully revised by an
Officer of the Corps, with many additions ; containing nearly 350
Engravings and many hundred Woodcuts. 3 vols. royal 8vo, extra
cloth boards, and lettered, price 41. 10s.
“ A compendiousencyclopaedia of military knowledge.”—Edmburgh Review.
“ The most comprehensive work of reference to the military and collateral sciences.”
—Volunteer Service Gazette.

Field Fortification .
A TREATISE on FIELD FORTIFICATION , the ATTACK
of FORTRESSES , MILITARY , MINING , and RECON NOITRING . By Colonel I . S. Macaulay , late Professor of
Fortification in the R. M. A., Woolwich. Sixth Edition , crown
8vo, cloth, with separate Atlas of 12 Plates, price 12s. complete.

Field Fortification .
HANDBOOK OF FIELD FORTIFICATION , intended for
the Guidance of Officers preparing for Promotion, and especially
adapted to the requirements of Beginners. By Major W. W .
Knollys , F . R.G. S., 93rd Sutherland ITighlanders, &c. With
163 Woodcuts. Crown 8vo, 3-r. 6d. cloth.

Storms .
STORMS : their Nature , Classification, and Laws, with tire
Means of Predicting them by their Embodiments, the Clouds.
By William Blasitjs . With Coloured Plates and numerous
Wood Engravings. Crown 8vo, 12s. 6d. cloth boards.

Light -Houses .
EUROPEAN LIGHT -HOUSE SYSTEMS ; being a Report of
a Tour of Inspection made in 1873. By Major George H .
Elliot , Corps of Engineers, U. S.A. Illustrated by 51 En¬
gravings and 31 Woodcuts in the Text . Svo, 21s. cloth.

Dye- Wares and Colours .
THE MANUAL of COLOURS and DYE -WARES : their
Properties , Applications, Valuation, Impurities , and Sophistications.
For the Use of Dyers, Printers, Dry Salters, Brokers, &c. By J ,
W, Slater . Post 8vo, cloth, price 7s. 6d.

e<A complete encyclopedia of the materia , tinctoria . The information given
respecting each article is full and precise, and the methods of determining the value
of articles such as these, so liable to sophistication, are given with clearness, and are
practical as well as valuable.”—Chemist and Druggist .
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Electricity .
A MANUAL of ELECTRICITY ; including
Galvanism, Mag¬
netism, Diamagnetism, Electro -Dynamics, MagnoElectricity, and
the Electric Telegraph . By Henry M. Noad , Ph.D.,
F .C.S.,
Lecturer on Chemistry at St. George’s Hospital . Fourth
Edition ,
entirely rewritten . Illustrated by 500 Woodcuts. 8vo, il . 4s.
cloth.

“ The commendations already bestowed in the pages of
the
editions of this work are more than ever merited by the present.Lancet on the former
The accounts given
of electricity and galvanism
are not only complete m a scientific sense,
but, which is a
rarer thing, are popular and interesting.”—Laticet .

Text-Book of Electricity .

THE STUDENT ’S TEXT -BOOK OF ELECTRICITY
. By
Henry
M . Noad , Ph . D . , Lecturer on Chemistry at St .
George ’s
Hospital . New Edition revised and enlarged,
with additions on
Telegraphy , by G . E. Preece , Esq . Upwards of 400 Illustrations
.
[/ # Preparation .

Rudimentary Magnetism .

RUDIMENTARY MAGNETISM : being a concise
of the general principles of Magnetical Science, and theexposition
purposes
to which it has been applied. By Sir W . Snow
Harris , F .R .S.
New and enlarged Edition , with considerable additions
by Dr .

Noad , Ph . D .

With

165 Woodcuts .

i2mo , cloth , 4s. 6d .

“ There is a good index, and this volume of 412 pages
may be considered the best
possible manual on the subject of magnetism.”—
Mechanicf Magazine .
“ As concise and lucid an exposition of the
it is possible to write.”—English Mechanic. phenomena of magnetism as we believe
“ Not only will the scientific student find this volume an
invaluable book of refer¬
ence, but the general reader will find in it as much to interest
as to inform his mind.
Though a strictly scientific work, its subject
is handled in a simple and readable'
style. —1
llustrated Review.

Chemical Analysis .

THE COMMERCIAL HANDBOOK of CHEMICAL
ANA LYSIS ; or Practical Instructions for the determination of the
In¬
trinsic or Commercial Value of Substances used in
Manufactures,
in Trades , and in the Arts. By A. Normandy ,
of “ Prac¬
tical Introduction to Rose’s Chemistry,” and Author
“ Treatise of Chemical Analysis. ” .New Edition .Editor of Rose’s
, and
to a great extent re-written, by Henry M. Noad, Enlarged
. D., F .R.S.
With numerous Illustrations . Crown 8vo, 12s. 6d. Ph
cloth.
\Just ready.
“ We

recommend this book to the careful perusal of every one ; it may
be truly
affirmed to be of universal interest, and we
recommend it to our readers as a
guide, alike indispensable to the housewife strongly
as to the pharmaceutical practitioner.”—
Medical Times.
“ The very best work on the subject the English press
has yet produced.”—Me~
ckanicd Magazine,

Mollusca .
A MANUAL OF THE MOLUSCA ; being 3.
Treatise on
Recent and Fossil Shells. By Dr. S. P. Woodward ,
With Appendix by Ralph Tate , A.L. S. F . G. S. With A .L.S.
numer¬
ous Plates and 300 Woodcuts. Third Edition. Crown
8vo, 7s. (xi.
cloth gilt.
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Clocks, Watches, and Bells .
RUDIMENTARY TREATISE on CLOCKS , WATCHES ,
and BELLS . By Sir Edmund Beckett , Bart, (late E . B.
Denison), LL .D., Q.C., F . R.A. S., Author of “ Astronomy with¬
out Mathematics,” &c. Sixth edition, thoroughly revised and
enlarged, with numerous Illustrations . ' Limp cloth (No. 67,
Weale’s Series), 4s. 6d.; cloth boards, 5r. 6d.
“ As a popular, and, at the same time, practical treatise on clocks and bells, it is
unapproached.”—English Mechanic.
“ The best work on the subject probably extant . . . So far as we know it has
no competitor worthy of the name. The treatise on bells is undoubtedly the best in
the language. It shows that the author has contributed very much to their modern
improvement, if indeed he has not revived this art, which was decaying here . .
To call it a rudimentary treatise is a misnomer, at least as respects clocks and bells.
It is something more. It is the most important work of its kind in English.”—
E ngincering.
“ The only modern treatise on clock-making.”—Horological journal .
“ Without having any special interest in the subject, and even without possessing
any general aptitude for mechanicalstudies, a reader must be very unintelligent who
cannot find matter to engage his attention in this work. The little book now
appears revised and enlarged, being one of the most praiseworthy volumes in
Weale’s admirable scientific and educational series.”—Daily Telegraph.
“ We do not know whether to wonder most at the extraordinary cheapness of this
admirable treatise on clocks, by the most able authority on such a subject, or the
thorough completeness of his work even to the minutest details. The chapter on bells is
singular and amusing, and will be a real treat even to the uninitiated general reader.
The illustrations, notes, and indices, make the work completely perfect of its kind.”—
Standard .
“ There is probably no book in the English language on a technical subject so
easy to read, and to read through, as the treatise on clocks, watches, and bells,
written by the eminent Parliamentary Counsel, Mr. E. B. Denison—now Sir Edmund
Beckett, Bart."—Architect .

Science and Scripture .
SCIENCE ELUCIDATIVE OF SCRIPTURE , AND NOT
ANTAGONISTIC TO IT ; being a Series of Essays on—1.
Alleged Discrepancies ; 2. The Theory of the Geologists and
Figure of the Earth ; 3. The Mosaic Cosmogony ; 4. Miracles in
general—Views of Hume and Powell ; 5. The Miracle of Joshua—
Views of Dr . Colenso : The Supernaturally Impossible ; 6. The
Age of the Fixed Stars—their Distances and Masses. By Professor
J . R. '5'oung , Author of “ A Course of Elementary Mathematics,”
&c. &c. Fcap . 8vo, price 5-f. cloth lettered.
“ Professor Young’s examinationof the early verses of Genesis, in connection with
modem scientific hypotheses, is excellent.”—English Churchman .
” Distinguished by the true spirit of scientific inquiry, by great knowledge, by keen
logical ability, and by a style peculiarly clear, easy, and energetic.”—Nonconformist.
“ No one can rise from its perusal without being impressed with a sense of the sin¬
gular weakness of modern scepticism.”—Baptist Magazine .
**A valuable contribution to controversial theological literature.”—City Press .

Practical Philosophy .
A SYNOPSIS of PRACTICAL PHILOSOPHY . By the Rev.
John Carr , M.A., late Fellow of Trin . Coll., Cambridge. Second
Edition. i8mo, 5-r. cloth.
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Museum of Science and Art .
OF SCIENCE

AND

ART .

Edited

Dionysius
Lardner
, D . C. L ., formerly Professor of Natural
losophy and Astronomy in University College, London.

by
Phi¬

Contents :
The Planets ; are they inhabited Worlds ?—Weather Prognostics—
Popular Fallacies in Questions of Physical Science—Latitudes and
Longitudes—Lunar Influences—Meteoric Stones and Shooting
Stars — Railway Accidents — Light—Common Things :—Air
—
Locomotion in the United States—Cometary Influences—Common
Things : Water —The Potter ’s Art —Common Things : Fire —
Locomotion and Transport , their Influence and Progress—The
Moon—Common Things : The Earth —The Electric Telegraph —
Terrestrial Heat —The Sun—Earthquakes and Volcanoes—
Baro¬
meter, Safety Lamp , and Whitworth ’s Micrometric Apparatus
—
Steam—The Steam Engine—The Eye—The Atmosphere—Time
—Common Things : Pumps—Common Things : Spectacles,
the
Kaleidoscope—Clocks and Watches—Microscopic Drawing and
Engraving—Locomotive—Thermometer —New Planets : Leverrier and Adams’s Planet —Magnitude and Minuteness—
Common
Things : The Almanack—Optical Images—How to observe
the
Heavens —Common Things : the Looking -glass—Stellar Universe
—The Tides — Colour — Common Things : Man —
Magnifying
Glasses—Instinct and Intelligence—The Solar Microscope—The
Camera Lucida—The Magic Lantern —The Camera Obscura—
The Microscope—The White Ants : their Manners and Habits
—
The Surface of the Earth , or First Notions of Geography—
Science
and Poetry—The Bee — Steam Navigation — Electro -Motive
Power—Thunder , Lightning , and the Aurora Borealis—The
Printing Press—The Crust of the Earth —Comets —The Stereo¬
scope—The Pre -Adamite Earth —Eclipses—Sound. With
up¬
wards of 1200 Engravings on Wood. In 6 Double Volumes,
handsomely bound in cloth, gilt, price £ i is,

“ The ‘ Museum of Science and Art ’ is the most valuable
ever been made to the Scientific Instruction of every class of contribution that has
society.”—Sir David
Brewster in the North British Review.
“ Whether we consider the liberality and beauty of the
illustrations, the charm of
the writing, or the durable interest of the matter,
must express our belief that
there is hardly to be found among the new books, we
one that would be welcomed by
people of so many ages and classes as a valuable
present.”—Examiner .

* * Separate

formed from the above, statable for Workmen's
Libraries , Science Classes, Sac,

books

Common Things
Explained
. With 233 Illustrations , 5^. cloth .
The Electric
Telegraph
Popularized
, ioo Illustrations , is . 6d. cloth .
The Microscope . With 147 Illustrations , 2s. cloth .
Popular
Geology . With 201 Illustrations , 2s. 6d. cloth .
Popular
Physics . With 85 Illustrations . 2s. 6d. cloth .
Popular
Astronomy
. With 182 Illustrations , 4s . 6d . cloth .
Steam and its Uses . With 89 Illustrations , zs . cloth .
The Bee and White Ants . With 135 Illustrations , cloth,
zs.
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.
’S SCIENT IFIC HANDBOOKS
DR. LARDNER
Astronomy .

THE HANDBOOK OF ASTRONOMY . By Dionysius
Lardner , D. C.L., formerly Professor of Natural Philosophy and
Astronomy in University College, London . Fourth Edition . Re¬
vised and Edited by Edwin Dunkin , F .R.A. S., Superintendent
of the Altazimuth Department , Royal Observatory, Greenwich.
With 38 plates and upwards of 100 Woodcuts. In one thick vol.,
Crown 8vo, price gs. 6d. cloth.

“ We can cordially recommend it to all those who desire to possess a complete
manual of the science and practice of astronomy.”—Astronomical Reporter .

Optics.

THE HANDBOOK OF OPTICS . New Edition . Edited by
T . Olver Harding , B.A. Lond ., of University College, London.
With 298 Illustrations . Small 8vo, cloth, 448 pages, price 5r.

Electricity .

THE HANDBOOK of ELECTRICITY , MAGNETISM , and
ACOUSTICS . New Edition . Edited by Geo . Carey Foster ,
B.A., F .C.S. With 400 Illustrations . Small Svo, cloth, price 5s.

“ The book could not have been entrusted to any one better calculated to preserve
the terse and lucid style of Lardner, while correcting his errors and bringing up his
work to the present state of scientific knowledge.”—Popular Science Revieiv.

Mechanics .

THE HANDBOOK OF MECHANICS .
larged by B. Loewy , F .R.A.S.

Revised and en[.Reprinting.

Hydrostatics .

THE HANDBOOK of HYDROSTATICS and PNEUMATICS .
New Edition , Revised and Enlarged by Benjamin Loewy ,
\Just published.
F .R.A.S. With numerous Illustrations . 5-f.

Heat .

THE HANDBOOK OF HEAT . New Edition , Re -written and
{Nearly Heady.
Enlarged . By Benjamin Loewy , F .R.A.S.

Animal

Physics .

THE HANDBOOK OF ANIMAL PHYSICS . With 520
Illustrations . New edition, small Svo, cloth, 1$. (id. 732 pages.

Electric Telegraph .

THE ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH . New Edition . Revised
and Re-written by E . B. Bright , F .R.A.S. 140 Illustrations .
Small 8vo, is . (id. cloth.

“ One of the most readable books extant on the Electric Telegraph.”—Eng .Mechanic.
NATURAL

PHILOSOPHY

328 Illustrations .

FOlfsCHOOLS

Fifth Edition .

.

By Dr . Lardner

1 vol, 3r. 6d. cloth.

.

“ A very convenient class-book for junior students in private schools. It is in¬
tended to convey, in clear and precise terms, general notions of all the principal
divisions of Physical Science.”—British Quarterly Review.
ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR SCHOOLS . By Dr . Lardner .
With 190 Illustrations . Second Edition . I vol. %s. 6d. doth . ^
‘‘Clearly written,well arranged, and excellentlyillustrated.”—Gardeners' Chronicle.
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Geology and Genesis Harmonised .

THE TWIN RECORDS of CREATION ; or, Geology
Genesis, their Perfect Harmony and Wonderful Concord. and
By
George
W . Victor
Le Vaux . With numerous Illustrations .
Fcap . 8vo, price $s. cloth.

“ We can recommendMr. Le Vaux as an able and interesting
guide to a popular
appreciation of geologicalscience. ”—Spectator.
“ The author combines an unbounded admiration of science
with an unbounded
admiration of the Written Record/ ’—London Revieiv.
“ No real difficulty is shirked, and no sophistry is left
unexposed.”—The Rock.

Geology, Physical .

PHYSICAL GEOLOGY .
(Partly based on Major-General
Portlock ’s Rudiments of Geology. ) By Ralph Tate , A
.L. S.,
F .G.S. Numerous Woodcuts. i2mo , 2s.

Geology, Historical .
HISTORICAL GEOLOGY . (Partly based on Major-General
Portlock ’s Rudiments of Geology.) By Ralph Tate , A.
L.S.,
F . G. S. Numerous Woodcuts. i2mo, 2s. 6d. .
*** Or Physical and Historical
Geology , bound in One
Volume, price $s.

Wood- Carving .
INSTRUCTIONS in WOOD -CARVING , for Amateurs ; with
Hints on Design. By A Lady . In emblematic*
somely printed , with Ten large Plates, price 2s. 6d. wrapper , hand¬

“ The handicraft of the wood-carver, so well as a book can
impart it, may be learnt
from ‘A Lady’s ’ publication.”—Athciueum.
“ A real practical guide. It is very complete.”—Literary
Churchman.
“ The directions given are plain and easily
and it forms a very good
introduction to the practical part of the carver’sunderstood,
art.”—English Mechanic.

Popular

Work on Painting .

PAINTING POPULARLY EXPLAINED ; with Historical
Sketches of the Progress of the Art . By Thomas John Gullick ,
Painter , and John Timbs , F. S. A. Second Edition , revised
and
enlarged. With Frontispiece and Vignette. In small 8vo, 6s. cloth.
*#* This Work has been adopted as a Prize -book in the
Schools of
Art at South Kensington.

“ A work that may be advantageously consulted. Much may
be learned, even by
those who fancy they do not
require to be taught , from the careful
perusal of this
unpretending but comprehensivetreatise.”—Art journal .
‘A valuable book, which supplies a want.
a large amount of original
matter, agreeably conveyed, and will be found Itofcontains
as well by the young artist
seeking information as by the general reader. We value,
a cordial welcome to the book,
and augur for it an increasing reputation.”—Buildergive
.

Grammar of Colouring .

A GRAMMAR OF COLOURING , applied to
Decorative
Painting and the Arts . By George Field . New edition,
larged and adapted to the use of the Ornamental Painter en¬
and
Designer, by Ellis A. Davidson . With new Coloured Diagrams
and numerous Engravings on Wood . i2mo , 31. cloth boards.
“ One of

the most useful of student’s books, and probably the best
knotrn of the
few we have on the subject.”—Architect .
“ The book is a most useful risumc of the properties of
pigments.”—
Builder .
“ This treatise forms a most valuable vade mccum for the
ornamental painter and

designer.—Scotsman.
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on Illumination & Alphabets.
ART OF ILLUMINATION ; for the
THE
OF
A PRIMER
use of Beginners : with a Rudimentary Treatise on the Art , Prac¬
tical Directions for its Exercise, and numerous Examples taken
from Illuminated MSS.*-printed in Gold and Colours. By F . Dela¬

Delamotte s Works

motte . Small 4to , price 9-f. Elegantly bound , cloth antique .
" A handy book, beautifully illustrated ; the text of which is well written, and cal¬
culated to be useful. . . . The examples of ancient MSS. recommended to the student,
which, with much good sense, the author chooses from collections accessible to all, are
selected with judgment and knowledge, as well as taste.”—Atheiueum.

ORNAMENTAL ALPHABETS , ANCIENT and MEDIAEVAL ;
from the Eighth Century, with Numerals ; including Gothic,
Church-Text, large and small, German, Italian, Arabesque, Initials
for Illumination, Monograms, Crosses, &c. &c., for the use of
Architectural and Engineering Draughtsmen, Missal Painters,
Masons, Decorative Painters, Lithographers, Engravers, Carvers,
&c. &c. &c. Collected and engraved by F . Delamotte , and
printed in Colours. Royal 8vo, oblong, price 4s. cloth.
“ A well-known engraver and draughtsman has enrolled in this useful book the
result of many years’ study and research. For those who insert enamelled sentences
round gilded chalices, who blazon shop legends over shop-doors, who letter church
walls with pithy sentences from the Decalogue, this book will be useful. ”—A the7ueum.

EXAMPLES OF MODERN ALPHABETS , PLAIN and ORNA¬
MENTAL ; including German, Old English, Saxon, Italic, Per¬
spective, Greek, Hebrew, Court Hand , Engrossing, Tuscan,
Riband, Gothic, Rustic, and Arabesque ; with several Original
Designs, and an Analysis of the Roman and Old English Alpha¬
bets, large and small, and Numerals, for the use of Draughtsmen,
Surveyors, Masons, Decorative Painters, Lithographers, Engravers,
Carvers, &c. Collected and engraved by F . Delamotte , and
printed in Colours. Royal 8vo, oblong, price 4s. cloth.
“ To artists of all classes, but more especially to architects and engravers, this very
handsome book will be invaluable. There is comprised in it every possible shape into
which the letters of the alphabet and numerals can be formed, and the talent which
has been expended in the conception of the various plain and ornamental letters is
wonderful. Standard .

MEDIAEVAL ALPHABETS AND INITIALS FOR ILLUMI¬
NATORS . By F . Delamotte , Illuminator , Designer, and
Engraver on Wood. Containing 21 Plates, and Illuminated Title,
printed in Gold and Colours. With an Introduction by J . Willis

Brooks . Small 4to , 6s, cloth gilt .
*4A volume in which the letters of the alphabet come forth glorified in gilding and
all the colours of the prism interwoven and intertwined and intermingled, sometimes
with a sort of rainbow arabesque. A poem emblazonedin these characters would be
only comparable to one of those delicious love letters symbolized in a bunch of flowers
well selected and cleverly arranged.”—Sun .

THE EMBROIDERER ’S BOOK OF DESIGN ; containing Initials,
Emblems, Cyphers, Monograms, Ornamental Borders, Ecclesias¬
tical Devices, Mediseval and Modem Alphabets, and National
Emblems. Collected and engraved by F . Delamotte , and
printed in Colours. Oblong royal 8vo, 2s. 6d. in ornamental boards.
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Youatt and Burris Complete Grazier .

THE COMPLETE GRAZIER , and FARMER ’S and CATTLE BREEDER ’S ASSISTANT . A Compendium of Husbandry .
By

William
Youatt , Esq ., V . S .
nth Edition , enlarged by
Robert
Scott Burn , Author of “ The Lessons of My Farm , ” &c.
One large 8vo volume, 784 pp . with 215 Illustrations . 11. is .
half-bd.
“ The standard and text-book, with the farmer and grazier."—
Famteris Magazine .
“ A valuable repertory of intelligence for all who make
agriculture
a
pursuit,
and
especially for those who aim at keeping pace with the improvementsof
the age.”—
Bell 's Weekly Messenger.
“ A treatise which will remain a standard
agriculture endures.”—Mark Lane Express . work on the subject as long as British
“ One of the best books of reference that can be contained in the
library. The word ‘complete ’ expresses its character ; since every agriculturist’s
detail of the
subject finds a place, treated upon, and explained,
in a clear, comprehensive, and
practical manner.”—Magtu't.

Spooner on Sheep.
SHEEP ; THE HISTORY , STRUCTURE ,
,
AND DISEASES OF . By W . C. Spooner , M.ECONOMY
R.V.C., &c.
Third Edition , considerably enlarged ; with numerous fine engra¬
vings, including some specimens of New and Improved Breeds.
Fcp . 8vo. 366 pp .-, price 6s. cloth.

“ The book is decidedlyjbe best of the kind in our language,”—
Scotsman.
“ A reliable text-book.”—Stamford Mercury
.
“ Mr. Spooner has conferred upon the agricultural class a lasting
bodying in this work the improvements made in sheep stock by benefit by em¬
men as
Humphreys, Rawlence, Howard, and others.”—Hampshire Advertiser such
“ The work should be in possession of every flock-master.”—Banbury.
Guardian
.
“ We can confidently recommend the work as useful and
reliable, and of much
practical utility to the class for whom it is intended.”—Salisbury
and
Winchester
Journal .
“ Mr. Spooner has conferred a boon on
generally, and the farmer’s
library will be incomplete which does notagriculturists
include so admirable a guide to a very
important branch of the business.”—Dorset County Chronicle.

Scott Burris

System of Modern Farming .

OUTLINES OF MODERN FARMING . By R. Scott Burn .
Soils, Manures, and Crops—Farming and Farming Economy,
Historical and Practical —Cattle , Sheep, and Horses—Management
of the Dairy, Pigs, and Poultry, with Notes on the Diseases
of
Stock —Utilisation of Town -Sewage, Irrigation , and
of Waste Land . New Edition . In I vol. 1250 pp .,Reclamation
half-bound,
profusely Illustrated , price 12s.

“ There is sufficient stated within the limits of this
to prevent a farmer
from going far wrong in any of his operations. . . treatise
The author has had great
personal experience, and his opinions are entitled to every. respect.”—
Observer.

Hortoris

Underwood and Woodland Tables.

TABLES FOR PLANTING AND VALUING UNDER¬
WOOD AND WOODLAND ; also Lineal, Superficial, Cubical,
Wages , Marketing, and Decimal Tables. Together with Tables
for Converting Land -measure from one denomination
to another,
and instructions for Measuring Round Timber.
By Richard

Horton

.

l2mo . 2J. strongly bound in leather .

WORKS PUBLISHED

BY LOCKWOOD & CO.

3i

Ewart 's Land Improvers ’ Pocket-Book.

THE LAND IMPROVERS ’ POCKET -BOOK OF FOR¬
MULAE, TABLES , and MEMORANDA , required in any Com¬
putation relating to the Permanent Improvement of Landed Pro¬
perty . By John Ewart , Land Surveyor and Agricultural Engineer.
Royal 32010, oblong, leather, gilt edges, with elastic band, 4s.

“ A compendium long required by land surveyors, agricultural engineers, &c.”—
Sussex Daily Ne'ivs.
“ It is admirably calculated to serve the purpose for which it was intended.”—
Scotsman.
“ A compendious and handy little volume.”—Spectator.

Hudson ’s Tables for Land Valuers .

THE LAND VALUER ’S BEST ASSISTANT : being Tables,
on a very much improved Plan, for Calculating the Value of
Estates. To which are added, Tables for reducing Scotch, Irish,
and Provincial Customary Acres to Statute Measure ; also, Tables
of Square Measure, and of the various Dimensions of an Acre in
Perches and Yards, by which the Contents of any Plot of Ground
may be ascertained without the expense of a regular Survey ; &c.
By R . PIudson , C. E. New Edition, royal 32mo. oblong, leather,
gilt edges, with elastic band, 4A

“ Ot incalculable value to the country gentleman and professional man.”—Farmer 's
Journal .

Complete Agricultural

Surveyors ’ Pocket-Book.

THE LAND VALUER ’S AND LAND IMPROVER ’S COMPLETE POCKET -BOOK ; consisting of the above two works
bound together , leather, gilt edges, with strap , 7s. 6d.
1^ ° The above forms

an unequalled

and most compendious

Pocket

Vade-mecum for the Land Agent and Agricultural Engineer.

“ We consider Hudson’s book to be the best ready-reckoner on matters relating to
the valuation of land and crops we have ever seen, and its combination with Mr.
Ewart ’s work greatly enhances the value and usefulnessof the latter -mentioned . .
It is most useful as a manual for reference to those for whom it is intended.”—
North of England Fanner .

House Property .
HANDBOOK OF HOUSE PROPERTY : a Popular anti Practical Guide to the Purchase, Mortgage, Tenancy, and Compulsory
vSale of Houses and Land ; including the Law of Dilapidations and
Fixtures ; with Explanations and Examples of all kinds of Valua¬
tions, and useful Information and Advice on Building. By Edward
Lance Tarbuck , Architect and Surveyor . i2mo , 5J. cloth boards .
“ We are glad to be able to recommendit.”—Builder .
‘‘ The advice is thoroughly practical.”—Law Journal .

Scott Burn ’s Introduction to Farming .
THE LESSONS of MY FARM : a Book for Amateur Agricul¬
turists, being an Introduction to Farm Practice, in the Culture of
Crops, the Feeding of Cattle, Management of the Dairy, Poultry,
and Pigs, and in the Keeping of Farm -work Records. By Robert
Scott Burn . With numerous Illustrations . Fcp . &r. cloth .
“ A most complete introduction to the whole round of fanning practice.”—John
Bull.

PUBLISHED

BY LOCKWOOD

& CO.
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WORKS

“A

Complete Epitome of the Laws of this
Country.”

EVERY MAN ’S OWN LAWYER ; a Handy -Book of the Prin ciples of Law and Equity. By A Barrister . 12th Edition ,
carefully revised, including a Summary of The Building Societies
Act, The Infants’ Relief Act, The Married Women’s Property Act,
The Real Property Limitation Act, The Betting Act, The Hosiery
Manufacture Act, a Summary of the Supreme Court of Judicature
Act , &c., &c. With Notes and References to the Authorities .
), strongly bound.
i2mo , price 6j. Sd. (saved at every consultation
COMPRISING THE LAWS OF

—Copyright
and Agreements
—Bills of Exchange —Contracts
Bankruptcy
—Insurance —Libel
and Registration
—Dower and Divorce —Elections
Practice —
—Stock Exchange
—Settlements
and Slander —Mortgages
of
—Trespass , Nuisances , etc .—Transfer
Trade Marks and Patents
, etc . Also Law for
Land , etc .—Warrj <Nty —Wills and Agreements

Landlord and Tenant—Master and Servant—Workmen and Apprentices—Heirs,
Trustees—Guardian
Devisees, and Legatees—Husband and Wife—Executors and Agents—Lender
and
*-Married Women and Infants—Partners and
and Ward—
and Asso¬
Borrower—Debtor and*.Creditor—Purchaser and Vendor—Companies
Practitioners,
Medical
—
Churchwardens
,
ciations—Friendly Societies—Clergymen
&c.—Bankers—Farmers—Contractors—Stock and Share Brokers—Sportsmen
, House-Agents—
and Gamekeepers—Farriers and Horse-Dealers—Auctioneers
Innkeepers, &c.—Pawnbrokers—Surveyors—Railways and Carriers, &c. &c.
No Englishman ought to be without this book.”—Engineer .
“ It is a complete code of English Law, written in plain language which all can
understand . . . should be in the hands of every business man, and all who wish to
abolish lawyers’ bills.”—Weekly Times.
u A useful and concise epitome of the law.”—Law Magazine .
“ What it professes to be—a complete epitome of the laws of this country, thoroughly
intelligible to non-professional readers.”—Bell's Life .

Auctioneer ’s Assistant .

THE APPRAISER , AUCTIONEER , BROKER , HOUSE
AND ESTATE AGENT , AND VALUER ’S POCKET AS SISTANT , for the Valuation for Purchase, Sale, or Renewal of
Leases, Annuities, and Reversions, and of property generally ;
with Prices for Inventories , &c. By John Wheeler , Valuer, &c.
Third Edition , enlarged, by C. Norris . Royal 32mo, cloth,

“ A neat and concise book of reference, containing an admirable and clearlyarranged list of prices for inventories, and a very practical guide to determine the
value of furniture, &c.”—Standard .

Pawnbrokers ’ Legal Guide.

THE PAWNBROKERS ’, FACTORS ’, and MERCHANTSthe’
GUIDE to the LAW of LOANS and PLEDGES . With
Statutes and a Digest of Cases on Rights and Liabilities, Civil and
Criminal, as to Loans and Pledges of Goods, Debentures , Mercan¬
tile, and other Securities. By H . C. Foi .kakd , Esq., of Lincoln’s
Inn , Barrister-at -Law, Author of the “ Law of Slander and Libel,”
&c. l2mo , cloth boards, price Js.

Companies.
The Laws of Mines and MiningLAW
RELATING
A PRACTICAL TREATISE on the
MINES and MINING COMPANIES . By Whitton
dell , Attomey -at-Law. Crown 8vo. 4s. cloth.
Bradbury , Agncw, & Co., i'rintcrs , Whitefriars , London.
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